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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

THII studies prepared for the American Commission of 
Inquiry by Mr. George Louis Beer, Colonial Expert to The 
Inquiry and subsequently Chief of the Colonial Section of 
the American Commission to Negotiate Peace, possess an 
importance which is not measured merely by the conditions 
which evoked them. They are a permanent contribution 
towards an understanding of the Colonial Problem, not only 
in Africa, but throughout the world, not simply for some 
one Power, but for all Powers. They are based on a minute, 
impartial, and scientific investigation of every factor in
volved; each point of view is given due consideration; and 
from the data thus gathered, certain conclusions are drawn 
for action henceforth advisable in guidance of those portions 
of the world w~ich are as yet incapable of wisely directing 
their own destinies. If the essays are perfect by the canons 
of technical scholarship, they are also perfect in their appli
cability to practical statesmanship. 

It was my privilege to be closely associated with Mr. Beer 
both in New York and in Paris; and it was, perhaps, for this 
reason that, shortly after his death, Mrs. Beer and Mr. James 
Shotwell suggested that I prepare for press the monographs 
which he had written for The Inquiry. The copy )Vas almost 
ready for printing as Mr. Beer had left it, but it seemed 
advisable to do what he himself would doubtless have done, 
and to bring the entire volume, which had been finished 

v 
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early in 1918, up to the present time. The material which 
I have thus added is enclosed in brackets that it may 
clearly be distinguished from Mr. Beer's own work; and 
I have availed lllyself of this opportunity to indicate how 
closely the settlem~nts actually made at 'Paris coincided 
with the recommendations which he had formulated before 
the Conference assembled. I am also responsible for the 
entire body of Annexes and for the Commercial Chart, 
which· my friend, Mr. Craighill, kindly prepared. for me 
while we were both attached to the United States Embassy 
at Paris. 

I have not felt myself justified in excising any passage 
in the manuscript which Mr. Beer had not marked for dele
tion;and the reader may, consequently, observe a number 
of repetitions. In studies written at different times on kin
dred problems, occasional traversing of the same ground is 
almost inevitable; but each passage so repeated appeared 
to have its own justification,and reiteration seemed prefer
able to cross-reference. 

In an Introduction to this volume, I have sought to 
give some account of Mr. Beer's work in Paris, taking care 
not to duplicate .what will more fittingly be set forth in a 
Memorial Volume .soon to appear . 

.My task has not been wholly easy. It is no small matter 
even to . attempt to complete worthily the work of a true 
scholar and a dear friend when his counsel and his guid
ance may.no more be sought. My debt to· him and my 
affection for him were very great; the one I can never 
adequately repay, and the other I can never sufficiently 
express. But I have been helped by others who also knew 
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and admired him, and t~ough I may not yet record their 
names, they will be well aware of my gratitude to them. 

May the volume aid in furthering the welfare of man
kind whom George Louis Beer loved so well; and may it 
help to show that we who could only stand and wait 
through the dread years of war at least tried to serve I 

LOUIS H. GRAY. 

Univertlity oC Nebraska. June 25. 1923. 
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

THE magnitude of the World War, and the principles 
and reasons underlying the conflict, made it obvious, almost 
from the beginning, that the termination of hostilities 
must be followed by political and economic changes of 
corresponding degree. Preparation for peace was as essen
tial as preparation for war. Each belligerent Power re
alized this fact; and in the autumn of 1917, when it became 
evident that the Allies would win victory in the field, 
President Wilson requested Colonel House to create an 
American Commission of Inquiry to gather data-geo
graphical, ethnological, political, legal, commercial, eco
nomic-regarding every problem that could possibly be 
discussed at the Peace Conference, and to study and report 
on each of these questions in all its bearings. 

Among these matters, the Colonial Problem was recog
nized as one of the most important. It was only too clear 
that Germany's procedure in her colonies had been open 
to grave criticism, and that on moral grounds, as well ~ 
for political reasons, her retention of them could scarcely 
be justified. The question of their future was,. therefore, 
urgent. Under such conditions, it was peculiarly fitting 
that George Louis Beer should be chosen as Colonial 
Expert on the Commission, of which he was one of the first 
members, both in time and in eminence. 

For this work Mr. Beer possessed intellectual and tech
xv 
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nical abilities of very marked degree. He had studied 
minutely the history of the British colonial system, on 
which he had already written five volumes recognized as 
authoritative: "The Commercial Policy of England 
Toward the American Colonies" (1893); "Cromwell's 
Policy in Its Economic Aspects" (1902); "Origins of the 
British Colonial System, 1578-1660" (1908); and "The Old 
Colonial System, 1660-1754," Pa.rt I (2 volumes, 1912). 
His method throughout had been that which marks the 
true scholar in every line: unprejudiced, patient, and 
minute examination of every source of information; syn
thesis of the results of this examination into an ordered 
whole; deduction of principles and conclusions from that 
whole; and harmonization of the judgments thus reached 
with the complex of the omne scibile. All this Mr. Beer 
regarded, not as a counsel of perfection, but as a mere 
matter of course. Others might, for example, consider the 
Colonial Problem merely from the point of view of the 
·individual Colony or individual Power possessing it; or 
from the relation of that Colony and Power to other Colo
nies and Powers; or in their historical and economic connec
tions; or as pawns and knights on the diplomatic chess
board. He was wiser. To all these factors he assigned true 
value; but he also remembered that the Colonial Problem 
was I only a part of the settlement which must be made, 
realizing that if the past lays the foundations of the present, 
the present, in conjunction with the past, conditions the 
future; and that the settlement, to be of real worth, must 
prepare the way' for a. practicable future better than past 
or present. 
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It was precisely here that Mr. Beer escaped a peril which 
often overwhehns one who is only a scholar; and against 
which he had consciously guarded himself. For ten years 
he had engaged in a business career, though for four years 
of this period he had also been a lecturer on European 
hiBtory at his alma mater, Columbia University. He thus 
received a practical training in addition to his scholastic 
education, 80 that he knew not only books, but men and 
conditions, not merely as they should be, but as they are. 

These two aspects of Mr. Beer's character have been 
admirably summarized in a brief memoir in The Round 
Table: 1 

"A devouring reader of dry official documents, he pos
sessed the extraordinary faculty of never forgetting the 
smallest details once read. His academic training had 
given him in a high degree the love of truth and scrupulous 
conscientiousness of a scholar. On the other hand, his ten 
yeal'S' business training enabled him to avoid the faults 
of a mere scholar when dealing with practical questions. 
He combined to an extraordinary degree the virtues of 
scholarship with those of a man of affairs." 

From 1903 onwards, in the prosecution of his colonial 
studies, for which he was to receive, in 1913, the Loubat 
Prize from Columbia for the best works in English, during 
the preceding five years, on any subject of history, geog
raphy, or archeology .relating to America, Mr. Beer spent 
much time in London, . especially at the Record Office. 
Here he became acquainted with diplomatic procedure and 
with the group who were later to establish The Round 
Table, of which he was American correspondent, thus com-

• No • .0 (September, 1920), p. 9M. 
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pleting the training which subsequently was to prove of 
such great value. 

With this triple preparation in scholarship, practical 
life, and dipiomacy, Mr. Beer entered in October, 1917, 
upon the work of The Inquiry, as the corps of experts, 
called together by Colonel House, was commonly termed. 
It was in connection with this committee that he prepared 
the studies which are collected in the present volume. 
These essays are of more than usual interest from several 
points of view. They are representative of the best type 
of the reports which the American Commission to Negotiate 
Peace had for their technical guidance; and they possesS 
a further historical value when Mr. Beer's conclusions and 
recommendations are compared with the settlements actu
ally made. In every matter of principle, and in almost 
every detail; it will be observed that, in so far as the 
colonial settlement was concerned, what he thought best 
to be done, was done. Nor is this all. They also show
and this is of more than mere historic worth-how spholar
ship may serve Government, not only in the exact collec
tion of data, but also in the reasoned and impartial presen
tation of recommendations for a course to be pursued. 

The three essays ;on the African Colonies present a 
purelY.' inductive study which leads up to one of the most 
thoughtful suggestions for a major element in the League 
of Nations-the germ of the concept of international con
trol which was later to be embodied in the Mandate Article 
of the Covenant of the League; and in this connection a 
special historical importance attaches to the brief study 
on Mesopotamia (dated January I, 1918), in that it con-
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tains II the earliest use, so far as known either to Mr. Beer 
or to the writer, of the tenn "mandate" in which it is now 
technically employed. On this latter point, his colleague 
and close personal friend, Mr. James Shotwell, very per
tinently remarks: S 

"Yet it occurs in a most casual way in a sentence which 
bears no mark of special emphasis. For Mr. Beer had 
already matured the conception in his own mind,. and 
developed it in discussion so that he did not stress the 
formula which expressed it. Subsequently he realized the 
importance of the formula, but it was typical of his 
scholarly approach to the problem that he himself was 
more interested in the content of the settlement than in 
the invention of a slogan for popular understanding even 
when he was the almost unconscious inventor. It was 
equally typical of his modesty that his associates on the 
Inquiry were for the most part ignorant of this and similar 
contributions." 

An attentive reading of Mr. Beer's essays will reveal 
the principles which guided him in all his colonial studies. 
The first of these was that the colony must be admin
istered primarily for the benefit of its native population; 
and that the material interests of the metropolitan Power 
must be given very minor consideration. The second was 
that the colonies which had been held by Gennany must 
be placed under some system of international control. The 
former principle h~ long since received at least partial 
recognition, for the Signatories to the Berlin Act had de
clared themselves, in their Preamble, "concerned with the 
means of increasing the moral and material welfare of the 

·P.424. 
• In hill -:v on the work of George Louie Beer at the Paris Peace 

Conference in the forthcoming Beer Memorial Volume. 
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native populations," and by Article 6 had undertaken "to 
watch over the preservation of the native populations and 
over the imJ)rovement of their moral and material condi
tions of existence"; while the various subsequent restric
tions on slavery, arms, and liquor had been inspired by 
the same high motives. Nevertheless, Mr. Beer realized 
that this was only a beginning, and that, though the slave
trade was dead, the traffio in arms and liquor required more 
stringent measures. Further, there were the perils of 
forced labor, of expropriation of native land, and of unwar
ranted interference with native life and custom. Against 
these evils he sought to provide, and-whether independ
ently or not-the Mandates follow in all essentials the 
lines which he had foreseen to be best. 

The problem of international control was somewhat 
more diffioult. The system of the condominium has proved 
open to grave objection, as is sufficiently shown by ita 
record in all past history, notably in the case of the New 
Hebrides; the only successful surviving instance is Andorra. 
Direct internationalization is equally perilous. Its most 
effective application is undoubtedly that of the Commission 
of the Danube; but the Peace Conference admitted this 
regime only in the case of certain European rivers and 
the Dardanelles.' In some other instances internationaliza
tion was suggested, but failed of adoption. The best solu
tion was plainly that which Mr. Beer advocated-a dual 
control whereby the direct administration should be exer
cised by the Powers immediately concerned ill each par
ticular territory, but ~ith some system of international 

tTreat\Y of Venaillea. Anioles 331-Ma. Tre.~ of Sbres. Art.iol. 38-el. 
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supervision by which .the welfare of the. native populations 
might be more effectively guarded and protection ensured 
against any possible abuse.1I But with this dual control, 
Mr. Beer, strongly opposed to any course which might 
tend to make the League of Nations a "Super-State," 
whether in reality or in appearance, clearly saw, and in 
private conversation repeatedly stressed, the necessity of 
safeguarding the sovereignty of each Mandatory Power, 
as of every State, Member of the League. This require
ment he had in mind throughout the Peace Conference; 
he expressed his convictions on the subject more than once 
during the sessions of the Commissions to which he was 
attached; and the Conventions which he helped draw up 
bear evidence of his firm, yet tactful, insistence on this 
vital point. 

This brings us to a consideration of the somewhat brief 
study on the "Colonial Questions" (Part VI, pp. 429-458, 
of the present volume). Here two points are of imme
diate interest. In the first place, the memorandum is an 
excellent specimen of documents of its class, based on 
exhaustive preliminary research, but with its subject
matter condensed to the utmost practicable degree to serve 
as a basis for actual negotiation. In the second place, its 
recommendations may be compared, point by point, with 
the settlements actually made; and thus one may perceive 
how expert advice had a very real influence on the decisions 

• For lIOIIle account of discruaBiODI of the problem by the Council of Ten 
_ R. S. Baker, "Woodrow Wilson aDd World Settlement,· I, pp. 2M-275, 
Garden City, N. Y .. 1922, ct. also Cioriceanu, "Lea Mandau. Intenur 
tionaux," 1111. 68-73, Antonelli. "L' Afrique et la Pais de Vel'8&i1Ies," pp. 
164-teI8. 178-178. 
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of the Plenipotentiaries. The charge has sometimes been 
made by opponents of the Conference that experts received 
insufficient consideration, but the writer feels himself to 
be in . a position to state that the criticism lacks founda
tion. 

Furthermore, the memorandum shows that Mr. Beer 
had by this time definitely adopted the mandate system, 
and that his recommendation was the one actually fol
lowed. So far as the territorial distribution was concerned, 
no prophetic gift had been needed. Any intelligent 
observer could foresee that the Powers and Dominions 
which had wrested the allogenous German and Turkish 
possessions from their formeT rulers would be extremely 
reluctant to part entirely with the lands for which they 
had been forced to pour forth blood and treasure. The 
arrangements made, during the war, for division of ex
enemy territories, as in the Anglo-French Accords of 
August 30, 1914 and March 4, 1916, regarding Togo and 
the Cameroons, or in the Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1916 
regarding the Pacific islands north of' the Equator, were 
eminently reasonable in the pre-mandate period. The new 
element, however, which radically changed the status of 
these regions,was the Manda~. Of the intrinsic rightness 
of this combination. M~. Beer was firmly convinced, and 
his influence is traceable in the final decision. 

Precisely here one may perceive a cardinal character
istic of Mr. Beer's mind' and method. If i~. be possible 
to define this aspect of him in a word, he may be described 
as a "practical idealist." With his academic training cor
rected and supplemented by contact with actualities, and 
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with realism held in its proper place by the refinement and 
breadth which deep study of the humanities brings, he 
could see at once the ideal and the real ,and, appreciating 
the viewpoints of others, bring them into harmony wit,4 
his own. Perhaps, to take a concrete instance, he may 
have wished that Egypt might be a wholly sovereign State. 
Yet he clearly saw, as a reading of his "Egypt" (Part IV 
of this volume) will show, t1:i.at this is as yet impossible in 
the best interests of the Egyptians themselves and for the 
protection of the foreign investor, if for no other reason; 
and he therefore advocated recognition of the British 
Protectorate. 

But if Mr. Beer thus placed the welfare of the native 
populations of ex-German and ex-Turkish territories in 
the forefront, he did not forget the interests of the Powers, 
even of those who held no African possessions; "he was a 
firm advocate, so far as local conditions would permit, of 
the policy of the "open door" and of equality of oppor .. 
tunity for the nationals of "all States, Members of the 
League of Nations." Another principle, brought out in 
his study on international control in Middle Africa, and 
introduced into the Arms Convention (Preamble, Para
graph 6) and into the Revision Convention (Article 15), 
was his strong belief in the necessity of conferences, re
stricted to definite subjectsJ at stated intervals for amend
ment, if necessary in the light of experience gain.ed, of 
decisions and stipulations previously made. 

With these views Mr. Beer was among those who accom
panied President Wilson to the Peace Conference at Paris. 
There he was Chief of the Colonial Section of the American 
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Delegation, and sat, accordingly, on the Commissions for 
Morocco (March 31-April 5, 1919) and the German 
Colonies (April 24-25, 1919), the Convention for the Con
trol of the Trade in Arms and Ammunition (July 8-25, 
1919), the Convention relating to the Liquor Traffic in 
Africa (July 26-28, 1919), and the Convention revising 
the General Act of Berlin, February 26, .1885, and the 
General Act and Declaration of Brussels, July 2, 1890 
(July 30-August 2, 1919), besides being an alternate to 
Colonel Hou·se on the Mandates Commission and aiding 
in the preparation of the Allied and Associated Reply to 
the German Observations on the Peace Conditions (Polit
ical Clauses relating to Countries outside Europe). 

On the basis of the official Proces-Verbaux of the Com
missions, in which all Mr. Beer's colleagues---:-British, 
French, Italian, Japanese, Belgian, and Portugues~were, 
like him, animated with the single desire of furthering in 
every possible w8:Y the progress of backward peoples, it is 
now permissible to set forth in some detail his part in this 
work. 

The first draft of the Morocco Clauses (Articles 141-146 
of the Versailles Treaty) was prepared by French experts, 
and on March 28,1919, the Supreme Council determined to 
create a Commission' to examin~ these proposals, this work 
being performed in. three sessions. In Article 141, the 
words, "Germany renounces all rights and privileges," are 
due to Mr. Beer; and, except for substitution of "The 
Sherifian Government" for "France," the first paragraph 
of the present Article 143 is the formula which was pro
posed by Mr. Beer to replace Article 5 of the French draft: 
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"In Morocco the German Government renounces mainte
nance of a Legation, possession of any public or private 
establishment of general utility, such as post, telegraph 
and telephone offices, schools and hospitals, and exercise 
of protection there under any form whatever." 

The Commission on African Colonies, created by the 
Supreme Council on April 23, 1919, and holding two ses
sions, had before it a French and a British draft. In Article 
126 (Article 10 of the French draft), already accepted in 
essentials by the Council of Ministers for Foreign Affairs, 
the words, "or some of them," were inserted as a result 
of Mr. Beer's criticism that otherwise Germany was bound 
to accept only stipulations unanimously adopted by· the 
Allied and Associated Powers. The French draft had 
originally contained the following Article 6: 

"Within three months from the coming into force of 
the present Treaty the German Government will repatriate 
.. t ita own expense those of its European nationals who are 
Bti11 e.ctually resident in the German Colonies or who have 
sought refuge in the Spanish Colonies in the Gulf of 
Guinea. From the coming into force of the present Treaty 
natives of the German Colonies who are now refugees in 
the said Spanish Colonies will be free to return to their 
original country without being subjected to any restriction 
or hindrance in this respect by the German authorities." 

This was, however, withdrawn in consequence of objec,;. 
tions of Mr. Beer, sup:ported by his British colleagues, Mr. 
Payne and Sir Herbert Read, because of the danger of 
infringement of Spanish rights of sovereignty. In Article 
121, the words, "whatever be the form of Government 
adopted for them," were substituted by Mr. Beer for the 
passage in the British draft which had originally read: 
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"The provisions of. Section ,8 Chapter I (Commercial 
relations) and Chapter IV (Property, rights and interests) 
shall apply in the case of a territory ceded by Germany 
to the Allied and Associated Powers, and the Government 
of which is entrusted by the latter to a mandatory, in the 
same way as in the case of a territory of an Allied or Asso
ciated Power." 

In Article 120, Mr. Beer altered the original "man
datory" to "Government exercising authority," and he 
interchanged Articles 3 and 2 to their present sequence 
(Articles 120, 121). In Article 123, the opening words, 
"The provisions of Article 260 of Part IX (Financial 
Clauses) of the present Treaty shall apply," are due to 
his observation that this stipulation must be made to 
harmonize with the results reached by the other commis
sions; and in consequence he carried omission of the second 
paragraph of the original draft: 

"The indemnities to be paid to German nationals in 
this connection shall be charged to the German Govern
ment after they have been fixed by local tribunals; the 
total sums thus disbursed by the State shall be deducted 
from the amount which GermanY must pay in reparation 
of damage caused by the war." . . 

In Article 124, Mr. Beer inserted the words, "and ap
proved by the Reparation Commission"; and the present 
form of Article 125, except for editorial changes, was, 
framed by him to replace Article 7 of the French draft: 

"The Conventions governing the attribution of the ter
ritories formerly placed within the German zones of the 
African Continent being superseded by the stipulations of 

'The Proces-Verbal has a blank space for the section-number, which was 
unknoWD. 
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the present Treaty, the German Government recognises 
that claims which might have been presented on the basis 
of clauses of those instruments are henceforth void. De
posits, credits, advances, etc., which would have been 
effected by virtue of these instruments in favour of the 
German Government are transferred to the Mandatory 
Powers. 

"These Powers shall, further, have the right to fix the 
amount of the indemnities claimed by their nationals in 
consequence of the application of the Conventions afore
said. The sum total of these indemnities shall be charged 
to the German Government." 

On June 25, 1919, the Council of Ministers for Foreign 
Affairs determined to create a Commission to examine 
three draft Conventions, drawn up by the British and 
French representatives, to replace the General Acts of 
Berlin and Brussels and to deal respectively with control 
of the trade in arms and ammunition, the liquor traffic 
in Africa, and such other matters in those Acts ai'were of 
continued importance, but found no place in the other two 
Conventions. For all three, Anglo-French drafts had pre
viously been prepared, and the Commission sat fourteen 
times between July 8 and September 8, 1919. Mr. Beer 
was represented at the first and second sessions by Captain 
Hornbeck, and at the final session by Mr. Woolsey. Seven 
sittings (July 8-25) were devoted to the Arms Conven .. 
tion, two (July 26-28) to the Liquor Convention, and four 
(July 3D-August 2) to· the Revision Convention, the four
teenth session (September 8), held after Mr. Beer had 
returned to the United States, being given to the few 
details which were still to be settled before the signature, 
which took place two days later, 
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The Commission first considered the "Convention for 
the Control of the Trade in Arms and Ammunition" 
(Annex E). For this, Mr. Beer had prepared a careful 
memorandum covering the entire first draft. This con
tains the. germ of the third paragraph of Article 1 in the 
words: 

"In the case of small-bore firearms and ammunition 
adapted for utilisation both for war and also for other 
purposes, the High Contracting Parties reserve to them
selves the right to determine for what use each cargo is 
intended and to decide whether it falls within the scope 
of the stipulations of this Article"; 

but, despite the arguments of Captain Hornbeck, M. de 
Peretti de la Rocca considered it unnecessary and possibly 
provocative of confUsion. It was, accordingly, reserved. 
In this memorandum, Mr. Beer also expressed the opinion 
that the original list of arms and ammunition whose export 
was prohibited by the first paragraph of Article 1-"ma
chine-guns, bombs, grenades, small-bore firearms of every 
kind, whether complete or in parts, as well as ammunition 
for use with such arms"-was too restricted, and that 
"artillery and cannon of all kinds" should fall within the 
same category. It was, however, only at the fifth session 
(July 18) that an amendment to this effect, prepared by 
the Italian military experts, was presented by Count 
Marazzi; and the text was not finally adopted until the 
last revision by the Commission on July 25. 

In Article 4, "State" was replaced by "country" on the 
basis of this memorandum, and the last paragraph of 
Article 5 was drawn unchanged (except for its original 
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reading, "Each High Contracting Party agrees") from the 
same source. In like manner, the words, "or territory under 
mandate," were twice added in Article 7. In Article 10, 
where the final text reads, "Within the prohibited areas 
specified in Article 6, a State which is compelled to utilise," 
the original draft ran, "A State without access to the sea 
which, to reach it, is compelled to utilise." For this, Mr. 
Beer proposed, "A State within the prohibited area but 
without access to the sea which, to reach it, is compelled 
to utilise," the final phrasing being adopted, after further 
discussion, at the session of July 17. 

When the third session of the Commission was held, on 
July 16, Mr. Beer was present. Strongly advocating the 
necessity of regular, periodical revisions "in the light of 
the experience gained," he now succeeded, after some de
bate, in incorporating a clause which he had already pro
posed in his memorandum and which is, ~ all eisentials, 
the present sixth paragraph of the Preamble, its only note
worthy modifications being the extension of the revisional 
period from five to seven years, and its place in the Pre
amble instead of in Articles 1 and 25. In Article 6, the 
present form of the first paragraph is Mr. Beer's substitu
tion for the original phrasing, "Importation and convey
ance of the arms and ammunition specified in Articles 1 
and 2 shall be prohibited in the following areas," which, 
:.tter a long discussion, M. de Peretti de Ia Rocca had sug
gested should read, subject to the approval of the British 
and United States Delegates: 

"The High Contracting Parties undertake, each as far 
as its own territory is concerned, to prohibit the import&-
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tion and transportation of the arms and ammunition speci
fied in Articles 1 and 2 into the following areas." 

In the last paragraph of this Article, the concluding sen
tence reproduces essentially Mr. Beer's amendment of the 
original draft, which read, "In this case, the highest pos
sible import duty shall be levied on the arms and ammuni
tion imported." In connection with this same Article, Mr. 
Beer proposed, at the fourth session (July 17), an addi
tional paragraph which he had already presented in germ 
in his memorandum, and which he now' couched as fol
lows: 

"In granting special licences in territories under mandate 
and in territories in which commercial equality is guaran
teed by international agreements, the local authorities shall 
make no distinction whatever between subjects and citizens 
of States, Members of the League of Nations, or between 
arms and ammunition manufactured or imported by a 
State, Member of the League of Nations." 

The discussion which ensued was' of unusual interest as 
revealing a, ,notable aspect of Mr. Beer's breadth of view. 
He expressiy declared his realization that this paragraph 
was not absolutely necessary if the Mandate Clauses re
garding commercial equality were applicable to the arms 
traffic (as he knew they would be) . Nevertheless, his pro
,posed text would obviate"all possibility of misunderstand
ing, and might exercise on public opinion a happy impres
sion of no negligible degree. His colleagues were, how
ever, unable to see the force of his argument, and he 
accordingly withdrew his proposal. At the following session, 
he presented a revised formula, concluded in these terms: 
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"In issuing these special licences, the local authorities 
shall make no distinction whatever between subjects and 
citizens of States, Members of the League of Nations, or 
between arms and ammunition manufactured or imported 
by nationals of anyone of these States." 

In this, he was supported by the Belgian and Italian 
Delegates, but M. Merlin (France) objected that it in
volved a question of national sovereignty, while Colonel 
Norton de Mattos (Portugal) repeated his opinion, which 
he had advanced the day previous, that the matter be
longed more properly to the Mandate problem; finally, the 
British Delegates were without instructions. The addi
tion was, therefore, reserved; and at the seventh session 
(July 25) the Portuguese Delegation definitely rejected 
it. Since it had already been opposed strenuously by the 
French Delegates, it was withdrawn. . 

At the sixth session (July 22), Mr. Beer proposed to 
add to the present Article 11 the words, "Subjecf to any 
contrary provisions in special agreements already existing, 
or in future agreements"; and the entire Article was re
vised into the form in which it now appears, except for the 
addition of, "provided that in all cases such agreements 
comply with the provisions of the present Convention." 

As regards the "Convention relating to the Liquor 
Traffic in Africa" (Annex F), the words, "and of bever'" 
ages mixed with these spirits," were added to Article 2 
by Mr. Beer, though he failed to secure a similar addition 
after "Articles 2 and 3" in Article 4; and the first para.
graph of Article 7 (corresponding to the first paragraph 
of Article 5 of the Arms Convention) was due to his sug
gestion, supported by M. de Peretti de la Rocca. 
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The Commission next devoted attention to the "Con
vention revising the General Act of Berlin, February 26, 
1885, and the General Act and Declaration of Brussels, 
July 2, 1890" (Annex G). Here Mr. Beer, who later added 
to the title its reference to the Declaration, criticized the 
original phrasing of the second paragraph of the Pre
amble: 

"Whereas by the Brussels Declaration of July 2, 1890, 
it was found necessary to modify the commercial system 
established for twenty years by Article 4 of the said Act, 
and this system is now barred by limitation (perime), and 
since that date no agreement has been entered into, con
trary to the provisions of the said Article." 

This, he held, was in contradiction both of history and 
of the principles of international law, for the system in 
question applied only to free imports, while it was inexact 
to say that it was now barred by limitation. After some 
further discussion, the paragraph was recast in its present 
form, while, at his suggestion, "sovereignties" was replaced, 
in the third paragraph, by "authorities" to provi,de for 
regions placed under mandate. 

In the first Article, as well as in Articles 2,3, and 11, Mr. 
Beer introduced the words; "and those of States, Members 
of the League of Nat\,ons, which may become parties to 
the present Convention." By Article 126 of the Versailles 
Treaty, 

"Germany undertakes to accept and observe the agree
ments made or to be made by the Allied and Associated 
Powers or some of them with any other Power with re
gard to the trade in arms and spirits, and to the matters 
dealt with in the General Act of Berlin of February 26, 
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1885, and the General Act of Brussels of July 2, 1890; 
and the conventions completing or modifying the same." 

Without the proposed addition, Germany might imme
diately enjoy all the advantages of the new General Act; 
with it, this could be only after she had become a member 
of the League of Nations. In view of this argument, the 
amendment was accepted; while, likewise at Mr. Beer's 
suggestion, it was decided to omit, as involving two diplo
matic instruments applying to different areas, the second 
paragraph of the original draft: 

"This provision will remain in force until June 13, 1929, 
the date when the Anglo-French Convention and Declara
tion of June 14,1898, and March 21, 1899,'1 expire. Never
theless, the High Contracting Parties reserve the right to 
introduce into the present Convention, by common agree
ment, such modifications as may appear to them to be 
necessary to bring it into harmony with stipulations of a 
general nature which may have been adopted elsewhere 
regarding commerce between the mother countries and 
their colonies." . 

In its original form, the concluding sentence of the third 
Article--"Each Power will, however, remain free to dis
pose of its private domain according to the laws in force 
in this respect in its possessions"-was the subject of much 
debate. At the tenth session (July 30), Mr. Beer con
sidered it ill-placed, and he was supported in his criticism 
by Mr. Strachey (Great Britain) and M. Anzilotti (Italy). 
On the following day, MM. Duchene (France) and 
Louwers (Belgium) presented & new draft: "Each Power 
will, however, retain the right to dispose freely of the 

• For th_ documents see "Trattati ... relativi all'Mrica," pp. 594-
599,013-614. 
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property which it possesses and which permit of private 
appropriation"; and finally the amendment was trans
formed, except for minor editorial changes, into the present 
Article 4. 

The present Article 5 (originally Article 4), taken up at 
the eleventh session (July 31), gave rise to long discussion, 
like those immediately following it. The Anglo-French 
draft ran: 

"Subject to the provisions of the present chapter, the 
navigation of the Congo and Niger, as well as of all their 
branches and outlets, shall remain entirely free for mer
chant vessels and for the transport of goods and passengers. 

"Craft of every kind belonging to the nationals of the 
High Contracting Parties shall be treated in all respects 
on a footing of perfect equality, as well for direct naviga
tion from the open sea, to interior ports, and vice versa, 
as for great and small coastwise navigation, and for naviga
tion on the said rivers. No exclusive privilege of naviga
tion shall be conceded to societies} corporations or associa
tions of any kind or to private persons, each of the High 
Contracting Parties retaining the right of reserving for 
itself such monopoly as may seem to it expedient regard
ing navigation and transport by land, water or railway." 

To this, the Belgian Delegation felt unable to agree, and 
they proposed, instead, to replace the first paragraph by: 

"The navigation of the Niger, of its branches and out
lets, as well as of all the rivers; and of their branches and 
outlets, within the territories specified in Article 1, shall, 
in the portions of their course serving more than one 
riparian State, be subject to the following provisions." 

Retaining the second paragraph and modifying Article 7 
(originally Article 6) to harmonize with Article 5, they also 
desired to add a new Article, which should read as follows: 
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"Subject to the provisions of the present chapter, navi
gation shall be entirely free for merchant vessels and for 
the transport of goods and passengers." 

The question at stake was more grave than is perhaps 
apparent at first sight. By the original draft, based on 
Articles 13 and 26 of the Berlin Act, it was possible, Baron 
de Gaiffier and M. Louwers pointed out, for foreign Powers 
to construct and charter vessels flying their flag within 
territorial waters without navigable communication with 
their own dominions. This had notably been done by the 
Germans on reaches of the Congo cut off by cataracts from 
a direct course to the sea. Baron de Gaiffier maintained, 
moreover, that the conditions making a river international 
and open to free navigation should be twofold: (1) it must 
provide natural access to the sea; and (2) it rilUst serve 
more than one State; but, in addition, he considered that 
the special situation of certain riparian States of the Congo 
and Niger rendered it advisable to extend freedom of navi
gation to all parts of these rivers which provided means 
of communication common to several States, even though 
. they did not give immediate access to the sea. The crux 

was, therefore, the words, "in the portions of their course 
serving more than one riparian State." This would mean, 
M. Louwers declared, internationalization of the Congo 
from the ocean to the Ubangi, and of the Ubangi and 
M'Bomu along the· Franco-Belgian frontier. The re
mainder of the Congo and the other rivers of the Con
ventional Basin, as well as the Niger, should be governed 
by the general law, and the Matadi-Leopoldville railway 
should be ~ternational. France, Japan, and Portugal sup-
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"Subject to the provisions of the present chapter, navi
gation shall be entirely free for merchant vessels and for 
the transport of goods and passengers." 

The question at stake was more grave than is perhaps 
apparent at first sight. By the original draft, based on 
Articles 13 and 26 of the Berlin Act, it was possible, Baron 
de Gaiffier and M. Louwers pointed out, for foreign Powers 
to construct and charter vessels flying their flag within 
territorial waters without navigable communication with 
their own dominions. This had notably been done by the 
Germans on reaches of the Congo cut off by cataracts from 
a direct course to the sea. Baron de Gaiffier maintained, 
moreover, that the conditions making a river international 
and open to free navigation should be twofold: (1) it must 
provide natural access to the sea; and (2) it tilUst serve 
more than one State; but, in addition, he considered that 
the special situation of certain riparian States of the Congo 
and Niger rendered it advisable to extend freedom of navi
gation to all parts of these rivers which provided means 
of communication common to several States, even though 

.. they did not give immediate access to the sea. The crux 
was, therefore, the words, "in the portions of their course 
serving more than one riparian State." This would mean, 
M. Louwers declared, internationalization of the Congo 
from the ocean to the Ubangi, and of the Ubangi and 
M'Bomu along the Franco-Belgian frontier. The re
mainder of the Congo and the other rivers of the Con
ventional Basin, as well as the Niger, should be governed 
by the general law, and the Matadi-Uopoldville railway 
should be international. France, Japan, and Portugal sup-
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ported the Belgian proposal; but the British, Italian, and 
'United States Delegates felt obliged to consult their Gov
ernments, Mr. Beer expressing the conviction that the 
.change marked a step backwards rather than forwards in 
the path of internationalization pursued by all the world, 
and adding that, in his judgment, Article 3 gave Belgium 
all requisite rights of control. No agreement could, how
ever, be reached; and the first paragraph of Article 5 was 
reserved. At the following session (August 1), Mr. Beer 
stated that he was not authorized to accept the Belgian 
amendment; hut on the next day, after a conference be
tween him and M. Louwers, an agreement was happily 
reached which proved acceptable to all. Article 5 was now 
adopted (except for editorial changes) in itB present form; 
Articles 6, 7, and 8 (originally 5, 6, 7) were changed to the 
reading which they now have; and a new Article (the 
present ninth) was inserted. 

In presenting the formula which was incorporated in 
the final draft, M. Louwers pointed out that it would per
mit a Government exercising sole control over a portion of 
.one of the rivers .of the Conventional Basin to close that 
section if it 'were deemed advisable, as in time of scarcity 
or in case of excessive exploitation, or if maintenance of 
public .order and security should seem to require it, the 
only limitation on governmental action being the stipula
tion that it be applied simultaneously to nationals of all 
the High Contracting Parties. The Belgian Delegation, 
he added, did not desire to establish measures restrictive 
to commercial equality, but sought only to place the Gov
ernments in a. position to exercise, under the best condi-
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tions, the authority for which they were responsible in the 
interests of their task of civilization. 

The accord thus attained gave complete satisfaction to 
both sides and materially improved the whole Convention. 
Belgium gained the right for which she contended, and, 
which Mr. Beer would have been the last to contest
sovereign control over her own colonies; and this was 
explicitly confirmed by the new Article 9, whereas the 
amendment proposed by M. Louwers had made no such 
direct affirmation, whatever might have been the implica
tions that could have been derived from it. But, on the 
other hand, Mr. Beer gained precisely what he deemed 
necessary-an advance in the principle of internationaliza
tion except when and where special circumstance might 
render it inadvisable. The Belgian draft had been re
strictive; the Article in its final form is inclusive, with limi
tations which might conceivably prove necessary appen4ed 
as exceptions. Practically, perhaps, the result would have 
been the same whichever draft prevailed, but the underly
ing principles were radically divergent; and the principle 
for which Mr. Beer was here striving was that not merely of 
his Government, but of his own deep conviction. 

Thus ended the only moments of tension during all the 
sessions of the Commission and the only conflict of prin
ciples which arose. It is not too much to say that it was 
801ely Mr. Beer's tact which rendered possible the finding 
of a formula on which BelgiaIis, French, Japanese, and 
Portuguese, on the one hand, and Americans, British, and 
Italians, on the other, could agree. 

The opening paragraph of Artic1e Ii (originally Article 
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11), taken almost verbally from Article 37 of the Berlin 
Act, was also the subject of considerable debate. In its 
first draft it ran: "The Powers who shall not have signed 
the present Convention may adhere to its dispositions by 
a separate Act"; but Mr. Strachey (Great ~ritain), at the 
twelfth session (August 1), called attention to the fact 
that, unlike the Arms and Liquor Conventions, this Con
vention could be enforced only by States holding territories 
in the Conventional Basin, whence there was no reason to 
expect adhesion of Powers which could undertake no 
counter-engagements. Mr. Beer then proposed two for
mulas, the first reading: 

"The High Contracting Parties will endeavour to secure 
the accession of other States, Members of the League of 
Nations, which have interests involved in the Conven
tion," 

and the second running: 

"The High Contracting Parties will use their endeavours 
to secure the accession to the pr~sent Convention of other 
States, Members of the League of Nations, which were 
parties to the Act of Berlin or to the Act of Brussels or 
the Declaration'arinexed thereto, or which exercise their 
authority over African territories." 

The latter phrasing, he felt, had the disadvantage !hat 
certain States, Members of the League of Nations, would 
not benefit from the Convention, while, on the other hand, 
it would permit the adhesion of interested States, such as 
Abyssinia, which. were not Members of the League. He 
also. suggested a new clause whereby all Members of the 
League might adhere, subject to the approval of the League 
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Council (thus providing, for example, for Czecho-Slo
va.kia); and M. de Peretti de la Rocca accordingly pro
posed to add the words: 

"All other States, Members of the League of Nations, 
may be admitted to the privileges of this Convention at 
their request and with the approval of the Council of the 
League of Nations." 

Certain Delegates felt, however, that it was unnecessary 
to invite the adhesion of uninterested Powers and that 
some States might profit without giving benefits in return; 
while M. Louwers expressed the opinion that the first 
formula respected the actual conditions, leaving each State 
with African territories free to reach understandings with 
other Powers. Mr. Beer, therefore, withdrew his second 
proposal, and the first was adopted. At the next session, 
the discussion was resumed, the result being an amalgama
tion of Mr. Beer's second formula with the original draft, 
and the Article thus assumed its final form. States which 
do not adhere remain bound, in virtue of Article 13, by the 
Berlin and Brussels Acts; while new States, Members of 
the League but not signatory to those Acts (as Czecho
Slovakia), may enjoy the advantages of the Convention 
in consequence of treaties between them and Powers sig
natory to the Convention. 

The question of a Revision Clause, which the original 
draft did not contain, was the last which evoked note
worthy debate. The matter was brought up by M. de 
Peretti d& la Rocca at the twelfth session, when he and 
Mr. Beer proposed to insert the ninth Article of the Liquor 
Convention, which had doubtless been influenced by 
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Articles 14 (last paragraph) and 36 of the Berlin Act, as 
well as by Article 97 of the Brussels Act. The phrase, "by 
common agreement," would imply that failure to secure 
unanimity would prevent any change in the Convention; 
but M. Louwers observed that here, unlike the case of 
the other two Conventions, political and economic interests 
were ~volved, adding that, if the Powers could not reach 
an agreement, it would be evident that the Convention 
was gravely unsatisfactory to some one of them. Mr. 
Beer proposed to require revision after a period of ten 
years "in the light of the experience gained, if the Council 
of the League of Nations, acting if need be by a majority, 
so recommends" (the phrase used in the Preamble to the 
Arms Convention). To this, the Belgian and French Dele
gates objected as giving control of Africa to the Council 
rather than to the Powers holding territory there; and 
M. de Peretti de la Rocca suggested the following text, 
which was acceptable to the Belgian Delegation: 

"The present Convention will remain in force for a 
period of ten years from the exchange of ratifications. The 
High Contracting Parties reserve the right of introducing 
into the present Convention by common agreement after 
that period such modifications as may prove to be neces
sary." 

Failure to reach agreement would make the situation 
identical with that under the Berlin and Brussels Acts: 
each Power would remain free to declare that it no longer 
considered itself bound by the Convention. Mr. Beer urged 
the importan.ce of stipulating that the Convention should 
remain in force if accord could not be attained, and 1\1. de 
Peretti de la Rocca therefore proposed to add the words: 
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"If agreement cannot be reached, the present Convention 
ehall remain in force provisionally unless each State exer
cising rights of sovereignty in the Conventional Basin of 
the Congo is opposed to it." 

To this the Belgian Delegation felt unable to agree; 
but Baron de Gaiffier was willing to accept a formula re
quiring reassembly for revision of the Convention and 
proposed the phrasing which now appears as Article 15, 
except for drafting changes and the addition of the words, 
"from the coming into force of the present Convention." 

The influence which Mr. Beer exercised on the settle
ment of problems concerning the ex-German and ex
Turkish territories was far wider than the written records 
show. At Paris he quickly gained a position of distinction 
among his colleagues, both American, European, and 
Colonial; his rare personal charm won him firm friends; 
and his opinion was gladly sought on many questions other 
than those in which he was immediately concerned. 

Thus he devoted much time and thought to the Liberian 
problem. The unfortunate economic and political position 
of this country was well known; and in virtue of arrange
ments of 1911 and 1912, France, Germany, and Great 
Britain had shared with the United States in the adminis
tration of Liberia'. finances. By the Treaty of Versailles 
(Article 138), Germany renounced every right and privi
lege arising from these arrangements, "and particularly the 
right to nominate a German Receiver of Customs in 
Liberia," besides surrendering all claim "to participate in 
any measures whatsoever which may be adopted for the 
rehabilitation of Liberia." 
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Nor was it with Africa and Mesopotamia alone that he 
was concerned. Through his sympathy with Italy and his 
understanding of her needs and well-founded claims,8 he 
had framed a solution of the Fiume problem which would 
have done justice to the wishes both of Italy and of Yugo
Slavia, and which would have avoided one of the most 
unhappy incidents of the entire Peace Conference; while 
if the Chinese Delegation had listened to his counsel to 
await a more favorable opportunity for stating their wishes 
regarding Shantung, a settlement less disturbing to many 
might have been made. 

Very jealous of his country's honor and seeking her 
highest interests, he hoped, almost to his last days, that 
the United States would enter the League of Nations, per
forming the duties, as well as enjoying the rights, of the 
World-Power that she is. He very clearly realized that 
America's time of isolation is past; and that what may have 
been expedient, even necessary, for the struggling Thirteen 
Colonies is impossible and uncommendable for the United 
States. In particular, he felt that America should herself 
become a Mandatory Power, as of the Cameroons or of 
Liberia; and in this 'connection it may be observed that 
she had already held what was, in all but name, a self
appointed Mandate of the "A" class for Cuba.' 

In the light of all that has been said, it was especially 
appropriate that, when the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations was organized, Mr. Beer should be selected as head 

• See PII. 391-396. 451-452. 
• Cf. Articles 1, 16 of the Bispano-American Treaty of December 10, 

1898, and the Preamble to the Treaty between the United States and 
Cuba, May 22, 1903; Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 1691, 1695, 362-363. 
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of the Mandate Division. It was only from a sense of duty, 
and against his personal inclinations, that he accepted, for 
he desired the quiet life of the scholar rather than prestige 
and high position. Nevertheless, putting his own wishes 
aside, he commenced to plan for his new duties. He was 
no lover of mere administrative routine, and bureaucracy 
was abhorrent to him. Indeed, had his advice been heard, 
the Covenant of the League might have be.en even more 
elastic than it is, But at the same time, with his keen 
sense of practicality, he sought to provide for every con
tingency. He realized, for example, that, in addition to 
the annual report to be submitted to the Council of the 
League by each Mandatory with reference to the territory 
entrusted to its charge, actual tours of inspection would 
probably be advisable, thus anticipating a criticism re
cently advanced. lo The present writer, who was to have 
been his secretary on the Mandate Division, is in a position 
to state this with authority, for he was directly informed 
by Mr. Beer that a considerable part of his secretarial 
duties would consist of such tours. 

Shortly after the African Commissions had concluded 
their sessions, Mr. Beer returned to the United States. For 
many years he had suffered from ill-health, and the unre
mitting strain of the Conference had told heavily upon 
him. To this was now added mental pain, for he was to 
realize that the real foes of all that he had labored to do 
for America. and the world were not the ex-Enemy 
Powers, still less the Allied Powers, but his own country
men, misguided by specious leaders of reaction. There 

.. Cioriceanu, "Les Mandata Intemationaux," pp. 91-92. 
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can be little doubt that his death, on March 15, 1920, at 
the early age of forty-eight, was hastened by the same 
sorrow which was, a little later, to bring Mr. Wilson to the 
verge of the grave. 

George Louis Beer closed his eyes fearing lest he had 
striven in vain. In a sense, he was right, for the earthly 
lives of perhaps the majority of the truly. great of History 
end in seeming failure. But in reality, he was victorious. 
The foundations which he helped lay stand firm, built upon 
Right; and on them the perfect structure shall surely rise. 
The obscurantists have their little night, denying what 
they would fain· not see. E pur si muove! 
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THE GERMAN COLONIES IN AFRICA 

CHAPTER I 

BEGINNINGS OF THE GERMAN COLONIAL MOVEMENT 

Modern lmperialism.-The most far-reaching and funda
mental fact in the history of the modern age has been the 
gradual extension of European civilization over all the con
tinents of the globe. In this prolonged process there have 
been alternating periods of relative quiescence and of rapid 
advance. Such a period of expansion set in around 1880, 
'after Italy and Germany had become unified states, after 
the French Republic had been established, and after the 
Balkan problem had been temporarily settled by the Con
gress of Berlin in 1878. For the time being, the Continent 
of Europe was in a condition of stable equilibrium. As 
their internal problems no longer demanded cQnstant and 
earnest attention, the European states had the opportunity 
to look without and they sought for means to perpetuate 
and to spread their special types of civilization. The pre
vailing nationalism was generally marked by a firm con
viction on the part of each political group of the inherent 
value and superior excellence of its distinctive civilization, 
and this, in tum, led to the idea of a mission to uphold the 
influence of these distinctive civilizations and to spread 

3 
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them throughout the world. Imperialism was largely an 
expression of this new nationalism. 

The English Example.-When these European states 
sought to pierce the veil that concealed the future, they 
began to realize the political and cultural significance of the 
English colonial movement from the days of Elizabeth on. 
lt seemed clear to them that, unless they themselves delib
erately and methodically einbarked on a similar course, 
their future part in the world was destined to be relatively 
unimportant, in comparison with the seemingly assured des
tinies of the Russian and the English-speaking peoples who 
had spread themselves over vast areas. As Dr. P. S. Reinsch 
said: 

"Suddenly the colonial wealth of England became an 
object of jealousy to her Ileighbors; they sought to mend 
their neglected fortunes by the rapid occupation of Africa, 
they endeavored to emulate her sea power, and sent out 
merchantmen to dispute with her the· dominion of·. the 
world's trade. As formerly the political institutions of her 
national life, so now her methods of colonial expansion and 
of transmarine trade, became a model to other nations." 1 

The Political Factor in the German Colonial Movement. 
-In the German colonial movement this political motive 
was most marked. In her case it was reinforced by the fact 

'Paul S. Reinsch, "Colonial Government," p. 9, New York, 1905. On 
the rise of this colonial movement. see John Fiske. "American Political 
Ideas," pp. 101 fr .• New York, 1885; Alleyne Ireland, "Is Tropical Colo
nization Justifiable?", pp. 13-17, Philadelphia, 1899; J. A. Froude, "Short 
Studies in Gre1I.t Subjects," 2d Series, 1890, pp. 149 fr., 280 fr., London, 
1891 i Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, "De 1& Colonisation chez lee Peuples Modenies" 
(5th ed.), I, pp. xix. xx, Paris, 1902; Wilhelm Roscher and Robert 
Jannasch, "Kolonien, Kolonialpolitik und Auswanderung" (3d ed.), pp. 
355 fl., Leipzig, 1885; Ramsay Muir, "The Expansion of Europe," pp. 
135 ff., London, 1917; N. D. Harris, "Intervention and Colonization in 
Africa," pp. 1-17; J. H. Rose, "The Origins of the War," pp. 9-20, Cam
bridge, 1914. 
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that, in the early 'eighties, emigration suddenly increased at 
a most rapid pace. In 1878, the emigrants numbered only 
46,371, but three years later their total was 247,332.2 The 
predominant idea was well expressed by a distinguished 
German economist, Wilhelm Roscper, who contended that 
it was self-evident that in the long run a great and unified 
state could not look on indifferently while 100,000 to 200,000 
emigrants annually left the Fatherland forever and not 
only were lost to its Kultur, but also added a considerable 
sum of technical strength and of social education and train
ing to a competing foreign Power.s 

The Economic Factor.-In addition, there were present 
certain persuasive economic motives. Germany was be-

I EMIClBATlON FROM GERMANY 

1878 ...•••••.••••••. 46,371 1895 ................ 37,498 
1879 ••••••••.••••••• 51,763 1896 ••....••.•..•.•• 33,824 
1880· ..•••••.•.•••.•. 149,769 1897 .•..•••.•.•••..• 24,631 
1881 ................ 247,332 1898 ................ 22,221 
1882 •••.••••.••.•••• 231,943 1899 •..••••...••.•.• 24,323 
1883 .••••••••••••.•• 201,314 1900 ..••.•....••..•• 22,309 
1884 ................ 149,1l65 1901 ................ 23,073 
1&15 ................ 110,119 1902 ................ 32,098 
1886 ••••••.••••••••• 83,225 1903 ....•••.•...•..• 36,310 
1887 ................ 104,787 1904 ................ 27,984 
1888 ..•••..••••••.•• 103,951 1905 ••..•••...•.•••• 28,075 
1889 ................ 96,070 1906 ................ 31,074 
1890 ................ 97,103 1907 ................ 31,696 
1891 ...•••.••••••••• 120,089 1908 •....••••••...•• 19,883 
1892 ••••••••••.••••• 116,339 1909 ••••.•.•.•..••.• 24,921 
1893 ................ 871>77 1910 ................ 25,531 
1894 ................ 40,964 

Wilhelm Roacher and Robert Jaooasch, op. cit., p. 373; W. Monck
meier, "Die Deutsche Obel'8eeische Auswanderung," p. 18, Jena, 1912. As 
iJlU8trating the marked revival of German interest in colonization, it ill 
worth pointing out that the former volume ill a revised and enlarged edition 
of • work whoac Iil'8t and second editions had appeared respectively in 1848 
and 1856. On .the German colonial movement, see also A. G. Keller, 
"Colonization," 1>P. 535-539, Boston, 1908. 

• Roacher and Jal1ll&llCh~ op. cit., p. 375. In view of the present situation, 
it is especially interesting to Dote that Leroy-Beaulieu, the great French 
."thlD'ity on colonizatioll, took, at the time, the Bame view, claiming that 
it wu a misfortune for the future of the world and .. diminutioll: of 
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coming increasingly industrialized. Manufacturing had 
been stimulated by the adoption of the protective system 
in 1879, and the need for oversea markets had been empha
sized thereby. On the other hand, with the gain in popula
tion and the growth of industry, Germany was importing 
more and more foodstuffs and raw materials. As German 
political thought carried the theory of sovereignty to its 
logical extreme and had as its ultimate ideal complete inde
pendence, both economic and political, this situation was 
becoming increasingly irksome. Hence the demand both 
for fresh markets and. for new sources of supply under the 
German flag became so insistent that Bismarck, though far 
from convinced, could not resist it. In 1884 and 1885 vast 
stretches of land in Africa. were added to the German 
EII,lpire. 

Attitude of England.-Africa was the only continent 
where such vacant territory was obtainable. But, at p~ac
tically every point, with the exception of the northwestern 
part, English commercial interests were then predominant. 
The Englishmen on the spot had for years been urging the 
annexation of what subsequently became German East and 
Southwest Africa, but the British Gov~rnment steadfastly 
refused to assume such additional responsibilities. The 
entrance of Germany into the' colonial field was, however, 
to this extent unwelcome in England, that it might en-:
danger established British commercial interests in the areas 
placed under the German flag. As Germany had no fleet, 

Germany's legitimate influence that 150,000 to 200,000 emigrants should 
yearly lose themselves among the 50,000,000 Anglo-Saxons of the United 
States. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, QP. cit., I, pp. 306, 307; see also· Henri 
Hauser, "Le Probleme Colonial," p. 20, Paris, 1915. 
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England could have vetoed the entire proceeding. But 
instead of pursuing such a dog-in-the-manger policy, she 
confined her action to protecting her own vital interests, 
which, in turn, necessitated the annexation of vast regions 
to the British Empire, so as to prevent others from seizing 
them. Joseph Chamberlain, on January 5, 1885, described 
England's attitude in the following terms: 

"If foreign nations are determined to pursue distant 
colonial enterprises, we have no right to prevent them. 
We cannot anticipate them in every case by proclaiming 
a universal protectorate in every unoccupied portion of 
the globe's surface which English enterprise has hitherto 
neglected." , 

Two months later, on March 12, 1885, Gladstone spoke 
the following cordial words in the House of Commons: 

"If Germany is to become a colonizing Power, all I can 
say is, God speed her. She becomes our ally I;IJld partner 
in the execution of the great purposes of Providence for the 
advantage of mankind." 

In view of the general situation in Africa at the time, 
and of England's often expressed unwillingness to assume 
responsibility for the safety of German missionaries and 
merchants in some of the unoccupied regions and to extend 
her rule elsewhere, Germany's course was, on the whole, 
quite justified. It is u-nfortunate, however, that some of 
her proceedings were tainted by palpable trickery and 
deceit. As to England's attitude during this rather heated 
controversY. even so bitter a foe of that country as Revent
low has frankly and quite accurately admitted that "Great 

• Joeeph Chamberlain, "Speeches," I, pp. 135, 136, London, 1914. 
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Britain yielded either earlier or later, but virtually with
out exception." II 

• Graf Ernst zu Reventlow, "Deutschlands Auswii.rtige Politik" (211 ed.) , 
p. 26, Berlin, 1915. Another German author, whose interest is primarily 
in colonial problems, writes as follows: "In these acquisitions the most 
remarkable thing at all events is that England, which has been decried 
ail so land-hungry, did not more energetically hinder Germany from taking 
possession of these territories; and, in order to understand this, one must 
know English colonial history. The English Government as such has 
never been anxious for a large territorial expansion of its colonial pos
sessions, but has always, especially in Africa, been driven to such annexa
tions by those directly interested therein." J. K. Vietor, "Geschichtliche 
und Kulturelle Entwickelung Unserer Schutzgebiete," pp. 1-2; see also 
tl. Baillaud's Introduction to his "Politique Indigene de I' Angleterre en 
Afrique Orientale." Writing to Earl Granville on February 21, 1885, Sir 
Edward Malet describes the work of the Berlin Conference in allaying 
misunderstandings arising from territorial changes and acquisitions of 
France, Portugal, and the Congo Free State. "England has had no share 
in this distribution of territory, having confined herself to lending her aid 
to promote an amicable settlement between the parties interested. She 
entered the Conference as mistress of almost the entire coast-line from the 
western limit of her Gold Coast Colony to the Cameroons, and she had 
no desire to increase her responsibilities; she was indeed well pleased 
to see th'l.t other Powers were ready to undertake the charge of protecting 
the natives of the eontinent, and preventing the anarchy and lawlessness 
which -must ,have resulted from the influx of traders of all !lations into 
countries under no recognized form of government." Nevertheless, she 
had certain interests, and it was essential for her to obviate danger of 
discrimination against her commerce. Africa, No.2 (1885), p. 6; Senate 
Executive Document, No. 196, 49th Congress, 1st Session, pp. 309-311. 



CHAPTER II 

GERMAN COLONIAL POLICY 

Dominating Ccmcepts.-Until very recently German 
colonial policy was completely dominated by two concepts, 
both of which were mistaken and greatly retarded the de
velopment of the colonies. On the one hand, the aim was 
to create in Africa a "New Germany" on the model of 
the "N ew Englands" that had grown up over the seas; . on 
the other, the purpose was to free Germany from depend
ence upon foreign nations for colonial wares by producing 
them within her own African domain. The political motive 
was the compelling one with the people as a whole, and 
gained in strength as they became ever more and more in
doctrinated with the creed of racial superiority and with 
a conviction of a mission to impress their "superior civiliza
tion" upon a decadent world.l At the outset, the Govern-

'''VanoUl motives prevail with the diJierent governments and nations, 
and the diJierent cl_ among the respective peoples, in the matter of 
tenitorial expanaion. Often the value attached to extended dominion 
i. purely IIIlntimental, inasmuch as many of the colonies hastily acquired 
by European nations will never make a material return to the people as 
a whole, for the outlay involved in their administration. ThUl, while a 
policy of colonial expanaion may be acceptable to individual capitalists 
as a meane of profitable investment, to the common people, who are 
always lWayed by the imaginary aide of politics, it appeals as an exten
lion of national prestige. Nothing will &lOUIe greater enthUBia.sm ill a 
popular meeililg than an aIIurance that the national 1I&g hal beea UIl
furled upon a distant iIIland, where, perhaps, unregenerated llavagery 
prevails; nor on the other hand, can any crime exceed in enormity the 
d of hauling down the llag where it hu once bee. raised." Paul S. 
Reinsch, "World Politics," p. 10, New York. 1900. 

9 
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ment was influenced more by the economic argument, but 
as time progressed, its objects as well became predominantly 
politicaJ.2 The fundamental purpose of the colonies was 
to secure to Germany a position in the wod£! commensu
rate with her military power and economic strength at 
home.1 In so far as t?-e attainment of these political and 
economic objects was concerned, the German colonial move
ment was a distinct failure. In 1913, there were in all the 
German African possessions only 22,405 white people, of 
whom 14,830 were in Southwest Mrica.4 At the same time, 

• The predominant section of the colonial party in Germany before the 
war repudiated commerce as their object and had in view "the main
tenance and extension of the German civilization." Its broad popular 
basis was derived from this idealistic purpose. "It is in the cult of 
Germanism that we trace the origin of the newer imperial policy. which 
is not an outgrowth of the Bismarckian tradition, but a. distinct negation 
of it. It repudiates the sordid motive of commercial gain as the main
spring of national policy. To prove that a. proposed territory or province 
will. not become profitable, is no deterrent. It is enough that it becomes 
German. The purpose of the German empire is not merely to make 
comfortable and secure the GermanS of tlHla.y, but to make them the 
leaven that shall leaven the lump." H. H. Powers, "The Things Men 
Fight For," pp. 219-222, New York, 1916. 

·"We regard the founding of colonies and all measures for their devel
opment as having in view the object of strengthening the political and 
economic world-position of Germany." Dr. Paul Rohrbach, "Das Deutsche 
KolonialweBen," p. Zl. 

'WUlTB POPULATION OF GERMAN CoLONIES IN 1913 
Total Germana 

East Africa ...................•..... 5,336 4,107 
·The Cameroons ..................... . 1,871 1,643 

368 320 
14,830 12,292 

Togo •...•...................•....... 
Southwest Africa .................... . 

22,405 18,362 
8tatistische& Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 457. A very large proportion of these 

18,362 Germans were members of the administrative and Inilitary staffs. 
Many others were temporarily employed in the colonies on railroad exten
sions. The number of actual German settlers was probably less than 
10,000. John H. Harris, "Germany's Colonial Empire," in The Nine
teenth Century and A/ter, May, 1917, p. 1158. 
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these vast areas and the German islands in the Pacific 
supplied Germany with only three per cent of the colonial 
products which she required.5 Of Germany's total foreign 
commerce in 1913, less than five-tenths of one per cent was 
with &ll her oversea territories.8 Moreover, the lack of suc
cess in spreading the German lan~age and civilization 
among the natives was equally conspicuous. 

Failure to Establish a "New Germany."-The failure to 
establish a "New Germany" was by no means due solely 
to the climatic and physical conditions of the African pos
sessions. German Southwest Africa is primarily a white 
man's country and, though its aridity will probably always 
prevent it from supporting a dense population, there is 
ample opportunity for several hundred thousand white 
inhabitants. In addition, there are some possibilities of 
white settlement in the northern parts of the Cameroons; 
while, in East Africa, the suitable highlands have been esti
mated by Dr. Peters and other authorities to aggregate 
about 50,000 square miles, which is equal to o~e-quarter 
the area of [pre-war] Germany herself.' At the time of 
their acquisition little was known even by the authorities 
in Germany as to African conditions, and the difficulties of 
white settlement were much underestimated. Moreover, 
while the German has been an excellent settler in established 
communities, his general lack of initiative prevents him 

• In 1915, Dr. Sott, the Colonial Secretary, stated that the former Ger
man colonie. could III1pply only about three per cent of this demand. 
S. Grumbach, "Daa Annexionistische Deutschland," p. 9. 

• Germauy'. foreign trade in 1913 amounted to 22,500 million marks, 
while her total trade with all the German protectol1ltes, exclusive of 
Kiaochow, amounted to only llO.5 million marks. 8tatistische8 lahrbooh, 
1915, pp. 475, 480, 2M. 

'For tbe area of "white man's Africa," Bee map facing page 118. 
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from being a good pioneer. He is an admirable colonist, 
but a bad colonizer. Under African conditions there was 
no opportunity for the German peasant and the small farm. 
Some considerable capital was required by the settler. 
Development on a comparatively extensive scale, as well 
as capacity to manage the native races, was essential. Men 
of the type who had developed the British colonies had no 
inducement to leave Germany. There was a constant de
mand for them in the bureaucracy and army.· Thus, Pro
fessor Moritz Bonn of Munich said in 1914: 

"There was in Germany no necessity for exporting 
younger sons. To begin with, there was plenty of land in 
Germany, moreover, there were many situations awaiting 
them .. The army counted 33,000 officers in 1907, and civil 
administration had posts for 55,000 civil servants of the 
higher division." S . . 

In addition, the transfer to African soil of the Prussian 
militaristic and bureaucratic systems and the rigid ~trati
fication of the.· German social system detelTed the immi
grant,· while the free life of the United States. and the 
British Dominions exerted a constant counter-attraction. 
Finally, towards the close of the last century, the movement 
of emi~ation from Germany slackened greatly and Ger
many graoually became a land of surplus immigration, like 
the United States, though on a sm.aller scale.10 

'Professor M. Bonn, "German Colonial Policy," in United Empire 
Magazine, V (1914), pp. 131, 132 . 

. , "Tradition proved too strong even for Prince Bismarck, and gradually 
the whole system of Prussian bureaucracy was introduced into each of the 
colonies, large and small, and Great Berlin at home was reproduced in a 
score of small Berlins in all parts of Africa and the Pacific." W. H. 
Dawson, "The Evolution of Modem Germany," p. 366 . 

.. StatistUlche8 Jahrbuch, 1915, pp. 11, 42, 416; L A. Hourwich, "Immi
gration il.nd Labor," pp. 180 ff. 
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EC()1l()fnic Blu.ndera.-At the outset, also, there was no 
understanding of the economic possibilities of Africa. Much 
capital and energy were wasted in trying to produce the 
finer colonial staples, such as tobacco, coffee, and spices, for 
which Africa was not fitted. Instead of stimulating the 
native output of indigenous products, such as rubber and 
palm oil, unsuitable capitalistic undertakings were started 
with unfortunate results for all concerned. In addition, 
there was no appreciation of the fact that the wealth of 
Africa was not found chiefly in the coastal lowlands, but 
rather in the interior plateaus, and that these riches could 
be made available only by railroads. Bismarck was 
especially loath to burden the Imperial Treasury with colo
nial expenses and, with this object in view, he entrusted 
the administration of the oversea possessions to large com
panies with inadequate capital, to whom were granted vast 
territorial and mining privileges. The governmental func
tions of these associations had soon to be recalled and, while 
some of their proprietory rights were subsequently canceled, 
with or without compensation, they hampered the develop
ment of the colonies until the outbreak of the war in 1914. 
The same general parsimonious policy was pursued by Bis..: 
marek's successors unti11900, the era of Prince von Buelow. 

N alive PQlic7l.-Another signal failure of these early 
years was an entire lack of comprehension of the fact that 
Mrica'. chief and indispensable asset is its native popula
tion and that for selfish reasons, if for no other, the coloniz
ing state should make every effort to conserve and to in
crease it. For the first twenty years or so, there were con
stant conflicts with the natives in the Cameroons,East 
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Africa, and Southwest Africa. In the mam, the troubl~ 
proceeded from a disregard of the native's right to the soil 
and a marked tendency on the part of the Germans to 
appropriate whatever lands they wanted. In Southwest 
Africa, this policy resulted in the Herero rebellion from 1904: 
to 1906. One area after another was acquired from the 
Rereros, who in dismay saw the time approaching when 
they would have no more territory for grazing purposes. 
They rose in revolt. This insurrection was due to bad policy 
and its suppression was marked not only by callous bru
tality, but by extreme unwisdom. Instead of trying to 
pacify the natives, Germany pursued a war of extermina
tion, of which the final step was the enclosure of "the whole 
people in the arid desert with the result that one half died 
of thirst and starvation."l1 As a consequence of this 
immense loss of life, says Dr. Paul Rohrbach, Southwest 
Africa hfl& suffered and will continue to suffer from an 
irremediable scarcity of labor. Professor Bonn, likewise a 
recognized . authority on German colonial policy; is in com
plete 'accord with this verdict. He states that Germany 

USee Dr. Paul Rohrbach, "Das Deutsche Kolonialwesen," pp. 15-19. 
The number of Hereros who died as a result of this barbarously ruthless 
~e8sure has been estimated by German authorities at from 12,000 to 
15,000. When the rebellion broke out the Hereros numbered, according 
to the general view, 65,000. To-day, they have been reduced to less than 
on~third"of that number; to be exact, to 21,611 in 1913. "Die Deutschen 
Schutzgebiete," Statistischer Teil, 1914, pp. 46, 47; W. H. Dawson, op. cit., 
pp. 366, 393. [Between 1904 and 1911, the Damara population decreased 
from 30,000 to 13,000 and the Hottentots from 20,000 to 10,000. Antonelli, 
"L'Afrique et la Paix de Versailles," p. 72. "It is probable that ·the 
population of the African continent to-day is only half what it was a 
century ago. The entire absence of statistics forces the investigator to 
depend upon native tradition which throughout Africa is, however, con
sistent in its evidence that before contact with the white races Africa 
was comparatively well populated, although never so den..~ly as the 
continent of Asia." John H. Harris, "Africa: Slave or Free?", pp. 61-62.] 
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started with a wrong conception of colonial possibilities and 
wanted to build up daughter-states by concentrating in 
Africa the emigrants she was losing in the 'eighties. 

''We carried this idea," he says, "to its bitter end. We 
tried it in South-West Mrica and produced a huge native 
rising, causing the loss of much treasure and many lives. 
We tried to assume to ourselves the functions of Provi
dence, and we tried to exterminate a native race, whom our 
lack of wisdom had goaded into rebellion. We succeeded 
in breaking up the native tribes, but we have not yet suc
ceeded in creating a new Germany." 12 

Bad Administration.-In addition, the type of official 
sent to the colonies, whether military or civilian, was in 
general not of the best. The celebrated explorer and ad
ministrator, Hermann von Wissmann, was not the only 
German to return home with a "white waistcoat"-to use 
Bismarck's expression-but far too often the oversea pos
de8Sions were regarded as a dumping-ground for shady 
characters, family failures, and wrecked lives. The early 
record is one of noisome scandals and marked moral 
obliquity. II 

The New Order under Stuebel and Dernburg.-The new 
order that was inaugurated with the appointment in 1900 
of Stuebel as head of the Colonial Section of the Foreign 
Office marked a large measure of reform in many directions, 
and the administration improved considerably. The chief 
changes, however, were in securing grants from the Reichs
tag for building railroads in the colonies; and at the same 
time private capital was induced to invest in colonial under-

-M. Bonn. up. cit .. p. 133. 
D P. Rohrbach, up. cit., pp. 11, 12; W. H. Dawson, up. cit., pp. 369-371. 
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takings. In general, Dr. Dernburg, who, in 1907, was ap
pointed as first incumbent to the newly created office of 
Colonial Secretary, followed along Dr. Stuebel's lines, but, 
in addition, he was able to create a widespread enthusiasm 
for the colonial movemeht by active propaganda. Under 
the new order, the economic development of the colonies 
proceeded at a satisfactory pace. 



CHAPTER III 

THE GERMAN COLONIES BEFORE THE W AB 

General De8cription.-The African colonies comprised an 
area of 1,030,150 square miles, which was about five times 
the [pre-war] size of Germany herself and one third that 
of the United States. The white population in 1913 was 
only 22,405, but the natives numbered as many as thirteen 
millions and, according to other estimates, possibly more 
than fifteen millions.1 Up to 1914, railroads of an aggre
gate length of 4,176 kilometers had been built and fur
ther extensions had been planned or were under construc-

• ABu AND NATlQ POPULATION OP TBB ArmCAN CowNIBS 

8quare M ilu 
German Eut Africa ....•••••.• 384,000 
The Camero<JDll ••••••• •••••••• 290,000 

8quare Native 
Kilometera Populotioft 

995,000 7.646,000 
790,000 2,649,000 

Togo .......................... 33,700 
SouthweM Africa •••••.•••••••• 322,4liO 

87,200 1,032,000 
835,100 81,000 

1,1)30,150 2,7fY1;m 11,408,000 
To thie table (8totiatUcAu lahrbuc1&, 1916, p. 4&1) mllBt be added the 

1,000,000 to 1,350,000 natives in that eection of the Cameroona ceded by 
France ill 1911 and aI80 150,000 to 200,000 natives in Ovamboland and the 
"CaprivimpfeI" ill Southwest Africa. Some authorities estimate t.he popu
lation of Togo at 1.5 milliona and that· of East Africa at 10 milliona. 
&GtiatUcAeB lohrbuc1&, 1915, p. 4&1; Evans Lewin, "The Germana and 
Afri ..... p. 298; The 8tat_'. Y __ Book, 1917, p. 936; A. F. Calvert, 
"The German African Empire," pp. 21, 22; Bruet, "L'Afrique Equatoriale 
FrueaiBe," p. 353. [Le Tempa, January 29, 1919, gives the population 
of Southwest Africa 81 only 300,000, and The 8tateBmtJJI'. Year-Book, 
192'l, p. 239, 81 190,000 (218,000 according to the same annual for 1922, p. 
246>, of whom 100,000 are in Ovamboland.] . 
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tion.2 Works of an important and substantial natur~ 
roads, bridges, harbor facilities, telegraphs, telephones, wire
less station~had been successfully carried out. The public 
buildings in the chief ports, such as Lome, Duala, Swakop
mund, Dar-es-Salaam, and Tanga, were of an exceptionally 
solid and imposing character. These cities were distin
guished by order and cleanliness and, in so far as mere out
ward appearance was concerned, they generally compared 
more than favorably with similar ports in the British and 
French colonies. The volume of foreign trade was small 
from the European standpoint and it was even small in con
trast with that of the flourishing British possessions. The 
exports of British West Mrica alone were more than double 
that of all> Germany's Mrican colonies. But their trade 
was growing rapidly. The total foreign .. commerce of the 
German possessions had jncreased froni 56 inillion marks 
in 1903 to 286 in 1913. The imports and exports were 
about equal, In order of value they included in 1912 
cliarnonds (30.4nilllion marks), rubber (20.9), palm kernels 
and oil (10.8), sisal (7:4), copper (6.3), and cocoa (4.5).' 

• END OJ' 1913 
In Operation 
Kilometers 

East Africa .................•• 1,435 
The Cameroons .•.•......•..• 310 
Togo .......................... 327 
Southwest Africa... . . . . . . ... .• 2,104 

Under Construction 
Kilometenr 

167 
133 

4,176 300 
Statistisches lahrbu.ch, 1915, p. 459 [see also in/ra, pp. 158-166]. 

• FOBEION TRADE OJ' THE AFRICAN CoLONIES 
(in thousat)ds 0/ marks) 

1903 ................ 56,541 1909 ................ 155,624 
1904 ................. 61,494 1910 ................ 202,043 
1905 ................ 85,952 1911- ................ :m,710 
1906 ............ ..... 139,040 1912 .......... ;..... 232,226 
1907 ................ 116,122 1913 ................ 286,100 
1908 ................ 121,990 
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Open Door Policy.-Although no preferential tariffs 
favored her wares, somewhat over two thirds of this trade 
was with Germany.' While it was a fundamental purpose 
of German policy that these colonies should serve German 
national ends,' no other course than the open door was 

FOIIBION TIWIB or TUB AFiuCAN COLONIES IN 1913 
(in milliom 0/ marks) 

East Africa •••••••••......... 
The Came1'OOD8 •••••••••••.•• 
Togo •.••.••.•.•..••.......... 
Southwest Africa ........... .. 

Import8 

53.4 
34.6 
10.6 
43.4 

142.0 

Exporta 

35.6 
29.1 
9.1 

70.3 

144.1 

E:ece88 
Importa 

17.8 
5.5 
1.5 

-26.9 

-2.1 

Total 
Trade 

89. 
6U' 
19.7 

113.7 

286.1 

Stolwtwche. Jallrbvch, 1915. p. 463. For full table of aggregate exports 
of all the German coloweII, Bee "Die Deutschen Schutzgebiete." 1914. pp. 
128, 129; for a similar BUlDmary of the exports of the African coloniea, 
lee Eyans Lewin, "The Germans and Africa." pp. 300, 301. For full 
details, coll8Ult 8tatwtwchea lahrbvch, 1915, pp. 464 ff. In 1913, the figures 
for exports were: diamonds, 58.9 million marks; rubber, 23.1; oil-palm 
products, 10.7; Bisal, 10.3; copper ore, 7.7; cocoa, 5.7; hides and skins, 7; 
cotton, 3; copra, 2.3; gfOUIld nuts, 1.9; ivory, 1; coffee, 0.9. The foreign 
trade of Britiah West Africa in 1913 Willi £30 millions. "Statistical Abstract 
of British Dom.inions," 1915, pp. 55, 61. 

• FOIIBION TIWIz IN 1912 
(in milliom 0/ marks) 

Total Trade Trade with Germany Percentage 
German East Africa ......... 81.7 43.6 53.4 
The Cameroons ............. 57.6 47. 81.73 
Togo ....................... 21.4 10.6 32.3 
Southwest Africa •••...•..•.• 7lJi 58.9 82.3 

232.2 160.1 69. 
"Die Deutschen Schutzgebiete," 1914, p. xix. 
[For the distribution and percentagea in 1913, baaed on the 8tatiBtiBchu 

lahrbvch for 1915, the pound reckoned at 20 marks, see the chart at end 
of thia bcok.] 

• Rohrbsch says: "We hold it further to be a self-evident demand of 
national colonial policy that the relations between the Mother-land and 
the colonies should so develop that colonial production and the exchange 
of commodities between the metropolis and the oversea. possessions 
should, above all else, Berve the interests of Germany 11.8 a whole." "DIIII 
Deutsche Kolonialweeen,H p. 27. 
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feasible, as it would probably have led to retaliation on the 
part of England, who was in a position ,to interfere by 
similar methods with Germany's very much more important 
commerce with the British possessions. The proportion of 
trade with Germany was, however, far larger than it would 
have been under entirely free conditions. In the first plaee, 
foreign merchants were disinclined to settle in the German 
colonies, whose rigid rule and stiff social system were un
congenial to them. In the second place, in some instances, 
Germany granted direct or indirect subsidies to German 
steamship lines,6 which in consequence were virtually able 
';0 monopolize the carrying trade of the colonies and, in the 
process, naturally deflected trade to Germany.? 

Southwest Africa.--Of the four oversea territories, 
Southwest Africa was quite distinct in nature and in pros
pects from those in the tropics. It is primarily a white 
man's land. Its climate is healthful and, its ~ative' popula~ 
tion is small. Unfortunately, there isa scarcity' of rain, 
and hence agriculture on a large scale is out of the question. 
It is essentially a land for grazing and considerable progress 

• In '1890, the German East African Line 'was added to those receiving 
subsidies and, by the agreement of 1900, it received 1,350,000 marks 
yearly. J. Grunzel,. "Economic Protectionism," p. ~6, London, 1916; 
W. Ross, "Die Entwicklung der Schiffahrt nach den Deutschen Kolonien," 
in W eltverkehr, 1914-15, pp. 88-90. 

'MARITIME INTERCOURSIil WITH THE GERMAN COLONIES IN 1912 
(net tonnage) 

East Africa ..............•.... ' 
The Cameroons .............. . 
Togo .•••.....•....•......•..•• 
Southwest Africa ............. . 

Total 
1,811,107 
1,658,230 

571,832 
1,413,676 

Total ................. • • . . 5.454,845 
Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 460. 

German 
1,771,997 
1,254,250 

414,731 
1.378,9211 

4,819,907 

P ercenl. age 
97.8 
75.6 
72.5 
97.5 

88.36 
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has been registered along these lines. In addition, there 
are valuable copper mines in the Otavi district in the north 
of the colony, and very important diamond deposits have 
been developed in the desert coastal region to the south. 
The accidental discovery of these fields in 1908 by a native 
who had worked in the Kimberley mines, after they had 
been overlooked by experts who had been prospecting for 
years, not only put the economic life of the colony on a 
firm basis, .ut greatly stimulated German interest in the 
possessions as a. whole. The colonial government taxed 
this industry heavily and derived a very great proportion 
of its revenues from this source.S In spite of this fact, the 
German Treasury had to spend yearly a considerable sum 
on the abnormally large military force maintained in this 
colony. As the life of these diamond fields is very limited
the estimates vary from fifteen to twenty years-the pros
perity of the territory is bound to be temporary unless, in 
the interval before exhaustion, other industries, such as 
the production of wool and meat, become firmly estab
lished. Of this there is a good prospect ana, in course of 
time, this land bids fair to be a prosperous community of 
white farmers, based upon native labor, like their neighbors 
in the Union of South Africa.' 

'''Die Deutschen Diamantenund Ihre Gewinnung," pp. 39, 48, 76, 77, 
Berlin, 1914; Alfred Zimmermann, "Geschichte der Deutschen Kolonial
politik," pp. 303-305; A. F. Calvert, "The German African Empire," pp. 
67-105; Paul Rohrbach, "Die Deutschen Diamanten," in Weltverkehr, 
191"'15, pp. 166 ff.; British Diplomatic and Consular Report (German 
Southwest. Mrica, 1913), pp. 11-18. 

• Rohrbach estimated that there is sufficient suitable land for 5,000 indi
vidual farms of 10,000 hectares (about 25,000 acres) each. A. F. Calvert, 
op. cit .. pp. 43, 44. See also Dr. Paul Leutwein, "Siedelungs- und Plantagen
kolonien," in Weltverkehr, 191"'15, p. 206; Dr. Karl Dove, "Die Grossen 
Wirtschaftsgebiete Mrikaa," in Weltuvuchajt, V (1915), p. 162. 
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Togo.-Of the tropical [ex-German] possessions, the 
smallest and the most successful is Togo. It is in many 
respects a model colony, for not only have the difficulties 
with the natives been less here than elsewhere, but the 
expenditures and revenues of this region have balanced one 
another. Its scanty area (33,700 square miles) and its 
small native population, estimated variously from 1,000,000 
to 1,500,000, are a bar to any very important future develop
ment. Its trade before the war amounted to only about 
twenty million marks, of which nearly one half was with 
Germany. Cotton textiles, of which over one half came 
from England, formed the most important item in the 
imports. Some small quantities of rubber and raw cotton 
were exported, but the chief outputs were palm kernels and 
palm oipo 

The Cameroons.-The other [ex-] German colony on the 
west coast, the Cameroons, .has a far more extensive area 
and a native population possibly three times as numerous. 
Its trade is proportion!ttely larger and has greater capacities 
of expansion. Development here was retarded by inade
quate transpox:tation facilities, by constant troubles with 
the natives, and by the adoption of a capitalistic system of· 
exploitation. The chief itemS. in the exports of 1913 were 
rubber, palm oil, palm kernels, and cocoa.u 

10 Of the 10.6 million marks of imports in 1913, 2.7 consisted of textiles 
and of the 9.1 million exports in the same year, palm kernels and palm 
oil contributed 3.1; raw cotton, 0.6, and rubber, 0.4. Statutische8 Jahr
buch, 1915, p. 467. See also British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 
5147 (Togoland, 1913). [For a. comprehensive survey see Report on the 
British Mandated Sphere of Togoland for 1920-21 (Cd. 1698).] 

.. Of the total exports of 29.1 million marks in 1913, rubber contributed 
12.1; palm kernels, 6.2; palm oil, 1.96; cocoa, 5.7. Statistischea Jahrbuch, 
1915, p. 465. 
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German EaJJt A/rica.--Of all the [ex-] German colonies, 
East Africa is recognized to be the most valuable, not only 
on account of its large area and the general fertility of its 
soil, but mainly because it has a very considerable native 
population, whose numbers are not exactly known, but are 
variously estimated at from fibout eight to ten millions. 
As in the case of the Cameroons, a very considerable pro
portion of this colony had not been brought under German 
rule. In the northwestern section, in the region of Lakes 
Tanganyika and Kivu, are two large native states that are 
virtually autonomous, Urundi and Ruanda, whose inhabi· 
tants are estimated to number 1,000,000 and 2,000,000, re
spectively.u In contrast with the rest of the territory, the 
population in these two states is quite dense.13 In a certain 
sense this is unfortunate, as this district is well suited for 
white settlement, although under the circumstances, it is 
of course out of the question here. In other parts of the 
colony, notably in the south near Lake Nyassa, in the 
Morogoro region to the west of Dar-es-SaIaam, and in the 
Usambara-Kilimanjaro-Meru district in the northeast, 
considerable land is, however. available for white settlers. 
A number of flourishing communities have already been 
established. 

Trade 0/ EaJJt A/rica.~ The trade of the colony was grow
ing rapidly, somewhat over one half being with Germany. 
As in the ~ of all these tropical possessions, the chief 

[aTh_ two reg.iODB have beeD incorporated in the Belgian Congo; _ 
iA/ra, p. 440. For a general surveyor the areas, see "Handbook of German 
Eas& Alric .... pp. IM-169, 337-340, 268-2'10, 195-196, 10S-113.] 

·"Die Deu1«hen Schutagebiete," 191(, p. 36; M. Bollll, "GermaD 
Colonial Policy," ill United Empire M/J{Jazine, V (19U), pp. 12'1, 128, 
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item in a list of varied imports consisted of cotton textiles. 
In order of their value, the exports were sisal-hemp, rubber, 
hides, raw cotton, and copra.1f In East Africa, Germany 
was creating a mixed colony, planting in the highlands 
small white communities that are surrounded by a more 
or less dense native populationY> In the Cameroons and 
Togo were purely native societies with a few whites tem
porarily placed there to rule them and to develop their 
natural resources. These two territories, in a general way, 
resembled British Nigeria and, on a very much smaller 
scale, British India. Southwest Africa, on the other hand, 
was a distinctly European community with large estates 
and mining developments like the Union of South Africa. 
As has been aptly said, the European here was the lord of 
the manor and the African was his serf. 

Cost of the Colonies to Germany.-What the colonies 
have cost Germany in. the form of annual subventions, 
costs of wars and punitive expeditions, shipping and postal 
subsidies, and administratjve expenses at home, has never 
been worked out in detail.16 At first, the Government was 
very loath to burden the Imperial. Treasury with colonial 
expenses, but after 1900 the grants increased rapidly, and 
during the Herero War they rose to large sums. The aver
age colonial deficit for the five years 1904-08 was about. 

so Of the imports of 53.4 million marks in 1913, 17 consisted of textiles 
and clothing. Among the 35.5 million exports, sisal amounted to 10.3; 
rubber to 6.6; hides and skins to 5.5; raw cotton to 2.4; aIid copra to 2.3. 
Statistischflll J ahrbuch, 1915, pp. 464, 465. 

[U For the distribution, occupation, nationality, etc., of the white popu
lation on January I, 1912, see "Handbook of German East Africa," pp. 
424-427.] 

sa See W. H. Dawson, "The Evolution of Modem Germany," pp. 364,365. 
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160 million marks.n Until the very outbreak of the war, 
yearly deficits had to be made good, the military expenses 
of the colonies had to be paid by the Imperial Treasury, and 
money had to be provided for railroads and other public 
services. During the five years preceding 1914, the average 
advances for such purposes in Africa were roughly 60 million 
marks yearly.18 While a considerable part of these sums 
was for objects that gave fair promise of being ultimately 
reproductive, still it will be quite self-evident that, as a 
business venture, these colonies were from the stand
point of Germany as a whole a decided failure, considering 
that Germany's trade with them during this same period 
averaged only about 80 million marks yearly.19 

" Colonial Revenue8 
(in millions oj mark8) 

1904 ................... 12.7 
1905 ...... .••..•..•••.• 13.4 
1906 ................... 16.5 
1907 ................... 21.7 
11108 ................... 22.4 

86.7 

Colonial Expense8 
133.8 
196.6 
161. 
167.4 
215. 
873.8 

Paul Rohrbach, "Das Deutsche Koionialwesen," p. 151. 
[The expense incurred by Germany for her African colonies in 1913 is 

shown by the following table (in thousands of marks): . 
Colonll Revenue Expenditure 

East Africa .................... 13,489 20,078 
The CamerooD8 .....••..••..•• 8,712 13,059 
Togo ......................... 3,308 3,974 
Southwest Africa .............. 31,238 45,589 

Total ................... ,. 56,747 82,700 

Deficit 
6,589 
4,347 

666 
14,351 

25,953] 
.. 8totiBtiBchea lohrbuch, 1915, pp. 253, 462; "Die Deutschen Schutz

gebiete," 8tatiBtiBcher Teil, 1914, p. 401; Paul Rohrbach, op. cit., pp. 150-
153; M. BODD, op. cit .. p. 129; Zimmermann, op. cit., pp. 307, 308. 

• TRAIl. or GERMANY WITH HER AFRICAN COLONIES 
(in miUionB 0/ marks) 

11109 ......................... 61.8 
1910 ......................... 85.4 
1911 ......................... 82.2 
1912 ......................... 91.3 
1913 ......................... 114.6 

4i5:3 
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Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 253.' :For obvious reasons, the German 
statistics cannot agree with those prepared in the colonies; but there is 
far more than the normal difference between the two sets. Thus, for 
1912, the colonial statistics show an aggregate trade with Germany of 
160.2, as opposed to a trade with them of only 91.3 according to the 
German statistics. Ibid., pp. 253, 465-469, 475-480. Apart from unavoid
able divergences because of different valuations, this large discrepancy 
arises predominantly from the fact that the figures of Germany's "Spezial
handel" do not include the entrep6t trade of such free ports as Hamburg. 
Thils, Manchester goods shipped via Hamburg to the German colonies 
figure in the colonial statistics as imports from Germany, but they do not 
appear in those of Germany's "Spezialhandel." Ibid., p. 180. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE NATIVE QUESTION 

The Na.tive is Africa's Chief Asset.-While the material 
basis for a rapid economic development had been laid, the 
future depended entirely upon the labor situation. In 1914 
there was a scarcity of labor in all the colonies, with the 
possible exception of Togo, where production was largely 
in the hands of the natives. This scarcity was, in part at 
least, the heritage of the persistent attempt to create a 
"New Germany" in Africa which led to a callous disregard 
of the negro's rights to the soil as well as to an open in
difference to his general welfare. For the first twenty years 
there was practically no appreciation of the fact that all 
sound and permanent progress depended upon the conserva
tion and elevation of the indigenous population. It was not 
only in Southwest Africa that the natives were deprived of 
their lands. The same course was pursued in the Cameroons, 
and to & less extent, also in East Africa.1 

• In 1907, General von Puttkamer said: "The entire colonial policy is 
based upon the principle of Europeans depriving the inferior nativee in 
foreign lende by main force of their land and maintaining our poeition 
there by force." Thue, ae a result of an uprising, the Bakwiri were forced 
to surrender their deeirable and fertile territoriee in the Cameroon moUD
tain region, and these areae were Bold to lerge plantation !lompaniee. 
J. K. Vietor, "Geschichtliche und KultureUe Entwickelung Unserer Schut.
gebiete," pp. 71, 72, 86, frl; W. B. Dawson, "The Evolution of Modern 
Germany," p. 372. In the British Gold Coaet Colony, the negro .ia pro
tected against improvident alienation of land. Transfers between nativee 
are free, but those to Europeans are subiect to careful inquiry and explicit 
IaDction by the CollCe8Bions Court. J. du Plessis, "Thrice Through the 
Dark Continent," pp. 15, 16, London, 1917; cf. A. B. Keith, "West Africa," 
p.231. 
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The German Plantation System.-The new order after 
1900 somewhat remedied this land situation, but the system 
of developing the colonies by capitalistic exploitation was 
persisted in. Instead of trying to stimulate native produc
tion, the aim was to establish large Eu.ropean plantations on 
which the. negro was to work ~ a hired laborer. Since the 
popUlation was, in general, sparse, this necessitated the 
accumulation of natives in one center from more or less 
distant villages. But as their wants were few and were 
readily supplied by the. bounties of tropical nature, the 
negroes had little inducement to leave their homes. Hence, 
there was for many years forced labor. This situation also 
has been somewhat improved. The recruiting of labor for 
the European plantations was before the war supervised by 
the Government and the grossest abuses had been remedied. 

Evils of This System.-The general effect of drawing 
laborers from a distance was to disturb, and even to break 
up, tribal life. Furthermore, as mapy of the owners of large 
plantations in the Cameroons would not allow the laborers 
to bring their families with them, another result was ex
tensive irregular sexual relations, with widespread syphilis 
which, in turn, was not only preventing an increase in the 
number of inhabitants, but was ·actually depopulating some 
sections of this region.2 In 1913, Dr. Paul Rohrbach wrote: 
"It is hard to say the words, but thirty years after the 
proclamation of a German protectorate over Cameroon the 
hygienic conditions amongst the natives are in a large part 
of thi colony worse than they were afore time, and the popu
lation decreases instead of increasing." After visiting this 

OJ. K. Vietor, op. cit., pp. 119-121. 
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territory, Dr. Solf, the Colonial Secretary, said: "It is a 
sad spectacle to see how the villages are depopulated of men. 
Family life is being ruined; parents, husband and wife, and 
children are separated."· 

Native Production Di8cO'IJ,7'aged.-At the same time, in 
order to secure an adequate supply of labor for this capi
talistic system, native output was discouraged by the 
authorities. No greater contrast is possible than that be
tween conditions in the Cameroons and those in the neigh
boring Gold Coast Colony. In 1912, the Cameroons pro
duced 4,550 tons of cocoa, of which all but one seventh was 
grown on plantations owned by Europeans. In 1913, the 
British possession yielded 51,279 tons, which was about 
one fifth of the world's total crop. The Gold Coast Colony 
in that year surpassed all other single sources of supply, in
cluding Sao Thome and Ecuador. This entire industry from 
its very inception, some ten years before this date, had been 
entirely in the hands of the natives and was a marked 
civilizing influence with them.· No sound progress is pos
sible along the lines to which the Germans persistently ad
hered until just before the outbreak of the war. The in
evitable result of a. system in which the European plantation 

• W. B. Dawson, "What Is Wrong with Germany?", pp. 190, 191, London, 
1915. 

• In 1899, Gold Coast Colony produced only 715,000 pounds; in 1905, 11 
millioDII; in 1910, 50 milliODII; in 1913, 113 millions. "Statistical Abstract 
of British DominiODll," 1915, p. 333. (In 1919, the output WM 176,176 tons 
and in 1920, 124,773 tons. The State81'TUJn.'s Year-Book, 1921, p. 249; 1922, 
p.258.1 See, for details, 8tatiBtiBches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 32*; Sir Harry H. 
JohDBton, "The Bla.ck Man'. Part.in the War," pp. 35, 36; Sir Hugh 
Clifford, "Some Facts Concerning the Gold Coast," in Journal 0/ the 
African Societll, October, 1914, p. 22; J. K. Vietor, OP.:. cit., pp. 112, 113; 
W. A. Crabtree, "Economio Resources of the German Colonies," in Journal 
0/ the A/ricafl Societll, January, 1917, p. 129. 
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is predominant is to break up native society and in time to 
depopulate the country. 

Forced Labor.-While these land and plantation policies 
have considerably disrupted the tribal life of those natives 
with whom the Germans came into intimate contact, the 
damage effected has fortunately not been so great as it might 
have been, primarily because they had not been able to ex
tend their rule over large parts of their colonies. Similarly, 
their sanitary measures and their educational systems had 
reached only a small proportion of the total population. In 
all these activities there was a marked failure to understand 
native psychology. In fact, the negro was almost uni
versally looked upon as a means to an end, never as an 
end in himself, and his welfare and that of the colony were 
completely subordinated to the interests of the German on 
the spot and to those of Germany as a whole. So liberal a 
thinker as Dr. Paul Rohrbach, while clearly recognizing the 
many evils of the past, as late as 1911 urged the necessity 
of forced labor, arguing that, when it was so difficult for 
people in all other continents to earn a livelihood, the Afri
()ans were not entitled to "a privilege of less work and more 
idleness." II Such a system of forced labor, by direct or by 
indirect means, for private or for governmental purposes, 
prevailed to the last in the German colonies.8 I t was based 

• Paul Rohrbach, "Das Deutsche Kolonialwesen," pp. 33, 34. [On the 
general attitude of Germans towards their African 8ubjecte, see Journal 
Officiel de la Ripubliqu.e Fraru;aise, November 8, 1918, p. 9631.1 

• In 1908, Dr. Dernburg told the Budget Committee of the Reichstag 
that in East Africa. "labourers were obtained under circumstances which 
could not be distinguished from slave hunts" and he further stated that 
"a young farmer came to him and told him that he had 'bought' 150 
negroes." W. H. Dawson, "The Evolution of Modem Germany," p. 374. 
On forced labor in Southwest Africa at that time, see ibid., p. 393. On 
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upon a desire of the European planter for quick results and 
was bound to have dire consequences. If the development 
of Africa is to be sound and healthy, the process must be 
relatively slow, for it is dependent upon the gradual eleva
tion of the native. 

The Liquor Question.-There was another evil in the 
German West African possessions which, however, was com
mon to all along that coast. The high import fees on 
spirituous liquors which the signatories to the Acts of the 
Brussels Conferences agreed to impose on their respective 
colonies' proved ineffective. With increasing wealth, the 
natives were able to buy the low-grade poisonous liquors 
made in Holland and in Germany, despite these duties. 
This traffic was playing havoc with the negroes and was 
greatly decreasing their procreative powers.8 

Attitude towards the Natives.-In general, the attitude 
both of the authorities and of the colonists towards the 

March 17, 1914, Herr Erzberger, speaking in the Reichstag, condemned 
the abu.ees in colonial life and administration, "including the recognised 
BYBtem of forced labor, the frauds perpetrated on the natives, and the 
ill-treatment of laborers on the plantations." W. H. DaWson, "What Ia 
Wrong with Germany?", pp. 190, 191. In addition, in the Cameroons 
and in Togo, the nativee were obliged to work if they did not pay their 
taxee. There was considerable maltreatment and injustice in this system. 
In 1912, in Togo, there were 785,506 days of such work of which 410,789 
were used for the construction and upkeep of roads, bridges, and market 
plaoee, and 64,985 negroes {laid this .. Steuerarbeit.... "Die Deutschen 
8chut.&gebiete," Bl.4tiBtiBcliefo Teil, 1914, pp. SO, 409; Vietor, op. cit., p. 
111; A. G. Leonard, "Commercial Developmenta in German Kamerun," 
ill United Empire M O(Jaziflll, April, 1914, p. 331. 

(' BI'IlII8els Act, Arts. 92-93; Bl'IJII!els Conventions of June 8, 1899, and 
November 3, 1906. "Trattati ••• relativi all'Africa," pp. 293-294, 618-621, 
1247-1250.] 

• Vietor, op. cit., pp. 134-136. For details of importations in 1912, see 
"Die Deutachen Bchutzgebiete," BtatiBtiBcher Teil, 1914, pp. 228-230, 268-
270. [Cf. also mIra, pp. 174-175; for the measures taken to prevent this evil 
by the Convention of September 10, 1919, see pp. 176-178 and Annex F.J 
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aborigines was one of open contempt. The native was re
garded as an inferior being, whose purpose was to serve the 
ends of the white man. Sexual relations between white men 
and black women were very frequent. Herr J. K. Vietor 
of Bremen, who was a member of· the Colonial Council 
(Kolonialrat) and who had quite extensive interests in Togo 
and the Cameroons, reports that, while the white popula
tion of Togo amounted to only 254 (of whom forty-two were 
missionaries), there were 240 mulatto children. He states 
that he knew one German who had fourteen mulatto 
children and he further mentions the case of a German 
official in one of the villages who had a special stone house 
for his women. Yet in this small colony the relations be
tween white and black were far more pleasant than else
where. In the Cameroons and in Southwest Africa, accord
ing to this same authority, the natives were treated "with 
studied rudeness." No acknowledgment was made of any 
salute or greeting from a negro. "He is allowed to stand as 
long as possible before he is asked what he wants, and it is 
very rare that he is offered a seat in case any business with 
him is being transacted." In addition, no matter what 
might be the age or standing of the native, he was in.:. 
variably addressed by the pronoun of the second person 
singular, which denotes inferiority. This was resented by 
the educated negroes. Vietor further comments adversely 
on the continual floggings administered to the natives for 
trivial offenses, especially in the Cameroons.9 

• J. K. Vietor, op. cit., pp. 97-106. [Cf. also the Disciplinary Articles of 
the German Chancellor's Decree of April 22, 1896, regarding Togo and 
the Cameroons and the Instructions of October 15, 1901, translated in 
Journal Olficiel de la Republique Fraru;aise, November 8, 1918, pp. 9631-
9632.] 
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Alienation of N atives.-Similar conditions prevailed in 
German East Africa. In 1908, Dr. Demburg officially 
stated that in that colony "it makes a very unfavourable 
impression on one to see so many white men go about with 
negro whips. I even found one on the table of the principal 
pay office in Dar-es-Salaam; it is still the usual thing, and 
anyone who has been there will confirm what I say." 10 

These conditions were radically differ~nt from those in the 
neighboring British colonies, where the rule of law prevailed 
and where the colonist was kept to a large extent in check by 
its penalties. There is a definite significance in the fact that 
De Wet's rebellion in 1914 is partly attributed to the fact 
that he was fined a few shillings for an assault upon a 
native.u As a result of such practices, the negroes were 
distinctly hostile both to German rule and to Deutschtum 
itself. Herr Vietor reports that nowhere else in Africa did he 
see natives who looked at the Europeans so impertinently 
as did some of those in Duala, the port of the Cameroons; 
and that they did not remove their hats to greet the white 
man, as was generally customary in Togo. But even in that 
colony the negroes frequently refused to admit that they 
spoke German. He was often told that so and. so in Togo 
knew only English, but when he addressed these people 
politely, they were immediately able to reply in German. 

·W. B. Dawson, "The Evolution of Modern Germany," p. 374. 
• The Round Tabk, March, 1915, pp. 465, 466. A Herero in British 

South Africa 1VrOte to his kinmlan under the German flag: "There is 
much work and much money, and your overseer does not beat you, or 
if he does, he breab the law and is punished." W. H. Dawson, op. cit., 
p. 373. It mould be noted that the treatment of the natives is consider
ably better in thOlie colonies that are under the control of the Colonial 
Office at London than in the Union of South Africa. 
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In this respect, Vietor further adds, the situation in the 
Cameroons was incredible. When he arrived there, he met 
a native employee, who immediately assumed an erect mili
tary attitude. Vietor asked him in German if he had been 
a soldier and the answer in English was, "Excuse me, Sir, 
I only talk English." Yet this man had served for ten years 
in the colonial military forces! During his four weeks in 
the Cameroons, Vietor heard scarcely a German word from 
the natives, though plenty of pidgin-English,12 This is a 
sad climax to a movement whose larger and fundamentally 
idealistic aim was to spread German K ultur! 

English Public Opinion Regarding N atives.-Ambassador 
Reinsch has quite accurately stated: 

"England's greatness as a colonizing power is due to the 
fact that her foreign administration for the greater part of 
the nineteenth century has been subjected to the criticism 
of an enlightened public opinion at home, trained in jUdging 
and dealing intelligently with political affairs. It is the 
habit which the British people have acquired of watching 
and controlling their political agents that enables them to 
exercise .a beneficial influence among inferior nations. 
Wherever a British officer or administrator has worked, he 
has feIt· himself responsible to a critical and alert public 
opinion, accustomed to dealing strictly with any lapses, 
breaches of trust,or offences against political morality." 13 

In this general connection, the Belgian socialist and 
statesman, Emile Vandervelde, has said: 

'.'We do not know what is happening in the German col
onies. There is not in Germany, as in England, a public 

UJ. K. Vietor, op. cit., pp. 103-106. On pidgin-English in the Came
roons, see also Sir Harry H. Johnston, "The History of the Colonization 
of Africa by Alien Races," p. 448. 

"Paul S. Reinsch, "World' Politics," p. 352, New York, 1900. See 
also Ramsay Muir, "The Expansion of Europe," pp. 107 ff., London, 1917. 
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opinion on colonial questions that is anxious to reveal the 
abuses, the acts of violence and injustice of which the 
natives are the victims. The bourgeois parties there are in 
favor of the policy of the mailed fist. The socialists scarcely 
disguise under purely negative formulre, the slight interest 
that they take in questions of native policy." 14 

German Public Opinion Developing.-A public opinion 
of this character was, however, gradually developing in 
Germany during the years just preceding the war. An 
organization patterned on the English "Anti-Slavery and 
Aborigenes' Protection Society" had been established and 
it was hoped that it would follow the example of its British 
model in furthering the welfare of the natives.15 Moreover, 
the Government had seen the error of its ways and was 
beginning to safeguard the negroes. I t had also officially 
adopted the course of stimulating native production in the 
Cameroons, which had hitherto been discouraged in the 
interests of the European plantations.1S Yet as late as 
1914, steps were being taken to effect a wholesale removal 
of the Duala tribe from their land! 17 The more enlight
ened policy had. not definitely gained the day; there still 
remained considerable obscurantist opinion that clung to 
the disastrous aims of the past. Actually v~ry little had 

.. Emile Vandervelde, "Belgian and British Interests in Africa," in Jour
rtal 0/ the A/rico" SocU!tll, April, 1915, p. 267. 

-Louie Hamilton, "Tbe German Colonies," in United Empire Magazine, 
June, 1914, p. 493. One of the leaders of this organization was ProfealOf 
D. WeBtermann and its organ was the Kolor&iale RuzuUchau. On his 
general attitude, Bee bi8 article in Karl- Schneider, JahrlnM:h Uber die 
Deuuchm Kolonien, 1912, pp. 76, 77, et pauim. 

-"Die Deutechen Schutzgebiete," 1914, p. xvii. 
n Journal of the Africa" Societll, -April, 1916, p. 280; W. A. Crabtree, 

"The German Colonies in Africa," ibid., October, 1914, pp. 1-14; A. G. 
Leonard, "Commercial Developments in German Kamerun," in United 
Empire Mll{lamae, April, 191f, p. 330; L'A/rique Fru~e, NOI. 5 and 6, 
1917, p. 181. 
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been accomplished. Thus Professor Bonn of Munich, one 
of Germany's foremost authorities on colonial policy, stated 
early in 1914: . 

"We are just entering the native states of Urundi and 
Ruanda [in German East Africa, with an estimated popu
lation of 3,500,000]. We have begun the delimitation of 
tribal frontiers, which is the basis of a stable native govern
ment. We have merely scratched the surface of the real 
colonial problem .... We have done a certain amount 
in native administration-though here, more than any
where else, we are beginners-by spreading peace and sani
tation, by teaching the natives in schools and in agricul
ture. But apart from Southwest Africa, where we solved 
the native problem by smashing tribal life and by creating 
a scarcity of labour, we are only just now beginning to 
understand it. . . . It is not merely a question how we are 
to rule them for where they are really numerous, we 
scarcely rule them to-day. . . . Only their numbers and 
their indl,lstry can make our 'Colonial Empire as useful and 
as necessary to us as it ought to be." 18 

The last /!Ientence contains a thought which ran as a con
stant refrain throughout all German colonial literature. 
Oversea possessions were considered merely as subject 
communities that were to be useful and p.rofitable to Ger
many. They were not, as in the British Commonwealth, 

.. M. Bonn, "German Colonial Policy," in United Empire Magazine, 
V (1914), pp. 129-134. Contrast the self-regarding, nationalistic tone of 
the last sentence with the following remarks of Lord Milner in intro
ducing Professor Bonn to the Royal Colonial Institute, before which he 
made this address. Lord Milner said: "I think I may say that, in the 
rivalry of various European nations to develop their tropical possessions, 
the rivalry of our own people, the Germans and French and Dutch--'in 
that rivalry that nation will, in the long run, be most successful which 
exhibits the greatest wisdom in its efforts to promote the welfare and 
progress and contentment of its Bubject peoples." Ibid., p. 136. In his 
address on "The Future of Africa," on December 21, 1917, Dr. Solf him
self stated that the Germans were just at the beginning of the reform 
development, but that Germany from the days of Dernburg bad been on 
the right track. Kiilnische Zeitung, December 22, 1917. 
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regarded as parts of one large political aggregate, each of 
which must be administered primarily in its own interest. 
Nor were they deemed components of an enlarged and ex
panded state, as is the tendency in France. The German 
doctrines of ascendancy that prevailed in Prussian Poland 
and in Alsace-Lorraine and forever condemned the con
quered to an inferior status were predominant in the colo
nial sphere. The German possessions were virtually never 
regarded as ends in themselves, but merely as means to 
spread German K ultur, to reinforce German prestige and 
power, and to add to the wealth of Germany. 



CHAPTER V 

NATIVE SENTIMENT DURING THE WAR 

From the foregoing it is apparent that, whether the Ger
man Government's conversion to an enlightened native 
policy was sincere or half-hearted, practically nothing effec
tive had been done up to the outbreak of the war to gain 
the sympathy and loyalty of their African subjects. The 
attitude of the negroes was inevitably determined by thirty 
years of more or less constant oppression, and it is not sur
prising that they generally welcomed the elimination of 
German rule. 

Southwe8t Africa.-In Southwest Africa tribal life had 
been smashed and the. native in .the occupied districts was 
virtually the serf of the German overlord. The negroes are 
treated none too considerately in the adjoining Union of 
South Africa, but in the German possession matters were 
far worse.1 Lieutenant-Colonel S. M. Pritchard, who was 
placed in charge of native affairs after the Anglo-Boer con
quest of the German colony, reported that the employment 
of aborigines had never been satisfactorily supervised by 
the German authorities and that, as a result, the treatment 

1 The following statement by a South African Commission of Enquiry 
is unquestionably accurate. It says: "It is a matter of common knowl
edge that the German treatment of natives in the Protectorate, and their 
idea of what constitutes cruelty to natives, differ very widely from ideas 
prevailing in the Union." Papers Relating to German Atrocities, and 
Breaches of the Rules of War, in Africa, 1916 (Cd. 8306), p. 86. -
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of many laborers, especially on the farms, was only too often 
most cruel and unjust. He found many cases of negroes 
who had been employed for years (in one instance eleven 
years) without receiving any wages. For the slightest 
breach of discipline or for trivial offenses it was customary 
for the employer to send the delinquent either to the Native 
Commissioner or to the nearest Police Post with a request 
that the culprit should receive twenty-five lashes. "As
saults of the most serious nature on native men and women 
were matters of daily occurrence," he said; and he further 
added that several such cases, and even the shooting of 
negroes at sight, had been brought to his attention. Five 
of the most prominent German farmers were tried and 
found guilty of the murder of natives and they were sen
tenced with salutary effect to imprisonment for from two to 
five years.' 

Ovamboland.-Although a considerable number of labor
ers had been derived from the northern section of the col
ony,· known as Ovamboland or Amboland, this region with 
an estimated negro popUlation of 156,000 had never been 
brought under German rule.4 Pritchard was also instructed 
to investigate conditions here and, in spite of the general 
opinion of the German settlers that such an expedition 
should be undertaken only when accompanied by a strong 

·S. M. Pritchard, "Experiences in German South-West Africa," in Juurnal 
0/ til. African. Boci£ty, October, 1916, pp. 2, 3. 

• According to the British Consular Report, the number of laborers that 
came from Ovamboland in search of work was, in 1911, 9,295; in 1912, 
6.076; in 1913, 12,025. A. F. Calvert, "The German African Empire," p. 
22; British Diplomatic and Consular Reports (German Southwest Africa, 
1913>, p. 7 . 

• S. M. Pritchard, "Report on Tour to Ovamboland," p. 11. 
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armed escort,5 he was received in a very friendly manner 
by the natives. Satisfactory relations with them 'Were 
established. Chief Martin of the Ovandonga tribe (60,000 
people) frankly stated that they "had no love for the Ger
mans, whose wars with the natives they had heard of, that 
he and his people had always wished that the English would 
come into their country." 8 

Togo.-In Togo the relations between the natives and 
the Germans were far better than elsewhere, yet even here 
the overthrow of German rule by the French and the British 
was joyously acclaimed.7 In part this may have been due 
to the fact that ethnically two thirds of Togo belongs to 
.French Dahomey, its eastern, and one third to the Gold 
Coast Colony, its western neighbor; but, in greater measure, 
it was the nemesis of Germany's unsympathetic and con
temptuous government. The following incident is signifi-

• In this connection Major Pritchard (such was then his rank) wrote: 
"I mention this point in passing in order to take the opportunity of 
remarking on the inherent feelings of excitability and fear which consume 
many Germans in this country when faced with the necessity of moving 
among natives unarmed or unsupported .by force. I do not think it is 
too much to say that to these very deficiencies of temperament, prompted, 
as I believe they are, by the consciousness of the brutalities in their 
treatment of natives, of which so many of them have been guilty, and 
giving rise, as they so frequently do, to acts of frightfulness culminating 
in serious assaults on, and even in the murder of, natives, that much of 
the trouble between the Germans and the natives in this country can 
fairly be attributed." Idem, "Report on Tour to Ovamboland," p. 1. 

• Ibid., p. 4. See also pp. 9, 10. 
Y The Gold Coast Leader of September 12, 1914, states: "The surrender 

of Togoland has given rise to outbursts of joy and thankfulness among 
natives throughout the Colony. In the Central and Western Provinces 
women, dressed in white, their wrists and necks encircled with white 
beads and their necks and chests rubbed with white chalk, for days on 
end paraded the streets singing and chanting songs of praise and thank
fulness for the victory of our soldiers." Journal of the African Society, 
January, 1915, p. 207. For details, see Correspondence Relating to the 
Military Operations in Togoland. 1915 (Cd. 7872), pp. 7, 8, 11,~! 31,33. 
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cant. One of the chiefs of western Togoland had asked 
in 1886 to be taken under British protection and, having 
been given a British flag just before his territory was 
brought under German rule, he hid it. When this was dis
covered by the Germans, he was exiled to the Cameroons 
and it was only after the capture of Duala in that colony 
in 1914 that he was enabled to return to his own country. 
Soon thereafter he addressed a most illuminating letter to 
the Governor of the Gold Coast in which, after offering a 
voluntary contribution of £101 lOs. to the British Govern
rnent, he said: 

"It was rny willing to give more than what I have done 
above, but on account of the Germans, and owing to their 
bad treatment giving, most of my village young men have 
removed from this land and entered into another calling for 
daily bread: also my land is very poor to-day. May God 
Almighty bless Great Britain to master the victory. I 
congratulate the Local and the Imperial Government and 
the District Political Officer, Mr. R. S. Rattray, who is 
treating us here very well and gentle. May he live long! 
And Mr. J. T. Furley, who is a best and good gentleman. 
May he live longl May God bless the English Government 
and prolong their power to be second to none. God save the 
King." • 

The Cameroons.-As the northern part of Togo was 
beyond the area of effective Gerrnan occupation, it is not 
possible to define the attitude of the colony as a whole or 
to rnake a surnrnary staternent that will apply to all the dis
tricts.' Such impossibility is even more obvious in the 

• Sir Harry H. Johnston, "The Black Man's Part in the War," p. 29. 
• G. M. Wrigley, "The Military Campaigns against Germany's African 

Colonies," in The Geo(Jrcrphical Review, January, 1918, pp. 45,46; Calvert, 
op. cit., p. 222. 
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case of a large territory like the Cameroons, whose people 
range from primitive cannibal tribes to highly organized 
Mohammedan states, and where German administration 
was restricted to only a small portion of the colony. In 
the Northern Cameroons, where many of the inhabitants 
are Mohammedans and the Fula people are the leading 
caste, the Germans succeeded in rallying to their cause 
certain Fula sultans to whom they had left it. large measure 
of autonomy. One of these rulers in the early days of the 
war took the field with a train of mounted warriors on the 
side of the Germans.l0 But in the Southern Cameroons, 
where contact with German rule was very intimate, dis
affection was rife. Lieutenant Otto Wieneke, the German 
District Commissioner at Duala, stated officially that "the 
native population~the inhabitants of Duala-had proved 
itself before and during the war uncertain, traitorous 
and hostile to Germany." 11 This people numbered only 
91,808,12 but they were among those who had been most 
subjected to German influences. One of the first steps of 
the Germans on the outbreak of the war was to hang the 
head chief of this tribe, Rudolf Bell, and several other 
natives, on the pretext that they were friendly to the 
British.1S A fervid German partisan, Dr. G. Lohringer, 
describes the situation when the Anglo-French occupied the 
~_ ~ ..... ~ .... .a.. .... ___ •. ' ......... ~ .• , .. ~_ ..... ............ .. ~_ .~_ •• ::.. _" ..... , __ ..... _ ....J~ ." 

I - -----•.•. , .. - .... ~-., .... ".." ... -_----...1If!-~~ ....... ~"..- .... -~ .. ~' 
,. "The Times [London], History of the War," VIII, p. 28l. 
U Correspondence Relative to the Alleged Ill-Treatment of German Sub

jects Captured in the Cameroons, 1915 (Cd. 7974), p. 5. 
u"Die Deutschen Schutzgebiete," StatiBtiBcher Teil, 1914, p. 41. 
11 Journal 0/ the African Society, April, 1916, p. 280. Rudolf Bell had 

been educated in Germany. John H. Harris, "Germany's Lost Colonial 
Empire," in Cor&temporary Review, April, 1917, p. 466, and his book of 
the same title, pp. 33-35. 
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town of Duala, shortly thereafter, in the following graphic 
words: 

"From that moment onwards Duala was a.ctua.lly in their 
[British and French] power. What th.at meant was shown 
first by the Duala. tribe. Since the execution of Rudolf 
Bell (Duala. Manga) they had vanished. On this morning 
it was as if the river-mouths and the basins spat Duala. 
The sky rang again with an indescribable shout of scorn 
and rejoicing." It 

As a result of the disaffected spirit of the Duala and of 
other coastal peoples, the Germans tried to intimidate them 
from assisting the Anglo-French forces by the familiar 
process of "frightfulness." Orders were issued "to treat 
all the Duala natives and their intertrading compatriots on 
the Mungo, Abo, and Dibombe rivers as combatants in the 
war, and, in special cases, to treat them as rebels and 
traitors." Every Duala. village was ordered destroyed and 
all Dualas carrying weapons were to be shot. Not only 
men, but women and children also, were victims of brutal 
atrocities-woundings, mutilations, and murders. A certain 
advantage was gained by these methods, the British Com
mander, General DobeIl, wrote, in that the natives were 
terrified and afraid to give information as to German move
ments.1I But these proceedings have left a heritage of 
hate as deep as that of tbe Hereros in Southwest Africa. 

East Africa.-In German East Africa, a very considerable 

II Cd. 7974 (1915), p. 35 [see also Joum4/. OfJiciel de la Ripublique 
FronraUe, January 5, 1919, p. 178]. 

II Cd. 7974 (1915), p. 43. Papel'8 Relating to German Atrocities, and 
Breaches of the Rules of War, in Africa, 1916 (Cd. 83(6), pp. 9-17 et seq. 
See &Iso the Teport of Colonel Brisset in Supplement 1 and 2 to L'A/rique 
Froru;ai&e, 1917, pp. 4547 [and cf. also Journal Officiel de la Ripubligue 
F~, January 5, 1919, pp. 179-180]. 
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army was formed out of the German soldiers and civilians 
in the colony and its indigenous population. Thousands 
upon thousands of negroes were used either as troops or as 
carriers or porters. The soldiers, locally known as askaris, 
were drawn from very vigorous tribes, such as· the Wahehe 
and the Wanyamwezi,16 They were granted special privi
leges as regards the rest of the community and were gen
erally well treated, though subject to the most rigid control. 
"For the slightest breach of discipline the native askaris 
were given twenty-five lashes with the kiboko, a long. thick 
whip, usually made from hippopotamus hide." 17 On the 
whole, they were remarkably loyal. Many of these askaris 
and practically all the, porters were impressed for service, 
being seized in their villages after the fashion of the for
mer Arab slave-raiders. The porters were treated most 
brutally. They were often chained together and in many 
instances were literally worked to death-'s door, being shot 
down or bayoneted when they could walk no farther. Thus 
one of the German officers wrote in a private letter: ttOur 

10 On these tribes, see Sir Harry H.Johnston, "The History of the 
Colonization of Africa by Alien Races/' pp. 412, 413. The force was very 
mixed and included Sudanese, Somalis, Arabs, etc., .from without the 
colony. The Wanyamwezi contributed largely to. the German military 
forces and are, probably, the best fighters and porters in East Africa. 
"Immigrant Wanyamwezi, enlisted in Brjtish East Africa into our King's 
African· Rifles, do not hesitate to fight against their blood brothers." 
R. V. Dolbey, "Sketches of the East Africa Campaign," pp. 22-23, London, 
1918. [In September, 1915, the native troops in this colony numbered 
about 14,100. "Handbook of German East Africa," pp. 197-198; see also 
infra, p. 271. For the Wanyamwezi and Wahehe, see "Handbook of 
German East Africa," pp. 72-75, 98-101, 201-202; for conditions of service, 
treatment, equipment, and training, see ibid., pp. 202-203.] 

'f Reports on the Treatment by the Germans of British Prisoners and 
Natives in German East Africa, 1917 (Cd. 8689), p. 10; see also .p. 17. 
Of. also R. V. Dolbey, op. cit., pp. 134-135. For German brutality to 
natives see ibid., pp. 35-36; to native chiefs, pp. 40-41; to Indian and 
British prisoners, pp. 135 iI. 
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road is paved with the corpses of the natives we have been 
obliged to kill." IS As the military pressure of the British 
and the Belgian forces increased, the German treatment of 
these porters and of the negro population as a whole became 
more and more ruthless and oppressive. The tribal chiefs 
were forced to furnish large supplies of com; and natives 
were removed wholesale from regions threatened with occu
pation by the enemy. Entire areas were depopulated by the 
retreating German armies, which compelled women as well 
as men to act as carriers. As a consequence, German rule 
became increasingly and ever more widely unpopular, and 
disatrection spread even among those who had previously 
been loyallt According to the foremost living authority 
on Africa, Sir Harry H. Johnston, the general cry of the 
natives in German East Africa since the victories of the 
Allied troops has been: liThe people of '15' have departed; 
may they never return." The "15" refers to the lowest 
number of lashes administered by the Germans for minor 
offenses. "The native," says this African expert, "would 
regard with terror any possibility of the return of the Ger
mans." 20 

-Cd. 8689 (1917), p. 7; "The Times [London] History of the War," X, 
p. 132; XU, p. 80; XllI, pp. 418,422. 

-Cd. 8689 (1917), pp. 7, 16; J. B. Briggs, "German East Africa during 
the War," in JO'IItTIIJl 0/ the A/rican BocWtll, April, 1917, pp. 196-199; "The 
Times [London] History of the War," XllI, pp. 421, 422. The Germans 
had continual trouble with the natives and the situation was ten times 
WOI"8e than in Britiah East Africa. They were in constant fear of an 
uprising B8 the German troops retreated. Dolbey, op. cit., pp. 37-40. 

-Sir H. H. Johnston, "The Black Man's Part in the War," pp. 68, 69. 
The war undermined white prestige and the restoration of East Africa to 
Germany would have wrought great harm to the prestige of Britain. 
Dolbey, op. cit., pp. 42-43. [For a similar judgment regarding the Came
roons, see JO'IItTIIJl Officiel de ltJ Ripublique Fr(J~ise, January 5, 1919, 
p.178.) 



CHAPTER VI 

GERMANY'S COLONIAL AIMS 

Colonial Ambitions in 1914.-Throughout the years pre
ceding the war, no secret was made of Germany's com
plete dissatisfaction with the political apportionment of the 
world's surface and the size of her own African domain. 
The prevailing thought was clearly expressed by General 
von Wrochem in 1913. "The longing for an eternal peace," 
he said, "was Utopian and enervating," and he further 
deplored the fact that, "at the division of the earth between 
the other Great Powers, Germany had gone almost empty 
away." 1 His country's openly expressed aim was to join 
her scattered and separated possessions on the eastern and 
western coasts into one compact mass, dominating Central 
Africa from the Indian to the Atlantic Ocean: 

Anglo-German Agreements of 1914.-Shortly before the 
war, Germany had concluded with England an agreement 
which apparently made this project realizable.2 The spirit 

1 William Archer, "Germs of German Thought," p. 52. 
"Rohrbach, "Zum Weltvolk Hindurchl", pp. 47, 48, Stuttgart, 1914; 

idem, "Germany's Isolation," pp. 130, 131, Chicago, 1915; S. S. McClure, 
"Obstacles to Peace," pp. 9, 42, Boston, 1917. Considerable light has been 
thrown on this matter by the Memorandum of Prince Lichnowsky \ed. 
and tr. Munroe Smith, in lnternatianal Conciliation, No. 127, June. 1918. 
pp. 58-65). In 1898 a secret treaty was signed by Count Hatzfeld and 
Mr. Balfour, "which divided the Portuguese colonies in Africa into 
economic-political spheres of influence as between us [Germany] and Eng
land. As the Pqrtuguese government possessed neither the power nor 
the means to open up its extensive possessions or to administer them 
suitably, it had already at an earlier dute entertained the idea of selling 
them and thereby putting its finunces on a sound basis" (see infra, 
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in which Great Britain had conducted these negotiations--which were part of a formal Anglo-German rapprochement 
that had actually been consummated just prior to the out-

p. lOS. and cr. A. Debidour, "Histoire Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1878-
1904," p. 263]. "On its face, of course, this treaty was designed to secure 
the integrity and independence of the Portuguese realm, and the only 
purpose it expressed was to give to the Portuguese financial and economic 
Bl!Si..t.ance. In ita wording, accordingly, it did not contravene the old 
Anglo-Portuguese alliance, dating from the fifteenth century, which was 
last renewed under Charles U" [in 1661. By Articles 16 and 17 of this 
Treaty, "if the King of Portugal shall be pressed in any extraordinary 
manner by the power of the enemies, all the King of Great Britain's 
shipe which shall a~ any time be in the Mediterranean Sea or at Tangier 
shall have instructions in such cases to obey any orders they shall receive 
from the King of Portugal and shall betake themselves to his succour 
and relief"; while the King of Great Britain must "afford timely assistance 
of men and shipping according to the exigency of the circumstances, and 
proportionable to the necessity of the King of Portugal." On the incep
tion of this Treaty, see Guernsey Jones, in Annual Report 0/ the Ameri
call Hiatorical Auoeiation for 1916. I, pp. 405-4181. Nevertheless, at the 
instsnce of the Portuguese Ambassador to the Court of St. James, Marquis 
Soveral, a new treaty, the BO-GlIed Windsor Treaty, was concluded in 
1899 between England and Portugal. Subsequent negotiations, begun, 
according to Herr von Jagow in his reply to Lichnowsky (op. cit., p. 131), 
by Count Mettemich and continued by Baron Marschall von Biberstein, 
were reopened by Prince Lichnowsky to amend the Treaty of 1898 &8 

containing impracticable provisions, such as those regarding geographical 
delimitation. "Thanks to the conciliatory attitude of the British gov
ernment, I [Lichnowsky] succeeded in giving to the new treaty a form 
which entirely corresponded to our wishes and interests." All Angola, &8 

far &8 20° East, W&8 to pass to Germany, &8 were Soo Thome and Principe 
which, lying north of the Equator, really belonged to the French sphere 
of in1!uen_"a fact which cauaed my French colleague to enter energetic 
but unavailing protesta." The portion of Mozambique north of the 
Licango was similarly to be transferred. "Originally, at the British sug
gestion, the Congo State also was to have been included in the treaty, 
which would have given us a right of preemption and would have enabled 
us to penetrate it economically. But we refused this offer, out of alleged 
respect for Belgian sensibilitiesl" The real, though unexpressed purpose 
of the Treaty was "the actual partition at a later date of the Portuguese 
colonial poII8I!IEions" and "provided that in certain cases we should be 
authoriled to intervene in the territories assigned to us for the protection 
of our interests," these conditions being 80 broad that decision regarding 
them practically rested with Germany. The document was essentially 
complete in May, 1913. Some slight changes were introduoed and it was 
initialed in August, but it was not until July, 1914, that Lichnowsky was 
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break of hostilities-was indicated by Sir Edward Grey in 
1911, when he said: 

"If Germany has friendly arrangements to negotiate with 
other countries with regard to Africa, we are not anxious 
to stand in her way any more than in theirs." 

These "other countries" were Belgium and' Portugal, for 
the German scheme depended upon the cession of more 
or less large parts, if not all, of the Belgian Congo and of 
Portuguese Angola. The attitude of Germany towards 
these small Powers was accurately defined as follows by the 
Leipziger Tageblatt in 1913: 

"With all respect to the rights of foreign nations, it must 
be said that Germany has not as yet the colonies which it 
must have .... We are not an institute for lengthening 
the life of dying States. . . . Those half-States which owe 
their exis~ence only to the aid of foreign weapons, money or 
knowledge, are hopelessly at the mercy of modern states." 3 

Angola and the Belgian Congo.-It is not yet publicly 
known whether Germany had actually commenced negotia
tions with Portugal,4 but in the spring of 1914 the German 

able to obtain Von Bethmann-Bollweg's consent to signature and 'publi
cation. "The difficulty was that Sir Edward Grey was willing to sign 
only if the treaty were published, together with the two treaties of 1898 
and 1899. England, he said, had no other secret treaties, and it was 
contrary to existing principles that binding agreements should be kept 
secret. Be could therefore conclude no treaty without publishing it." 
The utmost concession that Lichnowsky could obtain was that publica
tion must be made within one year, at latest, after signature. In any 
event, in the Prince's opinion, the contents both of the projected agree
ment and of the Treaty of ~898 were perfectly known to Portugal in 
view of her close association with Great Britain. Just after German 
consent had been gained, however, the Serbian crisis necessarily post
poned execution of the document, which "too is one of the victims of 
this war" (op. cit .. pp. 59-69). 

• William Archer, op. cit., p. 318. 
• Herbert' Adams Gibbons, "The New Map of Africa," pp. 273, 274. 

Angel Marvaud, "La Situation Politique et Economique du Portugal," in 
Questions Diplomatiques et Colonialea, 37 (1914), pp. 86, 87. 
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Government sounded the French Ambassador in Berlin 
about the Belgian Congo. In the course of this conversa
tion, the German Foreign Secretary, Herr von Jagow, stated 
to his unconvinced listener that only the Great Powers were 
in a position to colonize, and that the small nations could 
not in the future enjoy their former independent existence, 
in view of those changes in Europe which favored the large 
states that proceeded from economic forces and from im
proved means of communication. Such lesser peoples, he 
contended, "were destined to disappear or to gravitate into 
the orbit of the Great Powers." II 

Present Aims Dependent upon Military Events.-These 
plans of 1914 are, however, not an infallible criterion for 
determining what Germany's colonial intentions now are" 
nor what they will be when the peace conference assembles.8 

It is a commonplace familiar to every student of history 
that concrete war aims develop out of the course of mili
tary events themselves and are modified with the chang
ing fortunes of armies and navies. One thing alone seems 
to be certain, that the dominant spirit in Germany is well 
represented by Otto von Gierke of Berlin University, who 
complains that foreigners fail to understand the inner mean:
ing of war. This distinguished jurist defines it for them as 
follows: 

"War fulfils the world-historic task of pitilessly destroy
ing decaying culture, worn-out law, degenerate freedom, in 
order, with native strength, to breed rejuvenated culture, 
& juster law and & more genuine freedom. They cannot 

• "Royaume de Belgique. Correspondance Diplomatique," 1914-1915. n, 
No.2. pp. 2. 3. 

r See in/TO, pp. 274-275.] 
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understand that military power has the right to decide 
(hat von Rechts wegen zu entscheiden) the life Or death 
of nations or States." 7 

Difficulty of Defining Present Aims.-It is to be as
sumed, and it were folly not to do so, that Germany will 
endeavor to retain as great a part of her European con
quests as is possible, and also to get back her oversea pos
sessions. It is not easy to determine what relative value 
is placed on these two areas and on different portions of 
them. The official attitude is no sure guide, for, in all direct 
and indirect peace negotiations, the skilled statesman or 
diplomat is prone to emphasize the worth of the things 
that he is prepared to abandon and to understate the im
portanceof those that he wants to retain or to repossess. 
Current literature is also no reliable indication of Germany's 
present colonial aims. Certain facts seem, however, to be 
well established. In the first place, it is a fundamental 
principle of German policy that no sound oversea develop
ment is possible without an assured· position in Europe . • 
Secondly, the inability to defend the transmarine territories 
has led to a dampening of the colonial zeal, while the course 
of military events and Russia's disintegration have opened 
up vistas of unanticipated expansion in the eastern part of 
Europe.8 

Germany's Continental Policy.-In 1913, Prince von 
Buelow stated the German point of view, as follows: 

• Otto von Gierke, "Unsere FJ'iedensziele," quoted in The New Europe, 
No. 59 (November 29, 1917), p. 220. 

['See the very illuminating book of "W. Daya" (nom de plume of W. 
Karfunkelstein>, "Der Aufmarsch im Osten," Dachau-bei-Miinchen, writ
ten shortly after the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk.] 
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"We must never forget that the consolidation of our posi
tion as a Great Power in Europe has made it possible for 
us to transform our industrial activity from a national into 
a world activity, and our Continental policy into a world 
policy. Our world policy is based upon the successes of our 
European policy. The moment the firm foundation con
stituted by Germany's position as a. Great European Power 
begins to totter, the whole fabric of our world policy will 
collapse. . . . We can only pursue our world policy on the 
basis of our European policy." 9 

Since the war, Prince von Buelow has added to these lines 
the following significant words: 

"Unless our position in Europe be assured and strength
ened, we cannot profit by the acquisition of colonies." 10 

This is the cardinal maxim of German policy j and, as it is 
thoroughly sound from the German standpoint, it may be 
assumed that it will determine Germany's conduct, unless 
before the peace conference there should occur so complete 
a revolution as to involve a denial of the old gods. 

Sea Power.-The validity of this continental principle is 
generally recognized, and so also is its corollary that even 
an absolutely unassailable position in Europe will not 
lead to world power unless sea power is acquired. Hence, 
the "Westerners" desire to strengthen Germany in Europe 
by annexing Belgium, with Antwerp as a "pistol pointed at 
England," thus contrasting with the "Easterners," who be
lieve in rail power and aim at expansion towards the east-

• Von Buelow, "Imperial Germany" (ed.J. W. Headlam), pp. 61-52. See 
a.Iso Genera.l von Bissing'8 "Testament: A Study in German Ideals," p. 
29, London (1917). 

"On this fundamental maxim, see the petition of June 20, 1916, to the 
Chancellor Signed by 1,341 men, chiefly professors, officials, judges, authors, 
etc., S. Grumbach, "Das Annexionistiscbe Deutschland," p. 138 [English 
translation in "The Pan-German Programme," pp. 26-27, New York, '1918). 
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in Russia, Poland, and the Balkans. Noone of these pro
grams is exclusive of the others; none has been abandoned. 
It is a question of priority and of securing from what is, 
or may be, at present attainable that which will best afford 
the means of gaining the others in some future conflict. 

Reaction Against the Colonial M ovement.-The lesson 
of the war to the most realistic of German thinkers has been 
that power in the oversea world must come after the laying 
of the fundamental foundations on which alone it can rest 
securely. In addition, as has already been noted, the virtu
ally complete domination of the seas by the Entente navies 
and the resulting inability of Germany to defend her trans
marine possessions have resulted in a distinct reaction, 
against the colonial movement itself. These ambitions 
have at the most been deferred or subordinated to what 
seem to be more vital aims. Thus, in 1915, speaking of 
Germany's future in Africa, Dr. Paul Rohrbach said that 
if the World War did not lead to a decision, then in a few 
years there would be a second Punic War.l1 In fact, there 
is nowhere manifest any resignation to the loss of the 
colonies-except possibly in the cases of Kiaochow, the 
Pacific Islands, and Southwest Africa-and there is a wide
spread hope that there will be sufficient pawns to spare in 
Europe to secure not alone a return, but an extension, of 
the Mid-African possessions. So recently as December 22, 
1917, the Colonial Secretary, Dr. Solf, spoke in this sense, 
and Chancellor Hertling, on January 25, 1918, absolutely 
demanded a reconstitution of the colonial world.12 

u Grumbach, op. cit., p. 174. 
[" For the actual course of events, see infra, p. 274.] 
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Economic Argument.-Unofficial and official agencies 
have been keeping up their activities and demand a vast 
African empire. Great stress is laid upon the economic 
argument, on the need of Germany for raw materials. Super
ficially, this plea has been strengthened by the facts of the 
war and the effect of the blockade. But it is obvious that, 
even with a v~ry large colonial empire, Germany would in 
this respect have been no better off, unless she had been 
able to secure command of the sea. On the other hand, this 
argument has derived some real cogency from the world
wide scarcity of raw materials, which for some time after 
the conclusion of peace will leave Germany dependent upon 
the good will of her former enemies, who control the bulk 
of these 8uppliesP As Gennan thought rejects the idea 
of international solidarity, so it finds the economic inter
dependence of the modern world irksome. The German aim 
is to create a self-sufficient empire, after the model of those 
pla.nned in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Thus 
the Colonial Secretary, Dr. Solf, said in 1916 that a closer 
economic union of the Centra} Empires, including Turkey, 
however welcome it might be, could not compensate for the 
lack of colonies, beca.use this confederation (Staatenbund) 
would have a continental character and would be in the 
same position as Gennany regarding colonial raw materials. 
All the Great Powers, Germany included, must strive, the 

• Edwyn Bevan, "The Method in the Madness," pp. 1111-144; also his 
"The Great German Empire or Central Africa," three articles in the 
Wutmimter Gazette, February, 1918; Augustin Bernard, "Germany's Colo
nial Aima," in JOurruK 0/ the AJric4n Bocietll, July, 1917, pp. 306-313; Rene 
Thieny, "L'Afrique de Demain," in L'A/rique Frafll}ai8e, 1917, pp. lIi7-175, 
318-321. 
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argument continues, to be closed economic units and, there
fore, must possess land in all the climatic zones.14 

Its Fallacy.c-Dr. Solf himself admitted that this goal 
of economic self-sufficiency was not attainable and that all 
that could be anticipated was such an increase. in oversea 
possessions as would supply a good share of the chief raw 
materials. As, according to his own estima~e, only three 
per cent of the colonial imports came from the German 
possessions before the war, it is patent that the most exten
sive territorial changes would have to be made to effect 
even a partial realization of this dream.13 The return of 
the German colonies would not be an important step in this 
direction; nor would even the cession to Germany of the 
whole of tropical Africa. The entire argument is based 
upon the illusion created by Africa's vast bulk, and shows 
utter lack of appreciation of relative values. The foreign 
trade of all Middle Africa is still quite insignificant and the 
exports can be increased only gradually, if the native is 
to be conserved and civilized. One of the principal products 
of this region is the palm kernel, from which are derived 
vegetable fats in the shape of oil and of cake for fodder. 
Before the war this traffic centered in Germany, but the 
imports of palm kernels there, in 1913, amounted to o~y 
104 milIiop marks, of which 91 came from British West 
Africayl In other words, this yearly trade, upon which 

.. s. Grumbach, op. cit., p. 10. See also the resolution of the Colonial 
Economic Committee (ibid., pp. 143, 144) and the statements of Kuno 
Waltemath and of Emil Zimmermann (ibid., pp. 169, 185). Compare 
further ibid., pp. 171-173, 184, 190, '1IYl, 236, 237, 250, 296, et passim. 

IS Ibid., pp. 9, 10. 
U It should be noted also that palm oil, manufactured from the kernels, 

was exported in this year to the value of 25 million marks. Stati3tische. 
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80 excessive a stress is now placed, was equivalent to less 
than the present daily expenditure of a number of the 
belligerent states. 

The Arfl'Ument of Power and Prestige.-The hollowness 
of this economic argument and its virtual lack of reality 
are recognized by many in Germany.17 While it is prom
inently emphasized, it is merely a cloak used to cover broad 
imperialistic ambitions that are nurtured by the cult of 
power. The old idea of a "New Germany" beyond the seas 
haa not been abandoned by all. It still hovers in the minds 
of publicists like Rohrbach.18 The majority, however, men 
like Professor Hans Delbriick of Berlin and Dr. Paasche, 
the Vic~President of the Reichstag, are clearly aware of its 
impossibility and urge that a German India be created in 
Africa at the expense of France and the British Empire.u 

Jahrbud&, 1915, pp. 184, 197. In an article in the VO&8iache Zeitung of 
December 22, 1917, on "Courland or Africa," Emil Zimmermann writes 
at length on Germany'. future need of fodder for her cattle and arguca 
in behalf of a Mid-African Empire on aceount of the vast number of 
oil palma available there. He favors a capitalistic exploitation of theBe 
reaource8 from which the palm oil of commerce and the oil cakca for 
fodder are manufactured. See further inlro, pp. 1l~130. 

• In the famous petition of June 20, 1915, to the Chancellor, it Ut Btated 
that Middle Africa would, it ill true, provide Germany with a vast domain, 
but not with proportionately large and adequate colonial aupplica. S. 
Grumbacb, up. cit .. p. 138 ["The Pan-German Programme," pp. 26-27]. 

• Bee viewa of Rohrbach and Rudolf Theuden, in S. Grumbacb, up. cit., 
pp. 301-31M, 320-327. 

• According to Delbriick, whose position 8B a publiciBt in Germany ill 
.imilar to that of Charles W. Eliot in the United States and of Lord 
Bryce in England, the first and most important demand W8B for a German 
India, "80 big that it ill capable of conducting ita own defeDBe in case 
of war." Thie domain, according to him, W8B to coDBiBt of Germany'. 
former Africaa coloniee, plus all the British, French, and PortugueBe 
~ons in Africa 80uth of the Sabara, and north of the Zambezi 
including the iIIlanda off the coaat, like Madag8BC8r, the Azorca, Madeira: 
and the Cape Verde lslanda. To demand theBe territorica, with a popula
tion Mimated by him at over 100 millions, Delbriick claima "ill not unjust 
and does not offend against the principle of equilibrium." Bane Del-
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These men are thinking in terms of power and prestige.20 

Thus, 'the champion of Mittelafrika, Emil Zimmermann, 
points out that a compact empire in Africa reaching from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean would enable Germany 
to dominate some of the most important trade routes of the 
world. "Mittelafrika," he points out, "would lie at the very 
centre of England's main arteries leading to South Africa, 
Australia, and India; and, in German hands, it would con
tribute towards crippling the British Empire." 21 

briick, "Bismarck's Erbe," pp. 202 II., Berlin, 1915; and PreUBsiche Jahr
ui.i.cher, quoted in "Conquest and Kultur," pp. 72-73, Washington, 1917. 
The same idea is developed in the speech of Dr. Paasche, reported April 
17, 1915, reproduced in S. Gruml)ach, op. cit., pp. 72, 73. See also Edwyn 
Bevan, op. cit., pp. 121, 122, 302-306. ' 

lOIn 1915, the founder of German East Africa, Dr. Karl Peters, said: 
"Not to live and let live, but to live and determine the lives of others, 
that is power." Grumbach, op. cit., pp. 344, 345 . 

... The New Europe, No. 43 (August 9, 1917), pp. 122 II. Cf. further 
Professor Erich Brandenburg's views on Mittelafrika, ibid., pp. 246 fl. 
See also the' lecture of J. E. Mackenzie at King's College, London, in 
December, 1917, on "The Colonial Aspirations of Germany"; and General 
J. C. Smuts's lecture on "East Africa" before the Royal Geographical 
Society on January 28, 1918. [In Erzberger's memoir, addressed to Von 
Bethmann-Hollweg and the General StalI in September, 1915, he depre
cated German acquisition of Morocco as tending to' a dissipation of 
forces. On the other 'hand, he advocated annexation of Tunis by Italy 
(especially as creating' perpetual enmity between her and France} and of 
Egypt ,by Austria. For Germany he demanded an empire stretching 
from Dar-es-Salaam' to Senegal, this involving annexation of the French 
and Belgian Congos, Nigeria, Dahomey, and the French West Coast. 
"By rounding' out our colonial domain we are not scattered and we create 
wide fields of activity for German interests. We do not need territories 
for colonization since after the war emigration will be even more meager 
than it 'was in the ten years preceding .... We must concentrate our 
people" (quoted in Le Temps, April 30, 1920).] 



CHAPTER VII 

DISPOSITION OF THE GERMAN COLONIES 

The Deciding Factors.-The question of the future of 
the Gennan colonies must be considered both from the 
standpoint of pure justice and from that of political ex
pediency. In all probability, considerations of the latter 
nature will prevail and the fate of Gennany's conquered 
African empire will be detennined by the dominant factors 
in the actual and prospective world-economic status and 
by the final military situation with its strategic possibilities 
on land and sea. These fluctuating conditions cannot now 
be foreseen. It would be futile to attempt to prophesy 
them. Even if force, both of an economic and military 
nature, be ultimately the detennining element in the de
cision, still there is considerable practical value in studying 
this African problem as if it were an isolated one, apart 
from the inseparably connected factors in Europe and else
where. It is important to look at the situation from the 
standpoint of an impartial judge with plenary authority to 
render a verdict and to impose it. 

Return to Germany.-l. Native Standpoint.-In such 
a judicial proceeding the question should be regarded pri
marily from the point of view of the natives of Africa, and 
secondarily from that of the neighboring civilized coIp
munities,such as the Union of South Africa and East India, 

57 
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that are vitally and directly concerned in these areas. The 
interests of Germany and those of the other colonizing 
powers and of the outside world should be treated as of 
subordinate importance. From the standpoint· of the 
natives, there is no reason for the reestablishment of Ger
man rule. Germany's record before and during the war was 
on balance distinctly bad. It is true that in his address of 
December 21, 1917, Dr. So1£ emitted a note that had never 
before been heard in German colonial policy, when he said 
that the negroes have a right to be considered by the coloniz
ing powers as an end in themselves and not merely as a 
means.1 This is an isolated expression, which mayor may 
not indicate a real change of heart. At best, it is a slender 
guarantee upon which to decide the fate of thirteen million 
people. In view of Germany's total failure to appreciate 
the duties of colonial trusteeship in the past, it affords 
scant assurance that in the future these colonies would be 
administered by her in the interests of the natives and 
of the world as.a whole. Her stew~rdship hitherto has 
been quite accurately described by Professor Veblen, who 
writes: 

"In the Imperial colonial policy colonies are conceived 
to stand to their Imperial guardian or master in a relation 
between that of a step-child and that of an indentured ser
vant; to ,be dealt with summarily and at discretion and to 
be made use of without scruple." 2 

2. German Standpoint.-N or would the loss of these 
possessions inflict any economic hardship upon Germany. 
Their maintenance was annually costing the German people 

• Kolnische Zeitu.ng, December 22, 1917. 
"T. Veblen, "The Nature of Peace," p. 261, New York, 1917. 
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an amount which, though not large, was out of all propor
tion to German trade with these colonies. This traffic, more
over, was but a. small fraction-less than .5 per cent-of 
Germany's entire foreign commerce. Furthermore, in com
parison with Germany's total requirements, the amount of 
raw materials derived from these territories and those in 
the Pacific was quite insignificant, being only a.bout three 
per cent of the whole.! Before the war, Germany had no 
difficulty in obtaining all the stocks that she needed on the 
same terms as did her competitors. In normal times, there 
is generally more anxiety on the side of the seller to dispose 
of his wares than there is on the part of the buyer to procure 
them. Germany, without physical and political control over 
these sources of supplies, can be assured the same equality 
in the future as she actually enjoyed in the past, provided 
the peace arrangements as a whole meet the views of the 
Allies. In the meanwhile, the control over raw materials 
and over the means of access to them is one of the most 
potent weapons to secure from Germany satisfactory terms 
and also to prevent any future aggression. 

Germany'. TV ant •. -While there is no real economic need 
for colonies, a strong desire for them is widely felt in Ger
many. This springs largely from the wish to playa great 
and influential part in the broad world. Moreover, the 
German oversea dominions have been hallowed for many 
Germans by the number of their fellows who have lost their 
lives in conquering and in defending them and who have 
found their graves in African soil. In the Herero rebellion 
alone, 1,411 Germans "Were killed or died of disease, and 

[0 See IUpro, pp. l()'l1.] 
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907 were wounded~ "A country in which so many German 
sons have fallen and have been buried," General von Deim
ling said, some years before the war, "can no longer be a 
foreign land to us, but rather a piece of the homeland, to 
care for which is our sacred duty." 4 These feelings are 
strong and widespread. It is, however, a question w~ether, 
in the interest of world peace, it is not better to thwart these 
sentiments, even if a passing resentment be left in Germany, 
than to return colonies that will probably be used as points 
of vantage for future aggression.5 

Southwest Africa.-In determining the fate of German 
Southwest Africa, the attitude of the adjoining Union of 
South Africa must be an important factor. British states
men are well aware of the part that bitterness at the return 
of Louisbourg~New England's conquest-to France in 
1748 played in bringing on the American Revolution,6 and 
they will not lightly risk a renewed schism in the Common
wealth of Nations for such a cause. There is a distinct ad
vantage, both as regards economic development and as 
regards native policy, in hav~hg virtually all of white :plan's 
Africa south of the Zambezi and Kunene under dne admin
istration. In addition, there is a strong and comprehensible 
desire in South Africa to eliminate an aggressive neighbor 
and to keep these areas out of the range of European poli-

• w. Ii .. Dawson, "The Evolution of Modern Germany," pp. 366, 397, 
London, 1911. See also the same writer's "Problems of the Peace," p. 222, 
London, 1918. 

• See the argument of Edwyn Bevan, "The Method in the Madness," 
pp. 305, 306, London, 1917. To give back the colonies "would not be to 
content Germany, but to keep up her appetite for colonial expansion: it 
would be to restore a condition of things essentially unstable." 

• H. E. Egerton, "The Dominions and the Peace Settlement," in United 
Empire Maganne, June, 1915, p. 428. 
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tics. An African Monroe Doctrine, based up~m the same 
fundamental reasons as was its American prototype, is in 
process of formation. Both Botha 7 and Smuts have ex
pressed themselves clearly on this subject. In this connec
tion, General Smuts spoke the following pregnant words on 
January 28, 1918: 

"The young nations who form the Dominions of the 
British Empire ... should not be asked to consent to 
the restoration to a militant Germany of fresh footholds 
for militarism in the southern hemisphere, and thus en
danger the future of their young and rising communities, 
who are developing the waste spaces of the earth. They 
want a new Monroe Doctrine for the South, as there has 
heen a Monroe Doctrine for the West, to protect it against 
European militarism."· 

German East Africa.-East India, with a redundant 
population that is increasing most rapidly, has a somewhat 
clift"erent, but possibly equally legitimate, concern in East 
Africa. A generation ago, Sir John Kirk, the guardian of 
British interests on the East African littoral, spoke of this 
region as "the America of the Hindu." e In Zanzibar and 
along the entire coast, there are a fairly large number of 
Indians, and the retail trade in some sections is virtually 
altogether in their hands. In German East Africa, there 
were domiciled the year before the war 8,780 Indians 10 and 

'W. A. Crabtree, "Germans in East and West Africa," in /otlT'IUJl 0/ 
the A/ncaR 8ociet7l, October, 1915, p. 4. 

"Address before the Royal Geographical Society on January 28, 1918. 
See also Alfred Scholfield, "German South-West Africa and the Union," in 
ContemporMfl Reww, July, 1915, pp. 62, 64. 

"Geographical Juumal, April, 1915, p. 287. 
• "Die Deutechen Schutlgebiete," 1914, p. 11. There has been consider

able opp08ition to the presence of these Indians, but, on the whole, they 
have been well treated and have been protected by the authoritieli. J. K. 
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a relatively extensive commerce was carried on with IndiaY 
Several British authorities have urged that German East 
Africa be retained primarily as a colony for India's super
abundant millions.12 The influential Indian nationalist 
leader, Gokhale, expressed this general wish in his testa
merit. The self-governing white Dominions of the British 
Commonwealth refuse to admit Indian immigrants. As in 
the case of California, they fear that the lower standard of 
Asiatic life will undermine their democratic institutions. 
After referring to the feeling aroused in India by' this atti
tude of South Africa, Canada, and Australasia, the Secretary 
of State for India said,at the Imperial Conference of 1917: 

tiThe unrestricted opening to Indian enterprise of any 
territory acquired from the enemy in East Africa would, it 
is believed, remove some of the bitterness which this con
troversy has engendered in the minds of Indian publicists 
and politicians by the proof it would give that in the dis
posal of territories accruing to the Empire as a result of 

Vietor, "Geschichtliche und Kulturelle Entwickelung unserer Schutzge
biete," pp. 131, 132; A. F. Calvert, "German African Empire," pp. 128, 129. 

,. In 1912, there were imported into German East Africa cotton textiles 
to the .value of 10 million marks, of which 1.2 came from England" 2.2 
from Germany, 1.1 from Zanzibar, . and 2.9 from India. "Die Deutschen 
Schutzgebiete," Btatistischer Teil, 1914, pp. 142-145. On the importations 
of rice from India, see ibid., 1913, p. 11. Cf. likewise British Diplomatic 
and CoDsular Report.s.No. 5441 (German East Africa, 1912-13), pp. 5, 6, 
8, 9, 18.' [See also chart at end of this book.] 

II Evans Lewin, "The' Germans and Africa," p. 267; W. A. Crabtree, 
"Economic Resources of German Colonies," in Journal of the African 
Society, January, 1917, p. 132; Sir Harry H. Johnston, "The Political 
Geography of Africa," in Geographical JouT'7UJl, April, 1915, p. 287; A. J. S. 
MacDonald, "Trade, Politics, and Christianity in Africa and the East," p. 
41. Sir Harry H. Johnston writes: "In view of the loyalty which India 
has .displayed in this grave crisis in the history of the British Empire, 
whatever dispositions take place in regard to German East Africa, it is 
to be hoped that the claims of India for an outlet may here be satisfied." 
"The German Colonies," in Edinburgh Review, October, 1914, p. 309. [See 
also John H. Barris, "Africa: Slave or Free?", pp. 100-110.] 
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the War the needs of the Indian peoples have not been over
looked." 11 

Although it is not wholly clear that this proposal is feasi
ble on an adequate scale, and while it is also not altogether 
plain why the addition of German East Africa to the British 
colonies in this region should be necessary for its success, 
the project has distinct merits from the standpoint of the 
needs of India and deserves thorough consideration. 

[Since the foregoing lines were written, the problem on 
which they touch has come within the range of actualities. 
The Government of India, in a letter of October 21, 1920,14 
was unable to agree with Lord Milner's decisions of May, 
1920, on various questions concerning the status of Indians 
in East Africa, dissenting particularly from his proposals 
for segregation of races and restrictions on I..ndian owner
ship of land, and disapproving of what it regarded as in
adequate Indian representation on Legislative and Munici
pal Councils. His view that certain areas should be made a 
special reservation for Indian colonization likewise met with 
unfavorable criticism as being impracticable 111 and as preju-

-Imperial War Conference of 1917 (Cd. 8566), pp. 161, 162 . 
.. Correspondence Regarding the Position of Indians in East Africa 

(Kenya and Uganda), 1921 (Cd. 1311), pp. 2-9 . 
.. Re~ by Sir Benjamin Robertson, Dated 4th August 1920, Regarding 

the Proposed Settlement of Indian Agriculturists in Tanganyika Territory, 
and Letter from the Government of India to the Secretary of State for 
India, Dated 10th February 1921 (Cd. 1312), p. 2: "(1) There is no vacant 
land lNitable for an Indian reeerve. The land which is now vacant is 
generally Yacant because it baa 80me defect. That is, it is either sterile 
or dense bush" or awamp or remote from the main linea of communication. 
In order, therefore, to obtain really good land for an Indian settlement it 
would be necessary either-

H(O) to expropriate the natives. or take land necessary for their natural 
expansion, which would be contrary to the principle of Article 22 of the 
Covenant 01 the League 01 Nations; or 
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dicial to the claims of Indians for equal rights. elsewhere 
within the Empire; 16 while, according toa letter from the 
same Government to the Secretary of State for India, Feb
ruary 10, 1921, there was reason to doubt whether suit- . 
able types of agriculturists would be attracted from India' 
by the prospects for settlement.17 The real point at issue 
is that the Indians "appreciate the policy that the interests 
of the natives should come first, and they expect .nomore 
than equal opportunity with the nationals of other mem
bers of the League of Nations," 18 a position which is sus
tained by the Government of India 19 and which may be 
expected ·to prevail.] 

U(b) to confiscate some of the privately-owned German plantations 
which, under the economic clauses of the' Peace Treaty, are to be 
realised subject to the conditions of the original grant. 

"(2) It is the view of the Administration that small settlers with only a 
moderate amount of capital, whether white or coloured,' face' grave risk 
of disaster in a country where capital for the employment of native labour 
is essential." ' . .' ' 

III Letter from the President of the East Africa Indian National Congress 
(Nairobi, November 15-16, 1919), quoted by Robertson (Cd. 1312, p. 3): 
"It may not be out of place to mention here that on the advice of political 
leaders from. India and in the hope of sharing equal rights and responsi
bilities with the other fellow subjects of His Majesty the King in East 
Africa, Uganda, Zanzibar, and ex-German East Africa Protectorates, my 
Congress Committee has decided to refrain from asking any preferential 
treatment for Indians and consequent reservation of ex-German East Africa 
for Indian colonisation." Cf. also the letter from the Secretary of the 
British East Africa Indian Association of January 19, 1920, cited ibid., p. 6: 
"We feel that by claiming 'special' treatment in a particular place we 
shall forfeit our claim for 'equal' treatment everywhere. What we want 
is equal treatment in both East and West Africa, and in fact throughout 
the British Empire. By asking for special treatment in German East 
Africa we shall be violating the fundamental principle which we have 
all along been' fighting for, namely, that there shall be no differentia
tion in the treatment meted out to various sections of His Majesty's 
subjects." . 

.. Ibid., p. 5. 
"Ibid .. p. 4. 
"Ibid., p. 6: "We agree with Sir Benjamin Robertson that the position 
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WeBt A/rica.-Most of the boundary lines in Africa are 
diplomatic in origin and, in very many instances, they are 
that abomination of scientific geographers, the straight line. 
These artificial frontiers cut across natural physical divisions 
and sever closely related tribes and peoples. This is con
spicuously the case in West Africa. Part of German Togo 
belongs ethnically to French Dahomey, part to British Gold 
Coast.to The worst example of non-natural delimitation is 
to be found in the Cameroons, with its two prongs jutting 
into French territory and giving access to the Congo and 
Ubangi rivers. Under threat of war, France had been 
obliged in 1911 to cede to Germany these two projections, 
covering an area of one hundred thousand square miles. It 
was a distinct humiliation and aroused considerable resent
ment in France. As Count de Mun said at the time, utt was 
not only a question of national honor, but it meant the shat
tering of a splendid plan of African empire, that plan which 

which the Eallt African IndiaDl have taken up is right, and we believe 
that it will be generally supported by public opinion throughout India. 
We have oppoeed, and will continue to oppoee, unfair discrimination 
against our nationa1a overseas. We desire no' discriminetion in their 
ravour. We 88k ror no more than equal rights. We can be satisfied with 
nothing leae." Cf. alBo the Indian Government's letter of October '21, 
1920, in Cd. 1311, pp. 2-10. 

• On September 24, 1914, Sir Hugh Clifford, the Governor of the Gold 
Coast, wrote to the Secretary of State concerning the peaceful occupation 
01 Yendi, the chief town of the Dagomba country, a district which W88 
biaected when the Anglo-German boundary W88 determined. He added: 
"It should, I think, be noted for future reference that any attempt once 
more to divide the Dagomba country in a manner which is opposed to 
the ethnological distribution of the native population will be keenly 
reeented by the chiefs and people both in the Northern Territories and 
in the Sansanne-Mangu district of Togoland. The foregoing remark 
applies with equal force to the feeling of the natives in the Peki and 
Misahohe districte, and to the Awuna population in the Keta and Lome
land districte." Correspondence Relating to the Military OperatioDl in 
Togoland, 1915 (Cd. 7872), pp. 31-32. (See insert map between pp. 66-67.] 
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offered to national pride the grand spectacle of a French 
Africa stretching without break from the Mediterranean to 
the mouth of the Congo." 21 France naturally desires to get 
back these lands and her colonial authorities have so ex
pressed themselves. 22 Her wishes here have a distinct 
validity. In so far as the rest of the Cameroons is con
cerned-the colony as it existed before the Agadir crisis of 
1911:-and apart from the question whether Germany by 
her policy towards the natives and her militaristic aims has 
not forfeited her rights, neither France nor England would 
have any very strong claims. I t has been suggested, on the 
one hand, that the United States should assume the task 
of introducing civilization here 23 and, on the other, that 
the German colonies be held by a future international asso
ciation until Germany has reformed her ways.24 Neither 

.. Andre Tardieu, "Le Mymere d'Agadir," pp. 519, 520, 577j Debidour, 
"Histoire Diplomatique de I'Europe," 1904-1916, pp. 151 ff.; for the text 
of the Treaty of November 4, 1911, see ibid., pp. 336-341. [This Treaty, 
as well as the complementary Declaration of September 28, 1912, fixing 
the time-limit for the right of option by the natives of the territories in 
question and determining the regime of concessionary companies (cf. 
Debidour, p. 175, note 3), is abrogated by Article 125 of the Versailles 
Treaty, Germany undertaking "to pay to the French Government, in 
accordance with. the estimate to be presented by that. Government and 
approved by the Reparation Commission, all the deposits, credits, ad
vances, etc., effected by virtue of these instruments in favour of Germany."] 

• Baron Guillaume to M. Davignon, August 16, 1914. "First Belgian 
Grey Book," No. 74 ["Collected Diplomatic' Documents Relating to the 
Outbreak of the European War," p. 341, London, 1915.] 

• Evans Lewin, "The Germans and Africa," pp. 264-266 . 
. .. George Young has suggested forming a Council for the Allied Middle 

African Colonies which "would take charge of the German's share of the 
'white .man's burden' until the world was satisfied that he was 'a white 
man.''' The New Eurcrpe, No. 63 (December Zl, 1917), pp. 334-336. It is 
significant that Mr. Young has abandoned his former argument in favor of 
international government for Middle Africa and now advocates inter
national control. George Young, "Portugal Old and Young: An His
torical Study," pp. 331, 332, Oxford, 1917. See also H. G. Wells, "The 
African Riddle," in The New Republic, February 23, 1918. 
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proposal appe8J's to be feasible. In that event, possibly the 
only solution is to assign part of the Cameroons to British 
Nigeria and p8J't to French Equatorial Africa.25 Provided 
there be etIectively established a comprehensive system 
of international control, under which native rights will be 
fully maintained and the "open door" will always be kept 
wide open, and provided the mandatory of the Powers be 
wholly honest in his trusteeship and forego all purely 
national and ilnperialistic ends, it matters comparatively 
little to the world at large which Hag Hies in the Cameroons. 

(- For the tiDAl decision, see infra, p. 431.] 
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MIDDLE AFRICA: THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF 
THE PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

The Three Divisiom 0/ A/rica.-1. The Mediterranean 
Littoral.-The vast continental mass of Africa is divided 
into three fairly well-defined regions by fundamental 
geographical, racial, economic, cultural, and political facts.! • 
On the Mediterranean littoral in the north, shut off from the 
rest of the continent by the Atlas Mountains and by the 
Sahara and Libyan deserts, are a number of communities 
that are closely connected with Europe by many ties of 
varied nature. Though not completely separated from the 
Middle Africa of the negro, Egypt, Tripoli, Tunis, Algeria, 
and Morocco are by race, culture, history, and politics far 
more intimately bound up with Europe. Here are firmly 
established civilizations that can in all probability not be 
uprooted by the European, whose main function consists in 
guiding them along progressive lines. 

S. White Man'a A/rica.-In the extreme south of the 
continent, beyond the Kunene and Zambezi rivers, lies 

I Sir Harry H. JohDSton, "The History of the Colonization of Africa by 
Alien Races," pp. 443 ff.. and his article, "The Political Geography of 
Africa Before and After the War," in Geographical JoornoJ., April, 1915, 
pp. 287, 288; Sir Thomas H. Boldich, "Political Frontie11! and Boundary 
Making," pp. 227-229, London, 1916; H. Schurtz in H. F. He1molt, "Welt
gescb.ichte," m, pp. 392-400, Leipzig, 1901; F. Thorbecke, "Mittel.frika 
oder Tropischee Afrika," in Peterma1ltl" Mitteilungen, November, 1917, 
pp. 349, 350. 
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another of these three main divisions-white man's Africa
where a distinctly European or Western type of civiliza
tion is developing subject to the adaptations necessitated 
by local conditions, of which the most funqamental is the 
presence of a large native population far outnumbering the 
white settlers. 

3. Middle Africa.~Between these two divisions lies the 
huge area of Middle Mrica, with its aboriginal peoples in 
various degrees. of development· from the most primitive 
savagery and cannibalisIP. upwards. In the trading centers 
on the West Coast, where intercourse with Europe has been 
most close, in such colonies as Sierra Leone and the Gold 
Coast, are to be found highly educated and civilized natives 
-scholars, lawyers, doctors, planters, and merchants. But 
these individuals are more or less scattered exceptions in 
communities that, as a whole, are to a marked degree back
ward in comparison with progressive Europe and America. 

This Division is Not Hard and Fast.-This tripartite 
division of Africa is by no. means hard and fast. There are 
border regions.in which the types merge and, in addition, 
each division contains areas that differ radically from their 
surroundings. Within the territorial confines of the Union 
of South Africa, though politically not a part of this self
gover~ing Dominion, are purely native communities, such 
as Basutoland, where European settlement is, in general, 
prohibited.2 Furthermore, the eastern coastal lowlands 
to the. south of the Zambezi are climatically unsuitable for 
a white population. On the other hand, in the heart of 
the continent are fairly extensive highlands where the white 

• A. B. Keith, "South Africa," III, pp. 211-224. 
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man can thrive and establish his civilization. Furthermore, 
the Semitic and Hamitic peoples of the north have pene
trated into tropical Africa and have brought with them 
their customs and usages, and, preeminently, their liying 
and expanding religion, Mohammedanism. In addition, 
within each of the three great divisions are marked sub
divisions. Egypt is in many respects quite distinct from 
Morocco, and so, in Middle Africa, is West Africa from the 
Congo Basin, as well as from the eastern shore. 

:Middle Africa as an Economic Entity.-SimiIar qualifica
tions are also essential when we look upon Africa purely 
from the economic standpoint. Broadly speaking, the 
tropical portion of the continent forms an economic entity, 
but on its borders are a number of areas whose economic life 
tends to attach itself to one of the other two divisions of 
Africa. As Southern Mozambique depends upon the transit 
trade to and from the Union of South Africa, and as it is a 
recruiting ground for labor in the Transvaal gold mines, 
the economic problem of this section of Portuguese East 
Africa is in a number of aspects quite different from that of 
tropical Africa as a whole. Such factors as political rela
tions and means of communication likewise exercise a cen
trifugal effect. Thus the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan's connec
tion with Egypt and the fact that its commercial outlet is 
through the Red Sea detach it to a large extent from the 
Mid-African question. Abyssinia, Italian Eritrea, and the 
land of the Somalis under Italian, French, and British rule 
likewise look to the north. Similarly, while Northern 
Rhodesia is distinctly tropical, her connection with Southern 
Rhodesia and the growing white population there, the fact 
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that the trade outlet is towards the southeast, and, finally, 
the political interest of the Union of South Africa in the 
destiny of t~is area link up all of Rhodesia in a measure 
with white man's Africa. These outlying regions have a 
dual economic aspect and thus present proble~ that are in 
some respects distinct from those of the typically central 
regions-West Africa, the Congo Basin, and the eastern 
shore. 

The Two Sides of the Economic Problem.-Even when it 
is thus delimited, the economic problem of tropical Africa 
is one of a myriad facets, each of which presents its own 
difficulties. But regarded as a whole, the question has two 
distinct sides. On th~ one hand, it is the problem of civ
ilizing the negro, which implies both the creation of new 
needs and the stimulation of those already existing, as 
well as the development of the natural resources of the 
country, so that the means to satisfy these requirements can 
be obtained by the native. 'From this aspect, the question 
is purely internal. It means the gradual creation of an 
African civilization with strong native roots. This side of 
the problem makes ,the ,paramount appeal to progressive 
thinkers, and gives an ethical basis to modem imperialism 
of the finer and sounder type. ,But as the negro is appar
ently incapable of advance by his own unaided efforts, 
foreign guidance was and is essential. With this tutelage 
has developed a measure of economic interdependence 
between tropical Africa illd the advanced peoples of the 
world. They look to Mrica to furnish them with part of 
the raw materials that their complex civilization requires 
and in exchange they send to Africa some of the products 
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of their busy workshops. The vitally important side of the 
question is the development of a sound African civilization; 
the secondary side is Africa as a source of supply to the 
Western world and as a market for its finished wares. The 
problems arising from these interactions are not only of 
infinite complexity, but, as is true of all questions in which 
the human element is predominant, they do not admit of 
a definitive solution. At best, there is the prospect of tem
porary readjustments which, as new conditions develop, will 
lead to further questions demanding renewed settlement. 
The most essential thing is the determination of the lines 
of real progress and the rejection of all measures not in har
mony with the welfare of the native, no matter how insistent 
be the demands of the outside world. 



CHAPTER I 

THE REGULATION OF FOREIGN TRADE WITH MIDDLE AFRICA 

1. The Free Trade Area of 1885 

Outside World asa Determining Factor tn Africa's 
Economic Development.-Since the civilization of tropical 
Africa came from without, it followed inevitably that the 
economic development of the country was shaped in great 
measure by the requirements of the European peoples. l 

Just as their needs and wants have, in the past, largely de
termined what surplus commodities Africa should produce, 
so the future will be conditioned by those outside influences. 
Hence, the problem must first be analyzed from this aspect. 

The Free Trade Provisions of the Berlin Act of 1885.
When, in the 'eighties of the last century, the modern 
colonial movement started with the rush that led to the 
partition of Africa during a scant decade, the chief economic 
argument advanced in its support by the colonizing Powers 
was the need of fresh sources 6f supply and of new markets 
under their exclusive national control. While each Power 
was taking what could be conveniently annexed, no one was 
,willing to allow any of its rivals to appropriate the Congo 
Basin, whose potential riches had just been revealed to the 
world by the epoch-making discoveries of Stanley. It was 

'On both this and the following section of this chapter, see also infra, 
pp. 195-205. 
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largely in order to stabilize the situation in this region and 
to obviate commercial friction there that the Conference of 
Berlin was called in 1884. One of the most important pro
visions of the General Act adopted by this assembly on 
February 26, 1885, was to the effect that complete freedom 
of trade should prevail and that no monopoly or favor of 
any kind in matters of commerce should be established 
within a carefully defined area embracing a very large part 
of Middle Mrica.2 This region, generally known as the 
Conventional Basin of the Congo, includes not alone the 
Belgian Congo, but also a number of the other European 
colonies. Within its borders on the Wes~· Coast were the 
French Congo and a part of French Gabun, Portuguese 
Cabinda with a section of Northern Angola, and a consid
erable part of the Cameroons. On the East Coast, this free
trade area included British East Africa [now named 
Kenya] , Uganda, N yasaland, and a part of Rhodesia, all 
of German East Mrica [now the Tanganyika Territory], 
and the southern section of Italian Somaliland. The north
ern half of Mozambique is also actually in the Basin, but 
Portugal in 1885 reserved to herself full freedom in fiscal 
matters there. In the remainder of this vast area not only 
were all differential customs dues prohibited, but all import 

I Articles 1 to 5, Herts1et, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.), n, 
pp. 46S-486 ["Trattati •• ; relativi all'Africa:' pp. 104-120]; A. Debidour, 
"Histoire Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1878-1904," pp. 30l-lU5; H. W. Wack, 
"The Story of the Congo Free State:' pp. 530-544. For brief accounts of 
this Conference, see J. Scott Keltie, "The Partition of Africa" (2d ed.), 
pp. 20811".; J. Holland Rose, "The Development of the European Nations, 
1870-1905," II, pp. 27611"., London, 1905. For a precis of the proceedings, 
Bee Sir E. M. Satow, "A Guide to Diplonmtic Practice," n, pp. 138-144, 
London, 1917. For a full account, see Senate Executive Document, No. 
196, 49th C~ngress. 1st Session. On Portugal's reservation, see ibid., pp. 
66, 306; A/nea, No.2 (1885), p. 1. 
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duties whatsoever. As the Independent State of the Congo, 
which had come into existence by international recognition 
at the time of the Berlin Conference, was not able to finance 
itself without customs levies, the Conference of Brussels of 
1890 modified this stringent prohibition and agreed to the 
imposition of import duties up to ten per cent ad valorem! 
In addition, the Berlin Conference adopted elaborate regu
lations to secure equality to all in navigating the Congo and 
the Niger rivers.4 

Comparative Ineffectiveness of This Provision.-It was 
the expectation of the Berlin Conference that a great stride 
forward in obviating international economic rivalry had 
been taken. Prince Bismarck clearly voiced this view when, 
at the concluding session, he said: 

"The Resolutions which we are about to sanction formally 
secure to the trade of all nations free access to the interior 
of the African continent. The guarantees which will be 
provided for freedom of trade in the basin of. the Congo, 
and the whole of the provisions which were embodied in 
the Acts relative to the navigation of the Congo and the 
Niger, are such as to afford the trade and industry of all 
nations the most favorable conditions for their development 
and security." 6 

'Hertslet, op. cit., pp. 488-517. 
• Berlin Act of 1885, Chapters IV and V, Articles 13 to 33. 
"U. w. Wack, op. cit., p. 94. On October 17, 1884, the American Secre

tary of State, F. T. FreIinghuysen, sent the following instructions to John 
A. Kasson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
United States at Berlin: "So far as the administrstion of the Congo 
Valley is concerned, this Government has shown its preference for a 
neutral control, such a.s is promised by the Free States of the Congo, the 
nucleus of which has already been created through the organiJed elJorts 
of the International Association. Whether the approaching Conference 
can give further shape and scope to this project of creating a great state 
in the heart of Western Africa, whore organization and administration 
shall afford a guarsntee that it il; to be held for all time, a.s it were, in 
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Unfortunately, the Conference failed to devise any means 
for securing the observance of these principles, such as 
periodic sessions for their interpretation and amplification 
and an international court with jurisdiction in disputes con
cerning them. Owing to the absence of such international 
organs, some of the interested parties disregarded the spirit 
of the Act and interpreted it liberally. This waa especially 
the case in the Congo Basin proper where the free-trade pro
vision was completely nullified by the system of economic 
exploitation adopted both by the Independent State and by 
France. 

The Belgian Concessionaire System.-The Independent 
State of the Congo declared that all land not actually occu
pied by the natives, together with the india-rubber and 
other products thereof, waa the property of the State. The 
Government itself proceeded to exploit these resources in 
extensive areas, and in other districts it granted the sole 
right of development to large concessionary companies. As 

a consequence of this system, the negro had nothing to s.ell 
to the private trader and, in turn, could not buy his wares. 
The Government and these privileged companies thus 
secured exclusive control of the entire traffic. Foreign mer
chants had absolutely no opportunity in the Belgian Congo 
and kept away.8 Moreover, as a direct result of this system, 

trun for the benefit of all peoples, remains to be seen" (Senate Executive 
Document, op. cit .. p. 14). For the expectations of Bismarck, see ibid .. 
pp. 282, 294. 

oJ. B. Rose, op. cit., D, pp. 294-298; N. D.'Harris, "Intervention and 
Colouiaation in Africa," pp. 40-46; E. D. Morel, "Africa and the Peace of 
Europe," pp. 89,90; Sir H. H. Johnston, "The History of the Colow.ation 
of Africa by Alien Races," pp. 348-354. Under pretext of appropriating 
vac:aut lands, the State took all the forests, "mwgre lea droits d'usa.ge que 
lee communaut&! indigenes y exert;aient. Maitre du Bol, il Be declarait 
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the foreign commerce of the Independent State was virtu
-ally monopolized by Belgium. Of the 58 million francs of 
exports in 1906,-54 went to Belgium; and of the 21 million 
francs of imports, 15 came thence. Antwerp developed 
into a considerable mart for rubber and ivory.7 

The Belgian Reforms.-In 1908, Belgium annexed the 
Independent State of the Congo, but Great Britain refused 
to recognize the validity of this course unless there was 
full compliance with the stipulations of the Berlin Act of 
1885 as regards free trade and other matters. The British 
Government pointed out that the privileged companies 
covered about three fifths of the entire Congo State and 
represented eighty-five per cent of the exports and further 
claimed that "as long as the Concessions are worked upon 
the same conditions as at present, it is difficult to see how 
a complete freedom of trade, which is guaranteed under 
Article I of the Berlin Act, can possibly exist." Moreover, 
Sir Edward Grey insisted that the aborigines should be freed 
from excessive taxation, that sufficient land should be 
granted to them to obtain produce to enable them to buy 
and sell as in the other European colonies, and that traders 
of whatever nationality should be permitted to acquire land 
for the erection of factories "so as to enable them to establish 
direct tritde relations with the natives." 8 Such reforms 

propriiitaire des produits du sol. Et comme, dans ces conditions, les 
indigenes refusaient Ii travailler pour un salaire derisoire, on lea con
traignait au travail, et, bien sou vent, on sanctionnait cette contrainte 
en les terrorisant." :Emile Vandervelde, "Belgian and British Interests 
in Africa," in Journal 0/ the African Society, April, 1915, p. 268. 

• :Edouard Payen, "Belgique .et Congo," pp. 29-32, 94, 95. 
a A/rico, No.3 (1908), pp. 2; 3. Similar representations were made in 

1908 and 1909 by the United States. American J01J.rnal 0/ International 
Law, III, Supplement, pp. 94-96, 140-143. 
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were introduced and rapidly effected by the new regime. 
The principle of the revised land system inaugurated in 
1909 was that the negro had a claim and first title to the 
soil, and important areas were reserved for his use. In 
addition, the privileges and rights of the concessionary com
panies were greatly curtailed and one region after another 
was opened to free trade. As a consequence, Great Britain 
in 1913 formally recognized the annexation of 1908.9 There 
are still vestiges of the old Leopoldian system, but the gen
eral situation was accurately described by Emile Vallder
velde in 1915, when he said: 

"The natives from now on have the right to the natural 
products of the soil. Forced labor is abolished. The monop
olies have been suppressed. Freedom of commerce, com
plete and entire, exists throughout the whole extent of the 
Congo." 10 

In 1916, the Belgian ("AloDial Minister, J. Renkin, ad
mitted that at the outset Belgians had an economic advan
tage in the Congo, but he asserted that now "the Congo was 
open to all without favor to anyone." The old idea of 
national privilege, he declared, had been abandoned and 
foreign capital was :welcome.u 

"J. Renkin, "L'Avenir du Congo Beige," in L'A/riQve Fr~i&e, March, 
1916, Supplement, pp. 62, 63; H. A. GibboD9, "The New Map of Africa," 
pp. 150-159; N. D. Harris, op. cit .. pp. 61, 62; British Diplomatic and 
Consular Reportll, No. 5260, p. 20; L'A/riQve Fra~e, 1913:pp. 88, 89, 
245, 353-355, 414, 415. 

-£mile Vandervelde, loco cit. See likewise the statement of the 
Gennaa Coosul-General at Boma, made in 1914. L'A/riQve Fra~e, 
1914, pp. 414, 415. In 1917, M. Max Hom of the Belgian Colonial Office 
&tated that the old land system had been canceled and that all but three 
of the concessions had been rescinded. Anti-Slaveru Repqrter, July, 1917, 
p. 25. Yet of 54 million francs importa in 1912, 36 came from Belgium. 
British Diplomatic and CoD9ular Reporta, No. 5260, pp. S. 18, 19. 

aJ. Renkin, op. cit., pp.~. M. Renkin in this addreat referred 
specifically to the facilities granted to the British _p 1IIlm1.lf~~, 
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The System in the French Congo.-In addition ~o her 
more ancient coastal colony of Gabun, to the north of the 
mouth of the Congo River, France has possessed since the 
time of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 a vast area on 
the right bank of this river and that of the Ubangi, stretch
ing far inland. For years French policy was concentrated 
upon the interior region, with the object of cutting England 
off from, the lower Sudan and of preventing the physical 
junction of that country with British Uganda. When this 
avowed policy of revanche for Great Britain's continued 
occupation of Egypt'12 was frustrated by the Fashoda inci
dent of 1898, the French Government directed its attention 
to the coastal districts, which had been sadly neglected 
during the obstructive push towards the interior. Most 
precipitately in one year, 1899, the major part of the 
French Congo was divided up for colonization among a 
number of companies, to which were granted exclusive 
privileges like those of the Belgian concessionaires. 

Virtually no reserves of land were retained for new ar
rivals or for free commerce; practically all was alienated for 
thirty years. As Leroy-Beaulieu wrote, "it was an orgy of 
concessions." The same abuses followed as in the Belgian 
Congo--forced labor and gross maltreatment of the natives, 
together with the closed door to foreign trade.l8 

Lever Brothers of Port Sunlight, to develop the palm oil resources of the 
Congo. On the extensive activities: of this important concern, -see Du 
Plessis, "Thrice Through the Dark Continent," pp. 249, 250, 269, 270, 
London, 1917, and infra, pp. 126, 129 [also "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 
184-186; for commercial companies izl.. the Belgian Congo, see ibid., pp. 
304-312]. 

U A. Debidour, op. cit., pp. 193, 245-248. 
uP. Leroy-Beaulieu, "De la Colonisation chez lee Peuples Modernes" 

'5th ed.>, II,pp. 199, 200; Sir H. H. Johnston, cp. cit., pp. 230-234; H. A. 
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Anglo-French Controversy.-As these concessionary com
panies had the sole right to gather the produce of their 
vast domains, the established business of a number of 
British merchants trading with the natives for ebony, ivory, 
and rubber was ruined. The injured parties-notably the 
eminent African merchant, John Holt of Liverpool, and 
Hatton and Cookson-invok~d the Berlin Act of 1885, but 
the colonial courts held that the prohibition o~ commercial 
monopolies by this Act was not pertinent, since the harvest
ing of nature's produce was not an act of commerce. The 
French Government took the same stand in answering th.e 
complaints of the British Foreign Office. A long contro
versy ensued, beginning in 1902 and running through the 
first Morocco crisis down to the eve of Agadir. Sir Edward 
Grey consistently opposed the theory of the French and 
Belgian concessionary companies, that the gathering of the 
products of the forest was not commerce, and refused to 
admit that the activities of the British merchants should 
be restricted to buying the meager products of native art 
and industry. He proposed to arbitrate the matter or to 
convoke an international conference to pass upon it. 
France, however, refused both offers and clung steadfastly 
to the letter of the Berlin Act, ignoring its spirit. It was 
contended that the French Government had acted within 
its sovereign rights in a matter in no way within the scope 
of the Berlin Act and that the question was purely a 
Gibbona, op. cit., pp. 342-350; A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of 
France," p. 240; G. Bruel, "L'Afrique ~quatoriale Francaise," pp. 428-435, 
440-442; A. G. Leonard, "French .Equatorial Africa," in United Empire 
Maganne, V (1914), pp. 238ff.; E. D. Morel, "British Case in French 
Congo," and, also, hie "Maire of West Africa"; F. Challaye, fiLe Congo 
Francais: La Questioll Internationale du Congo." 
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domestic one, wholly inside the domain of internal sov
ereignty.H 

French Reforms.-In 1906, possibly out of gratitude 
for Great Britain's support at Algeciras, France agreed to 
indemnify the injured British merchants, without, how
ever, conceding the principle at stake.15 Fresh disputes 
arose, lasting down to 1911.16 In the meanwhile, the con
cessionary system was not proving a success and was evok
ing considerable hostility in France. The privileged com
panies were not developing the colony, and it was being 
realized that the policy was a blunder.17 In 1910-11 the 
rights of these companies were greatly limited and a larger 
field was opened to the activities of French and foreign 
private traders,18 The evils of the old system were, how
ever, not completely eradicated.19 The large tracts of land 

,. Andre Tardieu, "Le Mystere d'Agadir," pp. 209-245. 
"Ibid., pp. 255-257. 
,. Ibid., pp. 260-285 et seq . 
.. Shortly after this, the Governor of French Equatorial Africa, M. 

Merlin, admitted that this policy had been a blunder. A. G. Leonard, 
op. cit., pp. 239, 240 .. For details as to the development effected by these 
companies, see ibid., pp. 242, 243. 

18 Tardieu, op. cit., p. 348; A. Girault,op. cit., p. 240. In 1910, new 
arrangements were made with the chief companies on the basis of the 
cultivation or development of the soil. The companies were permitted 
to select blocks of land of definit& limits, but the title was to revert to 
them in 1920 only if they had systematically developed their holdings 
during the preceding decade. "All rubber concessions were to revert to 
the State in 1920, and after that time leases would be renewed yearly, 
subject to the production aild conduct of the companies." Rights of the 
natives to their own villages and lands and to collect the forest produce 
from undeveloped lands were recognized. H. A. Gibbons, op. cit., p. 350 n. 
For full details, see "Annuaire du Gouvernement General de l'Afrique 
1l:quatoriale Francaise," 1912, II, pp. 223-322; Bruel, "L'Afrique 1l:qua
toriale Franca.ise," pp. 439-440. 

11 About the time of the outbreak of the war, the trade of the privileged 
companies in Gabun represented somewhat less than a third and in the 
Middle Congo more than a half of the external commerce of these two 
divisions of French Equatorial Africa. Girault, op. cit., p. 241. 
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held by the concessionary companies worked against free 
trade and enabled them to control a large part of the com
merce, especially in rubber, although the share of the pri
vate traders was increasing rapidly.20 

[Convention 0/ 1919.-During the Peace Conference a 
Commission was appointed to consider revision of the 
General Act of Berlin and the General Act and Declara
tion of Brussels. This Commission drew up three Conven
tions-one to control traffic in arms and ammunition; one 
for further restriction of the importation, manufacture, and 
sale of distilled beverages; 21 and one of a general character. 
All three were signed simultaneously with the Austrian 
Treaty, September 10, 1919. The general Convention 22 
restricts equality of treatment of nationals, merchandise, 
vessels, missionaries, and scientists to "the nationals of 
the Signatory Powers, and to those of States, Members of 
the League of Nations, which may adhere to the present 

.. British Diplomatic and COlISular Reports, No. 5249, pp. 4, 8; No. 5494, 
pp. 8, 7, 9. The proportional percentage of the shares of the concessionary 
companies in the special commerce from 1903 to 1911 was as follows (Bruel, 
op. cit., p. 438) : 

Imports 
1903 ••••• .•• .•. •••• .••.•.. 36 
1904 ••••••• •••••••••••.••• 38 
1905 •••••••••••••• •••••••• 49 
1906 •••••• •••••• •••••••••• 49 
1907 .•••••••••••••••••• ,.... 49 
1908 ••••••••••••••••••..•• 41 
1909 ••• •••• •••••••••.••••• 33 
1910 ••.••••••••••••••••••• 28 
1911 ••••••••••••••••.••••• 26 

Exports 
69 
80 
75 
68 
65 
76 
78 
72 
64 

Total 
55 
59 
63 
60 
58 
63 
60 
57 
46 

The decline in the percentage of exports in 1908-11 was due to the fact 
that. the loan of 1909 and the military occupation led to the importation 
of considerable material for the account of the administration (ibid., p. 
437) • 

.. See infra, pp. 171).171, 176-178. 
• For the complete ted or this Convention, see Annex G. 
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Convention," whereas the Berlin Act extends such equality 
to all nations. The Convention sets no time limit for rati
fication, whic;:h is to be "as soon as possible," whereas the 
maximum delay allowed by the Berlin and Brussels Acts is 
one year. Freedom of conscience and free exercise of all 
forms of religion "shall be subject," according to the Con
ve"!ltion, "only to such restrictions as may be necessary for 
the maintenance of public security and order, or as may 
result from the enforcement of the constitutional law of any 
of the Powers exercising authority in African territories." 
The Berlin Act makes no such restrictions. In case of con
troversy between the High Contracting Parties, the Berlin 
Act requires mediation of "one or more friendly Powers"; 
the Convention states that such dispute "shall be submitted 
to an arbitral tribunal in conformity with the provisions of 
the League of Nations." The Berlin Act provides merely 
that the Signatory Powers reserve the right to make "sub
sequently, and by common consent," modifications or im
provements which experience may show to be . necessary; 
the Convention requires a conference at the expiration of 
ten years from the coming into force of the document for 
the introduction of modifications. The Convention also 
has ~everal stipulations found neither in the Berlin nor in 
the Brussels Act. Subject to the provisions of equality 
already noted, "the States concerned reserve to thetnselves 
complete liberty as to the customs and navigation regula
tions and tariffs to be applied in their territories." Simi
larly, on condition of like equality of treatment, each State 
"reserves the right to dispose freely of its property and 
to grant concessions for the development of the natural 
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resources of the territory." Finally, all provisions of the 
General Act of Berlin and of the General Act and Declara
tion of Brussels, with the exception of the delimitation of 
the Conventional Basin of the Congo, are abrogated in so 
far 88 binding between the High Contracting Parties sig
natory to the present Convention.2B] 

2. The Area Outside the Conventional Basin 

Importance of This Area.-The area of Middle Africa 
outside this Conventional Basin is very large and includes 
some of the richest and most populous colonies. Such are: 
British West Africar-Gambia, Sierra Leone, Gold Coast, 
and Nigeria-covering 444,842 square miles and possessing 
a population of 20 millions 24; and French West Africa 

-For the transactions of this Commission, see "Proces..Verbaux et 
Rapport de la Commission pour la Revision des Actes Generaux de Berlin 
et de BruxeUes," pp. 101-130, 132-136. The reasons for the divergencies 
from the Berlin and Brussels Acts noted in the text (other than those 
contained in the Anglo-French draft which formed the basis of the Com
millllion's work) were as follows: The restriction of equality of treatment 
to "the nationals of the Signatory Powers and to those of States, Members 
of the League of Nations, which may adhere to the present Convention," 
was due, both here and elsewhere in this document, to Mr. Beer, the 
representative of the United States on the Commission, in order that 
Germany mililit not enjoy the privileges of the Convention without be
longing to the League (pp. 103-104). To him was due also the setting 
of • period of ten years as the date for the reassembly of the Signatory 
Powers for introducing into the Convention "such modifications as ex
perience may have shown to be necessary" (p. 128). The stipulation 
governing concessions gave rise to some discussion (pp. 107, 113-115) during 
which the elause was changed to its present form from its reading in the 
original draft, "each Power will, however, remain free to dispose of its 
private domain according to the laws in force in this respect in its posses
Bions." The limitation of the free exercise of aU forms of religion by 
such restrictions "88 may result from the enforcement of the constitu
tional law of any of thc Powers exercising authority in African terri
tories" 1V8II introduced by the Portuguese delegate, Colonel Norton de 
MattOll, to ensure the exclusion from colonial territories of such religious 
orders as might be prohibited in the mother-eountry (pp. 134-135). 

• CeDSUf of 1911. "StatistiClll Abstract of the British Empiret 1915! ll. 7. 
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with an expanse of 1,478,000 square miles and an estimated 
population of 12% millions.25 Beyond the internationally 
established free-trade area are also Togoland and the bulk 
of the Cameroons, practically all of Portuguese East and 
West Africa, the whole of Liberia and Spanish Rio Muni, 
and a section of French Equatorial Africa. The total for-

• The Statesman's Year-Book, 1917, p. 883. The estimates of popula
tion, and of the area also, vary somewhat. See A. Girault, "The Colonial 
Tariff Policy of France," p. 225; J. Saxon Mills, "The French Colonial 
Empire," in United Empire Magazine, September, 1914, p~ 715; N. D. 
Harris, "Intervention and Colonization in Africa," p. 129; Sir H. H. 
Johnston, "The History of the Colonization of Africa. by Alien Races," 
pp. 209, 211; British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, p. 4. 
Bruel ("L'Afrique Equatoriale Franca.ise," p. 480) gives the area of French 
West Africa. as 3,910,000 square kilometers and its population as 11,000,000, 
while the area of French Equatorial Africa is - estimated at 2,256,000 
square kilometers and its population at 8,000,000. He also records (p. 
353) the following estimates of population for French Equatorial Africa, 
though thinking that the figure is really 6,000,000 natives: 

Colony 
Chad Territory .....•••••.• 
Ubangi-Shari •...••••••••• 
Middle Congo ..•.••••.•.•. 
Gabun •.••••••••••...•.••• 

Total .••••••••••••• , •• 

Before 1911 
1,650,000 
1,350,000 

900,000 
1,050,000 

4,950,000 

Alter the Cession. to 
Germany, November 

4,1911 
350,000 
240,000 
490,000 
250,000 

1,330,000 
[According to the census of 1921, the approximate area and popuIati.on of 

French West Africa. are as follows: 

Colcmy 
-Senegal •••.••••••.....• 
Guinea < .............. . 

Ivory Coast ........... . 
Dahomey ............. . 
French Sudan •••..•••.• 
Upper Volta .......... . 
Mauritania ........... . 
Territory of Niger .•... 

Area 
(square 
mil88) 
74,112 
95,218 

121,976 
42,460 

617,600 
154,400 
347,400 
347,400 

Populaticm 
Non-African African. 

Races Races 
French Foreign Fr8flch 

3,507 814 1,221,202 
751 606 1,874,639 
728 107 1,544,845 
470 68 841,705 
843 140 2,473,606 
180 11 2,973,951 
135 79 261,532 
215 1 1,083,827 

Total. 
1,225,523 
1,875,996 
1,545,680 

842,243 
2,474,589 
2,974,142 

261,746 
1,084,043 

Total •.•..••.....•• 1,800,566 6,829 1,826 12,275,307 12,283,962 
The Stat88mOn.', Year-Book, 1922, p. 917.] 
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eign commerce of Middle Africa in 1913 amounted roughly 
to 347 million dollars, of which about 97 millions belonged 
to the Conventional Basin. Approximately two thirds of 
this trade in the Basin was shared in equal parts by the 
Belgian Congo and the British colonies. The foreign trade 
of the area outside the Conventional Basin was in 1913 
roughly 250 million dollars, of which the share of British 
West Africa was 152 millions, that of French West Africa 
55 millions, that of the Cameroons and Togoland 21 mil
lions, and that of Portuguese Africa (excluding the cocoa 
islands) 19% millions.!1 Thus, commercially, this territory 
is far more important than the Conventional Basin, where 
free trade prevails according to international agreement. 
In spite of the lack of such covenant covering this out
side region, Great Britain and Germany have consistently 
adhered to free trade. On the other hand, France and Por
tugal, as well as Spain,2T still cling to the tenets of the mer
cantile system and discriminate against foreign trade with 
their colonies. 

• ApPlloxnU11I FOUIGN TIWlB OP MmDLB APmCA, 1913 
(iA million& 0/ dolUm) 

Totol w ithiA Basin 
Briti.Jh Colonies............... 183 31 
French Colonies............ ••• 67 12 
Germau Colonies •..•••...•.••. 43 22 
Belgian Congo ••.•.....••..•••• 32 32 
Portuguese Colonies ••......• 19% 
Liberia • • • . • • . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • 2'" 

347 

0uUide Basin 
152 
55 
21 

19lh 
2% 

250 
1& Ihould be Doted that &here ill some duplication in these figures result

inll from intercolonial trade. 
• In the Spanish &enitories in the Gulf of Guinea, there are di1ferent 

schedules for foreign goods or for goods imported under a foreign flag, 
and for Spanish produc:fB imported under the Spanish 1Iag. Exports are 
free if to a Spanish port under the Spanish flag. but are eubjed to duty 
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The French Fiscal System.-(a) Treaty Restrictions.
As regards fiscal policy, the French colonies are divided 
into three c~asses: first, those in which equality of trade 
prevails under international agreements; second, those 
which have been assimilated to the protective system of 
France and brought within her customs barriers; third, 
those with autonomous tariffs, but granting preferential 
treatment to French goods and receiving corresponding 
advantages for their products in the market of the metrop
olis. In addition to the Berlin Act of 1885, which pre
scribed absolute equality of commercial treatment in the 
part of French Equatorial Africa within the Conventional 
Basin, France is bound by the Nigerian Treaty of 1898. 
One clause thereof provides that for thirty years from the 
date of its ratification-that is, June 13, 1899-British and 
French persons and goods shall enjoy equality of treatment 
as regards river navigation, commerce, tariffs, and taxes 
in Ii carefully defined region of West Africa.28 The French 

if to a foreign port or under a foreign flag. Kelly's "Customs Tariffs of 
the World," 1918, p. 623 . 

.. Article IX of the Anglo-French Treaty of June 14, 1898. Hertslet, 
"The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.). II, pp. 789, 790 ("Trattati • • . 
relativi all'Africa," p. 599].0 In 1899 the limits of this region were ex
tended to include the entire area south of 14: 20' N. and north of 5° N., 
between ao ;lO' East of Greenwich and the course of the Upper Nile. 
Hertslet, op. cit., p. 796 ["Trattati," pp. 613-614] j Documents Diplo
matiqu&, Oorrespondance Concernant la Declaration Additionelle du 
21 .Mar8 1899, passim, Paris, 1899, and especially the annexed map. 

By treaty, this equality also existed in the Shari Basin. In Article 3 
of the FraIlco-German Convention of March 15, 1894 (Hertslet, op. cit., 
II, pp.' 658,.659), Germany and France agreed respectively concerning 
navigation of the Benue and its a.fiIuents within the sphere of inJluence of 
the former, and the na.vigation of the Mayo Kebbi and other tributaries of 
the Benue within the sphere of influence of the latter, to enforce the 
provisions of Articles 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, and 33 of the Berlin Act of 
1885, as well as the stipulations of the Brussels Act of 1890 regarding 
importation of arms and liquors. These provisions likewise held in refer-
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colonies within this area are Dahomey and the Ivory 
Coast. Accordingly, in them there is no discrimination 
against foreign trade; and the customs duties, in general 
ten per cent ad valorem, are levied uniformly on all goods, 
no matter what be their origin.28 As a. result, these markets 
are wide open to foreign wares. Of total imports of textiles 
into Dahomey and the Ivory Coast amounting to 9 mil
lion francs in 1911, 7 million came from Great Britain. Of 
other imports, 9 million were French, 5 British, and 5 Ger
man.IO This state of affairs has evoked considerable adverse 
comment in France, where the monopolistic principles of 
the old colonial system have still a strong hold." 

ence to the Shari and Logone, with their afIluentB. By Article 4 of this 
Convention, "les tarifs des taxes ou droits qui pourront etre etablis de 
part et d'autre ne comporteront, A l'egard des commer~ts des deux 
peys, aucun traitement differentiel." By another Franco-German Con
vention of April 18, 1908 (Hertslet, op. cit., m, pp. 1218, 1219), free naviga
lion of the Benue, Mayo Kebbi, Shari, Logone, Sanga, and other affiuents 
W88 to be governed by the above-mentioned Articles of the Berlin Act 
CArticie 2). Article 3 W88 essentially the same as Article 4 of the former 
Convention, except that it WR8 drawn "A l'egard des nationaux, BIljetB et 
protegee des deux pays." The Convention of IBM established equal 
duties in the part of the Cameroons outside the Conventional Basin and 
it antedated the Anglo-French Treaty of 1898 regarding the Shari Basin 
on aeeount of the favored-nation clause. No customhouse W88 estab
lished in the "Territoire du Tchad" and merchandise leaving or entering 
by the Benue, by Zinder or Kano, or by the frontiers north and east of 
the Chad were really free of duty. It was believed advisable, for the 
time being, to facilitate Central African commerce by these means, espe
cially .. the land frontiers with the Cameroons, the Egyptian Sudan, 
and Libya are too long (over 4,000 kilometers) to admit of wateh and 
control of the commercial routes. Bruel, op. cit., p. 425. 

• Bruel, op. cit, pp. 423, 424; Girault, op. cit., pp. 112, 113. 
• Ibid, p. 232. ID 1913, the total imports into the Ivory Coast were 

18.2 million franCB, of which France supplied 6.7, the United Kingdom 
8.6, &lid Germany 2.D. British Diplomatic and CODBl1lar Reports, No. 
5423, p. 'rI. 

• Thus, monly after his succession to William Ponty 89 Governor Gen
~ral of French West Africa, M. Clozel complained that the colony wu 
burd~ned by a tariff 8yst~m which had put more than thirty per cent of 
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(b) Assimilated Colonies.-The method in the French 
assimilated colonies is essentially the same as that applied 
in the case of .Porto Rico, Hawaii, and the Philippines; they 
are placed within the protective barriers of the Mother 
Country. The French tariff prevails in the colony with 
regard to foreign goods, while between the colony and 
France there is free trade. In Middle Africa, the part of 
Gabun outside the Conventional Basin alone came within 
this category. In that section of French Equatorial Africa 
-80,000 square miles out of a total of 660,OOO-the high 
protective duties of France must be paid on foreign goods, 
while in the rest of the colony, in accordance with the 
Berlin and Brussels Acts, only revenue levies of ten per 
cent, and in some cases even less, were assessed on all com
modities alike.82 The system was decidedly unsatisfactory. 
The high duties led to considerable fraud and smuggling, 
not only between the two parts of the French colony under 
different tariffs, but also across the borders of the neighbor
ing colonies.aa Effective supervision over so long a frontier 
in an unsettled country was out of the question. It was 
clear that a uniform system for the entire French colony 
was essential and also that tariff unification throughout 
the whole area was highly advisable. No fully satisfactory 
Bcheme was possible without international action and the 
cooperation of the authorities in the adjacent Belgian, Ger-

the business of its southern parts into German hands. L' Afrique Fran
,aise, 1916, pp. 54, 55 . 

.. Girault, ap. cit., pp. 112, 113, 116, 117, 293, 294 . 

.. With regard to Gabun, Bruel states (ap. cit., p. 424) that the decrees 
of December 29, 1892, July 8, 1900, and December 31, 1903, "decreased 
and suppressed the duties of the general tariff for certain articles." 
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man, Portuguese, and Spanish colonies. U Not only did 
the high duties divert trade from Gabun, but they did not 
even prevent foreign goods from being legally imported on 
a relatively considerable scale. In 1913, out of 8.6 million 
francs' imports into Gabun, 3.9 came from the foreign 
countries." It is true that the percentage of imports from 
France was far larger than in the remainder of French 
Equatorial Africa; still, the metropolis had by no means a 
complete monopoly. 

(c) Tariff Autonomy.-An entirely different system 
prevailed in French West Africa. A part of this colony-

• Gil1Lult, typ. cit.. pp. 236-239. 
• Bruel (typ. cit .. p. 471) gives the following figures, in millions of franCli, 

for importB in 1911: 

OOJn'BNTlO!I'AL IIA8J1f GABUN '1urAL 

Frnu:A FtJtreig1a TolGl Frertc1a F~ TolGl French Foreign TolGl 
U ~ U " ~ ~ U U ~ 

Thus, the penleIItage of French importB into the Conventional Basin 
was 49, IIDd into Gabun S8. 

The figures given by Girault <typ. cit .. pp. 241-243) difFer considerably. 
The penlentagee for 189Z-97 and for 19(».11 are 88 follows for French 
importB (Bruel, p. 424): 

Cmwefllionol BaBin 
1892 ....................... 23. 
1893 ....................... 23. 
1894 ....................... 10. 
1895 ............. .......... 12. 
1896 ....................... 15. 
1897 ....................... 12. 
1909 ...................... ~. 33. 
1910 •••••••••••••• ~....... 41. 
1911 ....................... 49. 

For 19J.3. the imports, in milliODB of franas, were: 

Galm" 
40. 
63. 
42. 
44. 
43. 
38. 
59. 
61. 
S8. 

FrendlEqvatorVJ.A/rica Gobtm MiddleCtmqo 
Total .......... 21.2 8.6 12.6 
From France ... 8.8 U U 

British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. M94, pp. 9-14. See also 
No. 5249, p. 7. It should be DOted that the lltatistiee of t.hia colony are 
very unreliable. 
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Dahomey and the Ivory Coast-was bound to equality of 
trade, but in the remainder, and by far the richest and 
largest section, a preferential schedule had been estab
lished.38 In Senegal, French Guinea, and the. French 
Sudan, imports paid customs of varying amounts and 
foreign goods a further surtax of considerable extent.37 In 
addition, the products of these colonies on entering France 
were subject, as a general rule, to the minimum tariff, but 
in very many instances the customs were further lowered 
or they were exempted from all duties. Thus, coffee from 
French West Africa, and cocoa from French Guinea, 
Dahomey, and the Ivory Coast, were assessed only half the 
normal duties, while palm oil and woods were exempted 
from all payments.3S The net result was that the trade 

.. FOREIGN COMMERCE OF FRENCH WEST AFRICA, 1913 
(in millw1I8 0/ francs) 

Colony Imporl.8 
Senegal ................................ 88. 

Exports 
72.9 

Upper Senegal and Niger .............. 10.8 
French Guinea ........................ 19.4 
Ivory Coast ........................... 18.2 
Dahomey ................•... l . . . . . . . . . 15.2 

3.7 
16.6 
16.4 
16.5 

151.6 126.1 

British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, p. 17. 
[For 1918, 1919, and 1920 the figures were (The Statuman's Year-Book, 

1921, p. 896; 1922, p. 918): . . 

Imports Exports 
Colony 1918 1919 1920 1918 1919 1920 

Senegal ............... 295.8 198.2 443.9 215.2 202.2 428.7 
French Guinea ....... 23 . 25.9 47.4 12.8 23.5 34.2 
Ivory' Coast .......... 15.8 23.5 55.2 13.2 28.5 60.2 
Dahomey ............. 28.3 44.4 93.7 30. 70.1 63.6 

Total .... '., ...... 362.9 292.0 640.2 271.2 324.3 586.7] 

If "Aruiuaire du Gouvernement General de l'Afrique Occidentale Fran
<;aise," 1913-14, pp. 85-87. 

• Girault,op. cit., p. 117. 
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of the colony, both in its imports and its exports, tended 
to center in France. There was still room, however, for 
foreign competition, especially in textiles, which constituted 
about one third of the imports into French West Africa. 
Of the imports of cotton goods into Senegal, Guinea, and 
the Sudan in 1911, 16 million francs came from Great 
Britain. 12;5 from France and her colonies, and 1 million 
from Germany. On the other hand, of the imports exclu
sive of textiles, 16 million came from France, 10 from Great 
Britain, and 4.5 from Germany.BD The French cotton 
manufacturers were greatly dissatisfied with this state of 
affairs and for years demanded increased protection. This 
was conceded shortly before the outbreak of the war. The 
new tariff changed the ad valorem duties into specific ones 
that were prohibitive as regards a considerable proportion 
of the cotton goods imported from Great Britain.40 This 
monopolistic system was a marked feature of French 
colonial policy and had a strong hold upon mercantile and 
official classes in France. 

The Port1J{/'UUe Colonial System.-In the ease of Por
tugal, this policy of monopolizing the colonial trade was 
even more accentuated. The method that prevailed was 
a direct survival of the practice of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. . The fiscal arrangements differed in 
the variou8 colonies, the greatest degree of discrimination 
prevailing in the cocoa islands Sao Thome and Principe 
and the least in Portuguese Guinea. Naturally, there was 

-Girault, op. !:it .. pp. 231, 232. 
• British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, p. 8. Thia deeree 

of March 3, 1914, ia in "Annuaire du Gouvemement General de l'Afrique 
0Mdenta1e ~," 191~14, pp. trI, 90-93. 
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none in the Congo district within the Conventional Basin. 
In general, Portuguese goodiil and those of foreign origin 
imported through Portugal received marked preferential 
treatment in the colonies. In return, the products of the 
colonies were similarly favored in Portugal. In order to 
make it doubly sure that these products would be shipped 
there, a sYstem of discriminating export duties was estab· 
lished in the cocoa islands and in Angola. In Angola, the 
general rule was that goods shipped to Portugal paid three 
per cent, as opposed to fifteen per cent if exported to 
foreign markets. As a result of this comprehensive sYstem, 
the trade of Portuguese West Africa centered at Lisbon, 
whence the colonial products were distributed. From here 
also were shipped the great bulk of the supplies-Portu
guese and foreign-needed by these colonies.41 

t. 
3. The Problem of the Open Door 

Trade and the Flag.-If, as we have seen, the restric· 
tive policy which was followed centered alInost the entire 
trade of Angola and of the Portuguese cocoa islands-Siio 
Thome and Principe-at Lisbon,42 the commerce of the 

.. Kelly's "Customs Tariffs of the World," 1918, pp. 492-506; British 
Diplomatio and Consular Reports, No. 5385, p. 8; No. 5402, pp. 12-14; 
No. 5496, p. 4; No. 5497, pp. 10, 11; No. 5529, pp. 3, 4; George Young, 
"Portugal Old and Young: An Historical Study," pp. 324-330, Oxford, 
1917; Angel Marvaud, "La Situation Politi que et ~onomique du Portu
gal," in Questions Diplomatiques 6t Colonial68, 37 (1914), p. 87 • 

.. For details, see "Annuirio Colonial da 1916," pp. 233-236, 260, 292, 
375-378. In Portuguese East Africa the situation was dilIerent, on account 
of the fact that the major share of the trade of the southern part was 
merely one of transit with the Transvaal, while Northern MOlambique 
also had close commercial ties with British countries. Thus, of total 
imports for local consumption into the Chinde District in 1913, amounting 
to £198,040, £76,057 came from Portugal and her possessions, £95,601 from 
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Belgian Congo was in like manner confined to the Mother 
~ 

Country, notwithstanding the general reforms and the limi-
tation of the privileges of the concessionary companies. In 
1912, sixty-six per cent of the imports for consumption 
in the Belgian Congo came from the metropolis and ninety .. 
per cent of the colony's produce went there.48 In French 
Equatorial Africa the proportion of French trade was con
siderably less th.an this. In 1913, about fifty per cent of 
the special commerce of this colony was with France.44 This 
also was the approximate situation in French West Africa.45 

British territoriell, £16,298 from German territories, and £10,084 from other 
sources. British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5484, p. 4. See 
also ibid., No. 5306, p. 3. On this whole Section of the present chapter, 
ct. also infra, pp. 213-220. 

- Special Commerce of the Belgian Congo 1912: 
Imports, 53.9 million francs, of which 35.8 came from Belgium; exports, 

69 million francs, of which 53.9 went to Belgium. The Btate8mtJn'B Year
Book, 1915, p. 734; British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 6260, 
pp. 6, 18, 19. In 1911, the corresponding proportions were 64 per cent 
and 88 per cent. L'A/rique Fraru;aiBe, 1913, p. 'll11. For 1910-1912, the 
following figurell, in millions of francs, are recorded in the "Annuaire 
Btatistique de 1& Belgique et du Congo BeIge," 1913, p. 520, Brussels, 1914: 

GBNIIIAL 

UlPOBT8 I!IXPOIITS 

B"," 1'0"" BeItJiIJa 1'0"" 
1910 ....... 29.2 44 69.7 95.6 
1911 ....... 34.3 liS.4 66.8 79. 
1912 ....... 38.3 62.2 64.4 84.3 

SPBCIAL 

IMPOSTS I!IXPOIITS 

BeltIimtJ'o"" B",fG" 2'0"" 
27 .3 36.8 68.7 66.6 
31.4 48.6 47.6 M.l 
35.9 M.2 M.2 59.9 

[Cf. also "Manual of Belgian Congo,· pp. 273-274.] 

J'olol GmntJ 
B./giaA Tolol 

184.9 243. 
170.1 240.1 
192.8 260.6 

.. Bruel, "L' Afrique Equatoriale Franoaise," pp. 452-464; British Diplo
matic and Consular Reports, No. 5249, pp. 5, 11; No. M94, pp. 8-14; A. 
Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of France," pp. 239-242. 

-British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, pp. 17, 25-43; 
Girault, 011. cit., pp. 227, 231-232. In 1913, the total commerce of the 
French territoriell under the Ministry of Coloniell amounted to 1,445 
million francs (imports, 680 millions; exports, 765 millions), an increase 
of 155 million francs over 1912, and of 278 million francs over the average 
lor 1908-12. The share of France in this total was 588,470,000 francs, or 
to.87 per cent (imports 284,255,000, or 41.70 per cent; exports 304,215,000, 
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But it was by no means only in the case of these Portuguese, 
Belgian, and French colonies, where freedom of trade had 
been or was in varying degrees restricted, that commerce 
followed the national flag. This condition was just as 
marked in the British and German colonies, where free 
trade prevailed. In the British colonies in 1913-14, sixty
two per cent of the imports had that destination. Of their 
total foreign trade, fifty-five per cent was with the metrop-. 
or 40 per cent); that of the French colonies themselves was only 2.48 
per cent (imports 3 per cent, exports 2.45 per cent). "Statistique du 
Commerce des Colonies Francaises," 1913, I, p. I, Paris, 1915. The sta
tistics for the trade of the various colonies of French Africa in 1913, in 
millions of francs, were as follows (ibid., pp. 12-13. 43, 56-57, 227, 231-232, 
275, 277, 291, 415, 422, 507, 634, 636; cf. also "Renseignements Generaux 
sur Ie Commerce des Colonies Francaises," 1914-1917, p. 8). 

DIPOB'1'8 BXPOB'l'B ~.u. 

Colonll F,a .... ~= F.,. 7'oIGl IF ........ ~t: F.,. 7'oIGl I1ro,... ~=IP.,. 7'oIGl 
------1--1- -----f-- -----
French We&t Mrica.. . . . 66.04 2.3 82.11 150.95 66.3 .4 69.4 126.1 132.84 2.7 141.61 277.06 
Fnnch Equatorial Mrica 8.7 .08 12.4 21.18 1404.... 22.3 36.7 23.1 .08 34.7 67.88 
Mada~car............ .•.••• .... ...... ...•.. .•.•. .......... ••.... 73.2 29.6 102.8 
French Somaliland.... .. ..•••. ..•. ...... ..•... •..•. •.•. ...•.. .•.... 11.4 ... . 70.2 81.6 
Senegal..... . . . . . . . . . .. 42. .8 45.& 88.3 44,4 .03 28.5 72.93 86.4 .83 74. 161.23 
Upper Senegal'" Niger.. 7. 1.2 2.6 10.8 3.6.... .01 3.61 10.6 1.2 2.61 lUI 
French Guinea......... 7.9.... 11.5 19.4 7.7.... 8.9 16.6 15.6 20.4 36. 
Ivory Cout............ 6.7 .04 11.46 18.2 6.6.... 9.8 16,4 13.3 .04 21.26 3U 
Dahom.Y .............. ~=~~~.:.:.:.:. IU~~.:.:.:.:.~~ 

Tota\........ ...... 142.14 4,42.177.37 323.93 147.1 .43 141.31 288.84 373.84 4.85 418.48 797.17 

The percentages are as follows (cf. also "Renseignements Generaux Bur 
Ie Commerce des Colonies Francaises," 1914-1917, pp. 10-11): 

DIPOBTB .XPOBTB 'l'OTAL 

Colonv 'ranee 
ColD- Foreign ,1'0_ 

ColD- F.,rign .,ro ... ColD- Foreign 
I~ 

,.;., lIier 

Fr.neh W .. ~ Mrica ............. 44.08 1.52 04.4 52.59 .33 47.08 47.95 .97 51.08 
Fr.nch Equatorial Africa •••..•.. ".08 .38 58.04 39.3 60.7 40. .15 59.85 
Madagascar .••••.•...•......... 71.21 28.79 
French Somaliland •............. 

47:67 ···.0· Si'.5S GO.ili! :04 a9.oil 
13.97 ':5i 86.03 

Senegal ........................ 53.59 45.Q 
Upper Senegal '" Niger .......... 64.82 11.11 24.07 99.72 .28 73.66 8.33 18.11 
Frenoh Guinea ...•.•.. ; ........ 40.72 ":2i 

59.28 46.39 53.61 43.33 56.07 

k'~r!:.~~':::::.'.'. :: : : : : : : : : : : 36.91 62.88 40.24 69.76 38.21 .46 61.33 
21.85 78.15 24.85 75.15 23.42 .... 76.58 

1-------
Total.. •••••••..••••......• 43.88 1.36 04.76 60.93 .15 48.92 46.9 .61 52,49 
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olis.·· In the case of the German colonies, the proportion 
was greater, sixty-three per cent of their foreign commerce 
in 1912 being with Germany. For the Cameroons this figure 
was eighty-two per cent, which was even higher than the 
corresponding percentage for the Belgian Congo.47 Only 

• FOREIGN TBADII: rw THB BRITISH COLONIES 

(in millions of pounds sterling) 

Total 
From 

United 
To 

Total United 
Colony Imparts Kingdom Exports Kingdom 

1913-14 
1913-14 
1913-14 
1913 
1913 
1913 
1913 

Nyasaiand ........... 0.2 
UgBDda .............. 1. 
East Africa .......... 2.1 
Nigeria .............. 7.2 
Gold Coast .......... 5. 
Sierra Leone ......... 1.8 
Gambia ............. 1. 

0.15 
0.4 
0.9 
4.9 
3.5 
1.1 

.4 

0.3 0.2 
0.6 0.3 
1.5 0.7 
7.4 3.7 
5.4 3.5 
1.7 0.2 
0.9 0.06 

18.3 II.4 (62%) 17.8 8.7 (49%) 
Total 36.1, of which 20.1, or 55 per cent, were with the United Kingdom; 

"Statistical Abetract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 230-247. 
lFor 1919-20 the figures were (The Statesman', Year-Book, 1921, pp. 

xvii, xix): 

Total 
Co/Qn" Impart. 

Ny-.iand ............ 1.9 
Uganda .... ........... 3.4 
East Africa (Kenya) '" .5 
Nigeria ............... 12. 
Gold Coast ........... 7.9 
Sierra Leone .......... 2.1 
Gambia .............. 1.2 

Total ............. 29.0 

From 
United 

Ki.ngdom 
.5 

1.6 

16.4 
6. 
1.4 

.7 

Total 
Ezport. 

2.4 
2.5 

.2 
14.7 
10.8 
2.1 
I.5 

20.6 (71 0/0) 34.2 

• FOREIGN TBADII: OF TBB GmMAN CoLONIES 

(in miUions of marks) 

To 
United 

Kingdom 
.4 

I.3 

4.9 
1.4 
1.1 

9.1 (26.6%)] 

With 
Colon" 

German East. Africa ............... . 
Cameroons ........................ . 
Togoland .......................... . 

Total 
81.7 
5715 
21.4 

160.7 

Germany 
43.6 
47. 
10.6 

101.2 

Percentage 
53.4 
81.73 
49.69 

63. 
"Die Deut.schen Schutzgebiete," 1914, p. xix; StatiBtuchel lahrbuch, 

1915, pp. 463-467. 
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to some extent was this situation the result of the indus
trial superiority of Britain and Germany. It was. and is 
largely inherent in the colonial status itself. That trade 
tends to follow the flag is the resultant of many forces. 

The Factor of Transportation.-One of these is the ques
tion of transportation. The political relations between col
ony and metropolis necessitate regular communications and 
these, in tUrn, facilitate the interchange of commodities. 
The shipping of the Mother Country tends to be predom
inant in the oversea possession. In view of British mari
time primacy, such preponderance was not surprising in 
the case of the British colonies,48 but the corresponding 
situation prevailed also in the Belgian Congo.49 In some 
instances, furthermore, protective legislation and direct or 
indirect subsidies had established a virtual monopoly for 
ships flying the national flag. This was the case in the 

.. VESSEUI ENTERED AND CLEARED IN 1913, 
Total 

Gross Tonnage British East Africa ..........•••. 3,201,939 
Net Tonnage British West Africa................ 8,281,229 

"Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. '}fl, 29 . 

British 
1,460,916 
5,249,348 

.. TONNAG& OF OCEAN VESSEUI. ENTERED IN THE BEUlIAN. CONGO IN 1912 

At Banana At Boma At M atadi 
Belgian· .... ; ... "............ 155,066 199,78179,914 
British ....................... 90,175 111,950 56,348 
French ............. ; ; ,.. . .. .. • 69,636 68,249 34,584 
German .... :.:............... 60,768 67,579 31,622 

British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5260, pp. 16, 17. 
[For 1913,the figures were ("Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 257-258): 

At Banana At Boma At M atadi 
Belgian ...... ............ ..... 153,537 161,939 81,117 
British ....................... 68,639 63,886 33,105 
French ....................... 70,312 69,494 35,102 
German ...................... 73,814 60,748 33,357 
Portuguese ............... .... 10,225 4,526 

On the Congolese ports in general, see ibid., pp. 253-260.] 
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Portuguese colonial trade.llo Similarly, the German East 
Africa Line received a considerable subsidy from the Gov
ernment,lIl which strengthened the monopolistic hold of 
German vessels on commerce with the colonies. 52 One 

• In 1913, shipping of an aggregate of one million tons entered Angola. 
Of this amount, 710,512 was Portuguese. British Diplomatic and Con
sular Reportll. No. 5402. P. 8. In Sao Thome. of the entrances 353,259 
tOIlll were Portuguese, 35,740 British, and 28,298 German. Ibid., No. 5496, 
p. 6. In addition to other protective devices, Portugal granted shipping 
lubeidiee. Ibid .. No. 5418, p. 5. See also "Annuario Colonial da 1916," 
p.151. 

• W. ROllI, "Die Entwicklung der Schiffahrt nach den Deutschen 
Kolonien," in WeUverkehr, 1914-15, pp. 87-90. 

• MAluTIMI!I INTI!IBCOUBSI!I IN 1912 
(in t07l8) 

Colonll Total German 
German Africa ........................ 1,811,107 1,771,997 
Cameroons •.••••.•.••••.••.....•....•• 1,658,230 1,254,250 
TogoIand .............................. 571,832 414,731 

Statiatiachu Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 460. In the case of the French colonies, 
there Wall no such predominance of the national shipping. Of 4,864,961 
Willi entering the portll of those colonies in West Africa in l!i12, only 
1,628,412 were French. Supplement to "Bulletin de l'Office Colonial," No. 
75, March, 1914. In 1913, the distribution of entering tonnllge for ocean 
traffic and coasting trllde was as follows ("Statistiques de 1110 Naviglltion 
dans lee Colonies Francaises," 1913, pp. 18-19, 22-23, Paris, 1915; for 
Gllhun, see alao Girault, op. cit., p. 463) : 

oca&.H'1'8A.mo OOA8T1NG 'l'BA.D. 
C"- , ..... ''''rip ToIa' , ..... , .. ..". ToIa' --- ---1lenecaI ... · ............. 1,077.781 1,874,796 2,752,576 132,537 11,691 144,228 

'-bOa ............ 199.993 606.855 606,848 64,322 6,828 70,100 
l..,c-............. 199.770 810,Y56 1,010.726 

'28:367 ·9ci.728 i2i;:095 llUomoJ .............. · 232.664 385.630 018.184 
Oabua. ................. 112,272 326.1107 438,179 197,839 207,891 405,730 ------

Tola!........ . .. .... 1.822,480 .3.804.043 &,626.623 423,066 322,138 746,203 

The total entering tonnage would, therefore, be; 
Colon,l French Foreign Total 

Senegal •••••••••••••••••• 1,210,318 1,686,486 2,896,804 
lorench Guinea ........... 264,315 612,683 876,998 
Ivory Coast ............. 199,770 810,956 1,010,726 
Dahomey •••••••••••••.•• 261,031 482,258 743,289 
Gabun ................... 310,111 533,798 843,909 

Total ................ 2,245,545 4,126,181 6,371,726 
The number of vessels entering and clelU'ing from ports in the territorie~ 

under the control of the French Ministry of Colonies in the same year 
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direct consequence of this predominance of the national 
shipping in trade with the oversea territory was increased 
commercial interdependence of colony and metropolis. 

Personal and National Factors.-Other factors were 
equally, if not more, important in establishing these closer 
ties. The personal equation enters largely into business 
relations. It was easier for a Frenchman to do business 
in a French colony than it was for a German and vice 
versa. Apart from all else, difference of language is a 
barrier and, besides, greater confidence is placed in a com
patriot than in an alien. Moreover, the public authorities 
and those in charge of transportation and docking facilities 
are prone, at times purposely, but also at other times un
consciously, to favor their fellow citizens. No regulation 
or legislation can eliminate this factor of sympathy and 
prejudice, which must enter largely into ,the question of 
establishing the open door in dependent and backward 
countries. So long as there are distinct and sharply segre
gated nations and states, and men are primarily Amedcans, 
Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Germans, the full attainment 
of this goal is impossible. Until national prejudices are 
eradicated, and until the State is no ,longer regarded as 
carrying on trade through its individual members, com
merce is bound to follow the flag to a more or less marked 
extent. 

was, together with their tonnage ("Statistiques de Is. Navigation dans lee 
Colonies Franc;aises," 1913, pp. 9-10): 

OCBA" TBAJ'J'IO OOABTING Tl\A.Da I TOTAL 

I'rmdI ''''''(ffI TaIGI 'rmdl ,.,.ri(ffI ToIGl 'rmdl I'ur"(ffI ToIGl -------- ------ --- ------4.102 8.555 12.657 118.161 16.507 134,668 122.263 25,062 147.325 
8.041.567 12.917.268120.958.555 8.922.08712.952.120 111.874.207 16.963.654115.869.408132.833.062 
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The Commercial Aspect of the Open Door.-On account 
of these fundamental facts, it is at present impossible to 
establish absolute equality of opportunity in the spheres 
of exploitation, investment, and commerce. In its com
mercial aspect, the open door means essentially that all 
individuals, regardless of nationality, should have equal 
opportunities in trade with backward countries. This im
plies three things: 

First, that foreign merchants and traders should have 
unrestricted access to all dependent and backward countries 
and also the same freedom to settle there as anyone else 
enjoys; second, that goods of every origin and imported on 
any vessel should enter the colony on equal terms; and 
third, that colonial products may be freely shipped to any 
destination without discrimination. 

The first can be secured only incompletely. It was 
notorious before the war that alien merchants were not 
welcomed in the French, Belgian, and Portuguese colonies. 53 

Similarly, in the German possessions, the rigidly stratified 
social system and the bureaucratic and militaristic spirit 
kept foreigners away. There was no British trading firm 
in German East Africa and not a single British merchant 
was resident either in Tanga or Dar-es-Salaam.54 In the 
British colonies, where there was most freedom of trade, a 
number of foreign merchants were established. But, as a 
general rule, the business of each possession was controlled 

• J. B. Barris, "Dawu in Darkest Africa," pp. Prl-97. 
• A. F. Calvert., "The German African Empire," pp. 122, 123. In Ger

IIl&Il West Africa, there were BOme British finns. In German Southwest 
Africa. according to Mr. Gorges, the administrator of this occupied terri
tory, British eettlement was distinctly discouraged. 
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by national firms. This is largely inevitable. It does not 
mean, however, that the imports into the colony and the 
exports thence must follow national trade routes. As a 
matter of fact, a very considerable proportion of the output 
from British West Africa went directly to Germany and 
France, and a marked share of the imports of cotton tex
tiles into the German and French colonies came directly 
or indirectly from England. The open door in this sense 
can be adequately secured by international agreements, 
provided it should be deemed advisable. 

Means of Securing This.-A decision on this point must 
be conditioned by many factors that are at present in
definite. In the first place, the nature of the peace-the 
extent to which the German menace has been eliminated
will determine to what degree German trade can be per
mitted to enjoy the same treatment as that of other nations. 
Apart from this, it is a comparatively simple matter to 
amplify the provisions of the Berlin Act of 1885 and to 
make them effective by including export duties within their 
scope and by prohibiting monopolies in exploitation. 55 

U The Treaty of January 24, 1891, ratified February 2, 1892, between the 
United States and the Independent State of the Congo is somewhat more 
explicit than is the Berlin Act. It contains, further, in Article XIII, an 
agreement to arbitrate any differences as to the validity, interpretlltion, 
application, or enforcement of the provisions of the treaty. [Malloy, 
"Treaties," pp. 328-333; "Trattati," Supplemento, pp. 22-28. In the Con
vention for a General Act Revising the Berlin and Brussels Acts, signed 
at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, September 10, 1919, it is provided by Article 
2 that "no. differential treatment shall be imposed upon the said mer
chandise [belonging to the nationals of the Signatory Powers, and to 
those of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere 
to the present Convention] on importation or exportation, the transit 
remaining free from all duties, taxes or dues, other than those collected 
for services rendered." The Berlin Act, on the other hand, merely stipu
lates that "merchandise imported into these regions shall be exempt from 
aU import and transit duties" <Article 4). The mQre difficult questioll of 
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The question of extending this free trade area beyond the 
Conventional Basin and of comprising within it all of 
Equatorial Africa must also be considered. There can be 
but little doubt as to the advisability of such an extension, 
but an attempt to effect it will probably raise the entire 
question of the open door in dependent countries. This 
may be very awkward for the United States, in view of 
the existing tariff arrangements in force in Hawaii, Porto 
Rico, and the Philippines and the preferential agreement 
with Cuba.1e 

The Financial A8pect 0/ the Open Door.-In addition to 
commercial equality, the full open door further implies that 
all, irrespective of their nationality. shall have equal oppor
tunity: 

a. To secure contracts for public works and to furnish 
governmental supplies; 

b. To obtain concessions for the development of the 
country's resources. 

The first has to-day little actuality in so far as Mid<.!le 
Africa is concerned, but in time it will probably become of 
importance. IT The Algeciras Act of 1906 provided that in 

monopolies in exploitation receives the following solution in Article 4 of 
the Convention: "Each State reserves the right to dispose freely of its 
property and to grant concessions for the development of the na.tural 
reaourcee of the territory, but no regulations on these matters ehall admit 
of any dift'erential treatment between the· nationals of the Signatory 
Powers and of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may 
adhere to the present Convention." The provision of the Berlin Act 
(Article 6) was: "No Power that exercises or that ehall hereafter exer
cise sovereign rights in the above-mentioned regions ehall be allowed to 
pnt therein a monopoly or favour of any kind in ma.tters of trade."] 

(" The territory of the Conventional Basin is left unchanged by the 
Convention of September 10, 1919. For the Cuban Treaty of December 
11, 1902, see Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 353-357.] 

II E. D. Morel, "Africa and the Peace of Europe," pp. 92-94. 
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Morocco such contracts should be awarded upon the basis 
of public international tender, and this principle was con
firmed by the Franco-German Morocco Treaty of 1911.58 

In applying this method to Middle Africa, great care will 
have to be exercised that the colonial authorities are not 
hampered in their choice of the best mode of executing 
works of public utility, 59 and also that they are able to 
retain full control over them. Even then, there is grave 
danger that these economic rights will be used as a weapon 
of aggression and as a pretext for constant interference. 
They can be made an inexhaustible source of irritating 
diplomatic incidents. This was notoriously Germany's 
procedure towards France in the case of Morocco.6o The 
only remedy against such abuse is vigilant and constant 
international control on a broad basis, with a permanent 
court for the adjudication of all disputes. Otherwise, a 
system of international tenders is apt to lead to more fric
tion than it will allay. 

Private Conce88ions."""""-The question of equal opportunity 
for all in securing concessions for the exploitation of Middle 
Africa's resources likewise bristles with difficulties. The 
problem would be comparatively simple could it be divorced 

• Act of.Algeciras, April 7, 1906, Chapter IV, Articles 105-119 ("Trattati," 
pp. 1178-1180; Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 2178-2180). Franco-German Mo
rocco Agreement, November 4, 1911, Article VI (Debidour, "Histoire 
Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1904-1916," p. 333). On the significance of 
these clauses and on the Franco-German Consortium of 1909, see A. 
Tardieu, "Le Mystere d'Agadir," Chapters I and II, and pp. 483-487, 508-
517, 565-576 . 

.. For instance, in Nigeria, it was found that railways were built most 
expeditiously and cheaply by the Director of Public Works and Railways 
of the Colony. A. B. Keith, "West Africa," pp. 238-242 . 

.. A. Tardieu, op. cit.; Louis Maurice, "La Politique Marocaine de 
l'A.llemagne." 
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from its overshadowing political features. Indeed, the ques
tion is not primarily economic. The assumption that there 
was an active competition between the capitalists of differ
ent states for investment in backward countries is gross 
misrepresentation of the real facts. In the case of China, 
it was notorious that foreign loans frequently had political 
purposes, either aggressive or defensive.o1 It is also estab
lished that the Bagdad Railway was preeminently an im
perialistic scheme and that German capital was not seeking 
an investment outlet there. In fact, one of Germany's bit
terest complaints against England and France was that 
they would not cooperate in supplying the funds with which 
to carry out this enterprise.82 Capital is proverbially timid 
and needs considerable cajoling and coaxing before it can be 
induced to venture into such a speculative field as Mid
dle Africa. The important concession held by American 
interests in the Belgian Congo has never been extensively 
used. It took a number of years before Mr. Robert 
Williams could secure the funds with which to start the 
railway from Lobito Bay in Portuguese Angola to the 
Katanga mining district in the Belgian Congo.es Yet this 
is the most promising of the railroad enterprises under way 
in Africa. Germany's chagrin, when Mr. Williams secured 
this concession in 1902 without the knowledge of the Brit-

• S. K. Hornbeck, "Contemporary Politic;s in the Far East," pp. 392-395. 
• See also the 8tatements of the German Foreign Secretary, Kiderlen

Waechter, and of Dr. Helfl'erich. G. Bourdon, "The German Enigma," 
pp. 50. 51, 220, 221, London, 1914. See also the 8tatement of Von Gwin
ner of the Deutsche Bank to Sir William Ramsay. The New Europe, 
No. 72 (February 28, 1918), p. 223. 

• Robert Williams, "The Mileetones of African Civilization," in United 
Empire Magazine, July, 1917, pp. 446-457. 
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ish Government, was not because a valuable economic 
prize had escaped her, but proceeded from the fact that 
this railroad would have enabled her to dominate the Bel
gian and Portuguese colonies. In the past, there has been 
constant dread on the part of the weaker colonizing Powers 
that foreign investments would lead to the loss of their 
possessions.84 The problem in its present form would dis-

"Yet a number of the most important enterprises, such as this railroad 
and the chief company interested in the Katanga copper belt, were intel'o 
national in character. The Tanganyika Concessions Limited, a British 
corporation, owns 2,700,000 shares of the Benguella Railway Company, 
98,000 shares of the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, and 557,264 shares 
of the nhodesia-Katanga Junction Railway and Mineral Company. This 
represented respectively ninety per cent and seventy per cent of the 
outstandinl': stock of these railways. An affiliated· British corporation, the 
Zambezia Exploring Company, likewise held 11,000 Union Miniere shares 
and a la~ block of debentures of the Ben~ella Railway. It is quite 
true, as Mr. Robert Williams, the manal!'inllt director of these two British 
companies, stated. that "neither t.he British Government of past days 
nor British banks would assist to finance any enterprise with the slightest 
commercial flavour about it, even thoullh it might become of vital value 
to the Empire if successfully handled." German policy was just the 
reverse. Yet even in the British case, such purely private enterpriseR 
were bound to have their reflex action on policy. It is generally accept.ed 
that in 1898 Great Britain and Germany concluded a treaty for the 
eventual partition of Portu!lal's African colonies in cn.se that cOllntrv 
tlE'cided to dispose of them faee Irlt'pra. pp. 46-481. Sincl' then. Br;t,;qh 
capital has become hea.vily intere~ted in the Benlruel1a Railwav Com
"any and in the Nvassa Chartered Comnany of Northern Mozambique. In 
1913. Sir Harry H. Johnston stated thqt "since 1808 vario11R form!! of 
British enterprise have become so p"t>llbli"hedin Angola lind Northern 
Mozambique that the effect of the 1898 all'reement is considerablv modi
fied. Supposing that anythinll 80 improbable were to oCC11r as the com
plete breakinl':-up of PortUllal, it would be difficult now for the British 
Government to hand over Angola and Mozambique to the Germans. at 
least without making some reservations on behalf of very laNe invest
ments of British money." It should be noted in this connection that. 
in the spring of 1914, the German banks secured control of the British 
Nyassa Consolidated Company. At this time also there were persistent 
rumors that the Anglo-German African Settlement of 1914 [see supra, 
P'P. 46-48] gave Germany control of the Benguella Railway. Mr. Robt'rt 
Williams has, however, made the following explicit statement: "Her 
banks offered to finance our Benguella Railway to completion on condi
tion that they got full control of that railway-an offer which I may tell 
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appear if the boundary lines of Africa were definitely deter
mined and fully guaranteed internationally. Until Africa 
is secured from competing territorial ambitions, it would 
be unwise to oblige any state to open its colonies to 
economic penetration aimed at detaching them. Fears of 
such nature kept Portugal and Belgium from welcoming 
German capital in the past. There is no doubt that with 
restoration of the German tropical possessions there would 
be less opportunity for the investment of German funds 
in the Belgian and Portuguese colonies than if Germany 
should cease to be an African power. The crux of the prob
lem is to eliminate the political motive. That effected, the 
difficulty will not consist in giving equal opportunities to 
private capital of all nations, but in attracting it at all. 
This will be especially the case if the native is adequately 
protected from exploitation by effective labor laws.tllI As 
the railroads in Middle Africa will presumably continue to 

you was at once refused. although the bribe was immeDSe."-Addresse8 
of Mr. Robert Williams before the Colonial Institute, May 8, 1917, and 
at the general meetinl!;8 of the Tanl[anyika Concessions and Zambezia 
Exploring Company. December 12, 1917. The first address is printed in 
the United Empire Magazine. July, 1917. See also Sir Harry H. Johnston, 
"Common Sense in Foreign Policy," pp. 76-80. London. 1913; H. A. Gib
bOll8. "The New Map of Africa." p. 262 n; L'A/rique Frarn;'aiJle, 1913. pp. 
317-319; ibid., June and July, 1915. Supplement, pp. 127-130; Pierre AIype, 
"La Provocation Allemande alII Colonies." In his famous memorandum 
(ed. and tr. Munroe Smith. in Inlerfultioftal Conciliation, No. 127. June. 
H1I8. p. 63), Prince Lichnowaky made .a very interestin~ statement about 
thia phase of the Antdo-German African agreement of 1914. It reads: 
"The sincerity of the British government in its effort to respect our ril!;hts 
was proved by the fact that, even before the treaty was completed or 
sill!led, English entreprefteUrB who wished to invest capital in the districts 
l188igned to U8 under the new treaty, and who desired British support for 
their undertaking, were referred by Sir Edward Grey to us, with the 
information that the enterprise in question belonged in our sphere of 
interest." 

• See m/ra, pp. 252-255. 
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be in the main governmental undertakings, private capital 
and enterprise will be largely restricted to developing the 
mineral and· agricultural resources. Such capitalistic ex
ploitation cannot be wholly eliminated, but it should be 
carefully controlled. It is generally admitted that interna
tional agreements regarding the treatment of labor are 
essential. It will be exceedingly difficult to formulate them, 
largely because the international and local phases of the 
problem are intertwined.66 But it will be even more dif
ficult to provide for equal opportunities to all in securing 
concessions, granted that Middle Africa will be in such a 
stable state after the war that no political dangers are in
volved in the measure. 

• See above, Note 55. 



CHAPTER n 

MIDDLZ AFRICA AS A SOURCE OF AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES 

1. The Africa of Ivory and Rubber 

Comparative Commercial Importance of Middle Africa. 
-The illusion created by Africa's vast bulk has established 
a false idea of the volume of Middle Africa's foreign trade. 
In point of fact. this commerce was relatively, if not abso
lutely. insignificant, amounting in 1913 to approximately 
350 million dollars. This sum would be somewhat reduced 
could the duplication resulting from intercolonial trade be 
accurately eliminated. Taking the statistics as they are. 
this total may be advantageously compared with the foreign 
trade of Cuba in 1913. amounting to 308 million dollars,. 
and with that of Egypt in the same year. aggregating 298 
millions.' Then. again. the imports and exports of Brazil. 
in very many respects a similar area, were in 1913 almost 
twice as large. amounting to 660 million dollars.· Looking 
at the question from another standpoint. we find that the 
trade of the United Kingdom of Great Britain with this 
region in 1913 was only 107 million dollars out of her 
aggregate foreign commerce of 7.018 millions. ~ The corre
sponding figures for Germany in the same year were 76 Inil-

I Tla BttaU-'. Y --Sool:, 1915, p. 821. 
"Ibid.. pp. 259, 260. 
"Ibid.. p. 753. 
• Jbi4., pp. 75-77. 

111 
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lions and 5,216 millions.s In both cases, the share was 
roughly one and a half per cent. Even less important, natu
rally, was the trade of these two countries with their own 
African colonies. In the case of Germany, it was one-third 
of one per cent of her foreign commerce, while it amounted 
to one per cent for the United Kingdom. Essentially the 
same situation prevailed as regards France and Belgium. 
Except in the case of Portugal, where the cocoa islands con
tributed largely, the trade with Middle Africa played a very 
minor part in the economy of the colonizing Powers.6 The 
purely commercial value of these possessions was still fur
ther lessened by the fact that, as a general rule, annual 
grants-in-aid had to be made for improvements and to 
cover deficits.'l Moreover, entirely apart from these condi
tions, and with the exception of. cocoa, palm oil, palm 
kernels, and groundnuts, Middle Africa does not yield any 
single product in such quantities as to fill an important 
role in the economic system of the worl~. In practically 
every other instance, be it rubber, sisal" copra, cotton, or 
coffee, her contribution is but an insignificant fraction of 
the total supply. 

The Part Played by Ivory and Rubber.-When, some 
thirty years ago, the European peoples ... began to pene
trate the center of Afnca, the chief commodities desired 

• Statistisc1ies J ahrbuch; 1915, pp. 253, 254. 
• The reexports of colonial goods from Portugal in 1912 amounted to 

nearly 16 million dollars, while Portugal's total foreign trade, exclusive 
of this amount, was only 123 millions. British Diplomatic and Con
sular Reports, No. 5265, p. 3; The Statesman's Year-Book, 1915, p. 1238; 
George Young, "Portugal Old and Young: An Historical Study," pp. 
330, 331, Oxford, 1917. 

• For the Portuguese deficits, see ibid., p. 317; British Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, No. 5497, p. 6. 
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from what was then believed to be an inexhaustible 
new "EI Dorado" were ivory and rubber. These resources 
were most ruthlessly plundered. 'I'he elephant herds were 
decimated; and, as a result, though still exported in appre
ciable quantities,s ivory is destined to play an ever less im
portant part in African economic life. Rubber has main
tained itself longer. Not only was this product the chief 
source of wealth in the early history of the Middle African 
colonies, but until the very outbreak of the war, it formed 
the principal export of nearly all of these possessions, with 
the exception of those attached to the British Empire. This 
was true of Portuguese Angola, of French Equatorial Africa, 
Guinea, and the Ivory Coast, of the German colonies as an 

• Britieh Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5249 (French Equatorial 
Africa), p. 4: No. M94 (do,), pp. 6, 7: No. 5260 (Belgian Congo), p. 19; 
No. M93 (do.), po&rim; "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 
1915, pp. 129, 133: 8tatistischu lahrbuch, 1915, pp. 465-468. The 
value of the ivory exported from the Belgian Congo in 1910, 1911, and 
1912 11118 9,361,000, 9,237,000, and 9,358,000 francs respectively ("Annuaire 
StatiBtique de Ja Belgique et du Congo BeIge," 1913, p. 521). [In 1915 
and 1916, these figures had fallen to 4,588,798 and 7,929,196 francs Ie-

8J)eCtively. The8tatuman', Year-Book, 1919, p. 700. In 1917-18, the 
tonnage exported 11118 182: in 1918-19, 125. /bid., 1920, p. 695. In 1920 it 
I'08e to 336 tons, valued at 35,860,093 francs. Ibid., 1922, p. 716. See also 
"Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 267-268, 274-275.] According to Bruel 
("L'Afrique ~uatoriale Fran~ise," p. 364), the average exports from 
French Equatorial Africa in 1896-1910 were as {oUowa: 

Toni Fraf1C8 
1896-1900 ...................... 107 1,945,000 
1901-1905 ••••••••••••••.••••••• 174 3,529,000 
1906-1910 ...................... 160 3,192,000 

In 191~1l, 143 tons, valued at 3,067,000 francs, were exported, ivory 
constituting 20.5 per cent of the total exports. 

[The value of the ivory exported from Tanganyika Territory (the former 
German Eas& Africa) in 1918-19 was £11,000, and from Uganda, £37,918, 
as compared with £43,770 in the preceding year. The Statesman', Year
Book, 1920, pp. 181, 183. For 1919-20 tht' figures were £18,254 and £61 4.53 
respectively. Ibid., 1922, pp. 188, 190. For the statistics of 1905-11 'see 
"Handbook of German East Alrica," p. 246.] , 
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aggregate, and of the Belgian Congo.9 Of the total exports 
from the last possession in 1910, seventy-seven per cent were 
rubber; in 1911, sixty-four per cent, and in 1912, fifty-eight 
per cent.l0 The total exports of rubber from Middle 
Africa in 1913 were roughly 15,600 tons out of a world pro
duction of 108,000 tons.ll The great bulk of African rub
ber was obtained from the wild vines and trees. The indus
try was in a markedly declining state, partly because the 
wild supply had been greatly diminished, but mainly be-

• A. W. Bloem, "Die Kautschukkrisis," in W eltverkehT, 1914-15, pp. 
57,58. 

so British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5260, pp. 5, 19. In 
1911, rubber constituted sixty-two per cent of the exports of French 
Equatorial Africa, ibid., No. 5249, p. 2; G. Bruel; op. cit., pp. 462, 361-364. 
[For the outpu.t from 1887 to 1916, see "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 
263-264, and cf. ibid., pp. 274-275.] 

.. ,ApPROXIMATE EXPORTS OF RUBBER IN 1913, IN TONS 

French Colonies ................•...•... 4,500 
German Colonies ....................... 4,200 
Belgian Colonies ....................... 3,500 
Portuguese Colonies ................ • . . 2,200 
British Colonies ........................ 1,200 

a" 

Total ......................... , . . . . 15,600 ' 
The exports from the French colonies in this year were divided as fol

lows ("Renseignements oen~raux sur Ie Commerce des Colonies Fran
caises," 1914-1917, p. 20): 

COWny Tom 
Senegal . ................................ 90 
Upper Senegal and Niger................ 83 
French Guinea. ............ ...... ....... 1,456 
Ivory Coast ............................ 961 
Gabun ...... ...... ...... ................ 228 
Middle Congo and Ubangi-Shari-Chad ... 1,717 

Total ................................ 4,535 

[In 1918-19, 1,635 tons were exported from the Belgian Congo, and. in 
1920, 1,122 tons, valued at 5,396,397 francs, as compared with 2,600 tons in 
1917-18. The State8man'8 Year-Book, 1920, p. 695; 1922, p. 716. The value 
of the exports in 1918-19 from the Tanganyika Territory, Uganda, and the 
Gold Coast was £134,785, and from the Ivory Coast, £49,825. Ibid., pp. 181. 
183, 883.] 
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cause of the competition of plantation rubber that was 
being produced on a rapidly expanding scale in the Malay 
States and in Ceylon and, to a less extent, in the Dutch 
East Indies. 

Competition 0/ Ea8tern Plantation Rubber.-The rise 
of this British industry is one of the most important eco
nomic facts of the twentieth century, whose significance has 
been largely overlooked. In 1906, the total production of 
rubber in the world was 66,000 tons, of which the Eastern 
plantations furnished only 531. By 1911, the output of the 
latter had reached 14,000 tons; by 1913, 47,000 tons; and 
by 1915, 108,000 tons out of a total world production of 
159,000. The value of the world output in 1915 was 215 
million dollars, of which 155 was the share of the Eastern 
plantations.12 Before this development had taken place, 
the great bulk of the rubber consumed had come, primarily, 
from the forests of Brazil and, secondarily, from those of 

U RUBBDI PaoDUCl'ION 

(in tons) 
Eadem Other 

Plantationa Brazil Countrie8 Total 
1906 •••••...• 531 36,000 29,500 66,031 
1911 •..••.... 13,973 37 ,730 23,000 74,703 
1913 ••..•.... 28,518 42,410 28,000 98,928 
1913 •.••...•• 47,302 39,370 21,500 108,172 
1914 ••..•.... 71,959 37,000 12,000 120,959 

Waahington Daily and Consular Trade Reports, 1917, No. 292, p. 
1013. While the production elsewhere remained stationary, that in the 
Eastern plantations increased rapidly, being in 1915, 107~7 tons; in 
1916, 152,650; in 1917, 204,348. Of the shipments in 1917, 176,692 tons 
("ame from the Federated Malay States, the Straits Settlements, and 
Ceylon. On aeeount of the accumulation of stocks and the ensuing fall 
in price due to this growing output and the scarcity of shipping, the 
British Rubber Growers' Association took steps in 1918 to restrict pro
duction to eighty per cent of the 1917 crop. W. H. Dickerson, "An 
Economic Study of the Rubber Industry"; New York Tribune, April 
20, 1918. 
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Africa. Under the Leopoldian regime the rubber vines of 
the Congo were most improvidently hacked to pieces, with 
the result that this source of wealth has been greatly dimin
ished.13 There are still considerable areas of wild rubber 
in the Belgian Congo, in French Equatorial and West 
Africa, and in the Cameroons. But its cost of collection 
is,So high that it cannot successfully compete with the out
put from the Eastern· plantations. For some time it had 
been perceived that this source of wealth would ultimately 
run dry; and accordingly, in 1899, King Leopold compelled 
the natives to plant rubber trees. A very large number, 
between twenty and thirty millions according to some esti
mates, were set out in the Congo, but the scheme was a dis
tinct failure.14 Similar plantations had been undertaken 
by the Portuguese in Angola and by the Germans in the 
Cameroons 15 and in East Africa. In the latter colony nine
teen million trees had been planted, of which one half were 
ready for tapping in 1913.18 The industry both here and on 
the West Coast was largely in this experimental state when 
the price of rubber broke badly and a' severe crisis occurred 
in Africa . 

.. Thirty years ago the forests of the Congo were thick with mature 
Landolphia. vines. This species of rubber is of slow growth and probably 
many of the vines were over a hundred years old. Scientifica.IIy tapped, 
these vines would continue to-day to yield rubber in fairly large quan
tities. But nature was ruthlessly plundered. John H. Harris, "Dawn in 
Darkest Africa," pp. vii, 204-208. (For the various sources of rubber in 
this region, see "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 173-183.] 

U J. H. Harris, op. cit., pp. 207, 216, 243-245. 
,. A. F. Calvert, "The Cameroons," pp. 26-30 . 
.. British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5441, pp. 25 if.; A. F. 

Calvert, "The German African Empire," pp. 142-161; John H. Harris, 
"Germany's Lost Colonial Empire," pp. 46, 47. In 1912, 1,017 metric tons 
of plantation rubber, valued at £362,012, were exported from German East 
Africa (see further "Handbook of German East Africa," pp. 234-235]. 
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The Rubber Crisis of 1912-13.-As a result of the rap
idly increasing output of the Malay States and Ceylon, the 
price of rubber declined precipitately; and in 1912 and 
1913 a serious situation developed in all the Middle Mri
can colonies 11 except those of Great Britain, which, fortu
nately for themselves, had never extensively engaged in 
this industry. African rubber could not be sold at the same 
price as that of the East. With the growing scarcity of 
wild rubber in Africa and the fall in price, it no longer paid 
the natives to gather it. The cost of producing plantation 
rubber varied greatly in the different colonies, but in gen
eral it was much in excess of that of the Eastern planta
tions.u Apart from the fact that the East is favored by 
cheaper land transport, the fundamental fact is that the 
Mrican native cannot compete with the more intelligent 
and industrious labor of the East, just as the latter cannot 
in other spheres rival the skilled labor and machinery of 
Western civilization. 

Future of the Industry.-As the output of the Eastern 
plantations is steadily increasing, the African rubber in
dustry seems destined to sudden or gradual extinction. 
Some relatively small quantities of wild rubber will prob
ably continue to be exported, since it serves certain purposes 
for which the plantation product is not adapted.19 It is 

It Governor-General Merlin, "La Crise du Caoutchouc," in L' A/rique 
F~, 1913, pp. 420 fl.; £douard Payen, "La Crise du Caoutchouc," 
ibid., 19U, pp. 58 fl. 

-Calvert, op. cit .. pp. 144,300; A. W. Bloem, loco cit.; Alfred Wiggles
worth, "Thirty Ye&r9 of German Rule in East Africa," in Contempprary 
Review, April, 1916, p. 481. 

-J. C. Willill, wRubber," in F. W. Oliver, "The Exploitation of Plants," 
p. 73, London, 1917. The relative outputs, in tons, of plantation and wild 
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difficult to see, however, how the incipient African planta
tion industry, based, as it was, in the German and Belgian 
colonies on hired labor and European supervision, can ever 
effectively emerge from the experimental stage in which it 
existed at the outbreak of the war. This system of capital
istic exploitation has· never worked successfully in Africa. 
Native hired labor, just because it .is unwilling, is inefficient 
and costly. Apparently, the most promising experiment is 
that in British West Africa, where the natives some years 
ago started on a small scale individual and communal rub
ber plantations under the guidance of government advis
ers.20 But the success of this system even in Nigeria and 
on the Gold Coast seems to be very problematical,21 and 
it is doubtful if its establishment elsewhere is feasible and 
also if it would reduce the cost of production to the level 
of that of the Eastern plantations. In the future, rubber 
will, in all probability, playa more and more insignificant 

rubber in 1909-18, together with the principal consumers, were 88 fOJJOW8 

(The Statennan:1I Year-Book, 1919, p. xxi): 

OUTPUT CONSUMERS 

United United 
Plantation Wild States Kingdom Other, 

1909 •••••.•.•..•• 4,000 66,000 31,000 15,000 24,000 
1910 ....••...••.. 8,000 62,000 32,000 20,000 18,000 
1911 ............. 14,000 61,000 29,000 17,000 29,000 
1912 ............. 29,000 70,000 50,000 19,000 30,000 
J913 ....•.•....•• 48,000 61,000 50,000 25,000 34,000 
11914 .•........... 71,000 49,000 61,000 19,000 40,000 
1915 ............. 108,000 51,000 97,000 15,000 47,000 
1916 .....•.....•. 153,000 49,000 116,000 27,000 59,000 
1917 ............. 204,000 53,000 175,000 26,000 56,000 
1918 .••.•..•..•.• 240,000 50,000 187,000 24,000 27,000 

.. John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," p. 242; A. B. Keith, "West 
Africa," pp. 251, 252. 

m The production of rubber in Nigeria and the Gold Coast declined 
greatly from 1899 to 1913. "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 
1915, p. 367. See also Cuthbert Christy, "The African Rubber Industry aod 
Funtumia Elastica." 
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part. The consequence must be that many of the colonies, 
practically all except the British, will have to change so 
fundamentally as almost to begin their economic life anew. 
They will not be able to prosper unless they diversify their 

. products and restrict as much as possible the capitalistic 
system of exploitation. Apart from mineral resources, the 
most important and valuable products of Middle Africa 
are and for some time will continue to be vegetable fats 
and cocoa. It is fortunate also for a sound development of 
African civilization that these commodities have hitherto 
been by far most successfully produced by native industry, 
without the direct intervention of outside capital, manage
ment, or control. 

2. Vegetable Fats 

Palm Oil.-For some tUne before the war there was a 
general and growing scarcity of animal fats, which was 
mainly manifest in Northern Europe. The Germans were 
already speaking of a "Fetthunger." This deficiency was 
being met by a constantly expanding production of oil from 
various seeds (linseed, cottonseed, rapeseed, sesame), nuts 
(coconuts, palm kernels, groundnuts), and beans (castor
oil,8Oya).2J One of the most valuable sources of vegetable 

• Bulletin 0/ the Imperial I1IIItitute, 1909, p. 357; 1913, p. 206; 1914, 
J). 458; 1915, p .• 70; 1917, p. 57; Report of Committee on Edible and 
Oil-producing Nuts and Seeds, Cd. 8247, 8248 (1916) j Erwin W. Thomp
eoD, "Cottonaeed Products and Their Competitors in Northern Europe," 
Part I (Cake and Meal), Part II (Edible Oils), Department of Com
merce, Speci&l Agents' Series, N08. 84 and 89, Wa.shington, 1914; Sir A. D. 
Steel-Maitland, "Oils and Fats in the British Empire," in A. P. Newton, 
"The Staple Trades of the Empire:' pp. 9-31, London, 1917; R. E. Den
nett, "British and German Trade in Nigeria," in United Empire Magazine 
December, 1914; A.F. Calvert, "The Gennan African Empire," pp. 23411.: 
J. B. Harris, "Germany'. Lost Colonial Empire," pp. 3911.; A. B. Mil-
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fat is the African oil pahn-Elaeis Guineen8is-which 
grows wild in extensive sections of West Africa, both in the 
coastal regions and for a very considerable distance inland. 
From the fruit of this tree is produced an oil, the palm oil 
of commerce, which was in great demand for various pur
poses. It was largely used in the manufacture of soaps, 
candles, lubricants, and metal polishes, and also to prevent 
oxidization in the manufacture of tin plates. Furthermore, 
it yields a considerable percentage of glycerine, which enters 
prominently into the preparation of explosives.23 To a very 
much less extent this oil was made available for edible pur
poses, as an ingredient of the substitutes for natural butter 
known generally as margarine and oleomargarine. This 
relatively important industry was entirely native in char
acter. It centered in British Nigeria and the bulk of the 
output-roughly three quarters-was shipped to the United 
Kingdom.24 

Palm Kernel8.-While the palm oil derived from the peri~ 
carp, or fleshy covering, of the nut is of considerable value, 

bourne, "Palm Kernels from West Africa," in Journal of the African 
Society, January, 1916; Paul,Leutwein, "Siedelunge-und Plantagenkolo
nien," in WeUverkehr, ,19J4-15, pp. 205, 206; Reports of Consul-General 
Skinner and Consul Hathaway in Washington Daily and Consular Trade 
Reports, 1916,.Nos;·169 and 174; John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," 
pp. 225 ff. See also the: Imperial Institute monograph of Wyndham R. 
Dunstan on "Oil Seeds and Feeding Cakes," Cd. 7260 (1914); A. Chevalier, 
"Documents sur Ie Palmier a. l'Huile," Paris, 1910; Henri Jumelle, "Plantes 
OIeagineuses" (2d ed.), pp. 42-64, Paris, 1914. 
~ In the oils made from the unfermented fruit, known as Lagos and soft 

oils, the proportion of glycerine is from seven to ten per cent. During 
the war the exports of all oils and fats from the British Empire were 
carefully controlled, In some cases, arrangements were made with foreign 
countries to which exports of palm oil were licensed, by which they sent 
to Great Britain an equivalent percentage of glycerine in return. Steel
Maitland, op. cit., p. 26 . 

... The exports from Nigeria in 1913 alllounted to 83,089 tons, valued at 
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the kernels of the nuts themselves are even more important 
commercially. Before the war, these palm kernels were 
shipped in large quantities from West Africa to Europe. In 
round numbers, the total exports in 1913 were 335,000 tons, 
of an approximate value of 28 million dollars.25 

This industry, likewise, had attained its greatest develop-

£1,854,384. "Statistical Abstract. of the British Empire," 19J5, p. 145. 
I'Tench West Africa produced to the value of about 10 million francs in 
1912, but in all the other colonies the amounts were quite insignificant.. 
A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of France," p. 229. 

-ExPoaTS OF PALM KEBNE18 IN 1912 
British West Africa .........•......•. £3,802,472 
French West. Africa.................. 680,618 
German Colonies .................... 389,278 
Belgian Congo ....................... 110,835 

£4,983,203 

Bullet,,, 0/ the Imperial I1UItitute, 1914, pp. 458, 459. Calvert, op. cit., 
p. 243. This table is not absolutely complete, as it. does not include the 
exports from Angola, the French Congo, and Liberia. In 1913, 4,500 tons, 
of an approximate value of £70,000, were exported from Angola. French 
Equatorial Africa exported 366 tons in 1912 and 575 tons in 1913. British 
Diplomatio and Consular Reports, No. 5529, p. II; No. 5494, pp. 6, 7. In 
1913, Germany imported from Liberia 1,952 tons. Statistischll8 lahrbu.ch, 
1915, p. 184. In 1913, the exports from British West. Africa were as follows: 

Palm kernels .............. . 
Palm oil .................. . 
Palm-kernel oil ............ . 
Palm-kernel cake •..••..•.•• 

TOM 
234,208 
88,997 
3.857 
5,412 

Total ................... 332,474 

Value 
Thousands 0/ Pounds 

4,199 
1,977 

129 
31 

6,336 

The total trade in palm kernels for this year amounted to over 
£5,000,000, or more than half the exports of West Africa, by far the 
greater part of which came from the British pOBBessions (Cd. 8247, p. 5; 
d. also "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 145, loll!, 153, 
155, according to which the exports of palm kernels-including shells, 
cake, and kernel oil-from British West. Africa in 1913 amounted to 
244,171 tOJIII, valued at £4,361,156). 

The output of palm kernels and oil from French West Afrir.a in the 
years 191~18 WII8 as follows (L'A/riqu.e FrlJ1lfOiae, July-August,1918, p. 158) : 
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ment in British West Africa, primarily in Nigeria and 
secondarily in Sierra Leone. The British colonies con
tributed about three quarters of the total supply, 244,000 

1915 •••.•.••••.......... 
1916 •...•••••••....•.... 
1917-18 ••••• ~ ••••••••••• 

Palm Keme18 
(T01I8) 

15,000 
15,000 
20,000 

Palm Oil·· 
(T01I8) 

13,500 
14,500 
25,000 

Both products were bought by the State and mainly went to Great 
Britain, whereas in 1913 three quarters of the output from British West 
Africa had been sent to Germany to be milled. 

The output in tons of kernels and oil from the French African colonies 
in 1913 was as follows ("Renseignements GentlTaux sur Ie Commerce des 
Colonies FranCaises," 1914-1917, p. 19). 

Colony Keme18 
Senegal ••••..••.•...•....... ,...... 1,901 
Guinea ............................ 5,172· 
Ivory Coast ....................... 6,949 
Dahomey •.••••.•••.•...........•.. 26,372 
Gabun ..•.•••.•.•....••.....•••.... 575 
Middle Congo and Ubangi-Shari-Chad 

Total •.. ... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 40,969 

Oil 

164 
6,015 
7,971 

119 
21 

14,290 

The following figures for Dahomey for 1908-12 are also of interest in 
this connection ("Statistique du Commerce des Colonies Francaises," 1913, 
I, i, p. 515, Paris, 1915): 

XEBNELS OIL 

Value Value 
T01I8 Millions 0/ Francs TOns Millions 0/ Fran~ 

1908 ........... 23,000 5.6 9,500 4.6 
1909 ........... 33,000 8.1 15,016 6.5 
1910 ........... 34,783 9.979 14,628 6.4 
1911 ........... 39,346 13.9 15,252 8. 
1912 ...... -..... 37~5 14 . 11,916 6.4 

The value (in francs) of the exports of palm kernels and palm oil from 
the Belgian Congo in 1910-12 was ("Annuaire Statistique de Ill. Belgique 
et du Congo Beige," 1913, p. 521) : 

1910 ......... .. 
1911 .......... . 
1912 .......... . 

Total ...... 

Palm Keme18 
3,101,000 
3,504,000 
11206,000 

9,811,000 

Palm Oil 
2,916,000 
2,032,000 
1,380,000 

6,328,000 

Total 
6,017,000 
5,536,000 
4,586,000 

16,139,000 

[For the output during the years 1887-1916, see "Ma.nual of Belgia.n 
Congo," pp. 265-266. The values of these exports from part of West 
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tons out of 335,000.28 The great bulk of these kernels, al
most the exact equivalent of the total British production, 
was shipped to Germany. There the kernels were treated 
in the mills and yielded two products in somewhat unequal 
halves, pahn-kernel oil and pahn-kernel cake and meal,27 
The latter was highly esteemed as a fodder, especially for 
milch-cattle. Part of the oil was exported, but the re
mainder was used for industrial purposes and also in the 
manufacture of margarine.28 

Africa in 1918 and 1919 were (The Statfl8man', Year-Book, 1920, pp. 241, 
245, 883; 1921, pp. 245, 249, 899): 

Palm Kernels Palm Oil 
Colon1/ 1918 1919 1918 1919 

Nigeria •••..•...•..... £3,226,306 £4,947,955 
Gold Coast •.......... 9,799 253,248 

£2,610,448 £4,245,893 

Ivory Coast ••........ 115,102 420,701 
. 24,770 140,163 

Dahomey ..•.......... 487,569 1,807,540 
183,044 408,650 
547,619 810,419 

For 1920 the respective figures were: Nigeria, £5,717,981 &nd £4,677,445; 
Gold C088t, £222,468 and £114,084; Ivory Coast, £449,558 and £720,935 
(ibid., 1922, pp. 254, 258, 921). The exports from the Belgian Congo were, 
in toM (ibid., 1920, p. 695; 1921, p. 702; 1922, p. 716): 

Palm Kemels 
1911 ••.•...••.•........•......•...... 34,988 
1918 .•.•••.••.....•..••..•.••..•••..• 31,362 
1919 ................................. 34,350 
1920 ................................. 39,457 

Palm Oil 
5,394 
5,126 
6,404 
7,624 

In 1917 the values of the respective outputs in Sierra Leone were £842,508 
and £62,375; in 1919, £1,191,607 &nd £115,515; and in 1920, £1,401,676 and 
.£123,207 (ibid., 1920, p. 247; 1921, p. 251; 1922, p. 261). 

In 1917 the value of the exports of kernels from Eritrea was £43,580, 
and in 1919, £64,000 (ibid., 1920, p. 1006; 1922, p. 1049) and from Uganda 
in 1919-20, £57,868 (ibid., 1921, p. 185).J 

• British, 244,000; French, 52,000; and German, Belgian, Portuguese, and 
Liberian together about 39,000 tOM. The total output of kernels and 
oils from German West Africa in 1912 was 34,015 tOM with a value of 
£532,000 (Cd. 8247, p. 6). 

• In 1913, Germany imported 236,000 tOM, valued at 104 million marks, 
of which 206,000 tOM, valued at 91 million marks, came from British West 
Africa. Statilltillchea lahrbuch, 1915, p. 184. The 261,408 tOM imported 
in 1912 yielded 117,364 tOM of oil and 138,816 tOM of fodder. Thompson, 
op. cit., No. 84, pp.l0, 11. 

• The total quantity of margarine made in Germany was 250,000 tOM; 
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The Proposed Export Duty of 1916.-The outbreak of 
the war in 1914 created a serious condition in British West 
Africa, as it d~prived these colonies of their German market. 
Although the English farmer used large quantities of lin
seed and cottonseed cake as fodder,29 he had no experience 
with palm-kernel meal or cake and could not be counted 
upon to purchase it; Besides, the British mills were not 
adapted to preparing the palm kernels. There were in 
Great Britain facilities for crushing only about 60,000 out 
of the 250,000 tons that needed a market. On the other 
hand, as a result of the general economic dislocation pro
duced by the war, there set in gradually an increasing de
mand for the oil for edible purposes. The manufacturers 
were naturally timid about erecting mills especially adapted 

. to crushing or dissolving palm kernels, unless they had some 
assurance that the industry would not revert to Germany 
immediately upon the conclusion of peace. Their fears were 
based upon the fact that in Germany an eager market was 
already established for this fodder, asa consequence of 
years of campaigning and education, while in Great aritain 
a demand had to be created gradually. In order to meet 
this obvious difficulty, the British Government in 1916 pro
posed to establish an export levy of not less than £2 per 
ton on all palm kernels shipped from Africa to any place 
but the UI)ited Kingdom. This duty was to remain in 
effect for .five years after the conclusion of the war, but 

in the Netherlands, 130,000; and in the United Kingdom, 100,000. Ger
many used but 25,000 tons of palm-kernel oil in the production of mar
garine. All told, of the 125,000 tons of palm-kernel oil manufactured, only 
40,000 were made edible. Thompson, op. cit., No. 89, pp. 7, 23. 

I. Ibid., No. 84, pp. 49, 50. 
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was to be remitted on all kernels shipped to or crushed in 
any part of the British Empire.so This plan aroused vehe
ment opposition in England, partly on the ground that it 
was a reversion to the old colonial system and a reversal of 
the policy of the open door which had been in effect fOI two 
generations, and pa.rtly because it was claimed that the 
native producer in Africa would be at the mercy of British 
purchasers, who might combine to keep the price of pahn 
kernels down. Considerable hostility also manifested itself 
in the colonies and, accordingly, the project was quietly al
lowed to lapse.al In the meanwhile, the demand for mar
garine had greatly increased and the British farmer was 
being systematically taught the value of this fodder, learn
ing his lesson all the more quickly as the cake and meal 
to which he was accustomed were rising markedly in price. 
As a result, virtually the whole colonial crop of palm 
kernels found & market in Great Britain.32 

• Cd. 8247, p. 22. 
DHansard, House of Commons, August 3 and November 8,1916; Anti

Slave"" Reporter, January. 1917, pp. 81, 82; July, 1917, p. 29. On October 
7, 1916, an export duty of £2 per ton on palm oil and one of £2 2s. 6d. 
per ton on palm kernels was imposed in Ni~eria, but there was no dis
crimination in regard to the destination of the shipments. In the case 
of exports before April 1. 1917, only one-half of these duties was payable. 
On Decl'mber 12, 1917, Sierra Leone placed export duties of lOs. a ton 
on palm kernels and of lOs. 5d. a ton on palm oil. On August 9, 1917, 
the Ni~erian Government prohibited the export of palm oil to any place 
bllt the United Kingdom and on November 30. 1917, the British Food 
Ministry took control of all oil-i!eed supplies, including palm kernels. 
Washington Daily and Consular Trade Reports, 1917, Nos. 252, 291; 
Boord 0/ Trade Joumol, January la, 1918, p. 49; February 14, "1918, p. 
196. For the preferential export duties oil palm kernels froti! the Gold 
Coast and Sierra Leone, see The Economist, Aagust 17, 1918. 

• bfPOllTS or PALM Kl!lIINELS INTO THill UNITED KINGDOM 
" Tom 

1915 ............... ;........... 233,249 
1916" .... . .... . . . ...... . . . . . .. •• 241,501 
1917 ........................... 248,160 
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Future of the Industry.-The war has greatly intensified 
the previously existing scarcity of fats, and as this dearth 
will assuredly continue after the conclusion of peace, this 
African industry has, apparently, a large and prosperous 
future. Hitherto, it has in the main been confined to the 
British colonies, but the oil palm grows in profusion in the 
adjacent lands as well. It has been estimated that hitherto 
only one tenth of this wild fruit has been gathered. The 
Cameroons alone, according to some authorities, can yield 
as much as the British colonies.88 The scarcity of ivory and 
the rubber crisis had even before the war made it impera
tive to diversify production and to develop fresh resources 
in these non-British possessions. The Belgian colonial 
authorities were fully aware of this necessity Sf and had 
granted a large concession in the Congo to the well known 
British soap-makers, Lever Brothers of Port Sunlight, who 
were actively developing the oil~palm industry on an exten
sive scale when the war broke out.811 The French also were 

[- All but a small portion of the Cameroons has been placed by the 
Peace Conference under ;France as a Mandatory Power, the, remainder 
being similarly assigned to Great Britain as holder of a like mandate; 
see infra, p. 43l.} 

It See the Address of the Belgian Colonial Minister, J. Renkin, of 
February 11, 1916, "L'Avenir du Congo BeIge," in L'Afriqu6 Fmn!(aMe, 
March, 1916, Supplement, p. 64. For a discussion of this question, see 
"Bulletin de la Societe BeIge d'1!:tudes Coloniales," 1914, pp. 12 II. 

D This British undertaking, under' the name of the Societe des Huileries 
du Congo BeIge, waS actively engaged in developing these resources, hav
ing built, a short ,railway, constructed factories, and established a flotilla 
of steamers. Thanks mainly to their enterprise, the exports of palm 
kernels from the Belgian Congo had increased from 7,200 tons in 1913 to 
22,000 tons, in 1916 and those of palm oil from 2.000 to 4,000 tons. 
British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5260, pp. 5, 19; No. 
5493, p. 7, et passim; G. M. Wrigley, "The Military Campaign against 
Germany's African Colonies," in The Geoomphical Review, January, 
1918, p. 59 n. ["Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 184-186.1 
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alive to the situation and realized the possibilities of the oil 
palm. I. Although Germany was by far the INgest con-
8u~er of palm kernels, only a very insignificant fraction of 
her supply came from the German colonies. 31 But the 
blockade created a far greater scarcity of fats in Central 
Europe than anywhere else, and hence the future economic 
problem assumed there a grossly exaggerated aspect. Emil 
Zimmermann, the chief champion of a German Mittel
Africa, advanced, as the main economic argument for this 
imperialistic project, Germany's need for fats, the fact 
that the African oil palm was the most valuable of oil plants, 
that hitherto it had been most inadequately exploited, and 
that its products were far more necessary to German agri
culture than were the oleaginous seeds obtainable in what 
was Russia. According to him, Germany's intensive agri
culture would rest more securely on Mid-Africa with the 
oil palm than on the Slavonic East. I. In this connection, it 
should be Doted that before the war Germany imported 
very large quantities of various kinds of oil-yielding material 

-G. ~ia, "L'Aide de I'Afrique Occidentale. Ia Metropole," in 
L'A/~ ,~, May and June, 1917. 

• ~ or PALIII ~ nno GDKANY, 1913 

Value 

Total •....•.•••••...••••.••.•.....• 
From: 

Brilillb W.- Africa .•••...••...•.. 
Camervooa .•••......•.•........... 
Togo ••........................... 
Frenc:h W.- Africa •.•..••.....•• 
Liberia ...••• '" •..••...•.•....... 
PortugueBe W.- Africa .•....••.. 

Tona TAov.aandao/ Marb 
235,921 103,996 

:Jl6,14.5 
3,568 

13,599 
8,240 
1,952 
1,835 

9O,7M 
1,808 
11,120 
3,626 

878 
fIl11 

&4tiet __ JaArOwA, 1915, p. 1M. 
• E. ZilJllllenll&llD, "The German Empire of Central Africa,· pp. 40-41, 

50-51. 
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and also of the prepared fodder. Less than one tenth of the 
cake and meal which were used· came from palm kernels. 
Similarly, only about one seventh of the vegetable oils 
consumed was pahn-kernel oil.89 

The Danger of Capitalistic Exploitation.-The oil palm 
of Africa, it should always be remembered, is merely one of 
very many sources of vegetable fats and enters into com
petition with the products of numerous widely separated 
lands. The general situation has been well summarized by 
Sir A. D. Steel-Maitland, who writes that, "for every use 
enumerated, with but few exceptions, one oil is inter
changeable with others under certain conditions of price," 
although the only two oils "which are mutually replaceable 
for all purposes to which they are put, are coconut oil and 
palm-kernel oil." Thus, while the African oil palm is 
unique, Africa enjoys no more than a very limited monop
oly. Yet oil-palm products were in constantly growing de
mand before the war and there is an almost absolute cer
tainty that this requirement will in the future .. be much 
more urgent. It is quite possible greatly to increase the 
output of oil and of kernels. In the first place, only about 
one third, or possibly one half, of the oil was extracted 
from the pericarp surrounding the nut by the crude pro
cesses employed by the natives. A large proportion of this 

It In 1912, Germany imported 1,443,447 tons of oil-yielding materials 
valued at 109 million dollars, from which 525,643 tons of oil and 862,353 
tons of fodder were manufactured. In addition, Germany imported 
794,190 tons of cake and meal, valued at 28 million dollars. 263,623 tons 
of this fodder were exported, leaving about 1,400,000 for domestic con
sumption, of which approximately 120,000 were made from palm kernels. 
Thompson, op. cit., No. 84, pp. 10-15. In 1913, Germany consumed 
559,533 tons of vegetable oil, of which only 77,252 were palm-kernel oil. 
Ibid., No. 89, pp. 8, 9. 
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waste might be eliminated and the quality of the product 
greatly improved. If so, palm oil would be a most useful 
hard fat in the manufacture of margarine. In the second 
place, each nut was generally broken separately by hand 
and the kernels were laboriously extracted by the natives. 
In the altogether probable event of satisfactory machinery 
being devised for this purpose-hitherto none has quite met 
the needs of the situation-the output should increase 
greatly.·· If such a gain can be effected without funda
mentally changing the native character of the industry as 
it is established in the British colonies, it would be a great 
boon to Africa and also a considerable advantage to the 
outside world. But, if Europe's need for vegetable fats 
should lead to an attempt to expand production by forced 
labor, open or disguised, it will be an unmixed evil and the 
oil palm may prove as great a curse to Africa as were the 
Congo rubber vines. It is a danger which cannot be ig
nored. It is true that Dr. SoIl, the German Colonial Secre
tary, has publicly warned against such a course,u but the 
peril is inherent in German colonial practice. It will be 
the inevitable consequence of Emil Zimmermann's project, 
should it perchance ever be put into effect. This scheme 
is to plant the oil palm systematically and to exploit it 
capitalistically. The plantation method is opposed to the 
genius of the African people and has always led to most 

• Sinee 1910, ecmsiderable ~ has been made in the introduction 
of mac:hiDery into British West Africa for enracting palm oil and 
kenIeIa (Imperial Institute Report on Oil-Seeds, Oils, Fats, and Waxes, 
p. 633=ColOllial Reports, MiBceIJa.neoua, No. 88 [Cd. 7260]). The 
machiDery introduced by Lever Brothers is said to be entirely satisfac
tory; but the problem in the interior is unlike that on the Coast because 
of the traDBportatiOD· factor. 

• KOlfliada# Zeit.".,. Deeember 22, 1917. 
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unfortunate results, notoriously so in the cocoa industry of 
the Cameroons and the Portuguese islands. Any plan that 
involves concentration of labor and that takes the industry 
entirely out of the hands of the native, making him merely 
a contract laborer, is bound to be in the end disastrous. 
It disrupts tribal life and leads to depopulation. It will 
be very difficult wholly to eliminate this peril by interna
tional control and the harder the task, the more essential 
will it be to weigh these circumstances in deciding the fate 
of the conquered territories in Middle Africa. 

Groundnuts.-In addition to the products of the oil palm, 
Africa has another valuable source of vegetable fats in 
groundnuts or peanuts. In 1913, roughly 670,000 tons of 
these were imported into Europe,i2 and of this quantity 
about forty-five per cent came from Africa, the bulk of the 
remainder being the output primarily of British India and 
secondarily of China. British India is by far the largest 
producer; her total crop was almost equal to the aggregate 
imports into Europe, although a considerable part was re
tained for home consumption.43 Thust~e African ground-

.. IMPORTS OF GROUNDNUTS FOB CoNSUMPTION, 1913 
TOfI3 

.France ............................ 493,467 
Germany .......................... 98,085 
Netherlands ....................... 67,428 

Total ......................... 658,980 

These were the main importing countries. Steel-Maitland, op. cit., p. 
20. See also Henri Jumelle, op. cit., pp. 64-79. 

• ESTIMATED CROP OF GROUNDNUTS IN BRITISH INDU: 

TOfI3 
1903-4 • • . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . • 94,419 
1905-6 .. '.......................... 211,200 
1907-8 ,........................... 352,5011 
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nut does not enjoy even the limited monopoly that is the 
portion of the palm kernel. In Africa, the groundnut was 
produced in small quantities in a number of colonies, such 
as Portuguese Guinea U and German East Africa/Ii but 
virtually the entire African supply came from French Sene
gal and adjacent British Gambia. In 1913, Gambia ex
ported 67,404 tons, worth roughly three million dollars,48 
and French West Africa about 250,000 tons, valued at 
twelve million dollars.t7 Not only does the African industry 

1909-10 
1911-12 
1912-13 
1913-14 

Tom 
459,300 
605,700 
631,400 
749,000 

"Statistical Abstract of British India," 1915, p. 127; Bulletin 0/ the 
Imperial Imtitute, 1917, pp. 357, 359. In 1913-14, the exports were only 
278,000 toD8. [For 1917-18, 1918-19, 1919-20, and (provisional) 1920-21, the 
crope were, in toD8, 1,057,000; 626,000; 822,000, and 931,000. The StateB
man', Year-Book, 1921, p. 138; 1922, p. 142.] 

.. The exporte of groundnutll from Portuguese Guinea were: 

TOTUl 
1910 .............. ............. 1,694 
1911 ........................... 3,177 
1912 ........................... 6,000 
1913 .................. .. .. • . • . . 12,000 

British Diplomatic and COD8u1ar Reports, No. M18, pp. 4, 6. 
• In 1913, the exports from German East Africa amounted to somewhat 

under 2 million marks. Stati8ti8ches Jakrbuch, 1915, p. 465. [In 1919-20, 
the Tanganyika Territory exported 16,485 en., valued at £18,000, and in 
1920-21, 67;sl7 cwts., valued at £79,536. The 8tatetrman', Year-Book, 1921, 
p. 183; 1922, p. 188.) 

·"Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, p. 157. In 1918, an 
expon duty of ten shillinga per ton was imposed, without discrimination, 
on groundnuts from Nigeria. Board 0/ Trade Jour1l4l, January 10, 1918, 
p. 49; February 21, 1918, p. 228 . 

.. Of £2.395,661 exported in 1913, £2,291,150 came from Senegal. British 
Diplomatic and COD8ular Reports, No. 5423, pp. 8, 9; G. Franl;Qis, Gp. 

cil .. p. 195. The export of groundnutll from French West Africa in 1914 
was 1115,000 toD8; in 1915, 236,000; in 1916, 150,000; and in 1917-18 (esti
mated),300,OOO. The entire crop of 1917-18 was bought by the State. In 
Senegal, decortiaation of the nuts has been begun, thus economizing ton
nage and also permitting purchase of nutll at a greater distance from the 
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center in the French colonies, preeminently in Senegal, but 
of the total imports into Europe three quarters went to 
France; At Bord{)aux and Marseilles, these nuts were 
manufactured into an excellent fodder, known as Rufisque 
from the Senegalese port of that name, and into edible oil,48 
widely used as a substitute for olive oil and also as a valu
able ingredient in margarine. Its chief competitors in the 
manufacture of margarine are the soft oils made from 
cottonseed, sesame, and soya beans.49 As the production of 
groundnuts in Africa can be considerably increased to meet 
the European .need for fats,50 this industry has an assured 
future, though unquestionably a considerably less exten
sive and important one than that in prospect for the oil 
palm. 

Copra.-Various other .oleaginous substances are pro
duced in Middle Africa, such as the shea-nut of Northern 

place of shipment. L'A/rique Fra~aise, July-August, 1918, p. 158. [The 
value of the exports of groundnuts from Nigeria in 1918 wa.s £920,137; 
and from Gambia, £800,319, the figures for 1919 being £698,702 and 
£1,172,843 respectively, and for· 1920, £1,119,688 and £2,398,444, while 250,000 
tons were shipped fromSenega.l in 1918 and 247,672 tons in 1919. The 
Statesman'l/ Year-Book, 1920, pp. 242, 244, 881j 1921, pp. 245, 248, 897; 
1922, pp. 254, 257.J . • 

.. Germany and. the Netherlands were, on a minor scale, also sharers in 
this industry. 

GROUNDNUT IMPORTS INTO GERMANY, 1913 

Tons 
Total ...... .' ....•............. ,.... 98,085 
From: 

British West Africa............... 23,874 
. German Ea.st Africa .............. 3,231 
French West Africa.............. 30,960 
Portuguese West Africa ........... 5,0l9 
British India, etc ................. 21,505 
China ..............•............. 9,883 

Stati8tisches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 184. 

Value 
Thousands 0/ Marks 

28,162 

7,401 
1,115 
'1,895 
1,154 
6,021 
3,360 

-Thompson, op. cit., No. 84, pp. 29, 30; No. 89, pp. 14-19. 
III The output of groundnuts, in tons, from the French African colonies 
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Nigeria and the coconut of the eastern littoral. Compara
tively little attention had been given to developing the 
former, III but considerable efforts were made, especially by 
the Germans, to establish the coconut industry in East 
Africa. The dried flesh of this nut, commercially known as 
copra, was imported on a large and rapidly inCl'easing scale 
into Europe, especially into Germany and France. From it 
were manufactured both meal for fodder and hard oil which 
is a very valuable ingredient of margarine. Practically the 
sole source of the European and American supply, about 
550,000 tons in 1913, was the East-British India, Ceylon, 
and the Straits Settlements, the Dutch East Indies, the 
Philippines, and the South Sea Islands.52 In 1913, Ger
many imported 196,598 tons, valued at 122 million marks, 
of which virtually all, ninety-five per cent, came from 
places under a foreign Bag.58 About 6.5 million marks' 
worth was received from ~amoa and the German Pacific 
colonies. Africa supplied only a negligible quantity. In 

in 1913-16 was as follows ("Renseignements Generaux sur Ie Commerce 
dee Colonies Fran~ises," 1914-17, p. 18): 

Total From Senegal 
1913 ........ .. ••• 246,258 229,981 
11114 ............. 285,549 280,527 
11115 ............. 3U6,5S1 303,067 
1!116 .... . ........ 125,435 124,142 

Shipped to Francs 
180,787 
161,902 
236,269 
100,041 

In 1900, the exports from Senegal were only 140,000 tons. Tiais WBS the 
chief output from F'rench West AInca, Of total exports in 1913 of 126 
million francs, 60 million were groundnuta. British Diplomatic and Con
sular Reports, No. 5423, p. 18, 

.. Thowpeon, op. cit., No. 89, p. 25. In 1913, the exports of shea prod
ucts amounted to only £74,471. "Statistical Abstract of the British Em
pire," 1915, p. 145; Dennett, op. cal" p. 887. 

-Thompeon, op. cit., No. 84, pp. 11, 15, 31; No. 89, pp. 7, 22, 23; Steel
Maitland, op, cit .. pp. 10 fl. lel. "Handbook of German East Africa," 
p. 237.1 

• StlJtiatiBcAu Jahrbuch, 1915, pp. 184, 471, 475-480. 
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their East African colony, the Germans had, however, 
planted 784,458 coconut trees, of which 178,799 were capable 
of production.in 1913. The amount exported was somewhat 
less than 2.5 million marks and a considerable part of it 
went to Zanzibar. 54 Unquestionably, the coconut thrives 
on this coast, but the infant industry faces two serious ob
stacles, labor scarcity and the competition of the East, with 
its expanding production.55 Hence its future on a large 
scale is quite problematical. 

3. The Cocoa Industry 

The Oil Palm and Cocoa Chiefly British Industries.
Unlike their neighbors, the British African colonies did not 
base their welfare upon ivory and rubber, and thus they 
were untouched by the sharp crisis of 1912-13 which re
sulted from the astoundingly rapid development of the rub
ber plantations of the British and Dutch East. In some 
measure, this escape was due to a combination of good 
luck and business acumen; but, to an even greater extent, 

.. Statilltillches Jahrbuch, 1915, pp. 465, 473; Calvert, op. cit., pp. 162-164; 
J. H. Harris, op. cit., p. 4. [In 1918-19, 49,000 cwt., valued at £35,000, were 
exported (The Statesman's Year-Book, 1920, p. 181), these figures rising 
to 106,615 cwts.. and £105,000 in 1919-20, but falling to 69,834 cwts. and 
£103,772 in 1920-21 (ibid., 1921, p. 183; 1922, p. 188).J 

.. The exports of copra from British East Africa in 1913-14 amounted~to 
only £35,587, but the industry was more firmly established in Zanzibar. 
In 1913, the imports of copra. into that island amounted to £46,240, and 
the exports to £216,842. "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, 
pp. 131, 461. [The imports in 1918 amounted to £68,715 and the exports 
to· £151,387; for 1919 the figures were £120,875 and £442,115 respectively; 
and for 1920, £167,007 and £535,434. The Statesman's Year-Book, 1921, p. 
189; 1922, p. 193.] On copra in Zanzibar, see A. R. Galbraith, "Zanzibar 
and its Possibilities," in United Empire Magazine, April, 1914, pp. 342-344; 
Norma Lorimer, "By the Waters of Africa," pp. 326-338; F. C. Mcqellan, 
"Agricultural Resources of the Zanzibar Protectorate," in Bulletin oj the 
Imperial Institute, 1914, pp. 420-422. 
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it was the consequence of British colonial policy, whose main 
principle is one of local growth and not of systematic plan
ning from a distant center. Downing Street does not try 
to determine the lines of economic development in accord
ance with the needs and interests of Great Britain, but the 
colony is considered an end in itself. As Bonar Law said 
with essential accuracy in the House of Commons on August 
3, 1916: 

"It is clearly one of the undoubted facts of our history in 
the government of any of these colonies that when you send 
officials out they look upon the interests of the colony to 
which they are sent as their business much more than the 
interests of the Mother Country from which they have 
come." 

As a result of this decentralized policy, local economic forces 
and local initiative are largely allowed to decide the course 
of development, which consequently is likely to be along 
sound lines. Furthermore, the Colonial Office in London in 
cooperation with very influential private agencies-espe
cially the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines' Protection Society
has consistently sought to guard the native against local ex
ploitation. As a result of this combination of policy and 
circumstance, the economic life of the British colonies was 
on an exceptionally sound and solid basis. These posses
sions were the first to develop the oil palm and they were 
equally to the fore in establishing the cocoa industry on 
the African continent. The rapid evolution of this under
taking in the Gold Coast is one of the romances of recent 
economic history, and has radically changed the outlook as 
to the future of African civilization. 
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The Portuguese Cocoa Islands.-Until very recent times 
no significant quantity of cocoa came from the Mrican 
continent. It was, however, grown on a considerable scale 
in the islands off the coast, chiefly on Portuguese Sao 
Thome. It was produced there on large plantations owned 
by Europeans; and the labor system, though nominally one 
of long contracts, was in reality one of virtual slavery. The 
estates were scientifically run and the profits were large, 
but the conditions of life were execrable. They resembled 
those in the West Indian sugar plantations of the eighteenth 
century, where the mortality was so high that constant large 
purchases of slaves had to be made merely to maintain their 
numbers.. Labor for the Sao Thome cocoa plantations was 
recruited in Portuguese Angola on the mainland by meth
ods which differed little, if at all, from slave raids. The 
recruiting agents did not confine themselves to Angola but 
went even into the Belgian Congo in quest of men. These 
abuses aroused remonstrances from the .British Govern
ment and led to a boycott of the Portuguese product by 
some of the most prominent British manufacturers.56 As a 
consequence of this action and also of a healthy public 
opinion in Portugal, which was greatly stimulated by the 
Revolution of 1910, many reforms have been introduced 
and conditions have improved very considerably. In 1917, 
Mr. Balfour stated officially that they were "entirely sat
isfactory." 57 They are, however, still far from being above 

"R. W. Nevinson, "Modern Sla.very," New York, 1906; W. A. Ca.dbury, 
"La.bour in Portuguese West Africa."; E. D. Morel, "Africa. a.nd the Pea.ce 
of Europe," p. 46; John H. Ha.rris, "Da.wn in Da.rkest Africa.," pp. 134, 
137, 161-166, 175-195; idem, "Portuguese Sla.very: Brita.in's Dilemma." 

If Cd. 8479 (Africa., 1917); Ami-Slaverv Reporter, July, 1917, pp. 33-40i 
October, 1917, pp. 73, 74; George Young, "Portugal Old and Young: An 
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criticism, primarily because it is impossible to repatriate 
all the contract laborers of the old regime, since many of 
them have been on the island for decades and have in reality 
no other home. Time is the only remedy for this heritage 
of the past. But, in addition, it is questionable whether the 
plantation system can ever be wholly purged of labor abuses. 
It unquestionably tends to be subversive of native life. In 
the opinion of some, it is so fundamentally wrong in prin
ciple that in the end the Sao Thome production is bound 
to succumb in competition with the native output in the 
Gold Coast.1I 

Rise 0/ the Gold Coast Industry.-The Gold Coast indus
try is organized on a radically different basis. Here the 
cocoa is entirely the product of aboriginal enterprise. The 
natives own virtually all the farms, usually small ones of a 

IliIItclrieal Study," pp. 40, 318, 319, Oxford, 1917; Sir H. H. Johnston, 
"Common SeII8e in Foreign Policy," pp. BO, 81, London, 1913. In 1916, 
out of au. estimated population of 68,220, 35,535 were contract Iaborens 
and 1,985 were dUld workeJ'll. It W88 estimated that of the old type 
Jaborera, the ~ or virtual e1aves, 15,000 to 25,(100 atill teIlIIIined in 
the islandtJ. In 19H, 9,517 IeTt>i~ entered sao Thome, of whom 1,580 
eame from ADgoIa. 7,893 from Moambique, and M from the Cape Verde 
1aIaDda; 5,922 adult. and 1,158 minors were repatriated lha\ year. ".An
nuArio Colonial cia 1916," p. 258. 

• Aa yet. there are no marked indieatiollll of this. The Gold Coast 
industry ia developing much more rapidly, but the sao Thome output 
is aIao increaaiDc. 

~t"cnOIf or Cooo& Of s.'W TaoMK AND PBrNClPII 

(ita -a 0/ 131 to 140 JH1UrI(U) 
1912 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 497,329 
1913 •••••••••••••.••••••••• 535,808 
1914- •••••••••••••••• ••••••• 569,422 
1915 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 471,(l24 
1916 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 629,4fiO 

Waahington Daily and CoosuIar Trade Reporta, 1917, No. 283, p. 878. 
See aIao Britiilb Diplomatic and Coosular Reports, No. 5496, p. 3; 
.. AnnuArio Colonial cia 1916," pp. 2S1, 261. 
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few acres, and sell the output. No European capital is 
invested in it. In addition, there are in the colony many 
native merchants of considerable wealth and wide associa
tions. According to some accounts, this industry was intro
duced as early as 1879,59 but its real start dates from about 
1899, when 715,000 pounds of cocoa were exported. The 
shipments grew at an astonishingly rapid rate until, in 
1913, they reached 113 million pounds of a value of 12.5 
million dollars. 60 This quantity was jUst equivalent to 
one fifth of the world's total production~ In these few 
years the Gold Coast had become the largest single source 
of supply, surpassing Ecuador and Sao Thome.61 The fact 
that the native has been able by his own efforts to develop 
so important an industry is conclusive proof that he is 
capable of a far higher degree of civilization than he has 
as yet attained. It is the best augury for the future, 
and it has clearly indicated the line of real progress in 
Africa.82 This lesson has not been wholly lost on the other 
colonizing Powers . 

.. United Empire M agazine, ·1916, p. 298 . 

.. EXPORTS OF COCOA FROM THI!l GOLD COAST 

(in milliQ1l8 of pounda) 
.1908 •.. ..•................... 28.6 
1909 ......................... 45.3 

·1910 .............•........... 50.7 
1911 .....•......•............ 89. 
1912 ......•.•................ 86.6 
1913 ......•................... 113.2 

"Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 332, 333, 149. 
ft The world's crop of cocoa in 1913 was 255,542 metric tons, of which 

the Gold Coast furnished 51,279, Ecuador 40,758, and Sao Thome 35,900. 
Stati8ti8che8 Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 32. 

"On this Gold Coast industry, see John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest 
Africa," pp. 252-256; Sir Hugh Clifford, "Some Facts Concerning the Gold 
Coast," in Journal 0/ the African Society, October, 1914, p. 22. 
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Future ProBpectB.-The future of the industry is bright. 
There is room for further expansion in the Gold Coast,63 
and another source of supply is developing in Nigeria, where 
the output has been rapidly increasing.64 But apart from 
the British colonies, there is abundant suitable land with 
proper climatic conditions under other 1lags. In the Bel
gian Congo a very considerable area is available.8s In 
the course of an address delivered in 1916, the Belgian 
Colonial Minister, M. J. Renkin, emphasized the need for 
diversification of production in the Congo. Rubber, ivory, 
and gum copal, he said, will lose their preeminence and 
the future must rest upon the methodical cultivation of 
oil-palm products, rice, cotton, coffee, sugar, and cocoa. He 

• h 1915, the value of the exports of cocoa from the Gold Coast was 
18 million dollars. United Empire Magazine, 1916, p. 298; The States
man', Year-Book, 1917, p. 246. In 1914, the exports were 52,888 tons 
(£2,193,749); in 1915, 77:¥I8 tons (£3,651,341), and, in 1916, 72,161 tons 
(£3,847,720). British Colonial Reports, Gold Coast, No. 948, p. 20; No. 894, 
p. 10. [In 1917, they were 90,964 tons (£3,146,851), in 1919, 176,176 tons 
(.£8:¥I8,554), and in 1920, 124,773 tons (£10,056,298). The Statesman's Year
Book, 1919, p. 240; 1921, p. 249; 1922, p. 258.] 

"In 1913, Nigeria exported 8,111,920 pounds, valued at £157,480, as 
against 341,461 pounds in 1903. "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 
1915, pp. 144, 145. [The value of the output was £499,004 in 1917, £235,870 
in 1918, and £1,067,675 in 1919, and £1,237,538 in 1920. The Statesman'8 
l"ror-Book, 1919, p. 237; 1920, p. 242; 1921, p. 245; 1922, p. 2M.] On 
account of the dry season, cocoa does not thrive 80 well in Sierra Leone. 
W. Hopkins, "Agriculture in Sierra Leone," in Journal oj the African 
SocietJ/, January, 1915, pp. 145, 146. Only a very small quantity, 114 tons, 
was exported from French West Africa in 1915. G. Francois, "VAide de 
l'Afrique Occidentale A Ia Metropole," in L'AJrique Fra~aiae, May and 
June, 1917, p. 196. [The value of the cocoa exported from the Ivory Coast 
in 1918 was 556,298 francs; in 1919, 1,811,538 francs, and in 1920, 2,656,388 
francs. The Statesman', Year-Book, 1920, p. 883; 1921, p. 899; 1922, p. 921.] 

• John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," pp. 213-217, 249, 250. h 
1912, the exports of cocoa from the Belgian Congo amounted to only a 
little more than one million francs. British Diplomatic Bnd Consular 
Reports, No. 5260, p. 19. See also E. Leplac, "Agriculture in the Belgian 
Congo," in Bulletin 0/ the Imperial I",titme, 1914, pp. 60-75 [and d. 
"M3Dunl of Belgian Congo," pp. 189-192]. 
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referred to the excellent results obtained by native output 
in Uganda, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast, and said that the 
future development could be along these lines or by means 
of large companies. While the latter method opens pro
duction, the former, he pointed out, increases it and leads 
to the civilization of the natives.66 This lesson had been 
very incompletely learned by the Germans. For years they 
had been engaged in raising cocoa in the Cameroons but, 
instead of stimulating,native initiative, they had discour
aged it and had introduced the European plantation system. 
In fact, it was claimed that one of these cocoa plantations 
was the largest in the world.67 But the total output of this 
colony, which far exceeds the Gold Coast in size and popu
lation, was in 1913 only about one tenth that of the British 
possession. Germany's consumption of cocoa was tenfold 
the production of her colonies.68 The German Government 
had shortly before the war recognized the folly of discour
aging native production and had reversed its policy, but 
the European planters were bitterly opposed to, this change 
and it had not been effective.60 Of the ~inount expor.ted 

"J. Renkin, "L'Avenir du Congo BeIge." in L'A/rique Fraru;aue, March, 
1916, Supplement, p. 64. See also the discussion in the "Bulletin de la 
Societe BeIge d']j;tudes Coloniales," 1914, pp. 12, 13, 235-243, 252, 253. 

M J. K. Vietor, "Geschichtliche und Kulturelle Entwickelung Unserer 
Schutzgebiete," pp. 86, 87 . 

.. Statutuches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 32* . 

.. For instance, in the Koloniale M onat3blatter of July, 1914, Dr. 
Schulte stated his firm conviction "that it is a universal blessing to us 
here at home in, Germany to know that the agricultural ventures led by 
Germans constitute the backbone of every single colony." JO'Urnal of the 
African &ciety, October, 1914, p. 48. The German planters realized that 
native production would ultimately mean the abolition of the system of 
forced labor upon which they depended. Thus, a writer in the Kamerun 
Post of May 2, 1914, asks: "What will become of this colony if the 
natives are not compelled to do any work? How shall export values be 
created, and how is it possible to increase the value of imports? What 
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from the Cameroons in 1912, about six sevenths was the 
product of the European plantations. With liberation of 
the Cameroons from German rule and eradication of the 
German system of large European plantations based upon 
forced l8.bor, it may be possible to increase the output 
greatly. Even then there will be the difficulty of dispelling 
the effects of Germany's heavy hand and of stimulating a 
spirit of self-reliance and initiative among a downtrodden 
people. But if the plantation system, with its expensive 
European supervision, is maintained and if further the cost 
of production is raised by the establishment of decent labor 
conditions, in all probability the Cameroon industry will 
languish, if not disappear, in competition with its vigorous 
Gold Coast rival. 

4. Miscellaneous Products 

Si8al-Hemp.-Ever since the European penetration of the 
African interior, experiments have been made with various 
agricultural products, such as cotton, coffee, sugar, tobacco, 
and sisal-hemp, all of which have thriven to a certain ex
tent, but no one of which has reached an output of such 
dimensions as to figure at all prominently and influentially 
in the economy of the world. Climatic conditions were 
satisfactory and suitable land was available in plenty, but 
the great obstacle was the scarcity of labor. Of these 
service is the native to us if he does not want to work?" Similarly, the 
editor of Der Tropenpj/a'llZer Mid· in 11112 that what W88 needed W88 a 
mo", liberal policy to enable Europeans to acquire further land and to 
obtain additional labor 10 88 to warrant an extension of the cocoa planta
tions. He likewise claimed that what had been done in the Gold CoB.Bt 
~th a suitable cli~te and intelIigt'nt natives could not be accomplished 
In the CamerooD8 WIth 8l1ch material as Bakwiris and Dua188. John H. 
Harris, "Germany'. Lost Colonial Empire," pp. 20-22. 
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products, one of the most promising is sisal-hemp, or hene
quen, which is used largely in the manufacture of cordage, 
ropes, and twines. The chief source of the world's supply 
is the State 'of Yucatan in Mexico, from whose port, Sisal, 
the fiber derives its name.70 This was virtually the sole 
industry that the Germans introduced successfully into 
Africa and it was the only commodity produced in their 
colonies in sufficient quantities to meet the home demand. 
In fact, German East Africa produced more sisal-hemp 
than Germany consumed.n The plant was introduced into 
that colony in 1893 from Floriaa. In 1901, fifteen tons of 
the product were exported and since then the output has 
increased very rapidly.72 It is grown on the plantation sys
tem-62,OOO acres were under cultivation in 1913; and the 
industry is apparently not adapted to native production.73 

Excellent machinery was devised for extracting the fiber 
from the plant and the prepared sisal commanded a higher 
price than, its Mexican 'rival.74 The yield was, however, 

""The Henequen Industry," in Mexican Review, February, 1918, p. 18; 
Publications of the Comisi6n Reguladora del Mercado de Henequen de 
Yucatan. [The Mexican output in 1918 was 158,066 tons. The States
man's Year-Book, 1921, p. 1077.1 

.. Paul Leutwein, "Siedelungs- und Plantagenkolonien," in W eltverkehr, 
1914-15, pp. 207, 208.. ' 

.. ExPoRTS' OF SISAU-HEMP FROM GERMAN EAST AFRICA 

Tons 
1901 ........•............•..... 15 
1905 •. '......................... 1,400 

,1910 •.......................... 7,000 
1911 ........................... 10,090 
1912 ........................... 16,000 

Rivista Coloniale, December 31, 1914, pp. 161, 162 [cf. also "Handbook 
of German East Africa," p. 235]. 

fI StatiBtiBche8 Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 474 . 
.. A. F. Calvert, "The German African Empire," pp. 132, 138-142; W. A. 
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the European mills .. 79 To some this dependence was irk
some in itself and, on the whole, it was deemed dangerous 
since American consumption of the raw material was in
creasing rapidly. Moreover, the fluctuations in the price 
of raw cotton, whether natural or produced by such episodes 
as Sully's famous corner of 1904, were deemed onerous as 
they unsettled the European textile industry. The situa
tion was, in general, viewed quite seriously, and Dr. Paul 
Leutwein's statement made in 1914 that it was "eine Lebens
frage," a question of life and death, for Germany to secure 
a source of supply under her own flag, was merely an 
exaggeration of opinions widely held.80 Hence the syste
matic attempts of the European Governments, aided by 
energetic private agencies, such as the British Cotton Grow
ing Association, to stimulate the cultivation of cotton in 
their African colonies. 81 The plant is indigenous in many 
parts of tropical Africa. Before the products of the Lan
cashire looms had come to Africa, there was considerable 
weaving of the native crop, but this had largely disap
peared. All efforts to expand African production so as 
appreciably to increase the world's supply have failed. 
Only very small quantities were exported from the German, 
Portuguese, and French possessions and while the British 
colonies-Nyasaland, Uganda, and Nigeria-were consid-

,. The total crop of 1913-14 wa; 29,303,000 bales, of which the United 
States contributed 14,610,000 (of 230 kg.); British India, 5,987,000 (of 180 
kg.); Egypt, 966,000 (of 340 kg.); and Brazil, China, Russia, etc., all 
together, 7,740,000 (of 135 kg.). Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 30* . 

• 0 P. Leutwein, ap. cit., pp. 205, 206. 
81 Portugal granted a bonus to planters shipping more than five tons 

of cotton ~rom Angola and lexempted all cotton grown there from export 
duties in the colony and from import duties in Portugal. British Diplo
matic and Consular Reports, No. 5402, p. 4. 
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ei'ably more successful, still their outputs were in reality 
only a few drops in the bucket. The British colonies in 
;Middle Africa exported in 1913 about 40,000 standard 
500 pound bales 82 and their neighbors together about 
16,000.83 But at that time the world apparently re
quired a yearly gain in the supply of as much as one million 

.. "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 359-361 . 

.. British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5147, p. 5; No. 5402, 
p. 7; Stati8ti8ches Jahrbuch, 1915, pp. 465, 468; Fran\iois, loe. cit.; A. F. 
Calvert, op. cit., pp. 132-137; Journal of the African Society, October, 
1914, p. 44. Bulletin of the ImpeMl Institute, 1914, pp. 466, 467. The 
production of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (about 10,000 bales) and that 
of Eritrea (about 900 bales) are not included in the statement in the 
text. The output from the Sudan in 1909-13, in bales of 400 lbs. each, 
was as follows (J. A. Todd, "The World's Cotton Crops," pp. 200-201, 
London, 1915): 1909, 6,890; 1910, 15,370; 1911, 21,907; 1912, 14,487; 1913, 
12,830 [and the estimated output in 1914-18 was (The Statesman's Year
Book, 1919, p. xxiii; 1920, p. xxiv): 1914,10,000; 1915,24,000,; 1916,16,200; 
1917, 23,000; 1918, 12,000]. 

Similarly, the estimated cotton production in new African fields of the 
Empire is as follows: 

Colony 1914 
Gold Coast ....... .. .. .. .. . .. 100 
Lagos ....••............•...•.. 13,600 
Southern Nigeria •••...•...... 150 
Northern Nigeria.............. 1,000 

Total, West Africa ........ 14,850 

Uganda .............•.•....... 42,000 
British East Africa ....•...•.• 500 
Nyasaland and Rhodesia ...... 8,000 

,Total, East Africa .......•• 50,500 

Total, Africa (except Sudan) 65,350 

1915 
100 

6,200 
100 

1,200 

7,600 

25,200 
300 

9,000 

34,500 
= 
42,100 

1916 
100 

9,300 
100 

10,800 

20,300 

25,100 
200 

8,500 

33,800 

54,100 

1917 
100 

7,800 
100 

3,900 

11,900 

24,000 
200 

6,500 

30,700 

42,600 

1918 
100 

3,000 
100 

3,000 

6,200 

23,000 
200 

5,000 

28,200 

34,400 

[The,value of the output from British East Africa (Kenya) in 1918 was 
£1,110,980, of which Uganda supplied £965,951; while the Tanganyika 
Territory exported 1,665,000 lbs., valued at £87,000. In 1919 Kenya 
exported cotton to the value of £1,100,980 (mostly from Uganda), Tangan
yika Territory to the value of £62,000 (1,629,851 lhs.), and Uganda to the 
value of £1,209,633. For 1920 the corresponding figures were £3,195,261, 
£119,255, and .£3,778,931. The Statesman's Year-Book, 1920, pp. 179, 181, 
183; 1921, pp. 181, 183, 185; 1922, pp. 186, 188, 190.] 

The distribution of output between the colonies of the Various rowel'S 

• 
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bales.84 Here again the main obstacle to a rapid increase 
in the African output is labor scarcity coupled, as in other 
cases, with inadequate transportation facilities . 

. Other Products.-Similar local successes of a pioneer 
character have also been scored with a number of other 
product&-such as tobacco, sugar, and coffee. But no one 
of them was grown on a large scale. Angola exported a 
fair quantity of coffee and sugar.81l Coffee was also sent 
from British East Africa and Uganda, and from the neigh
boring German colony.s6 Tobacco in appreciable quantity 

in 1910-12 was as follows (L. Polier, "La Question du Prix du Caton," in 
L'Egypte Contemporaine, V [1914], p. 321): 

Colonies 1910 
British .............................. 32,300 
German ................... '.. . . .. .. . . 4,400 
Italian .............................. 2,400 
French .............................. 1,400 

Total ............................ 40,500 

1911 
44,500 
6,400 
3,600 
1,900 

56,400 

1912 
58,000 
11,000 
4,800 
2,700 

76,500 

[See further "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 196-198; "Handbook of 
German East Africa," pp. 236-237.] 

"Professor Todd sums up the situation as follows: "All the work of 
the European Associations, German, French, Italian and Portuguese as 
well as British in every part of Africa [Egypt excepted], had not up till 
1913 succeeded in producing a total crop of 100,000 bales in &. year, and 
the fact must be faced that while the capabilities of these areas have now 
been proved beyond doubt; there is still much to be done before these 
pioneer successes can be translated into terms of, say, a million bales of 
cotton." In his expert judgment, Nigeria ·offers the best prospects, but 
even there, he points out,many years must elapse before the crop can 
hope to reach 100,000 bales.J. A. Todd, "The Cotton Resources of the 
British Empire," in A.P : Newton, "The Staple Trades of the Empire," 
pp. 100, 106, 107. See also J. A. Todd, "The World's Cotton Crops," pp. 
159-202, London, 1915. . . . . 

to Angola exported in 1913 nearly 5 million kilos of coffee and nearly 4 
million kilos of sugar. British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 
5402, p. 7 . 

.. "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 129, 131, 335; 
Statistisches Jahr~uch, 1915, pp. 464-467; Calvert, op. cit., pp. 132, 161. 
[The value of the coffee exported from British East Africa (Kenya) in 
1918 was £365,872, of which £105,009 came from Uganda, this figure rising 
to £574,884 in 1921). From the Shire province of Nyasaiand 131,390 Ibs. 
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was likewise shipped from Nyasaland.87 In addition, such 
native products as cola nuts and gum copal were exported. 
The output of gum copaI, which is used in making varnish, 
was increasing rapidly in the Belgian Congo and had 
reached, in 1912, 3,688 tons, valued at 6.4 million francs.88 

were shipped in 1916-17, as were 420,685 lbs. of tea. The figures for coffee 
output. in 1917-18 were 2,774 lbs.; in 1918-19, 188,865 lbs.; and in 1920, 
64,362 lbs.; and for tea, 155,338 lbs. in 1917-18; 700,455 lbs. in 1918-19; 
and 496,836 lbs. in 1920. The value of the coffee exported from Uganda 
in 1919-20 was £161,714, and in 1920, £90,362; from Tanganyika Territory 
in 1919-20, £187,000 (78,530 cwts.) , and in 1920-21, £88,683 (33,086 cwts.); 
from the Ivory Coast in 1918, 75,159 francs, in 1919, 284,147 francs, and 
in 1920, 86,328 francs. The Statesman'8 Year-Book, 1920, pp. 179, 183, 
193,883; 1921, pp. 183, 185, 195, 899; 1922, pp. 190, 188, 921. The sugar 
output, in tons, of Natal and Mozambique in 1918-21 was (ibid., 1921, 
p. uii): 

Cokm1l 1918-19 1919-20 1920-21 
Natal ............................ 185,000 150,000 160,000 
Mosambique ..................... 20,615 35,000 40,000 

In German East Africa (Tanganyika Territory) the area under cultiva
tion roee froip 3,262 acres in 1909 to 5,808 in 1911 and the value in the 
lame yeanJ (only £4,817 in 1899 and £23,204 in 1908) from £47,111 to 
£63,000. "Handbook of German East Africa," pp. 235-236.] 

• "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, p. 369. [The tobacco 
exported from Nyasaland after supplying the local demand amounted to 
3,706,203 lbs. in 1915-16, 4,304,124 lbs. in 1916-17, 2,025,372 lbs. in 1917-18, 
5,805,396 lbs. in 1918-19, and 4,963,130 lbs. in 1920. The tobacco acreage 
in 1919 WIllI 6,OZl, and in 1920, 14,218. The State8man's Year-Book, 1920, 
p. 193; 1921, p. 195; 1922, p. 200.] 

• ExPORT OF GUM COPAL 
Tons 

1909 .•.•••••..•.••••.•••.•......• 807 
1910 ......•...................... 958 
1911 ............................. 2,100 
1912 ............................. 3,688 
1913 '" .......................... 4,613 

[1914 .•..•.•...................... 6,993 
1915 ............................. 4,266 
1916 ............................. 8,719 
1917 .............................. 6,911 
1918 ............................. 3,611] 

British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5240, p. 6; No. 5493, 
p.5 ["Manual of Belgian Congo," p. 269, cf. pp. 186-187; The Statesman'8 
Year-Book, 1920, p. 695. The output from German East Africa (Tangan
yika Territory) ill much 18811 important, being only 209,987 lbs. in 1911, 
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From some of the colonies, such as Angola, Nigeria, and 
British East Africa, maize and pulse were shipped in notice
able quantities.89 Furthermore, in the Lake Chad region 
and in the highlands of British and German East Africa, 
the number of cattle, goats, and sheep was increasing, as 
were the exports of hides and skins. A considerable future 
for this industry as a source both of skins and also of meats 
has been predicted.90 Finally, the valuable woods of 
tropical Africa--ebony, mahogany, and cedar-were being 
shipped to Europe in ever larger quantities. The exports 
of lumber from French West Africa in 1913 amounted to 
about one million dollars and consisted mainly of okoume, 
a pale, inferior mahogany used for cigar boxes and the 
internal parts of furniture. This was shipped principally 

valued at £5,369. "Handbook of German East Africa," p. 23S. The value 
of the kola nuts shipped from the Gold Coast was £239,134 in 1915, £35U,241l 
ill llllll, and £45:&,245 III 192U; from Sierra Leone, £321,105 in 111113, 
£417,378 in 191\,1, and £626,815 in 192u; from the Ivory Coast, £4,151 In 

11118 and ~2,148111 1911!. 1'he Statesman'8 Year-Book, 1920, pp. 245, 24'1, 
'SSiS; 11121, pp. 249, 251, 899; 1922, pp. 258,261] • 

• , British lJiplomatl<l and Consular Reports, No. 5402, p. 7; "Statistical 
Abstract of the' British Empire," 1915, p. 133; R. E. Dennett, "BrltlDiL 
anuGerman Trllde in NIgeria," in United Empir8Mag~ine, December, 
11!14, p. 887. 

'" "Statistical Abstract of the British Empire;" 1915, pp. 129, 133, 135, 
375, 377; Rene Chudeau, op. cit., pp. 258-260; "L'Elevage des Bovi<ied 
au Territoire du Tchad," in L'Ajrique Franr;aise, March, 1917, Supplement, 
pp. 69-74; L'Ajrique jI'rarv,;aise, May-June, 1917, p. 196. F. A. G. Pape, 
"Tropical Eastern Africa," in United Empire Magazine, 1916, pp. 393, 394; 
British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5441,' p., 33; Karl Dove, 
"Die Grossen Wirtschaftsgebiete Afrikas," in Weltwirtscha/t, 1915, p. 161. 
lIn 1918, hides and skins to the value of £150,012 were exported from 
British East Africa, £77,000 from the Tanganyika Territory, £293,019 from 
Nigeria, and" £51,528 from Gambia (The Statesman'8 Year-Book, 1920, 
pp. 179, 181, ~42, 244. In 1919-20, the corresponding figures were: Tan
ganyika Territory, £256,000; Nigeria, £1,262,140; Gambia, £8,419; with 
£270,472 from Uganda; ibid., 1921, pp. IS3, IS5, 245, 248. For 1920-21 they 
were, respectively, £96,478, £774,725, £21,125, £93,008. Ibid., 1922, pp. 188, 
254, 257, 190.]" 
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to Germany. The exports of lumber in general from Ni
geria and the Gold Coast together were valued at about 
twice this amount, two million dollars.91 The aggregate 
worth of all these miscellaneous exports was considerable. 
While they play a large part in the domestic life of the 
various colonies, apparently Africa's output of no one of 
them will within an appreciable time be an influential factor 
in the economic system of the world. 

·"Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 145, 147; H. R. 
Tate, "British East Africa," in United Empire Magazine, 1917, pp. 544, 
545; A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of France," pp. 229, 230, 241, 
242; British Diplomatic and Cowrular Reports, No. 5423, p. 10; No. 
5494, p. 6; Address of Governor-General Merlin in L' A/rique Fral1fiaiBe, 
March, 1916, Supplement, J). 60. 

In 1913, 42,000 tons of wood were shipped from the magnificent forests 
of the Ivory Coast (L'A/rique Fral1fiaiBe, JulY-August, 1918, p. 158). In 
thi8 Bame year, the exports of woods, in tons, and their values, in francs, 
were ("Statistique du Commerce des Colonies Francaises," 1913, I, I, 
pp. 643, 707, Paris, 1915): 

Cquntfl/ 
France ••..•......•......•.•........ 
Great Britain •...••.•.............. 
Germany ......................... . 
Othel'8 ............................. . 

Tom 
22,108 
29,517 
67,169 
31,894 

Total ........................... 150,688 
Of this the chief items were: 

Wood 
Acajou ............................ . 
Okoume .......................... .. 

Tom 
10,081 

134,223 

Total ........................... 144,304 

Value 
1,500,000 
2,000,000 
3,500,000 
1,300,000 

8,300,000 

Value 
1,300,000 
6,400,000 

7,700,000 
The shipments of woods from French Equatorial Africa amounted to 

58,844 tona in 1910, 102,240 tona in 1911. and 95.767 tons in 1912. .The 
output in 1911 waa valued at· 5,285,545 francs. and of the exports in this 
year, 91,540 tona were okoume, worth 4.122,545 francs, thus representing 
ninety per cent of the quantity and eighty per cent of the value (G. Bruel, 
"L'Afrique £quatoriale Francaise," pp. 357, 462). The shipments of 
acajou from the Ivory Coast in 1912 were worth 2,900,000 francs, and in 
the following year, 6,000,000 francs ("Statistique du Commerce des Col
onie. Franc;aises," 1913, I, I, p. 417, Paris, 1915. [The value of the 
mahogany shipped from the Ivory Coast in 1918 was 3,003,956 francs 
(Th, Btat_n', Yea",Boolc, 1920, p. 883), in i919, 3,422,391 francs (ibid., 
1921, p. 899), and in 1920, 2O,370,8i6 francs (ibid., 1922, p. 921).] 



CHAPTER III 

THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF MIDDLE AFRICA 

Their Wide Distribution and Unknown Extent.-While 
it is an established fact that Middle Africa contains mineral 
resources of considerable variety, relatively little is known 
as to their general extent and commercial value. The area 
as a whole has been only most superficially and incom
pletely investigated, largely because none but exceptionally 
rich and favorably located mines can be profitably worked 
under prevailing conditions of labor scarcity and inade
quate transportation. Mineral deposits of varied nature 
are scattered throughout Middle Africa and are to be found 
in practically every colony. In Togoland, there is con
siderable good iron ore; while in German East Africa (Tan
ganyika Territory) are deposits of gold, coal, iron, and mica, 
and probably also of tin and copper.1 Very little, however, 
had been done to develop these resources in the German 
colonies. Only small quantities of gold and mica were 
shipped from German East Africa.2 French Equatorial 
Africa similarly exported a little copper.8 In the Belgian 

I A. F. Calvert, "The German African Empire," pp. 174-182, 226, 2Zl; 
F. A. G. Pape, "Tropical Eastern Africa," in United Empire Magazine, 
1916, pp. 395-397; Bulletin oj the Imperial Institute, 1914, pp. 580-599. 
["Handbook of German East Africa," pp. 243-245.] 

• In 1913, German East Africa exported raw gold to the value of 678,000 
marks, and mica to the value of 313,000 marks. Statistisehea Jahrbuch, 
1915, p. 465. . 

• A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of France," Pl>. 243, 244; 
"Annuaire du Gouvernement General de l'Afrique J!:quatoriale FrIlD<;ai:re," 

150 
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Congo, leaving the Katanga copper belt out of considera
tion, diamonds were being successfully mined in the south
east and gold was being produced on a small scale in the 
Welle and Arawumi districts to the northeast." But apart 
from these minor enterprises, there were three regions in 
which mining was conducted on a large scale; namely, 
the Gold Coast, Nigeria, and the Katanga District of the 
Belgian Congo. 

The Katanga Copper Belt.-The Katanga District is an 
extensive area in the Southern Congo adjoining Northern 
Rhodesia, with which it is in close economic relations. The 
mineral wealth of this region was proved by a British pros
pecting expedition acting on the behalf of the Tanganyika 
Concessions Company, of which Mr. Robert Williams was 

1912, I; p. 113. A railway from the Mindouli mines to Brazzaville, 163 
kilometelll due east, was completed in 1911, and in that year, 1,899 tons 
of copper ore, yielding over forty-five per cent of metal, were shipped by 
this route. In 1912, 1,968 tons were transported and in 1913, 1,275, with an 
estimated value of 678,960 francs. During this period, other mining 
enterpril!e8 were just getting under way. G. Bruel, "L'Afrique ~ua
toriale Francaise," pp. 386-391. 

• J. Renkin, "L' Avenir du Congo Beige," in L' Afrique F1aw,;aise, March, 
1916, Supplement, p. M. In 1912, the exports of gold from the Belgian 
r:onp:o amounted to 3.3 million francs. British Diplomatic and Consular 
Jt,>ports. No. 5260, p. 19 .. In 1912, this quantity WII8 965 kilos and in 
1913, U75. Ibid., No. 5493. See also L'A/rique Fraw,;aiBe, 1914, p. 275. 
In 1909, 1910, and 1911, the output was 657, 876, and 639 kilos respectively. 
"Annuaire Statistique de 1& Belgique et du Congo Beige," 1913, p. 519. 
[In 1917. it was 3,573 kilos; in 1918. 3,605; in 1919, 3,356, and in 1920, 
3.324. Th" 8tatf'Mna"" Year-Book, 1920, p. 695; 1921, p. 701; 1922, p. 716; 
d. "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 209-211, 268. In 1918, 149,680 carats 
of diamonds were exported, in 1919, 215,532 carats, and in 1920, 274,103 
carats, 88 compared with 372,139 carats from the Protectorate of South~ 
west Africa in 1918, 462,181 carats in 1919, and 606,424 carats in 1920. 
The 8totE'IIf7UJ"" Year-Book, 1920, pp. 695, 237; 1921, pp. 701, 241; 1922, 
pp. 716, 248; cf. "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 211-213.] In addition, 
coal hu been dieeovered at the mouth of the Lukuga, neaf the terminus' 
of the r&ilroad at Albertville on Lake Tanganyika, and valual?le oil-fieldlj 
have heeD located. 
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the guiding spirit. The country is remarkably rich in 
copper, and it also contains valuable deposits of diamonds, 
gold, tin, and iron. The work of development has been 
undertaken chiefly by the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, 
a Belgian company, 39.2 per cent of whose stock is owned 
by the Tanganyika Concessions Company. An extensive 
plant has been erected, and preparations are being made to 
use the local water power to supplement the coal imported 
from Rhodesia. The output of copper is rapidly reaching 
large di~ensions. In 1917, it fell somewhat short of 30,000 

tons. If the output for 1918 should reach the estimate of 
40,000 tons, then-as Mr. Williams has said-Clthe Union 
Miniere will be the largest copper producer outside of 
America." The aim of the management is to attain as 
speedily as possible an annual production of 100,000 tons.5 

The great obstacle to this goal is the difficulty of procuring 
sufficient labor. The local supply is not adequate and 
workers have to be recruited in Rhodesia and Portuguese 
Nyasaland. The labor shortage was very great in 1917 and 
is bound to be an impoI"tantfactor in the future. if it can 
be overcome, and 100;000 tons of copper can be mined, the 
effect on the Belgian Congo will be marked; for at fifteen 
cents a pound-a normal price in times of peace-the' ~)Utput 
will amo~nt ~o 33.5 million dollars, which is more than was 
the en~ire volume of this colony's foreign commerce in 
1913. It should be noted, however, that an enterprise of 

["The actual total output was 21,872 tons in 1916, 24,497 tons in 1917, 
20,742 tons in 1918, 22,130 tons in 1919, and 18,924 tons in 1920, as com
pared with 7,500 tons from the mines in the Protectorate of Southwest 
Africa. in 1918 and 26,675 tons in 1919. The Statesman's Year-Book, 1919, 
p. 699; 1920, pp. 695, 237; 1921, pp. 701, 241; 1922, p. 716. For the 
Katanga. fields generally, see "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 202-207, 270.) 
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such character is relatively not so valuable to Africa as 
an industry like that of cocoa in the Gold Coast, where 
virtually the entire value of the output accrues to the na
tives. In the case of a mine, all above the cost of produc
tion and the expense of marketing belongs to the European 
stockholders.' 

The Gold COa8t.-As its name implies, the Gold Coast has 
auriferous deposits. In fact, it has been a more or less 
constant source of supply to Europe since the days of the 
Portuguese discoveries; and the gold imported from this 
region by the Royal African Company gave the name 
"guinea" to a seventeenth century English coin. The pro
duction reached its nadir in 1901, when only £22,187 worth 
of gold was exported. Since then, simultaneously with the 
growth of the cocoa industry, there has been a rapid de
velopment in mining. Before that time, the gold was 
derived from alluvial deposits, but since 1900-01, deep 
shafts have been sunk and heavy machinery has been in
troduced.T In 1913, the exports were somewhat over 8 

• The cost of producing copper in 1917 WII8 about six and one-half cents 
a pound. Addresses of Mr; Robert Willi&Ill8, December 12, 1917, at the 
general meeting of the Tanganyika Concessions Company, Limited, and 
May 8, 1917, before the Royal Colonial Institute; British Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, No. 5303, pp .. 4, 8; No. 5520, pp. 3, 7; F. Rod~ 
rigues, "Congo-Katang&-Angola," in RiviatlJ ColcmilJle, May, 1915, pp. 
260-271; M. H. Weed, "Mines Handbook," Tuckahoe, New York, 1918. 
On the labor problem here" see "Bulletin de la Societe Beige d'ruudes 
Coloniales," 1914, pp. 360-376, 411)...465, 593-598: "Bulletin de la Societe 
Royale Beige de Geographie," 1913, pp. 233-254. On the general resources 
of the northern and lOuthern Katanga regjoDll, see ibid., 1913, pp. 143-146, 
667-&!O. 

'Joumal 0/ the .African Society, 1916, pp. 242, 243; A. B. Keith, "West 
Africa," pp. 254, 324, 325. In addition, a large deposit of manganese has 
been discovered 33 miles north of Secondee. Exportation began in Sep
tember, 1916, and in three months 4,338 tons were shipped. Washington 
Daily and Consular Trade Reports, 1917, No. 304, pp. 1210-1212. British 
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million dollars, which is an appreciable amount, though 
quite insignificant when compared with the production of 
the Union of South Africa, amounting to 185 million dol
lars.8 

Nigeria Tin.-In Nigeria, the natives have worked metals 
-iron, tin, and lead-for centuries. In the northern sec
tion of the colony are important deposits of tin stretching 
over an extensive area. The development of these re
sources before the war was in reality an infant industry. 
but it was growing very rapidly. In 1913, the exports 
amounted to 4,19.4 tons, valued at £567,959. This is not 
an important quantity, but it was fifteen times as large as 
the output of 1909.8 It is scarcely probable that anything 

India, the great source of supply, produced in 1913 815,047 tons of man
ganese, valued at £1,2ll,034. For details about & new coalfield in South
em Nigeria, see Bulletin oj the ImperiaL Institute, 1916, pp. 369-378. 

• GoLD PRODUCTION OF GoLD COAST 

1905. ............. £ 596,583 [1915 ............. £ 1,719,638 
1907 ............. 1,163,516 1916 ............. 1,629,746 
1912 ............. 1,499,468 1917 ............. 1,549,275 
1913 ............. 1,648,770 1918 ............. 1,334,000 
1914 ............. 1,744,498 1919 ............. 1,403,760 

1920 ............. 889,248] 

"Statistical Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 382, 383; The 
Statesman's YeCl1'-Book, 1917, p. 245 [1921, p. 249; 1922, p. 258]. The West 
African output of gold in 1917 wa.s 389,068 ounces, valued at £1,615,316, as 
against 368,168 ounces, valued at £1,529,977, in 1916 (ibid., 1918, p. xliii). 
[The relative values for the production in the Gold Coa.st and in the 
Union of South Africa in 1919 were £1,403,760 and £35,390,609, and in 1920, 
£889,248 and J34,654,922. Ibid., 1921, pp. 249, 220; 1922, pp. 258, 226.] 

• TIN PRODUCTION OF NIGERIA 

1909 ............................... . 
1910 .............................. . 
1911 ............................. .. 
1912 .............................. . 
1913 ............................. .. 
1914 .............................. . 
1915 .............................. . 

Tons 
269 
692 

1,530 
2,830 
4,194 
6,143 
6.535 

PGuJUU Sterling 
38,165 
72,660 

181,759 
336,330 
567.949 
706,988 
723,480 
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like this rate of progress will be maintained and that Nigeria 
will ever overtake the Malay States which, with their annual 
production of 70,000 tons, are the world's chief source of 
supply.1O 

T01I8 
1918. •••••.••••.••••••......•.••.... 7,054 
1917 ............................... 9,966 
1918 ............................... 8,294 

[1919 ............................... 7,685 
1920 ............................... 7,913 

Pounda Stllf'ling 
859,603 

1,485,887 
1,770,003 
1,324,074 
1,785,724} 

"Blue Book of Nigeria," p. W 156, Lagoe, 1916; cf. also British Colonial 
Reports, Nigeria, 1915, No. 920, p. 9, which gives somewhat higher figures: 
11,143 tona for 1914 and 6,910 for 1915. See also A. F. Calvert, "Nigeria 
and Its Tin Fields." [For the tin fields of northern Katanga, see "Manual 
of Belgian Congo," pp. 208-209.] 

• A. P. Newton, "The Staple Trades of the Empire," p. 1M, London, 
1917. [The output from the Federated Malay States in 1919 was 36,938 
tone, with a value of !8.745,635, the figures for 1920 being M,935 and 
10.345,188 respectively. The Slate8man', Year-Book, 1921, pp. 172, 173; 
1922, pp. 176, 177.] 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

Porterage.-Apart from the fundamental question of the 
labor supply, the development of the rich resources of 
Middle Africa will depend largely upon the adequacy of the 
transportation system to bring these products cheaply to the 
seaboard. This is a question of vital importance. The two 
primitive instruments of carriage in Africa are the native 
porter and the canoe with the native. paddler. For long 
distances porterage is exceedingly costly and is commercially 
possible only in the case of commodities whose value is large 
in proportion to their bulk, such as ivory and rubber. It 
was a potent cause of the universal slavery of former times 
and led to infinite abuses, including great mortality among 
the impressed carriers, but it cannot be entirely eliminated 
until, at some future time, Africa is completely covered with 
a network of railroads and roads. Excellent highways of a 
very considerable mileage have been built ina number 
of the colonies, notably in Southwest ·Africa and in the 
French Congo,1 and. these will enable the motor truck to be 
of increasing importance in solving the transportation prob
lem. Even before the war, the cocoa in the Gold Coast 
within an accessible distance from the ocean was largely 
collected in this manner. The native carrier, however, still 

1 J. du Plessis, "Thrice Through the Dark Continent," pp. 41, 125, Lon
don, 1917; Mary Gaunt, "Alone in West Africa" (3d ed.), p. 243. 

156 
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plays his part and is the chief instrument in taking the 
cocoa of the interior to the railroad. Over 100,000 porters 
were used for this purpose in 1912 and since then the crop 
has greatly increased.2 In fact, the very economic develop
ment that accompanies better communications is apt, for 
the time being, to increase the absolute, if not the relative, 
use of carriers. 

Rivers.-The vast network of rivers 3 in Middle Africa 
provides a natural highway, from which great advantages 
were expected by those who first opened up the continent. 
There are, however, two serious drawbacks that largely im
pair the value of this system. In the first place, these rivers 
do not give access from the ocean to the interior, because the 
plateaus are cut 011 from the coastal lowlands by cataracts 
and rapids that cannot be passed by ships. The Niger, 
Gambia, and Senegal are important exceptions to this gen
eral rule. In the second place, many of the rivers run very 
low during the dry season and the shoals then render naviga
tion either very difficult or altogether impossible. Besides, 
long reaches of the Congo 4 and the Niger are at all times out 
of the question for fair-sized craft. In general, the system 

o John B. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," pp. 3, 4. These carriers 
receive good wages. Ibid., pp. 45, 46. 

[0 On the freedom of river navigation, see infra, pp. 206-211.] 
• A. regania the Congo, the navigable sections are ("Annuaire Statistique 

de la Belgique et du Congo Beige," 1913, p. 539): 
Uopoldville to Stanleyville ••••••••..•..•••••••. 1,685 km. 
Ponthierville to Kindu ••••• ", ....... , •• "",... 315 
Kongolo to Bukama: .............. ,............. 640 

2,640 

The length'of waterways in the Belgian Congo for boatll of 500 tons is 
1,685 km.; for those of 150 tons, 3,140; for those of 22 toDS, 7,730; and 
for those of 1_ than 22 tons, 12,213. [For a full description of the Congo 
and ita aflluenta, see "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 235-247.1 
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of river communications has been a disappointment. Not 
only is the native paddler still essential, but, at nearly the 
other extreme of locomotion, extensive railroads have had to 
be built and many more have been planned. In 1914, includ
ing the Rhodesian lines (2,481 miles), there were in opera
tion or nearing completion, in Middle Africa, somewhat 
over 9,000 miles of railroad.1I Since then, despite the war, 
the mileage has somewhat increased. 

Supplementary Railroads. - The railroads of Middle 
Africa fall into three general categories: First, those whose 
purpose is to supplement river communications; second, 
local lines to open the immediate hinterland; third, inter
colonial railroads connected with more or less vague trans
continental projects. The supplementary lines fulfil various 
functions. That from Matadi on the lower Congo, 110 miles 
from the Atlantic, to IkoPQldville on Stanley Pool (248 
miles), whence the navigable Congo stretches a thousand 
odd miles to. Stanleyville, was essential in order to gain ac
cess to. the central plateau. Then, to. bridge the non-navi
gable part Qf the river beyQnd Stanleyville, a· railroad had to 
be built to PQnthierville (78 miles), while, farther on, an
other line was for the same reason constructed from Kindu 

Mile& 
"British ... t .............................. 4,736 
German ................................ 1,473 
French ................................. 1,389 
Belgian ................................ 880 
!;,ortuguese •.......•.••..• • .. .. • .. . . . • . . 809 

"Statistical' Abstract of the British Empire," 1915, p. 303; Stati8ti8chE!$ 
Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 459; Evans Lewin, "The Germans and Africa," p. 299; 
The Statesman's Year-Book, 1917, pp. 884-886; British Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, No. 5402, p. 6; No. 5493, p. 9. For the origins of these 
railroads, see E. A. de Renty, "Les Chemins de Fer Coloniaux en Afrique," 
3 vols. 
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to Kongolo (220 miles). A similar supplementary railroad 
in French West Africa connects the Senegal at Kayes with 
the Niger at Kulikoro and gives relatively quick access from 
France to Timbuktu. II A more expeditious route is, how
ever, nearing completion, if it has not already reached that 
state. 

Local Railroads.-Many of the railroads, on the other 
hand, are independent of river systems and have been con
structed to bring the products of the interior to the sea
board. Thus, the Usambara line (220 miles) from Tanga, 
in the northeast of the Tanganyika Territory, to New Moshi 
serves as an outlet for the fertile KiIimanjaro-Meru district 
where some Germans had settled. Th~ two railroads in the 
Gold Coast, from Sekondi to Kumasi, and from Akra to 
Tafo, afford access to the colony's gold mines and cocoa 
fields. Similar purely regional lines tapping the hinterland 
are those from Loanda to Malanje and from Mossamedes to 
Lubango in Angola, and the railroads in Sierra Leone, 
Dahomey, the Ivory Coast, the Cameroons, and Togoland. 

Intercolonial Railways.-Other lines, in addition to meet
ing local needs, stretch farther inland-sometimes to the 
borders of other colonies-and are designed both to serve 
as outlets for remoter districts and to form links in larger 
projects. Thus, the railroads of Senegal and French Guinea 

• ~ the Senegal is not navigable in the dry season, the route was found 
very inconvenient during the war for bringing Senegalese troops to France. 
Accordingly, a railroad from Thies to Kayes (215 miles), which was already 
under construction, will 800n be completed and will connect the Upper 
Niger with the Ocean. The 8tatemr.an', Year-Book, 1917, p. 884; L'A/rique 
F,an~i.ae, 1915, pp. 125, 201. At the beginning of 1918, 422 kilometers 
were open, leaving 245 to be completed. Colonies et Marine, 1918, I, p. 
276. (In April, 1920, the situation was practically unchanged. Le Temp8, 
May 16, 1920.) 
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and the Nigerian system not only tap the Western Sudan, 
but are ultimately to be connected with the future Trans
Saharan railroad. Similarly, the Uganda Railway serves as 
an outlet for the Victoria Nyanza district, and the Tan
ganyika line, completed just before the outbreak of the 
war, is intended to open up the area around that lake. On 
the western side of Lake Tanganyika, the Belgians have 
since the war finished their railroad from Albertville on the 
lake to Kabalo on the Congo (170 miles). From the south, 
the Rhodesian lines reach the Belgian frontier and in con
nection with the Belgian railroads supply an outlet for the 
products of the Katanga district. Finally, from Lobito. Bay 
in Angola, the finest harbor in West Africa and one of the 
best in the world, the Benguella Railway is being pushed to 
Katanga.T 

[' In 1921 the railroads of Middle Africa. were 88 folloW!! (The States
man's Year-Book, 1922, pp. 186, 188, 190, 201, 207, 249-250, 254, 259, 262, 
717, 909, 916, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 1049, 1228, 1229): 

Colony Line 
Kenya Mombasa.-Victoria ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• 
Tanganyika Territory Tanga-New Moshi .................... . 

Uganda 

Nyasaland 
Basutoland 
Southwest Africa 
Nigeria 
Gold Coast 

Sierra Leone" 

Congo 

Dar-es-Salaam-Kigoma ••••••. ' •.•••.•••• 
Jinja-Namasagali ..•••••••••••••••••••• 
Port Bell-Kampala ...... " ............. . 
Blantyre-Portuguese boundary ..•••••••• 
Maseru-Marseilles Station ••• , •••••••••• 

S~k~;;di~K~~~' .:::::::::::~.::::::::::: 
Tarquah-Prestea ...................... . 
Inchaban-Inchaban Junction ........... . 
Akra-Anyinam ........................ . 
Freetown-Pendembu .................. .. 
Boia Junction-Kamabai •••••••••••••••• 
Matadi-Leopoldville ................. .. 
Boma-Chela .......................... . 
Stanleyville-Ponthierville .............. . 
Kindu-Kongolo ...................... .. 
Kabalo-AlbertviIle •.•••.. ; ••..•••••..•• 
Bukama-Elisabethville-Rhodesian frontier 
Others ............................... .. 

Miles 
618 
220 
780 
62 
7¥.! 

174 
16 

1.163 
1,126 

168 
19 
5 

85 
227¥.! 
104 
248 

90 
78 

220 
170 
451 

1,396 
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Tramcontinental Proiects.-Nearly all these lines are 
potential parts of more or less inchoate transcontinental 

Colon" 
Senegal 

Togo 

Cameroollll 
French Guinea 
Ivory Cou& 
Dahomey 

French Sudan 
Eritrea (and Abyesinia) 

Angola 

Mosambique 

Line 
Dakar-Rufisque-St. Louis ...••••••••••. 
Thies-Kayes (open portion) .......... . 
Lome-Anecho ........................ .. 
Lome-Atakpame ...................... . 
Lome-Palime ......................... . 

Konakri-Kankan •••••.••••.•...•••••.•• 
Abijean-Bouake .•..•••••••••••••••••••• 
Kotonu-Save .••.•••••.....••••••.•...• 
Branches to Whydah and Segborue ••••• 
Porto Novo-Pobe .................... . 
Kayee-Kulikoro .••••••..••..••••••.•••• 
Jibuti-Addis Abeba ••••..••............ 
M&III!&wah-Aemara ••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Loanda--Lucalla-Malanje •••••..•.•••••• 
Canhoca-Golungo Alto .•.••.•••.••••••• 
Lobito-Chinguar (Benguella line) •••••• 
MOI!I!imedes-Chela Mountains ••••.••••• 
Delagoa Bay-Rhodesian frontier •••••••• 
Lourenoo Marquee-Swaziland frontier 

(o'pen portion) .•.....••............• 
Cb&l Chai-ManjacaBe (open portion) ... 
Mutamba-Inharrime (open portion) •••• 
Beira Railway ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Miles 
165 
350 

'1:1 
103 

74 
359 
412 

197 
156 
20 
50 

M4 
485 
74 

375 
9 

323 
111 
57 

« 
32 
25 

204 
Total ..................................................... 11,424 

The total mileage in the various colonies is: 

Kenya ....................................................... 618 
Tanganyika Territory ......................................... 1,000 
Uganda ...................................................... 69~ 
Nyualand .................................................... 174· 
s-..toland ................. ,................................. 16 
Southwest Africa ............................................. 1,163 
Nigeria ....................................................... 1,126 
Gold Cou& .................... ;............................. '1:17 
Sierra Leone ................................................. 331 ~ 
Congo ....................................................... 2,653 
Senegal ...................................................... 515 
Togo ......................................................... 204 
Cameroollll ................................................... 359 
French Guinea ............................................... 412 
Ivory Coaa& .................................................. 197 
Dahomey ................................ ,................... 226 
French Sudan ................................................ 3« 
Eritrea (and Abyeainia) ...................................... 559 
bgola ....................................................... 818 
Mosambique ................................................. 362 

Total ..................................................... 11,424 
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projects. The French had planned a railroad from Jibuti in 
French Somaliland through Abyssinia to the West Coast, 
but the arrangements made with England after Fashoda 
(1898) rendered this impossible.s Sir Edwin Arnold, as 
early as 1876, and, later, Sir Harry H. Johnston ,and Cecil 
Rhodes-the last preeminently-had outlined "the Cape to 
Cairo" road, but the project was blocked by France and 
Germany in 1894. Similar ambitions had also been attrib
uted to Germany and they fit in with what is known of her 
plan to create a vast Mid-African Empire. D However much 

Divided according to Powers, this mileage is: 
British .........................................•...•....•...• 4,775 
Belgian ........ . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . ... .. .. .. ... 2,653 
French ................................................•..•..• 2,257 
Italian (including Abyssinian line) ............•.......•.••.... 559 
Portuguese ............... ~ .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .•• . .. • . ...... ....... 1,180 

Total ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,424 

The following railways, among others, are either planned or under con
struction (The Statesman's Year-Book, 1922, pp. 186, 201, 250, 259, 262, 
908, 919, 921, 1049, 1228, 1229): 

Colon'll Line 
Kenya N akuru-Tuobo 
Nyasaland Chindio-Beira 
Southwest Africa Windhuk-Gobabis 
Gold Coast Akra-Kumasi (surveys' in hand) , 
Sierra Leone Kamabai-Baga (under consideration) 
French Equatorial Africa Brazzaville-Pointe Noire . 
Senegal Thies-Kayes (350 out of 435 miles open) 
Ivory Coast' Extension northward from Bouake (under con-

tract) 
Dahomey Save-Chaoru (future intention) 
Eritrea Asmara-Keren and Asmara-Agordat (under con-

struction) 
Angola " Lucalla-Malanje to be linked with Central Afri-

can Railway 
Mozambique Lourenl1o Marques-Swaziland frontier (44 miles 

open), Chai Chai-Manjacaze (32 miles open), 
Mutamba-Inharrime (25 miles open), Beirs.
Zambezi (to be constructed).] 

• It was only in 1915 that the railroad from Jibuti reached Addis Abeba 
th; c;api~al of Aby~nia. L' Afrique Fra~aiae, 1916, pp. 107, lOS. ' 

L Afnque Fra~lJ'l8e. June and July, 1915" Supplement, pp. 127-130. 
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these grandiose projects may have appealed to the imagi
nation, they lost some of their hold when the facts were 
carefully scrutinized. During the past fifteen years, little 
had been heard in England of the Cape to Cairo scheme, in 
so far as it implied a railroad running entirely through Brit
ish territory and broken only by the international waters 
of Lake Tanganyika. The Rhodesian section had been de
flected westwards from Tanganyika by the mineral discov
eries in Katanga. Though it might have some minor strate
gic and political advantages,t° the project was from the 
economic standpoint thoroughly unsound. Africa does not 
need transcontinental railroads. The traffic will normally be 
from the center outwards, not from the Indian to the At
lantic Ocean, nor from Egypt to the Cape. The rivalry will 
be to secure the transportation from the interior to the 
coast. Thus, the economic aim of the Trans-Saharan proj
ect is to obtain for the French Mediterranean ports the out
put from the Northern Congo and the Central Sudan. Here 
there is a distinct rivalry between the Mediterranean and 
West Africa.ll But the real economic hub of Middle Africa 
is Katanga and hence it is to this center that the railways 
are extending from all points of the compass. When these 
radiating roads are joined together at this focus, various 
transcontinental routes will be established. 

·"We might take a line, !lay the proposed railway line from the Cape to 
the head of the Nile (approximating to the meridian of 30° East Longi
tude), and it is along that line, spreading east and west in irregular exten
aion, that we find the white man's land ..•. It is for us to see to it that 
the great central line which may hereafter link up the white Colonies of 
Africa remains in strong and friendly handa." Sir Thomas H. Holdich, 
"Political Frontiers and Boundary Making," pp. 229, 230, London, 1916 • 

.. Giuseppe PialBa, "Le Nostre Rivendicuioni Libiche." in Riviata 
ColoNale, March. 1917. 
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The Benguella Railway.-The line that is admittedly the 
most favorably situated to secure .this central traffic, which 
now goes over the Rhodesia-Katanga Junction Railway to 
Beira, is the Benguella Railway, which is being built from 
Lobito Bay to Katanga. The concession was obtained froin 
Portugal in 1902 by Mr. Robert Williams,12 but as adequate 
capital was secured only in 1906, construction was delayed. 
Further difficulty was encountered in reaching the plateau 
from the coast, and thus in 1914 only 320 miles were in 
operation. The war, for the time being, put a virtual stop 
to further construction, but the railroad will probably be 
rushed to completion as soon as conditions are again favor~ 
able. The finished section is already paying its way from 
the local traffic in Angol8r-mainly in· mealies, beans, and 
flour-and the enterprise promises to be a brilliant finan~ 
cial success after the Katanga mineral belt is reached.18 It 
has two distinct advantages over the competing routes on 
the East Coast: in the first place, Lobito Bay is much 
nearer Europe; in the second place, ships from that port 
for Europe escape payment of the Suez C.anal tolls. The 
relative distances from Katanga to London by the various 
routes are as follows: Lobito Bay, 6,457 miles; Cape Town, 
8,480; Beira through Broken Hill and Ayrshire, 8,890; Lake 

.. See supra, pp, 107-108. [On this railway, and on the other Congolese 
lines, see "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 217-235.] 

"British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5402, p. 6; No. 5497, 
pp. 4-6; Evans Lewin, "Railways in Africa," in United Empire Maga.ine, 
February and March, 1917, pp. 98,172; Robert de Caix, in VA/rique Fran
,aiBe, 1913, pp. 317-319, 373, 374; Fra.n.z Baltzer, "Die Eisenbahnen in den 
Portugiesischen Kolonien," in Weltverkehr, 1913-14, pp. 247-249; Extracts 
from Report of Benguella. Railway Company in the Report of the Tan
ganyika Concessions, Limited, December 12, 1917, pp. 10-24. Louis 
Habran, "Le Chemin de Fer de Lobito," in "Bulletin de Ja Societe Beige 
d'Il:tudes Coloniales," ~913, pp. 701-715, 837-857; 1914, pp. 348-357. 
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Tanganyika and Dar-es-Salaam, 8,937; Beirs. through Bula
wayo,9,514.14 The Dar-es-Salaam line is in the worst posi
tion to compete, as, apart from all else, four trans-shipments 
are required before goods can be embarked on vessels for 
Europe.lIi 

Other Proiects.-The Congo River route to Matadi is 
likewise impossible, on account of the numerous changes 
from steamer to railroad and back again. The Belgian 
authorities are planning to rectify this by building a line 
from Stanley Pool direct to Katanga, cutting across the 
colony. They also have in view a railroad from Stanley
ville to Lake Albert, which will connect the Anglo-Egyp
tian Sudan and Egypt with their own possessions.18 As 
these undertakings, especially the former, will necessitate a 
heavy outlay,17 their future is problematical. The scarcity 
of capital resulting from the prolonged hostilities will also 
be a factor in the future of the Trans-Saharan railroad and 
may likewise lead to the postponement of the construction 
of the lines in the French Congo which had been author
ized before the war. One of these two railroads was to have 
connected Stanley Pool with the coast.18 It wC?uld have 

"British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5497, pp. 4-6. From 
Southampton to Lobito Bay the distance is 4,900 miles; thence to the 
Belgian frontier it is 803 miles and Kambove is 5'Z1 miles farther. 

- WeUverkehr, 1914-15, p. 82. 
-J. Renkin, "L'Avenir du Congo Beige," in L'A/rique Fra~e. Minch, 

1918, Supplement, pp. 68, 67.· 
at "Lea Communications au Congo Beige," in "Bulletin de la Societe 

Beige d'Ii:tudes Coloniales," 1912, pp. 297-345. 
II British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5249, p. 10; No. 5494, 

p. 5; L'A/rique Frrnat;aUe, March, 1915, Supplement, p. 34; "Annales de 
Geographie," 1915, No. 131, p. 407. The railroad to the coast was to have 
run from Brusaville to Pointe Noire (G. Bruel, "L'Afrique Ii:quatoriale 
Francaise," pp. 412-413; for other proplll!ed lines in French Equatorial 
Africa, Bee ibid., pp. 413-417). 
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been a serious competitor of the Belgian Matadi line, which, 
however, was already. much congested with freight. l9 While 
the war, temporarily at least, stopped these projects and 
others in British Nigeria 20 and in German East Africa,21 
military considerations led to the construction of a connect
ing link between the Uganda Railway and the Usambara 
line in the adjoining German colony.22 In general, the 
future of railroad enterprise in Middle Africa 23 will depend 
upon the speed of post-bellum recuperation and upon the 
extent to which the German menace shall have been elimi
nated in Africa and throughout the. world . 

.. John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," pp. 211, 212. 
so The construction of the new trunk railroad from Port Harcourt in 

Nigeria (550 miles) was discontinued on account of the war after reaching 
the Udi coalfields (151 miles). The Statesman'8 Year-Book, 1917, p. 242. 

II In 1914, Germany authorized the construction of a railroad from 
Tabora; in the center of German East Africa, northwards (481 kilometers). 
Its object was to open up the Ruanda region, into which the Germans 
had as yet virtually not penetrated. Calvert, "German African Empire," 
pp. 129, 130. On the inability of this railroad to compete with the Uganda 
line for the traffic of the Victoria Nyanza district, see Weltverkehr, 1913-14, 
pp. 245 Ii. [On the railway system of Tanganyika Territory, see "Hand
book of German East Africa," pp. 271-282.] 

.. F. A. G. Pape, "Tropical Eastern Africa," in United Empire Magazine, 
1916, pp. 395, 396. The first line constructed in Africa during the. war 
was from Prieska, on the Orange River, to Upington, on the same river 
near the border, a distance of 142 miles. It was completed by November 
20, 1914. The line of 170 miles between Upington and Ka.lkfontein was 
laid in 105 days (H. Burton, "Railways in South Africa," in Journal 0/ 
the AJrican Society, October, 1918, p. 6). 

• A railroad has been suggested to connect Beira with the Zambezi and 
with Nyasaland. Beira would serve as the port for Nyasaland and also 
for part of Northern Rhodesia. "Jou,mal oj the African Society, October, 
1918, p. 70 [The Statesman'a Year-Book, 1921, p. 196; 1922, p. 201]. 



CHAPTER V 

AFRICA AS A MARKET 

Cotton TextileB.-The position of Africa as a market is 
dependent both upon the value of her exports and upon 
the amount of foreign capital required for railroads, mines, 
and other enterprises. These investments from without will 
continue to demand an increasing amount of equipment and 
machinery. But, apart from such imports for reproductive 
works, Africa's wants in general will be limited only by the 
native's ability to pay. For some indefinite,but long, period 
his purchases will continue to be chiefly for personal con
sumption and will increase pari passu with the growth of . 
native production. Among all primitive peoples emerging 
from savagery, the first and foremost demand is for cloth
ing. Middle Africa supplies a comparatively large and ex
panding market for cotton textiles. They constitute one 
quarter of the goods shipped to this section of the conti
nent. The value of the cotton goods brought into the Brit
ish African colonies was in 1913 approximately twenty 
million dollars out of total imports of ninety-one millions. 
The corresponding figures for the French colonies were 
eleven out of thirty-four and those for the German colonies 
six out of twenty-five.1 Of these cotton goods, amounting 

• "Statistical AbI!tract of the British Empire," 1915, pp. 125-145; British 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, pp. 11, 19-44; No. 5249, p. 6; 
8totiatiachu JahrbucA, 1915, pp. 464, 465. 
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to more than thirty-six million dollars in value, a very 
large portion came from Great Britain, where cotton manu
facturing had been longest and most extensively estab
lished.1 

International Regulation of Imports.-At one time it was 
currently believed that trade was in itself a civilizing in
fluence and that the African would gradually emerge from 
savagery by commercial intercourse with the Western world. 
It was, however, slowly realized that this view was entirely 
erroneous and that, if left to himself, the native would buy 
goods that were most injurious to him, while for his part the 
European trader would be entirely willing to supply them. 
Instead of civilizing the aborigines, unregulated commercial . 
intercourse with the outside world led to their deteriora
tion and very frequently to that of the foreigner as well. 
This mutual demoralization made it essential for the West
ern world to control these commercial relations and this 

• Of total imports of cotton textiles in 1912 into the Cameroons, amount.. 
ing to 6.2 million marks, 3.6 came from Germany and 2.3 from England. 
For Togoland the corresponding figures were, total 2.7, England, 1.', 
Germany, 0.8. For East Africa the total was 10, of which Germany's 
share was 2.2, England's 1.2, Zanzibar's 1.1, and British India's 2.9. "Die 
Deutschen Schutlgebiete," 191f, Statistischer Teil, pp. 142-145, 236, 276. 
Apparently, about two thirds of the imports from British India wel"e of 
that country's produce. "Statistical Abstract of British India," 1915, p. 179. 
For the state of affairs in the French colonies, see the details in Gil:1l.ult, 
"Colonial Tariff Policy of France," pp. 230-232, 241, 242. [The figures for 
the principal colonies in 1918 were as follows (Th. Statesman'. Year-Book, 
1920, pp. 179, 181, 242, 244, 245, 247, 695, 883): British East Africa, 
£912,467; Tanganyika Territory, £485,000; Nigeria, £2,804,379; Gambia, 
£f29,367; Gold Coast, £675,218; Sierl:1l. Leone (1917), £445,447;. Congo, 
£408,925; Ivory Coast, £265,967. For 1919 the values were (ibid., 1921, 
pp. 183, 245, 248, 249, 251, 899): Tanganyika Territory, £554,000; Nigeria, 
£3,262,933; Gambia, £335,570; Gold Coast, £1,981,120; Sierra Leone, 
£461,098; Ivory Coast, £184,965, and for 1920 (ibid., 1922, pp. 188, 2M, 257, 
258, 261, 920), £762,923, £6,101,580, £861,765, £3,801,835, £S7S,462, and 
£476,160 respectively.] 
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necessity is the chief moral justification for progressive ex
tension of European and American rule over backward 
peoples.- No other course was feasible except the absolute 
prohibition of commercial connections, which would have 
meant the abandonment of the continent to continuing sav
agery. The fact that in Africa the colonies of the various 
Powers were juxtaposed rendered it impossible, however, for 
anyone of them to control the situation effectively without 
the coOperation of the others. Important steps of this char
acter were taken by the Anti-Slavery Conference that met 
at Brussels in 1889. In addition to devising elaborate meas
ures for the extirpation of the slave trade, this international 
assembly reached an agreement for the restriction of the 
importation both of arms and ammunition and also of spirit
uous liquors in Africa between the latitudes of 22° South 
and 20° North.4 Very detailed provisions were adopted pro
hibiting the admission, except for governmental purposes, of 
modem firearms of precision and of ammunition for them.5 

• P. H. Kerr, "Political Relations Between Advanced and Backward 
Peoplea," in "An Introduction to the Study of International Relations" 
(by Grant, Greenwood, Hughes, Kerr, and Urquhart), pp. 141-179. This 
eequence ia plain in the case of Samoa. "The rival interests of several 
powera aerved 88 counterpoises and for many years protected the ialande 
from !leisure or control by anyone. Unhappily, there W88 no protection 
of the ialandel'8 from the malign infiuencea of dishonest and immoral 
trldera, and there appeared the characteristic corruption which too often 
reeulta from the contact of aeltish civilization with UDSophiaticated prim
itive lIOCiety." W. F. Johnson, "America's Foreign Relations," n, p. 136, 
New York, 1916. Similarly, in his book on "Imperialiam," Mr. J. A. Hob
lOll writea: "The contact with white racea cannot be avoided, and it ia 
more perilous and injurious 88 it lacks governmental sanction and control" 

• BrwtBels Act of July 2, 1890, in HertBlet, "The Map of Africa by 
Treaty" (3d. ed.), pp. 488-517 ["Trattati ... relativi all'Africa," pp. 
~297; Malloy, "Treaties." pp. 1964-1992. See also map facing page 198.J 

• Articlea ~14. On. the problem of regulating trade in anna and ammu
nition, see m/TG, pp. 230-237. 
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These regulations appear, in general, to have worked quite 
satisfactorily.6 As a result of the Brussels Protocol of July 
22, 1908, signed by the Plenipotentiaries of the Congo Free 
State, France, Germany, Great Britain, Portugal, and Spain, 
and prohibiting the importation of arms and ammunition for 
a period of four years from February 15, 1909,'1 the t!affic, 
hitherto rather flourishing, came to an end. Nevertheless, 
denunciation of this Protocol might result, in revival of the 
trade in certain districts fixed by the Contracting Parties. 8 

[During the Peace Conference one of the three Conven
tions drawn up by the Commission appointed to consider 
revision of the General Act of Berlin and the General Act 

• Thus, Sir Alfred Sharpe (one of the administrators of the Companhia 
de MO\1ambique) writes: "I can speak. with some authority on this mat
ter, as I have spent over 20 years in Nyasaland, and have paid lengthy 
visits to the Belgian Congo, Portuguese East Mrica, Uganda, British East 
Mrica, German East Mrica, the Sudan, and Rhodesia. So far from there 
being any indiscriminate introduction of arms and ammunition in these 
territories, the importation or purchase is absolutely prohibited .••• I 
have never met this person [the gun-runner], nor, within what I may 
call modem times, have I ever heard of him. As a matter of fact, he 
does not now exist in any British territory, nor, so far as I have seen, 
in any other territory administered by a European Power in the eastern 
half of Central Mrica." London Daily Mail, :l<'ebruary 6, 1918. On gun
running from Abyssinia into the Southern Sudan and on the relation of 
Jibuti to this traffic, see Sir Reginald Wingate, Memorandum on the 
Sudan, 1914, pp. 3, 6, 7; Egypt, No.1 (1912), pp. 44, 65; 1914, p. 62; Sir 
H. H. Johnston, "Common Sense in Foreign Policy," p. 34, London, 1913. 
The value of the arms imported into Senegal in 1913 was 68,922 francs, 
·and of trade powder 20,855 francs ("Statistique du Commerce. des Colonies 
Fran\1aises," 1913, I, i, p. 60, Paris, 1915). In the same year, the .total im
portations of arms and ammunition into French Somaliland were valued at 
4,060,797 francs, divided as follows: from France, 1,666,817j from Germany, 
380,025; from Belgium, 1,899,925; from other countries, 114,030. Of the 
total amoup.t 3,861,705 were arms and munitions of war, and only 199,092 
for other. purposes (ibid., pp. 1100-1103). [Arms imported into the Belgian 
Congo amounted to only £647 in 1917, and to still 1ess-£604-in 1918; 
but in 1919 the figure rose to £33,409 (The Statesman's Year-Book, 1920, 
p. 695; 1922, p. 716).] 

'''Trattati,'' Supplemento, pp. 182-184. 
• Bruel, "V Afrique :Eq1!atoriale Franllaise," p. 457. 
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and Declaration of Brussels, and signed at Saint-Germain
en-Laye, September 10, 1919, further restricted the traffic in 
arms and ammunition. These may not be exported into any 
part of the Continent of Africa, except Algeria, Libya, and 
the Union of South Africa unless the High Contracting 
Parties grant, through their own authorities, export licenses 
after ascertaining that the arms and ammunition in ques
tion "are not intended for export to any destination, or for 
disposal in any way, contrary to the provisions of this 
Convention." Further, manufacture or assembling of arms 
or ammunition is forbidden, except in government arsenals, 
and arms may be repaired only at arsenals or establishments 
licensed for this purpose by the local administration. 
Finally, elaborate provision is made for the prevention of 
gun-running. This Convention may be revised at the end of 
a period of seven years in the light of the experience gained 
"it the Council of the League of Nations, acting if need be 
by a majority, so recommends." '] 

The provisions regulating the importation of liquor had 
worked less satisfactorily. 

The Brossela Act and the Liquor Trade.-The Brussels 
Act of 1890 10 forbade the importation and distillation of 
spirituous liquors in those regions in which, whether for 
religious or other reasons, their use did not as yet exist or 
had not as yet developed. To each Power was left the deter
mination of the bounds of these prohibition areas. They 
cover the major portion of Mrica between 22° South and 20° 

.-For the ~omplete text of thia Convention, see Annex Ej and cf. 
Article 3, Paragraph 2, of the Mandate for German Southwest Africa, 
Annes L.1 

• BruaseJ. Act, Chapter VI, Artides 90-95. See further infra, pp. 222-223. 
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North and, in general, have heen greatly extended since 1890. 
Thus, the prohibition sphere in the Belgian Congo has been 
gradually pushed closer and closer to the littoral.ll There 
has been some smuggling from the open into the closed 
zones,t2 but,· in the main, this prohibition has been effec
tive.18 In the open areas, the Brussels Act provided that the 
Powers should impose import duties or equivalent excises of 
15 francs a hectoliter (about 11 cents a gallon) on liquors at 
50 degrees Centigrade. These taxes were only the minimal 
rates, each Power reserving the right to levy customs and 
excises in excess of them. These duties of 15 francs were to 
remain in effect for three years, when they could be in
creased to 25 francs for another three years. After the ex
piration of these six years, they might be revised in the light 
of the experience gained. In 1899, the Brussels Confer
ence increased these duties to 70 francs a hectoliter (53 cents 
a gallon) on liquors at 50 degrees Centigrade, with propor-

IS John H. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," p. 99. Similarly, the 
Portuguese in Angola abolished the distilleries, compensating the owners. 
Instead of being used in the manufacture of rum, the sugar was shipped 
to Portugal. Ibid., and British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 
5402, pp. 3, 4. The tracts placed under the prohibition of the Brussels Act 
"include Northern Nigeria, the hinterland to the north of Togo and the 
Gold Coast, British Somaliland, British East Africa, Uganda, the Kamerun, 
Belgian Congo, German East Africa, German West Africa, part of Portu
guese East Africa, Nyasaland, and Northern and Southern Rhodesia. In 
some of these areas the full policy of the Brussels Act has been enforced. 
In others it is being introduced gradually." Shortly before the war, the 
prohibition area was further extended to include "more than three-fifths 
of the Ivory Coast, part of the hinterland of Dahomey, the Koinadugu 
province in the hinterland of Sierra Leone, the northeastern comer of 
Southern Nigeria, the Portuguese province of Angola." A. J. Macdonald, 
"Trade, Politics, and Christianity in Africa and the East," p. 107. See 
Harcourt's statement, June 27, 1912, in Hansard, 40, p. 535. 

I. For instance·, from Southern into Northern Nigeria. 
II Sir Alfred Sharpe writes: "In the eastern half of Central Africa, so 

far as Great Britain is concerned, the sale or supply of alcohol to natives 
is absolutely prohibited." Loc. cit. 
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tiona! augmentation for each degree above 50 and propor
tional diminution for each degree below 50.14 In 1906, the 
duties were raised to 100 francs (76 cents a gallon).15 In 
1912, the representatives of the Powers again met at Brus
sels for further consideration of this problem, but they were 
unable to come to any decision, despite the fact that these 
duties had not accomplished their purpose of diminishing the 
conswnption of liquor in West Africa. 

W ut Africa and the Liquor Problem.-The liquor ques
tion is practically confined to the coastal region of West 
Africa, whose natives have been accustomed to distilled 
beverages ever since the days of the slave trade, in which 
rum from the West Indies and New England played so noto
rious a part. In addition, the aborigines have also been 
used to domestic fennented beverages, such as native beer 
and wine made from the oil palm. These indigenous liquors 
are, however, generally less hannful than are the distilled 
importations from Europe. The problem was further com
plicated by the fact that a very large proportion of the colo
nial revenues, especially in Southern Nigeria, was derived 
from this traffic, and that its suppression would probably 
necessitate greatly increased direct taxation which, in turn, 
might have unfortunate political consequences. The situa
tion was admittedly serious throughout West Africa. The 
importation of distilled liquors was growing rapidly. The 
increasingly heavy duties had not checked it, because they 
did not keep pace with the growing ability of the natives to 

.. Hertalet, 01'. cit. n, pp. 528-531 ["Trattati," pp. 618-621]. Dahomey 
and Togoland lII'ere not obliged to raise their duties above 60 francs . 

.. Eritrea Wall not compelled to raise its duties above 70 francs [nTrat
tati," pp. 1247-1250]. 
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pay higher prices for liquor. This was true of the German, 
French, and British colonies.16 In the five yeats 1908 to 
1912 inclusive, the importation of alcoholic drinks into 
French West Africa had doubled in quantity.1"l In Nigeria, 
the importations of gin, rum, and whiskey rose from 3.2 

:II The evil had reached greater dimensions in Togoland than in the 
Cameroons. J. K. Vietor, "Geschichtliche und Kulturelle Entwickelung 
Unserer Schutzgebiete," pp. 134-136. See also "Bulletin de Ia Societe 
Beige d'Etudes Coloniales," 1913, pp. 314, 315. 

"British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5423, pp. 5-7, 42, 44; 
L'A/rique Fra~e, 1913, pp. 302,304. Of the total imports into Senegal 
in 1913, valued at 8.8 million francs, wines and alcoholic beverages 
amounted to 2. each, beer to .3, and liqueu1'8 to.1. The importation of 
alcohol had risen from 15,448 to 24,440 hectoliters and as the duty was 
increased the quality of the spirits, especially of the gin, deteriorated, 
this being particularly true of the German and Dutch beverages which 
the Woermann Line carried to the French colonies. It was felt that 
absolute prohibition was impossible for fiscal reasons, to say nothing of 
the dange1'8 involved in native manufacture of spirits. "Statistique du 
Commerce des Colonies Fran\(aises," 1913, I, i, pp. 59-60, Paris, 1915. Of 
the alcohol thus imported, only 920,118 franes' worth came from France, 
1,074,379 from other countries. Ibid., p. 71. The revenue from alcohol 
in 1908-13, in millions of franes, is shown by the following figures (ibid., 
pp. 509-510): 

Total Revenue 
1908 •••..••..•..••.•.• 3.1 
1009 ..... ...........•. 5. 
1910 .•..••. .... ....... 6.7 
1911 •••........•.• .... 7.2 
1912 •.•••.•.• ••••••••• 7!J 
1913 ..............•... 5.8 

From Alcohol 
1.9 
3.5 
5. 
5.1 
5.1 
4. 

Percentage 
62.02 
70.13 
74,24 
71.19 
71.46 
69.34 

AB a result of the extension of prohibition to practically all parts o( 
French Equatorial Africa, imports of liquo1'8 in 1908 amounted to 202,000 
francs and in 1909 to 158,000, as compared with 414,000 in 1907. Prohibi
tion being lifted, the imports rose to 303,000 in 1910 and to 485,000 in 
1911. [In 1918 the figures were 488,950 francs, in 1919, 636,484 francs, 
and in 1920, 1,021,600 francs for the Ivory Coast alone. The Statesman', 
Year-Book, 1920, p. 883; 1921, p. 899; 1922, p. 920.] Though this course 
was compelled by fiscal needs, the results were deplorable, since alcoholism 
worked terrible ravages among the coastal tribes who "diminish rapidly, 
in great part because of alcoholism, which helps decrease the birthrate 
or makes the offspring rachitic and malformed." The importation of 
wine had also increased, so that whereas the average value of imports 
for 1886-1900 was 135,000 francs and for 1907-11 was 561,000, that of 1911 
alone was 765,000 francs. Brnel, "L'Afrique Equatoriale Francaise," pp. 
457469 •. 
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million gallons in 1908 to 4.5 in 1913. In the Gold Coast, 
the rate was approximately the same, but in Sierra Leone 
and Gambia it was far greater. In Sierra Leone, the quan
tity imported was relatively small, but it had gained over 
twofold in this period, while in Gambia the proportional in
crease was even more.18 

Necessity lor International Action. - The British Gov
('rnment had adopted strong measures to check this growing 
evil. For instance, in Nigeria and Sierra Leone the duties 
imposed stood before the war at nearly twice the minimum 
enjoined by the Brussels Conference of 1906. Furthermore, 
since the last abortive meeting of that Conference in 
1911-12, the distillation of liquor in British West Africa has 
been prohibited. 1. During the war itself, the import duties 
in Nigeria were again greatly increased.20 Similarly, the 
duties in French West Africa were raised in 1912.21 There 

.. "Statistical Abstract of the Bntish Empire," 1915, pp. 143-155. On 
thia problem in the British colonies and in general in West Africa, see 
John B. Harris, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," pp. 99-105; A. J. Macdonald, 
"Trade, Politica, and Chrilltianity in Africa and the East," pp. 62-126; 
A. B. Keith, "West Africa," pp. 210-215. [The value of the imports into 
Nigeria in 1918 Willi £163,616; into the Gold Cout in 1918, £166,842; into 
Sierra Leone in 1917, £46,378, in 1919, £60,940, and in 1920, £72,955; into 
Gambia in 1915, £6,795, in 1919, £12,295, and in 1920, £10,735; into British 
East Africa in 1918-19, £21S,I55; into the Tanganyika Territory in 1918-19, 
£34,000, in 1919-20, £55,000, and in 1920, £58,802; into the Belgian Congo 
in 1917, £76,847, in 1918, £104,322, and in 1919, £185,140. The Statll3-
mon', Ye-.Book, 1920, pp. 179, lSI, 242, 244,245,247, 695; 1921, pp. 183, 
248, 251; 1922, pp. 188, 257, 261, 716.] 

.. A. J. Macdonald, OJI. cit., p. 109; Keith, OJI. cit., p. 213. 
-In 1916 the duty on trade spirits in Nigeria Willi Sa. 9d. per Imperial 

gallon, i.e., roughly S2.lS l1li against the Brussels Conference minimum of 
76 cents. Anti.-SiaverJI Reporter, Octoher, 1916, p. 74. In 1917 duties on 
Ipirits were increlllled in the Gold Cout, the excise on brandy, whisky 
etc., being raised from 78. 6d. to Sa. 6d. per gallon. Board oj Trade Jour'.. 
nol, May 9, 1915, p. 672. 

• British Diplomatic and Consular Reporte, No. 5423, pp. 5-7 42 44' 
L'AJ,;qv4 F~, 1913, pp.302, 304. In all French Equatori~ Mric~ 
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is wide difference of opinion as to the extent of drunken
ness in Africa, some contending that alcoholism is a poten
tial rather than a real evil, and others, again, insisting that 
drink is undermining the moral and physical vigor of the 
native. Virtually all candid students agree, however, that 
the traffic needs stringent curbing. It is still a moot ques
tion whether the present system of high customs and excises 
should be maintained or whether total prohibition should 
be adopted. Whichever policy be chosen, international co
operation will be essential to make it effective. Unless there 
is a uniform policy in all the West African colonies, smug
gling will inevitably occur across borders that in the present 
stage of African development cannot be closely watched. 
As a result, the high tariff or prohibition policy of one colony 
can be nullified by the low customs of its neighbor. As in 
the past, so in the future, international cooperation is im
perative if the liquor traffic is to be diminished or abolished. 

[The Convention of 1919.-The Commission entrustE(d by 
the Peace Conference with revision of the Berlin Act and 
the Brussels Act and Declaration drew up inter alia a Con
vention relating to the liquor traffic in Africa, which was 
signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 1919, by 
the Plenipotentiaries of the United States, Belgium, Great 
Britain, France, Italy, Japan, and Portugal,22 By this Con
vention "the importation, distribution, sale and possession 
of trade spirits of every kind, and of beverages mixed with 
these spirits/' are forbidden throughout Africa, with the ex-

the duties are 200 francs per hectoliter of pure alcohol plus a "consomma
tion" tax of 50 francs, which will be increased to 100 francs. Bruel. 
"L'Afrique ll:quatoriale Francaise," pp. 423-424 . 

.. For the complete ~ext of this Convention, see Annex F. 
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ception of Algeria, Tunis, Morocco, Libya, Egypt, and the 
Union of South Africa. The prohibition extends likewise to 
"distilled beverages containing essential oils or chemical 
products which are recognized as injurious to health, such as 
thujone, star anise, benzoic aldehyde, salicylic ethers, hyssop 
and absinthe." Distilled liquors other than those absolutely 
forbidden may be imported into those parts of the pro
hibited area where their use has already developed, but they 
are subject to a minimum duty of 800 francs per hectoliter 
of pure alcohol (600 francs in Italian colonies). 23 Similar re
strictions are imposed (except in the Italian colonies) on the 
manufacture of distilled liquors and on "the importation, 
distribution, sale and possession of stills and of all apparatus 
or portions of apparatus suitable for distillation of alcohol 
and the rectification or"redistillation of spirits." The only 
important exception to these principles is the right to im
port and manufacture pharmaceutical alcohol and apparatus 
necessary for testing and making alc,ohol for pharmaceutical, 
scientific, and commercial purposes, though even here special 
permission must first be obtained from the local authorities. 
This Convention may after five years receive such modifica
tions as may prove necessary and each High Contracting 
Party must submit an annual report to a Central Inter
national Office established as part of the organization of the 
League of Nations, while provision is also made for arbitra
tion of disputes which cannot be settled by negotiation. 
Finally, the last paragraph of Article 3 of the Mandate for 

• By Article 4. "the above prohibition ee.n be suspended only in the 
C88e of limited quantities destined for the consumption of non-native 
pe\'80ns, and imported under the system and conditions determined by 
each Government." 
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Southwest Africa states that "th~ supply of intoxicating 
spirits and beverages to the natives shall be prohibited.U ] 

.. See Annex L, similarly, by Article 4. of the Draft Mandate for 
Togoland (British), "the mandatory ... will exercise a strict control over 
the traffic in arms and ammunition and the sale of spirituous liquors." 



CHAPTER VI 

THE DE\'ELOPMENT OF AFRICAN CIVILIZATION 

The Negro', Limitations and Possibilities.-The negro 
race has hitherto shown no capacity for progressive develop
ment except under the tutelage of other peoples. In Amer
ica, the African has imitatively, and very imperfectly, ac
quired alien civilization-the Latin in the South and the 
English-speaking in the North-while, in his native home, 
the civilizing influences have also come from extraneous 
sources-Hamitic, Arabic, and European. l\loreover, ac
cording to many scientists, it is an established physiological 
fact that the cranial sutures of the negro close at an early 
age, which condition, it has been contended, prevents or
ganic intellectual progress thereafter. Hence, many have 
denied the capacity of the negro to advance far on the 
path of civilization. Even if this gloomy view be fully 
admitted-many reject it altogether-it is of little imme
diate significance, however great its ultimate importance 
may be. The essential fact to-day is that the African's exist
ing stage of civilization is far below his real potentialities 
for progress. The situation is well summarized by Ambas
sador Reinsch, who said: 

"The difference between the average negro and the aver
age European does not explain, nor is it at all commensurate 
to, the difference between their respective civilizations .... 
Should favorable conditions for the existence and develop-

179 
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ment of permanent societies in Africa be brought about, it 
then would admit of little doubt that the negro race would 
develop in civiIization-a civilization proper to it, rather 
than an imitation of the European type." 1 

The Essentials of Sound Progress.-It should be the 
prime function of the colonizing Powers to develop and es
tablish these favorable conditions. The preeminent consid
eration in colonial administration must be the welfare of the 
native. The outside world can in the long run gain no bene
fit from Africa unless its evolution is on a firm and sound 
economic basis. Such a foundation cannot be reached if 
Middle Africa is viewed merely as a huge plantation on 
which the negro toils as a helot for the advantage of 
Europe.2 Wherever the -colonizing Powers have tried this 
system of exploitation, it has proved disastrous. It is not 
only abominably selfish, but it is stupidly suicidal. It has 
led to the depopulation of Middle Africa in the last thirty 
years; and, as the native is the chief asset, this decrease has 
meant a serious iri:lpairment of the country's resources. The 
experience of these years has conclusively shown that 
wherever the negro is deprived of his land and is forced !o 
work for European masters, the output issm/tll and the 
population diminishes. On the other hand, the record in 
British West Africa has fully demonstrated that jf the native 
is assured of his personal freedom and of adequate land, 
great progress may be attained. The two pillars of sound 

1 P. S. 'Reinsch, "Colonial Government," pp. 59, 60, New York, 1905. 
For a valuable discussion of this theory of arrest in mental development, 
see C. T. LOl'ham, "The Education of the South African Native," pp. 
209, 224, London, 1917. 

[" For what may be construed as at least a suggestion of a desire to 
return to this point of view, see Antonelli, "L'Afrique et la Paix de 
Versailles," p. 256, quoted infra, p. 279.] 
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colonial administration must be an equitable land system 
and a liberal and humane labor policy. 

Land Policy.-It is generally agreed that a sound land 
policy implies that sufficient ground should be reserved for 
the present and prospective needs of the aborigines and that 
the African should not be allowed to alienate this recklessly 
either to Europeans or to a privileged native land-owning 
class' the native having no conception of private rights to 
land. According to the customary tenure in West Africa, 
the ownership was vaguely vested in the community, every 
member of which was entitled to its use. Hence, land 
could not be permanently alienated and the native had no 
intention of doing so, no matter what might be the wording 
of the European title-deeds.· Moreover, in a number of 
instances, the colonizing Powers had granted huge tracts 
without any regard to native rights. This was notoriously 
the case in the Belgian Congo and in the CameroonS. fur
thermore, insurrections in the German possessions led to the 
wholesale confiscation of native soil. Just as the Hereros, in 
German Southwest Africa, became in this manner a landless 
people, 80 the Bakwiri,in the Cameroons, were deprived of 
the fertile areas that were then made into German cocoa 
plantations. The fait accompli of dispossession in the Ger
man colonies could not be rectified, but so far as the remain
ing unoccupied land was concerned, the condition had been 
largely remedied as regarded the future by a change in Ger-

• On thi8 entire section cr. also infra, pp. 255-258. 
"S. D. Morel, "Africa and the Peace of Europe," pp .. 52-.56; J. K. Vietor, 

"Geschichlliche und Kulturelle Entwickelung Unserer 8chutsgebiete," pp. 
122, 123. (For the native theory, Bee A. H. Post, "Afrikanische Juri&
prudeu," II, pp. 166-175, Oldenburg, 1887.J 
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man policy.1> Yet, just before the war, the Duala, in the 
Cameroons, were being deprived of their homes. In the 
Belgian Congo also the Leopoldian principles had been dis
carded and the land system inaugurated in 1909 was based 
upon the principle that the native had the first title and 
right to the soil. Important areas were reserved for his 
use, and he was not permitted to alienate them. Further
more, he was allowed to harvest the fruits of all unoccupied 
lands.8 This reformed system followed that of the British 
colonies, in which native rights were most carefully and 
effectively protected. In Nigeria, for instance, the acquisi
tion of land by non-natives from natives was forbidden 
without the consent of the colonial authorities, and the 
negro's customary rights of occupation and use were amply 
safeguarded.7 As African civilization cannot develop along 
sound lines unless these principles are generally adopted, it 
would be highly advisable to secure an international agree
ment embodying them. But, since conditions vary in the 
different colonies, such an agreement may have to be so 
vague in character as to be equivalent to no more than a 
pious wish.8 Further, its enforcement might, create grave 

• J. K. Vietor, op. cit., pp. 86, 87, 122-126. 
oJ. Renkin, "L'Avenir du Congo BeIge," in L'AJrique Franfaise, March, 

1916, Supplement, p. 62. [Cf. also "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 285-
287.] 

, A. B. Keith, "West Africa," pp. 165, 198-204, 221. Similar land systems 
were established in Sierra Leone and in the Gold Coast. Ibid., pp. 227, 
230-232. See also Emile Baillaud, "La Politique Indigene de I' Angleterre 
en Afrique Orientale," pp. 144-152, 187-216. 

[0 At the session of the Commission for the Revision of the Berlin and 
Brussels Acts on August 1, 1919, the Italian Delegation proposed, as part 
of an article to replace Article 9 of the Draft Convention (the basis of 
the present Article 11), the following clauses: "Au nom de la civilisation, 
les methodes colonisatrices contraires 8. I'existence,au bien-etre et iL Ill. 
graduelle ele,"atiol1 des populations indigenes sont II jamais bannies. En 
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problems, if it should involve international inspection of, 
and interference in, a matter that is usually deemed to be 
exclusively a domestic concern. Possibly less difficulty may 
be encountered in establishing international control over 
the labor situation. 

Labor Question.-Even more important for the future of 
Africa than an equitable land system is the maintenance of 
the native's personal freedom.' It is not generally realized 
that Middle Africa is very sparsely populated, and that the 
prevailing scarcity of labor has been due essentially to this 

consequence, la legislation concernant la propriete fonciere devra re
IIpCCter autant que possible les coutumes en vigueur dans les territoires et 
les interets des populations indigenes. Les terrains et les droits reels 
appartenant it. des indigenes ne pourront etre transferee it. des non-indigenes 
Ans Ie consentement du Gouvernement local et aucun droit sur lesdits 
terrains ne pourra etre cree au profit de non-indigenes sans Ie meme 
consentement." To this, Mr. Strachey, the British Delegate, objected that 
these provisions would find proper place in the Mandates, but that they 
could not be extended to "pays de pleine souverainete"; and M. de 
Peretti de la Rocca, French Delegate and President of the Commission, 
added that his Government could not permit an International Conven
tion to impose principles which that Government's legislation already 
recognised. The Italian proposal accordingly failed of adoption. "Proces
Verbaux et Rapport de la Commission pour la Revision des Actes Generaux 
de Berlin et de Bruxelles," p. 123. In harmony with the view set forth by 
Mr. Strachey, the "B" Mandates include the following Article (e.g., 
Article 5 of the Draft Mandate for Togoland [British]): "In the framing 
of laws relating to the holding or transference of land, the mandatory 
will take into consideration native laws and customs, and will respect 
the rights and Afeguard the interests of the native population. No 
native land may be transferred, except between natives, without the 
previous consent of the public authorities, and no real rights over native 
land in favour of non-natives may be created except with the same 
consent." In Mandates of the "C' type, no such provision is necessary 
since by Article 22, Paragraph 6, of the Covenant of the League of 
Nations mandated territories of the "C" class "can be best administered 
under the laws of the Mandatory as integral portions of its territory." 
For the three types of Mandates, see Annexes B, H, I, L.] 

• On the labor question see P. S. Reinsch, op. cit., pp. 358-391; A. J. 
Macdonald, "Trade, Polit.ics, and Christianity in Africa and the East" 
pp. ll .. ISt i John H. HarriB, "Dawn in Darkest Africa," pp. 45, 46, i31-163. 
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fact rather than to the more or less accentuated indolence of 
the negro. It is true that in some sections the native has 
shown marked industry, especially when he has received 
the full reward of his toil and has not been obliged to work 
in unfamiliar surroundings, cut off from family and commu
nity. Unhappiness, it is claimed, plays as much physical 
havoc with the African negro as do the most virulent dis
eases. The economic history of Nigeria and the Gold Coast 
since 1900 furnishes complete proof of the African's ability 
to develop the resources of his native soil. But, in general, 
his needs are as yet undeveloped and those which are urgent 
are freely supplied by a bountiful nature. As a rule, there
fore, the negro is unwilling to leave his home to work for a 
white master on plantations and in mines. In order to over
come this disinclination, various methods of compulsion 
have been employed. Forced labor in Africa was of three 
kinds: (1) that on works of public necessity, such as build
ing of roads and bridges and the clearing of the waterways; 
(2) that on the construction of railroads and other reproduc
tive public utilities; (3) that on private undertakings. 
Forced labor in the first category is legitimate, provided 
abuses are not allowed to creep in. On the other hand, it is 
of more than doubtful expediency in the second class; while 
in the third, it is wholly ,vicious and is a virtual returIl to 
the slavery of the past. Some of the indirect means used to 
oblige thepatives to work, such as the hut and poll taxes 
which he cannot pay unless he earns something, are not 
objectionable, but direct constraint for private enterprises 
is absolutely inadmissible. Such cOmpulsion prevailed 
throughout broad sections of Middle Africa. It was a char-
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acteristic feature of the Leopoldian Congo and of the Portu
guese cocoa islands before the reforms introduced in the 
present decade. For a time also French Equatorial Africa 
was cursed with this indefensible system.10 In the German 
colonies, the method was less openly one of coercion, but the 
full authority of the Government was used to compel a 
supply of labor for the European plantations. As the 
Organizing Secretary of the Aborigines' Protection Society 
said, the means employed were those of a military despot
ismP The British record, on the whole, is by far the best. 
But conditions even in the British colonies, mainly in East 
Africa, were not wholly above criticism, chiefly because the 
authorities were not always able to prevent abuses on the 
part of the planters.12 

The Contract System.-In general, the system of labor 
in Middle Africa has been one of contracts ranging from 
three months to periods of five years. The method is not 
objectionable in itself provided the agreements are of rea
sonable duration, are free from compulsion, and have their 
clauses fully and explicitly brought within the restricted 

»H. A. GibboD8, "The New Map of Africa," pp. 344, 345. 
• JohD H. Hartis, op. cit., pp. 141, 142. In German East Africa the 

chiefs were ordered by the Government to supply certain quantities of 
labor for the different plantatioD8, public works, etc. Idem, "Germany's 
Lost Colonia.! Empire," pp. 23, 24. Regarding German West Africa, Mr. 
Harris write!!: "The abject fear exhibited by the natives whenever the 
white man approa.che!! is too' eloquent to be mistaken. Moreover, the 
whip is carried by the planters as openly as a man in Europe carries a 
walking-fltick. Whips and free contracts seldom go together" ("Dawn in 
Darkest Africa," p. 262). 

U In British East Africa the contracts were carefully supervised by the 
Government and the natives were protected from frauds and surprises 
iD them. C. Paladini, "L'Africa Orientale Ingle!!e," in Rivillta C%niale, 
March, 1915, pp. 135, 136. Despite this vigilance, 80me abUSe!! occurred. 
See Norma Lorimer, "By the Waters of Africa," pp. 43, 66, 67, 119, 120, 
148, 205. 
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understanding of the native. Moreover, the conditions of 
employment and the facilities for repatriation must be such 
that the negro is not practically obliged to renew his con
tract at its expiration. This system cannot be abandoned. 
It has been found essential even in the native industries in 
the Gold Coast and Nigeria. It should be noted, however, 
that the Africans there were not hampered by the prevail
ing scarcity of workers and generally had little difficulty in 
securing the labor that they needed. In addition to the 
native enterprises, railroads will have to be constructed, 
mineral resources must be developed, and apparently some 
products-such as sisal-hemp and the finer grades of to
bacco-cannot do without the expert supervision of the 
European plantation system.13 The alternative to native 
contract labor is the importation of Chinese coolies, which 
had been suggested in connection with the Katanga mines 
and those in the Gold Coast, but which would indubitably 
introduce an element hostile to the development of a sound 
and stable African civilization.14 

The International Element in the Problem.-The labor 
problem will become very urgent after the war, because 
there is danger that the world-wide scarcity of raw mate-

[21 By the "B" Mandates (e.g., Article 4 of the Draft Mandate for Togo
land [British]), "the mandatory ... (iii) Will prohibit all forms of 
forced or compulsory labour, except for essential public works and 
services, and then only in return for adequate remuneration. (iv) Will 
protect the natives from abuse and measures of fraud and force by the 
careful supervision of labour contracts and the recruiting of labour." 
Similarly in the "c" Mandates (e.g., Article 3 of the Mandate for German 
Southwest Africa), "the mandatory shall see ... that no forced labour 
is permitted, except for essential public works and services, and then 
only for adequate remuneration."] . 

[U This suggestion is radically different from that of using East Africa 
as a land for permanent settlement by East Indians (see supra, pp. 61-64).] 
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rials will lead to attempts to stimulate production by illegiti
mate means. Hence, the need for adequate protection of 
the native. The question is by no means purely local. It 
is in actual practice partly international, since in some in
stances workers had already to be brought from outside the 
colony's frontiers and this necessity will increase as devel
opment proceeds. Thus the Spanish cocoa island of Fer
nando Po procured its labor from Liberia. Similarly, the 
Katanga mines rely upon workers recruited in Rhodesia 
and Portuguese East Africa and will probably draw upon 
Angola. when the Benguella. Railway is completed.15 An 
international agreement regarding the labor problem could 
start from the basis of controlling this international migra
tion and should include other matters. According to the 
matured opinion of lifelong students of the problem who are 
wholly disinterested advocates of native interests, such an 
agreement should at the very least provide for the aboli
tion of all forced toil for private profit. It should further 
establish a maximum term for labor contracts-six months 
in mining and three years in agri.culture-and should pro
vide that only civil penalties, after trial by the authorities, 
should be inflicted for breach of these terms. Moreover, in 
the case of workers recruited across the borders, special pro
visions for repatriation should be made and the official pro
tectors of such labor, whose duty it is to see that the terms 
of the contract are kept and that the working conditions are 
satisractory, should be appointed by the Government of the 
place of recruitment. l ' 

.. Camille Martin, "La Main d'(Euvre au Katanga," in L' Afrique Fran,.. 
CIJi8e, 1913, pp. 288-290. . 

• Memorial to the Foreign Office of January 22, 1917, from the Anti-
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Slavery and Aborigines' Protection Society and from the Edinburgh and 
Glasgow Committees for the Protection of Native Races, in the Ant .. 
Slavery Reporter, April, 1917, pp. 3-6; John H. Harris, "Native Races 
and Peace Terms" (reprinted from the Contemporary Review) and his 
article, "Tropical Colonies and International Government," in The Furt
niahtly Review; November, 1917. [Cf. also "Manual of Belgian Congo," 
pp. 298, 302-304.1 
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MIDDLE AFRICA: PROBLEMS OF INTERNA
TIONAL COOPERATION AND CONTROL 

EXPLA~ATORYNOTE 

The purpose of this memorandum is to give brief ac
counts both of the acts of all the international confer
ences that dealt with the affairs of tropical Africa, begin
ning with the Berlin Conference of 1884-85, and also of 
the various treaties and agreements made by two or more 
of the colonizing Powers with the object of securing coop
eration in dealing with some common problem. Their pur
pose was twofold in nature. On the one hand, the aim 
was to diminish European rivalries by creating equality 
of commercial opportunity in Middle Africa. On the other 
hand, their object was both to further the welfare of the 
natives and to adopt joint measures against evils of more 
than local scope. In pursuit of the former end, freedom 
of commerce, limited only by low and non-discriminatory 
customs for revenue purposes, was established in a wide 
area of Middle Africa, and likewise freedom of navigation 
was secured on its two chief rivers, the Congo and Niger. 
These principles were further extended by a number of 
special treaties between the colonizing Powers (Chapters 
I-III). 

In order to protect the natives from manifest evils, steps 
were taken to prohibit and to restrict the importation and 

191 
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distillation of alcoholic liquors (Chapter IV). Similar con
trol was exercised over the traffic in arms (Chapter V). Fur
thermore, there was some cooperation in the matter of pre
serving Africa's great animal wealth from indiscriminate 
slaughter, and the scourge of sleeping sickness 81so carne 
under international action (Chapter VI). The slave trade 
was one of the first objects of comprehensive treatment 
by the Powers acting in concert, but very little had been 
done internationally with the difficult problems of protect
ing the native from forced labor and of securing to him an 
adequate share of the land (Chapter VII). A timid attempt 
had been made to protect a large section of Middle Africa 
from the ravages of extraneous wars by a neutralization 
that was either incomplete or entirely optional (Chapter 
VIII). 

This comprehensive system of cooperation and control is 
analyzed with the object of showing where and why it 
failed, what were its successes, and what its shortcomings. 
Upon past experience must be based the international con
trol of the future. New problems arising from new condi
tions, such as that of the militarization of Africa, are also 
discussed (Chapter IX). Finally, in the "Conclusions," 
some measures are proposed that, in the opinion of the 
writer, will both make far more effective the mechanism of 
international control and also establish ~he international 
c,haracter of Mid-African colonization in accordance with 
the spirit of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 (Chapter X). 



INTRODUCTION 

It is not generally appreciated to what an extent the 
affairs of tropical Africa have been a matter of international 
concern and regulation. The European diplomacy of the 
past half-century was almost continuously occupied in pre
venting the friction generated by the partition of Africa 
from bursting into the flames of a European war, and it is 
the greatest achievement of that diplomacy that the politi
cal map of tropical Africa as it existed in 1914 had been 
actually established by the peaceful processes of negotiation. 
Moreover, no other region had called forth more inter
national cooperation or had been subjected to more compre
hensive international control. This was the inevitable result 
both of the conditions in Middle Africa and of the attitude 
of the outside world towards that vast area. 

The lack of effective natural barriers in tropical Africa 
was unfavorable to the development of indigenous civiliza
tions and left the entire interior in virtually a single level 
of primitive savagery. This essential unity could not be 
fundamentally altered by the political boundary lines which 
the colonizing Powers drew and redrew in their many 
treaties and agreements. Mid-African problems tran
scended these artificial frontiers and necessitated inter
national cooperation if effective remedies were to be ap
plied. Tropical diseases, the slave trade, alcoholism, and 
other questions were not local in character, and it was 

193 
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futile to attempt to treat them as such. Hence the neces
sity for international cooperation and regulation which have 
been marked features in Europe's connection with Middle 
Africa since the Berlin Conference of 1884-85. At the time 
of that Conference, the outside world was determined that 
no one Power or group of Powers should secure uncontrolled 
possession of the Mid-African center and thus be able to 
use it for self-regarding economic aggrandizement. Hence 
measures were adopted to secure equal opportunities for all 
trade. A knowledge of this varied movement of cooperation 
and control in the past, together with an understanding of 
the shortcomings of the system, must serve as the basis of 
future action. 



CHAPTER I 

THE REGULATION OF FOREIGN TRADE 

The Provisions of the Berlin Act, 1885.-The chief pur
pose for which the International Conference of Berlin met 
in 1884 was to establish freedom of commerce in the mouth 
and basin of the Congo,l whose potential resources had just 
been revealed to the world, in the main by the epoch-mak
ing discoveries of Stanley. Each of the Powers was inter
ested in preventing its fellows, either singly or in combina
tion, from securing special commercial privileges in a region 
whose riches loomed unwarrantedly large, not only in the 
popular imagination but also in the minds of explorers 
and statesmen.: In his speech on the opening day of the 
Conference, November 15, 1884, Bismarck said that any 
Power that exercised sovereign rights in this region was 
"to allow free access thereto to all.flags, without distinc
tion," and was "not to grant any monopolies, or to intro
duce any discriminating usage." 8 In its final shape, the 

'Senate Executive Document, No. 196, 49th Congress, 1st Session, pp. 9, 
U. In deference largely to the suggestion of Stanley ("The Congo," II, 
p. 395, London, 1885), the principles of free trade were extended more 
widely than had perhaps primarily been contemplated by the Powers 
(Keith, "The Belgian Congo and the Berlin Act," p. 59, Oxford, 1919). 

"For the diplomatic history leading up to the summoning of thiB Con
ference, at the original suggestion of Portugal, see J. Scott Keltie, "The 
Partition of Africa" (2d ed.), pp. 130-148. 

"Senate Executive Document, No. 196, p. 26. 
195 
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General Act of the Conference provided that the trade of 
all nations should enjoy complete freedom, that all flags 
should have free access to the whole of the coast line, as 
well as to the Congo and its afHuents, that no import or 
transit duties should be levied, and that no "monopoly or 
favor of any kind in matters of trade" should be granted.4 

At first, it was intended to establish this system of freedom 
of commerce Qnly in the Congo Basin, but the American 
delegate, Mr. John A. Kasson, who enjoyed the invaluable 
assistance· of Stanley, proposed the extension of the zone to 
the Indian Ocean. This suggestion was adopted. Owing 
to Portugal's objections,5 however, a reservation was in
serted which kept the Portuguese colony of Mozambique 
outside the free zone, in spite of the fact that the northern 
half of this colony was actually within its bounds.s This 
zone, generally known as the Conventional Basin, was care
fully defined.' In addition to the Belgian Congo, under the 
territorial division of Africa existing in 1914, it included on 

' ... the West Coast portions of the German Cameroons and also 
.!It parts of both Portuguese Angola and of French Equatorial 

Africa. Within its borders on the East Coast were British 

• Berlin Act of February 26, 1885, Articles I to V. Hertslet, "The Map 
of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.>, II, pp. 471-473 ["Trattati . . . relativi 
all'Africa," pp. 107-1091. , . ' 

• Senate Executive Document, No. 196, p. 66. 'Sir E. Malet, on December 
23, 1884, wrote to Earl Granville: "Special reservation, however, was 
made of all existing sovereign rights; consequently, the Mozambique 
Colony, the territory of the Sultan of Zanzibar and that of other inde
pendent States, cannot be affected by the Declaration without the assent 
of the Rulers." Ibid., p. 306; A/rica, No.2 (1885>, p. 1. 

• Article r, last paragraph: "It is expressly recognized that in ex
tending the principle of free trade to the eastern zone, the Conference 
Powers only undertake engagements for themselves, and that in the 
territories belonging to an independent Sovereign State this principle 
shall only be applicable in so' far as it is approved by such State:' 
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East Africa, Uganda, Nyasaland, and a part of Rhodesia, 
as well as German East Africa [now Tanganyika Territory] 
and the southern section of Italian Somalilund. 

The Brussels Act of 1890.-In this vast region not only 
were all differential customs dues prohibited, but all import 
duties whatsoever. The system was to be one of complete 
free trade. As the Independent State of the Congo, which 
came into existence at the time of the Berlin Conference, 
found itself financially embarrassed without this source of 
revenue, the International Conference of Brussels in 1890 
reconsidered the question and permitted the imposition of 
import duties up to ten per cent ad valorem in the Con
ventional Basin.? Since it was highly inadvisable to impose 
a general tariff of this maximum rate and since there was 
need for uniformity in policy among the many contiguous 
jurisdictions in the Conventional Basin, the interested 
Powers made further arrangements. On December 22, 1890, 
Great Britain, Germany, and Italy signed a protocol as to 
the duties to be imposed in the eastern zone.s Two years 
later, France, Portugal, and the Congo Free State likewise(\~ 
reached an agreement about the customs on imports and 
exports in the western zone.9 This arrangement was, how
ever, denounced by France in 1911 and, in the following 
year, an independent tariff was established for French 
Equatorial Africa.10 

'Declaration of July 2, 1890. Hertslet, op. cit., II, pp. 517, 518 ["Trot
tati," pp. 296-297]. 

• Herts1et, op. cit., II, pp. 518, 519 ["Trattati," pp. 330-331]. 
• Protocol of Lisbon, April 8, 1892. "British and Foreign State Papers, 

1891-1892," Vol. LXXXIV (1898), pp. 447, 448 ["Trattati," pp. 368-369]. 
• A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff Policy of France," pp. 113, 114; 

Georges Bruel, "L'Afrique ~uatoriale Franl;llise," pp. 423, 424. 
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The BerZin Act in Practice.-l. Belgian Congo.-It was 
the expectation of the Berlin Conference that the regula
tions adopted would give to all nations equal commercial 
opportunities in Middle Africa,u These expectations were, 
however, not realized. The spirit of the Act was ignored 
and its provisions were interpreted literally. Equality of 
trade was almost completely nullified in the Congo Basin 
through the system of exploitation adopted by the Inde
pendent State and by France.12 The former declared that 
all land not actually occupied by the natives, together with 
its products, was state property. The Government itself 
proceeded to exploit these resources in some districts, and 
in others it granted the sole right of development to large 
concessionary companies. As a consequence, the native had 
nothing to sell to the private merchant and, in turn, could 
not buy his wares. The entire trade was controlled by the 
Government and by those companies and, furthermore, it 
inevitably centered in Belgium.lS Foreign merchants had 
no opportunity in the Belgian Congo and naturally kept 

[U For further details of the subject considered in this entire section, 
see supra, pp. 76-110.] 

.. From the purely legal standpoint the defenders of the concessionaire 
system had a strong case, since the official report made to the Berlin 
Conference on the significance of Article V, which prohibited monopolies 
or favors of any kind in matters of trade, stated: '~There exists no 
doubt in the strict and literal sense it should be necessary to assign 
to the terms 'in commercial matters' [matters of tradel, as concerns 
exclusively traffic, the unlimited power for each to sell and buy, to 
import and to export, products and manufactures. No privileged· situa
tion can be created under this condition. The situation remains open 
without restriction to free concurrence [competitionl upon the grounds 
of commerce, but the. obligations of the local governments do not go 
beyond." Senate Executive Document, No. 196, p. 76. 

[U For the various commercial companies operating in the Congo, Bee 
"Manual of Belgi"n Congo," pp. 304-312.] 
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national channels. In 1912, out of imports of 53.9 million 
francs 35.8 came from Belgium and 53.9 out of total exports 
of 59 million francs had that destination.18 

S. The French Congo.-Owing to her absorption in 
other interests, France had neglected the vast territories on 
the Congo and Ubangi that she had secured during the 
"scramble" for Africa in the 'eighties. In 1899, however, 
she most precipitately introduced the Belgian concessionary 
system and in one year divided up the major part of the 
French Congo among a number of companies. The same 
abuses followed as had developed in the Belgian Congo
forced labor and gross maltreatment of the natives, together 
with the closed door to foreign trade.19 There ensued a pro
longed diplomatic controversy with Great Britain,20 thanks 
to which, as well as to other factors, the rights of the large 
companies were greatly curtailed in 1910-12 and a wider 
field was opened to the activities of private traders, foreign 
as well as French.21 The evils of the old system were, how
ever, not completely eradicated, for the fact that ,the com
panies still retained large tracts of land worked against 
equality of commercial opportunity. 

II The Statc~man'~ Year-Book, 1915, p. 734. [In 1911-12, the percentages 
were ("Manual of Belgian Congo," p. 272): 

1911 
1912 

Belgium 
65 
66 

United Kingdom 
12 
10 

France 
4.5 
2 

Germany' 
5 
8 

Rhod~iaand 
South A/rica 

3 
6] 

II Georges Bruel, op. cit., pp. 428-435; Sir H. H. Johnston, "The History 
of the Colonization of Africa by Alien Races," pp. 230-234; Charles 
Humbert, "L'(Euvre FranQaise aux Colonies," pp. 48-54 . 

.. Andre Tardieu, "Le Mystere d'Agadir," pp. 209-245, 255-257, 260-285 
et seq . 

.. Georges Bruer, op. cit., pp. 439-442; Humbert, op. cit., pp. 54-65; 
"Annuaire du Gouvernement General de I'Afrique Equatoriale FranQaise," 
1912, II, pp. 223-322. 
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The Area Outside the Conventional Bamn.-From the 
foregoing brief summary, it is apparent that the provisions 
of the Berlin Act for equality of commercial opportunity 
in the Congo Basin were really abortive and that the aim 
of those who desired the Conference to establish "a great 
state, whose organization and administration shall afford 
a guarantee that it is to be held for all time, as it were, 
in trust for the benefit of all peoples" 22 was completely 
frustrated by nationalistic forces. In fact, there was far 
more equality of trade conditions in the unrestricted por
tion of Middle Africa outside the Conventional Basin than 
there was within it. This outer region is very large and 
includes some of the richest and most populous colonies. 
Such are: British West Africa with an area of 444,842 
square miles and a population of twenty millions, and 
French West Africa with an area of 1,478,000 square miles 
and a population of between eleven and twelve and one
half millions. In this unregulated region also are Togo
land and the greater part of the Cameroons; Portuguese 
East Africa and half of Angola, together with Portuguese 
Guinea; Liberia, Spanish Rio Muni, and a section of 
French Equatorial Africa. The total foreign commerce of 
Middle Africa in 1913 amounted to about 350 million dol
lars, of which only somewhat more than one quarter was 
the share of the Conventional Basin. 

Tariff Policies in This Area.-The tariff policies in this 
unrestricted area differed widely. Commercially, by far the 
most important colonies are the British, with a foreign trade 

-Secretary Frelinghuysen to John A. Kasson, October 17, 1884. Senate 
Executive Document, No. 196, p. 14. 
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of 152 million dollars in 1913. In them, Great Britain 
naturally applied her traditional free trade and there were 
no discriminatory duties either in imports or in exports in 
favor of the-Mother Country. Germany, likewise, pursued 
this policy in her oversea possessions, though less from a 
conviction of its inherent soundness than from fear that 
any other course would lead to dreaded retaliation on the 
part of Great Britain.23 On the other hand, both Portugal 
and France had systems by which their own goods were 
favored in the colonial markets, and the colonial products, in 
turn, received preferential treatment in the metropolis. On 
account of the long, unguarded frontiers in Africa and the 
fact that any very marked divergence in duties would lead 
to smuggling from low-tariff neighbors,24 France could not 
in West Africa go to the extreme of discrimination that she 
did elsewhere. In fact, she was obliged by inexorable geo
graphical facts to conclude treaties that allowed foreign 
goods to enter some of her colonies on the same terms as 
did her own. 

Franco-German Agreements of 1894- and 1908. - In 
1894 2~ and 1908,26 France and Germany concluded agree.:. 
ments regarding their territories in th~ basins of the Benue, 

.. See the discussion of December 1, 1913, in the Reichstag on Ger
many's commercial relations with the British Empire. Verhandlungen dll$ 
Reichstags, Stenographische Berichte, 291, pp. 6096-6106 . 

.. In 1894, an interesting experiment was tried when Great Britain and 
Germany concluded a treaty establishing a customs union, between Togo
land and the Gold Coast east of the Volta River. There was to be 
no intervening customs, barrier between them and uniform duties for 
both were established. Convention of Berlin, February 24, 1894. Treaty 
Series, 1894, No. 16; Hertslet, op. cit., III, p. 915 ["Trattati," Suppie
mento, pp. 30-32]. Upon its denunciation by Germany, the Convention 
was terminated ill 1904 . 

.. Hertslet, op. cit., II, p. 659 ["Trattati," pp. 418-423J. 
II Hertsiet, op. cit., III, p . .1219 ["Trattati," Suppiemento, pp. 162-172J. 
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the Shari, the Logone, and their tributaries, and also in the 
French Chad areas south of 130 North, to the effect that, 
in the matter of taxes and customs, there should be no 
di1JerentiaJ. treatment of the merchants of either nation. 
Economically, these arrangements were of little significance, 
as France had not established any custom houses in the 
areas affected, the frontiers being too long, so that mer
chandise passed to and fro duty free.21 Far more important 
were the Anglo-French arrangements of 1898 and 1899. 

Anglo-French. Arrangements of 1898 and 1899.-In 1898, 
during the negotiations for settling some boundary disputes 
in Africa, especially the Nigerian frontier, Lord Salisbury 
proposed that the two Governments should establish an 
identical tariff in all their West African possessions. M. 
Hanotaux reserved his reply until the question had been 
studied, and also stated that France would have to take into 
account the sacrifices necessitated by the establishment of 
the colonies in West Africa.28 In the end, a compromise 
was reached and the concluded treaty provided that for 
thirty years from the date of its ratification (June 13, 1899) 
British and French persons and goods should enjoy equality 
or treatment as regards river navigation, commerce, tariffs, 
and taxes in a region embracing French Dahomey and the 
Ivory Coast as well as British Nigeria and the Gold Coast.2t 

• Georgee Bruel. up. cit .. p. 425; Karl Kuckleu .... "Das Zollwesen der 
Deut.scheD Scbutagebiete." p. 33. A similar clause is found in Article V 
of the AngIo-Genn&ll Agreement of July 1. 1890. ["Trattati." pp. 264-
265.) 

• Ducul'lleflU Diplomotiquu, CO'ITupondance et Document. Reloti/a 
Ii Ia Ccm.·mla"on Frarwo-A1I{1/ailJe du 1" Juin 1898. pp. 25, 26. 30, Paris. 
1899. 

• Article IX. Treaty Series, 1899, No. IS, p. 11 and map; Hertslet, 
up. eit., II, pp. 789, 790 ("Trattati." p. 599). 
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By a subsequent declaration made in 1899,30 this agreement 
was extended to include large sections of both French Equa
torial Africa ana the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.31 As a result 
of the favored-nation clause, the equality of treatment pro
vided for in these conventions was also accorded to all 
countries.32 

Inadequacy of These Regulations.-Granted that equal
ity of commercial opportunity in Middle Africa for all 
people is a desirable goal, the defects of the arrangements 
as they existed in 1914 are patent. In the first place, the 
Conventional Basin covered only a portion of Middle 
Africa and, furthermore, the spirit of the Berlin Act could 
be, and was, evaded by a narrow, but literally correct, in
terpretation of its terms. In the third place, only a part 
of the area outside this Basin came within the scope of 
the Anglo-German and Anglo-French arrangements and 
thus Spain, Portugal, and France were free to impose prefer
ential systems in this unrestricted region. Moreover, the 
Anglo-French agreements are of limited duration. Finally, 
as attention was settled on Middle Africa as a market and 
as there was no dearth of raw materials, the problem of 

.. The Declaration of 1899 applied the agreement of 1898 to the ter
ritories situated south of 14°" 20' N. and north of"5· N., between 
14° 20' East of Greenwich and the course of the Upper Nile. Treaty 
Series, 1l;!99, No. 15, p. 20; Hertslet, op. cit., II, p. 796 ["Trattati," pp. 
613-614]; Documents Diplomatiques, Correspondance Concernant la 
Declaration Additionelle du 21 M ar8 1899, and the annexed map, Paris, 
1899. " 

.. Article VI of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of January 19, 1899, had 
already provided that in matters of liberty of trade, residence, and hold
ing of property, "no special privileges shall be accorded to the subjects 
of anyone or more Power." Hertslet, op. cit., II, p. 621 ["Trattati," p. 
6111 . 

.. Pierre Pegard, "Le Regime Douanier Colonial," in Revue des Sciences 
Politiques, 28 (1912), p. 229. 
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their control had not arisen. In the future, however, equal
ity of commercial opportunity must also imply that to the 
trading nations also shall be secured the opportunity to ob
tain these supplies at practically identical prices. 

[By the Convention for revision of the Berlin and Brus
sels Acts, signed at Saint-Gennain-en-Laye, September 10, 
1919,18 complete commercial equality in the Conventional 
Basin, as defined in Article I of the Berlin Act, is secured to 
nationals of the Signatory Powers (the United States, Bel
gium, the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, and Portu
gal) and to nationals of States, Members of the League of 
Nations, which may adhere to the Convention. Merchan
dise belonging to such nationals is exempt from all differen
tial treatment, "the transit remaining free from all duties, 
taxes or dues, other than those collected for services ren
dered."] 

[- Articles 1-3; see Annex G. For criticism of the principle of complete 
commercial equality in colonies, see Antonelli, "L'Afrique et Is. Ps.ix de 
VeJ'Baillel." pp. 254-255.1 



CHAPTER II 

FREEDOM OF NAVIGATION ON RIVERS 

The Navigation of the Congo and Niger.-The question of 
freedom of navigation on the rivers of Africa is intimately 
connected with that of the open door in general. One of the 
three specific objects for which the Berlin Conference met 
in 1884 was the "application to the Congo and the Niger of 
the principles adopted by the Vienna Congress with a view 
to sanctioning free navigation on several international rivers, 
which principles were afterwards applied to the Danube." 1 

These essentials were that navigation should be open on 
equal terms to all merchantmen and that there should be no 
undue tolls and local charges.2 The Berlin Conference 
adopted this program and its General Act provided that 
the navigation of the Congo 3 and of the Niger,4 as well as 
of their afiluents, should "remain free for the merchant ships 

'Senate Executive Document, No, 196, 49th Congress, 1st Session, p. 7. 
• Ibid., p. 11. The same principles were embodied in 1853, in the treaties 

of Great Britain, France, and the United States with Argentina for the 
navigation of the Parana. and, Uruguay. Ibid., pp. 26, 108-110; Malloy, 
"Treaties," pp. 18-20. For the texts of Articles 108-116 of the Treaty of 
Vienna of 1815 and of Article 15-19 of the Treaty of Paris of 1856, see 
ibid., pp. 106, 107, 110,111; Hertslet, "The Map of Europe by Treaty" 
(3d ed.>, I, pp. 75-92, 269-272; II, pp. 1257-1259. 

I Chapter IV, Articles 13-16. Senate Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 
300-301; A/rica, No.3 (1886>; Hertslet, "The Map of Mrica by Treaty," 
II, p. 468 ["Trattati ... relativi all'Mrica," pp. 111-113]. 

• Chapter V, Articles 26-32. 
206 
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of all nations equally, whether carrying cargo or ballast, 
for the transport of goods or passengers" and that "in the ex
ercise of this navigation the subjects and flags of all nations 
shall in all respects be treated on a footing of perfect equal
ity, not only for the direct navigation from the open sea to 
the inland ports of the Congo [and the Niger] and vice 
verBa, but also for the great and small coasting trade, and 
for boat traffic on the course of the river." Transit dues and 
tolls were prohibited and only "taxes or duties having the 
character of an equivalent for services rendered to naviga
tion itself," such as harbor, pilot, and lighthouse fees, were 
permitted. In addition, provision was made for an interna
tional commission to execute these stipulations regarding 
the Congo; II but, as the foundation of the Independent State 
seemed to render this cumbersome machinery superfluous, it 
was never established. 

ExtensUm of the Principle to the Zambezi and Shire.
The British Government were desirous that this principle 
be extended also to the other great rivers of Africa, such as 
the Senegal and Zambezi.· Sir Edward Malet, the British 
delegate at the Conference, was, however, unable to effect 
this. Both France and Portugal declined, the latter on the 
ground that the question of the Zambezi was not one of the 
subjects for discussion by the Conference, although her dele
gate pointed out at the eame time that the navigation of the 
river was actually free.1 As a matter of fact, Portugal was 

• Chapter IV, Articlee 17-24-
• Earl Granville ~o Sir E. Malet, November 7, 1884. A/rica, No.8 

(1884), p. 2. 
'Senate Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 134, 306, 309; A/rica, No.2 

(1885), pp. 2, 6. 
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already committed to this course 8 and the Anglo-Portu
guese Treaties of 1890 and 1891 definitely established it for 
the Zambezi and Shire rivers with their tributaries.9 

Other Applications of the Principle.-In addition, the 
principle of .free navigation was adopted in a number of 
other instances in a limited form in order to meet local needs 
of intercolonial trade. By the Franco-German conventions 
of 1894 and 1908, the Benue, Mayo-Kebbi, Shari, Logone, 
and Sanga were brought under the system of the Berlin 
Act, in so far as the territories of the signatories were con
cerned.10 The "Entente Cordiale" of 1904 between Great 
Britain and France gave to the latter country freedom of 
navigation on the Gambia River, which jutted into French 
West Africa, Great Britain agreeing that the conditions 
should be at least as favorable as those in effect on the Congo 
and Niger.ll The arrangement of 1906 between Great Brit
ain and the Independent State of the Congo provided that 
ships flying the Congolese or Belgian flag should have the 

• Article III of the abortive Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of February 26, 
1884. Hertslet, Gp. cit., III, p. 1005. For II.CColmts of, this Treaty, see 
J. Scott Keltie, "The Partition of Africa" (2d ed), pp. 143 if.; A. B. 
Keith, "The Belgian Congo and the Beflin Act," pp. 50 II. On December 
IS, 1882, Lord Granville intimated to POitugaL that he was willing to 
consider an arrangement which would promote freedom of commerce for 
all nations, free navigation of the Congo and Zambezi, with their aflluents, 
etc. 

eHertslet, op. cit., III, pp.lOI4-1016 ["Trattati," pp. 350-358]. '. 
,. Hertslet, op. cit.,' II, pp. 658, 659; III, pp. 1218, 1219 ["Trattati"~' pp. 

420-421; Supplemento, pp. 167-168l. As affiuents respectively of the Niger 
and the Congo, the Benue and Sanga were within the provisions of 
the Berlin Act. As a tributary of the Benue, so was the Mayo-Kebbi. 
On this entire subject see also the Franco-German Agreement of Novem
ber 4, 1911., Debidour, "Histoire Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1904-1916," 
pp. 336-340; R. Pinon, "France et Allemagne, 1870-1913," pp. 291-298, 
Paris, 1913. 

J1 Hertslet, op. cit., II, p. 817 ['''frattati,'' p. 715]. 
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right of navigating the waters of the Upper Nile, and that no 
distinction as regards mercantile facilities should be made 
between them and British or Egyptian trading vessels.12 

Similarly, a number of agreements were concluded regulat
ing the navigation on boundary rivers and on adjacent 
waters. 11 

Additional Arrangements.-Moreover, in order to render 
such freedom of navigation effective and to facilitate inter
colonial trade, tracts of land on rivers were leased for 
no~al sums by one Government to the other. In 1892, 
Great Britain rented from Portugal some ground at the 
Chinde mouth of the Zambezi River "for the landing, stor
age, and transshipment of goods" and, simultaneously, Por
tugal secured on the same terms a tract on Lake N yasa from 
Great Britain.1t In 1903, according to the Anglo-French 
Treaty of 1898, Great Britain likewise leased to France two 
small aresa on the Niger, one at the mouth and the other 
at the beginning of navigationY' Similarly, in 1905, Great 
Britain rented to the Italian Government a plot of land on 

• Hert.s1et, op. cit., n, p. 586 ["Trattati," p. 1194]. 
• Tendo and Ahy Lagoons, the River Tendo, the Ajarra and the 

Addo River-Anglo-French Treaty, August 10, 1889 (Hertslet, op. cit., 
II, pp. 731, 732 ["Trattati," pp. 229-230]). River Campo-Franco-Ger
man Treaty, December 24, 1885 <Hertslet, op. cit., n, p. 653 ["Trattati," 
p. 150]). River Cavally-Franco-Liberian Treaty, December 8, 1892 
(Hert.s1et, op. cit., m, pp. 1134, 1141 ["Trattati," p. 386]). Cross River
Anglo-German Treaty of 1913 (Treaty Series, 1913, No. 13). Mauoh 
River-Anglo-Liberian Treaty of 1913 (ibid., No.6, and American Journal 
01 lratemotional Low, VII, Supplement, pp. 177-179; Hertslet, op. cit., 
m, pp. 1140 If.) By Article m of the Franco-Liberian Agreement of 
September 18, 1907, "Ia navigation sur lee COUl'll d'eau formant Ill. 
frontiere sera libre et ouverte au trafic et aux citoyens et proteges franQais 
ainsi qu'aux sujetll et eitoyena liberiens" ["Trattati," Supplemento, p. 128] . 

.. Hertslet, op. cit., In, pp. 1025, 1026 ["Trattati," pp. 37(}.375]. 
U Hertslet. tIP. cit., n, pp. 789-792, 812-814 ["Trattati," pp. 700-701], 
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the British side of the Juba River near Kismayu for the 
erection of a bonded warehouse and pier.18 Finally, as part 
of the Agadir crisis settlement of 1911, Germany agreed to 
make a lease to France of some river-front lands in the Cam
eroons on the same lines as the Anglo-French arrangement 
of 1903 in Nigeria.17 

Possible Future Extension of Freedom of N avigation.
From this summary account it is apparent that there was a 
marked will to cooperate in this matter and that very much 
had been done to establish freedom of navigation on the 
African rivers. The situation in this respect was certainly 
up to the level of the most advanced practice in other con
tinents and was, in general, excellent according to the stand
ards that prevailed in .1914. The question arises whether 
it will be equally satisfactory in the future when the trade 
of Middle Africa becomes more important than it now is. 
Free navigation of international rivers is not as yet a recog
nized rule of the Law of Nations and, in addition, in the 
absence of treaties to the contrary, every State can exclude 
foreign vessels from the rivers that are wholly within its 
bounds.1s In view of the fact that :¥,iddle Africa should be 
administered in an international spirit and not for the self
regarding national advantages of the colonizing Powers, the 
time seems to be rlpe;fora more advanced principle there. 
It would appear to be advisable to adopt and apply the prin
ciple that. the navigation of all African rivers that have con-

1. Hertslet, op. cit., III, pp. 958-960 ["Trattati," pp. 745-748]. 
1. "Contrat de Bail" of November 4, 1911. Debidour, op. cit., pp. 342-

344. 
11 L. F. L. Oppenheim, "International Law" (2d ed.), I, pp. 239-243, 

London, 1912; H. Bonfils, "Manuel de Droit International Publique" 
,7th ed.), pp. 347-359, Paris, 1914. 
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nection with the high seas should be free to all flags on 
equal terms, regardless of whether or no these rivers are 
entirely within the Jurisdiction of one State or of two ad
jacent ones. Such a further extension of freedom of naviga
tion would apparently be a valuable supplement to any regu
lations securing the open door. 

[Tramit Dues and Railroad Rates.-Like problems arise 
in connection with transit dues and railroad rates.19 By 
the Treaty of December 11, 1875,20 between Portugal and 
the Transvaal, no fees could be levied on goods and agricul
tural products in transit across Mozambique to or from the 
Transvaal. Similar products from Middle Africa were, how
ever, subject to harbor dues, etc., and certain classes of mer
chandise destined for the Transvaal were required to pay an 
import duty. By Article XI of the Anglo-Portuguese Con
vention of June 11, 1891,21 transit dues might not exceed 
lor twenty-five years three per cent, and like freedom was 
accorded "across the Zambesi, and through the districts 
adjoining the left bank of the river situated above the con
fluence of the Shire, and those adjoining the right bank of 
the Zambesi situated above the confluence of the river Lu
enha (Ruanga)." The Italo-Franco-British Agreement of 
December 13, 1906, regarding Abyssinia provides in Articles 
6-7 22 that the nationals of the three countries shall enjoy 
in all matters of trade. and transport absolute equality of 
treatment on the railroad and in the port of Jibuti, as well 

• This section h88 been prepared in accordance with a manuscript note 
of Mr. Beer: "Include a brief statement about (aJ transit dues; (b) 
equality of railroad rates." 

• Articles 3, Ii, 7-12. "Trattati," pp. 902, 903-905. 
• Ibid .. pp. 353-354; Hertsiet, op. cit., III, pp. 1016-1025. 
·"Trattati," pp. 1254-1255; Treaty Series, 1907, No.1. 
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as on all railroads which may be built in Abyssinia by Brit
ish or Italian companies, and in British or Italian ports from 
which such lines may start. These benefits are to be ex
tended to the· nationals of all other countries and merchan
dise cannot be subjected to any fiscal transit duties for the 
benefit of French, British, or Italian colonies or treasuries. 
Article 14 of the Franco-German Agreement of November 4, 
1911,23 stipulates that "equality of treatment for transporta
tion of passengers and goods shall be assured to the nationals 
of the two nations on the railroads within their possessions 
in the Congo and the Cameroons." 

The most important document in this connection, how
ever, is the Berlin Act. This provides 24 that all railroads 
constructed "with the special object of obviating the in
navigability or correcting the imperfection of the river 
route" of the Congo and Niger, and of their aHiuents, 
branches, outlets, etc., shall give equality of treatment to 
the traffic of all nations. "Only tolls calculated on the cost 
of construction, maintenance, and management, and on the 
profits due to the promoters" may be levied and in th~s re
spect "foreigners and the natives of the respective territories 
shall be treated on a footing of perfect equality." Finally, 
this freedom is to be maintained even in time of war. The 
only real change in the Convention for the Revision of the 
Berlin and Brussels Acts 25 is that equality of treatment is 
restricted to "nationals of the Signatory Powers, and to 
those of States, Members of the League of Nations, which 
may adhere to the present Convention."] 

• Pinon, op. cit., p. 298; Debidour, op. cit., p. 340. 
M Articles 16, 29, 33 . 
.. Article 7. 



CHAPTER III 

THE PROBLEM OF THE OPEN DOOR 

Trade and the Flag.-The general effect of the methods 
of development in the Belgian Congo and of the preferential 
systems established in the Portuguese and in some of the 
French possessions was that colonial trade tended to center 
in the Mother Country.l Thus, approximately, one half of 
the total foreign commerce of the French territories in Mid
dle Africa was with France.2 This condition was, however, 
even more marked in the British and German colonies, where 
there were no discriminatory duties to influence the course 
of traffic. Of the total trade of the British possessions in this 
region, fifty-five per cent in 1913-14 was with the United 
Kingdom.· In the case of the German colonies, the per
centage was higher still; sixty-three per cent of their for
eign commerce in 1912 was with the Mother Land.' In the 
Cameroons, this figure reached all but eighty-two per cent 
which was somewhat larger than even the abnormally high 

• For a fuller diacusBion of this question see supm, pp. 96-110. 
• British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, No. 5249, pp. 5, 11; No. 

54M, pp. 8-14; No. 5423, pp. 17, 2&-43; A. Girault, "The Colonial Tariff 
Policy of France," pp. 'lZl, 231, 232, 239-242; Georges Bruel, "L'Afrique 
£quatoriale ~," pp. 452-454; A. Messimy, "Notre <Euvre 
Coloniale," p. 297; Charles Humbert, "L'<Euvre Fra~ aux Colonies," 
p. 38. 

'''Statistical Abstract of British Self-Governing Dominions," 1915, pp. 
230-247. 

'''Die Deutsehen 8chutzgebiete," 1914, p. xix; Btotistiuhes Joh,lnu:h., 
1915, pp. 463-467. 
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percentage in the Belgian Congo.5 The close commercial 
relations of metropolis and colony are not merely the effect 
of preferential systems. That trade tends to follow the flag 
is largely inherent in the colonial status and is the result 
of many forces. 

The Factor of Transportation.-One of these forces is 
the system of transportation. The political relations be
tween the governing and dependent country necessitate reg
ular communications and these, in turn, facilitate the inter
change of commodities. The shipping of the metropolis 
ten~s to be predominant in the colony. In some instances, 
furthermore, protective legislation and direct and indirect 
subsidies had established a virtual monopoly for vessels 
plying under the national flag. This was the case in Portu
guese West Africa.6 Similarly, the German East Africa 
Line received a considerable subsidy from the Government 
which strengthened the monopolistic hold of Germany on 
the colonial trade.7 Such predominance of the national 
shipping in the ports of the oversea possessions inevitably 
increased the commercial interdependence of transmarine 
territory and metropolis. 

The Per80nal and National Factor8.70ther factors are 
equally, if not more, .important in establishing these closer 
ties. The personal eq'uation played a large part. It was 
naturally easier. fqr a Frenchman than for a German to do 
business in a French colony and vice ver8a. Apart from all 
else, difference of language is a barrier and, besides, greater 

[' See 8upra, pp. 96-99.] 
• "Annuano Colonial da 1916," p. 151 j Bnt,ish Diplomatic and Consular 

Reports, No. 5402, pp. 6, 8. 
f W. RoBS, "Die Entwicklung der Schiffahrt nach den Deutschen Ko

lonien,"in Weltverkehr, 1914-15, pp. 87-90. 
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confidence is generally placed in a fellow national than in 
an alien. Moreover, public authorities and those in charge 
of transportation and docking facilities are prone, at times 
purposely, but also unconsciously, to favor their fellow 
citizens. No regulation or legislation, no solemn interna
tional covenant, can eliminate this factor of sympathy and 
prejudice which must enter largely into the question of 
establishing the open door in dependent and backward 
countries. So long as there are distinct and sharply segre
gated nations and states, and so long as men regard them
selves primarily as Americans, Englishmen, Frenchmen, 
and Germans, the full attainment of this goal is impossible. 
Until national feelings are eradicated, until there is a uni
versallanguage in common usage, and until the State is no 
longer generally viewed as carrying on trade through its 
individual members, commerce is bound to follow the Bag 
to a more or less marked extent. Whether this is regret
table or not is beside the mark; the actuality must be faced. 

The Commercial Aspect of the Open Door.-On account 
of these fundamental facts, it is at present impossible to 
establish absolute equality of opportunity in the spheres of 
exploitation, investment, and commerce in Middle Africa. 
In its commercial aspect, the open door means essentially 
that all individuals, regardless of nationality, shall have the 
same facilities in trade with backward and undeveloped 
countries. This implies four things: 

1. That goods of every origin and imported on any vessels. 
should enter the colony on equal terms; 

2. That colonial products may be freely shipped to anr 
destination without discrimination; 
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3. That there should be complete freedom of navigation 
on rivers; 8 

4. That foreign merchants and traders should have unre~ 
stricted access to such colonies and also full freedom to 
settle there and to hold property. 

The first three conditions can be secured, provided it is 
deemed advisable to do so. It would be in itself a compara~ 
tively simple matter to extend the Conventional Basin of 
the Berlin Act to cover all of Middle Africa. It would be 
more difficult to draw the line between legitimate public 
an~ private concessions necessary for economic development 
and those that tend to nullify equality of commercial oppor~ 
tunity.9 On the other hand, it will be practically impossible 
to provide that foreign merchants shall be welcomed in the 
various colonies.10 It is largely inevitable that the business 
. of each possession should be controlled by national firms. 

• Closely connected with this question is that of transit dues through 
a coastal region to a foreign hinterland, as from Portuguese Mozambique 
'to. British Rhodesia and British Nyasaland. See the Anglo-Portuguese 
Treaty of June 11, 1891. Hertslet, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d 
ed.), m, pp. 1016-1025 ["Trattati ... relativi al!'Africa." pp. 35()"358, 
and cf. 8upra, pp. 211-212]. 

'''The prohibition of the grant of any monopoly or favour in matters 
of trade [in the Berlin Act] is so widely worded as to be capable of 
becoming, if strictly observed, a menace to' the safety of the State; The 
prohibition is at once too wide, and by its non-application to. the Gov
ernment itself too narrow, and it will be necessary to replace it by 
some formula which permits' of the grant or exercise of a monopoly in 
trade matters by the State only when necessary in the interest of public 
health and security or otherwise (as in . the case of a railway concession) 
unavoidable: the security for a just interpretation of the clause must 
rest in the right of recourse to an arbitral tribunal." A. B. Keith, "The 

• Revision oC the Berlin Act," in Journal of the A/rican Society, July, 
1918, pp. 253; 254. 

10 It will also be dif:licult to guard against indirect shipping subsidies, 
government purchase and control of raw materials, and drawbacks of 

,colonial export duties paid by manufacturing countries in order to attract 
raw materials. . 
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This, however, does not mean that the imports into the 
colony and the exports thence must follow national trade 
routes. As a matter of fact, a very considerable proportion 
of the output from British West Africa went directly to 
Germany and France and a marked share of the imports of 
cotton textiles into the German and French colonies came 
directly or indirectly from England. 

The Financial Aspect of the Open Door.-In addition to 
commercial equality, the full open door further implies 
that all, irrespective of nationality, shall have equal oppor
tunity: 

1. To secure contracts for public works and to furnish 
governmental supplies; 

2. To obtain concessions for the development of the 
country's resources. 

The first has to-day little actuality in so far as Middle 
Africa is concemed, but in time it will probably become of 
importance. The Algeciras Act of 1906 provided that in. 
Morocco such contracts should be awarded upon the basis 
of public international tender and this was confirmed by the 
Franco-German Morocco Treaty of 1911.11 In applying 
the principle to Middle Africa great care will have to be 
exercised that the colonial authorities are not hampered in 
the choice of the best method in executing works of public 
utility and also that they are able to retain full control over 

D Act of' Algeciru, April 7, 1906, Chapter IV, Articles 105-119 ["Trat
tati," pp. 1178-1180; Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 2178-2180]; Franco-Ger
man Morocco' Agreement, November 4, 1911, Article VI [Debidour, 
"Histoire Diplomatique de I'Europe,I904-1916," p. 333]. On the signifi
cance of these clauses and on the Franco-German Consortium of 1909, Bee 
A. Tardieu, "I.e Mystere d'Agadir," Chapters I and II, and pp. 483-487, 
508-517, 565-578. • 
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them. Thus, in British Nigeria, it was found that railways 
were built most expeditiously and cheaply by the Director 
of Public Works and Railways of the colony.12 Further
more, an absolutely rigid system of public tender: for sup
plies is impracticable. The authorities must have some 
freedom of decision. Accordingly, Lord Cromer wrote in 
1905, in connection with the system of public tenders used 
for the purchase of supplies required by the Egyptian Rail
ways: 

"I do not doubt that, generally speaking, that system, if 
carefully applied, is the best, which in the public interests 
can be adopted. But it requires careful application. More 
especially it has to be remembered, in dealing with railway 
material, that price is only one of the factors to be consid
ered in deciding the points at issue." 13 

In other words, such questions as durability and economy of 
operation have also to be taken into account. 

Private Concessions.-The question of equal opportunity 
for all in securing private concessions for the exploitation 
of Middle Africa's resources likewise bristles with difficulties. 
[Nevertheless, an attempt was made to meet the problem 
in the Convention of September 10, 1919, for the Revision 
of the Berlin and Brussels Acts. Article 4 of this document 
states that "each State reserves the right t<;> dispose freely 
of its property and to grant concessions for the development 
of the natural resources of the territory, but no regulations 
on these matters shall admit of any differential treatment 

.. A. B. Keith; "West Africa," pp. 238-242 . 

.. Egypt, No.1 (1905) (Cromer), p. 37. For a discussion of these other 
factors, see Correspondence Respecting the Comparative Merits of Brit
ish, Belgian, and American Locomotives in Egypt, Commercial Series, 
1902, No. I. 
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between the nationals of the Signatory Powers and of States, 
Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere to 
the present Convention." 14 The Berlin Act, on the other 
hand, declared in its fifth Article that "No Power that exer
cises or that shall hereafter exercise sovereign rights in the 
above-mentioned regions shall be allowed to grant therein 
a monopoly or favour of any kind."] 

Could the problem be divorced from its overwhelming 
political features, it would be comparatively simple. In 
fact, the question is not primarily economic. Financiers 
were not really competing to invest in Africa. Capital 
needed considerable coaxing before it could be induced to 
venture into such a speculative field as tropical Africa. It 
took a number of years for Mr. Robert Williams to secure 
funds for the construction of the railway from Lobito Bay in 
Angola to the Katanga mining district. Yet this is the most 
promising enterprise of its kind in tropical Africa. Ger~ 

many's annoyance when Mr. Williams secured this conces
sion in 1902 and her attempts in 1914 to secure control of the 
railway proceeded primarily from the fact that such domina
tion might be used to secure political influence over Portu
guese Angola and the Belgian Congo.15 In the past, there 
was constant dread on the part of the weaker colonizing 
Powers that foreign investments in their possessions might 
be but the prelude to the transfer of these teITitories to the 

(M Cf. &lao paragraph 3 of Article 7 of the Draft Mandate for (British) 
Ea8t Africa and of Article 6 of the Draft Mandates for British Togoland 
and the British Cameroons, reproduced in Annexes I and J.J 

.. Robert WilliaDl8, "The Milestones of African Civilization," in United 
Empire MO{lozifte, July, 1917, pp. 446-457, aDd his address, "Peaceful Pene
tration in Central Africa," in The Time. (London), weekly ed., July 5, 
1918. 
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flag of the peaceful penetrator. Fears of such nature kept 
Portugal, especially, from welcoming German capital in the 
past. There ,can be no doubt that, with non-restoration of 
the German colonies and with loss of physical German foot
hold in Africa, there will be more opportunities for the in
vestment of German capital in the Belgian and Portuguese 
colonies than if Germany were to remain an African Power. 
The crux of the problem is to eliminate the political motive. 
That effected, the real difficulty will not consist in giving 
equal investment opportunities to private capital of all na
tions, but in securing adequate funds for Africa's needs. 



CHAPTER IV 

REGULATION OF THE LIQUOR TRADE 

Native Interests at the Berlin Conference.-In his in
structions to the British delegate at the Berlin Conference 
of 1884-85, Lord Granville wrote: 

"Commercial interests should not, in the opinion of Her 
Majesty's Government, be looked. upon as exclusively the 
subject of deliberation; while the opening of the Congo 
markets is to be desired, the welfare of the natives should 
not be neglected; to them it would be no benefit, but the 
reverse, if freedom of commerce, unchecked by reasonable 
control, should degenerate into licence." 1 

Lord Granville referred especially to two evils, the slave 
trade and the importation of spirituous liquors, regarding 
both of which, as he wrote, there was lIa strong feeling" in 
England.- The Conference adopted some very general reso
lutions against the slave trade and in favor of promoting the 
welfare of the natives,· but declined to treat these questions 
directly. Concerning the proposed restrictions on the 
liquor traffic, the American delegate, Mr. John A. Kas-

• Earl Granville to Sir E. Malet, November 7, 1884. A/rica, No.8 
(1884), p. 1. 

o Earl Granville to Sir E. Malet, November 12, 1884. A/rica, No. 3 
(1885), p. 2. 

• Chapter I, Article 6; Chapter n, Article 9. Hertslet, "The Map of 
Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.), n, pp. 473, 474 ["Trattati.· .. relativi 
all'Africa," pp. 109, 110]. See also Sir E. Malet to Earl Granville, Feb
ruary 21, 1885. A/rica, No.2 (1885), pp. 6, 7. 
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son, wrote to Secretary Frelinghuysen that it was "al
leged by Holland and Germany that in portions of this 
region co~erce is dependent on the exchange of such 
liquors for the native goods; and further that it could not 
be prohibited without involving a right of search of foreign 
vessels by the local authorities." 4 This matter was, how
ever, regulated a few years later by the Brussels Conference 
of 1889-90, which also dealt with the slave trade and the 
importation of arms. 

The Brussels Act of 1890.-The Brussels Act of July 2, 
1890,5 established an arbitrary zone in Africa between 22° 
South and 20° North and reaching from ocean to ocean. 
Within this vast region, the signatories· agreed to ,prohibit 
the importation and distillation of spirituous liquors in those 
parts thereof in which, whether for religious or other rea
sons, their use did not as yet exist or had not developed. 
To each state was left the determination of the bounds of 
these forbidden areas. In the open zones, the Brussels Act 
provided that the various Powers should impose minimum 
import duties or equivalent excises of 15 francs a hectoliter 
(about 11 cents for the American gallon) 00 liquors up to 
50 degrees Centigrade. These fees were to remain in effect 
for three years and could then be increased to 25 francs for 
another period of three years, at the expiration of which 
they were to be revised in the light of the experience gained. 
Lord Vivian, the British representative, insisted that these 
duties were far too low to check the traffic and urged that 

• Senate Executive Document, No. 196, p. 136. See also Protocol V, 
ibid., pp. 126, 132-134. 

• Chapter VI, Articles 90-95. Hel-tsiet, op. cit., II, pp. 514, 515; Treaty 
Series, 1892, No.7 ["Trattati," pp. 293-294]. 
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a much higher rate be imposed. In this, he was supported 
by France. The opposition of the Dutch and German dele
gates could not, however, be overcome.' 

The B1"U8se18 Convention of J899.-A few years' experi
ence conclusively demonstrated that these duties were too 
low to prevent the importation of liquor in the open zones, 
which were mainly on the West African coast. On account 
of the number of juxtaposed colonies in that region and the 
impossibility of watching closely their long frontiers, it was 
futile for one Power alone to increase its duties heavily, 
since this would merely lead to smuggling from the adjacent 
jurisdictions. As the British Government was unable dur
ing the course of protracted negotiations to induce France 
and Germany to augment their duties, Lord Salisbury de
cided to call another international conference.T The Brus
sels Convention of June 8, 1899,8 adopted by this Confer
ence, raised the minimum duties and excises to 70 francs at 
50 degrees Centigrade. The rates were to be proportionately 

I Docu.tMnta DipWmatique8, Conference lnternaticmale de Broxellea, 
pp. 8G-83, 281, 282, 291, 293, 391, 392, Paris, 1891. See also Correapondance 
DipWmatique, pp. 57, 58, et passim (annexed to these Documents Dip
lomotiquu) : "The British Representatives at the Conference were in
structed by Her Majesty's Government to propose the imposition of a 
duty upon imported 8pirite which would have amounted to approximately 
lOll!. a gallon. It appeared, though, that so high a rate as this was not 
acceptable to the other membera of the Conference, and, after discus
aion, a duty of about 18. lOd. a gallon was 8uggested; but in the end, 
the utmost that could be obtained was a minimum duty of about 6¥.ad. 
a gallon. It does not appear that up to the present time the resolutions 
of the Conference have had any very material effect so far as the trade 
OD the West Coast i. concerned." Memorandum from the British Colonial 
Office, March 10, 1896. Liquor Trade in West Africa (Cd. 8480, 1897), 
p.2. 

'Liquor Trade in West Africa (Cd. 8480, 1897), pp. 48, 55, 56, 59, 60. 
I The normal rate was placed at 60 francs in the cases of Togoland and 

Dahomey. Hertslet, op. cit. (3d ed.>, II, pp. 529-531; Treaty Series, 1900, 
No. 13 ("Trattati:' pp. 618-621). 
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lower or higher as the strength varied from this norm; and 
they were to remain in effect for six years, when they were 
to be subject to revision. At the last session of the Confer
ence, the British representative, Sir F. R. Plunkett, read 
a declaration to the effect that the British Government, 
"in accepting the minimum rate of duty agreed to by the 
Conference for a term of six years, by no means admit that 
that rate is sufficient" and they "sincerely regret that it has 
not been possible to obtain the assent of the Conference to 
a higher rate." 8 

The Brussels Conference of 1906.-In due course another 
international conference met at Brussels in 1906. The 
British representative, Sir Arthur Hardinge, stated that de
spite the fact that the British proposal of a duty of 100 
francs had been rejected in 1899 in favor of one of 70 francs, 
yet the duties in British Gambia and Sierra Leone had been 
raised to BOfrancs, those in Lagos and Southern Nigeria to 
96 francs, and those in the Gold Coast west of the Volta 
River to 124 francs. tO He then proposed that the Confer
ence shoula adopt this Gold Coast rate of 124 francs as the 

• Africa, No.7 (1899), p. 9. The United States did not take part in 
the Brussels Conferences subsequent to that of 1890, but they adhered 
to the acts adopted by them. In 1899, Secretary John Hay officially 
wrote that the rate of 70 francs was believed to be scarcely adequate. 
"American Foreign. Relations, 1899," p. 83. 

1. Between 1906 and 1912, the duties were raised from 110 to 115 francs 
in. Gambia, from 110 to 138 in Sierra Leone, from 80 to 100 in the Gold 
Coast east of the Volta, from 124 to 152 in the same colony west of 
the Volta, and from 96 to 138 in Southern Nigeria. "Actes de la Con
ference pour la Revision du Regime des Spiritueux en Afrique, 1912," 
pp. 29-30, Brussels, 1912. The duties in force in 1910 were as follows 
(ibid., pp. 84-85): 80 marks in Togo and the Cameroons; 400 marks in 
German Southwest 'Africa; 100 rupees in German East Africa; 100 francs 
in the Belgian Congo, Ivory Coast, Dahomey, and French Equatorial 
Africa; 100 francs and 30 per cent on fermented products in French West 
Africa; 250 francs in Fernando Po; 125 francs in Rio Muni and Elobe; 
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normal one. Considerable opposition was manifest. Portu
gal objected to an increase; Germany conditionally con
sented; Italy raised some difficulties on account of the 
special circumstances in Eritrea. The Belgian Congo was 
ready to agree to an increase to 90 or 100 francs and even 
more. France had already raised the duties to 90 francs in 
a part of her equatorial colony and thought that this should 
be the limit, but she was willing to go even further.l'l In 
the end, a compromise was reached and 100 francs was es
tablished as the normal rate for duties and excises.12 

The Abortive Conference of 1912.-Even this rate was 
insufficient to check the importation of spirits into West 

115 francs in Gambia; 138 francs in Sierra Leone; 152 francs in the Gold 
CoIl8t; and 138 francs. in Southern Nigeria. Absolute prohibition was 
enforced in Northern Nigeria, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Uganda, British 
Somaliland, British EII8t Africa, and Zanzibar . 

.. .ArchivllB Diplomatiquu, 112 (1909). liP. 163-170. 
uBrtI8!ela Act of November 3, 1906. Ibid., pp. 236-239 ["Trattati," 

pp. 12(7-1250]; .A/ri.c4, No.2 (1906); "American Foreign Relations, 1907," 
Part I, pp. 86-83. On account of the I!pecial circumstances in Eritrea, 
a rate of 70 francs was allowed there. The Portuguese Government also 
was permitted to deduct 30 francs from the 100 francs normal excise, 
in order to facilitate the transformation of the distilleries in Angola into 
sugar factories. Between 1906 and 1910 the increase in the importation 
of liquor into British West Africa was 40 per cent, the customs receipts 
being 23.7 million francs in 1906, and 37.6 in 1910. Imports into Togo 
and the Cameroons were likewise gaining. "Actes de la Conference pour 
la Revmon du Regime des Spiritueux en Afrique, 1912," pp. 30-31, Bros-
1Ie1ll, 1912. [At the BI'UlIleIll Conference of 1908-09, the German delegate, 
Graf von Wallwitl, BOught to bring up the question of revision of the 
liquor agreement and proposed a duty of 120 marks per hectoliter at 
fifty degrees Centigrade; but the Belgian representative, M. Capelle, 
held that this matter was not within the competence of the assembly. 
Neverthele8ll, it was considered in the lIe8Ilions of December, 1909, when 
the following statistics on the importation of trade brandy into the 
Congo were p~nted: 

1893 ................... 1,400,054 liters 
1898 ................... 1,229,582 " 
1902 ................... 467,764 .. 
1905 ................... 494,472 
19()8, •..•••••••••...•.•• 187,659 .. 

l 
l 70 

15 francs duty 

II 

100 " " 
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Africa and accordingly another congress, in which Germany, 
Belgium, Spain, France, Great Britain, Italy, Liberia, the 
Netherlands, Portugal, and Russia were represented, met 
at Brussels on January 4, 1912, for a fresh regulation of the 
problem. The two principal aims were to increase the duties 
and to delimit the prohibited zone. Great Britain and Ger
many stood sponsors for a jointly regulated project, accord
ing to which the rate was to be raised on January 1, 1913, 
from 100 to 150 francs and then augmented by yearly in
creases of ten francs until the limit of 200 francs was 
reached. Nevertheless, the Powers reserved the right to levy 
higher duties and to maintain such tariffs if they already 
existed. Furthermore, the zone of prohibition was to be 
delimited by the simplest possible lines in all colonies as it 
had been in those of Great Britain, Belgium, and Germany, 
with the idea that this area should constitute one solid 
block. The French delegate felt that the latter measure 
would profoundly modify Article 91 of the Brussels Act and 
further restrict territorial sovereignty in Africa. He ac
cordingly held that local authorities should be given a free 
hand in determining the prohibition areas, that all projects 
for increasing duties should be determined circumspectly, 
and that the Powers should especially devote their attention 
to checking local manufacture of liquors. He was, however, 
wiliing to accept the proposal for Somaliland and a minimum 
of 110 francs (possibly 120 francs after January 1, 1915), 
but must adhere to the status quo in French Equatorial 

The French delegate had, however, received no instructions which would 
permit him to take part in the discussion of this matter, and the problem 
was not considered further. "Actes de III. Conference pour III. Revision du 
Regime des Armes en Afrique, 1908-1909," pp. 7-10, 308-309, Brussels, 1909.] 
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Africa; and though he later agreed to 120 francs for both 
these colonies, he could not assent to a zone of prohibition 
in North Dahomey. The controversy turned, in great part, 
on the meaning to be given to Article 91 of the Brussels 
Act, which France interpreted as optional, Germany as 
binding. Great Britain and Germany felt themselves unable 
to assent to the French counter-proposals and, since no satis
factory solution of the deadlock could be reached, the Con
ference adjourned February 5.13 

The Nature of the Problem.-This problem 14 is predomi
nantly confined to West Africa. The prohibition areas cover 
the major portion of Africa between 220 South and 20 0 

North and, in general, they have been greatly extended since 
1890, when this system was instituted. Thus, in the Bel
gian Congo, the forbidden zone has been pushed ever closer 
to the coast until, in 1916, it embraced the entire colony.15 
There has been some smuggling from the open into the 
closed areas, and there have also been some lapses in certain 

II La Vie Inten'/l1li.oJUJle, I (1912), pp. 93-96; Sto.tement of Dr. Gleim, 
April 25, 1913, in the Verhandlungen deB Reichtag8, StenographiBche 
Berichte, 289, p. 5106. See also Dr. Solf's statement on Mo.rch 6, 1913. 
Ibid., 288, p. 4338. Officially, Fro.nce's o.ttitude was based in po.rt upon 
• belief that this policy would not suppress alcoholism among the natives, 
Bince they would merely increa.se their domestic production of alcoholic 
beverages, if deprived of the imported stock, and would ruin the oil 
palms, the chief resource of the country, in preparing toddy from them. 
"Bulletin de 10. Societe Beige d'£tudes Colonia.les," 1913, p. 314. Fiscal 
reasoDl likewise entered and it is also assumed that the influence of 
the distillers in France was a fo.ctor. On the whole subject of this Con
ference, see .. Actes de 10. Conference pour 10. Revision du Regime des 
Spiritueux en Afrique, 1912," Brussels, 1912 . 

.. For further details, see 8Upra, pp. 171-178 [and cf. John H. Han'is, 
"Africa: Slave or Free?", pp. 153-161]. . 

.. The Belgian law permits the sale of beverages containing a low per
centage of alcohol to the natives. For this law, see J. Geerincks, "Guide 
Commercial de Congo Beige," published by the Belgian Ministere des 
Colonies. 
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outlying jurisdictions,16 but, in the main, the prohibition 
has been effective. In West Africa, on the ot;ber hand, the 
natIves have been accustomed to distilled liquors for several 
centuries. In addition, they make their own fermented 
beverages. These are, however, generally less harmful than 
those which are imported. The situation was admittedly 
serious throughout West Africa, as the importation of dis
tilled liquors was growing rapidly.u The increasingly heavy 
duties did not keep pace with the expanding ability of the 
natives to pay higher prices for spirits . 
. international Cooperation Essential.-The British Gov

ernment had adopted strong measures to check this growing 
evil,18 After the failure of the Brussels Conference in 1912, 
the distillation of liqu9r in West Africa was prohibited and 
the import duties have been successively raised until they 
stand at a very high level, far in excess of those stipulated 
at the Brussels Conference of 1906.19 There is a wide differ
ence of opinion as to the extent of drunkenness in Middle 
Africa, some contending that alcoholism is a potential rather 
than a real evil and others insisting that drink is undermin
ing the moral and physical vigor of the native. Virtually all 
candid students agree, however, that th~ traffic needs strin
gent curbing. But, whether the present system of high cus
toms and excises should be maintained and increased, or 

~. See Sir H. H. Johnston, "Alcohol in Africa," in The Nineteenth Cen,. 
'tury and After, September, 1911, p. 476 . 

.. See especially Report on the Liquor Trade in Southern Nigeria and 
the Minutes of Evidence (Cd. 4906 and 4907, 1909). Cf. also Georges 
Bruel, "L'Afrique Equatoriale FranQaise," pp. 457-459. 

U A. J. S, MacDonald, "Trade, Politics, and Christianity in Africa and 
the East," p. 109; A. B. Keith, "West Africa," p. 213. See also the 
statement of Mr. L. Harcourt of June 27, 1912. Hansard, 40, p. 535 . 

.. Anti,..Slavery Reporter, October, 1916, p. 7+;-Board of Trade JO'Umal, 
May 9, 1918, p. 572. " 
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whether total prohibition of distilled liquors should be en
forced, is a moot question. In any event, unless there is a 
virtually uniform policy in all the West African colonies, 
smuggling will inevitably occur across the long borders that,. 
in the present stage of African development, cannot be 
closely watched. As a result, the high tariff or prohibition 
policy of one colony can be nullified by the low customs of 
its neighbor. As in the past, so in the future, international 
coOperation is imperative if the liquor traffic is to be abol
ished or diminished.20 

(- For the provisions of the Convention of September 10, 1919, on this 
matter, Bee /lUprG, pp. 176-178.] 



CHAPTER V 

REGULATION OF THE TRAFFIC IN ARMS 

The Brussels Act of 1890.-The international conference 
which met at Brussels in 1890, on the invitation of Belgium 
in agreement with Great Britain, was convoked particularly 
to deal with the slave trade and the general welfare of the 
native. Experience had shown "the pernicious and prepon
derating part" played by firearms in the slave traffic and in 
inter-tribal warfare. Accordingly, the signatories to the 
General Act of July 2, 1890, agreed to prohibit in their re
spective jurisdictions within the areas between 20° North 
and 22° South the sale to natives of rifles and improved 
weapons, as well as of ammunition for them. Only flint
lock, unrifled guns and common powder, known as "poudre 
de traite," could be sold to the negroes. Elaborate pro
visions were drawn up to make it impossible for the aborigi
nes to procure any arms of precision, such as rifles, magazine
guns, or breech-loaders and their ammunition.1 

The Protocol of 1908.-In 1908, Great Britain, the Congo 
Free State, France, Germany, Portugal, and Spain signed a 
further treaty suspending for a period of four years the im
portation of all kinds of firearms and ammunition destined 
for natives,as well as their sale to them within a large zone 

1 Chapter I, Articles 8-14. Hertslet, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" 
(3d ed.) II, pp. 494-497 ["Trattati . . . relativi all' Africa," pp. 273-276]; 
see also 'A. B. Keith, "The Belgian Congo and the Berlin Act," pp. 79-80, 
for a clear outline of these provisions. 
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in Eastern Equatorial Africa. It was distinctly understood 
that in exceptional cases the local authorities should have 
power to depart from this rigid rule.2 This agreement was, 
however, not continued after 1913 and the regulation of the 
importation of antiquated, slow-firing arms for the use of 
natives was left to the local authorities.3 In order not to 
hamper them an agreement was reached in 1910 permitting 
import duties on arms and ammunition in the Conventional 
Basin in excess of the ten per cent rates authorized by the 
Brussels Declaration of 1890.' The natives require these 
obsolete weapons for hunting and for protection against wild 
animals and the trade in them is considerable. 5 As it is 
carefully supervised by the authorities,s very little, if any, 
serious harm has resulted from it. 

[The Abortive Conference of 1B08-0B.-This Protocol 
marked the medial point of a Brussels conference which sat 
from April 28 to July 20, 1908, and from December 14 to 
December 30, 1909.' The Powers represented were Ger-

• Protocol of Brussels, July 22, 1908. Treaty Series, 1908, No. 29; 
Archive. Diplomatiquu, lOS, p. 262 [UTrattati," Supplemento, pp. 182-184]. 

• Georgea Brnel, uL'Afrique 1l:quatoriale Franc;;aise," p. 457. 
• Declaration of Brussels, June 15, 1910. Treaty Series, 1912, No.5; 

A. B. Keith, cp. cit., p. 322. 
• Thu8, in the second half-year of 1913, after the denunciation of the 

Protocol of 1908, the quantitiea authorized to be imported into Gabun 
and the Middle Congo in French Equatorial Africa were 6,500 guns, 22 
tons of powder, and 222,000 caps. Georgea Brnel, op. cit., p. 457. 

• For the regulatioll8 in the Belgian Congo, see J. Geerincks, "Guide 
Commercial de Congo Beige," pp. 132-136. For those in French West 
Africa, see uAnnuaire du Gouvemement General de I'Afrique Occidentale 
Franc;;aise," 1915-1916, pp. 527-536. . 

'This Protocol was prepared during, but independently of, ·the Con
ference for revision of the arms traffic, held at Brussels in 190~9. "Actea 
de 1& Conference pour la Revision du Regime des Armea en Afrique, 
1908-09," pp. 253-254. These Actes should be coll8ulted for an account 
of all the proceedings of the Conference. Cf. also Annuaire de la Vie 
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many, Belgium, Spain, the Congo, the United States, 
France, Great Britain, Italy, Liberia, the Netherlands, 
Portugal, Russia, Sweden, Persia, and Turkey. The purpose 
of the assembly, convened by Belgium at the request of 
Great Britain, was to increase the duties on arms and am
munition, to strengthen the stipUlations of Articles 8-14 of 
the Brussels Act, to extend the zones of prohibition and 
supervision established by that Act, and to provide for 
international control of the traffic. The German delegate, 
Graf von Walwitz, proposed, as regarded Article 9 of the 
Brussels Act, to reserve to the Governments exclusive sale 
and delivery of arms and ammunition to natives, stress
ing the dangerous possibilities of the increasing entry of 
weapons on the West Coast as contrasted with conditions 
on the East Coast, where this traffic was forbidden to indi
viduals. Liberia objected to this plan as out of harmony 
with her needs. The Italian delegate desired the area of 
prohibition to include all Africa, the Red Sea, the Gulf of 
Oman, and the Persian Gulf, but this met with objection 
from Great Britain and France. Sir Arthur Hardinge pro
posed the creation of two bureaus on the East Coast and of 
one bureau on the West Coast, modeled on the Interna
tional Maritime Office established at Zanzibar by Articles 
74-80 of the. Brussels Act. At the session of May 20, Ger
many presented a revision of Articles 8-9 of the Brussels 
Act along lines which her delegate had already set forth. 
Spain. agreed in principle, as did the Congo, Great Britain, 
Italy, Persia, and Turkey; France, the Netherlands, Portu-

Internationale, 1910-11, pp. 251-260. The summary here giYello hM been 
condensed from notes inserted in the author's manuscript. 
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gal, and Sweden made reservations; the United Sta.tes dele:
gate was without instructions. At the following session, the 
French delegate submitted a dra.ft to strengthen Article 9 
of the Brussels Act. Subsequently, the Italian delegate 
proposed a maritime police which on the high seas should 
have the right to search only native vessels.8 

On June 30 the Italian delegation presented an elaborate 
draft in fourteen Articles. The zone in which the importa
tion of arms and ammunition was to be prohibited was to 
extend from 22° South to 20° North and was to be so drawn 
as to include Tunis and Egypt, as well as Arabia from Suez 
to the southern boundary of Hadramaut. Within this area, 
all imported arms and ammunition must be deposited in 
public warehouses under the care of the State. No arms of 
precision might be sold to natives and the sale of flintlock, 
unrifled guns and of trade powder was to be carefully regu
lated. In the prohibited zone, manufacture of arms and 
ammunition was reserved to the State. All loading, unload
ing, and transshipment of arms were prohibited within that 
area for vessels of less than 500 tons' burden unless they 
"were engaged in the coasting trade between different ports 
of the same Colony or Protectorate." Provision was also 
made for transit trade in arms and for minimum duties. 
Each State was to exercise supervision in the territorial 
waters along its possessions and for a distance of 100 miles 
from shore men-of-war of the Contracting Powers were to 
have rights of search in case of native vessels flying the flag 
of any State which had ratified the entire Brussels Act. Any 
other suspected native vessel might, however, be visited to 

• cr. Articlea 30 Ir. of the Brussels Act. 
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determine whether she was flying her true colors. By the 
concluding Article, the International Bureau at Zanzibar 
and two other bureaus, one of which was to be at Aden, 
were to exercise the supervision required by these stipu
lations. 

As regards import duties, Great Britain proposed increases 
which would amount to twenty-five per cent for arms of 
precision, to sixty per cent for flintlocks, and to four hun
dred per cent for powder and percussion caps, pointing out 
that the duty in Southern Rhodesia was one pound per 
gun and so, generally speaking, in Sierra Leone, the Gold 
Coast, and Gambia. Germany imposed twenty marks on 
breech-loaders and France, in Gabun, twenty francs on guns 
for hunting and fifty on magazine-guns. Subsequently, the 
British delegate consented to reduce the duties to twenty 
francs for breech-loaders, ten for muzzle-loaders, and five 
for flintlocks. 

Whim the sessions were resumed on December 14, 1909, 
it was found that Belgium, the Congo, the United States, 
Great Britain, Italy, Persia, Portugal, Russia, and Sweden 
were agreed in principle and on condition that all gave as
sent; Germany, Spain, France, the Netherlands, and Turkey 
adhered with reservations; Liberia was no longer repre
sented. By December 30, all were willing to sign except 
France. The latter, however, felt able to assent only to the 
first paragraph of Article 1 and to Articles 2-5, 14-21. 
Neither Italy nor Great Britain could accept this position, 
holding that Articles 1, 6, and 8-13 were vital portions of 
the document. The conference accordingly adjourned with
out reaching a successful conclusion.] 
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The System Generally Satisfactory.-In general, the sys
tem of international regulation and local control has pro
duced the desired results. In East Mrica especially, con
ditions have been most satisfactory. Sir Alfred Sharpe, who 
has had exceptional experience as a colonial official, as a 
traveler, and as an administrator of the Mozambique Com
pany, writes as follows: 

"I can speak with some authority on this matter, as I 
have spent over twenty years in Nyasaland, and have paid 
lengthy visits to the Belgian Congo, Portuguese East Mrica, 
Uganda, British East Africa, German East Africa, the Sudan, 
and Rhodesia. So far from there being any indiscriminate 
introduction of arms and ammunition in these territories, 
the importation or purchase is absolutely prohibited .... 
I have never met this person [the gun-runner] nor, within 
what I may call modem times, have I ever heard of him. As 
a matter of fact, he does not now exist in any British terri
tory, nor, so far as I have seen, in any other territory admin
istered by a European Power in the eastern half of Central 
Africa." • 

Gun-Running from Abyssinia.-The situation was, how
ever, far from gratifying in Northeast Mrica. Although 
within the zone drawn by the Brussels Act of 1890, Abys
sinia was not a party to this agreement and accordingly in 
1906 the adjacent Powers, Great Britain, France, and Italy, 
concluded a treaty regarding the importation of arms and 
ammunition into that country.10 The signatories agreed to 
exercise a rigorous supervision over the entry of arms into 
their colonies, to stop their exportation to unauthorized per
.01lS in Abyssinia, and to prevent smuggling by the trading 

'London Doilll "fail, February 6,1918. 
• Agreement of London, December 13, 1906. Treaty Series, 1907, No.2 

rWTl'ILttati," pp. 1258-1260); Albin, "Lee Grands Traites Politiques," p. 412. 
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"dhows." Apparently, in the main, because Frl;l.nce would 
not permit these small craft to be searched outside of terri
torial waters when flying the French flag, this agreement was 
largely ineff'ective.ll In his report on the Sudan for 1913, 
Lord Kitchener wrote: 

liThe only part of the country where the situation cannot 
be described as altogether satisfactory is the south-eastern 
frontier, where an extensive trade in arms and ammunition 
is carried on between Abyssinia and the Nuer country .... 
The political situation at Adis Ababa, and the apparent in
ability of the Abyssinian Government to put a stop to the 
smuggling of arms from the cOast, also makes for unrest in 
the outlying districts bordering on the Sudan." 12 

The Governor-General of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Sir 
Reginald Wingate, was,even more explicit in his report for 
1914. The steady influx of arms and ammunition from 
Abyssinia, he said, caused unrest in the N uer country and 
the situation was profoundly unsatisfactory, since disaffec
tion was growing. It was idle to hope that Abyssinia would 
soon be able to control this traffic, as arms were being con
tinually introduced in large quantities into Abyssinia by 
way of the French port of Jibuti.1B 

[No further steps were taken to regulate the traffic in 
arms and ammunitiol'). until a Convention for the control of 
this trade was· signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on Sep-

.. Sir H. H. Johnston, "Common Sense in Foreign Policy," p. 34, Lon
don, 1913. 

II Egypt, No.1.' (1914) (Kitchener), p. 62. See also ibid., 1912, pp. 
44, 65; . 

'" Sir' Reginald Wingate, "Memorandum on the Sudan 1914," pp. 3, 6, 7. 
[This trade by way of Jibuti had aroused British anxiety in 1908, when the 
Mad Mullah was so disturbing a factor. "Actes de la Conference pour 
la Revision du Regime des Armes en Afrique, 1908-1909," pp. 112-114, 
Brussels, 1909.J 
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tember 10, 1919.1t By this, arms and ammunition may not 
be imported into any part of Africa. except Algeria, Libya., 
and the Union of South Africa, unless authorities of the High 
Contracting Parties grant special export licences. Simi
larly, manufacture and assembling of arms and ammunition 
are forbidden, except in government arsenals, and even the 
repair of weapons is permitted only in duly licensed estab
lishments. Elaborate provision is made to prevent gun
running. After seven years, the Convention may be revised 
in the light of experience "if the Council of the League of 
Nations, acting if need be by a majority, so recommends."] 

roCt. wpm, pp. 170-171, and, for the complete text of the Convention, 
_ Annex E; Bee also the Mandate for German Southwest Africa, Article 
3, paragraph 2, mfra, Annel( L. For the details of the drawing up of this 
Convention, see "Proces-Verbaux et Rapport de Ia Commission pour la 
Revision des Actee Generaux de Berlin et de Bruxelles," pp. 6-77, 136, 
144-146.1 



CHAPTER VI 

PRESERVATION OF WILD ANIMALS AND THE CONTROL OF 

SLEEPING SICKNESS 

The London Conference of 1900.-0bviously the question 
of the preservation of wild animals in Africa is intimately 
connected with the regulation of the traffic in arms. To a 
certain extent, they are the positive and negative sides of 
the same problem. The more freely guns are permitted to be 
imported and sold, the less easy will it be to check the ruth
less slaughter of Africa's vaden fauna. Moreover, both 
are markedly international questions and require compre
hensive international agreements if the measures adopted 
are to be effective in a country of many jurisdictions like 
Africa. In the 'nineties of the last century this came to pe 
realized in England, where there was in a number of circles 
real concern at tlie indiscriminate killing of "big game" 
and other animals in Africa, portending the disappearance 
of some valuable species.! The matter.was taken up by 
Great Britain and in 1897, with a view to an international 
agreement, she approached the German Government. Upon 
the recommendation of the distinguished traveler and ad
ministrator, HermannvoIi Wissmann, Germany tentatively 
advised that an international conference be assembled.2 

1 Correspondence Relating to the Preservation of Wild Animals in 
Africa (Cd. 3189, 1906), pp 1·29, 81, et p/J8sim. 

• [bid., pp. 30, 34-36. 
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The British Government adopted this suggestion and pro
posed that, after agreeing with Germany upon the exact 
bases of discussion, invitations should be issued for sessions 
to be held in London in the spring or early summer of 
1898.8 The German Government concurred, but suggested 
a postponement of the conference until their expert, von 
Wissmann, had returned from Africa:' The following year, 
1899, the British Government again raised the question and, 
nfter having secured the support of the German Govern
ment, issued with their accord invitations to the interested 
Powers for a conference to sit in London early in 1900.5 

The invitation was generally accepted. 
The Convention of 1900.-This assembly adopted an 

elaborate convention,' modeled in general upon the bases 
antecedently drawn up by the British and approved by the 
German Government. The zone in which the agreement 
was to apply was bounded laterally by the shores of the con
tinent, on the north by the parallel of 200 North, and on the 
south by the northern boundary of German Southwest 
Africa and the Zambezi River. Except in the south, its 
delimitations thus coincided with those of the sphere de
marcated by the Brussels Act of 1890. Within this area 
the following regulations were to be put into effect by the 
local authorities: 

o Cd. 3189 (l906), pp. 42, 45. 
"Ibid., pp. 61, 62. 
o Ibid., pp. 56, 62, 71. 
o Convention of London, May 19, 1900, -ibid., pp. 86-89; A/rica, No. 5 

(1900); "British and Foreign State Papers, 1900-1901," Vol. XCIV, pp. 
715-722; Annuaire de lG Vie Intematio1lale, 1908-09, pp. 107-112 ["Trat
tati- ••. relativi aU'Africa," pp. 632-638]. The signatories were Great 
Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, SpaiD, and the Congo Free 
State. 
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a. Prohibition to kill animals of utility and rarity, such 
as vul tures, giraffes, and gorillas; 

b. Prohibition to kill young animals of certain species, 
such as elephants, rhinoceroses, and buffaloes j 

c. Prohibition to kill the females of these speCies when 
accompanied by their young; 

d. Prohibition to kill, except in limited numbers, such 
animals and birds as elephants, rhinoceroses, small monkeys, 
ostriches, marabous, and egrets; 

e. Establishment of large animal reserves; 
/. Establishment of close seasons and of licences for 

hunting; 
g. Restrictions on the use of nets and traps in hunting 

and prohibition of the employment of explosives and poison 
in fishing; 

h. Imposition of export duties on the hides of such ani
mals as giraffes and antelopes and on such articles as rhi
noceros horns and hippopotamus tusks. 

i. Prohibition of killing young elephants and the confis
cation of all tusks weighing less than :five kilos; 

;. Measures for an adequate reduction of the number of 
dangerous animals, such as lions, leopards, crocodiles, and 
snakes; 

k. Protection of ostrich eggs. 

Difficulties in Operation.-Difficulties immediately arose 
from the fact that the zone did not include the British self
governing possessions of South Africar-Natal and the Cape 
Colony...:.-whom the British Government, according to con
stitutional practice, .could not bind by treaty in questions 
necessitating domestic legislation. For this reason and be-
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cause of the exclusion of German Southwest Africa, Portugal 
signed the convention with a reservation that her ratifica
tion would be delayed until such accession had been se
cured.' Steps were immediately taken to gain the adhesion 
of Natal and the Cape Colony, both of whom promptly ac
ceded.' At the same time, instructions were sent to the 
British colonies in the zone to carry out the provisions of 
the treaty, which was likewise promptly done, and in the 
course of a few years elaborate systems were established.' 
For years Natal and the Cape, however, failed to pass the 
necessary laWs. Similarly, while some of the other Powers 
proceeded to execute the stipulations, in general they also 
lagged behind.l • The situation in 1~ was that, in con
sequence of the failure of a number of the signatories to 
ratify the Convention of 1900, it was not deemed binding 
upon the others and hence there was no uniformity in the 
measures adopted. In 1908, it was the opinion of the British 
Colonial Secretary that almost any form of international 
agreement was "preferable to the present chaotic state of 
afi'airs." All the Powers concerned, with the exception of 
Germany and Portugal, had expressed their willingness to 
ratify. Portugal's ratification was made contingent upon all 
the colonies in South Africa, including German Southwest, 
enacting appropriate legislation.ll Of this there was every 

• Correspcnuience Relating to the Preeervation of Wild Animals in 
Alrica (Cd. 3189, I9!MI), pp. 92, 93, 121. This Blue Book and thORe 
enumerated below eontam the _tiaJ faets about this question. Further 
CorrespondeDCe, ete~ Cd. 4472 (1909); do. Cd. 5136 (1910); do. Cd. 5775 
(1911); do. Cd. 6611 (1913). 

'Cd. 3189 (1906), pp. 109, 12&-127. 
• Ibid~ pp. 109. 112. 115 u _q. 
-Ibid .. pp. 251, 305, 306, e' pauim. 
-Cd. 6136 (1910), pp. 1,7,8, 9, 27. 
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prospect. On the other hand, the attitude of Germany was 
not favqrable. Shortly before this, the Governor of the 
Cameroons had reduced the minimum weight for trade in 
elephant tusks from five kilos, as specified in the treaty, to 
two kilos and was sustained by the home authorities.12 

The Sleeping Sickness Factor.-While this question was 
thus unsettled, it was further complicated by the introduc
tion of a new factor. For several years it had been surmised 
that there was some connection between wild beasts and 
sleeping sickness and that the tsetse fly which carried the 
virus of this disease to man obtained it from the animals.1S 
As yet this was largely an hypothesis.14 In 1910-11, there 
was an alarming increase in sleeping sickness in Nyasaland, 
and a fair case was made for the theory that game consti
tuted a reservoir whence the tsetse fly derived the trypano
somes with which man was subsequently infected. This im
mediately altered the entire aspect of animal preservation 
and led to a demand that the wild beasts should be exter
minated. Ordinary prudence demanded, however, that be
fore such a reversal of policy was instituted, the exact facts 
be ascertained and accordingly in 1911 a commission was 
appointed to investigate the question.15 These experts re
ported that certain wild animals in Rhodesia were by nature 
infected with trypanosomes and might, therefore, be a 

u Cd. 5136 (1910), p. 25. With reference to this question, the German 
Colonial Secretary stated in ,1909 that an effective means of preventing the 
extermination of elephants would be found both in the 'enforcement of 
the Brussels Agreement of 1908 prohibiting the importation of arms 
and in moving "the Spanish, French, and Belgian Governments to join 
in raising the minimum export weight of tusks." Ibid., p. 50. 

u Cd. 3189 (1906), pp. 144, 148, 151. 
.. Cd. 5136 (1910), pp. 74, 90. 
u Cd. 5775 (1911), pp. 13, 16, 28-32. 
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reservoir from which sleeping sickness could be transmitted 
to man by the tsetse fly. Upon this, demands arose that 
active measures be taken for an extensive destruction of 
game. As the evidence was not decisive and as the conclu
sions were contested by other experts, the British Govern
ment decided that further inquiry was necessary and ap
pointed a committee for this purpose. IS In the spring of 
1914, this body reported on its extensive investigations. 

The Report of 1914 on Sleeping Sickness.---Sleeping sick
ness was first recognized as a specific disease about one hun
dred years ago, but its serious character as affecting man was 
not fully appreciated until, in 1901, it was found to be epi
demic in Uganda. The mortality there assumed enormous 
proportions. It is estimated that the disease caused 200,000 
deaths from 1898 to 1906. About 1903 it was discovered that 
the cause of the disease was a trypanosome carried by a 
species of tsetse fly (Glossina palpalis) that did not live far 
from the water. The epidemic in Uganda was effectually 
checked in 1907 by the removal of all natives from the 
shores of Lake Victoria. In 1908-10, cases of sleeping sick
ness (trypanosomiasis) were detected in Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland and, upon investigation, it was found that the 

.. Cd. 6671 (1913), pp. 4, 9, 15, 31, 35-54; Report of the Inter-Depart
mental Committee on Sleeping Sickness, Cd. 7349 (1914), p. 3. In 
1912, the Seeretary of State for the Colonies gave the following summary 
of the situation in the House of Commons: "It might well happen 
then that, 88 a result. of exterminating or greatly reducing the game, 
the tsetse, unable to obtain blood from these animals, would attack man 
and the domestic animals to a yet greater extent than it does at present, 
and that if, 88 is probable, these domestic animals harbour the human 
trypanceome, human beings would become infected in increased propor
tion owing to clcee 888ociation with their Hocks and herds. I do not 
maintain that this would happen. but I am advised that it undoubtedly 
might, and such a pcesibility should make us pause before taking de
cisive action on the evidence before us." Cd. 6671 (1913), p. 55. 
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carrier here was a different tsetse fly (Glossina morsitans), 
which was not limited to the-neighborhood of water. Thus 
there are two distinct types of sleeping sickness, known re
spectively ~ Trypanosoma rhodesiense, which occurs south 
of 10° South Latitude, and Trypanosoma gambiense, which 
is widely distributed throughout Middle Africa north of this 
parallel. In Rhodesia, Nyasaland, and the adjacent. re
gions, the disease is of a very virulent character and is 
always fatal, but it is only endemic there, few people in the 
aggregate having been infected. The northern type is less 
acute and is more amenable to treatment, but unless guarded 
against, it may become epidemic as it was in Uganda and the 
Congo.l'f In the opinion of the committee, the exact rela
tion between human and animal trypanosomiasis ~ Nyasa
land and Rhodesia was not fully established, but they added 
that "the evidence indicates that game may serve as a reser
voir of the human disease." At the same time, they rejected 
as unproved the contention that wild game in this region 
constituted the main, if not the only, source from which the 
tsetse fly derived his infectivity. IS . As regards the Uganda 
type, they decided that wild animals played a minor part as 
reservoirs in comparison with infected human beinKS.19 

Finally, the committee stated as one of their general con
clusions that: 

"Knowledge of the disease, its cause and its remedies, is 
still in the making, and hasty and imperfectly considered 
action of a drastic character such as the attempt to effect a 
general destruction of wild animals is not justified by the 
evidence before your Committee. On the other hand, your 

.. Cd. 7349 (1914),' pp. 1-6 . 

.. Ibid., pp. 3, 14 . 

.. Ibid., p. 12. Cf.pp. 2, 4, 5. 
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committee recommend that until direct means of checking 
the fly have been discovered, the food supply of the fly and 
the chances of infection should be lessened in the vicinity of 
centres of population and trade routes by the removal of 
wild animals, and that for this purpose freedom be granted 
both to settlers and natives to hunt and destroy the animals 
within prescribed areas and subject to prescribed con
ditiQns." 20 

This inconclusive report left the question of preserva
tion or destruction of wild animals in an undecided state. 
International cooperation will be equally essential whether 
the policy be one of partial destruction or of preservation, 
for infected migratory animals are no respecters of the 
boundaries set by man. Moreover, such collaboration is 
necessary to secure the fuller knowledge upon which alone 
sound policy can be based and by which alone can best 
results be gained for all concerned.21 An unsuccessful at
tempt of this nature had already been made. 

Sleeping Sicknes8 Conference of 1907.-In 1907, repre
sentatives of Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Portu
gal, the Congo, and the Sudan participated in an interna
tional conference at London on the problem of sleeping 
sickness.22 In his opening address, Lord Fitzmaurice pro
posed the convocation every year, or every two years, of dele-

-Cd. 7349 (1914), p. 21. 
• ThU8 the committee advised that entomological research be under

taken in the bionomiCli of the I.oIeI.ole flies and "that endeavours should be 
made to obtain the co-operation in this work of Foreign Powers in their 
African POI!tle88ions." Ibid., p. 22. Considerable invaluable scientific 
inCormatioll on Bleeping slCkne.!lll is available in the annual reports of 
the Advisory Committee for the Tropical Diseases Research Fund, 1907 
to 1915. 

• Proceedings of the First International Conference on the Sleeping 
Sickn_ at London, June, 1907 [Miscellaneous, No.4 (1907) (Cd. 3778)] i 
Archil'" Diplomatique., 108, pp. 268-315. 
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gates from the different countries interested in the fight 
against the disease; and the founding of a central bureau to 
distribute all the new literature on the subject and to direct 
the work of scientific research by partitioning it among cer
tain nations and individuals. In default of such. common 
action, he said, the British Government were convinced that 
labor and time would be lost in duplicating scientific research 
and that it would be impossible to establish a system of 
quarantine and regulations concerning the circulation of 
natives most exposed to the disease.23 The Conference ap
proved of this program and adopted a resolution that a 
central bureau should be set up at London and national 
bureaus in each country; that the central bureau should 
collect all papers concerning sleeping sickness, should take 
the initiative in every question of an international character, 
should communicate whenever it thought fit with the na
tional bureaus, and "should decide the date and place of 
subsequent International Conferences." 24 In addition, it 
was agreed that the local authorities in Africa should make 
every effort to prevent natives from passing out of contamI
nated districts into neighboring foreign jurisdictions; that 
the administrative officials and doctors near the frontiers 
should exchange information, especially about new cases; 
and, finally, that the governments in Africa should com
municate as soon as possible the results of the· measures 
adopted by them "so that each country may profit by the 
experiments made throughout the whole of tropical 
Africa." 25 

.. Cd. 3778 (1907), pp. 1-3, 6, 7 . 

.. Ibid., pp. 36, 37. 
,. Ibid., pp. 41, 43. 
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The Abortive Conference of 1908.-Apparently there was 
every prospect of effective international cooperation, but 
the aspect of affairs changed quickly. In 1908 the Confer
ence met again in London, mainly to embody in a general 
act or convention the resolutions adopted the preceding year. 
The draft that was drawn up in accordance with these con
clusions proved unacceptable to the French and Italian dele
gates on what was apparently a very minor point, the loca
tion of the central bureau. They were unwilling to abide by 
the resolution that this be established at London and pro
posed that the work connected with sleeping sickness be 
taken over by the hygienic bureau· which was to be created 
at Paris. As time was an essential factor and as London was 
already prepared to function, while the hygienic bureau at 
Paris was not set up or organized, this proposed change in 
the accepted program aroused opposition. The final result 
was that the Conference dissolved without accomplishing 
anything.2I 

Anglo-German Agreements of 1908 and 1911.--Shortly 
after the unfortunate wreck of this project, the British and 
German Governments concluded an agreement for coopera
tion against sleeping sickness.27 They determined to take 
such steps as were practicable to prevent natives of their 
territories who were or might be suffering from the disease 
from crossing the frontier; and to segregate and detain all 
negroes who had evaded tnese measures. The treaty con
tained further clauses of a similar character and, in addition, 
an agreement to destroy crocodiles and other migratory ani-

• Tile BritiBh M edic4l J 0Vf"TUJl, 1908, I, p. 701. 
• London Agreement and Protocol of October Zl. 1908. Treaty Series, 

1908, No. 28 ["Trattati," Supplemento, pp. 185-186]. 
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mals that might reasonably be suspected of being a source 
of food for the Glossina palpalis type of tsetse fly. A sec
ond Anglo-German agreement made in 1911 referred solely 
to Togoland .and the Gold Coast and provided for thorough 
investigation into the extent of sleeping sickness in these 
colonies and a mutual exchange of all the information ac
quired. The two parties further agreed to give medical 
treatment to every sufferer from this disease in those terri
tories and to adopt preventive measures. The two Govern
ments finally recognized each other's right to turn back at 
the frontiers native subjects of the other Power proved or 
suspected to be suffering from the malady and, further, to 
impose such restrictions on the frontier traffic as might be 
deemed necessary to prevent the spread of sleeping sick

ness.28 

.. Berlin Agreement of August 17, 1911. Treaty Series, 1911, No. 22. 



CHAPTER VII 

PROTECTION OF NATIVE RIGHTS: LABOR AND LAND 

The Slave Trade and the Brussels Act.-The great scourge 
of Africa at the time of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 

was the slave trade, which was rampant throughout the 
tropical belt. This could not be ignored nor could it be 
eradicated except by the cooperation of the colonizing 
States. The Brussels Conference was called especially to 
deal with this question and adopted elaborate measures to 
extirpate the evil.1 In the ensuing crusade, great activity 
was shown by the various Powers and, in addition, there 
was considerable collaboration among them. As a result 
thereof, the slave trade was reduced to comparatively insig
nificant proportions. It has never been entirely suppressed 
and presumably never will be until there is a more effective 
administrative occupation of all tropical Africa. In addi
tion, slavery itself has not been entirely eliminated. This 
is especially true of dome~tic bondage, which is an institu
tion deeply rooted in Mohammedan society and which not 
infrequently persists despite the absence of legal protection 
and even in face of positive prohibition.2 

I General Act of the Bl1lII8ela Conference. July 2. 1890. Articles 1-89. 
Hertalet, "Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.), II. pp. 490-514 ["Trattati." 
pp. 271-293]. 

[" For the IlAtive rules governing slavery. see A. H. Post. "Afrikanische 
Jurispruden .... I. pp. 89-112. Oldenburg. 1887. and for brief outlines of 
Mohammedan principles concerning it. see T. P. Hughes, "DictiollAty 
of Islam," pp. 5!J6.«1O. London. 1885. For the Belgian Oongo, see 
"Manual of Belgian Congo." pp. 112-114. Cf. also L. Vignon. "Un 
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Domestic Slavery in German East Africa.-In Zanzibar, 
slavery was gradually abolished under British rule. The 
decree of 1909 prohibited the courts from recognizing its 
status in any. case.S On the other hand, in the neighboring 
German colony in East Africa, domestic bondage 'still con
tinued, but the institution there was not the generally mild 
servitude of Mohammedan society. It was used as a means 
of fresh enslavement and to procure labor for the insatiable 
needs of the German-owned plantations. This was done 
in spite of the regulations to the contrary. The law of 1901 

prohibited the creation of fresh bondmen by self-sale, by 
debts, or by any other means, and provided that domestic 
slaves could work two days for their own account and that 
they could purchase their freedom for comparatively small 
sums. Furthermore, it was enacted in 1905 that all children 
born of domestic slaves after that year should be free. In 
1912, Mathias Erzberger, who had constantly manifested 
great interest in colonial questions, stated in the Reichstag 
that the town of Tabora, in the center of the colony, counted 
from 15,000 to 20,000 bondmen among its 35,000 to 40,000 
inhabitants. Here, he said, could be found slaves from tribes 
that had never known servitude and who in some manner 
or other were forcibly dragged away from their villages and 
sold into bondage. He further stated that certain indi
viduals owned as many as 500 to 800 slaves and he insisted 
that the institution be abolished by 1920.' The Reichstag 
Programme de Politique Colonia.le" (2d ed.), pp. 374-380, Paris, 1919; 
John H, Harris, "Africa: Slave or Free?", pp. 65-71.]. 

• Africa, No.3 (1909); H. A. Gibbons, "The New Map of Africa," 
pp. 36, 37. 

• Verhandlu.ngen des Reichstags, Stenographische Berichte, 284, pp. 
1529-1531. 
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passed a resolution to this effect, but the colonial authori
ties virtually ignored it. Ii Obviously, this is not domestic 
slavery as the term is generally understood. The number of 
such bondmen in German East Africa was approximately 
180,000 • and not a few of them were hired or purchased by 
the German planters for use in the field." Since the con
quest of this colony, there has been a demand in England 
that these slaves be immediately emancipated. Legally, 
such action cannot be taken until the future sovereignty of 
this region is determined.8 When that is decided, and pos
sibly as a part of the settlement, provision should be made 
for the gradual, if not immediate, liberation of these 
slaves.' 

• Verhandlung/m du Reieh&tag8, Stenof/TIJphische Benchts, 291, p. 7913. 
• Ibid., 291, p. 'I9'r1. 
r Frank Weston (Bishop of Zanzibar), "The Black Slaves of Prussia," 

pp. 1.>18. 
'The 8pedotur, July 13, 1918, pp. 39, 40; Memorial of the Anti-

8Javery and Aborigines' Protection Society, August 19, 1918, to Secretary 
Lon,; (ibid., August 24, 1918). 

r Article 5 of the Draft Mandate for British East Africa (Tanganyika 
Territory) Bf.ipulatee that "the mandatory (i) shall provide for the 
I'ventual I'maDcipation of all slaves and for as speedy an elimination 
of domestic and other slavery as social conditions will allow; (ii) shall 
."ppreM all forms of slave trade; (iii) shall prohibit all forms of forced 
or compulsory labour, except for essential public works and services, 
and then only in return for adequate remuneration; (iv) shall protect 
the natives from abuse and measures of force and fraud by the careful 
IlUpervision of labour contracts and the recruiting of labour." See 
Annex I. The lame requirement is contained in the Draft Mandates 
for British Togoland and the British Cameroons. See Annex J. This 
problem WB8 considered on Augu8f. I, 1919, by the Commission for the 
Revision of the Berlin and Brussels Acts, when the Italian Delegation 
presented draft Articles of essentially thia content for inclusion in the 
Convl'ntion then bein,; drawn up. It was felt, however, that the re
quirement more properly belonged, as Mr. Strachey, the British Dele
ptl'. pointed out, in the Mandates than in the Convention, and this 
,·il'w prevailed. "Pro<'es.-VerbaUll et Rapport de la Commission pour 
la Revision dee Actes Generaux de Berlin et de BruxelJes," pp. 122-123.] 
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Forced Labor.-The line of demarcation between slavery 
and forced labor is very tenuous.10 Forced labor. in Africa 
was of three kinds: first, that on works of public necessity, 
such as building roads and bridges and clearing waterways; 
second, . that on constructing railroads and other reproduc
tive public utilities; third, that on private undertakings. 
Forc~d labor in the first category is probably legitimate, pro
vided that abuses are not allowed to creep in.ll It is, how
ever, of more than doubtful expediency in the second class; 
while in the third it is wholly vicious and is a virtual rever
sion to slavery.u Compulsory work on private undertakings 
at one time prevailed throughout broad sections of Middle 
Africa. It was a characteristic feature of the Leopoldian 
Congo and of the Portuguese cocoa islands before the re
forms introduced in the present decade.13 For a time, 
French Equatorial Africa also was cursed with this inde
fensible system. In German East Africa and the Cam
eroons there were laws to protect the native worker, 
but they were disregarded and the authority of the Govern
ment was freely used to compel a supply of labor for the 
European plantations.14 In the Reichstag debate of 1914, 
it was shown conclusively that the conditions in these two 
colonies were appalling. Natives were dragged by force and 

'" On this and the following matters,see also supra, pp. 183-188. 
["John H. Harris, op: cit., pp. 71-74.] 
[" By the first paragraph of Article 3 of the Mandate for German South· 

west Africa (a Mandate of the "C" type), "the mandatory shall see that 
the slave trade is prohibited, and that no forced labour is permitted, 
except for essential public works and services, and then only for adequate 
remuneration." See Annex L.] 

[D John H: Harris, op. cit., pp. 92-99.] 
.. Verhandlungen. des Reichstags, Stenographische Berichte, 288, pp. 

4257, 4304, 4305, 4347, 4348. [Cf. "Handbook of German East Africa," 
p. 240; John H. Han'is, op. cit., pp. 75-91.] 
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fraud from their villages and were kept in virtual servitude 
on the plantations. Though the labor contracts were of 
limited duration, they were for the most part much pro
longed by the planters in a purely arbitrary and dishonest 
manner. Moreover, the mortality on the plantations and 
their constant demand for workers were depopulating con
siderable areas!G [In the Cameroons, negroes in debt to 
the Treasury were required by Orders of November 11, 1904, 
and January 20, 1906, to discharge their obligations at the 
rate of twenty pfennigs a day. On slight pretexts natives 
were punished by heavy fines which they obviously could 
not pay, but must work out. Thus a fine of 150 marks, by 
no means an uncommon sum, virtually obliged a negro to 
750 days of forced labor, which might easily be prolonged by 
additional sentences in the course of this period.18 ] 

The Contract System.-In general, ilie form of labor in 
Middle Africa was one of contracts ranging from three 
months to periods of five years. The system is not objec
tionable in itself provided that the agreements are of reason
able duration, that they are free from compulsion, and that 
their terms are made perfectly clear to the native. More
over, the conditions of employment and the facilities for, 
repatriation must be such that the laborer is not practically 
obliged to renew his contract at its expiration. 

International Regulation.-This method cannot be aban
doned, but it requires careful supervision and control. The 

II Verhtmdlu1I(/en de. Reich,tag., Steno(J1YJphuche Berichte, 291, pp. 7903, 
7904, 7910-7912. [The contracts were for one year, with .. margin for days 
when no work WBB done. About half returned home at the expiration of 
the agreement. "Handbook of German EBBt Africa," loco cit.] 

(- Joumol Of!iciel de la Republique Frant;aue, November 8, 1918, p. 
9632.1 
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labor problem in Africa may become very urgent after the 
war because there is grave danger that the world-wide 
scarcity of raw materials will lead to attempts to stimulate 
production a,t the expense of the native's welfare. The 
question is by no means purely local. In actual practice it 
is already partly international, since labor in a number of 
instances has had to be recruited outside the colony's fron
tiers. Thus the Spanish cocoa island of Fernando Po pro
cured laborers from Liberia. Similarly, the Katanga mines 
obtained workmen from Rhodesia and Portuguese East 
Africa and will probably draw upon Angola when the Ben
guella Railway is completed. Such conditions had already 
led to instructive international arrangements. Following 
the lines of a similar agreement in ·1897, the Convention 
of April 1, 1909, between the Transvaal and Mozambique 
regulated in detail the methods of securing Portuguese na
tives for the Rand gold mines and provided for the appoint
ment of a Portuguese official as "Curator for Portuguese 
natives in the Transvaal." 11 In 1913, a similar arrangement 
was made between Portugai and the British South Africa 
Company regarding Portuguese negroes recruited for Rho
desia. The Curator provided iorinthis case was also to 
give assistance to Portuguese aborigines in the Katanga 
district of the Belgian Congo.18 An internationalconven
tion regarding labor could start from the basis of regulating 
such interc~lonial recruiting somewhat on the lines of those 
arrangements. They should, however, include other matters 
as welL According to the matured opinion of life-long stu-

17 Tra7l8vaal, 1909 (Cd. 4587); American Joornal of InternatiOfWl Law, 
III, Supplement, pp. 309-321; "Annuario Colonial da 1916," pp. 357-360 . 

.. "Annuario Colonial da 1916," pp. 360, 361. 
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dents 01 the problem, who are wholly disinterested advo
cates of native interests, such an agreement should at the 
very least provide for the abolition of all forced work for 
private profit. It would further establish a maximum term 
lor labor contracts-six months in mining and three years in 
agriculture--and should provide that only civil penalties, 
after trial by the authorities, should be inflicted for breach 
01 these documents. Moreover, in the case of labor recruited 
across the borders, special stipulations for repatriation 
should be made"· Provided the local authorities strictly 
enforced such an agreement, it would greatly improve con
ditions. Upon these officials must fall the ultimate respon
sibility, since the world is apparently not ripe for any super
national inspection of what are deemed to be the internal 
a1Jairs of the State. 

Land Policy.-The two pillars of sound colonial adminis
tration must be a liberal and humane labor regime and an 
equitable land system. It is generally agreed that a just land 
poliey implies that amply sufficient areas should be reserved 
for the native's present and prospective needs and that the 
African should not be allowed to alienate this territory reck
lessly either to Europeans or to a privileged land-owning 
class. In general, the negro has no conception of private 
occupation of ground. According to the customary tenure 
in West Africa, the ownership was vaguely vested in the 
community, every member of which was entitled to its use. 
Hence, land could not be permanently alienated and the 

• Memorial to the Foreip Office of January 22, 1917, from the Anti
Slavery aDd AborigiDeB' Protection Society, ete., in the A~ertI 
Beportn • .April. 1917. pp. U. [Reprding measures for the protection of 
aatn-e., _ also "Jdauual of Belgian Congo," pp. 298, 302-30fJ 
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native had no intention of doing so, no matter how explicit 
were the words of the European titIe-deeds.20 Moreover, in 
. a number of instances the colonizing Powers had arbitrarily 
granted huge tracts without any regard to aboriginal rights. 
This was notoriously the case in the Belgian Congo and the 
Cameroons. Furthermore, insurrections in the German colo
nies led to the wholesale confiscation of native areas. Just 
as the Hereros of Southwest Africa became in this way a 
landless people, so the Bakwiri in the Cameroons were de
prived of the fertile territories that were subsequently 
turned into European cocoa plantations. The accomplished 
fact of dispossession in the German colonies could not be 
rectified, but concerning the remaining unoccupied land, 
the condition had been largely remedied as regards the 
future by a change in German policy.21 In the Belgian 
Congo also the Leopoldian principles had been discarded 
.and the system inaugurated in 1909 was based upon the 
principle that the native had first title and right to the soil. 
Important areas were reserved for his use and he was not 
permitted to alienate them. Furthermore, he was allowed 
to harvest the fruits of all unoccupied lands.22 This re
formed system followed that of the British colonies, in which 
native rights were very carefully guarded and. effectively 
protected.28 As Afric!:tri civilization cannot develop along 

[01 For the native African views concerning tenure of land, see Post, 
op. cit., II, pp. 166-175.] . . 

-J. K. Vietor, "Geschichtliche und Kulturelle Entwickelung Unserer 
Schutzgebiete," pp. 86, 87, 122-126. 

IOJ. Renkin, "L'Avenir du Congo Beige," in L'A/rique FraT!{iaise, March, 
1916; Supplement, p. 62. [See further "Manual of Belgian Congo," pp. 
285-287.] 

• Emile Baillaud, "La Politique Indigene de l' Angleterre en Afrique 
Orientale," pp. 68-81, 144-152, 187-216; A. B. Keith, "West Africa," pp. 
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sound lines unless these principles are strictly adhered to, it 
would be highly advisable to secure an international con
vention embodying them. But since conditions vary so 
greatly in the different colonies, such an agreement might 
have to be of so vague a character as to be merely a piqus 
wish. 

[The Problem be/ore the Peace Conference.-This prob
lem received full consideration at the Paris Peace Confer
ence. At a session of the Commission for the Revision of 
the Berlin and Brussels Acts on August 1, 1919, the Italian 
Delegation presented, among other matters which they de
sired incorporated in the new Convention, the following 
draft clause: 24 

"Legislation regarding landed property shall respect as 
far as possible customs.in force in the territories and the 
interests of the native populations. 

"Land and real rights belonging to natives cannot be 
transferred to non-natives without the consent of the local 
Government and no claim to the said lands can be created· 
for the benefit of non-natives without like consent." 

It was felt, however, by the other Delegates that these 
stipulations should not be extended to territories under the 
full sovereignty of the Powers, and that they had proper 
place only in the Mandates. Accordingly, in the Mandates 
of the "B" type the following stipulation appears: 25 

"The mandatory shall in the framing of laws relating to 
the holding or transference of land take into consideration 

165, 198-204, 221, 227, 230-232. [Cf. also, on this whole subject, John H. 
Harria, op. cit .. pp. 113-141.] 

·"proce.Verbaux et Rapport de la Commission pour la Revision des 
Actes Generaux de Berlin et de Bruxelles," pp. 123-124. 

-Draft Mandate for East Africa (British). See Annex I. 
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native laws and customs, and shan respect the rights and 
safeguard the interests of the native population. 

"No native land may be transferred, except between na
tives, without the previous consent of the public authorities, 
and no real rights over native land in favour of non-natives 
may be created except with the same consent. . 

"The mandatory will promulgate strict regulations against 
usury."] 



CHAPTER VIn 

NEUTRALIZATION 

The Neutralization Provisi0n8 of the Berlin Act of 1885.
In addition to providing for freedom of trade and navigation 
in the Conventional Basin, the Berlin Conference adopted 
some provisions for the neutralization of this area. The 
subject was introduced by l\fr. John A. Kasson, the principal 
delegate of the United States, who urged that there was no 
adequate motive .to make the interior of Africa "a scene for 
the struggle of foreign governments in their wars with each 
other." His underlying idea was that Middle Africa should 
not be drawn into purely European conflicts and that this 
vast area should be spared "the destructive effects of for
eign wars." Accordingly, lie proposed that, in case of hos
tilities between two or more of the signatories of the pro
posed international act, each should agree to treat as neutral 
territory the entire Conventional Basin and that no act of 
warfare in this region should be committed by the belliger
ents.1 This broad outlook met with a generally favorable 
reception, but practical difficulties arose from the fact that 
both France and Portugal already possessed colonies which 
were partly within and partly without the Conventional 
Basin. As these obstacles were real,2 the plan had to be 
modified. 

I Senate Executive Document, No. 196, 49th COngreal, 1st Se3Sion, pp. 
43, 61~. 70. gr. 136. 137. 177. 178. 121. 122. 

• On February 21. 1885. Sir Edward Malet wrote from Berlin to Lord 
Granville that some difficulty had been encountered in giving effect 

259 
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(1) The Neutrality of the Independent State of the 
Congo.-In its final form, the Berlin Act of 1885 provided, 
in the first place, that any state exercising "the rights of sov
ereignty or Protectorate" over territories with~ this area 
should have 'the option of declaring such territory neutral; 
and the signatories to the Act, on their part, bound them
selves to respect such neutrality.3 This clause was specifi
cally framed to meet the case of the Independent State of 
the Congo, which was in process of formation and which 

to the general wish that the Conventional Basin should be exempted 
from the evils of war. The main obstacle was the fact that portions 
of Fl'ench and Portuguese Africa were both within and without the 
Basin "and that it would not be easy to secure the absolute neutrality 
of given portions of the territories of a belligerent Power." The British 
Government, he continued, were anxious to extend the benefits of neu
trality, "but they felt it to be absolutely necessary to insist on such 
provisions as should secure that, if parts of the territories of a belligerent 
were to be respected as enjoying immunity from hostilities, they should 
in no sense and in no degree be capable of serving as a base of operations 
for the forces of such belligerent." The French and Portuguese dele
gates admitted that it was natural that such provisions be demanded, but 
"felt that it would bE1 inconsistent with sovereign rights to accept them." 
It was found impossible to reconcile these contending views. Senate 
Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 308, 309; Alrica, No.2 (1885), p. 4. 

• General Act of the Berlin Conference, February 26, 1885, Chapter 
III, Article X. "In order to give a new guarantee of security to trade 
and industry, and to encourage, by the maintenance of peace, the de
velopment of civilization in the countries mentioned in Article I, and 
placed under the free trade system, the High Signatory Powers to the 
present Act, and those who shall' hereafter adopt it, bind themselves 
to respect the neutrality of the territories, or portions of territories, 
belonging to the s,aid countries, comprising therein the territorial waters, 
so long as the Powers which exercise or shall exercise the rights of 
sovereignty or Protectorate over those territories, using. their option of 
proclaiming, themselves neutral, shall fulfil the duties which neutrality 
requires." Hertslet, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d 'cd.), II, pp. 474, 
475 ["Trattati," p. 110]. It should be noted that this neutrality could be 
either temporary or perpetual. For an exposition of the purpose of 
the Article, see the report of Courcel and Lambremont to the Confer
ence. Document8 Dipwmatique8, AfJaire8 du Congo et de l'Alrique Occi
dentale, pp. 274-276; Senate Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 246-247, 
276 .. 
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availed itself of this option, on August 1, 1885, by declaring 
itself to be "perpetually neutral."· Though the right ex
tended over the whole area, no other state took this course. 
The situation thus established was in no sense guaranteed. 
The signatories of the Berlin Act agreed to respect this neu
trality, but did not assume any obligation to prevent its 
violation. As Mr. Kasson explained, in such an eventuality, 
"any of the other signatory powers would have the option 
to call them to account for a breach of their engagements." 5 

This was tantamount to saying that, i,n case of violation of 
neutrality, each party to the Act had merely an unquestion
able right of intervention, but that no Power actually bound 
itself to take any action. 

(2) Optional Neutral Status.-In the second place, the 
Berlin Act provided that if a state "exercising rights of 
sovereignty or Protectorate" should become involved in war, 
then the signatories bound themselves to use their good 
offices in order that the territories in question in the Conven
tional Basin should "by the common consent of this Power 
and of the other belligerent or belligerents" be considered 
neutral during the war.- As the British representative at 
the Conference, Sir Edward Malet, wrote: "The result of 
the provision is that opportunity is given to provide for 
special neutralization, but that the rights of the Sovereign 
State and freedom of the belligerent Power are fully re-

• HertaIet, 01'. cit., II, p. 552 [UTra.ttati," pp. 137-138]. 
• Kaawn to Secretary Frelinghuysen, February 23, 1885. Senate Ex

ecutive Document, No. 196, pp. 180-181. As the report to the Conference 
on thill clause stated, the obligation was B88umed towards all the sig
natorietl who '~acquierent ainsi Ie droit d'en demander Ie respect" (ibid., 
pp. 246-247). 

• Chapter m, Article XI. Hertalet, op. !:it., II, p. (75 [uTrattati," pp. 
110-111). 
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served." 7 As this clause was purely optional, each belliger
ent had complete liberty of action. 

These Provisions during the War.-Thus, at the outbreak 
of the war in 1914, the Belgian Congo alone had been de
clared neutral and the belligerents were entirely free to de
cide as to the neutrality of the rest of the Conventional 
Basin.s The Belgian Government early in August sent in
structions to the Governor General of tlJ.e Congo to take 
defensive measures on the frontiers of the Cameroons and 
German East Africa, but to abstain from all offensive action 
against these colonies. They further expressed a desire not 
to extend hostilities to Middle Africa and inquired of the 
French and British Governments whether they intended to 
avail themselves of Article XI of the Berlin Act "to neu
tralise such of their colonies as are contained in the con
ventional basin of the Congo." 9 At first, the French Gov
ernment was inclined to take this course, but soon reached 
the conclusion that Germany should be attacked wherever 
this was possible.1o The British Government had from the 

'Senate Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 308-309; Africa, No. 2 
(1885), p. 4. 

• In addition, Articles 25 and 33 of the Berlin Act stipulated that 
the provisions for the freedom of the navigation of the Congo and the 
Niger, inCluding their afHuents, should remain in force during time of 
war. Hertslet, op. cit., II, pp. 481, 484 ["Trattati," pp .. 116, '118-119). 
These articles were drawn up without. any regard for reality and are so in
herently impracticable that they should be canceled [as has since been 
done, see p. 268]. Cf. A. B. Keith, "The Revision of the Berlin Act," in 
Journal. of the African Society, July. 1918, p. 260. Furthermore,. the 
exact~egal effect of Belgium's annexation of the Congo. in 1908 upon 
the colony's neutral status was not entirely clear. Cf. F. W. Baum
gartner, "The Neutralization of States," pp. 14, 15, Kingston, Canada, 
1917; L. F. L, Oppenheim, "International Law" (2d ed.>, I, pp. 153, 154, 
London, 1912. 

• "First Belgian Grey Book," Nos. 57, 58. 
to Ibid., Nos. ~1, 74. 
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outset been firmly of this opinion.ll In view of the fact 
that there was complete freedom of action under the Berlin 
Act, any other decision would, under the circumstances, 
have been most unwise. IIlI In the meanwhile, acts of hos
tility had been committed in both East and West Africa. by 
the German, British, and French forces. Finally, on August 
22,1914, the Germans attacked Lukuga on the Belgian side 
of Lake Tanganyika, thus violating the neutrality of the 
Belgian Congo.18 Prior to this action, the Belgian authori
ties had scrupulously maintained the neutrality of the 
Colony, but they were now at liberty to cooperate with their 
allies and they proceeded to do SO.14 Up to this point, the 
German Government had taken no action regarding this 
question, but on August 22, the very day on which the neu
trality of the Belgian Congo was violated, the German 
Under-Secretary of State, Zimmermann, wrote to Ambassa
dor Gerard and, after referring to the prominent part taken 
by John A. Kasson in the formulation of the third Chapter 
of the Berlin Act, invoked the good offices of the American 
Government in securing the neutralization of the Conven-

.... First Belgian Grey Book," No. 75 . 

.. In fact, the Committee of Imperial Defence, whose function it was 
to coordinate naval and military policy and to advise on technical ques
tions of defence, had already in 1898 and 1911 advocated such action 
in the event of war. HaDSal'd, 5th Series (1915), Vol. 75, pp. 327, 328, 
1657. On the organization" and functions of this Committee, see W. 
Basil WOlllfold, "The Empire on the Anvil," pp. 45-49, London, 1916; 
Richard Jebb, "The Britannic Question," pp. ~, London, 1913. For 
a full diacussion of the question, see L'Ajrique Fran~iBe, 1916, pp. 61-66; 
and for a bitter attack on British policy, consult R. C. Hawkin, "The 
Belgian Proposal to Neutralise Central Africa during the European 
War," in The GrotitU/ Societ1l, I (1916), pp. 67-85. 

• "First Belgian Grey Book," No. 76 . 
.... Second Belgian Grey Book," No. 39. 
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tional Basin.1G Whatever their opinion as to the problem 
may have been, the American Government were virtually 
prevented from complying, because they had in 1885 de
liberately refused to ratify the Berlin Act.18 Accordingly, 
Ambassador Gerard wrote to Zimmermann on August 31 
that, as the United States were not parties to the document, 
they could not accede to his request.n A fortnight later, the 
German Government, however, made a fresh appeal, which 
the American Government, acting solely "as a medium of 
communication," transmitted to the belligerents without 
making any comments.18 They all naturally rejected 18 a. 
proposal which would have been of great advantage to 

sa L'A/rique Fran,aise, March, 1916, Supplement, p. 71. The diplomatio 
documents concerning the question were published here from a German 
source. 

sa When the United States was invited to attend the Berlin Conference, 
Secretary Frelinghuyeen inquired of John A. Kasson whether such Jl8.1" 
ticipation would "harmonize with the policy adopted by the United States 
Government of non-interferenoe." Kasson replied that "it was not oon
templated that the Governments represented should be bound by' the 
conclusions of the Conference, but could refuse or accept them at their 
will." The United States participated in the Conference 011 thie diatinot 
understanding. Senate Executive Document, No. 196, pp. 9-13. During 
the course of the Conferenoe, considerable opposition was manifest in 
CongreM and in the preM at the part played by the United States, on 
the ground that it was a distinct departure from the" traditional policy. 
President Cleveland was apparently also of thie opinion, for he refrained 
from submitting the Berlin Act to the Senate for their approval. In 
his Annual Message of December 8, 1885, he stated that in hie opinion 
"an engagement to share in the obligation of enforcing neutrality in 
the remote valley of the Congo would be an Alliance whose responsibilities 
we are not in a position to assume." On April 16, 1886, Seoretary 
Bayard wrote to the German Minister at Washington, Mr. von Alvenaleben, 
that the United States had participated in the Conference "in a merely 
consultative capacity" and were "unprepared to join in the responsible 
political engllgements in 80 remote and undefined a region as that of 
the Congo Bo.sin." Ibid., pp. 321-322 . 

• , L'A/rique Fra~aise, Maroh, 1916, Supplement, p. 72 . 
.... Second Belgian Grey Book," No. M. See aleo Nos. 66, 67 . 
.. L'A/rique Fra~Gise, Maroh, 1916, Supplement, pp. 72, 73, 77. 
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Germany, in that it would have enabled her to retain a part 
of the Cameroons and aJl of German East Africa. The latter, 
furthermore, might have been used as a base for raiders upon 
Allied commerce. 

The Question 0/ Future N eutralization.-The defects in 
the neutrality articles. of the Berlin Act are patent. The 
neutralization of the Congo Free State was incomplete, no 
one of the signatories being obligated to prevent its viola
tion; in the rest of the Conventional Basin, neutralization 
was entirely optional. A joint and several guaranty on the 
part of the signatories to the future peace, explicitly de
fined,20 covering the whole Conventional Basin and possibly 
even all Middle Africa-that is, both Central and West 
Africa-would be the obvious remedy. It would apparently 
remove this entire area from the range of the rivalries of 
the colonizing Powers and it would free the region from the 
ravages of wars due to extraneous causes. At first glance, 
this proposal has a definite attractiveness, but on closer 
examination serious doubts arise as to its advisability and 
necessity. In the first pface, Germany's invasion of Bel
gium has brought t1u~ entire process of neutralization into 
considerable disfavor. Reliance upon Germany's honesty 
did actually create a dangerous atmosphere of false security 
and history may repeat itself in other climes. Then, neu
tralization would probably overstabilize conditions in Mid
dle Africa, as it would virtually be equivalent to a perpetual 
• .40 tr _m'" .. ···s __ • -,. ......... __ 

• • While-all -exi8ting treatilia of guarantee ara quite definite u to the 
obligation of the lignatoriee Dot to violate neutrality thellll81vee, they 
are generally very vague u to the obligation 'II88IJmed to prevent others 
from oommitting such an act. On thiB subject, see C. P. Sanger and H. T. J. 
Norton, "England', Guarantee to Belgium and Luxemburg," London, 1915. 
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guarantee of existing boundary lines and those to be estab
lished at the Peace Conference. The interests of Africa 
may in the future well demand some important territorial 
readjustments. Even more vital th~n these considerations 
are the questions whether neutralization will be necessary 
when a League of Nations is established and whether it is 
not in a measure inconsistent with the fundamental demo
cratic purpose of the war.21 Neutralization of Mrica would 
deprive the future League of Nations of a valuable means 
of coercion against aggressive states, as their Mrican colonies 
would be secure from attack. It would be equivalent to an 
emasculation of the League's power. On the other hand, the 
use of this weapon for such a purpose implies that Africa 
might still become the scene of extraneous wars. But the 
interests of the native are likely to be vitally affected in such 
conflicts, because they determine his future. Certainly 
many of the negroes in the German colonies have con~ 
sciously been deeply concerned in being freed from the ruth
less rule of Germany. Provided the welfare of the Mrican 
aborigines be fully considered, it is not unjustifiable to wage 
such wars in Africa. But it is ignoble to use Africa merely 
as a pawn and to purchase security elsewhere at the expense 
of the native.22 Moreover, as the aiin of the League of Na:
tions is to prevent future hostilities, its establishment would, 

II There is also the question whether neutralization might not "be so 
arranged as ,to apply only in wars unauthorized by the League of Nations, 
but not in hostilities authorized by that body. 

II Late in 1917, the question of the possible return of "German East 
Africa" was discussed by some students from that colony in St. Andrew's 
College, Zanzibar. Their final word was: "If the English mean to give us 
back to the Germans, why did they bring the war to our land in the 
beginning? If they don't want to keep it, why did they want to take it? 
We shall all have suffered, and so many of our brothers will have died in 
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greatly diminish, if not altogether eliminate, the danger of 
Africa becoming the scene of foreign struggles. Finally, 
there is one very important practical consideration. The 
man power of Africa has been used extensively in Europe 
during the war, especially by France. As neutralization 
would prevent this, serious objections to such a proposal 
would in all probability arise in France,23 unless it were 
strictly confined to a limited area in Middle Africa. Thus, 
on the whole, it appears that the desired aims can best be 
attained by an effective League of Nations giving its sanc
tion, but not its perpetual guarantee, to the rights of 
sovereignty and protectorate exercised in Middle Africa and 
providing that no areas can change flags without its con
sent.24 Under such an eventuality, neutralization would 

vain if the only result of the fighting is to lay up for us a German 
revenge." In connection with this, the Principal of the College, Rev. 
Ernest F. Spanton, wrote: 

"And I could not but feel the justice of this contention. If the unfor
tunate African should be used by the English as a mere counter with 
which to gain the better some diplomatic end in Europe, then, indeed, 
England would have a heavy charge to meet at the bar of humanity. 
After having induced these people to help her fight the Germans, believ
ing, as they have done, that by their sufferings they were winning freedom 
for themaelves and their children, if at last we were to wash our hands 
of them, and, with cynical remarks about justice and generosity, to hand 
them over to Germany to wreak her vengeance upon them, we should, 
indeed, deserve some of the harsh things said of us lately by the German 
Press." The Time, (London), March 11, 1918. 

[- See infra, pp. '06-m, '08.] 
• Before the war, the practical situation was that the territorial ar

rangement. within the Conventional Basin, were under the sanction of 
the parties to the Berlin Act and that no extensive areas could be trans
ferred without their consent, either formal or tacit. In 1884, France 
l'ecured the right of preemption of the Belgian Congo and this was con
firmed by a number of subsequent treaties. Hertslet, op. cit., n, pp. 562, 
563, 567, 570, 571; In, p. 1226. In 1911, Germany unsuccessfully endeav
ored to secure this privilege from France, but an agreement WII8 reached 
thllt, in c_ the territorial status within the entire Conventional Basin 
\\'I're to be modified, France and Germany would confer with one another 
and with the other signatories of the Berlin Act. Franco-German Treaty, 
Nm'en,lwr 4, 1911, Article 16. Debidour, "Histoire Diplomatique de 
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appear to be superfluous. [This view was held, in fact, by 
the Commission appointed during the Peace Conference to 
consider revision of the Berlin and Brussels Acts and in the 
resultant Convention 25 signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 
September 10, 1919, the neutrality articles of Berlin were 
among those considered as abrogated.] 

l'Europe, 1904-1916," p. 340; American JO'Ur716l 0/ Inter716tional Law, VI, 
Supplement, pp.62-65. This was 110 virtual, waiver of France's prior rights, 
but, as M. Tardieu correctly points out, these prerogatives were more 
theoretical than practical and. the agreement really subjected all future 
territorial changes within the Conventional Basin to the final consent of 
the parties to the Berlin Act. A. Tardieu, "Le Mystere d' Agadir," pp. 
528-530. 

[M Article 13.1 



CHAPTER IX 

MILITARIZATION 

Native TroopB before the War.-It is quite obvious that 
the problem of the militarization of Middle Africa is inti
mately connected with the question of neutralization. Be
fore the war it was customary to recruit natives for the mili
tary and police in all the tropical African colonies. In no 
case were these forces large. Thus, in 1914, German East 
Africa had 2,472 natives in the military and 2,140 in the 
police.1 An even smaller number of troops, called the King's 
African Rifles, was maintained in the adjoining British Pro
tectorates.2 Similarly, the West African Frontier Force in 
British West Africa was a small body. The Belgian and 
French levies were considerably larger. The "Force Pub
lique" of the Belgian Congo numbered 17,800 men and 
French West Africa in 1912 had an armed force of 20,804, 
of whom 7,459 were in the police.s In general, there was 

• GEllMAN EAST ArnICA, 1914 
Military 

GermaIII ••• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • 260 
Natives ........................ 2,472 

.C.u.tBBOONB, 1914 
GsrmlUlll ••••••••••••••••••••••• 205 
Natives ...................... " 1,650 

&tJti6tiachea Jahrbuch, 1915, p. 457. 

Police 
67 

2,140 

47 
1,450 

• TM 8tatennan', Year-Book, 1915, pp. 183, 186. At the outbreak of the 
war, thia fol'll8 eoll8isted of three battalions of about 2,000 men in all. 

I TroopB Police Total 
French Weet Africa. 1912 ............. 13,345 7,459 20,804 
French Equatorial Africa, 1912 ••.•... 7,125 1,972 9,097 

Georgee Bruel, "L'Alrique :/l:quatoriaJe FraD~aise," p. 480. 
269 
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little difficulty in raising these troops, as the natives of the 
warlike tribes were anxious to serve with the colors. The 
primary function of these forces, furthermore, was to pre
serve order within the colony. They were not established 
for the purpose of aggression against their neighbors, or even 
for the purpose of defense against them. Two broad facts, 
however, should be noted. In the German colonies, as in 
Germany herself, the militaristic system prevailed. Not 
only were the military forces incompletely controlled by the 
civil authorities,4 but a soldier caste was established. The 
natives who were enrolled in the Schutztruppen were en
couraged to regard themselves as superior to their civilian 
fellows. From this proceeded some of the most flagrant 
abuses in the German possessions. Another noteworthy 
fact is that France had for a long time regarded her African 
empire as a source of man power in case of war and that, 
with this eventuality in view, steps had already been taken 
before 1914 to raise a much larger force in French West 
Africa than the needs of the colony it~elf demanded.5 

The Lessons of the W ar.-(1) Native Troops in Africa.
The experiences of the war have emphasized two fundame1}.-

• On March 6, 1913, in the Reichstag, Erzberger criticized this diarchy, 
insisting that the commander of the military forces should be subordinate 
to the Governor~ The Governor, he said, was an official, but the Com
mander was not and hence was not responsible. "Der ist Offizier, hat 
keinen Beamteneid geleistet und kennt nur eine Verantwortung gegeniiber 
der Kommandogewalt." He maintained that this dualism was more or 
less accentuated in all of Germany's African colonies. V erhandlu1I{IEm dell 
Reichstags, 8tenographische Berichte, 288, pp. 4307, 4308. The Colonial 
Secretary, Solf, willi unable to refute Erzberger's charge and virtually had 
to admit that in practice' this dualism existed. Ibid., p. 4336. 

• Twenty thousand additional troops were to be raised in four years. 
Louis Sonolet, "L'Afrique Occidentale Franc;aise," pp. 89-91. See also 
Mangin, "La Force Noire"; Questio1U! Diplomatiques et Coloniale8, 34 
(1912), p. 652; 36 (1913), pp. 334, 395; 37 (1914), pp. 65, 290. 
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tal facts-the military possibilities of the African native in 
his own continent and his importance as a combatant and 
non-combatant in Europe. Large forces were raised by the 
Allies for operations against the German colonies and by 
the Germans in defense of them. Over 10,000 combatants 
and 10,000 porters were sent from British West Africa for 
the campaign against German East Africa. In British East 
Africa [Kenya], the King's African Rifles were expanded 
from 2,000 to over 20,000 men. In addition, a very large 
number of carriers were employed. In the East African 
Protectorate no less than 150,000 porters were recruited. 
In Uganda, 40,000 carriers were raised for service with the 
British and Belgian troops; and iIi Nyasaland, the number 
of natives employed for various military purposes exceeded 
100,000.8 It is not quite clear how many negroes the Ger
mans in East Africa recruited during the entire campaign, 
but the maximum strength of their forces at anyone time 
was apparently 2,309 Europeans and 11,621 natives, to
gether with at least an equal number of porters.1 The pro-

'Statement of Mr. W. H. Long, Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
January 28, 1918, in Geographical Journal, March, 1918, p. 148. ct. "The 
Times [London] History of the War," XIII, pp. 411, 412. 

'J. H. V. Crowe, "General Smuts' Campaign in EIiBt Africa," pp. 32-35, 
278-280. See also "The Times [London) History of the War," X, pp. 130-
132 j XII, p. SO. . 

[By September, 1915, the German forces in German EIiBt Africa were 
estimated to comprise: 

European troope •• ;............................. 2,200 
Native Protectorate troope..................... 2,472 
Former police (military training) ................ 2,140 
Former carriers (8ome military training) •....•.•. 600 
Discharged native soldiers and police ............ 2,000 
Recruits ......................................... 3,888 
Native irregulars ................................ 3,000 

Total ......................... ./. ............. 16,300 
"Handbook of German EHBt Africa," pp. 197-198; for details of the irregu-
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longed resistance of the German colony and the large number 
of troops raised in Africa for local purposes have made 
necessary a reconsideration of the Middle African situation 
in the light of these facts. 

(2) The Native in the European Field.-In addition, 
Africa's man power has been extensively drawn upon for 
war work in Europe, especially by France. Only a small 
labor corps was recruited by the British in South Africa for 
this purpose, but France was able to secure large numbers 
from West Africa both for combatant and non-combatant 
purposes.8 In the first year of the war, 70,000 troops
tirailleurs-were raised in French West, Africa,S and the 
numbers were steadily increased by more intensive recruit
ing.10 Up to 1918, French West Africa had supplied France 
with over 120,000 tirailleurs.l1 Subsequent levies yielded 
about 64,000 more.12 According to the statement made by 
the French Colonial Minister, M. Henry Simon, in the Sen
ate OJ:l July 9, 1918, the French colonies, including North 

lars, Protectorate Force (Schutztruppe) , pre-war distribution of troops 
and police, tribes capable of use as irregulars, etc., see "Handbook of 
German East Africa," pp. 198-211.] 

• The Union of South Africa objected to the'use of South African natives 
for purely military purposes, fearing that this might lead to subsequent 
troubles at home. 'Had it not been for this opposition a considerable force 
could in all pl,'obability have been raised. Many of the native laborers 
that went'to France were graduates of the mission schools and careful 
measures were taken to secure their welfare in the unfamiliar surroundings 
behind the hattIe line. The Round Table, December, 1916, pp. 182, 183; 
The SpectatOr, December IS, 1917, p. 713; Journal of the African Society, 
April, 1918, pp. 199-211. According to R. V. Dolbey, "Sketches of the 
East Africa Campaign," pp. 9-10, the Cape Corps was an experiment in 
recruiting which "many of us were at first inclined to condemn," but the 
men covered themselves ,with distinction in fighting on the Rufiji. 

• L' Afrique FTa~aiBe, 1916, p. 56. .. Ibid., p. 406. 
"Ibid., 1917, p. 195; 1918, p. 157. 
It Ibid., 1918, pp. 26, Zl.See also ibid., 1918, Supplement, pp. 28 II. 
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Africa, had furnished 918,000 men, of whom 680,000 were 
combatants and 238,000 laborers.18 

Sol/', View, on Militarization.-This extensive use of 
native man power both in Africa and in Europe has raised 
the question of the militarization of Africa. The Germans 
were especially impressed by the prolonged resistance of 
their colony in East Africa and hence they demanded a re
distribution of Africa, so that Germany might have a com
pact empire reaching from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic 
and capable of defending itself even if communications with 
Germany were cut. At the same time, the Germans were 
considerably disturbed at the use which France made of 
Africa's man power in Europe. In his address of Dec~mber 
21, 1917,u the German Colonial Secretary, Dr. Solf, stated 

• L'A/rique Fra~e, 1918, p. 192. The recruitment of Africll.n na.tives 
during the war wa.s: 

Colon1l 1914-15 1916 1917 1918 Total 
French West Mrica ...... 34,055 51,913 13,831 63,208 163,007 
French EqUll.torial Africa. 3,766 14,164 17,930 
Madagucar ............. 1,097 6,852 32,406 1,000 41,355 
Somalis ................. 1,560 418 466 2,444 --

Tota.l ............... 38,918 60,325 46,655 78,838 224,736 
At the time of the Armistice there were on Il.ll fronts ninety-two bat

talions 01 Senegalese tirailleur8, ten MalagBBY, and one Somali. In May, 
1919, t.he negro effectives numbered 133,000, of whom 63,000 were in France. 
The Government intended to maintain a permanent force of 63,000, which, 
if the duration of service should be two yeara, would require an annual 
recruitment of 15.000 (Le Temp8, May 4, 1919). The losses during the 
war were 31,700 (24,400 killed, 7,300 missing) (Le Matin, July 3, 1919). 

(For North Mriea, the figures for the entire war were (Le Temps, May 
7, 1919): 

Colon I! COmbatant. 
Algeria .. .......... 177,800 
Tunis ............. 50,400 
Morocco •••...•..• 34,500 

Tota.I ..... .. .. 262,700 

Killed 
56,000 
15,000 
9,000 

80,000 

Wounded 
82,000 
30,000 
17,000 

129,000] 
.. Kolnilehe Zeitung, December 22, 1917. The same argument has beeQ, 
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that it was necessary to stop this new danger which France 
had created and that the best way to do so would be to 
reapportion Africa in such a manner that there would be an 
equilibrium of power there. Then, in case of a European 
war, no State would be able to send native troops to Europe 
without losing its African colonies. It is obvious that Solf's 
scheme, which he again, explained on several occasions, con
templated the establishment of a separate and distinct bal
ance of power in Africa and that not alone would it not 
effect its ostensible purpose, but that it would really lead to 
the militarization of the entire continent. Its fundamental 
aim was to prevent the use of African troops in Europe and 
thus to gain a military advantage for Germany. 

Smuts's Views.-The protracted campaign in German 
East Africa aroused considerable anxiety in South Africa 
and this feeling was greatly intensified by the aims widely 
expressed in Germany, of demanding at the Peace Confer
ence both the return of her colonies in Middle Africa and 
also an extension of their area.15 TIle German plan of 
creating a compact Mid-African empire which would be 

developed by Friedrich Hupfeld, the author of "Das Deutsche Kolonial
reich der Zukunft." See The New Europe, May 23, 1918, No, 84. 

['" In their "Remarques sur les Conditions· de Paix," the. German Dele
gation at Paris protested strongly against the Articles (119 ji.)' of the 
Versailles Treaty concerning renunciation ·of all of Germany's oversea 
possessions, but did not claim any colonial extension. Their arguments 
were rejected by the Allied and Associated Powers, who, as they declared 
in the Covering Letter of their Reply to the German Observations, were 
"satisfied that the native inhabitants of the German colonies are strongly 
opposed to being again brought under Germany's sway, and the records 
of German rule, the traditions of the German Government and the use 
to which these colonies were put as bases from which to prey upon the 
commerce of the world, make it impossible for the Allied and Associated 
Powers to return them to Germany, or to entrust to her the responsibility 
for the training and education of their inhabitants."] 
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self-sufficient in a military sense 18 naturally implied tha.t 
South Africa would also have to keep armed. This would 
mean an enormous aggra.vation of the already difficult racial 
problem in South Africa, where a heterogeneous white popu
lation of one and one-half millions is attempting to establish 
a stable democracy in the midst of six million natives. Any 
necessity of arming the natives would imperil the delicately 
balanced fabric. General Smuts was the natural spokesman 
of this sentiment and perhaps the clearest of his utterances 
regarding it was that of May 22, 1917, when he said: 

"I must say that my experience in East Africa has opened 
my eyes to many very serious dangers that threaten the 
future not only of Southern Africa, but also of Europe. We 
have seen, what we have never known before, what enor
mously valuable military material lay in the Black Conti
nent. You are aware of the great German scheme which 
existed before the war, and which no doubt is still in the 
background of many minds in Germany, of creating a great 
Central African Empire which would embrace not only 
the Cameroons and East Africa, but also the Portuguese 
Colonies and the Congo-an extensive area which would 
have a very large population and would not only be one of 
the most valuable tropical parts of the world, but in which 
it would be possible to train one of the most powerful black 
armies of the world. We were not aware of the great 
military value of the natives until this war. This war has 
been an eye-opener in many new directions. It will be a 
serious question for the statesmen of the Empire and Eu
rope, whether they are going to allow a state of affairs like 
that to be possible, and to become a menace not only to 
Africa, but perhaps to Europe itself. I hope that one of 
the results of this war 'will be some arrangement or con
vention among the nations interested in Central Africa by 

-See -wpra, pp. 55-.'>6, and map facing page 198; and cf. Edwyn Bevan's 
Introduction to E. Zimmermann, "The German Empire of Central Africa," 
pp. vii-lDi. 
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which the military training of natives in that area will be 
prevented, as we have prevented it in South Africa." 11 

In order to obviate such militarization of the natives, 
General Smuts urged not only an international agreement 
to this effect, but also that the conquered German colonies 
be not returned to Germany. In February of 1918, he 
wrote: 

"With German East Africa restored to the Kaiser at the 
end of the war, and a large Askari army recruited and 
trained from its 8,000,000 natives, the conquest or forced 
acquisition of the Congo Free State, Portuguese East and 
West Africa, and perhaps even the recovery of the Kam
eroons may be only a matter of time. In this way this im
mense tropical territory, with almost unlimited economic 
and military possibilities, and provided with excellent sub
marine bases on both the Atlantic and Indian seaboards, 
might yet become an important milestone on the road to 
World-Empire." 18 

. The Question of an International Agreement.-Thus the 
question has -arisen whether an international agreement or 
this nature is advisable and feasible. It is obvious that 
France would ~ot consent to such a measure if it included 
West Africa, because it would deprive her of valuable man 
power. Moreover, the theory and to some degree also the 
practice of French colonization are that the colonies are an 
extension or the French State and that their inhabitants are 
ultimately to become Frenchmen with all the rights and 
obligations of their fellow citizens in France, including the 
duty to serve in the Army.19 Hence, the agreement would 

"J. C. Smuts. "War-Time Speeches," p_ 82, London, 1917. 
8J. H. V. Crowe, op_ cit .. p_ xvi. 
• By the decree of May 25, 1912, every French subject in French West 

Africa may upon the fulfillment of certain conditions become a French 
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in all probability have to be limited to Middle Africa. It is 
apparent upon analysis that a denial of right of military 
service to the natives is really in conflict with democratic 
principles, since it implies that the negro is permanently to 
take no part in matters that vitally affect him. In the 
present stage of African civilization this consideration is, 
however, of little practical moment. It is, as a matter of 
fact, most advisable that after the war the armed forces in 
Middle Africa should be on approximately the same scale as 
they were in 1914. To meet the situation an international 
regulation would not only have to limit the actual military 
and police establishments to a maximum percentage of the 
population, but it would also have to restrict the quantity of 
warlike stores to be imported as well as the proportion of 
men permitted to be trained in arms. It might be difficult 
to determine a maximum low enough to prevent militariza
tion and at the same time high enough to cope with all pos
sible disturbances within the colony. This obstacle should 
not, however, be insurmountable. Granted good faith, such 
& regulation would apparently be both advisable and feas
ible. Without honesty of purpose on the part of all, it 
would be futile and possibly even dangerous. 

[The problem was not considered by the Peace Confer
ence, and, outside the ex-German colonies, conditions remain 
Wlchanged. Within those areas, however, "the military 
training of the natives, otherwise than for purposes of in
ternal police and the local defence of the territory shall be 

citiaeD. .. Annuaire du Gouvernement GeneraI de I' Afrique Occidentale 
Francaisi," 1915-1916, pp. 525, 526. On the obligation of the nativEII of 
French WeA and Equatorial Africa to eerve, see L'AJrique Fra~e, 
1918, Supplement, pp. 28 II. 
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prohibited. Furthermore, no military or naval bases shall 
be established or fortifications erected in the territory." 20] 

(- Mandate for German Southwest Africa, Article 4. Article 4 of the 
Draft Mandate for· East Africa. (British) is similar: "The mandatory sha.J.I 
not establish any military or naval bases, nor erect any fortifications, nor 
organise any native military force in the territory except for local police 
purposes and for the defense of the territory." See further R. S. Baker, 
';Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement," I, pp. 422-432, Garden City, 
N. Y., 1922; and for the French view, maintaining the right to raise troops 
in territories placed under French Mandate, see ibid., pp. 426-432.] 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSIONS 

Need for Enlarged International Regulation.-From the 
foregoing survey, it is apparent that very much has been 
accomplished in the way of international control and co
operation in l\fiddle Africa. The failures should not obscure 
the actual progress registered. On the other hand, it is 
also plain that much still remains to be done to eliminate 
the subordination of native interests to those of some of 
the colonizing Powers, and to emphasize the fact that the 
administration of tropical Africa is essentially an interna
tional trust, primarily for the benefit of the aboriginal peo
ples and only secondarily for the welfare of the outside 
world.t While certain well devised projects were wrecked 
owing to honest divergences of opinion, in some instances at 
least, the main reef was the self-regarding nationalism of 
the colonizing Powers. But, in addition, there were defects 
both in the old machinery and also in the legislative output. 

[' That thill view ill not yet universally held would seem to follow from 
euOO statementa 118 one recently made by Antonelli, "L'AIrique et la Pais: 
de Versailles," p. 256, that- "lee nations poesessionnees d'Afrique entre
prenaient une mi8e en exploitation economique active et intensive de leurs 
territoires. A10rs dans l'aecroissement rapide du volume dee echangee 
konomiques, ees nations pourraient trouver, 1 bref detai, lea compensa
tions de leurs sacrifiees, sans avoir besoin de reserver ces marches 1 leurs 
nationaus pendant de longues periodes. Mail! ce n'est pas en reali8ant 
I'amenagement de l'Afrique par tranches d'emprunt de vingkinq millions 
'1U 'on obtiendra ee reswtat. n faudra y jeter tout de suite, dans un 
dClai de 20 ana, une partie des milliards que l'Europe a jetes en fumeo et 
en acier meutrier, ;. la guerre, pendant t ana."] 

279 
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There is urgent need to apply remedies. It is admitted on 
all sides that the measures existing now need considerable 
revision. 

Membership of the Conference.-Very many, if not all, 
of the numerous African problems that necessitate interna
tional regulation demand highly specialized and expert 
knowledge if they are to be settled satisfactorily. One need 
cite only the land and liquor questions, or the control of 
sleeping sickness. Hence it has been argued that the Peace 
Conference will have neither qualifications to deal with 
such technical matters nor time to devote to all the phases 
of this vast subject. Its part, then, would be to adopt cer
tain general lines and to provide for the convocation of a 
special African Conference to embody these principles in 
legislation. It might, however, be highly disadvantageous 
to defer the settlement of these questions and there is no 
real reason why the Peace Conference could not, after dis
posing of the more urgent problems elsewhere, devote its 
attention to tropical Africa. Whichever plan be adopted, it 
would be distinctly reactionary to exclude from a voice in 
these arrangements those Powers that hold no territory in 
Middle Africa. The Berlin Conference of 1884-85 was com
posed in a genuinely international spirit and contained 
representatives of virtually the entire commercial world. 
The same principle obtained in the Brussels Conference 
of 1889-90 but was unfortunately gradually allowed to lapse 
at the subsequent Brussels Conferences dealing with the 
liquor traffic. That the welfare of Africa. is a concern of the 
entire outside world requires fresh affirmation. This is so 
essential and so important that it completely outweighs the 
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disadvantage of the fact that, the larger the membership, 
the more difficult it is to secure the unanimity necessary for 
effective action by any international conference. While the 
liberum veto of the sovereign state frequently necessitates 
sterile compromises, it is far better to accept this drawback 
than to proceed upon the reactionary principle that the 
affairs of l\fiddle Africa are solely the concern of those exer
cising rights of government there.2 

Periodic Conferences.-During the course of the preced
ing pages many of the flaws and deficiencies of the existing 
arrangements have been examined and it has been suggested 
in a broad way how they might be remedied. But, in addi
tion, there were certain defects in the machinery through 
which international control was exercised over Middle 
Africa. Entirely apart from the necessity of unanimity in
herent in the theory of the equality of all sovereign states, 
the practice of convoking conferences at irregular inter
vals for specific purposes of more or less restricted scope 
did not attract wide attention to them. Hence, the whole
some effect of publicity was lost and whatever opinion on 
these questions there was throughout the world was not 
brought to bear effectively upon the assemblies. Moreover, 

• Sir H. H. Johnston has pointed out that acrose the short sea passage 
separating Braail from Africa there was growing up prior to 1915, almost 
unnoticed by Europe, a considerable traffic in sailing boats entirely manned 
by natives of Africa and transporting to Braail large quantities of African 
produce. Thl!tie incoDSpicuoUB vessels contained as supercargoes or mer
ehants representatives of that strange aristocratic, bali-white indigene of 
West Africa, the Mohammedan Fula who, of late, has been spreading 
L1am in Braail. Hence, Johll8ton contends that "in the future Inter
Dational Council that Bits at Lisbon or Paris, London or Rome, and di&
c_ the management and development of negro Africa, it will be hard 
to deny Brasil and Argentine due repreoentation." Sir H. H. Johnston, 
"Africa and South America," in The Nifletemth Ceflt1JT1/ 01Id After, July, 
1918, p. 187. 
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the interested Powers could always refuse their assent to 
the convocation of a fresh conference and continued in
sistence by one Power upon the advisability of such ses
sions might be considered an unfriendly act, which again 
might imperil other and broader interests. Thus- the wel
fare of Africa might be sacrificed to considerations entirely 
alien to it. During the prolonged controversy from 1902 
to 1910 with France about the concessionary system in 
French Equatorial Africa, Great Britain at various times 
offered. to submit the question at issue to arbitration and 
in 1905 suggested the convocation of an international con
ference to determine the meaning of the term "freedom in 
matters of commerce" as used in the Berlin Act. France 
refused to join in such an invitation. Britain could, of 
course, have proceeded to issue the call on her own respon
sibility, but such action would have verged on the unfriendly 
and was out of the question if only because the clouds of 
the first Mor~co crisis had not as yet disappeared from 
the European -skies. The matter was temporarily settled 
otherwise.1I It is quite plain that this difficulty would not 
have arisen if it had been provided that the Berlin Con
ference was to reassemble automatically at regular intervals. 
Apparently it is highly advisable that there be established 
asa permanent institution an international conference for 
Mrican matters meeting at fixed intervals of possibly three 
years. There is need for periodic readjustment of inter
national regulations to meet conditions that are constantly 
changing.' 

• A. Tardieu, "Le Mystere d'Agadir," pp. 235-246 fl. 
l" The Powers signatory to the Convention revising the Berlin and Brus

sels Acts, signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye. September 10, 1919, "will 
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Obligatory Arbitration.-The Berlin Act of 1885 con
tained a quite ineffective clause according to which, in cases 
of disputes, the Powers reserved to themselves "the option 
of having recourse to arbitration." 5 In the Anglo-French 
controversy, to which reference has just been made, France 
refused to arbitrate the point at issue.8 A few years later, 
in 1908, during the course of a similar dispute about con
ditions in the Belgian Congo, Great Britain proposed that 
Belgium should agree "to refer in the last resort to arbitra-

Te888ewble at the expiration of ten years frow the coming into force of 
the present Convention, in order to introduce into it such modifications 
88 experience may have shown to be necessary" (Article 15). By Article 
9 of the Liquor Convention of like date, the period after which "by com
mon agreement . . . such modifications 88 may prove to be necessary" 
may be introduced is five years. Seven years is the time set by the 
Preamble to the Arms Convention, also of September 10, 1919, for "revision 
in the light of the experience gained, if the Council of the League of 
Nationa, acting if need be by a majority, so recommends."] 

• Article XII. Berts1et, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.), n, 
p. 475 ["Trattati ... relativi all'Africa," p. Ill]. 

• In 1904, M. DelC8B8e even maintained that the land system in the 
French Congo was not a subject for diplomatic discussion since it would 
infringe the State', internal IIOvereignty, into which the Berlin Conference 
had refUl!Cd to penetrate. Tardieu, op. cit., p. 242. Similarly, in 1906, 
the Congo Government contended "that the internal affairs of the Congo 
State, 88 of every other independent State, concerned itself alone." In 
reply Sir Edward Grey stated that the British Government "have in no 
way modified the view held by them and their predecessors that the 
Powers parties to the Berlin Act have every right to take wch steps 88 

they may consider called for with a view to the due observance by the 
Independent State of its obligationa under that Act." The position taken 
by the Congo Independent State W88 that no foreign Power or even the 
8ignatoriM of the Berlin Act collectively could interfere with the internal 
administration of the Congo Free State, though the British Government 
might. intervene on behalf of its nationals if commercial or other rights 
guaranteed to them by the Berlin Act were violated. But in regard to 
the obligationa for the furtherance of native welfare 88BUmed by the 
parties to the Berlin Act, it W88 maintained that the other parties to it 
"could not legally interfere, and that the engagements • • . were a declara
tion of general principles and intentiona 88 regarded the treatment of the 
native populationa rather than a binding obligation which the remaining 
Signatories, or anyone of them, had a right to enforce." Africa, No.1 
(1906), pp. 17-19. 
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tion any differences of view as to the meaning of those Ar
ticles in the Treaties binding the Congo State which bear 
on commercial questions, should an agreement between the 
two Governments respecting them be unattainable by or
dinary diplomatic methods." 7 Belgium, however, declined 
to admit that they, "alone among the Powers which signed 
the said [Berlin] Act, should give to one of those Powers 
a general undertaking which differs as regards arbitration 
from the principle laid down in Article 12." 8 Furthermore, 
they contended that "recourse to arbitration could only take 
place if the other Powers having possessions in the conven
tional basin had consented beforehand to intervene in the 
proceedings or to accept for their possessions the interpre
tation given by the award." 9 A general agreement to arbi
trate all differences arising from the interpretations and ap
plication of the measures of international control: adopted 
for Middle Africa would, it is self-evident, obviate much 
diplomatic fficti~n and would automatically dispose of these 
questions.10 Such disputes might be referred to the Hague 
Tribunal or to, the organs of a League of Nations,11 but 
there are many reasons why it would be preferable to create 

'A/rica, No.4 (1908), p. 3. 
o Ibid., p. 9. 
• Ibid:, No.2 (1909), p. 9. 
" Much in the same way. although the procedure and machinery were 

entirely different, the establishment of Mixed Tribunals in Egypt in 1876 
eliminated diplomatic friction, since the claims of foreigners against the 
Egyptian Government were in due course decided by these courts. Milner, 
"England in Egypt" (7th ed.), pp. 43-46. 

F The Arms Convention (Article 24), the Liquor Convention (Article 
8), and the Convention revising the Berlin and Brussels Acts (Article 12) 
stipulate that any unnegotiable dispute arising between the Signatory 
Powers relating to the application of these agreements "shall be sub
mitted to an arbitral tribunal in conformity with the provisions of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations."] 
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a special international court for the affairs of Middle Africa. 
Above all, it is essential that its members should have a 
deep understanding of African problems, so that the deci
sions might not be based solely upon narrow legal con
siderations. 

A Central Bureau.-In addition, it would apparently be 
most useful to establish as an adjunct to the African Con
ference a permanent central bureau on the lines of that 
proposed by the International Sleeping Sickness Confer
ence of 1907.12 Its scope should, of course, be much broader 
and would naturally include the entire field of administra
tion in Africa, as well as the scientific work that is required 
to guide it along sound channels. In the technical field its 
functions would not be merely to centralize and to coOrdi
nate the labors of the various national agencies. Its use
fulness would be greatly increased if it also undertook upon 
its own initiative comprehensive and exhaustive studies of 
such questions as tropical diseases, native land tenures, and 
alcoholism-problems which transcend the bounds of the 
local jurisdictions. In this manner there could be collected 
a mass of accurate information both to direct the periodic 
International Conferences and also to assist the local au
thorities in the actual work of administration in Africa.18 

( .. Central Intemational Offices, "placed under the eontrol of the League 
of Nations," are to be established by the Arms and Liquor Conventions 
(Articlee Ii and 7 respectively) "for the purpose of collecting and preserv
ing documents of all kinda exchanged by the High Contracting Parties" 
with reference to the mattera dealt with by these agreements.} 

[ .. A Pan-African Congreas held at Paris, February 19-21, 1919, under the 
presidency of M. Diagne, Deputy for Senegal, adopted, among other reso
lutions, the. following: (1) the Allied and Associated Powers should 
establish a code of international protection for the natiyes; (2) a perma
nent eecretariat within the League of Nations should be set up especially 
for the eX(,(,lItion of all political, Bocial, and economic measures for the 
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welfare of the natives. "The negroes of the world demand that, hence
forth, the natives of Africa and the peoples of African descent be gov
erned by the following principles wherever such are not already applied": 
(a) land and natural resources to be reserved and protected for the natives; 
(b) concessions, to be controlled by the State and to be only temporary, 
not to be permitted to exploit the natives or· to exhaust natural resources; 
some part of the proceeds to be devoted to the moral and material ad
vancement of the aborigines; (I:) slavery and corporal punishment to be 
abolished; forced labor to be permitted only as punishment for crime; 
an official regulation of labor· to be promulgated; (d) all negro children 
to be instructed both in their native tongue and in the language of the 
tutelary Power; professional education also to be given them; (e) the 
State to be responsible, without prejudice to missionary and personal 
initiative, for sanitary conditions and supervision, medical and hospital 
services being established by the Government; (f) the African natives 
shall be admitted to share in the conduct of public affairs· in progressive 
proportion to their intellectual development, in virtue of the principle 
that governments exist for peoples, and not peoples for governments. 
Le Temps, February 23, 1919.] 
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CHAPTER I 

THE HISTORICAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

1. Great Britain and Egypt 

The Roots of Western Civilization.-The historical roots 
of Western civilization reach far back into the semi-legend
ary past and the deepest are those that took firm hold some 
six thousand years ago in the river valleys of Egypt and 
Mesopotamia. In addition to their abiding historical inter
est, both of these regions have an immediate practical 
importance, since they lie across the two shortest roads con
necting the West and the Eas~the highly developed sea
route through the Suez Canal and the almost finished rail
route to the Persian Gulf. While the course of the late war 
brought the future of these regions within its scope, the 
extent to which they will be affected by it must differ radi
cally. Only the faint traces of Mesopotamia's ancient pros
perity remain, and hence the whole region requires drastic 
regeneration from the very foundations up. Egypt, on the 
other hand, has for a full generation enjoyed the benefits 
of an honest and enlightened administration. In the case 
of Mesopotamia, the Peace Conference has to decide both 
the question of emancipation from Turkish misrule and also 
the future status, while internationally recognized and 
firmly established facts had already before the war deter-

289 
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mined the general position of Egypt in the world. Yet there 
are a number of important Egyptian questions that need 
settlement at the Peace Conference and others whose adjust
ment by the' established authorities requires international 
confirmation and, possibly, some modifications before the 
full sanction of such recognition is accorded. 

Egypt and .Europe.-Egypt came first prominently within 
the range of modern international politics in 1798, when 
Napoleon induced the French Government to undertake an 
eastern expedition that "would menace her [Britain's] trade 
with the Indies." 1 He was instructed to seize Egypt, to 
have the Isthmus of Suez cut, and "to assure the free ancl 
exclusive possession of the Red Sea to . the French Repub
lic." 2 Although Napoleon speedily conquered Egypt, his 
ambitious plans against the British Empire were equally 
quickly frustrated by Nelson's destruction oft·he: French 
fleet at Ab<?ukir Bay in 1798. Since that time, .however, 
British statesmep have been keenly alive to the strategic 
position of Egypt and have kept their weather eye on events 
there..Overtures by other Powers to Great Britain to as
sume actual control were, nevertheless, firmly rejected.3 

lJ. H. Rose, "Life of Na.poleon I," I, p •. 161, London, 1913. 
• Ibid., p. 166. 
·On February 22, 1853, Sir G. H. Seymour wrote from Petrograd to 

Lord John Russell: "The Emperor went on to say tha.t in the event of 
the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, he thought it might be less diffi
cult to arrive at a satisfactory territorial arrangement than was com
monly believed. . . . As to Egypt [he said] I quite understand the im
portance to England of that territory. I can then only say, that if, in 
the event of a distribution of the Ottoman succession upon the fall of the 
Empire, you should take possession of Egypt, I shall have no objection 
to offer." To this suggestion the Earl of Clarendon replied on March 23, 
1853: "England desires no territorial aggrandizement, and could be no 
party to a previous arrangement from which she was to derive any such 
benefit." "Parliamentary Papers," LXXI (1884), pp. 11, 12, 19. 
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In 1857, Napoleon III suggested a general partition of North 
Africa, of which England's share was to be Egypt, on the 
theory that these valuable regions were rendered useless to 
humanity and civilization by their abominable govern
ments.· In this connection, Lord Palmerston, then Prime 
Minister, wrote: 

"It is very possible that many parts of the world would 
be better governed by France, England, and Sardinia than 
they are now .... How could England and l<rance, who 
have guaranteed the integrity of the Turkish Empire, turn 
around and wrest Egypt from the Sultan? A coalition for 
such a purpose would revolt the moral feelings of mankind, 
and would certainly be fatal to any English Government 
that was a party to it. Then as to the balance of power to be 
maintained by giving us Egypt. In the first place, we don't 
want to have Egypt. What we wish about Egypt is that it 
should continue attached to the Turkish Empire, which is 
a security against its belonging to any European Power. 
We want to trade with Egypt, and to travel through Egypt, 
but we do not want the burthen of governing Egypt." 5 

When, in 1869, the dreams of the first Napoleon were 
realized and the Suez Canal was opened, this policy was 
emphasized and it became a cardinal maxim of British 
statesmanship not to allow this essential link in the com
munications between East and West to come under the 
exclusive control of anyone of the Great Powers. In view 
of the magnitude of the interests at stake, any other atti
tude would have been suicidally short-sighted. As Bismarck 
said in 1882: 

"Egypt is of the utmost importance to England on accoun t 
of the Suez Canal, the shortest line of communication be-

• O. E. Ollivier. "L'Empire Liberal," m, p. 418, Paris, 1895 ft. 
• E. Ashley, "Lile oC H. J. Temple, Viscount Palmel'8ton," TI, p. 124, 

London, 1876. 
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tween the eastern and western halves of the Empire. That 
is like the spinal cord which connects the backbone with 
the brain." 6 

Ismail Pu:sha's Spendthrift Career.-After the opening 
of the Suez Canal, events in Egypt moved rapidly towards 
making imperative outside interference. The prosperity 
anticipated from the Canal did not accrue to Egypt, which 
was preeminently a way station on a main-traveled route, 
but the spendthrift Khedive, Ismail Pasha, was not de
terred by this fact in his orgy of reckless extravagance. 
Corruption was rampant. When, in 1863, Ismail succeeded 
his father, Said, the Egyptian debt amounted to only 
£3,292,800, but towards the end of 1876 it had reached 
the en'Ormous total of £91 million and the tide was still 
nsmg. About £16 million had been spent on the Suez 
Canal,'/' but the greater part of the £91 million had been 
squandered on non-productive works of little or no publir 
utility.s This "profligate debt," to use Lord Morley's ex
pressive termtwas an intolerable burden on the shoulders 

• M. Busch, (~Bismarck," II, pp. 321, 322, London, l898. 
r At the present ,time Egypt derives no income from the' Suez Canal, 

as the Khedive's shareS were sold in 1875 to Great Britain and the fifteen 
percent of the net profits from the Canal reserved to Egypt were dilh 
posed of in 1880 to th~ Credit Foncier. But, according to the charter, 
the Canal in 1969 becomes the property of Egypt. The negotiationS of 
1910 to extend the charter for forty years were abortive. Annuaire Sta
tistique, 1914, p. 268; 1916, p. 255. 

• In his report of March 23, 1876, on the financial condition of Egypt, 
Mr. Stephen Cave wrote: "Egypt may be said to be in a transition state, 
and she suffers from the defects of the system out of which she is passing, 
as well as from those of the system into which she is attempting to enter. 
She suffers from the ignorance, dishonesty, waste, and extravagance of 
the East, such as have brought her Suzerain to the verge of ruin, and at 
the same time from the vast expense caused by hasty and inconsiderate 
endeavours to adopt the civilization of the West." Egypt, No.7 (1876), 
p. 1. 

• J. Morley, "Life of William Ewart Gladstone," III, p. 73, London, 1903. 
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of an oppressed peasantry, subjected to forced labor and gov
erned by the lash and corruption. Furthermore, even if well 
governed, Egypt would not have been able to pay the high 
rate of interest stipulated in the loans, generally seven per 
cent, but in some instances as much as nine per cent. It 
was the expert judgment of Mr. Stephen Cave, who in
vestigated the financial situation in 1875-76, that "Egypt 
is well able to bear the charge of the whole of her present 
indebtedness at a reasonable rate of interest." 10 The only 
possible outcome was a declaration of bankruptcy followed 
by a composition with the creditors. The position of Egypt 
differed radically from that of other debtor states, in that 
there had just been established in Egypt internation!ll 
tribunals-the Mixed Courts-in which foreign creditors 
could sue the Government. Accordingly, when in 1876 
the Khedive suspended payment of the Treasury Bills, he 
was obliged by the circumstances of his exceptional case 
immediately to start negotiations with the foreign creditors. 

The Egyptian Debt.-Some of the earlier Egyptian loans 
had been entirely legitimate financial transactions, but as 
Egypt's credit sank to ever lower levels, they became in
creasingly dubious in character. Many were purely specu
lative ventures on the part of the lenders, in which not only 
was the interest rate high, but far less than the face value 
of the loans was actually paid into the Treasury. Thus the 
great £32 million seven per cent loan of 1873 yielded to 
the Treasury only £20,740,000.11 In general, however, the 

• Egypt, No.7 (1876), p. 12. 
-Ibid., pp. 6, 7. In addition, Ismail was consistently swindled in his 

expenditure of the funda thus secured. "Reference has already been 
made to the large BUrna required to meet preposterous claims brought 
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legality of the loans was not open to question and, further
more, among the creditors were many innocent holders 
whose rights could neither be ignored nor distinguished 
from the investments of those who had wantonly encou.raged 
Ismail in his prodigal course. The entire episode furnishes 
a distinctly unsavory page in financial history, but one that 
has many parallels. Such situations are" bound to recur 
when rulers of backward countries are subjected to the temp
tations of modern finance.12 Up to now, the only effective 
way of preventing such abuses has been the assumption 
by the progressive states of some measure of control over 
the finances of backward countries as, for instance, was done 

against Ismail by foreign adventurers, to whom his speculativeness, his 
trickery, and his unbusinessl.ike character gave ample opportunities for 
extortion. And even :when he could afford to spend some of his borrow
ings upon himself or upon the country, he always contrived to get the 
least possible value for his money. The contracts .entered into by the 
'Daira' [the Khedive's private estate] or the Government were monu
ments of wastefulness. The prices paid in hard cash for material obtained" 
from Europe' were on the scale of those at which" a fashionable tailor 
supplies goods upon credit to young men of large prospects ; but no 
immediate income." Lord Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed,), p. 179. 
Lord Cromer"wrote in 1904: "The greater portion pi the present Egyptian 
debt is a dead weight on the country, because the money borrowed was, 
for the most part, wasted." Egypt, No.1 (1904) (Cromer), p. 3. See 
also Egypt, No.1 (1903)" (Cromer), pp. 12, 13. 

U "The maximum amount of harm is probably done when an Oriental 
ruler is for the first time brought in contact with the European system 
"of credit. He then finds that he can obtain large sums of money with 
"the utmost apparent facility. His personal wishes can thus be easily 
gratified. He is dazzled by the ingenious and often fallacious schemes 
for developing his country which European adventurers will not fail to 
lay before him in the most attractive light. He is too wanting in fore
sight to appreciate the nature of the future difficulties which he is creating 
for himself. The temptation to avail himself to the full of the benefits, 
which a reckless use of credit seems to offer to him, are too strong to be 
resisted. He will rush into the gulf which lies open before him, and 
inflict an injury on his country from which not only his contemporaries 
but future generations will suffer. This is what Ismail Pasha did." 
Cromer, "Modem Egypt," I, pp. 58, 59. 
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in the case of Cuba by the United States.13 The necessity 
of correcting and obviating such financial abuses, and even 
greater ones in the commercial field, has led to the gradual 
extension of European and North American control over the 
less progressive sections of the world. Such also was to be 
the ultimate outcome of the financial chaos in Egypt and 
the disorder springing from it. 

International Financial Control.-Shortly after the sus
pension of payments in 1876, the Khedive instituted on 
May 2d of that same year a Commission of the Public Debt 
(Caisse de la Dette Publique), whose members were to act 
as representatives of the bondholders.u A French, an 
Italian, and an Austrian Commissioner were nominated at 
the instance of their respective Governments, but the Brit
ish Government refused to select a Commissioner because 
of unwillingness to interfere in the internal affairs of Egypt. 
Accordingly, when in 1877, Captain Evelyn Baring, the 
future Earl of Cromer, was appointed, his nomination pro
ceeded from the British bondholders, not from the Brit.ish 
Government. In the meanwhile, these bondholders and 
those of the other countries had in 1876 reached an agree
ment with the Egyptian Government, by which the interest 
on the debt was somewhat reduced. At the same time, 
also, a British and a French Controller-General were ap
pointed to supervise respectively the revenues and the 

.. On the iosistence of the United States, Cuba. in 1901 adopted the 
Platt Amendment, giving the United States a conditional right of inter
vention and binding Cuba not to contract any debt that could not be 
defrayed out of the ordinary revenue. J. H. Latane, "America 88 a World 
Power," p. 179, New York, 1907 [cf. also Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 362-363] . 

.... British and Foreign State Papers 1875-1876," Vol. LXVII (1883), pp. 
1014-1015. 
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expenditure, while other officials of the same nationalities 
together with Egyptian associates were put in charge of the 
railways, of the telegraphs, and of the port of Alexandria, 
whose revenues were allocated to the payment of the in
terest on the debt. The essential defect in the financial 
arrangement of 1876 was that the reduction in interest was 
not sufficiently drastic. Egypt, suffering from a low Nile 
and involved in the Russo-Turkish War with its accom
panying expenditure and commercial disturbance, could 
only at the cost of much suffering meet her liabilities in 
1877-78. The French Government did not believe that the 
inability claimed was genuine and energetically pressed for 
payment. Hitherto the British Government had adhered 
to the traditional p<>licy of the Foreign Office as established 
by Lord Palmerston 15 and had refrained from such action 
on behalf of the British bondholders. Only unofficial as
sistance was. given to them. The Foreign Secretary, Lord 
Derby, declined "to accept any responsibility" for the Brit-

U British policy in this regard was established in 1848 by Lord Palmers
ton in a circular dispatch, in which he stated that hitherto it had been 
thought undesirable that British subjects should take part in loans to 
foreign governments instead of investing in profitable enterprises at home, 
and "with a view to discourage hazardous loans to foreign governments, 
who may be either unable or unwilling to pay the stipulated interest 
thereupon, the British Government has hitherto thought it the best policy 
to abstain from taking up as international questions the complaints made 
by British subjects against foreign governments which have failed to make 
good their engagements in regard to such pecuniary transactions." He 
further stated that tp.is policy WIllI entirely discretionary and that if the 
loss were large, it might become the duty of the British Government to 
make the matter the subject of diplomatic negotiation. W. E. Hall, "A 
Treatise on International Law" (7th ed., A. Pearce Higgins), pp. 290-291, 
Oxford, 1917. It is rather curious that Palmerston should popularly be 
considered the innovator of a policy just the opposite of that which he 
established in the Foreign Office. H. N. Brailsford, "The War of Steel 
and Gold," pp. 54, 245, London, 1915. _ 
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ish officials appointed by the Egyptian Government in 1876 

and held that they were merely Englishmen !n the employ 
of the Egyptian Government.!6 His successor in the For
eign Office, Lord Salisbury, was induced by various con
siderations to depart from this established policy and sup
ported the French policy of pressure.17 The inevitable 
result was a fresh crisis in Egyptian finances. 

The Liquidation of 1880.-No really accurate information 
as to Egypt's resources was available. It was futile to grope 
further in the dark. Accordingly, in 1878, an expert Com
mission, mainly European in membership, was appointed 
to make an exhaustive examination of the financial condi
tion of Egypt.18 It was becoming more and more clear not 
only that a radical cut in the interest was necessary, but that 
even the reduced amount could not be paid unless the cor
rupt and wasteful administrative system was thoroughly 

.. EVIIPt, No.8 (1876), pp. 1, 2, 36, 40, 65; Evypt, No.2 (1879), pp. 1, 2, 
5, 22, 33, 38, 44, 45. 

It The British Government thus became in a certain degree responsible 
for the oppression which necessarily accompanied the collection of the 
tUN. Moreover, the Gtep taken at this moment involved a departure 
both from the local Egyptian policy, which the British Government had 
hitherto pursued, and al80 from their general policy in such matters. liB 
regards local policy, the British had never espoused the cause of the 
bondholden as warmly as had the French Government. On the contrary, 
a just coosideration for the interests of the Egyptian people had always 
tempered any support given to the foreign crediton. liB regards general 
policy, it had for yean been the tradition of the London Foreign Office 
that British subjects who invested their money in a foreign country must 
do 80 at their own risk. They could not rely on any energetic support 
in the enforcement of their claims. There was evidently some special 
reason for 10 brusque a departure from the principles hitherto adopted. 
The reason is not far to seek. The Berlin Congress was then about to 
Bit, to regulate the lituation arising from the recent Russo-Turkish War. 
Egyptian interests had to give way to broader diplomatic considerations. 
It was necessary to conciliate the French. The French initiative was, 
therefore, followed. Cromer, "Modem Egypt," I, pp. 'ST, 38 . 

.. Docu.menU DiplOf1/lUiqua, ADairefl d'Evypte, 1880, pp. 5 et seq. 
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overhauled. The latter result could not, however, be 
effected without the genuine cooperation of the Khedive. 
Instead of assisting, Ismail thwarted the work of reform 
and planned- to rid himself of European intervention. As 
a consequence, the British and French Governments resorted 
to his Suzerain, the Sultan of Turkey, who in 1879 deposed 
Ismail and appointed his son Tewfik to be hiS successor as 
Khedive.a Shortly thereafter, in 1880, the Law of Liqui
dation was promulgated with the approval of the Powers. 
The interest on the debt was very extensively reduced and, 
while the burden was still very onerous, it was not beyond 
Egypt's real strength.20 In addition,British and French 
officials had in 1879 been put in control of the finances with 
general superviSion over the entire ad~istrative machin
ery. As these officials were not removable except with the 
consent of their own Goverriment, this arrangement 
amounted ~ a virtual Anglo-French condominium.21 Af-

11 Egypt, No: 3 (1879). _ . 
.. After the passage of the Law of Liquida.tion, the Egyptian Debt stood 

as Jollows: 
Privileged Debt 50/0 •..................• 
Unified Debt 40/0 ...................... . 
Daira Loan 40/0 ....................... . 
Domains Loan 50/0 .................... .. 

£22,629,800 
58,043,326 
9,512,804 
8,500,000 

£98,685,930 

-Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), p. 181; Sir Auckland Colvin, 
"The Making of Modern Egypt" (3d ed.), pp. 102, 103. See also Egypt, 
No.1 (1881), p. 2 . 

.. Granville, in his note to Waddington of June 16, 1884, described the 
difference between the arrangements of 1876 and the Dual Control of 
1879: "Although the powers of investigation conferred on these two 
officers [the British and the French Controllers General] were limited to 
financial matters, a.t the same time the fact that they had a right to be 
present at the meetings of the Council of Ministers virtually gave to 
them the right of interference in all questions connected with the admin
istration of tpe country. They were no longer, as before, purely financial 
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fairs seemed to be on the high-road to permanent improve
ment, but there were ominous clouds on the horizon. 

The Arabist Rebellion.-The gross maladministration of 
Ismail and the oppressive taxation which it involved 
had led to marked discontent. At the outset, the feel
ing was directed mainly against the Turkish ruling 
class and found chief expression in the army, where 
there was great dissatisfaction among the officers over the 
non-payment of their salaries and the placing of many on 
half-pay before they had received their arrears. In 1879 
a serious mutiny occurred, in which the officers carried their 
point and thus realized the power that they could wield. 
The discontent in the army was not allayed and found a 
leader in Colonel Ahmed Arabi, an Egyptian of fellah 
origin. In 1881, the mutinous army succeeded in securing 
the dismissal of the Minister of War and soon Arabi was the 
virtual ruler of Egypt. The movement also became much 
broader. It linked up with those elements that were hostile 
to Turkish rule, to European interference, and also to 
Christian influences in general. AB Sir Auckland Colvin 
wrote at the time, "the movement, though in its origin anti
Turk, is in itself an Egyptian national movement." It was 

officel'B. Important political functions were conferred upon them." Doc
umenU Diplomotiquu, AfJoiru d'1£gypte, 1884, p. 23. During the dis
cll88ion of this matter in the House of Commons in 1882, Mr. Gladstone 
correctly aid: "What is a political control? I _rt that this was not a 
political control then [i.e., prior to 1879] because the [British] Govern
ment were not concerned in it. The fact that the Egyptians chose to 
establish foreign Controllel'B ... was not necessarily an arrangement 
entailing foreign interference, because they retained the right to dismiss 
the Controllel'B, but in the year 1879, in depriving them of that right, you 
brought foreign intervention into the heart of the country, and estab
lished, in the strictest 8eDB8 of the phrase, a 'political control.''' Cromer, 
"Modern Egypt," I, pp. 160, 161. 
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a genuine revolt against misgovernment which, as Lord 
Cromer said in 1905, excusably assumed an anti-European 
character,22 intensified by resentment at France's occupa
tion of Tunis at this very time.23 In the spring of 1882, the 
Revolution was in full sway. The military and" national 
parties were united, with the former dominant. A con
siderable following was secured among the peasants and 
small farmers, the fellaheen, whose vision had hitherto 
been limited to their fields. Grave disorders ensued. In 
the eyes of the uneducated natives, the movement meant 
"that the Christians were going to be expelled from Egypt, 
that they were to recover the land bought by Europeans or 
mortgaged to them, and that the National Debt would be 
canceled." 24 On June 11, 1882, some fifty Europeans were 
massacred by tpe mob in Alexandria and many others were 
severely wounded: It was no l()nger a question of safeguard
ing European financial interests in Egypt, but of protecting 
the very lives of the considerable European: popula,tion, of 
saving the country from anarchy, and of ensuring the safety 
of the Suez Canal. The fabric of Egyptian society was tot
tering. An exodus of the European residents began. 

The Question of Armed Intervention.-British and 
French statesmen had never reached an agreement as 
to what should be done in case active intervention 
should eventually become necessary. Such a course was 
in the extreme distasteful to the British Premier, Glad
stone, whose aversion to the use of force and to foreign 

ZI Egypt, No.1 (1905), p. 2. See also Sir Auckland Colvin, "The Mak
ing of Modem Egypt," pp. 10-15 . 

.. The page of copy on which footnotes 23-31, inclusive, appeared has, 
unfortunately, been lost. 
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intervention verged on pacmcism. At the beginning of the 
year 1882, when it became evident that some action would 
probably be necessary, the British Foreign Secretary, Lord 
Granville, "felt strong objections to all the modes of inter
vention," 25 but the least objectionable to his mind was 
Turkish. The French Prime Minister, Gambetta, would 
not, however, listen to this suggestion, mainly because he 
feared that a strengthening of Turkish influence in Egypt 
might prove dangerous to France's position in Algeria and 
Tunis. Instead, he urged an Anglo-French occupation. 
This possibility was, however, soon removed as Gambetta's 
Ministry fell early in 1882 and his timid successor, Frey
cinet, disapproved of such joint intervention. Freycinet's 
attitude was very irresolute, but on the whole he favored 
action by the European Concert. The French ships took 
no part in the reduction of the Arabist fortifications at Alex
andria in July by the British fleet, but left the scene of 
action. The Chamber of Deputies was afraid of the threat
ening state of Europe itself and, by an overwhelming vote, 
even refused to sanction an expedition solely for the re
stricted purpose of protecting the Suez CanaP6 Clemen
ceau's speech demanding that France reserve her freedom 
of action in Europe was decisive. Turkey, characteristically, 
backed and filled; and could not be induced to undertake 
the task of restoring order under terms that were satisfac
tory until the necessity for action had passed, Britain hav
ing already suppressed the rebellion. Italy, especially, was 
asked to cooperate, but declined.2T No one of the Powers 
was willing to assume the responsibility. The Interna
tional Conference that had been convoked at Constanti-
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nople especially to consider the problem shirked the job. 
In Bismarck's eyes, this Conference was merely a device of 
France and England to get "the rest of Europe to help them 
out of their difficulty." "The rest of us would not cooperate 
in a military sense," he said, "as for the present the question 
is one of comparative indifference to us, and it is no busi
ness of ours to pull the chestnuts out of the fire for other 
people, particularly for the English." 28 Satiated with Prus
sia's extensive conquests of 1866 at the expense of the other 
German States and with Germany's annexation of Alsace
Lorraine in 1871, Bismarck desired freedom from foreign 
complications, in order to digest these territorial acquisi
tions and to complete the process of German unification. 
It served his purposes well if Germany's neighbors pursued 
extra-European enterprises, especially if such a course led 
to friction between them. ''We must look on quietly," he 
said in the autumn of 1882 to the German Ambassador to 
France, "should the French and English locomotives happen 
to collide." 29 

The British, Occupation, 1882.-Under these circum
stances and in view of the fact that the British Government 
was firmly and honestly convinced that no stable and pro
gressive government could possibly emerge from the Arabist 
movement, the only alternative was isolated intervention. 
A small expeditionary force was sent to Egypt "in support 
of the authority of His Highness the Khedive, as established 
by the Firmans of the Sultan and existing international 
engagements, to suppress a military revolt in that coun
try." 30 After a brilliant campaign of a scant month's dura
tion, the Arabist army was shattered at Tel-el-Kebir on 
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September 13, 1882, and the rebellion almost instantly col
lapsed.1i Thus Great Britain was placed in a position of 
control in Egypt by the force of circumstances and against 
her own volition. Lord l\forley's statement that "Mr. 
Gladstone and his Cabinet fought as hard as they could, and 
for good reasons, against single-handed intervention by 
Great Britain," 82 is not open to serious discussion. While 
it is unquestionably true that Mr. Gladstone's estimate of 
the Arabist movement as an exclusively military rebellion 
was erroneous, on the other hand, the sanest and soundest 
opinion of that day and of subsequent times agreed with 
him that Egypt's regeneration could not have proceeded 
from Ahmed Arabi and that, in actuality, the only alterna
tives were intervention or anarchy. The murders in Alex
andria, the pillaging and the burning of the town at the time 
of the reduction of the fortifications by the British fieet had 
been an ominous portent. British intervention would 
naturally not have occurred if British interests had not been 
involved. But the debt was a minor consideration in com
parison with the lives of the European population, and be
hind all loomed the compelling fact that anarchy in Egypt 

• S. Morley, "Life of William Ewart Gladstone," m, p. 80, London, 
1903. Lord Cromer vividly BUmmarUed the attitude of the British in the 
following words: "British diplomacy, which may at times have been 
mistaken, but which 11'88 certainly honest, did its hem to throw off the 
Egyptian burden. But circumstances were too strong to be arrested by 
diplomatic action. Egypt was to fall to Kinglake's Englishman. More
over, j, was to fall to him, although some were opposed to biB going there, 
others were indifferent as to whether he went or not, none much wished 
him to go, and, not only did he not want to go there bimself, but he 
Btrualed etreDuousJy and hoDEStly not to be obliged to go." Cromer, 
"Modern Egypt," I, p. 130. See also S. L. Gwynn and G. M. Tuc1nvell, 
"Life of the Rt. HOD. Sir Charles W. Dilke," I, p. 4Mn., London, 1917; 
Baron Fitsmaurice, "Life of Granville George Leveson-Gower, second Earl 
Granville," n. pp. 258 ff., London, 1905. 
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would have imperiled the safety of the Suez Canal, espe
cially since, in 1875, the British Government had purchased 
the Khedive's shares in the Canal Company. As Lord Salis
bury said in .1879, England could not leave Egypt to its fate; 
"the geographical situation of Egypt, as well as the respon
sibility which the English Government have in past times 
incurred for the actual conditions under which it exists as a 
state" made this impossible.ss The inevitable result of the 
occupation was that within a few months the Anglo-French 
Dual Control of 1879 was abolished and Great )3ritain as
sumed the task of reform. 

Duration of the Occupation.-When the British Govern~ 
ment thus reluctantly occupied Egypt, it was their firm 
intention to evacuate the country as soon as order had been 
restored. Various official declarations to this general effect 
were made. _But a policy of reform and one of speedy evacu
ation were irreconcilable.54 There was at the time no real 
understanding of the situation and no appreciation of the 
extent to which the country needed reorganization. The 
Egyptian army was a lamentably ineffective and' undisci
:plined forcej gross corruption and extreme inefficiency'pre
vailed in all the administrative branches; the finances were 
disordered and required careful handling; the irrigation 
system upon -which Egypt depended for existence was in 
decay and needed thorough overhauling and further exten
sion. In addition, the rise of the Mahdi in the Sudan and 

"Lord Salisbury to Mr. Lascelles, June 18, 1879. Egypt, No.3 (1879), 
p. 11. On Great Britain's vital interest in the Suez Canal, as viewed at 
that time, see Sir D. Mackenzie Wallace, "Egypt and the Egyptian 
Question," pp. 450-501. 

"Egypt, No.1 (1905) (Cromer), p. 2. 
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the successful rebellion there against Egyptian rule brought 
up the serious possibility of an invasion of Egypt from that 
quarter. Egypt could not be deemed secure while the 
Sudan was in hostile hands. The flow of the life-giving 
Nile might be disastrously curtailed. One important prob
lem after another arose and thus the evacuation was grad
ually postponed until the term of the occupation became 
indefinite. With very few exceptions, British statesmen and 
administrators did not regard British rule as a permanent 
institution, but all of those who were most intimately ac
quainted with the situation were firmly convinced that the 
laboriously constructed fabric would quickly fall into decay 
if the guiding hand and watchful eye of Britain were re
moved. British policy was clear and consistent. Sir Eldon 
Gorst, Lord Cromer's successor, defined it in 1909 as follows: 

"Since the commencement of the occupation, the policy 
approved by the British Government has never varied and 
its fundamental idea has been to prepare the Egyptians for 
self-government, while helping them in the meantime to 
enjoy the benefits of good government. The gradual evolu
tion during the past quarter of a century of a sound system 
of administration has not only effected the latter purpose, 
but has, at the same time, constituted a valuable school of 
training for the higher Egyptian officials." 85 

There were but few traces of the view which is now gain
ing ground that Egypt will ultimately become an auton
omous unit in "the Commonwealth of Nations" into which 
the British EmpirE' \8 gradually developing. The process 
of schooling the Egyptian character and mind for 8elf-gov-

• Egllpt, No.1 (1909) (Gorst), p. 48. [For a summary of the history 
of the occupation up to the outbreak of the war, see Chirol, "The Egyp
lian Problem," pp. 65-119.1 
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ernment was under the supervision of British officials, whose 
authority was sustained by the Army of Occupation. This 
was at no time a large force and it varied in size according 
to circumstances.36 In 1914, before the outbreak of the 
war, the British garrison consisted of 6,067 men of all ranks 
and services, including one company at Cyprus and the 
British troops stationed in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.87 

2. The Development of Egypt, 1882-1914 

The Nile Country.-The part played by geographical facts 
in historical development is possibly more dominant, and 
certainly more obvious, in the Nile Valley than anywhere 
else.38 The words of the Greek historian, Herodotus, "The 
Nile is Egypt and Egypt is the Nile," were not only descrip
tive of the three thousand years under the Pharaohs that 
preceded his age, as well as of the many millennia of unre
corded history that lie behind the :first Egyptian dynasty, 
but are equally applicable to the present. As Sir William 
Willcocks, the engineer who has done so much to' increase 
the usefulness of the waters that descend from Equatorial 
Mrica, has said, "Egypt is nothing more than the deposit left 

• Thus, in, 1893, when the youthful Khedive, Abbas Hilmi, was trying 
to dispense with British advice, the garrison was somewhat increased and 
the increase had its desired moral elIect. Cromer, "Abbas II," pp. 37-39 . 

.. The Egyptian Government contributed £150,000 towards the cost of 
these troops. Their total cost, according to the Army Estimates for 1914-
15, was £547,900. The Statesman's Year-Book, 1915, pp. 98, 257, 258. The 
amount contributed by Egypt was based in the arrangement of 1885 upon 
the extra cost of maintaining these British troops in Egypt above their 
cost in England. In 1904, the British force was 3,500 men and Egypt's 
contribution £100,000. Egypt, No.1 (1905) (Cromer), p. 26. 

• J. H. Breasted, "A History of the Ancient Egyptians," pp. 3-13, New 
York, 1913. 
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by the Nile in flood." 811 The nominal area of Egypt is large, 
about 350,000 square miles, but this includes vast expanses 
of hopelessly arid and useless desert. The cultivable and in
habitable portion covers only 12,226 square miles.tO North 
of Cairo is Lower Egypt, the triangular area which the 
Greeks graphically called the Delta, comprising 7,782 square 
miles of exceptionally rich agricultural land. South of 
Cairo, reaching to Wadi Halfa, some 750 miles distant, is 
the narrow valley of the Nile with an excrescence to the 
west, the Fayoum District, where the Nile has succeeded 
in breaking through the rocky walls of the desert. The area 
of this region, called Upper Egypt, is 4,362 square miles. 
This narrow strip of alluvial soil along the Nile, together 
with the Delta, made by like deposits,' comprises practically 
all of Egypt that is of use to man for habitation and cultiva
tion.t1 

Irrigation.-The first and essential function of govern
ment in Egypt is to see that the cultivable land receives 
neither too much nor too little water. At the time of the 
British occupation, the irrigation system was in a state of 
decay. Expert engineers were immediately brought from 

• D. G. Hogarth ("The :Nearer East," p. 77, London, 1902) describes the 
Egyptian Plain as "bisected by the valley of a single mighty stream, 
which derives neither its origin nor any of its waters from it, but, itself 
an alien, baa laid down a ribbon of alien soil and fenced the sea from 
the northern edge of the Plain with a large deltaic tract." 

• The StalellfMn', Year-Book, 1917, pp. 252, 253; Annuaire Statistiq!U1, 
1914, p. 2. "Egypt, as a geographical expression, is two things-the Desert 
and the Nile. AB a habitable country, it is only one-the Nile." Milner, 
"England in Egypt" (7th ed.), p. 221. For details, see Sir W. Willcocks 
and I. I. Craig, "Egyptian Irrigation," II, pp. 449-518, London, 1913; 
Repon of Sir William Garstin on the Basin of the Upper Nile, Eg1lPt, 
No.2 (l90U. 

• The deserts harbor a small nomadic population and they also contain 
lome mineral deposits, lUeh as potash and petroleum. 
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British India and under their guidance the path was entered 
that has led to a vast improvement and extension of the 
irrigation and drainage systems. Further developments are 
being planned, but as a result of those already in effect, con
siderable territory has been reclaimed and the cultivable 
a,rea greatly increased. Furthermore, a large portion of 
the land was thereby enabled to produce two arid even three 
crops annually, when only one was possible before. As a 
result, the gross agricultural output increased rapidly and 
simultaneously also the number of inhabitants. 

Increase in Population.-The census of 1882 showed a 
population of 6,830,000; that of 1897, one of 9,730,000; and 
that of 1907, one of 11,290,000.42 The full figures of the 
1917 census are not yet available, but the provisional ones 
indicate about 12,731,551 inhabitants, which is somewhat 
below previous official estimates.43 It is generally agreed 
that the enumeration of 1882, which 'Was taken duringcthe 
confusion of the Arabist Rebellion, understated the real 
figures; yet, making full allowance for this fact; the increase 
during the British Occupation has been most remarkable. 
Population statistics are a fundamental; ~but not an infal
lible, criterion' of material progress. The fact that the. same 
land now supports in comparative well-~eing almost twice 
as many people as a generation ago lIved there in penury 
is irrefutable proof of good administration. Even according 
to the standards of highly industrialized countries, Egypt 

.. The Statesman's Year-Book, 1915, p. 250; Annuaire Statistique, 1914, 
pp. xxiii, 22, 23. 

"The Near East, June 1,1917, p. 83; Annuaire Statistique, 1916, p. xviii. 
[The actual figures for this census were 12,750,918. The Statesman's Year
Book, 1921, p. 259.1 
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would be exceptionally densely populated. Its density is 
over three times that of Germany and about one half greater 
than tha.t of Belgium and Engla.nd. But Egypt is an agri
cultural country, where such density of population is rare. 
It can be compared in this respect only with Bengal, with 
its proverbial teeming millions. Yet the Egyptian density 
exceeds that of the East Indian Province by considerably 
over one half. Compared with British India as a whole, the 
Egyptian population is more than five times as dense.44 

Expansion of Foreign Trade.-Even more rapid has been 
the simultaneous expansion of foreign trade. The average 
total of imports and exports for the years 1885-89 was 
£EI8.9 million, or about ninet~-five million dollars. The 
average for the period 1900-04 was £E34.6 million, and that 
for 1905-09 was ££47.8 million." In 1913, Egypt's foreign 
commerce aggregated ££59.6 million, which was more than 
three times the amount during the first decade of the British 
Occupation.fa It should also be noted that the imports in
creased considerably more rapidly than did the exports, 

.. StatiBtiBchu Jahrbvch, 1915, pp. 3*-6*; EgWt, No.1 (1909) (Gorst), 
pp, 7. 8; R. J. M. Cre8II&ty, "L'Egypte d'Aujourd'hui," p. 59 . 

.. Ean-r'a FOBBlON Tiw>1II 

A VEBA0E8 or FlVIII-Y II:AB PERIODS 

(in miUiom 01 £E) 

1885-89 1890-94 1895-99 
Imports ............. 7.9 8,9 10.3 
Exports ............. 11. 12.9 13.3 

Annuoire StatiBtjque, 1914, pp. 290, 291. 

·Corresponding Figuru lor 

1900-04 
16.3 
18.3 

1005-09 
23B 
24. 

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 
Importa ... 23,6 27.2 25,9 27.9 21.7 19.3 30,9 33.2 61.1 47.4 101.9 55.5 
Exporta ••• 28.9 28.6 34.8 31.7 24.1 27. 37..5 41.1 45.4 75.9 85..5 36.4 

£E52..5 66.8 (10..5 59.6 45B 46.3 68.4 74.3 96..5 123.3 187.4 91.9 
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which indicated the growing prosperity of the country and 
'the relatively decreasing weight of the foreign debt. For 
purposes of comparison, it should be noted that in amount 
Egypt's foreign commerce was only slightly less than that 
of Cuba and that the entire foreign trade of Middle Africa 
exceeded it by only about seventeen per cent. 

Radical Improvement in the FinanCe8.-When the Egyp
tian debt was liquidated in 1880, the interest charge' was 
very onerous and bore heavily on the country. It absorbed 
thirty-seven per cent of the public revenue. In 1913, the 
proportion had fallen to twenty-two per cent. This favot:
able development was due entirely to a large gain in reve
nue, which had risen from £E9,584,OOO in 1880 to £EI7,705,-
000 in 1913.47 The expansion, it should be noted, was not the 
result of increased taxation, but solely of economic growth. 
In fact, the' taxes were not Qnly equalized but they were 
actually reduced. Moreover, forced labor, an indirect form 
of taxation of a most burdensome character, was abolished. 
As a consequence of this expansion, the recurring deficits 
of the 'seventies gave way in the 'eighties to a period of 
strenuous efforts to make both sides of the ledger balance 
and this era of careful supervision and rigid economy led to 

.. PUBLIC DEBT CllAlIGES AND TarAL REVENUB 

(in thoUBand8 oj £E) 
1880 •..••..•..•.••..•.•••.••••• 3,529 
1890 •••..••.•..••.•.....•..•••• 4~ 
1900 .•.•••....•••••.•.•....••.. 3,674 
1910 ...•.•..•••.••.•....••••.•• 3,922 
1912 ....•.....••...•••....••..• 3,924 
1913 ..•....•........•.•........ 3,925 

9,584 
11,892 
11,867 
16,337 
17,848 
17,705 

Annuaire Statistique, 1914, pp. 406, 418. [In 1920, the charges on the 
public debt were £E3,552,266 and the total revenue ~as £E33,677 ,401. 
The Statesman'. Year-Book, 1921, pp. 264, 265.] . 
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a period of increasing surpluses until, towards 1900, the 
margin of safety became more than adequate and the 
Egyptian finances were and remained thoroughly sound. 
In the years before the war a considerable surplus over the 
ordinary expenditures was always available.'8 Large sums 
were spent out of current revenues for works of great public 
utility, especially on the irrigation system and the railroads, 
whose cost in other countries is generally defrayed in the 
main by loans. As a consequence, Egypt now owns a valu
able railroad system from which a considerable income is 
derived.'· The public debt itseU has been reduced by about 

• EaTPr1AH Fni'ANCIIB 

(in miUiona 0/ £8) 

Receipu 
1909 ......••.••..••..•..... 15.9 
1910 ••••.• •••••.• ••••.••... 16.3 
1911 .•••..•....•••••••.••.. 17.2 
1912 ....••••••••••••••.••.. 17.8 
1913 •.••.•••••...•••.....•. 17.7 

Eg1JPl. No.1 (1914) (Kitchens), p. 16. 

(For 191 .... 21 the figuml were: 
Receipu 

1914 ..••..•••.••.•.•. ••...• 17.4 
1915 •••.•••••••• •••••.••..• 15.4 
1915 ...•...••••. •••••.•.••. 17.7 
1917 ......•...••••.•.•••••• 19.9 
1918 ..•.........••..••.•... 231 
1919 .• ..................... 71.7 
uno ....................... 33.7 
1921 ........... .•••.... •.•. 46.4 

Ordi1laT1/ Extmordinarv 
Expeflditurea Expefldit_ 

13.6 3.3 
13.8 3.1 
IU 2.9 
14.8 2.7 
1409 2.8 

Expefldituru 
15.7 
16.8 
16.6 
17.2 
22.5 
23.4 
29. 
62.1 

Balmu:e 
1.7 

-1.4 
1.1 
2.7 

.6 
U 
4.7 

-15.7] 
• The &otal length of the Egyptian r&ilroads was, in 1913, 3,667 kilo

meters, nJued at £E3O,I09,OOO. Of these, the State owned 2,391 kilo
meters, nJued at £E27,491 ,430. .AmuuJire 8tatiBtique, 1914, pp. xxvi. 
uvii, 1M, 168. The groII! receipts in 1913 were £E3.8 million, the 
expen.se8, fi:2.2 million, leaving a net revenue of £El.6 or equivalent 
to 6.97 pet' cent on the eapita! value. Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener) , 
p. 211. Aeeording to Lord Kitchener, 80me £30 million had been apent 
by Egypt on public works and railways since 1883 without recourse to 
foreign c:apitaI. Eg1JPl, No. 1 (1913) (Kitchener), p. 3. [In 1920, the 
totaI Jen~h of the railroads "'M 4,913 kilomeu,rs, of which the State 
owned 3,752. The grOllll receiptA were fE7.o million, the expeu8fa £EU 
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£10 million since 1880. While, on the one hand, the 
loans which were secured by Khedive Ismail's iII-gotten 
private estates were paid off by the sale of these lands, on 
the other, there was fresh borrowing for sorely needed public 
improvements. The £9 million loan of 1885, at three 
per cent was guaranteed by Great Britain, France, Italy, 
Russia, Germany, and Austria-Hungary.6o Similarly, in 
1890, some new money was obtained, but at the same time 
the interest rate on the Privileged Debt was reduced from 
five to three and one-half per cent. This brings up an im
portant point. The security resulting from the British Occu
pation greatly enhanced Egypt's credit and thus not only 
permitted this conversion, but made it possible to obtain 
abundant capital at moderate rates for Egypt's private en
terprises. It is the same story in all backward countries 
that have come under the regis 'of, th~ progressive Powers, 
and is a vital fact that is usually ignored in discussions of 
this many-sided question. The great bulk, of 'the foreign 
capital invested in the Egyptian debt and in private enter
prises is French and British.51 FrenChmen, apparently, 

million, and the, net revenue was £E1.9 million. The Statesman's Year
Book, 1921, I>p.270-271. In 1921, the corresponding figures were: £E8 mil
lion, 7.9 million, and .1 million. Ibid., 1922, p. 279.] , " 

.. Annuaire Statistique, 1914, p. 483. For details of this and other fresh 
loans, see Egypt, No.1 (1907) (Cromer), pp. 55, 56. The nominal amount 
borrowed in order to obtain £9,000,000 in 1885 was £9,424,000 and, as the 
interest rate was only three per cent and £315,000 was set aside yearly 
for the service of the loan, it will gradually be paid off out of the surplus 
of this annuity. The actual interest paid on the loan was, thus, about 
three and one-eighth per cent. Milner, op. cit., p. 186. The text of the 
London Agreement of March 17, 1885, is in Noradounghian, "Recueil 
d' Actes Intemationaux de l'Empire Ottoman," IV, pp. 354, 355; Egypt, 
No.7 (1885), pp. 1-5. ' 

II It was claimed in 1905 that France held about two-thirds of the Egyp
tian Debt, that is 1,580,000,000 out of 2,340,000,000 francs. Of the Unified 
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have the preponderant share and it is even claimed that 
their investments in Egypt have exceeded those made by 
them in any other country except Russia.52 The aggregate 
amount of such foreign interests in Egypt was considerable, 
but it can be only approximately estimated. The total of 
the Government Debt, mainly held by foreigners, is of 
course an open fact. On December 31, 1913, the amount 
ill the hands of the public was, all told, £88.7 million.53 

.Mineral Resources and Industry.-While Egypt is pre
dominantly an agricultural country, it does not wholly lack 
either mineral resources or industry. The inhospitable 
Sinai Peninsula, so sparsely peopled as to be virtually unin
habited, contains some indefinite quantities of phosphates, 
manganese, copper, and iron. In the Arabian Desert, be
tween the Nile and the eastern border along the Gulf of 
Suez and the Red Sea, are to be found emeralds, gold, copper, 
lead, zinc, sulphur, phosphates,65 and petroleum.u The only 
commercially significant developments, however, are the 

Debt, France owned Bixty per cent. Andre Tardieu, "Questions DiplOo 
matiquea de l'Annee 1904," pp. :rI, 38, Paris, 1905 . 

.. R. J. M. Creesaty, "L~te d'Aujourd'hui," p. 5. 

• STAft or THB DEII'l', DBCBKBI!B 31, 1913 
(in million. 01 pouruU 'terling) 

Total 
Guaranteed Loan 3% ....•..........•.. 7.1 
Privileged Loan 3¥..'70 ..••.....•........ 31.1 
Unified Loan 4% .... ~.. . . . . . .•. .. . .. •. 56. 

£94.2 
.AMUlJire 8tGlutique, 1914, p. 486 . 

In Public Hand, 
7. 

28.7 
53. 

£88.7 

.. For die location of these resources, see the map in the .AnnUIJire 
8tGliatiqvs of 1914, reproduced &8 map facing page 314. Lord Cromer in 
1908l1tated that the estimated population of the Sinai Peninsula was 30,000. 
Egl/PC, No.1 (1906) (Cromer), p. 13. 

• See first Dote on page 314. 
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potash and petroleum enterprises near the Suez and Red 
Sea littorals.55 But, as yet, these are not important and 
it is extremely doubtful if they will ever play a large part 
in the world economy. Nor is there any considerable indus
trial development. In the aggregate, however, a large 
number of people were employed in industries for local 
nee,ds, such as building, carpentry, dressmaking, and metal 
working, and in small special handicrafts, such. as weaving 
of cotton and silks, or the manufacture of shawls, pottery, 
and baskets. In addition, there were also some larger-scale 
industries, such as cotton spinning, refullng of petroleum, 
and crushing and even refining of sugar. 56 The Cotton itself 
was ginned and some oil and cake were also made from the 
cotton-seed. As yet, this development had not attained 
very significant proportions. From the standpoint of the 
outside world, unquestionably the chief industry was the 
manufacture of cigarettes, for which Egypt is justly so 
well and so widely known. 

The Cigarette IndU8try.~Curiously, and contrary to the 
general impression, the Egyptian cigarette is not made from 

II Phosphate8 Petroleum 

1910 ....•......•.........• 
1911 .•.••.•.••....•...... 
1912 .•.•••............... 
1913 .•...... , ............ . 
1914 ...•••. : •............ 
1915 •••................•• 

2,39'1 
6,425 

69,958 
101,311 
72,000 
83,000 

(in t01l8) 

3,391 
27,522 
l2,586 

100,000 
30,000 

Annuaire StatiBtiqu,e, 1914, p. 8i 1916, p. xviii British Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, No. 54'14 (Port Said, 1914), p. 12 . 

.. ThB Near East, June '1, 1918, p. 4'11. The manufacture of sugar and 
the decortication of rice employ a number of factories in Upper Egypt 
(Mohammed Sourour Bey, "Egypt," in "Papers on Inter-Racial Problems: 
First Universal Races Congress, 1911," ed. G. Spiller, p. 1'13). 
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native tobacco, but exclusively from imported leaf. In 
fact, the cultivation of tobacco in Egypt was absolutely 
forbidden by the decrees of 1890 and 1892.57 This prohibi
tion was due, on the one hand, to fiscal reasons, as a. large 
part of the Egyptian customs revenue is derived from the 
tobacco duties, and, on the other, to a desire to sustajn 
the reputation of the Egyptian cigarette by preventing the 
use of the inferior tobacco grown in Egypt.58 It is interest
ing to note that this measure was an application of a policy 
established in Great Britain in the seventeenth century, 
when the American Colonies began to grow tobacco on a 
large scale. It is a far cry from colonial Virginia to modern 
Egypt, but the lineal descent of the policy is indisputable 
and is one of the many proofs of the real unity of history. 
The tobacco imported into Egypt was derived from Turkey, 
Macedonia, Greece, and Russia; and amounted in value 
annually to somewhat less than six million dollars.1I1I The 
greater part of this was consumed locally and the remainder 
was exported in the form of cigarettes. The annual value 

• Egvptian GOL'emment Almanac, 1913, p, 74, Cairo, 1912. Sir Auck
land Colvin, "The Making of Modem Egypt," p. 171. 

• Tobacco constituted in 1913 only five per cent of the total imports, 
but furnished nearly one-half of the customs revenue. Achille sekaly, 
"La Culture du Tabac," in L'£gfIPte Contemporaine, V (1914), pp. 345, 
346. 

• IxPOBTS or TOBACCO, 1I'l'C. 

(in £8) 

Total From Turket/ From Greece From RWBiG 
1910 •••.•••• 1,155,000 596,000 313,000 93,000 
1911 •••••••• 1,190,000 544,000 331,000 123,000 
1912 •••••••• 1,214,000 523,000 378,000 181,000 
1913 •...•••• 1,082,000 412,000 364,000 234,000 

Annuaire Statistique, 1914, p. 310. See also British Diplomatic and 
CoDBUlar Reports, No. 5296 (Russia, 1913), p. 29. 
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of these shipments was, however, only two million dollars. so 

This surprisingly low total is due to the fact that most 
European and American states have either established to
bacco monopolies or have placed almost prohibitive import 
duties on cigarettes. As a result, the Egyptian export indus
try is completely at the mercy of foreign governments. In 
1900-04 the average shipments to Germany were £EI84,I44, 
but in 1903 they had fallen to £E87,986.81 In the case 
of America, the tariff barriers are so high that a number 
of the most famous Egyptian brands, such as the Nestor 
and the Melachrino cigarettes, are manufactured in the 
United States itself. 

The Dominant Position of Cotton.-There is a marked 
similarity between the economic situation of Egypt and that 
of Cuba. Each one produces commodities, cigarettes and 
cigars, respectively, that are famous throughout the world 
as standards of perfection, yet in both cases these play a 
relatively insignificant part in the country's economic sys-

.. ExPORTS OF CIGARETTES 

Average 0/ Five-Year Periods Amounts in£E 
1885-89 ..•.•..••••.•.•••.•••.••••.•...•••. 82.315 
1890-94 ..... ~ • .. .. . . • • .. .. .. .. . • .. . . . . .. .. 156,709 
1895-99 ......................... '. . . . . . . . . . 239,727 
190(}..()4 ................................... 425,922 
1905-09 ................................... 428,903 

Year Periods 
1910 ...................................... 379,128 
'1911 ... ;.................................. 407,123 
1912 ...................................... 422,666 
1913 .... .,........................... •••••• '397,978 

AnnuaiTe Statistique. 1914, p. 310. 
e In 1913, the exports of cigarettes to the British Empire amounted to 

£Ell1,169; to Germany, £E87,986, and to the United States, £E14,465 
Ibid. 
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tem. In 1912, sixty-nine per cent of Cuba's exports con
sisted of sugar'z and, in 1915, this share had risen to 
&eventy-seven per cent." In Egypt, raw cotton occupied 
an even more important position, constituting over eighty 
per cent of the exports.'· This predominance would be 
still further emphasized if cotton seed and cotton-seed 
products were included in the percentage. The only other 
crop which Egypt exports on an appreciable scale is sugar, 
the cultivation of which was extensively fostered by Ismail 
Pasha during the crisis resulting from the severe fall in 
the price of cotton after the American Civil War.85 The 

• Tile 8~'. Year-Book, 1915, p. 821. 
• Ibid., 1917, p. 803. 

-ExPoIrrs 

(iA millioru 01 £8) 

1910 ••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
1911 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1912 •.•.•••••..•••••••••••• 
1913 ••••••••••••••.•••••••• 

Total 
28.9 
28.6 
M.6 
31.7 

1238 

(For 191t-21 the corresponding figures were: 

Total 
1914 ••••••••••••.•••••••..•. 24.1 
1915 .•...•..•......•.•.••..• 27. 
1918 .•••••••••••••.••••••••• :rT.Jj 
1917 •••••••.•••••••..•.••••• 41.1 
1918 •••. .•••••••••• ••••••••• 45.4 
1919 ••...••.••••••.•...•...• 75.9 
1920 ••••••• ••••••••••••• •••• 85.Jj 
1921 '" ••• ••••••••••••••• ••• 36.4 

Cotton 
24.2 
23. 
27.Jj 
25.Jj 

100.2 

Cotton 
18.7 
19.1 
298 
33.Jj 
38. 
65.4 
75.1 
28.4] 

.dnnuoire 8tata.tiqve, 1914, pp. 290, 291, 308. See also I. G. Uvi, "Le 
Commerce Exterieur de l'£gypte," in L'£gwte Contemporame, V (1914), 
pp. 413418. III 1917, Egypt's exports amounted to £E41,049,612, of 
.-hich cotton eontnOOted £E33,495,193; cotton seed £El,81S,257; and cot. 
toD-eeed eake, £E587 ,691. Department of State, Weekly Reports on 
Near Eastern AJIsint, April 25, 1915, pp. 22, 23. 

• Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), pp. 176, 177. 
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attempt was, on the whole, a failure. Before 1914, sugar 
production was on a. declining scale 88 and the crop was 
completely dwarfed by cotton, the exports of which exceeded 
the value of that of sugar by more than a hundredfold.87 As 
Lord Kitchener said, in 1914, cotton was "the main source 
of the riches of the country." 88 To such an extent was 
interest concentrated upon this crop that Egypt, which in 
ancient times was an important granary for the outside 
world, had to import foodstuffs in increasing measure.88 

.. SUGAR OUTPUT IN SACKS OF 100 KILOS 

1900-01 •••••..••••..••.•...•••••.• 
1903-04 .....•.........••......•... 
1906-07 •....•.........•.......•...• 
1909-10 ....•.•.....•......•.•..•.. 

Egypt, No.1 (1912) (Kitchener), p. 18. 

920,950 
665,557 
416,640 
553,346 

If PRODuCTIoN OF SUGAR CANIII IN TONS 

1910-11 ............................ 49,403 
1911-12 ••••.••••••.•..••...•....••• 54,960 
1912-13 ••••.•••••.••••••.•.. ~ •• • . • . 75,420 
1913-14 ••..•.••••••••..•..•..•..•.•. 69,368 
1914-15 ............................ 75,738 

ExPoRT OF SUGAR CANE 

(in.kt.mtars) 
(equal to 99.05 lbs.) 

1914 .............. 13,335,056 
1915 .............. 26,734,493 

(in £E) 
(equal to 15.00) 

229,711 
573,610 

Annuaire Statiatique, 1916, pp. 144, 264. 
• Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), p. 1 .. 

.. ARIllA UNDER MAIZIII, WHIIlAT, Rxcm, IIlTO. 

1898-99 ; ................ .. 
1912-13 ................ .. 

Feddall.8* 
4,192,000 
4,248,000 

• One feddnn equals 1.088 acres. 

Imports 0/ Foodstu/ls 
(£E) 

1,002,000 
4,242,000 

Annuaire Statiatique, 1914, p. xxx. See also Bulletin 01 the ImperiQl 
1118titute, 1915, p. 13, 
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Such absolute dependence upon one staple crop is usually 
hazardous, but the peril in Egypt's case is reduced almost 
to a minimum by the fact that the world's potential de
mand for cotton is increasing faster than is the actual 
supply, and the Egyptian type of cotton is especially sought 
after. 

The Egyptian Type oj Cotton.-The Egyptian cotton in
dustry was established in the early decades of the nineteenth 
century and received a great impetus during the cotton 
famine of the American Civil War, when Lancashire was 
cut off by the blockade from the crop of the Southern 
States. The hold that Egyptian cotton then gained has 
never been lost. On the contrary, it has grown stronger as 
improved spinning methods have rendered possible the 
manufacture of finer yarns and finer fabrics. Egyptian cot
ton is of a distinctive type as regards length and strength 
of fiber, fine quality, and silky texture. The supply of the 
long-staple West Indian and Sea Island cotton was very 
small and the Egyptian variety, which ranked next in length 
of fiber, became increasingly required for the finer prod
ucts. TO The revival of mercerizing, some twenty years ago, 
and the rise of new industries, such as that of automobile 
tires, which needed strong fabrics, still further increased the 
demand and raised the price of Egyptian cotton far above 
that of the American standard type. In 1910, its price 
was sixty-seven per cent higher than that of American 
"Middling:' and the average excess in the years preceding 

• John A. Todd, "The World'. Cotton Crops," pp. 236-240, London, 
1915; er-ty, ope cit,. pp. 38, 39. 
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the war was fifty-one per cent.71 The Egyptian crop did 
not constitute a large share of the total world supply-only 
1,537,000 bales of 500 pounds out of 25,703,000 in 1913-14 7a 

-but the peculiar qualities of the Egyptian staple gave it 
almost a monopoly value. 'l8 While Egyptian cotton has to 
face certain dangers, such as the pink boll-worm, its position 
and prospects are, on the whole, probably fully as satisfac
tory as are those of any other crop in the world.'14 

f1 EIlYPTrAN COTTON CROp 

Feddans 
(1.038 acres) 

1886 874,615 
1896-97 1,050,749 
1909-10 1,597,055 
1910-11 ....... 1,642,610 
1911-12 ....... 1,711,241 
1912-13 ....... 1,721,815 

• A year of 11000; 

Kamar, 
(99.05Ibs.) 
2,872,000 
5,879,750 
5,000,772* 
7,573,537 
7,424,208 
7,532,920 

Price 
in pence 

6.56 
5.31 

13.12 
10.75 
9.56 
9.82 

Percentage 
above Amer-

icon" Middling" 
28 
26 
67 
35 
57 
46. 

John A. Todd, "The World's Cotton Crops," pp. 294, 295, London, 1915 . 
.. Idem, "The Cotton Resources of the British Empire," in A. P. Newton, 

"The Staple Trades of the Empire," p. 113, London, 1917. 
II During the first decade of the British Occupation, the cotton crop 

increased in size, but the price fell. ·The crop of 1894 realized no more 
than that of 1883, though production had nearly doubled in the interval. 
A definite upward tendency set in after 1900, which in a few years doubled 
the value of Egypt's exports. The result was considerable inflation and 
speculation accompanied by an influx of foreign capital. Egypt, No .. l 
(1913) (Kitchener), pp. 2, 3. 

EXPORTS OF COTTON 

Yearly Average 
1899-1901. .............. . 
1911-13 ............... . 
Increase ............... . 

Quo.ntity in Kant ara 
6,076,000 
1,306,000 
'~% 

Valuein£E 
12,157,000 
25,343,000 

109% 

Alfred Eid, "La Guerre et sea Consequences Economiques pour l'Egypte," 
in L'Egypte Contemporaine, vn, p. 76. In the Vo88i8che Zeitung of 
August 5, 1918, Dr. W. Goetze emphasized the dependence of Germany's 
textile indUBtry on long-fibered Egyptian cotton, ":which is absolutely 
essential for the manufacture of a number of the finer kinds of cotton 
goods." The New Europe, No. 97 (AugUBt 22, 1918), p. 138. 

~. The first effect of the war was to cause a severe decline in the price 
of cotton which, in turn. led to a decreased output in 1914-15. Despite 
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[Oil.-The existence of petroleum T6 along the western 
coast of the Gulf of Suez has long been known, but at the 

the subsequent enormous rise in prices, the ante-bellum crops bve not 
been equaled, mainly because the Government adopted measures to 
decrease the output of cotton and to increase that of grain. 

EGvPJ.uN CO'l"l'ON CRop IN BAL1!8 OF 500 POUNDS 

1913-14 
1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 

1,537,000 
1,298,000 

961,000 
1,022,000 
1,300,000 

But the rise in prices more than compensated for the deficiency in 
quantity and raised the value of Egypt's exports to unprecedented 
heighUi. 

EGYPT'S FOIIElGN TRADE 

(in milliom 0/ £E) 

August. 31, 1913-August 31, 1914 .............. . 
" .. 1914-" "1915 •.............. 
" "1915-" "1916 .............. . 
" "1916-" u 1917 ............... , 

Imports 
28.3 
15.3 
27Jj 
30. 

Export8 
32.6 
22.6 
29.9 
44.6 

The shortage of shipping and the submarine campaigu. in 1917 made it 
difficult to get this cotton to market. Accordingly, the British and Egyp
tian GovernmenUi bought the entire 1917-18 crop at prices equivalent to 
double the pre-war values. No one but the. Government could buy or 
export cotton. ArrangemenUi were made so that American manufacturers 
could aecure what they needed, but the British War Trade Board in June, 
1918, revoked all the oUUltanding licenses for the importation of Egyptian 
('otton in general, though it permitted the importation of the longest 
staple types up to a total of 80,000 bales in 1918. In this connection, it 
~hould be noted that the Egyptian type of cotton is now being produced 
in Arizona and the neighboring states. In 1916, the American production 
111"118 3,331 bales; in 1917, it was 16,000 and the acreage was 35,000. The 
crop of 1918, on an acreage of 80,000, was estimated at between 40,000 
and 50,000 bales. John A. Todd, in A. P. Newton, op. cit., pp. 113, 116; 
Annual MeetiDg of the National Bank of Egypt, April 25, 1918, in The 
Timu (London), weekly ed., May 10, 1918; The Near EtlJJt, March 22, 
May 3, August 16, 1918; New York Evening Bun, July 20, 1918; The New 
York Time" June 5, 1918; Sir Malcolm McDwraith, "Egypt in Wartime," 
in The Forlniflhtlll Review, August, 1917, pp. 222-224; see also The Com
mt'TcilJl ond Financial ChronWle, June 22. 1918 . 

.. Thill paragraph has been prepared by the Editor from a memorandum 
intercalated by the Author in his manuscript. 
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beginning of the war the sole survivor of the various com
panies formed to search for it was the Anglo-Egyptian Oil
fields, Ltd., founaed in 1911, as an offshoot of the Shell 
Group, to take over the assets of an earlier organization for 
working a number of additional prospecting claims obtained 
from the Egyptian Government and for establishing a re
finery at Suez. Until 1914, the only important finds were at 
Gemsa, where several gushers had been struck, but the for
mation of the field proved very irregular and none of the 
wells gave a permanent yield. In 1914, however, another 
field was discovered at Hurghada, and its output, in a singu
larly regular formation, steadily increased until, in the 

second half of 1918, it was approximately 200,000 barrels of 
crude oil per month.76 To meet the demands of local con
sumption it is estimated that a daily production of 7,500 bar
rels is required, thus necessitating the operation of at least 
300 wells. Technical experts believe, however, that the Hur
ghada anticlinal, so far as it has been proved, could barely 

"The total annual production of this field is 88. follows: 

BfJ1f'eUJ 
1915 ...........................•......• 239,827 
1916 ...•......•........•.....•.....•... 383,600 
1917 •...................••......•.....• 941,500 
1918 (first six months)................. 952,000 

The~three principal wells brought in in 1915-16, Nos. 7. 9, and 13, 
averaged respectively 1,300, 6,180, and 8,000 barrels weekly. . The largest. 
No. 19. brought in on June 23, 1918. gave a daily How of 31,000 barrels, 
but was soon allowed to become choked with sand, the Company claiming 
that it was impossible to handle all the oil being obtained from the field. 
It is believed, however, that this well will eventually decline .to a How 
of about 200 barrels daily and the same is probably true of No.3, which, 
after a fair yield since 1916; came in on July 7, 1918. with a daily HQW Qf 
11,900 barrels from the deeper level. 
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support this number. Hence the Company has made urgent 
representations to the Egyptian Government to be per
mitted to find, if possible, further territories in which per
manent exploitation may be developed. The Company holds 
exploration rights over large areas, but has been unable to 
carry out prospecting because of the exceptio:Q,al conditions 
which have prevailed, especially as the Egyptian Govern
ment desired every effort to be concentrated on production 
at Hurghada during the period of the war.'1T The Company's 
refinery at Suez, the only one in Egypt, was so enlarged that 
by January 1, 1918, it had a capacity of 7,000 barrels daily. 
It is hoped that in the near future as much oil will be avail
able for internal consumption as can be dealt with by the 
existing transport facilities of the country and, in conse
quence, most of the public utilities companies in Egypt have 
now converted their plants so as to burn petroleum residue. 
When oil was struck for the first time in great quantities at 
Hurghada, the Company, believing, with good reason, that 
a large production would ensue, suggested the use of liquid 
fuel to the Egyptian State Railways and proposed a con
tract which should be subject to two years' notice on either 
side, relying on the holdings of associated companies in 
other fields, in case the Egyptian supply should fail to 
materialize. The offer was not accepted, however, the 
railroads still being operated by coal. Nevertheless, the 
Egyptian Government is interested in the Company to the 

II Production. WIUI further restricted by lack of storage facilities and 
shipping, although the situation WIUI somewhat ameliorated when the 
resources of all the Shell Group were placed at the disposal of the Anglo
Egyptian Oilfields. 
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extent that it receives sixteen per cent of the profits.H ' 

Furthermore, all tank cars in the country are the property 
of the State Railways.79 The annual consumption (exclu
sive of the requirements of the Egyptian Expeditionary 
Force) is 194,200 tons.80 ] 

Land Oumership.-Despite the fad that recourse was 
had to foreign capital in the expensive operation of reclaim
ing land made available for cultivation by th~ extension and 
improvement of the irrigation system, there was little 
absentee landlordism in Egypt. Most of the country was 
owned by natives. In 1913, foreigners held only thirteen 

.. The following facilities for storing oil in bulk are to be found in Egyp
tian ports: 

Alexandria .....•..•. 

{ 

6 tanks with a capacity of 35,000 
1 tank .," ,.... 32,200 
1 tank u" " "28,000 
3 tanks "" .. "21,000 
4: tanks "" " .. 1,855 
3 tanks "" '" h 700 

barrels each 
" 
" 
" 
" 

f ~= 1 tank 

l ~= 2 tanks 

Port Said .......... . 

Suez .........••••••. {~~ 
. 2 tanks 

.. These cars are divided as follows: 

Capacity 

15 tons ...........•.... 
19 " .........•...... 
25 u ................ . 

30 " 

Total ..•••••...•••• 

Number/or 
Transporting 
Refined Oil 

4 
16 
38 
8 

66 

" 30,489 
. " 28,555 

" 5,939 
'" 2,644 

255 
126 
30 

Number/or 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Transporting Total Nllmber 
Fuel Oil 

21 25 
24 40 
3 41 
4 12 

52 118 

"'I.e., 2,200 tons of gasoline, 117,000 tons of refined oil, and 75,000 tons of 
fuel oil. 
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per cent of the total. The Egyptian peasant-farmer, the 
fellah, has an intense love of the soil and is very keen upon 
owning the property that he cultivat.es. Between 1902 and 
1913 the number of native landed proprietors increased from 
1,019,941 to 1,548,519.81 The result of this gain has been 
a corresponding growth in the number of small holdings. 
In 1913, 1,411,000 proprietors owned less than five feddans 
(about five acres), and of these, 942,000 owned less than one 
/eddan.82 This preponderance of small holdings has its 
dangers. Improvements in agricultural methods cannot be 

II EaTPrLur Luro OWNEBSBIP 

1902 
I,026,OSI proprietol'l! owned 
1,019,941 Egyptians owned 

6,140 foreignel'l! owned 

1913 
1,556,310 proprietol'l! owned 
1,548,519 Egyptians owned 

7,791 foreignel'l! owned 
[1919 

1,806,647 proprietol'l! owned 
1,799,238 Egyptians owned 

7,409 forelgnel'l! owned 

i920 

5,164,388 feddans 
4,581,890 feddans 

582,498 feddans 

5,472,930 feddans 
4,770,250 feddans 

702,680 feddans 

5,511,259 feddaus 
4,883,673 feddans 

627,586 feddans 

1,866,761 proprietol'l! owned 5,535,352 feddans 
1,859,745 Egyptians owned 4,982,OSI feddans 

7,016 foreignel'l! owned 553,271 feddaus] 

Annuau-e Stalilltique, 1916, pp. 106, 107. [The 8tal88t1lan'8 Year-Book, 
1921, p. 266; 1922, p. 274.] 

• Otone,., 01 Leu than Owner8 of LU8 than 
Flve Feddam One Feddan 

1912 •••..........•. 1,340,000 871,000 
1913 ••.•••..••.... 1,411,000 942,000 

"n lie produit done en ~gypte un morcellement de plus en plus grand 
de la propriete fonciere." Annuaire 8tatilltique, 1914, pp. xxxi, xxxii; Wid., 
1916, p. xxii. 

[In 1919, however, the number of natives owning less thao five leddam 
had fallen to 494,791, while those owning less thao one /eddan had risen to 
1,158,681. In 1920, the figures were 504,341 aod 1,205,642 respectively. The 
Blatt/_n', YeM'-Book, 1921, p. 266; 1922, p. 274.] 
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so readily and so quickly introduced, as the fellah has all 
the conservatism of both the rustic and the illiterate. More
over, the small proprietor has generally little reserve finan
cial strength and is apt to be at the mercy of the usurious 
money lender. The Egyptian Government, in 1912, adopted 
several measures to protect these small holders. Of these, 
"the Five Feddan Law" was the most important. It was 
based upon East Indian, American, and other precedents 
and provided that no holding less than this size was subject 
to seizure for mortgage debts. It gave protection to the 
small cultivator "against expropriation of his land, house, 
and farming utensils lor debt" and was aimed against the 
petty foreign usurers that had preyed upon the fellah. 8S 

Handicaps.-While the material development of Egypt 
since 1882 has been strikingly rapid and sound, there is 
a dark side to the picture. So great an increase in popula
tion has marked drawbacks. The Malthusian Law still holds 
true for many Eastern countries, such as India and Egypt, 
and the fact that the inhabitants tend to increase almost 
as rapidly as the means of subsistence renders it exceedingly 
difficult to raise the general standard of liIe. Every addition 
to the aggregate social income tends to stimulate the growth 
of population in almost equal measure. Hence, while as 
an entity Egypt's condition has been virtually transformed 
since 1882, the improvement in the case of the individual 
Egyptian is decidedly less marked. The fellah has been 
freed from onerous and uncertain taxation, from tyrannical 
and corrupt misgovernment; his general weUare has been 

• EU1IPt, No.1 (1913) (Kitchener), pp. 4, 23, 49-51; John A. Todd, "The 
World's Cotton Crops," pp. 296, 2'i1l, London. 1915. 
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greatly improved, but his standard of life is still very low 
according to the standpoint of the West. It is quite easy 
to state the facts but surpassingly difficult to find the 
remedy. It may possibly consist in a more widespread and 
thorough system of education. Since Egypt has been placed 
upon a sound economic and financial basis, more and more 
attention has been paid to the general education of the 
people. The number of schools and of pupils has increased 
rapidly. But much still remains to be done, as general 
illiteracy is very marked." The path is, however, not with
out serious thoms, nor is the remedy a sovereign one. Ex
tensive education is in a measure futile if it leaves the 
fellah. with no other prospect than that of his daily task 
in the field. In all probability, Egypt will continue to be, in 
the main, a land of comparatively poor and ignorant, but 

"The Btatuman', Year-Book, 1917, pp. 254-256 [1921, pp. 260-262: 1922, 
pp. 268-270]; Annuaire 8tatillt1que, 191f, p. mv: 1916, pp. 49-56; 1917, 
pp. 22, 23, 24-25. In 1914-15, the number of native (maktab) and foreign 
IChoola in Egypt, with their pupils, '11'88 88 follows: 

Number B01J' 
Maktab. •••••. ••.. .•••••••• 7,590 339,900 
~er ••••...••....•••..••••• 1,130 117,797 -_. 

Total ••••••..••••••.•• 8,720 

Girla 
42,240 
37,333 

79,573 

Total 
382,140 
155,130 

537$0 
The educational estimates for 1918-19 were £E578,733, an increase of 

£Ell0,975 over the pre-war level. The Near EaBt, June 14, 1918, p. 472; 
[Lord Milner's miBsion found that "another contnbutory cause of the 
general discontent [in Egypt) '11'88 the manifest insuccese of educational 
policy rerulting in the production of an unnecessarily large and ever
increasing number of candidates for official pOlits, provided with examina
tion certificates, but destitute of any real educational culture ..•• Edu
cation, for which there is a real and crying demand among the people, 
remains atrophied. The mass of the population is not only still illiterate, 
but without BOCial or moral training. . .. In spite of these criticisms, how
ever, it must be admitted that the general level of instruction h88 greatly 
advanced linee the early yeal'8 of the Occupation, and that the number of 
thoee taking an inteI1igent interest in public atraiI'B is very much larger 
tcMIay." Efll/Pt. No. 1 (1921), pp. 9, 10.] 
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fairly comfortable and contented, peasants until, at some 
future time, modern industries are introduced and Egypt 
begins to spin some of the cotton that it produces. That 
time is apparently not at hand and will be near only when 
the world's supply of cotton approaches the potential de
mand. So long as Egyptian cotton commands a high price, 
it will be more remunerative to raise the raw product and 
to exert every energy to increasing the size of the crop. In 
the meanwhile, however, an ever greater amount is being 
spent on technical education, and a movement is on foot 
to stimulate industry by enlarging such training and by 
establishing protected duties. 85 

.. See the Report of the Commission of Commerce and Industry created 
in March, 1916, under the presidency of Ismail Sidky PIIIIha. In addition 
to reforms in the tariff, an extension of professional education, the exemp
tion of Egyptian industries from all excises unless countervailing customs 
were imposed on similar imported goods, the reduction of transportation 
rates on Egyptian manufactures, this commission recommended increased 
industrial and technical education. The Near East, June 1, 1918, p. 471; 
July 5, 1918, p. 552; July 26, 1918, p. 613. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT 

1. Internal System 

The Khedive and the Minislers.-The head of the 
Egyptian Government was the Khedive, whose position 
theoretically was that of an absolute monarch. In practice, 
however, his powers of administration were limited by the 
fact that he ruled through Ministers, who were responsible 
for his acts. Apart from the British control, the Khedive's 
freedom of choice of these Ministers was to some consider
able extent restricted by public opinion. As in nearly all 
modern States, the administration was divided into depart
ments-Interior, Finance, Education, Justice, Agriculture, 
Pious Foundations, Public Works, and War-and at the 
head of each was a Minister.1 While executive and legisla
tive authority resided in the Khedive and the Ministers, 
representative institutions had been introduced in both 
the local and the central governments. 

The Legislative Council and General Assembly.-Repre
sentative bodies of a consultative nature had existed before 
the British Occupation. As Lord Kitchener pointed out 
in his valuable Report for 1913, the villages from time im
memorial had elected their Sheikhs and in all matters of 

'The Departments of Agriculture ·and Pious Foundations (Walt/a) were 
established onl, iu 1913. EgIIPt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), p. 1. 
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internal economy had been governed by them.2 In Mehemet 
Ali's reign (1811-48), a Council of Village Sheikhs and other 
provincial notables was created. This fell into decline, but 
under Ismail Pasha, the Chamber of Notables was revived. 
Shortly after the British Occupation, a distinguished diplo
mat and statesman, Lord Dufferin, was sent to Egypt to 
report on the measures that were necessary in order that 
"the administration of affairs should be reconstructed on a 
basis which would afford satisfactory guarantees for the 
maintenance of peace, order, and prosperity in Egypt, for 
the stability of the Khedive's authority, for the judicious 
development of self-government, and for the fulfillment of 
obligations towards the Powers." 3 Dufferin realized that 
the Arabist movement had distinctly popular and national 
elements in it. He eloquently expressed this view in his 
famous dispatch, advocating the establishment of a Legis
lative Council and a General Assembly.4 These bodies were 

• Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), pp. 2-6. 
• Cromer, "Modem Egypt," I, pp. 340, 341. On Dufferin's Mission, see 

Sir A. C. Lyall, "Life of the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava," II, pp. 31-51, 
London, 1905; D. Mackenzie Wallace, "Egypt and the Egyptian Question," 
pp. 419-450; W. S. Blunt, "Secret History of the English Occupation of 
Egypt," pp. 460-480; Sir Auckland Colvin, "The Making of Modem 
Egypt," pp. 24-37 • 

.. On February 6, 1883, Dufferin wrote to Lord Granville: "Though obliged 
to admit that those infirmities of character which have been the chief 
note" of their past still cling to the Egyptian masses, we need not be too 
much disheartened. The metamorphic spirit of the age, as evoked by the 
inventions of science, intercourse with European countries, and other 
invigorating influences, have already done something to inspire the fellah 
with the rudiments of self-respect, and a dim conception of hitherto un
imagined possibilities, Nor, like his own Memnon, has he remained 
irresponsive . to the. beams of the new dawn. Hu! lips have trembled, if 
they have· not articulated, and in many indirect· and half unconscious 
ways he has shown himself not only equal to the discharge of some of 
those functions of which none but the members of the most civilized 
communities were thought capable, but unexpectedly appreciative of his 
legitimate political interests and moral rights." Egypt, No.6 (1883), p. 42. 
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accordingly created. By manhood suffrage the villagers 
elected representatives who, in turn, elected Provincial 
Councils. These, then, elected fourteen men who, together 
with twelve members nominated by the Khedive on the 
advice of his Ministers, constituted the Legislative Council. 
This Council had the right to examine the budget and legis
lative projects and to give its opinion on them, but the Gov
ernment was not bound to accept this advice. In other 
words, this Legislative Council was merely an advisory body. 
The General Assembly, established also in 1883, consisted of 
eighty members-eight Ministers, the twenty-six members 
of the Legislative Council, and forty-six other delegates 
elected by the representatives of the villages. This body 
had nothing to do with legislation, but no public loans could 
be contracted and no ·fresh general taxes could be imposed 
without its concurrence. 

The Organic Law 0/ 1913.-These institutions were, in 
the opinion of all parties, a failure. AB Lord Cromer 
said, they did not prove a success either as "factors in 
the government of· the country or [as] efficient instru
ments to help in administrative and fiscal reform." Ii Hence, 
in 1913, a revised Organic Law was promulgated, estab
lishing in the place of these two bodies a new Legislative 
Assembly on a. fresh electoral basis, which provided a 
more equally distributed and more comprehensive repre
sentation of the people.' This new Assembly consisted 

·Cromer, "Modem Egypt," I, p. 343. . 
• EUlfPt, No.3 Bnd No. 3a (1913), contain the French text and the 

English tn.nsIation of this law, which to some extent lessened the 
opp08ition of the Nationalista to the British Occupation. Revue du 
Science. Politiquu, 33 (1915), p. 320. 
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of eighty-nine members, of whom sixty-six were elected. 
The Cabinet Ministers belonged to it by virtue of their 
office and the Government also nominated seventeen mem
bers in order'to give certain classes and races a minimum 
representation. Thus, the Copts were always to have' four 
members; the Bedouins three; the merchants and doc
tors each two; and the engineers one. The sixty-six elected 
representatives were selected by indirect suffrage. The 
new registry included two million voters, who, in blocks of 
fifty, chose delegates. These, then, elected the members 
of the new Assembly. The legislative powers of this body 
were, however, restricted. It was empowered to initiate 
projects of law, but the Ministry was free to reject them. 
On the other hand, all enactments emanating from the 
Executive had to be laid before the Assembly by the Min
istry. If the Assembly disapproved, a conference had to be 
held, and if there were no agreement, the law could again 
be submitted after an interval of fifteen days. If then again 
there was:no agreement, the Government might either dis
solve the Assembly or promulgate the law in dispute, but 
only after explaining to the Assembly the reasons for such 
action. Thus, the 'ultimate word still rested with the 
Khedive and the laws were still Khedlvial decrees.1 

Constitutional Development.-This development of rep
resentative institutions in Egypt was intimately connected 
with the movement against autocratic government in neigh
boring Mohammedan countries during the first decade of 
the twentieth century. In fact, the whole Eastern world-

1 Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), pp. 6, 7; Sir Sidney Low, "Egypt in 
Transition," pp. 265-268. 
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China, India, and the Philippines-not alone Turkey and 
Persia, was demanding more popular government and was 
trying constitutional experiments. Public opinion in Egypt 
was deeply affected. The great mass of the people, it is 
true, continued engrossed in their wonted agricultural pur
suits and remained profoundly unconcerned with political 
issues, but it was decidedly otherwise among the better 
educated classes, who had manifested increasing interest in 
questions of government and administration. In this con
nection, Sir Eldon Gorst, who in 1907 succeeded Lord 
Cromer as British Agent and Consul-General, wrote in 
1909: 

"This class aspires, quite rightly, to help in bringing 
about the day when Egypt will be able to govern herself 
without outside assistance. This is also the end to which 
British policy is directed, and there need, therefore, be no 
antagonism of principle between the Egyptian and English 
reforming elements." 8 

Gorst, who fully sympathized with these aspirations, con
cluded, however, that Egypt was not as yet ripe for con
stitutional and parliamentary government, and this is also 
the general opinion of all careful students of the problem. 
It is impossible as yet to determine the success or the failure 
of the constitutional experiment of 1913.9 But the question 
arises as to whether it would not be a better training 

• E(l1IPt, No.1 (1909) (Gom), p. 1. [For an excellent survey of Egyp
tian nationalism in all iu, shades and manifestations, see the Report of 
Lord Milner's Mission, Egypt, No.1 (1921), pp. 15-18.] 

'The Legislative Assembly opened in January, 1914, and passed several 
measures dealing with administrative reform and questions of economy. 
As a result. of the war, iu, operations were suspended. George Peel, 
"Egypt," iD Th, New Europe, No. 68 (January 31, 1918), pp. 84, 85. 
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towards ultimate complete self-government to adopt the 
policy that is now being considered in connection with 
British India 10 and to give the Egyptian Legislature com
plete control over some departments of administration with 
the idea of ultimately extending these powers until they 
include the whole field of government. The Egyptian prob
lem differs greatly from -that of India, but in both cases it 
is true that only by the assumption of full responsibility 
for measures can those qualities of character and mind be 
developed that are essential to efficient self-government.u 
This question is largely, almost entirely, independent of 
whether Egypt shall ultimately become one of the numer
ous small sovereign states so disturbing to the peace of the 
world or shall evolve into a completely self-governing unit 
in the British Commonwealth of Nations that is being 
established. 

2. British Control 

The Authority of the British Agent;-While the final 
legislative and executive authority rested with the Khedive 

10 Report of Mr. 'E. S. Montagu and Lord Chelmsford on Indian Constitu
tional Reforms, April 22, 1918. ·(Cd. 9109); Lionel Curtis, "Letters to the 
People. of India on Responsible Government," London, 1918. . 

:11 There has also been a considerable extension of local self-government 
in Egypt. The Organic .Law of 1883 suppressed the five local Agricultural 
Councils of 1871 and substituted for them Provincial Councils which con
sisted of the Governor of the Province as President, the Irrigation Officer 
of the Province ez officio and one representative of each District. Their 
functions were, however, not important and in 1909 they were reorganised. 
Under the new system they raise local taxes and have elevated the edu
cational standards in the elementary schools. The establishment of 
adequate municipal institutions has been rendered very difficult by the fact 
that the consent of the foreign Powers is necessary to measures imposing 
taxation upon their citizens and subjects resident in Egypt. In 1890, 
however, their consent was obtained to the creation of the municipality 
of Alexandria. Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), pp. 4, 5. In 1918, village 
councils were established. The Near East, March 4, April 19, 1918. 
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acting through his Ministers, the real power behind the 
throne was the British Government. Beyond the small 
British garrison and the comparatively few Englishmen in 
the Egyptian Civil Service and in the. Egyptian Army, no 
external indications of this fact were evident. Judged by 
surface appearances and by outward forms, the British 
Agent and Consul-General was merely one among the many 
foreign diplomatic representatives at Cairo. He had no 
precedence over his fellows in the diplomatic corps, and 
took his place among them according to seniority of appoint
ment. In reality, he was the actual ruler of the country. 
The basis for this control was established early in the Occu
pation. On January 3, 1883, the British Foreign Secretary, 
Lord Granville, informed the Great Powers that, although 
for the present a British force remained in Egypt to pre
serve public tranquillity, yet the British Government were 
desirous of withdrawing it as soon as the state of the 
country permitted. In the meantime, he added, upon the 
British Government was imposed 

"the duty of giving advice, with the object of securing that 
the order of things to be established shall be of a satis
factory character, and possess the elements of stability and 
progress." 12 

A year later, when the Khedive and his Ministry mani
fested some disinclination to follow the counsel of the Brit
ish representatives, Lord Granville gave a vigorous interpre
tation of the word "advice" and made it virtually synony
mous with, "command." On January 4, 1884, he wrote· 
officially to Sir Evelyn Baring, the future Lord Cromer: 

II Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), p. Zl. 
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"I hardly need point out that in important questions, 
where the administration and safety of Egypt are at stake, 
it is indispensable that Her Majesty's Government should, 
so long as the provisional occupation of the country by 
English troops continues, be assured that the advice which, 
after full consideration of the views of the Egyptian Gov
ernment, they may feel it their duty to tender to the 
Khedive, should be followed. It should be made clear to 
the Egyptian Ministers and Governors of provinces, that 
the responsibility which for the time rests on England 
obliges Her Majesty's Government to insist on the adoption 
of the policy which they recommend, an~ that it will be 
necessary that those Ministers and Governors who do not 
follow this course should cease to hold their offices." 18 

Nine years later, in 1893, when the young Khedive, 
Abbas Hilmi, shortly after his accession, dismissed his Prime 
Minister without consulting the British Agent, this prin
ciple was again explicitly enunciated. Lord Rosebery tele
graphed as follows to Lord Cromer: 

"Her Majesty's Government expect to be consulted in 
such important matters as a change of Ministers. No 
change appears to be at present necessary or peremptory. 
We cannot, therefore, sanction the proposed nomination of 
Fakhry Pasha." .14 

A~thoritative Advice.-,..Thus the counsel given by the 
British Government could not be ignored. As Sir Sidney 
'Low has aptly said, the -British control was "government 

u Egypt, No.1 (1884), p.176; Egypt, No.1 (1893), p.ll; Milner, op. cit., 
p"; 27; Colvin, "The Making of Modern Egypt," p. 49. 

"Egypt, No.1 (1893), p. 4; Cromer, "Abbas II," p. 24. The reappoint
ment of the dismissed Prime Minister was not insisted on, but the Khe
dive, as one of the conditions'of the settlement, signed a declaration 
dictated by Lord Cromer that "he .would always most willingly adopt the 
advice of Her Majesty's Government on all questions of importance in 
the future." Ibid., p. 27. See also Lord Rosebery's dispatch to Lord 
Cromer, February 16, 1893. Egypt, No.2 (1893). 
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by inspection and authoritative advice." 111 This "authorita
tive advice," a phrase of Lord Rosebery, was, however, 
limited to important measures and policies and was not 
meddlesome in character. The actual administration was 
left predominantly in Egyptian hands. The heads of the 
governmental sections were all Egyptians, but in the chief 
departments were placed British advisers, whose function 
it was to see that the administration was efficient and honest. 
Of these officials, the most important was the financial 
adviser, who was distinguished from his colleagues by having 
a seat in the Council of Ministers. Though he had no vote 
there, yet as the British Government had laid down the 
rule that "no financial decision should be taken without his 
consent," he had a power of veto over nearly everything. 
In the words of Lord Milner, "the financial adviser is the 
corner-stone of English influence inside the Egyptian 
Administration." 11 The smooth working of this system 
depended largely upon the personal qualities of these 
British advisers and their chiefs. The suggestions of the 
advisers were not invariably adopted and not infrequently 
the initiative proceeded from the nominal head of the de
partment. In case of disagreement, the adviser might yield, 
but if the matter were of importance he could appeal to 
the British Agent who, provided that in the light of all the 
facts he deemed it desirable, would step in and secure the 
execution of the m~asure in dispute. In this aspect, the 

-Sir Sidney Low, "Egypt in Transition," p. 233. The phrase, "author
itative advice" wu used by Lord Roeebery in hill dispatch of January 17, 
1893, to Lord DulJerin, regarding Lord Granville's dispatch of January 4, 
Iss.. EfIlIPt, No.1 (1893), p. i. 

• Milner, 01'. cit., p. 86. See also Cromer, "Modem Egypt," II, pp. 286 If. 
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system was one of "authoritative advice." Its authoritative 
character naturally varied under the three successive 
British Agents and Consuls-General.1.7 

I1t8pection.-In addition, there were a number of British 
inspectors attached to the Ministries of Finance and the 
Interior, whose function it was to travel throughout the 
country in order to see that the measures of the central 
government were actually executed and that well conceived 
projects were not nullified by the local authorities. Besides 
these British Advisers and Inspectors-comparatively few 
all told-a number of British subjects were employed in 
various departments, especially in the irrigation and rail
road administrations where technical skill was required. 
As all of these officials were employees of the Egyptian Gov
ernment, they occupied a somewhat anomalous position. 
As Egyptian officials, they were bound by the immunities 
that the Christian Powers had secured in Egypt and as 
Christians themselves they had to be most careful in dealing 
with matters that in any way affected the religion of 
Islam.18 

"Under Lord Cromer's'successor, Sir Eldon Gorst, "British guidanCe was 
reduced to a minimum, and the Egyptian Ministers, as also their prin
cipal subordinates, were' made to feel that they must: act on their own 
responsibility and to' the best of their judgment." A serious dislocation 
ensued aDd some abuses were revived. "As events turned out," Lord 
Cromer wrote, "the general result of the experiment was to put back the 
hands of the political clock. Egyptian autonomy, far from gaining, 
ra.ther lost ground ..•• It soon became apparent that it would be neces
sary' to revert to the system of vigilant and active British supervision, 
and more direct interference on the part of the representative of the 
British Government." A reaction set in under Lord Kitchener and the 
government became more personal than at any time since 1882. Cromer, 
"Abbas II," pp. xiv-xvi. See also Cromer, "Political and Literary Essays 
1908-1913," pp. 253 ff., London, 1913. 

JO "Lord Cromer and the staff of British officials are thus blocked re-
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The Number of British Officials.-The total of these 
British officials was not large and their numbers were not 
increasing disproportionately to the expansion of govern
mental activities.lSI In 1896, the Egyptian Civil Service 
contained 286 British officials, and in 1906, 662. .The in
crease was mainly in the railway administration. At the 
former date, the Civil Service included 9,134 employees all 
told; at the latter, 13,27R20 In this connection, it should be 
noted that the employment of Europeans in Egypt was 
not the result of the British Occupation, but had been 
extensively resorted to by Mehemet Ali and his successors 
in their attempts to modernize Egypt.21 In 1906, in addi
tion to 662 British officials in the Civil Service, there were 
S90 other Europeans. The situation has apparently not 

spectively by the Capitulations and the Shnriyeh, and find themselves, 
in nautical parlance, between the devil and the deep sea." Colvin, qp. cit., 
p. 238. 

.. "The English staff, in most Egyptian Ministries, is & comparatively 
email proportion of the whole. The guiding principle of British civilian 
administration in Egypt haa, indeed, always been merely to leaven the 
maBII of native officials with & comparatively small number of picked 
Englishmen." Sir Malcolm McDwraith, "Egypt in Wartime" in The 
Fortnightlll Review, August, 1917, p. 228. 

• EanTIAN CIVIL SEBVICII 

1896 
Egyptians • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8,444 
Europeans: 

British ................ 286 
Others •••••••••••••••• 404 

Totals 

690 

9,134 

662 
590 

1906 
12,027 

1,252 

13,279 
EgllPt, No.1 (1907) (Cromer), pp. 36ff.; .Cromer, "Modern Egypt," n, 

pp. 29i, 295. 
• In 1882, there were in the service of the Egyptian Government 1,325 

Europeana and Americana, of whom 348 were ltaliaD8, 326 French, 174 
British and 94 British protegee, 115 Greeks, and 101 AustriaD8. Egypt, 
No.4 (1882), p. 2. For further details, see also Egypt, NO.6 (1882). 
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altered appreciably since that time.22 Lor~ Cromer, in 
an illuminating and characteristic passage about modern 
British Imperialism, has pointed out that the Englishman 

"George Peel, "Egypt," in The New Europe, No. 68 (January 31, 1918), 
p. 86. Exact figures for more recent years are not available at the time of 
writing. In addition, the Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian Army, 
the Sirdar, was British and a number of British officers served in it. In 
1916, the Egyptian Army was constituted as follows: 

Officers: 
British ......................... 155 
Egyptian ...................... 750 

Other Ranks ................... . 

Total ........................ . 

905 
17,679 

18,584 

Annuaire Statistique, 1916, p. 34. There were in all Egypt 8,290 police
men with 434 officers; and of the officers only sixty-two were British. 
Sir Sidney Low, op. cit., p. 244. 

[In 1920, omitting the seven ministerial posts, the staff of the Sultan's 
Cabinet, the Council of Ministers, the Legislative Assembly, and the 
Ministry of Wak/s (Pious Foundations), in which the offices were held 
almost exclusively by Egyptians, natives had 86 per cent of the positions 
and drew 71 per cent of the salaries, British held 6 per cent and drew 
19 per cent, others held 8 per cent and drew 10 per cent. Of posts between 
£E240 and £E499, Egyptians held about two-thirds; of those between 
£E500 and £E799, a little over one-third; between £E800 and £E3,OOO, 
less than one-quarter. The Egyptian share in posts between £EI,200 
and £EI,499 is over one-third, due to the fact that the Ministries of 
Interior and Justice provide Mudirs (Provincial Governors) and Judges. 
The higher posts of the Ministriell of Finance,. Education, Public Works, 
Agriculture and Communications, however, had only thirty-one Egyptians 
as against one hundred and sixty-eight British and thirty-two others 
holding posts over £E800. "Doubtless in these particular Ministries 
there are many higher posts requiring special technical qualifications 
which it is impossible at the moment to find Egyptians qualified to fill. 
If, however, Egyptians are to be responsible for the internal administra.
tion oc. their country, it is essential that better provision should be made 
for training them to occupy such higher posts .•.. In the total of posts 
the Egyptian element has grown from' 45.1 per cent in 1905 to 50.5 per 
cent in 1920. Egyptians in lower posts have also increased from 48.4 
per-cent of the total in 1905 to 55 per cent in 1920. But in the higher 
posts their number has declined from 27.7 per cent in 1905 to only 23.1 
per cent in 1920, while in the same category the British share of posts 
has increased from 42.2 per cent to 59.3 per cent of the total." Egypt, 
No.1 (1921) (Milner), p. 30, note.1 
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"is in truth always striving to attain two ideals, wlllch are 
apt to be mutually destructive-the ideal of good govern
ment, which connotes the continuance of his own suprem
acy, and the ideal of self-government, which connotes the 
whole or partial abdication of his supreme position. More
over, although after rather a dim, slipshod, but characteris
tically Anglo-Saxon fashion, he is aware that empire must 
rest on one of two bases-an extensive military occupation 
or the principle of nationality-he cannot in all cases quite 
make up his mind which of the two bases he prefers." 23 

During his own twenty-four years of virtual rule in 
Egypt, Cromer sought to keep the British staff down to a 
minimum, despite the recognized fact that it was clearly 
at the expense of full efficiency.24 In some cases, in pur
suance of the principle that the Egyptians must themselves 
be led to learn by experience the problems of government, 
serious abuses were even allowed to continue until public 
opinion realized their gravity and was prepared for the 
necessary reforms.21 

• Cromer, or Ancient and Modem Imperialism," p. 118, London, 1910. 
-Idem, "Modem Egypt," II, pp. 294, 295. In 1906, Brodrick told 

Morley that Cromer had said that "in Egypt with him Ii standing prin
ciple had been to employ a Native wherever it was at all possible, in 
&pite of the fact that the Native was comparatively inefficient, and that 
a European would do it a vast deal better." Morley, "Recollections," II, 
p. 169, London, 1917. 

• There was very marked irregularity in the management of the religious 
and charitable endowments, the estatee of minors, ete., known as Wak/II, 
until Kitchener took the matter out of the hands of the Khedive. The 
admini.stration of Bome of these trust funds by Abbas Hilmi was highly 
corrupt and hie financial transactions since hie deposition in 1914 show 
that he had inherited from hie grandfather the financial ineptitude and 
irresponsibility that allowed Ismail Pasha to become the prey of plausible 
adventurers. Cromer," Abbas II," pp. 70 ff.; Sir Malcolm McDwraith, 
"The Mohammedan Law-Courts of Egypt," in The Nineteenth CentuTfI 
cmd Alter, October, 1916, pp. 747, 748; Aldo Cassuto, "An Eastem Rab&
gas," in The New Europe, No. 79 (April 18, 1918); The New York Times, 
July 5, 1918. [For a criticism of the whole system of administration, see 
ChiroJ, "The Egyptian Problem," pp. 206-220.] 
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3. Basis of the Occupation in International Law 

The Treaties of 1885 and 1887.-From the standpoint of 
international law, the position of Great Britain in Egypt 
was decidedly anomalous. There was no avowed protec
torate, but in reality a very effective one had been estab
lished. Whatever purely legal basis the British Occupation 
had was derived from its indirect acknowledgment by 
Turkey in 1885 and from a similar recognition on the part 
of France and other Great Powers in 1904. In 1885, Great 
Britai,n concluded a treaty with the Porte, by which it was 
provided that, after the safety of the frontiers and the 
stability of the Egyptian Government had been assured, a 
future agreement regarding the withdrawal of the British 
troops should be drawn up. Such a treaty was negotiated 
in 1887 and provided for evacuation at the end of three 
years, if conditions were then satisfactory. But as this 
document recognized Great Britain's right of reentry in case 
of fresh disorder, France, and Russia strongly objected and 
succeeded in inducing, the Porte to withhold? firiai signa
ture.26 The essential'legal point is tpatby the Treaty of 
1885 21 Egypt's suzerain, Turkey, recognized the British 
Occupation. As the British diplomat, Sir H. Drummond 
Wolff, who negotiated this agreement, stated, it was the 
OIi.lY official document that r~gulated Great Britain's rela-

'"Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), pp. 117-125; Colvin, "The Mak
ing of Modem Egypt" (3d ed.), pp. 143-157. 

"The text of the Convention of October 24, 1885, is in Egypt, No.1 
(1886), pp. 37-39 [and in Noradounghian, "Recueil d'Actes Interna
tionaux de l'Empire Ottoman," IV, pp. 364-366]. That of the Treaty of 
1887 is in Noradounghian, IV, pp. 426-429. 
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tions with Egypt..1S At the time of its negotiation, he wrote 
to Lord Salisbury that this Convention 

"recognizes and adopts the fact of our occupation with 
the same publicity, and the Sultan as Sovereign of Egypt 
and Caliph of his religion thus solemnly calls on his tem
poral and spiritual subjects to concur in the measures which 
will be jointly recommended. Both the legitimate sov
ereignty and the de facto occupation are acknowledged, and 
the forces of both are to be utilized for the purposes of a 
permanent settlement." It 

The argument is not entirely convincing. Nubar Pasha, 
one of modem Egypt's two eminent statesmen, it is true, 
considered this treaty "the title-deed" of the British Occu
pation, but it unquestionably was not a flawless one in 
law. 

The Declaratiom of 1904--The European Powers also 
had a legal voice in this matter, both because they had 
guaranteed the integrity of the Ottoman Empire and also 
because they had secured Egypt's administrative independ
ence from Turkey in 1841.10 The Treaty of 1885 had met 
with their approval,11 and they were to some extent bound 
by it. But as the ultimate evacuation proposed in it was 
constantly postponed, France showed her annoyance at 
Great Britain's continued occupation of Egypt and sought 

-Sir B. D. woUr, "Rambling ReeoI1ec:tioos." n. p. 287, Londo, 1908. 
·woUr to 8ahebury, Oetober '" 1885. Egvpt, No.1 (1886>, p.39. 
["" Fill' the YIl1DaD of February 13, 1M1, conferring the hereditary 10"'

emment of Enp& on Mehemet Ali. _ Noradouogb.iaa, up. t:iC., n. pp. 
33).323; fill' that of even date conferring OIl him the admiDiBUatiOll of 
Nubia, ~ur, Xord~, aDd 8eJmar, ibid., pp. 323-3M; fOl'blof May 13. 
IMI. replacing the FIl1II&D of three months earlier, ibid., pp. 33&-337; aDd 
for that of Jday 23, IM1, hiDe the amOUD& of the Egyptiaa tribute. ibid., 
p. 338.1 

• woUr, up. at., n. p ... 
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by every means to hamper her action there. This situation 
continued until the establishment of the Entente Cordiale 
in 1904. All the outstanding Anglo-French difficulties, in
cluding the Egyptian one, were then settled. In the Decla
ration of AprilS, 1904, the British Government stated "that 
they had no intention of altering the political status of 
Egypt" and the French Government, on their side, agreed 
not to "obstruct the action of Great Britain in that country 
by asking that a limit of time be fixed for the British Occupa
tion or in any other manner." 32 Subsequently in this year, 
declarations to the same effect were made by Russia, Italy, 
Germany, and Austria-Hungary.33 This unquestionably 
constituted recognition, even though its character was nega
tive. More was impossible, in view of the fact that Great 
Britain was not prepared to sever the ties binding Egypt to 
Turkey by establishing a formal protectorate. 

The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.---:T.he legal irregularity of 
the British position in Egypt was further emphasized, but 
at the same time also, its practical foundations were 
strengthened, by the rJl.conquest of th~ Su.dan. When, in 
1898, this country was freed from Dervish barbarism by 
joint British anq. Egyptian military forces and at the ex
pense of both exchequers,84 its future status had to be deter
mined. If the Sudan had been incorporated in Egypt, the 

, 

.. Article I of Declaration of April 8, 1904. Treaty Series, 1905, No.6 
["Trattati ..• relativi all'Africa," pp. 1116-11311. See also Lord Lans
downe's explanatory dispatch of April 8, 1904, to Sir E. Monson. Frame, 
No. 1 (1904) • 

.. Hansard, 1904, pp. 1351, 1352; Egypt, No.1 (1905) (Cromer), p. 4 • 

.. The reconquest of the Sudan cost £E2,354,354, of which the British 
Government contributed £E725,Ml. Included in this total cost were 
£El,181,372 spent on railroads, £E154,9M on gunboats and £E21,825 on 
telegraphs. Colvin, cp. cit., p. 285. 
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Capitulations would immediately have applied there. But 
the British administrators desired above all things to avoid 
this, 88 they had had unfortunate experience with the 
hampering effect of these foreign immunities in Egypt. 
Hence Lord Cromer conceived the idea of attaching the 
Sudan jointly to the British Empire and to Egypt. The 
project was worked out in suitable legal phraseology by 
Sir Malcolm McDwraith and was accepted by Lord Salis
bury, who, according to Lord Cromer, "joyfully agreed to 
the creation of a hybrid state of a nature eminently calcu
lated to shock the susceptibilities of international jurists." 35 

The Treaty of 1899 between Great Britain and Egypt pro
vided that "the British and Egyptian flags shall be used 
together, both on land and water, throughout the Sudan." 
The supreme military and civil command in the Sudan was 
entrusted to an officer, called the Governor General, who 
was to be appointed by the Khedive on the recommendation 
of the British Government and who was to be removable 
by the Khedive only with the consent of that Govern
ment. I. It is impossible to define the exact status of the 
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan according to this agreement. 
Legally, it is under the joint sovereignty of Great Britain 
and Egypt. It is thus more than a mere condominium. 

• Cromer'. Introduction to Sir Sidney Low's "Egypt in Transition," pp. 
xii, sill. 

• Hertsiet, "The Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.>, II, pp. 6~22. 
Suakin was at first excepted from this joint arrangement, but on July 10, 
1899, it was removed from the Egyptian to the Anglo-Egyptian jurisdic
tion. Ibid., p. 622. [See also "Trattati . . • relativi all' Africa," pp. 610-
612, 622. By Article 113 of the Treaty of Sevres, "the High Contracting 
Parties declare and place on record. that they have taken note" of these 
documents; and by Article 114, "Soudanese shall be entitled when in 
foreign countries to British diplomatic and consular protection."] 
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.But as Egypt was a part of the Ottoman Empire, the Sudan 
legally formed a portion both of this Empire and of the 
British· Empire. Actually, it had no political connection 
with Turkey. It was administered like a British Crown 
Colony, in its own interests, but in subordination to the 
imperative need of :Egypt for the waters of the Nile. The 
very fact, however, that it was a joint colony of Great 
Britain and Egypt further strengthened the political ties 
between these two countries and reinforced the British posi
tion in Egypt itself.s" 

[After careful study of the problem, the Milner Commis
sion of 1920 reached the conclusion that, whatever the ulti
mate political status of the Sudan might be, it must not be 
subject to its northern neighbor, from which it is entirely 
distinct both in character and in constitution. Unlike 
Egypt, whose population is relatively homogeneous, the 

. Sudan is divided ethnically betwee,n Arabs and Negroids, its 
tribes differing widely and often being mutually antago
nistic. Political bonds connecting the two regions have 
always been fragile and '·the Sudan has never really been 
conquered by Egypt,. much less am~gamated with her. 
The present system of administration, which is virtually in 
British hands, has won the approval of the Sudanese and 
has made for their progress in all respects; but a centralized 
bureaucratic government is eminently unsuitable, especially 
as the country's immediate" need is material development. 
Every measure must be taken to prevent any such diversion 
of the waters of the Nile in their long course through the 

[or For the sta.tUB fixed by' the Peace Conference, recognizing "the Pro
tectorate proclaimed over Egypt on December 18, 1914," see infra, p. 445.] 
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Sudan as might diminish either the cultivable or the re
claimable areas in Egypt; but while the contiguity of the 
two countries and their common interest in the Nile make 
some political nexus desirable, the Sudan, for which the 
Egyptian Government should be relieved of all financial 
responsibility, "is capable of and entitled to independent 
development in accordance with its own character and re
quirements."] 88 

[- E(JWt, No.1 (1921), pp. 32-34.] 



CHAPTER III 

RESTRICTIONS ON EGYPTIAN AUTONOMY 

1. Relations with the Porte 

Legal Status of Egypt.-In itself, this combination of a 
visible Egyptian Government with an effective British 
control in the background was quite a complicated system, 
but it was rendered even more involved by the fact that 
Egyptian autonomy was greatly curtailed both by the 
suzerainty of the Porte and by foreign immunities and 
jurisdictions within its confines. Jurists have never been 
able to agree whether Egypt was a simple province of the 
Ottoman Empire under the administration of an hereditary 
government, or a semi-sovereign state, or a distinct state, 
though one that was vassal and tributary to Turkey. Most 
jurists, as well as most publicists, have adhered to the third 
view.1 The discussion was largely academic, the essential 
point being that in actual fact Egypt was, in the words of 
Nubar Pasha, not a real government at all. This distin
guished Egyptian statesman of Armenian origin frequently 
said: "Ce n'est pas un gouvernement; c'est une administra
tion." 2 Entirely apart from the fact of British control, 

1 Constant Dahan, "La Question de la Nationalite en 1i:gypte," in 
L'Egypte Contemporaine, VII, pp. 355-357. Sir Malcolm McDwraith, 
"The Declaration ,of a Protectorate in Egypt and its Legal EffectB," in 
Joornal of Society of Comporative Legislation, November, 1917, pp. 249, 
250. 

• Lord Cromer's comment on this statement reads as follows: "This is 
348 
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Egypt's freedom of action in both external and internal 
affairs was greatly restricted. In neither field did she enjoy 
anything like full sovereignty. 

Turkish Suzerainty.-In 1840, when the Porte's unruly 
vassal, Mehemet Ali, who had successfully established his 
power in Egypt, appeared to be on the point of overthrow
ing the Ottoman Empire itself, a group of the European 
Powers-Great Britain, Russia, Austria, and Prussia-inter
fered and forced a settlement. France at first held aloof, 
but in 1841 adhered to this arrangement.s Its details were 
not dictated by the Concert of Europe, but they were pre
pared under their supervision and amended to suit their 
wishes, and its general principles were an expression of their 
will.t This agreement was embodied in a Firman issued by 
the Porte in 1841 to Mehemet Ali, constituting Egypt a 
Pashalic or Viceroyalty, hereditary in his family. In return, 
the country was bound to pay to the Porte a fixed yearly 
tribute of £T400,000, or about £360,000. This action was 
taken under the sanction of the Powers, who thus became 
the moral sponsors for the new status of Egypt. Without 
their consent, the rights granted to Egypt could not be in-

quite true. The Khedive is deprived by the Egyptian constitutional 
charter of all rights of external sovereignty, neither does he possess to 
the full those rights of internal Bovereignty which are inherent in the 
rulen of all independent, and even of BOme semi-independent etatee." 
Cromer, "Modern Egypt," II,. p. 262. 

·C. de Freycinet, "La Question d~te," pp. 61-93; A. S. White, 
"The Expansion of Egypt," pp. 54-56. 

• The euClCe88ive changes in the arrangements of 1840-41 can be followed 
in the documents printed in Noradounghian, "Recueil d'Actee Inter
nationaux de I'EmpIre Ottoman," II, pp. 303-338. See also Egypt, No.4 
(1879), pp. I, 2. This Parliamentary Paper gives the text of the Firmans 
from 1841 to 1873, together with the British diplomatic correspondence 
r"Pgarding thf'm. 
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fringed or lessened.1I Thus the country in 1841 became in 
an administrative sense largely independent of Turkey. 
Subsequently, this measure of autonomy was greatly in
creased, but never to the extent of severing Egypt from 
the Ottoman Empire. 

International Status.-As a part of the Ottoman Empire, 
Egypt had no independent interpational standing. Turkey 
represented her in international affairs with one very im
portant exception. The Firmans of 1867 6 and 1873 7 gave 
Egypt the right to conclude non-political treaties, such as 
commercial conventions. Similarly, the Egyptian Army 
was theoretically a part of the Ottoman Army and, if 
Turkey were at war, Egypt automatically became involved 
in it. Thus she had contributed contingents in the Cri
mean War (1853-56) and in the Russo-Turkish War (1877-
78). In practice, however, this custom had fallen into dis
regard. During the Turco-Greek War of 1897, Egypt con
tented herself with severing diplomatic relations with 
Greece.8 In the Turco-Italian War of 1911 and in the 
Balkan Wars of 1912-13, she did even less, 'and maintained 
a strict neutrality despite the widespread sympathy with 

• "En resume, l'Egypte est placee soua Ie contrale et la garantie du con
cert europlien." De Freycinet, op. cit., pp.93, 94. Though in the form of 
unilater8lgrants, these Firmans were "international instruments, being 
concerted among the Powers chiefly interested, and then imposed by 
them upon a more or less recalcitrant Suzerain." Mcnwraith, loco cit., 
pp. 244, 245. See also J. H. Scott, "The Law Affecting Foreigners in 
Egypt," pp. 141 ff. 

e N oradounghian, op. cit., III, pp. 261, 262; P. Albin, "Les Grands 
Traites Politiques," pp. 381, '382. 

r Noradounghian, op. cit., III, pp. 347-350. These non-political treaties 
had to be submitted to the Porte before promulgation, but the Porte's 
assent to them was not necessary. Ibid., IV, pp. 227, 228. [See also 
"Trattati ... relativi aII'Africa," pp. 876-880.1 

• Mcnwrai~, loco cit., p. 246. 
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Turkey.' Under the British Occupation it was inevitable 
that Turkish suzerainty should actually mean less than it 
had done, even though Great Britain was careful that Egypt 
paid scrupulous regard to her explicit legal obligations to 
the suzerain power. While not a matter of very great. 
moment, Turkish suzerainty was, however, not a mere dip
lomatic expression. It was manifest in many ways, of which 
some were merely formal, none beneficial, and virtually all 
superfluous and irksome. 

The Firman of Investiture.-Although by the Firman 
of 1841 the administration of Egypt was made hereditary 
in the family of Mehemet Ali, and although by the Firman 
of 1867 10 the title of Khedive-a word of Persian origin, 
denoting somewhat vaguely a minor sovereign 11 -was con
ferred on the rulers of Egypt, it was held that they could 
not legally succeed to their position without a Firman of 
investiture from the Sultan. These Firmans could not 
derogate essentially from those previously issued, since they 
"constituted international agreements between Turkey and 
the Powers themselves." 12 

On two occasions, Turkey tried to use this power of in
vestiture to curtail Egypt's rights. In 1879, when Tewfik 
succeeded Ismail, such an attempt was in part frustrated 

• EglIPt, No.1 (l912) CKitchener), p. 1; A. E. P. B. Weigall, "A History 
of Events in Egypt from 1798 to 1914," pp. 239-257; 272; Sir Thomas 
Barclay, "The Turco-Italian War and its Problems," pp. 87-94, London, 
1912; Arminjon and Perret, "Die Rechtslage Aegyptens Wiihrend der Bal
kankriege," in Jahrbvch. des Volken'echtB, II (1914), pp. 425-438; N. 
Bentwich, "Aegypten," ibid., pp. 673 if. 

• Noradounghian, op. cit., m, pp. 261, 262. 
II Sir H. D. Wolff, "Rambling Recollections," II, p. 293 [Po Horn, 

"Gn.mdrise der Neupersischen Etymologie," p. 1M, Strassburg, 1893] . 
.. McDwraith, loco cit .. pp. 244, 245. 
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by the joint action of Great Britain and France.13 Again 
in 1892, when Abbas II followed Tewfik, Turkey tried to 
diminish Egypt's territorial limits, but Great Britain effec
tively thwarted the plan.14 Under more propitious circum
stances, it is, however, probable that the Firman of Inves
titure might have been used to encroach upon Egyptian 
autonomy. 

The Tribute.-The origin of the tribute paid by Egypt 
to the Ottoman Empire goes back to the Turkish Conquest 
in 1517.15 Its modern history, however, dates from 1841, 
when Egypt was made an hereditary administrative entity 
and the tribute was fixed at £T400,OOO annually.16 In 
general, in return for grants of greater autonomy, but more 
particularly in consideration of the fact that Turkey agreed 
in 1866 to change the rule of Khedivial succession from the 
Mohammedan one to that of primogeniture in the male 
line, Ismail Pasha in that year agreed to raise the tributes to 
£T750,000 yearly.17 It afterwards remained virtually at 
this sum, equivalent to about £675,000.18 While the tribute 

II In 1873, Ismail Pasha had obtained four concessions from the Sultan 
in return for large sums of money: 1, the Mohammedan law of succession 
was set aside in favor of primogeniture; 2, the right to conclude com
mercial conventions was conceded to Egypt; 3, full power was granted 
to the Khedive to contract foreign loans; 4, the Khedive was permitted 
to determine the size of the Egyptian Army without limits being set. 
In 1879, the Porte wished to withdraw all four of these concessions. 
France opposed in every case, Great Britain only in the first. In the end, 
the Porte carried' its point regarding the last two. Cromer, "Modem 
Egypt," I, pp. 155, 158; Noradounghian, op. cit., IV, pp. 226-229; Egypt, 
No; 1 (1880), passim • 

.. Cromer, "Modem Egypt," II, pp. 267-269. 
'"De la Jonquiere, "Histoire de l'Empire Ottoman," I, p. 145. 
c~· Noradounghian, op. cit., II, p. 338. 
II Ibid., III, p. 254. 
JI From 1881 to 1888, the tribute was £E678,OOO yearly. In that year, 

the tribute of Zeila ceased and thereafter the yearly payment was 
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was thus largely the result of conquest and of dynastic con
siderations, it may perhaps more truly be regarded as the 
ransom paid by Egypt for emancipation from Turkish rule. 

The Egyptian Army.-The Firmans restricted the size 
of the Egyptian Army to 18,000 men,19 and this limit was 
carefully observed.20 Moreover, these troops were con
sidered as forming part of the Ottoman forces. The 
Khedive was not permitted to appoint any officers above 
the rank of Colone1.21 In practice, this restriction was 
evaded by procuring from Constantinople signed commis
sions in blank. The forms were carefully regarded. The 
badges of the officers bore the Turkish insignia and the 
words of command were in the Turkish language. Thus, it 
was the custom in what Milner happily called "the Land 
of Paradox" that the British officers in the Egyptian Army 
issued their orders in Turkish to Arabic-speaking soldiers. 

The Form. of Turkish Suzerainty.-The outward forms 
of Turkish suzerainty were duly observed in other respects 
as well. The people of Egypt were the Sultan's legal sub-

£E665,ooo. Annuaire 8tati3tique, 1914. p. 423. In 1903, Lord Cromer 
wrote that "the payment of this sum involves political issues into which 
I need not now enter. It is· well known that. in return for certain con
eesmODS made by the Porte. the amount of the Tribute was largely 
increased during the Khedivate of Ismail Pa.sha." Egllpt, No.1 (1903) 
(Cromer). pp. 12, 13. [It is wholly renounced by Turkey in Article 112 
of the sevree Treaty.] 

DThe construction of armored veeeels was also forbidden. 

• THI!: EIlYPTIAN AIIl1dY IN 1913 
British Officers ...........•.•••...•••.••...• 136 
Egyptian and Sudanese Officers .•..••.•••... 721 
Other Ranks •••............••.. :........... 17,137 

17,994 
Egllptian GOlJernment AI77UJflOC, 19i3, p. 132. Cairo. 1912. 
• Firman of 1892. Noradounghian, op. tit .. IV, pp. S05-607. 
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jects and the taxes were levied in the Sultan's name. The 
Turkish flag floated over Egypt and the Consuls of the 
European Powers in Egypt received their exequaturs from 
Constantinople. Similarly, the Egyptian coins bore the 
Turkish insignia. The Khedive was not allowed to bestow 
orders of distinction beyond those of a low grade; And, 
finally, he was not permitted to make civil appointments of 
a higher rank than that of bey or sanieh,22 though this 
again was overcome by securing from Constantinople blank 
brevets of appointment. 

The Grand Cad i.-Most of these rights were merely the 
futile trappings of an outworn temporal suzerainty,_but, in 
addition, the Sultan as Caliph was the spiritual head of 
orthodox Islam.23 Consequently, he had close relations with 
the religious powers in Egypt, such as the Grand Mufti, 
whose duty it is to pronounce opinions on doubtful points 
of the Sacred Law. 24 The most iD:).portant of the Sultan's 
rights as Caliph was that the appointment of the Grand 
Cadi belonged to him. The Cadi was the,head of the 
Mekhkemeh Sher'ieh, the religious courts'that deal with 
all affairs concerning the personal status of Mohammedans, 
such as marriage, divorce, and inheritance, as well as with 
all trust funds. These important and far-reaching matters 
are governed by the Sacred Law of Islam and any intrusion 
by the secular authorities was resented. These courts were 
characterized by disorder and lack of justice, but the 

.. Firman of 1892. Noradounghian, op. cit., IV, pp. 505-507 . 

.. Since 1538, the Sultan of Turkey has been de facto Caliph of the 
greater part of orthodox Islam. Stanley Lane-Poole, "A History of Egypt 
in the Middle Ages," pp. 354, 355. 

"Cromer, "Modern Egypt," II, pp. 174, 175; Constant Dahan, loco cit., 
pp. 355-357. 
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British authorities could not interfere. Nor could the 
Egyptian Government, as the Grand Cadi resolutely re
fused to admit that they had any right of surveillance over 
him.215 

2. International Restrictions 

The Capitulations in Egypt.-In addition to the limita
tions upon her sovereignty arising from her connection with 
the Ottoman Empire, Egypt had further to submit to others 
of a far more important character, both because of this very 
connection and also on account of the peculiar circumstances 
of her case. As a. result of the financial chaos under Ismail 
Pasha, various international administrations were estab
lished in the country and constituted real imperia in imperio. 
With the financial regeneration, these have either disap
peared or have been rendered harmless. Further, as a part 
of the Ottoman Empire, Egypt was bound by Turkish 
treaties and came within the scope of the Capitulations, 
through which foreigners had acquired extensive immunities 
from Ottoman jurisdiction and positive extraterritorial 
rights in Turkey. The Capitulations are based partly upon 
established custom, partly upon specific treaties. The latter 
reach back to the age of the Crusades, but the fundamental 
ones are those with Venice of 1454, with France of 1535 and 
1740, and with England of 1675.28 By favored-nation clauses 

• Sir Malcolm McIhvraith, "The Mohammedan Law-CourtB of Egypt," 
in The Nimteemh Cemurv and After, October, 1916, pp. 740-742, 751; 
Cromer, "Abbas II," pp. 71-74; J. H. Scott, op. cit., pp. 250-254, 266-268. 

• J. H. Scott, "The Law Affecting Foreigners in Egypt," pp. 31-54, et 
pauim; P. M. Brown, "Foreigners in Turkey-Their Juridical Status," 
pp. 1~17. 28-4£. The texts of the French Treaties of 1535 and 174D are 
in Noradounghian, "Recueil d'Acte& Internationaux de l'Empire Ottoman," 
1. pp. ~. 295; tha.t of the English Trea.ty of 1675 is in G. de Bem-
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the privileges conferred by these documents were enjoyed 
by aU Western foreigners. Custom and the interpretation 
of treaties also played their parts. In the case of Turkey, a 
comparatively strong government was able to offer some 
resistance to foreign encroachments. Egypt was not so 
fortunate. Hence the system of Capitulations in Egypt 
differed in many respects from that in Turkey, and especially 
in that foreigners had secured more extensive immunities 
and privileges. 27 

Foreign lmmunities.-(a) Freedom from Taxation.
By specific international agreements, foreigners in Egypt 
paid the customs duties and the taxes on houses and land, 
but no fresh levies could be imposed upon them without 
the consent of the sixteen European and American States 
enjoying the benefits of the Capitulations.28 In point of 
fact, the natives actually paid no imposts to which foreign
ers were not also subject, but this inability to broaden the 
scope of taxation was a distinct handicap to the Egyptian 
Government.29 In especial, it prevented the establishment 

hardt, "Handbook of Commercial Treaties between Great Britain and 
Foreign Powers," pp. 947-970, London, 1912 [that of the Venetian Treaty 
of 1454 is in Aristarchi, "Legislation Ottomane," IV, p. 234, Constanti
nople, 1873-87; Noradounghian, I, p. 17, observes that neither the original 
nor any copy is to be found in the Turkish or Venetian archives]. 

If G. Pelissie du Rausas, "Le Regime des Capitulations dans l'Empire 
Ottoman," I, p. 129; II, pp. 177, 178; Cromer, "Modern Egypt," II, pp. 
426428; Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), pp. 39-41. 

• These States were-: in Europe, Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy, 
Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, Greece; and in the Americas, the United 
States and Brazil. 

• In 1885, the six Great Powers of Europe conceded the principle that 
their nationals should pay the Egyptian taxes, but the only result was 
that they were made liable to the house tax. No further agreement could 
be reached. Noradounghian, op. cit., IV, pp. 354,355; Cromer, "Modern 
Egypt," II, pp. 435, 436; Milner, op. cit., pp. 49, 50. 
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of municipalities with local powers of raising revenue, like 
that of Alexandria, to which the Powers had given their 
consent in 1890.80 As Sir Eldon Gorst pointed out in 1908, 
this was a serious matter, because local institutions must be 
developed if the Egyptians are ever to become proficient in 
the art of self-government. II 

(b) Freedom from Arre8t.-Under the Capitulations, 
foreigners further enjoyed freedom from arrest by the local 
authorities. In Egypt, this immunity had acquired a very 
extensive interpretation.1:! The clearest enunciation of this 
principle is in the Treaty of 1830 between the United States 
and Turkey which, by the most-favored-nation clause, is 
applicable to all the Capitulation Powers. It provides 
that: 

"Citizens of the United States of America, quietly pursu
ing their commerce, and not being charged or convicted of 
any crime or offence, shall not be molested; and even when 
they may have committed some offence they shall not be 
arrested and put in prison by the local authorities, but they 
shall be tried by their Minister or Consul, and punished 
according to their offence, following, in this respect, the 
usage observed towards other Franks." 88 

Turkey was able to resist the full execution of this pro
vision, but in Egypt it was obeyed to the letter.u 

• EfI1IPhaa Government AlmGruJC. 1913, pp. 46, 47, Cairo. 1912. 
• Egypt, No. 1 (1908) (Gorst). p. 1. 
• Du RaIlll88, D, pp. 179-184. 
• W. M. Malloy, "Treaties," n. p. 1319. 
• In Egypt the French vemon of this provision read that citi.lens of the 

United 8t&te8, "iii meme iIs avaient eommis queJque delit, iIs ne seront ni 
arretea ni m.is en prison par lee autorit8i locales, maia iIs seront jugee par 
leur Ministre 011 COIIBUl, et puni8 BUivant leur delit et auivant la coutume 
etablie l I'eprd dee Franca." Egypt, No.2 (1913). p. 3. While Egypt 
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(c) Inviolability of Domicile.-The fundamental prin
ciple of inviolability of domicile is most clearly laid down 
in the French Treaty of 1740, a document which provides 
that, 

"Les gens de justice et les officiers de ma Sublime-Porte, 
de meme que les gens d'epee, ne pourront sans necessite 
entrer par force dans une maison habitee par un FranQais; 
et lorsque Ie cas requerra d'y entrer, on en avertira l'ambas-. 
Sadeur ou Ie consul, dans lesendroits ou il y en aurait, et 
l'on se transportera dans l'endroit en question, avec les per
sonnes qui auront etc commies de leur part." 35 

Method of Arrest and Sear{!h.-Thus, none of the privi
leged foreigners could be arrested in Egypt without the con
sent of his consul, unless he were taken red-handed. In the 
latter case, the consul concerned in the seizure had to be 
informed at once and the prisoner had to be handed over 
to him within twenty-four hours. Inaddition, the Egyptian 
police could not enter a foreign domicile to make an arrest 
unless the consul were present.S6 Even if an alien were 

accepted this &eneh version, which agrees absolutely with the English one, 
the Porte ins.isted upon a radically different French .version, which gave it 
the power to arrest .and to try Americans. During the protracted dispute 
about this question, the United States had the better. of the argument, but 
in practice Turkey maintained her claims. J,:S. Moore, "Digest of Inter
national Law," II, pp. 668-711, Washington, 1906; P. M. Brown, op. cit., 
pp.·76-79. [The regime of Capitulations in Egypt is renounced by Ger
many (Versailles Treaty, Article 147), Austria (Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
Treaty, Article 102), and Hungary (Trianon Treaty, Article 86).] 

.. Noradounghian, op. cit., I, p. 295; Egypt, No.2 (1913), p. 3. For the 
English 'version, see P. M. Brown, op. cit., p. 40 . 

.. Such domiciliar visits were permitted if they were the result of criminal 
proceedings within the competence of the Mixed Courts. Their jurisdiction 
in this respect was, however, very limited. Egypt, No.1 (1907) (Cromer), 
p. 13. In 1917, Sir William Willcocks related the following episode in his 
experiences as an irrigation official. A Greek trader had built a shop at a 
regulator on a canal head and no regulation could be performed without 
his consent. "As he had a roof over his head, he was protected by the 
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seen committing the crime, in plain flagrante delicto, and if 
he had then taken refuge in a foreigner's house, the police 
were not permitted to enter it until his consul had appeared 
on the scene. In case the fugitive and the occupant of the 
house were of different nationalities, the presence of both 
consuls was necessary. As Lord Kitchener tersely remarked 
in 1913, "the effect of such restrictions on police work can 
easily be imagined." aT 

The Consular lurisdiction.-The essential point is that 
under the Capitulations foreigners were generally not sub
ject to Egyptian statutes but only to the law of their own 
lands. Thus, when arrested, the foreigner was turned over to 
his own consul for trial. In addition, though there is no 
actual mention of this right in the Capitulations, the consuls 
were by established usage accustomed to call upon the police 
to arrest foreigners designated by them. In three-quarters of 
these cases there was no mention of the charge. The 
Egyptian police simply made the requested arrest and deliv
ered the prisoner to the consul. As few of the consulates 
had prisons, the usual procedure then was to turn the 
accused over to the local department of prisons and to keep 
him at the disposal of the consul. The consul might sub
sequently either try, dismiss, or punish the prisoner; or he 
might deport him for trial in his own country. The last 
course was usually followed in the case of grave crimes by 

CapitulatioM and the people were helpleBII. I went to the place, built a 
masomy wall three metree high, on the public land right round his shop, 
and Btarved him into surrender." "This is but one instance," adds Will
cocks, "of the hundreds of thousands of worries and humiliatioM the 
fellah;" have had to submit to, owing to abuses of the Capitulations." The 
Grotilu Society, m (1918), p. 77. 

• E(}lIPt, No.2 (1913). 
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all countries exoopt Grccce, 'which had an Asaba COUl·t ill 
Egypt." 

Some Rt)~1I1t8 0/ This Susttttn.-lt is quite plain tilnt 
s\lcll '" system is inherentiy vicious and lends itself to grave 
abuses. In his report of 1913 on this question, Lprd Kitch
enol' said: 

itA Ji>CfSon inca.roorated at the request of his consul in an 
Egyptian prison may also be detained th(ll'e indofinit(lly 
without the Egyptian Government having any say in tilO 
matter, tile consul being only amenable to his own laws 
on the subjeo~ of whiCh the local authol'ities have no 
oognisnnee." 

Thus, in 1913, one Alexander Adnmovitch, accused of 
being", well-known Russian revolutionary lendel', who had 
instigated strikes at Odessa, was arrested at Alexandria Oil 
the applioation of the Russian consul and was kept in prisoll 
at his disposal. This oase aroused considerable publio in
terest in Gl'(lat Dritain and induced Lord Cromer to brenk 
the six yeru's of silence on Egyptian aft'ail'S that he ha,d 
maintained .sinN) his rotit't'lnent in 1{)07. lIe pointed out 
that the arrest of Adamovitt'h revealed to publio kllOW)(ldgt) 

• F0I1~ONKlI." IMI'1I1"ONI'lD BY TlI~11\ CON"l'''' IN F.QYM'IAN PtuttONS 

IN t'U \' .. ~" 101:1-13: 

Italillull ............. 142 
FroUM .............. M 
Groek.. ",,,,.,,.,,,,. .. ,, .. ,., S4 PII\(I(I4: 
RU$$IIIU' ............ lIS AINU\ndria •••••••••• 1~ 
AUiJtrillua ........... 18 ~ro '''".,''''''', •• • 4 
OcrmQ,U1t ............ 4) Pun &ill ........... 40 
RUUlwwa ••••••••• 3 
Dutcl1 •••••••.•••••• 1 
Am~ri(,l\na .......... 1 

E,vpt. No.3 (1013). 
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the fad that a rountry occupied and administered by Great 
BritAin .. as no safe pJa~ for a political refugee~ The merits 
of the rase-the nature of the accusation, the innocence or 
~t of the aerosed-he added. 1('ere beside the question 
because -.he lepl obligation of the Egyptian Government 
to comply lrith the request that the man should be handed 
over to the Russian Consular authorities would have been 
precisely the same if he had been accu...<:ed of no offence 
at aD."-

[u El,",.-This system lent itself as well to many minor 
abuses, .. hich the Egyptian Government 1('&8 powerles;; to 
romrl. Immunity from arrest and from domiciliar Yisit 
protected the foreign smuggler, foreign keepers of dives and 
gunbling dens. and foreign venders of opiates. It made an 
efi'edive control ove!' druggists and liquor dealers impossible. 
In general, it prevented the passage of the most ordinary and 
~ poliee regulations for securing public morals and 
health. .. 

TIt.e MizU TribtuIGla.-1n addition to their criminal 
rompetenee, the Consular Courts had jurisdiction in all civil 
suits bet1reen foreigners of the same nationality except those 
ronrerning real estate. Originally, this ronsular po\1rel' in 
civil QSeS had been much more extensive, U but in 1875 all 

-c::n..r,"'Tbe Capib.lh~ m £«ypt.- m n.. }..iael«Itll CettfllJ'Y aM 
Aftn, July, 19130 p. 1. [See also 0Ur0I. "'The F..gyptiaa Problem. - pp. 
S7-6L) 
-n Sir 1riIliam Bnm..nte'll memoraudum m Egvpt. No.. 1 (1005) 

<en-), pp.!IG-97. As the author of that memorandum Rated in 1917, 
COIIdi~ Mel CIIBIlIidenbIy imJll'Oftd duriac the u.ten-.l. TIle!t· __ &ut. 
AQCUI!I& 17, 1917, p. 3()L Fc:w a sympatbetie ~\ oi 00meF"s propcaUi 
ia 1901 ud 1905, _ ·Us ProjetB de Reforme des Capitulaticx. m 
~ - by Gilbert GideI _ B •• _ ~ Ik Droll lr&l~ __ hi>-
IIir. xm (19011), pp. tQ8..CII. 

• Da &-. .. cit.. Do pp. 2Q..Z'O.. See likewise N ubar Pa...<oba'll report 
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the Treaty Powers, except Brazil, which had no interests 
involved, gave their assent to N ubar Pasha's scheme for the 
establishment of Mixed Tribunals.42 Three courts of first 
instance and one of appeal were created and began to func-

. tion in 1876.43 Foreign and native judges were appointed 
to sit in these courts. Primarily there were. to have been 
only nineteen foreign and thirteen native judges, but owing 
largely to pressure of business their number was in the 
course of. time increased to forty-one and twenty-three, 
respectively.44 All the Signatory Powers were entitled to 
representation in these courts. It was provided in the 
original agreement that the nomination and choice of the 
foreign judges should belong to the Egyptian Government, 
but that this Government would non-officially 45 communi
cate with the proper' authorities of the Signatory Powers 
concerned and would not engage persons without their 
acquiescence and authorization.46 This. was virtually equiv-

(pp. 77-83) and the other documents in "Lea Capitulations en E:gypte," in 
Documents Diplomatiques, XIII, pp. 77-145, Paris, 1869. . 

.. Du Rausas, op. cit., II, pp. ;!71-298; Colvin, "The Making of Modern 
Egypt" (3d, ed.),pp. 53 iI.; MorcosSadek, "La Constitution de l'E:gypte," 
pp. 193-196; J, H. Scott, op. qt., pp. 210 iI . 

.. The Court of Appeal was I;\t Alexandria and the courts of first instance 
at Alexandria, Cairo, and Mansourah . 

.. Annuaire Statistique, 1914, pp. 111, 120; Egyptian Government Alma
nac,' 1913, p. 113, Cairo, 1912. The Times (London), January 2, 1915. The 
international mandate for these courts had to be renewed every five years. 
On its expiration in 1915, they were continued by yearly renewals. The 
Near East, December 29, 1916 and August 17, 1917. On the foreign per
sonnel of these courts in 1882, see Egypt, No.6 (1882), pp. 20-23. Of the 
Treaty Powers, Brazil and Portugal alone had no representatives in 1882 . 

.. There is no exact English equivalent for the French term used, "offi
cieusement," which means something less formal than "official" and some
thing more authoritative than "non-official." 

.. Article V of Reglement for the Mixed Tribunals. "British and Foreign 
State Papers, 1874-1875," Vol. LXVI (1882), pp. 593-603. Originally the 
United States, .Great Britain, France, Italy, Russia, Germany, and Austria-
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alent to giving the foreign government the real choice and 
in many cases this was actually the practice.47 These Mixed 
Tribunals have civil and commercial jurisdiction: 

1. In all cases between natives and foreigners; 
2. In all cases not involving questions of personal status 

between foreigners of different nationalities; 
3. In cases involving real estate between foreigners of 

the same nationality; 
4. In cases of bankruptey, provided the bankrupt or one 

of his creditors is a foreigner. 

In addition, these courts have criminal jurisdiction in 
cases arising from infractions of their own ordinances and 
rules, and from violations of the bankruptcy law.4s 

Legislation by Diplomacy.-The system that these 
tribunals applied was that formulated in the Mixed Codes, 
but any change in it required the consent of each of the 
Treaty Powers. In addition, it was .a general principle of 
the Capitulations that no legislation affecting foreigners 
could be passed unless all these Powers had agreed thereto.49 

Hungary were each represented by one judge in the Court of Appeal, the 
other four judges being natives. 

• Cromer, "Modern Egypt,"TI, p. 318. In 1916, Great Britain, France, 
and Italy had four representatives on the Mixed Courts. The Near East, 
April 21, 1916. At the present time, the United States has three represen
tatives: Sommerville P. Tuck, Court of Appeal; WilliamG. Va.n Horne, 
Alexandria Court of First Instance; Pierre Crabites, Cairo Court of First 
Instance. On the United States and the Mixed Courts, see J. B. Moore, 
op. cit., pp. 722-727. 

• Annuaire 8tatiBtique, 1914, p. 111; EgIIPt, No.1 (1907) (Cromer), p. 13. 
• "Une c~quence des capitulations qui complique Ie droit civil Otto

man 1M! trouve dans Ie droit d'intervention; et meme de veto, en toute 
l~gi8lation interessant les etrangers, que les Missions considerent leur 
appartenant en vertu de cea capitulations." George Young, "Corps de 
Droit Ottoman," I, p. xi. For details, see ibid., pp. 251-303. For the special 
situation in Egypt, consult Du Rausas, op. cit., TI, pp. 431-457; A. Debono, 
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The result was what Lord Cromer termed "legislative im
potence." In some cases, highly essential measures were 
blocked for purely political purposes and Egypt was the 
innocent victim of the rivalries of the Powers in quite remote 
regions.50 Even when these motives were absent, it was 
difficult in the extreme to obtain the consent of fifteen dif
ferent Governments to new projects. Thus, Sir Eldon Gorst 
pointed out in 1910 that it was 

"a labour of Hercules to get the assent of fifteen Powers to 
any alteration in the Mixed Codes and, until some change 
is effected in the existing method of legislating, foreigners 
resident, or having interests, in Egypt must continue to bear 
with resignation the imperfections and deficiencies of the 
law." 51 

At that time, two harmless measures for improving the 
system of registering land titles which had been passed in 
1903 were in abeyance pending the assent of France and 
Russia.52 Many essential refol'IIlS-:Child labor, building 
laws, fraudulent weights and measures, trade-marks,. pat
ents, and copyright-could not be executed.53 Lord Cromer 
observed that Egyptian .autonomy was out of the question 
as long as no important law could be made applicable to 
European r~sidents in Egypt without the consent of all 
the Treaty Powers, and he quoted on at least two occasions 
with distinct relish Lord Salisbury's remark to him that the 
system was like the liberum veto of the old Polish Diet 

"Du Systeme Legislatif, de l'Organisation Judiciaire ... en :€gypte," pp. 
111-118, Paris, 1908 . 

.. Colvin, op. cit., pp. 300, 301. 

.. Egypt, No.1 (1910) (Gorst), p. 4. 
" Ibid., p. 39. 
r.B Ibid., 1908, p. 1. 
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"without being able to have recourse to the alternative of 
striking off the head of any recalcitrant voter." 64 The great 
defect in the method was that Egypt had no machinery' 
for general legislation where Europeans were concerned. 
To some extent the situation was improved by the establish
ment in 1911 of a new Legislative Assembly, with power to 
legislate for foreigners.11 This body is composed. of the 
judges of the Mixed Courts, each of the Treaty Powers 
being represented on it. A two-thirds majority is required 
for the adoption of any measure proposed by the Govern
ment, and, furthermore, anyone of the Treaty Powers may 
within three months of the project's passage require that it 
be resubmitted. to the Assembly.le Under this anomalous 
system the same persons are both the makers and the inter
preters of the law. The Law of 1911, however, unquestion
ably improved conditions-1912 was a year of great legis
lative activity IT-but Egypt was still far from enjoying 

.. Cromer, "The Capitulationa in Egypt," in The Nineteenth Century and 
Alter, July, 1913, pp. 3, 9. In 1905, Lord Cromer saitf this system that 
"it goee Car to produce a condition of legislative impo nee." Egypt, No. b \ L \ 

1 (1905) (Cromer), pp. 6, 7, 14. See also Cromer,' odem Egypt," II, . 
pp. 318, 319. 

• In 1889, alter great trouble, the Powers agreed to allow Egypt to pass 
legislation on such minor matters as the maintenance of dykes and canals, 
the establi.ehment of drinking shops and places of amUBement, and the 
right to carry arms, wbich usually in advanced countries are regulated by 
by-laWl of subordinate bodies. All BUch Egyptian regulations had, how
ever, to have the approval of a special commission of the judges of the 
Mixed Courts, and the penalties permitted were limited to fines of £Et 
or one week'. imprisonment, obviously too low to be effective deterrents. 
Cromer, "Modern Egypt," n, pp. 433, 434; Egypt, No.1 (1908) (Gorst), 
p. 1: Debono, op. cit., pp. 111-113; J. H. Scott, op. cit., pp. 'n7-'n9. 

• Egl/PI, No.,1 (1912) (Kitchener), pp. 42, 43; Egyptian Government 
Almanac, 1913, p. 113, Cairo, 1912. The scheme was originally proposed 
in 1005 and modi/ipd in 1909. Eg/lpt, No.1 (l910) (Gorst), p. 40. 

HL'1:g/lpte Contemporaine, IV (1913), p. 113; Egypt, No.1 (l9t4) 
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the degree of legislative autonomy to which she was fully 
and clearly entitled by reason of the advanced state of her 
political civilization. 

The Com!ftission of the Debt.-Egypt was at one time 
burdened with a number of other international administra
tions, of which the chief was the Commission of the Debt. 
The foreign management of the Khedivial estates disap
peared automatically when the loans for which they were 
pledged as security were paid off. Likewise, with the im
provement of Egypt's finances, the control of the railroads, 
telegraphs, and port of Alexandria was handed over to the 
Egyptian Government. All of these international adminis
trations had worked badly.li8 In 1914, the only one of the 
bodies arising out of Egypt's former financial difficulties 
still in existence was the Commission of the' Debt. Orig
inally constituted in 1876 with extensive control over Egyp
tian finances and with power to veto fresh public borrowing, 
it remained up to 1904 a veritable "International Cer
berus," 69 to use Sir Auckland Colvin's expressive designa
tion. By the agreement of that year it was. shorn, of, all its 
powers of interference in administratIve affairs,.and there
after the Commission merely performed the essentially 
clerica1 work of taking care of the revenue of that portion 
ofthel~d-tax which was allocated to the debt.60 The Com-

(Kitchener), pp. 56, 57; N. Bentwich, "Aegypten," in Jahrbuch deB 
Viilkerrechts, II (1914), p. 677, also in I (1913), pp. 1144-1148 . 

.. Colvin, op. cit., pp. 318, 319; Cromer, "Modern Egypt," II, pp. 311, 312. 
' .. Colvin, op. cit., pp. 97, 98. [Cf. also Chirol, op. cit., pp. 52, 56-57, 82, 

89-90.1 
.. Anglo-French Treaty of April 8, 1904, with annexed Khedivial Decree, 

Treaty Series, 1905, No.6 ["Trattati ... relativi all' Africa," pp. 1116-11311 ; 
EuYPt, No.1 (1905) (Cromer), p. 10; Colvin, op. cit., pp. 340-345; Cromer, 
"Modern Egypt," II, pp. 304-310. 
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mission is a useless relic of a bankrupt past and one whose 
cost of retention is by no means insignificant.u 

Tariff Restrictions.-(a} The Turkish System in Egypt.
AI!. a part of the Ottoman Empire, Egypt was bound by the 
treaties limiting Turkey's right to impose customs duties 
beyond a fixed maximum. The Venetian Treaty of 1454 
provided for a levy of two per cent on aU goods sold by 
Venetians in Turkish ports. In this connection Professor 
P. 1\1. Brown writes: 

"In thus including import duties in a solemn treaty agree
ment, Turkey brought on itself in the course of centuries 
a most unfortunate situation, such that it cannot today 
change its customs tariffs without first obtaining the consent 
of all nations with whom it has treaties. As this consent in 
each case can only be obtained as a rule by the concession 
of a substantial quid pro quo, a virtual servitude of a singu
larly harsh nature was thus innocently established by these 
early treaties of the Porte." II 

The English Treaty of 1675 limited the duties to three 
per cent." Similar agreements were likewise made with the 
other European Powers and, as the favored-nation clause 
was also gradually established, the result was that all Euro-

• ExPKN8B8 . or 'lBB CAI8SB DB L& DBTTB 
191~1 •••••.••.•••••• £EM,917 1917-18 '" £E35,OOO 
1914-15 ••••••.••••••• £EM,366 1918-19 '" £E38,617 
1915-16 ••••.•..•••.•• £EM,948 1920-21 '" £E41,446 

[1916-17 ••••.••••••.•• £EM,985 1921-22 ... £E39,470 (estimated)] 
A--r. BIGtiatique, 1916, p. 297. 
[By Article 151 of the Versailles Treaty, "Germany consents to the 

abrogation of the decree illBUed by Hia Highness the Khedive on N ovem
ber 28, 1904, relating to the Commission of the Egyptian Public Debt, 
or to web changes lUI the Egyptian Government may think it desirable 
to make therein." This stipulation is repeated in the Austrian and 
Hungarian Treaties (Articles 106 and 90 respectively).J 

• P. ?d. Brown, op. cit .. p. 30. 
• Article 58. De Bernhardt, op. cit., pp. 947-970. 
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pean goods paid import" fees of a uniformly low rate. The 
most favorable agreement from the standpoint of the foreign 
countries was the one that applied to all the Treaty 
Powers.84 Until recently this was the. Franco-Ottoman 
Treaty of 1861 which, in general, permitted import duties 
up to a maximum of eight per cent ad valorem/Ill This ar
rangement applied also automatically in Egypt.66 In the 
meanwhile, the Firmans of 1867 and 1873 67 had conferred 
upon the Khedive authority to negotiate separate commer
cial conventions. An elaborate Egyptian tariff was framed, 
but the Powers, being quite satisfied with the Franco-Otto
man eight per cent arrangement of 1861, were unwilling to 
enter upon less favorable agreements with Egypt. As, 
however, the Treaty of 1861 expired in 1889, when it was 
continued year by year provisionally, and as it was apparent 
that Turkey would probably secure the right to increase the 
customs duties, the Egyptian situation assumed a different 
aspect.6S Any rise in the Turkish custom's.' would apply 
automatically to Egypt unless special conventions had been 
concluded with her.69 

.. The Turkish duties had been raised. in 1838 from three per cent to 
five per cent. Du Rausas, op. cit., I, pp. 187, 188. See also George Young, 
op. cit., III, pp. 221-227 . 

.. Noradounghian, op. cit., III, pp. 130-135, 169-171. 
"See agreement between Turkey and ElO1lt of 1890. George Young, 

op. cit.; III, p. 414. . 
'" Noradounghian, op. cit., III, pp. 261-262, 347-350 . 
.. It was only in 1907 that the Turkish customs were raised from eight 

per cent ·to eleven per cent. Protocol, April 25, 1907, in Treaty Series, 1909, 
No.1; De Bernhardt, op. cit., p. 976; J. Grunzel, "Economic Protection
ism," pp. 55, 56, London, 1916. One of the leading features of the abortive 
Bagdad Railway settlement of 1913-14 was that Turkey was to be allowed 
to increase the customs to fifteen per cent. Speech of Viscount (Sir 
Edward) Grey, June 29, 1914. iIi Hansard, 64, pp. 115 If. 

• In 1884, Greece .concluded such a treaty. Article IV thereof provided 
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(b) The Egyptian Commercial Treaties.-In 1889, Great 
Britain negotiated such a treaty which limited to ten per 
cent the customs on a long list of goods in which she was 
especially interested and otherwise gave Egypt a free hand.To 

Most of the remaining Powers followed suit along the same 
lines, with the result that the schedule of enumerated ar
ticles restricted to ten per cent grew constantly, while 
Egypt's open field became more and more circumscribed.T1 

By 1902, France and Russia were the only two important 
commercial countries that had not signed such conventions. 
In that year, however, France concluded a treaty which 
provided that, in general, the maximum duties should be 
eight per cent, which was also the existing limitation. But 
in the case of alcohol below fifty per cent proof, refined 
sugar, and wood, the rate might go to ten per cent; and 
in the case of alcohol above fifty per cent proof, petroleum, 
and live stock, customs up to fifteen per cent might be im
posed.1I Of all these commercial treaties, this was the most 

for a fixed duty of eight per cent ad valorem, except that the Egyptian Gov
ernment reserved the right to raise the customs on "distilled beverages, 
winell and fancy articles" up to sixteen per cent ad valorem. Certain 
commodities, notably tobacco, were excluded from this general limitation 
by Article V. The United States, in 1885, by a special treaty adhered to 
this Greek Treaty. Malloy, op. cit., I, pp. 442-465 • 

.. De Bernhardt, op. cit., p. 285. 
ft Bawt, No.1 (1903) (Cromer), pp. 28, 29; Du Rausas, op. cit., n, 

pp. 180-189; Henri Lamba, "Le Statut Politique de l':tgypte au Regard 
de la Turquie," in Revue Genirale de Droit International Public, xvn 
(1910), pp. 46, 47; J.B. Scott, op. cit., pp. 162-169. Cromer (loc. cit.) 
stated specifically that, with the exception of France and Russia, all the 
Powera having commercial conventions with Turkey had concluded similar 
agreementll with Egypt. As a matter of· fact, Denmark, Norway, and 
Sweden had not, but their trade with Egypt was insignificant. 

n E(/I/Pt, No.1 (1903) (Cromer), pp. 28, 29. G. P. du RauS88, "Regime 
dee Capitulations dans l'Empire Ottoman," II, 180-189, on French Treaty of 
1902, on customs duties in Egypt. . 
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unfavorable to Egypt and the most advantageous to the 
foreign Powers. Hence, under the most-favored-nation 
clause, it of course applied to all of them, but it could not 
go into effect until Russia had also made a similar agree
ment.This was done only in 1909, when Russia signed a 
treaty following in all essentials the French Convention of 
1902.'18 During these protracted negotiations, the Turkish 
eight per cent schedule continued to be in force in Egypt.'14 
In fact, it was only in 1915 that Egypt availed herself of 
the very restricted freedom she had secured and raised the 
import duties on alcoholic drinks, alcoholic extracts, and 
perfumeries to ten per cent.75 Thus, the same international 
shackles that prevent Egypt from passing laws of a general 
character also deprive her of autonomy in fiscal matters. 
So long as these restrictions remain it will be impossible for 
her to stimulate native industries by a protective tariff . 

.. Treaty March 13 11 . S h' 7 63 N l AnAD February 285 909, m. taauarc tV, 8, p. , o. ~. 
"Up to 1914, a special schedule applied to tobacco and its products, 

from which a considerable revenue was collected, and eight per cent ad 
valorem was imposed on all other articles, except that a few commodities 
like coal and meat paid only four per cent. The export duties were one 
per cent. Annuaire Statistique, 1914, p. 283 . 

.. An1iuaire Statistique, 1916, p. 258; Kelly's "Customs Tariffs of thc 
World," 1916, p. 138. 



CHAPTER IV 

EGYPTIAN QUESTIONS AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE 

1. The British Protectorate 

Effect of Turkey's Entrance into the War.-The anom
alies of Egypt's international status were brought into 
high relief by the war. On its outbreak in August, 1914, 
no action could legally be taken, since Egypt was a part of 
the Ottoman Empire. The British authorities refused, 
however, to be hampered by these technical niceties and 
induced the Egyptian Government to regard itself as in a 
state of war with Germany and Austria-Hungary. Their 
diplomatic representatives were dismissed and, further, the 
subjects of the Central Empires were either expelled or put 
under restraint 1 in order to stop their intrigues.2 Tech
nically, this waa an act of rebellion on the part of Egypt 
against her suzerain.' On her part, Turkey endeavored to 

I Correspondence Respecting Events Leading to the Rupture of Rel~ 
tiolll with Turkey, MiBcellaneous, No. 13 (1914) (Cd. 7628), No. 118. See 
also "L~te et lee Debuts du Protectorat," in Revue du 8cience3 
Politiq1u., 33 (1915), pp. 311-331; Sir Malcolm McDwraith, "Legal War 
Work in Egypt," in The Groti1/Jl 8o~t1l, m (1918), pp. 73ft. 

I According to the Report of 1913 in the "French Yellow Book," the Ger
maDII, before the war, used liB their chief field of intrigue the Egyptian 
religious university which had great prestige in the Mohammedan world. 
··French Yellow Book," 1914, No.2, enclosure, Part n; "The Times 
Documentary History of the War," I, pp. 271, 272, London, 1917; '·Col
lected Diplomatic Documents Relating to the Outbreak of the European 
War," p. 132, London, 1915. 

I A. E. P. B. Weigall, "A History of Events in Egypt from 1798 to 
1914," pp. 272-290. 
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stir up trouble in Egypt and prepared for military opera
tions against the Suez Canal,4 When in the autumn of 1914 
Turkey became an actual belligerent, the situation was even 
more irregular. Legally, Turkey's eI!trance into hostilities 
meant that Egypt was also at war with all of Turkey's 
enemies, including Great Britain. 

The Declaration of the British Protectorate.-The situ
ation was impossible and could be regularized only by mak
ing ~he law conform to the facts and declaring Egypt's 
political independence. On December 18, 1914, the British 
Government issued a proclamation which stated that, 

"in view of the state of war arising out of the action of 
Turkey, Egypt is placed under the protection of His 
Majesty, and will henceforth constitute a British Protec
torate. The suzerainty of Turkey over Egypt is thus termi
nated." 5 

On the following day, a further proclamation announced the 
deposition from the Khediviate of Abbas Hilmi, who had 
adhered to the enemy, and the accession of Prince Hussein 
Kamel Pasha to t,hat dignity, with the title of Sultan of 
Egypt. 6 In the dispatch covering this pr~clamation, the 

• Cd. 7628, Nos. 44, 66, 85, 89-92, 94, 97, 109, 125, 136, 155, 160, 164, 166, 
169, mI', 176. 

[0 "The mere abolition of Turkish. suzerainty by an act of war would 
'have ueprived Egypt of any definite status and left her in the position of 
a former Turkish dependency in the hands of Great Britain. This diffi
culty might, of course, have been summarily disposed of by the annex
ation <or Egypt to the British Empire, but the British Government delib
erately chose a less drastic course, which would afford security to Egypt, 
while leaving the principle of an Egyptian national entity unimpaired. 
'This was to place Egypt under the protection of Great Britain." Egypt, 
No.1 (1921) (Milner), p. 7. For a criticism, see Chirol, "The Egyptian 
Problem," pp. 123-125.] 

• Hussein Kamel was a son of Ismail Pasha and thus the uncle of Abbas 
Hilmi. On Hussein's death in 1917, his youngest brother, .Ahmed Fuad, 
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British Government declared that they regarded them
selves as trustees of the newly acquired, as well as of the 
established, British rights for the inhabitants of Egypt. 
They further reasserted their purpose, 

"while working through and in the closest associa,tion with 
the constituted Egyptian authorities, to secure individual 
liberty, to promote the spread of education, and, in such 
measure as the degree of enlightenment of public opinion 
may permit, to associate the governed in the task of gov
ernment." 

Real Significance of This Step.-Protectorates are of vary
ing degrees and kind, but there is one feature that is com
mon to all of them. The Protecting State invariably con
trols the foreign relations of the Protectorate. Accordingly, 
this dispatch declared that, 

"as regards foreign relations, His Majesty's Government 
deem it most consistent with the new responsibilities as
sumed by Great Britain that the relations between Your 
Highness's Government and the Representatives of Foreign 
Powers should, henceforth, be conducted through His 
Majesty's Representative in Cairo." ., 

The divergencies in this form of political relation arise in 
the extent of control over the internal affairs of the Protec
torate. In practice, the term "Protectorate" is very loosely 

succeeded him. [In April, 1922, a Royal Rescript established succession 
to the throne by primogeniture j but if the King has no male issue, he is 
aucceeded by his eldest brother. Each King will secretly nominate three 
persona as pro-regent, but Parliament has the right of approval or change.] 

, Sir Malcolm McIlwraith, "The Declaration of a Protectorate in Egypt," 
loco cit .. pp. 238-241; The Timea (London), December 19, 1914. The 
British Agent and Consul-General was replaced by a High Commissioner. 
Sir Henry McMahon was the first appointee. After two years, he was 
succeeded by Sir Reginald Wingate, the highly successful Governor-General 
of the Sudan. [Since October, 1919, the High Commissioner has been 
Field-Marshal Viscount AlIenby.] 
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used in the British Empire, and it contains many different 
varieties of this general type. But the technical distinc
tion is that, while the soil of a Colony is British and its in
habitants are British subjects, the same is not true of a 
Protectorate. 8 

Its International Recognition.-The effect of the declara
tion of the Protectorate was to abolish all the formal indica
tions of Egypt's political connection with Turkey. Thus, 
the Turkish was displaced by an Egyptian flag, and new 
coins were used instead of those with the Ottoman insignia. 
Even the Turkish appointee, the Grand Cadi, was removed. 
These changes did not, however,. affect fundamentals, for 
the essential point was that Great Britain for over thirty 
years had actually exercised a virtual Protectorate.s What 
was done in 1914 was merely.a formal proclamation of a 
state of affairs already in existence.1o The Protectorate, 

• Sir C. P. Lucas, "The Meaning of Protectorate," in History, January, 
1918, pp. 241-243. . 

• "We have had a. Protectorate in fact for' some five and thirty years 
(recognized by France and other Powers in 1904), and the essential char
acteristics and' needs of the countlJ' will not be fundamentally altered 
by a diplomatic document." 'Sir Malcolm McIlwraith, "Egypt in War
time," in The :FO'ftnightly .Review, August 1, 1917, p~ 232. See also A. 
Morel, "La Condition Intemationale de l'Il:gypte," in Revue Generale de 
Droit International Public, XIV (1907), pp. 405-417. 

,. "It is this superimposition of a formal Protectorate on the previous 
long·established occupation-officially recognized by the Great Powers 
since 1904-which distinguishes this Protectorate from all others, and 
furnishes the key to the solution of the various legal problems which 
may arise. The rights of Great Britain in Egypt are primarily founded 
not upon general doctrines of international law applicable to any Pro
tectorate which a Great Power, may be pleased to declare, but on the 
specific and fundamental fact that she rescued the country in 1882, by 
force of arms, from anarchy and bankruptcy, and saved from destruction 
the dynasty of Mohammed Ali, from one member of whose family she 
has now transferred the rule to another." Sir Malcolm McIlwraith, "The 
Declaration of a Protectorate in Egypt," loco cit., pp. 241, 242. 
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however, requires international recognition. In the first 
place, the relations between Egypt and the Porte were 
established in 1841 by the Concert of Europe and, in the sec
ond place, various international treaties, notably those of 
1856, guaranteed the integrity of the Ottoman Empire.ll 

The consent of the Powers is therefore required and the 
question must come up before the Peace Conference. The 
matter is essentially a formal one. A number of states, 
all of which are Great Britain's allies, have already recog
nized the Protectorate,12 but it is probable that the Central 
Empires and Turkey may raise difficulties and try to make 
their recognition dependent upon compensations to them
selves in other directions. is 

The Q~8tion of the Tribute.-Regarded as an abstract 
question, apart from the peculiar features of the case, it 
would seem to be self-evident that the annual tribute paid 
by Egypt to Turkey, £675,000, would automatically cease 

.. Treaties of March 30, Article VII (between Great Britain, Austria, 
France, Prussia, RUl!8ia, Sardinia, and Turkey), and April 15, 1856, Article 
1 (between Great Britain, Austria, and France), in E. Hertslet, "The Map 
of Europe by Treaty" (3d ed.), II, pp. 1254, 1280; J. H. Scott, "The Law 
Affecting Foreignel1l in Egypt," pp. 141, 142; de Freycinet, "La Question 
d'tgypte," pp. 93, 94. For a disCUl!8ion of the nature of this guarantee 
under the treaties of 1856. see C. P. Sanger and H. T. J. Norton, "Eng
land's Guarantee to Belgium and Luxemburg," pp. 33-35, 51 If., London, 
1915; Sir E. M. Satow, in The English HistOf'icqJ Review, xxxm (1918). 
p .• 11. . 

• According to The Statennan'l/ Year-Book, 1917, p. 251, France, RUIISia, 
Belgium. Norway, Serbia, Greece, and Portugal have recognized this 
Protectorate. The 1918 edition of this Annual (p. 240) omite Norway 
from the list [as do the editioll8 of 1919 (p. 245), 1920 (p. 252), 1921 (p. 
256), and 1922 (p. 264)]. 

[- Recognition of this Protectorate is required of Germany by Article 
147 of the Versailles Treaty, of Austria by Article 102 of the Treaty of 
Sain~ain-en-Laye, of Hungary by Article 86 of the Trianon Treaty, 
Bnd of Turkey by Article 101 of the sevres Treaty. None of the Enemy 
Powel1l. not even Turkey, raised any objection to the stipulation.] 
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with the severance of the political ties between the two 
countries. As has already been pointed out,14 this origi
nated in the Turkish conquest and was continued and in
creased partly for dynastic reasons, but partly also in order 
to secure emancipation from Turkish rule. The tribute 
had some measure of international sanction as well, as its 
amount was determined in 1841 at £360,000 under the aus
pices of the European Concert. But even more important 
actually is the fact that Egypt and Turkey are not the only 
interested parties. For Turkey pledged the tribute as se
curity for monies borrowed abroad and those who made the 
loans did so on the legitimate assumption that the tribute 
could not be canceled, at least not until these loans had 
been repaid. The rights of these bondholders should not 
be lightly disregarded. Before the war, there were outstand
ing Turkish loans to the amount of somewhat more than 
£16 million secured by the Egyptian tribute.15 In fact, 
this tribute was not paid to Constantinople at all, but by 
an arrangement to which the Egyptian Government was 
a party, it was remitted directly to financial institutions in 
London for the payment of interest on these loans. As the 
amount of the tribut,e exceeds the interest requirements, 

U.8upra, p. 352. 
.1 AMOVNT OUTSTANDING 

1916 1917 
I. 1855 Guaranteed Loan 4% ••.............. £3,815,200 

II. 1891 Egyptian Tribute 4% .......... " • • . . 5,246,920 £5,104,920 
m. 1894 Egyptian Tribute 3%% ..............• 6,996,160 6,910,520 

£16,058,280 £12,015,440 

Thomas Skinner, "The Stock Exchange Year-Book," 1914 (London), 
pp. 151, 152; Fitch "Record of Government Debts," p. 301, New York, 
1917; F. C. Mathieson, "Stock Exchange Ten-Year Record," p. 176, Lon
don, 1916; l1r.veator'8 Monthlll Manual, February 4, 1918. p. 7. 
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there is a balance for amortization and in the normal course 
the major part of these loans would be paid off towards 
the middle of the century. These are the bald facts of the 
case. No decision has as yet been reached.16 It raises some 
fine points, upon which conflicting views are bound to be 
held. It is of some significance that the prices of the Turkish 
Egyptian tribute securities have ruled far higher than those 
of the unsecured Turkish loans, though somewhat below 
those of the Egyptian loans themselvesP This indicates 
plainly that the holders of the former bonds expect that they 
will be protected. How this is to be done is another prob
lem. Possibly the most equitable solution would fie the 
continuation of the payment of the tribute in its present 
manner until these loans are extinguished, when the tribute 
shall automatically cease. 

[The Final SoZution.-The settlement of the problem as 
finally reached by the Treaty of Sevres 18 was as follows: 

.. In the Egyptian financial statements for 1915-16, there is a blank 
under the entry "tribute," but a new column has been inserted called 
"Emprunts Divel'll," in which the amount of the tribute, £E664,826, is 
inserted. Annuaire BtatiBtique, 1916, p. 297. The 1891 loan will be auto
matically paid off by the sinking fund in 1951, and the 1894 loan in 1955. 
Fitch, "Record of Government Debts," p. 176; Investor'B Monthl1l Manual, 
February 4, 1918, p. 7. 

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 
"Turkiah ElU'ptisn Tribute Loan High ... 99% 99lh 88 80%. 81lh 

4% of 1891: Lmt ... 8914 92 80%. 74 70 
Turkish Unified 4%: High .,. 88% 87 62 57* 57 

Low ... 81% 77 47lh 44lh 49%. 
Turkish 4% of 1908: High ... 75~ 7414 5514 41 38%. 

Low ... 67 64 35 34 33% 
Turkish 4% of 1909: High .,. 80% 74lh 471i6 39% 38lh 

Low ... 65lh 69lh 30 29~ 35* 
Egyptian Unified 4%: High .... 101 % 101 % 91% 81~ 84lh 

Low ... 95 95 73 73 77:JA. 

F. C. Mathieeon. op. cit., p. 76; Investor'. Monthl1l Manual, February 
4, 1918, p. 7. 

(- Article 112.] 
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"Turkey renounces all claim to the tribute formerly paid 
by Egypt. Great Britain undertakes to relieve Turkey of 
all liability in respect of the Turkish loans secured on the 
Egyptian tribute. . . . The sums which the Khedives of 
Egypt have from time to time undertaken to pay over to 
the houses QY which these loans were issued will be applied 
as heretofore to the interest and the sinking funds of the 
loans of 1894 and 1891 until the final extinction of those 
loans. The Government of Egypt will also continue to 
apply the sum hitherto paid towards the interest on the 
guaranteed loan of 1855. Upon the extinction of these 
loans of 1894, 1891, and 1855, all liability on the part of the 
Egyptian Government arising out of the tribute formerly 
paid by Egypt to Turkey will cease."] 

2. The Future of the Capitulations 

Their Validity under the Protectorate.-The severance of 
the political ties binding Egypt to the Ottoman Empire 
did not of itself diminish the rights of the Treaty Powers in 
Egypt, nor would the recognition of the British Protectorate 
affect the legal validity of the CapitUlations. But the added 
security and stability implied by the new regime reduced 
to a vanishing quantity, if they did not entirely remove, 
the need for the further continuance of these extraterri
torial rights and immunities.1D The successive British 
Agents and Consuls-General in Egypt-Cromer, Gorst, and 

.. In 1907, Viscount (Sir Edward) Grey stated officially that the British 
Government "recognize that the mainten8nce 8nd development of such 
reforms as have hitherto been effected in Egypt depend upon the British 
occupation. This consideration will apply with equal strength to 8ny 
changes effected in the regime of the Capitulations. His Majesty's Gov
ernment, therefore, wish it to be understood that there is no reason for 
allowing the prospect of any modifications in that regime to be preju
diced by the existence of any doubt as to the continu8nce of the British 
occupation of the country." Cromer, "The Capitulations in Egypt," in 
The Nineteenth Century and After, July, 1913, p. 7. This article is re
printed in Cromer, "Political and Literary Essays, 1908-1913," pp. 156-174, 
London, 1913. 
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Kitchener-pointed out year after year the hampering 
effect of the Capitulations and, for some time, the British 
Government had been preparing the diplomatic ground 
for their ultimate eradication. In 1904, France agreed not 
to oppose future measures designed to cure Egypt's "legis
lative impotence" 20 and, in 1912, Italy also made a similar 
agreement with Great Britain.21 When, in December, 1914, 
the Protectorate was declared, the British Government 
stated officially that "the system of treaties known as the 
Capitulations . . . are no longer in harmony with the de
velopment of the country," but that, in their opinion, "the 
revision of those treaties may most conveniently be post
poned until the end of the present war." As the subiect 
was, however, very complicated, a strong Commission was 
appointed in Egypt in 1917, to study the reforms which the 

• In the articles of the Anglo-French Declaration of April 8, 1904,. which 
were not made public at the time, the British Government declared that 
they had no present intention of proposing to the Powel'B any changes 
in the Capitulations or in the judicial organization of Egypt, but it was 
agreed that, "in the event of their considering it desirable to introduce 
in Egypt refof1D8 tencling to 8B8imilate the Egyptian legislative system 
to that in force in other civilized countries, the Government of the 
French Republic will not refuse to entertain any such proposa.ls, on the 
undemanding that His Britannic Majesty's Government will agree to 
entertain the 8uggestioDl! that the Government of the French Republic 
may have to make tq them with a view of introducing similar reforms 
in Morocco." Treaty Series, 1911, No. 24; American JO'IJnI(]}, oj lnter
MtWnal Law, VI, Supplement, p. 29 . 

.. On April 16, 1916, the Foreign Minister, Baron Sonnino, stated in the 
Italian Chamber that an eme1lte had been concluded with Great Britain 
by which lta.1y consented in .principle to the eventual cessation of. the 
Capitulations in Egypt, to which she was pledged in 1912 when Great 
Britain recognized Italian sovereignty in Tripoli and Cyrenaica. He 
added that they had agreed to the transformation of the Mixed Tribunals. 
L'AJrique Frafl{(aue, 1916, pp. 147, 148. It· was subsequently rumored in 
Cairo, in 1917 and 1918. that the consent of France and Italy to & change 
in the judicial I!ylJtem had been secured by promising to appoint & 

Frenchman and an Italian to the bench of judges in the projected new 
Court of Ca.ssation. ce. The Near East, April 21. 1916, p. 671. 
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prospective abolition of the Capitulations would necessitate 
in judicial organization, in legislative machinery, and in 
general administration.22 

'"The Commission was composed of Youssef Pasha Wahba, Minister of 
Finance; Adly Yeghen Pasha, Minister of Education; Abd- el Khalek 
Saroit Pasha, Minister of Justice; Mr. Lindsay, Acting Financial Adviser; 
Sir William Brunyate, Judicial Adviser; Mr. Haines, Adviser of the 
Interior; M. Laloe, Vice-President of the Mixed Court of Appeal, and 
Sig. Piola Caselli, Counsel to the Sultan. Journal of Society 0/ Com
parative Legislation. November, 1917, pp. 279-281. In Egypt, there are 
five distinct bodies of law and five separate sets of courts-the Mixed, 
the Native, the Consular, the Mehkemeh, and the Patriarchal-all mu
tually independent, but overlapping and causing conflicts of jurisdiction. 
In 1875, when the Mixed Tribunals were instituted, six codes (civil, com
mercial, maritime., penal, civil procedure, and criminal procedure) were 
framed, embodying the law which these courts were to -apply. These 
codes were founded upon those of Napoleon and, to a minor extent, upon 
Italian models, but of late years, as a result of legislative changes, they 
had become increasingly British in form and substance. In general, how
ever, they were antiquated, .as the machinery adopted for modifying them 
proved unworkable in practice in consequence of the necessity of secur
ing the consent of the Treaty Powers to changes in them. J. H. Scott, 
"The Law Affecting Foreigners in Egypt,"pp. 269-279; N. Bentwich, 
"Aegypten," in Jahrbuch des Volkerrechts, I (1913), pp. 1144-1148; Sir 
Malcolm McIlwraith in The Groti'U8 Society, III {1918), p. 77, and The 
Near East, May 31, 1918, p. 441. This, in brief, was the problem that 
confronted this 'Commission..Their preliminary report of April 1, 1918, 
contained an elaborate project for a system of unified courts to take over 
the jurisdictions exercised by the Native, Mixed, and Consular Courts. 
In matters of personal status of Mohammedans, the existing jurisdiction 
of the religious tribunals was retained and the consular courts were also, 
though only provisionally, to keep their. jurisdiction in questions of per
sonal status regarding the subjects of the Capitulation Powers. Foreign
ers were to be protected by having the right to have their civil and 
criIninal cases tried by foreign judges. In. addition, new codes were to 
be promulgated. _ The Near East, May 3, 1918, p. 357; May 17, 1918, 
p. 395. [The first draft code published by the Commission was the 
Penal Law. This was a comprehensive revision of the old Penal Code 
in the light of experience 'gained since the Egyptian was adapted from 
the French Code in 1883. The Native Code was taken as the basis, the 
Mixed Code never having been in general use. Various other sources 
were also utilized-the Draft Penal Code drawn up for the International 
Zone of Tangier, the Indian and Sudan Penal Codes, the Tunisian Code 
of 1913, the Siamese Code of 1908, and Italian, Dutch, Swiss, and Belgian 
Codes. A number of new provisions were likewise introduced. Although 
the form and much of the substantive law of the French Code were 
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General Principles 0/ the Re/orm8.-It would be use
less at present to attempt to forecast the details of the 
final report of this Commission. Certain general principles 
-clearly recognized by the authoritie~will, however, 
have to be taken into account. In the first place, Egypt 
is a country of a heterogeneous population; and, in the 
second place, there are a large number of foreigners in 
her Civil Service. These are fundamental facts. There 
were in Egypt in 1907 about 150,000 foreigners, of whom 
the greater part were permanently domiciled there.23 They 
are not mere birds of passage and are entitled to full con
sideration. Thus, as Egypt is to this degree a cosmopolitan 
country, it is generally recognized that it will n,ever develop, 
even if such were the wish, into a British India or Ceylon. 

retained, the Commission held that the new law should be harmonized, 
BO far B8 poasible, with the IIpirit and principle! of English Criminal Law. 
But, in view of the long-eontinued French influence in Egypt, and in 
consideration of the nationality of the majority of the foreigners in the 
country, effortll were made to exclude English concepts in conflict with 
legal principles generally admitted on the Continent. The Time8 (Lon
don), February 6, 1919.1 

• FOREIGN POPULo\TION IN EGYPT IN 1907 
Greeks ................................. 62,973 
ItaliaDll ................................ 34,926 
British ................................. 20,653 
French ................................. 14,591 
AUlItriana ............................... 7,704 
RWI!iaDll ............................... 2,410 
Germana ............................... 1,847 
Spaniards .............................. 797 
SwisB ................................... 637 
Belgiana ................................. 340 
Dutch .................................. 185 

In 1897, there were only 38,204 Greeks and 24,4M Italians. A1\1\uau-e 
BtatiBtique, 1914, p. 25. Among the British subjects were 6,292 Malteae; 
and furthermore, among the foreigners in general were included a con~ 
Biderable number of Egyptiana and Levantines who had adopted a 
European allegiance in order to benefit by the Capitulations. Pierre 
Arminjon, "J,a Situation £conomique et Financiere de I'l!:gypte," p. 145. 
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These foreigners have a legitimate stake in Egypt.24 They 
are entitled to a voice in framing its measures and they 
must be protected from possible miscarriage of justice by 
purely native courts.2a This can, however, be accomplished 
by less clumsy methods than are the present ones, which 
hamper progress and block reforms.26 In addition, the 

""Now, the dominating fact of that situation is that Egypt can never 
become autonomous in the sense in which that word is understood by 
the Egyptian nationalists. It is, and will always remain, a cosmopolitan 
country. The real future of Egypt, therefore, lies not in the direction 
of a ,narrow nationalism, which will only embrace native Egyptians, nor 
in that of any endeavour to convert Egypt into a British possession on 
the model of India or Ceylon, but rather in that of an enlarged cosmo
politanism, which, whilst discarding all the obstructive fetters of the 
cumbersome old international system, will tend to amalgamate all the 
inhabitants of the Nile Valley and enable them all alike to share in the 
government of their native or adopted country." Cromer, "The Capitu
lations in Egypt," in The Nineteenth Century and After, July, 1913, p. 8 . 

.. Lord Cromer insisted upon the abolition of the jurisdiction of the 
Consular Courts, as there .were other means of giving ample protection 
to the subjects of the Treaty Powers. Egypt, No.1 (1907) (Cromer), pp. 
14, 15. In 1913, he wrote: "Capitulations or no Capitulations, the 
European charged with a criminal offence must· be. tried either by 
European judges or an European jury. All matters connected with the 
personal status of any European must be judged by the laws in force 
in his own country. Adequate safeguards must be ·contrived to guard 
against any abuse of power on the part of the police." Cromer, "The 
Capitulations in Egypt," in The Nineteenth Century and After, July, 1913, 
p.5 . 

.. During the last. years of his tenure of office, Lord Cromer proposed 
that the principle of modification should be that "the Powers should 
transfer to Great Britain the legislative functions which they now col
lectively possess." In this connection, he further suggested the creation 
of a legislature out of 'the European elements in Egypt. and proposed 
that this body should take part in the enactment of laws applicable to 
Europeans. Egypt, No. 1. (1905) (Cromer), pp. 6-9; No.1 (1906), pp. 
1-11; No.1 (1907), pp. 1.3-26. This proposal he continued to advocate 
in 1913-15, though not dogmatically insisting that it was the only possible 
solution of the problem. Cromer, "The Capitulations in Egypt," in The 
Nineteenth Century and After, July, 1913, pp. 6-8; Cromer's Introduction 
to Sir Sidney Low's "Egypt in Transition," pp. x-xiii; Cromer, "Abbas 
II," p. xix. The introduction to Low's book is reprinted in Cromer, 
"Political and Literary Essays: Second Series," pp. 214, 215, London, 1914. 
After Cromer's retirement, the campaigu was carried on by his successors, 
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European element in the CivU Service must continue and 
this element cannot lose its cosmopolitan character and be
come altogether British. Such is not the aim.IIT The pur
pose is to abolish the remaining vestiges of the right of the 
Treaty Powers to appoint Egyptian officials. The practice 
is inherently vicious, as it injected into purely Egyptian 
affairs entirely irrelevant foreign rivalries.28 It should be 
comparatively easy to reach an agreement on these underly-

Gorst and Kitchener, but, writee Sir Malcolm McDwraith, "as they did 
not agree entirely with all his views, they discontinued the discussion of 
the matter in public, and confined themselves to setting forth their own 
opiuiona and plana in their private despatches to the Foreign Office." The 
Grotiw Bocietll, III (1918), p. 87. 

• The Anglo-French Declaration of 1904, to which Russia, Italy, Austria
Hungary, and Germany agreed, provided that "officials of those nation
alitiee now in the Egyptian service shal1 not be placed under conditiona 
1_ advantageous than those applying to British officials in the same 
service." Hanaard, 1904, pp. 1351, 1352. [Cf. also EgWt, No. 1 (1921) 
lMilner), pp. 29-31.] 
-In hill Annual Report of 1905, Cromer objected to the tranafer of the 

conaular jurisdiction to the Mixed Tribunals. "I venture to assert," he 
wrote, "that any extension of the international principle--at all events, 
in 80 far .. judicial and administrative questioll8 are concemed--iB not 
in the true intereets either of the Egyptians or of the European residents 
in Egypt; and that reform, if it be undertaken at all, should move rather 
in the counter-direction, namely, that of gradually freeing Egypt from 
such international shackles as now exist." In support of this position, 
he pointed out that Egyptian autonomy was the ultimate goal and that 
the proposed step was in the opposite direction. Furthermore, he e!Dpha
ailed that it was almost impossible to free international judicial or finan
cial administrations from the political taint which should be alien· to 
them. lD conclusion, Lord Cromer distinguished between international 
iD8t.itutions in whose working individuals of various nationalities a~ 
employed, and those by which foreign Governments have by treaty a 
direct or indirect power of interference in the internal government and 
administration of Egypt. He objected to international institutions of 
the latter character. Egllpt, No. 1 (1905) (Cromer), pp. 8, 9. "The 
system which I wish to condemn," he wrote subsequently, "is that .under 
which executive officials are practically Jlominated by foreign Govern
ments and become, as experience in Egypt has abundantly proved, the 
political agents of their countries of origin." There was no objection, iii 
fact it was an advantage in his opinion, that Egypt should choose her 
foreign official8 from all nations. To an even greater extent was this 
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ing principles. The chief difficulty will consist in devising 
the institutions to fit so complex a situation. 

[Solution Proposed by Lord Milner's Commission.-Lord 
Milner's Commission in 1920 gave very careful considera
tion to the question of the Capitulations, their conclusions 
being: 29 

"It is, and always has been, the policy of Great Britain to 
get rid of the Capitulations and to substitute for them a 
system which, while protecting all legitimate foreign inter
ests, would put an end to the indefensible privileges which 
foreigners now enjoy. Negotiations to secure that object 
'have for some time been going on between Great Britain and 
the other Powers who have capitulatory rights in Egypt. 
But the Powers in question cannot be expected to give up 
these rights unless they are assured that their nationals 
can rely on obtaining justice and fair treatment in the fu
ture. In order to be able to give them that assurance, Great 
Britain must be put into a position enabling her to imple
mentit. Thus it is in Egypt's own interest to empower 
Great Britain to act as the protector of. such of the privileges 
as it is just and reasonable to maintain. It is in this 
sense that the recognition in the recent Peace Treaties 30 

of Great Britain's special position in Egypt- should be in
terpreted." 

The Capitulations would accordingly be abolished and a 
Treaty to be negotiated between Great Britain and Egypt ai 

should make provision for the right of the former "to inter
vene in legislation affecting foreigners and to exercise a cer-

true of the judiciary. Thus, he added that "European judges for the 
Egyptian law-courts should continue, as at present, to be chosen from 
various nationalities." Cromer, "Modem Egypt," II, pp. 440-442. 

• Egypt, No.1 (1921), p. 20; for alternative proposals to be incor
porated in an Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, see Annex M . 

.. Versailles Treaty, Article 147; Saint-Germain-en-Laye Treaty, Article 
102; Trianon Treaty, Article 86; Sevres Treaty, Article 101. 

.. See Annex M; cf. Annex O. 
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tain measure of control over those branches of the adminis
tration which most directly affect foreign interests." 82] 

3. The Open Door 

Anglo-Egyptian Commerce.-Ever since the Industrial 
Revolution and especially since the opening of the Suez 
Canal, the economic ties between Great Britain and Egypt 
have been very close and important. British economic in
terests in Egypt far exceeded those of every other state. 
Great Britain had a predominant share in the foreign trade 
of Egypt and British vessels passing through the Suez Canal 
greatly outnumbered those of any other nation. In the 
years preceding the war, sixty per cent of the traffic on this 
narrow highway was British.as Similarly, over forty per 
cent of the shipping entering Egyptian ports in 1913 flew 
the British flag. It In the same year, 30.5 per cent of Egypt's 

• EflV7Jt. No.1 (1921), pp. 38-39. Portugal, by a treaty of December 9, 
1920 (Treaty Series, 1921, No. 23; reprinted as Annex P), has formally 
IL!II!ented, 110 far 88 ahe ill concerned, to such abolition. 

-TONNAGII OF VI8SgLS PASSING THBOUGB TBB SUEZ CANAL 

(in miUiona 0/ flet tonal 
Total 

1910 •.••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••• 16.6 
19n .............................. 18.3 
1912 ....................... _...... 20.3 
1913 ............................... 20. 

British 
10.4 
11.7 
12.9 
12. 

Ann, ..... 8loi;'lique, 1914, pp. 272, 273. See also ibid., pp. 258, 259, 
"'here the tonnage ill figured differently. 

• TarAL ENTBIB8 IN ALL POIlTS 01' EoYPr, 1913, 5,656,906 NET TONS 

British ....................... 2,470,386 
A~Hungarian •.•••••••••• 702,433 
French ....................... 540,437 
German ...................... 536,849 
RWlllian ... ........... ........ 495,744 
Italian • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 443,210 
Greek .. • .. .. • • . • . . • .. • . • .. .. 133,791 

Ibid., pp. 258, 259. 
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imports came from the United Kingdom and 43.1 per cent 
of the exports had that destination.85 This predominant 
position was not due to the British Occupation. It existed 
before 1882. In fact, Egypt is one of the instances in which 
trade did not follow the virtual hoisting of the flag. While 
British commerce with Egypt has increased greatly in 
size since 1882, the United Kingdom's proportion of the total 

II TRADE STATISTICS IN MILLIONS OF £E 

Total Exports 
1910 .•...........•........... 28.9 
1911 ...........•••........... 28.6 
1912 .......•.•........•...... 34.6 
1913 ......................... 31.7 

To the United 
Kingdom 

14.3 
14. 
16. 
13.6 

From the United 
Total Import8 Kingdom 

1910 .................. "" .. " 23.6 7.3 
1911 ................. "...... 272 8.5 
1912 .•••••••...•...........•. 25.9 8. 
1913 ......................... 27.9 8.5 

Annuaire 8tatistique, 1914, pp. 290, 291, 294. 
[For 1914-21 the corresponding figures were: 

Total Exports 
1914 ....•... "............... 24.1 
1915 •..••.•.•..•.•........... 27. 
1916 .••.. ...•.•...........•... 37.5 
1917, ....•.....•... ,.......... 41. 
1918 .................•....... 45.4 
'1919 ..............• ". • • . . . . . . 75.9 
1920 ............. ............ .85.5 
.1921 •.......•••...••......... 36.3 

To the United 
Kingdom 

10.4 
13.9 
19.9 
24.4 
30.5 
402 
36.3 
17. 

From the United 
Total Imports Kingdom 

1914 ,........................ 21.7 7.1 
1915 ~........................ 19.3 8.7 
1916 ••.•..•••................ 30.9 15.1 
1917 •........•.......•....... 332 14.1 
1918 ......................... 51.2 27.1 
1919 ......................... 47.4 21.5 
1920 ......................... 101.9 37.9 

Percentage 
49.6 
48.8 
46.3 
43.1 

Percentage 
31. 
31.4 
30.8 
30.5 

Percentage 
43.15 
51.5 
53.1 
59.5 
67.2 
52.9 
42.4 
46.8 

Percentage 
32.7 
45.1 
48.86 
42.47· 
52.9 
45.3 

1921 ....••...•............... 55.5 16.9, _ •.... 
37.1 
ao.45] 
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volume has steadily fallen.38 In the years preceding the 
Occupation, this percentage stood at fifty-seven. By 1913, 
it had sunk to thirty-seven.aT That Great Britain was able 
to hold so large a share was chiefly due to the fact that the 
British and Egyptian economic systems are largely comple
mentary. Thanks to a variety of circumstances-a. damp 
climate, highly skilled workmen, and extreme specialization 
-England has an undoubted supremacy in the manufac
ture of the finest cotton yarns and in the finest woven 
fabrics as well.B8 Now, it is just in the manufacture of these 
finer grades that the long-staple cotton of Egypt is essen
tial. Even in 1913, which was an abnormally low year, 
forty-three per cent of the "entire cotton crop of Egypt 
found a market in Great Britain.sD On the other hand, the 
chief imports into Egypt are cotton textiles in which, again, 

• PBllCltNTAGB OF TRADB WITH THE UNITED KINIlDOM, AVERAGE OF 

FIV&-YEAB PEBIODS 

1885-89 1890-94 
Importa ................. 37.5 34.7 
Exports •...•••.......... 62.8 59.6 

Annuaire Statilltique, 1914, p. 294. 

1895-99 1900-04 
33.8 36. 
51.4 52.1 

1905-09 
32.1 
52.6 

or Milner, "England in Egypt" (7th ed.), p. 215. , 
• F. W. Taussig, "Some Aspects of the Tariff Question," pp. 290, 291, 

BOlton, 1915. 
• COTI'ON ExPORTS 

(in milliona 0/ £E) 

1910 1911 
Totals ..•••........•...•............. 24.2 23. 
To Great Britain.................... 12.2 11. 
Percentage ................. ~ . . . . . . . . . 50.4 47.7 

1912 
27.5 
12.6 
45.7 

1913, 
25.5 
11. 
43. 

Annuaire 8tatilltique, 1914, p. 308. Great Britain also used large quan
tities of Egyptian cotton seed from which fodder and oil were made. 
Erwin W. Thompson, Department of Commerce, Special Agents' Series, 
No. 84, pp. 49,50; No. 89, p. 5. In 1913, the total exports of cotton seed 
from Egypt amollnted to fE3.3 million, of which fEU went to the 
United Kingdom and fEU to Germany. EgllPt, No.1 (1914) (Kitch-
ener), p. 61. . 
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Lancashire has, in general, a considerable advantage over 
its competitors.4o 

The Open Door.-The general principle of the open door, 
which had been scrupulously regarded in all parts of the 
British Emp.ire under the control of the London Parliament, 
was, of course, also the rule in Egypt. It was even more 
rigid here on account of the special circumstances of the 
case. In 1892, the present Lord Milner wrote: 

"So far from unduly favouring the commercial interests 
of their own countrymen, the British administrators in 
Egypt err, if anything, on the other side; so intense is the 
anxiety, that in the position of trust which they occupy they 
should be above the least suspicion of partiality. Neither 
directly nor indirectly has Great Britain drawn from her 
predominant position any profit at the expense of other 
nations." 41 

In 1904, when France and the other Great Powers of Eu
rope formally recognized the British Occupation, this gen
eral principle was embodied in the agreement. In the Anglo
French Treaty of that year, the two Governments>declared 
that they would not, either in Egypt or in Morocco, "coun
tenance any inequality either in .the imposition of customs 
duties or other taxes, or of railway transport charges." This 
mutual agreement was to be binding for thirty years:42 On 
the one hand, the question now arises why there should be 

.. The value of· the cotton tissues imported in 1913 was £E3".7 million, 
of which £E3 came from. the United Kingdom. Egypt, No.1 (1913) 
(Kitchener), pp. 58, 59 . 

.. Milner, op. cit., p. 215 . 

.. Article IV, containing this agreement, further provided that both 
Governments reserved to themselves "the right to see that concessions 
for roads, railways, ports, etc., are only granted on such conditions as 
will maintain intact the authority of the State over these great under
takings of public interest," Treaty Series, 1905, No.6; De Bernhardt, 
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any limitation of time; and, on the other, why, in case 
of necessity, Great Britain should be hampered in using a 
not insignificant economic weapon against the Central Em
pires and their allies. Egypt imported considerable mer
chandise from Turkey and Austria-Hungary,4s and Ger
many needs Egyptian long-staple cotton. As this type is 
not produced in Russia,44 the control of the Egyptian supply 
by the Allies is one among many of the economic arms tha t 
can be used with effect by the Allies at the Peace Con
ference.fa 

Tariff Autonomy.-Closely connected with this question 
is that of tariff autonomy for Egypt. Very obviously, the 

"Handbook of Commercial Treaties between Great Britain and Foreign 
Powel'l!," p. 338 ["Trattati ... relativi all'Africa," p. 1117]; M. P. Price, 
"The Diplomatic History of the War," p. 275, London, 1914 . 

.. IMPORTS INTO EGYPT 

(in milli0n8 0/ £E) 
1912 1913 

Turkey ................................. 2.8 2.7 
AUBtria-Hungary ........................ 1.7 1.9 
Germany ..••............•.......•.•...• 1.4 1.6 

Egl/Pt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), p. 58 . 
.. A considerable part of the Russian crop in Turkestan and Trans

caucasia "is about American quality, but the native varieties are more 
like the inferior grades of Indian cotton." J. A. Todd, "The Cotton 
Resources of the British Empire," in A. P. Newton, "The Staple Trades 
of the Empire," p. 102, London, 1917. In fact, Russia in 1913 imported 
from Egypt ootton to the value of £E2,200,OOO. On the Russian cotton 
crop, especially in Ferghana in Turkestan, see A. Woeikof, "Le Turkestan 
Ru_," Paris, 1914; ["Werner Daya" (pseudonym of W. Karfunkeistein), 
"Der Aufmal'l!Ch im Osten: RUl!I!isch-Asien als Deutsches Kriegs- und 
Wirtschaftsziel," pp. 1()9.118, Dachau-bei-Miinchen, n.d.]. 

• According to the Egyptian statistics, Egypt exported in 1913 cotton 
to Germany valued at £E2.4 'million, or 9.54 per cent of the total crop, 
Annuaire 8tatiatique, 1914, p. 308; Egypt, No.1 (1914) (Kitchener), p. 61. 
The German statistics value these imports at 73 million marks and, 
according to other authorities, the German consumption of Egyptian 
cotton in 1912-13 WB8 102,241 bales (each of 750 lbs.) B8 against 201,000 
for the United States and 35}.406 for Great Britain. StatiatiacheB Jahr
buck, 1915, pp. 185,30". 
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economic weapon cannot be used if Egypt is to be bound 
by the existing commercial conventions, with their favored
nation clauses. But entirely apart from this, the problem 
demands serious consideration. It is an indefensible policy 
to restrict the economic freedom of countries like China and 
Egypt in the interest of the commerce of foreign states. Up 
to the present, Egypt has not suffered much on this score, 
but the time will probably come when it will be desirable 
to use the tariff to establish industries in Egypt. N ational
ism in the East, as well as elsewhere, tends to assume an 
economic aspect. The experience in British India is in
structive. There is really no sound reason why Egypt should 
not enjoy the same tariff autonomy as does that country and 
why there should not be full freedom to impose protective 
duties, if such a course should in itself seem to be advisable 
or if public opinion should insistently demand it. 

4. Possible Territorial Changes 

The Question of the Gulf of Akaba.-In 1914, there were 
a numbe~ of boundary problems that concerned Egypt and 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, but no one of these had any 
political importance. The question between Great Britain 
and France as tO,the frontier between Darfur and Wadai, 
which had been left opEm in the agreement of 1899, had been 
referred to The Hague for arbitration.48 A rectification of 

[~On September 8, 1919; an Anglo-French agreement (not as yet pub
lished) was reached concerning this boundary by which the region of 
Dar Tama was attached to Wadai, and Dar Massalit to Darfur (Le 
Temps, February 14, 1920).] For the Anglo-French Agreement of 1~99, 
'see Hertslet, "Map of Africa by Treaty" (3d ed.), II, pp. 796, 797 
[Trattati ... relativi a1l'Africa," pp. 613-614]. Cf. L'A/rique Fran,aise, 
1918, p. 116. 
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the British Uganda-Sudan boundary had likewise been pro
posed. The delimitation of the Sudan-Congo frontier was 
also to have been taken in hand early in 1915, but this 
was postponed.4T The war, however, raised some territorial 
questions. The use of submarines for the destruction of 
merchantmen directed attention to the strategic position of 
the Gulf of Akaba, to the east of the Sinai Peninsula, since 

'a submarine base there could be a source of great danger to 
traffic through the Red Sea. This boundary had been deter-
mined only recently. After a rather acrimonious dispute, 
the Turro-Egyptian frontier was clearly defined in 1906.48 

The agreement left in Turkish hands the head and the east
ern shore of the Gulf of Akaba. The question has arisen of 
pushing Egypt's frontier farther to the east as a defensive 
measure, so as to include at least the head of the Gulf. 
The advisability of this step must, of course, depend upon 
the outcome of the war. If the present Kingdom of Hedjaz 
remains as an established institution, free from Turkish and 
German domination, there will apparently be no real need 
of changing the established boundary. tD 

Italian Colonial Ambitiona.-Far more important and 
extensive are likely to be the territorial changes resulting 
from the agreement made previous to Italy's entrance into 
the war. Article XIII of the Treaty of London of April 26, 
1915, reads: 

"In the event of an extension of the French and British 
colonial possessions in Africa at the expense of Germany, 

., Sir Reginald Wingate, "Memorandum on the Sudan, 1914," p. 8. 
• Egypt, No.2 (1906), pp. 6-36; Hertslet, op. cit., TIl, pp. 1199-1203 

["Trattati," pp. 1244-1246]. 
[- The Boundary remains unchanged.] 
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France and Great Britain recognize to Italy in principle the 
right of demanding for herself certain compensations in 
the. form of an extension of her possessions in Eritrea,' So
maliland, Libya, and the colonial districts bordering on 
French and British colonies." 50 

Since then, there has been a widespread discussion in Italy 
by influential bodies, like the Istituto Coloniale Italiano, 
the Societa Africana d'Italia, the Societa Italiana di Esplo
razioni, and the Istituto Orientale di Napoli, and by a 
number of publicists.51 It should be remembered, of course, 
that these are non-official views. Some of the claims are 
undoubtedly exaggerated,52 and have been criticized by 

.. The New Europe, No. 66 (January 17, 1918), p.27. L'A/riqueFrant;aise, 
Nos. 1,2,3 (1918), p. 40 gives the French text, cf. infra, p. 463 [The Times 
(London) of April 30, 1920, contains the official English translation]. 

01 Report of National Colonial Conference at Naples, April 26-28, 1917, 
in L'Esplorazione Commerciale, May 31, 1917, pp. 133-139; Ghibellino, 
"La Guerra Europea e 10. Politico. Coloniale Italiano." in Rivista Coloniale, 
1915, pp. 15-18; Mario Corsi, "La Nostra Pace Coloniale," ibid., 1917, 
pp. 251-256; Giuseppe Piazza, "Le Nostre Rivendicazioni Libiche," ibid., 
1917, pp. 93-106, and "La Nostra Pace Coloniale," Rome, 1917. See also 
the account of Piazza's report as secretary of a committee of the Istituto 
Coloniale Italiano in the New York Bolletti11bdella Bera, August 5, 1918 
and "Relazione del Comitato per gl'Interessi Coloniali Italiani e per Quelli 
in Oriente," in Rivista Coloniale, April 30, 1918, pp. 138-146. For French 
opposition to .this extensive program, see L'A/rique Frant;aise, July-August, 
1917, and September-November, 1917, also Nos. I, 2, 3 (1918), pp. 40, 41. 
On the broad aspects of the question from the Italian standpoint, see G. A. 
Colonna di Cesaro, "Aspetti Coloniali della Guerra," in La Vita Italiana, 
June IS, 1918 . 

•• Thus the Istituto Orientale of Naples, at its meeting on January 24, 
1917, demanded among other things that the coast of Yemen from 
Confuda to Sheikh Said be recognized as within the Italian sphere, on 
the ground that the eastern coast of the Red Sea has the same importance 
for Eritrea as the eastern coast of the Adriatic has for Italy herself. In 
fact, Sheikh Said has relatively about the same strategic importance as 
Valona. "The favoured passage for ships passing into and out of the Red 
Sea lies through the narrow strait between Perim and Sheikh Said, and 
there is no doubt that the possession of this place, if it were fortified 
with modem artillery, would be a most serious menace to British and 
other shipping." Sir H. H. Johnston, "Common Sense in Foreign Policy," 
pp. 99, 100, London, 1913. See also A. M. Murray, "Imperial Outposts 
from a Strategical and Commercial Aspect," pp. 38-53, London, 1907. There 
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Italians themselves, but there is substantial unanimity on 
the main points. 

A Hinterland for Libya.-Before the war the Italians had 
been dissatisfied because Tripoli and Cyrenaica, generally 
designated as Italian Libya, lacked a hinterland. The 
securing of such an arnere-pays now became the chief item 
in the comprehensive program of the Italian colonial party. 
is apparently no eubstantial basis for this claim on the part of Italy. For 
even more exaggerated claims, consult Giovanni Graziani, "La Guerra 
Europea e I'Avvenire Coloniale Italiano," in La Geografia, May-June, 
1915, pp. 168 fr. [Cf. also Antonelli, "L'Afrique et Ia Paix de Verse"illes," 
pp. 201-205J 
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The general argument was that the natural outlet for a 
large part of the Sudanese trade is through Libya, but that 
this traffic had been attracted to Algeria and Tunis and 
that it had also been diverted either to the West Coast by 
the British Nigerian and the French Senegalese and Guinea 
railroads or to the Red Sea by the railroads in the Anglo
Egyptian Sudan. Libya was thus left high and 'dry. I.n 
order to redress this situation in favor of Mediterranean 
ports and to make Libya prosperous, it was contended that 
the hinterland must be extended to Lake Chad.. This would 
involve the cession of considerable territory by France and 
Egypt. The proposed new boundary on the west, as drawn 
by the colonial party, would run almost directly from 
Ghadames to Ghat, cutting off the unjustifiable French 
wedge between these two places. From Ghat the line would 
then proceed roughly along the 9th degree of east longitude 
to Nigeria. On the east, the proposed new boundary would 
start,' as at present, from the Bay of Sollum, but would 
pass south along the 25th degree of east longitude so as to 
include the Oasis of Jarabub and thence by the heights of 
Ennedi; to Lake Chaq., This proposal would give all of 
Borku and Tibesti to Italy and also access to., Lake Chad, 
leaving Wadai to France. While some details of this pro
posal were highly indefensible, 53 its main principle, that 

.. ThiS proposed western boundary is apparently inadmissible since it. 
'gratuitously interposes an Italian wedge between French territory and 
prevents direct communication via Lake Chad between important French 
colonies. By deflecting the line from Ghat to the east so that it runs 
to Lake Chad, Italy would still have access to this region without unneces
sarily thwarting ·French development. See also Frank R. Cana, "The 
Northwest Frontier of Egypt," in Geographical JouTMl, February, 1916, 
p. 132, et passim. ' 
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Libya should have an adequate hinterland, was sound.54 

The details of whatever may be effected will probably be ar
ranged by direct negotiations between Great Britain (acting 
on behalf of Egypt and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan), France, 
and Italy. If such an arrangement is carried out, Italy will 
have a hard road to travel, as the regions to be added to 
Libya are the center of the powerful Senussi sect. 55 

Kassala.-In addition, the Italian colonial party has de
sired an extension of the boundaries of Eritrea at the ex
pense of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. In 1891, when the 
Dervishes under the Mahdi's successor, the Khalifa, had 
nearly complete control over the Sudan, a treaty was con
cluded between Great Britain and Italy, by which the latter 
country was allowed, in case of military necessity, to occupy 
Kassala and the adjoining country up to the Atbara River. 

Camille Fidel, "Le Programme Colonial Italien," in L' Afrique Fran,. 
,aUB, September-October, 1918, pp. :rlo..:rl5, desires a full discussion to 
reconcile French and It&1ian ailD8. He refel'8 to an article by Dr. Angelo 
Nicola in L'Etrplura.zWne Commerciale of May-June, 1918, and to a report 
by GiWleppe Piazza in Rivi&ta Colonials, April, 1918, both agreeing on the 
nece8llity of extending Libya. to Lake Chad (in 1914, Great Britain recog
nized It&1Y'8 rights to the Oasis of Kufra.). The main criticism is directed 
agaiDBt the Italian charges that the French title is illegal and that It&1y 
succeeded to Turkish rights, -which were full and complete in the hinter
land. The editorial of the Royal Colonial Institute in United Emrnre 
Magazine for May, 1918, is also hostile to the Italian program. 

"The hinterland for Libya proposed by Sir Harry H. Johnston ran 
considerably farther to the East and did not give acce811 to Lake Chad. 
GeographWal Journal, April, 1915, pp. :rl4 fl. [For the solution reached 
in the Franco-Italian notes of .September 12, 1919, see infra, p. 451.] 

• The Senussi are the most powerful Mohammedan sect in Northeast 
Africa. Up to 1915, they had been friendly with Egypt, but their leader, 
Sidi Ahmed, had fought for many yeal'8 against the extension of French 
authority in the Central Sudan and he was, when the war broke out, 
conducting a campaign against the Italians in Cyrenaica. By the end of 
1914, the Senussi held the whole interior of Cyrenaica, and the Italian 
garrisons had all been withdrawn to the coast. "The Times [London] 
History of the War," IX, pp. 281-292. 
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It was provided, however, that such temporary measures 
should not abrogate Egypt's rights, which should "only re
main in suspense until the Egyptian Government shall be in 
a position W reoccupy the district in question." 58 Italy, 
accordingly, took control of the Kassala region in 1894, but 
after the disastrous defeat at Adowa in 1896 at the hands of 
the Abyssinians, a reaction against colonial adventures set in 
and Rome decided to withdraw. Gr~at Britain, however, 
requested Italy to delay the evacuation until Anglo-Egyp
tian troops could be sent to hold that important station. 51 

This was formally effected in 1897.58 The Italian colonial 
party's program now includes the retrocession of Kassala 
to Eritrea, presumably with the boundaries as defined in 
the Treaty of April 15, 1891. This region is one of the most 
fertile parts of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and is well 
adapted for the cultivation of cotton.59 If the Italian claim 
is conceded, as it might well be under certain eventualities, 
adequate safeguards will have to be provided that the waters 
of the Atbara I.l-iver shall not be used to an extent preju
dicial to Egypt.60 

.. Protocol of April 15, 1891; Hertslet, Q]J. cit., III, pp. 949, 950 ["Trat
tati," pp. 341-342]. 

If J. H. Rose, "The Development of the European Nations, 1870-1900," 
II,' pp. 203, 204, London, 1905 . 

.. Act of Cession by Italy to '];gypt of Fort of Kassala, December 25, 
1897. Hertslet, op. cit., III, pp. 1109, 1110 ["Trattati," pp. 568-569]. See 
also the boundary agreements of 1900 and 1902. Hertslet, op. cit., pp. 
433,460 ["Trattati," pp. 639-640, 686-690] . 

.. Colvin, "The Making of Modem Egypt" (3d ed.), p. 386. It is said 
to contain 120,000 acres of land suitable for cotton. J. A. Todd, "The 
World's Cotton Crops," p. 305, London, 1915 . 

.. Article III of the Anglo-Italian Protocol of April 15, 1891, reads: 
"The Italian Government engages not to construct on the Atbara, in 
view of irrigation, any work which might sensibly modify its flow into 
the Nile." 
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Control 0/ the luba River.-In addition, this program 
provides for better means of approach to the Italian colony 
of Som a1i1an d, which is divided from British East Africa 
by the Juba River. By a special treaty, made in 1891, it 
was agreed that the port of Kismayu with its territory on 
the right bank of the Juba River should be British.1Il By 
a subsequent agreement drawn up in 1905 a plot of ground 
at Kismayu was leased for a nominal sum to Italy for the 
purpose of erecting a bonded warehouse with a special pier 
leading to it.12 It is now claimed that the possession of the 
port of Kismayu is necessary to the development of Italian 
Somaliland. In order to pass definite judgment on this 
question, detailed knowledge of local conditions is essen
tial" 

British and French Somaliland.-These three claj.ms-a 
vast hinterland for Libya, the Kassala region, and the port 
of Kismayu-command the unanimous support of the 
colonial party. But in addition, there are also far more 
ambitious projects which have many champions. "The 
grandeur that was Rome" stimulates the imagination of 
the modern Italian, who considers himself ancient Rome's 
direct heir. Many colonial enthusiasts demand the cession 
to Italy of both French and British Somaliland. It has 
been pointed out to them by the more moderate of their 
associates that Jibuti is the only French coaling station 
between Marseilles and Madagascar and the Far East, and 

• Protocol of March 24, 1891. Berts1et,op. cit., m, p. 948 ["Trattati," 
p. 340). 

• Agreemen' of 1anuary 13, 1905. lUlrts1et, op. cit., pp. 958-960 ["Trat
tati," pp. 745-748). 

[-Thus far, the only increment of Italian territory in Africa has been 
the additional _ attached to Libya.} 
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that, in view of the completion of the French railroad from 
Jibuti to Addis Abeba, the capital of Abyssinia, it is scarcely 
likely that France would cede this colony. The cession of 
British Somaliland, which has never been pacified, presents 
fewer obstacies, but there is this difficulty, that much of this 
coastal region is required for the provisioning of Aden. 

Abyssinia.-The cession of French and British Somaliland 
to Italy would more thaI?- half surround Abyssinia by Italian 
territory. Those who urge these claims have also in mind 
a revival of Italy's former attempts to establish a protec
torate over Abyssinia, which came to a sanguinary end at 
Adowa in 1896.84 Since then, Great Britain, France, and 
Italy have by formal treaty in 1906 guaranteed the integrity 
of Abyssinia and the status quo there.us Italy's colonial 
enthusiasts now urge that this agreement be virtually can
celed. It is, of course, impossible to predict exactly what 
will be the outcome of the disturbances in Abyssinia since 
the death of King Menelik in 1913; but on its face, this 
Italian project is highly indefensible and should not be 
countenanced unless t~e condition of Abyssinia were to 
become really hopeless. 

"Sir H. H. Johnston, "History of the Colonization of Africa by Alien 
Races," pp. 395, 396 . 

.. Hertslet, op. cit., II, pp. 436-444 ["Trattati," pp. 1251-1257]; Albin, 
"Les Grands Traites Politiques," pp. 408-412; American Journal of Inter
national Law, I, Supplement, pp. 226-230. For a. study of this treaty, see 
Pierre Alypej "L'l!:thiopie," pp. 99-110. 



CHAPTER V 

EGYPT DURING AND AF"l'ER THE WAR 

[Attitude Towards the Two Groups of Belligerents.
With the proclamation of the British Protectorate on De
cember 18, 1914, Egypt Wa& in a state of war with her former 
suzerain, Turkey. Nevertheless, it could not be said that 
she was wholeheartedly on the side of the Allies. Bonds 
of a common religion and a common civilization linked her 
with Constantinople; the growth of a nationalistic spirit 
made her desire to exchange vassalage for independence 
rather than for the status of a Protectorate; and discontent 
was fostered not only by enemy agents, but by British 
measures dictated by military exigencies. The spirit of re
sistance already smoldering ill-concealed among the Egyp
tian intelligenziq. spread to the fellahin, who had hitherto 
shown more interest in their cotton crops than in their 
political status.1 

Discontent of the Higher Classes.-!n common with all 
other belligerent countries, Egypt became subject to the 
restrictions of censorship and military constraint. If these 
measures were necesSary in lands unanimous in their 

• The history of Anglo-Egyptian relations from 1879 to the end of 1920 
is conveniently summarized by H. J. Carman, "England and the Egyptian 
Problem," in Politic4l Science Quarterly, 36, pp. 51-78. See also for a 
history of events since the outbreak of the war, Sir Valentine Chirol, 
"The Egyptian Problem," pp. 120-141, 177-205, 243-259; and for a survey of 
Egyptian nationalism, ibid., pp. 94-97, 150-155. 
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support of the side for which they fought, whether for 
the Allies or for the Central Powers, they were d~ubly 
requisite in a country divided within itself. Naturally such 
restraints proved highly irksome to those who had already 
been restive under the Occupation, and the resentment of 
the Nationalists increased, especially as the legislative 
bodies were not permitted to assemble or to take any part 
in the measures adopted by Government for the prosecu
tion of the war. The absolute necessity of this course is 
self-evident; but it was capable of sinister distortion by 
those interested in misrepresenting the reason for its adop
tion. 

Dissatisfaction of the Fellahin.-Arnong the fellahin also 
a restive spirit grew up. This was due not merely to incite
ment from Nationalist agitators and enemy agents, but like
wise to facts arising immediately from measures taken by 
the British in Egypt. The chief of these, as enumerated 
by Lord Milner's Commission,! were: (a) the controlled 
price of cotton, denying the cultivator the advantage of 
competing in foreign markets, while the rent of his land 
continued to increase; and, more obviously, (b) recruiting 
for the Egyptian Labour and Camel Transport Corps; (c) 

requisition of domestic animals; (d) requisition of cereals; 
(e) collection for the Red Cross Fund. Yet even here, "in 
each case it was not so much the measures themselves that 
were resented as the manner in which they were carried 
out." .As a matter of fact, it would appear that such abuses 
as existed were committed in the main by unscrupulous 
Omdehs (administrative officers serving without pay in the 

• E(JIIPt, No.1 (1921), pp. 11-12. 
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country districts) and other native officials, whom, under 
the exceptional conditions then prevailing, the British were 
unable adequately to supervise. In addition to all this, 
there was an unprecedented and progressive rise ~ prices, 
especially for the necessities of life, and stories of outrages 
committed on native women by British soldiers and of 
murderous attacks on villages were widely circulated. 

The Peace Conference.-On the termination of hostilities 
the Nationapats thought that the hour was come for Egypt's 
complete independence and that they might now press for 
abolition of the Protectorate. Unfortunately for themselves, 
they, like certain other groups, mistook the purpose of the 
Peace Conference, which was not intended to be a court 
for hearing all conceivable complaints and adjudicating all 
conceivable claims, but was convened for the purpose of 
framing treaties with the ex-Enemy Powers and of deter
mining the status and the relations of new States arising 
within the territory of those Powers.s By the proclamation 
of the Protectorate, Egypt had ceased, on December 18, 
1914, to form part of the Ottoman Empire in any sense 
whatever and was not, consequently, a subject for consid
eration by the Conference. If, therefore, the memorials 

• The 80le deviations (more apparent than real) from this principle were 
the attribution of the terrae ntdlitlll of Spitsbergen and Bear Island, in 
both of which Germany had. shown keen interest, to Norway, in con
.ideration of her lossea in the Allied cause during the war through German 
activities (for a convenient survey of the diplomatic history of the 
Spitsbergen problem, see L. H. Gray, "Spitsbergen and Bear Island," 
Washington, 1919); the three Conventions relating to Africa (see Annexes 
E, F, and G) arising from revision of the Berlin and Brussels Acts, 
to both of which Austria, Germany, and Turkey had been signatory; 
and the Convention for the Regulation of Aerial Navigation of October 
13, 1919. 
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presented to the Conference by the Egyptian Delegation 
met with no response, and if the Delegation were granted 
no official audience, it was not because of prejudice against 
Egypt, and i.mplied no d~cision, whether favorable or the 
reverse, concerning her claims. The same position was 
taken towards other Delegations in like case. The Con
ference held it to be beyond its competence to rule upon 
the claims of non-belligerent countries or to receive Delega
tions of ethnic or political factions from withip the terri
tories of the Allied and Associated Powers. 

Outbreak of March, 1919.-The position taken by the 
British Government in declining to receive at London 
either the advanced Nationalist group, who desired to put 
forward a program of "complete autonomy" for Egypt, or 
the Prime Minister, Rushdi Pasha, 'who wished to discuss 
Egyptian affairs, particularly the precise extent of the Pro
tectorate,4 resulted in increased unrest. Early in March, 
1919, it was deemed necessary to deport to Malta Saad 
Zaghlul, the leader of the advanced Nationalists, and three 
of his most prominent associates. This caused an outbreak 
of such gravity that Lord Allenby was sen.t to Egypt. Out-

• The Foreign Office felt that "no useful purpose would be served by 
allowing. Nationalist leaders to come to .London," and that, since both 
the ,Foreign Secretary and the other Ministers would be absent from 
London, because of the Peace Negotiations, they "would not be able to 
devote sufficient time and ~ttention to problems of Egyptian internal 
reform."In this connection'the Milner Report adds (Egypt, No.1 [1921], 
pp. 13-14): "There were no doubt obvious difficulties in the way of 
discussing such questions with the Egyptian Ministers at a moment of 
high political pressure, when the Peace Conference was about to open, 
but it would appear that, in spite of the insistence with which the High 
Commissioner [Sir Reginald Wingate] appealed for their reception, the 
real urgency of dealing with the Egyptian problem at that critical moment 
had not been realised." 
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ward tranquillity was restored; steps were taken to remove 
the sources of discontent; and the best class of Egyptians 
showed themselves willing to cooperate in the cause of 
order. On April 7, the deportation of Zaghlul Pasha and 
his colleagues was revoked, and their freedom of movement 
being unrestricted, they proceeded to Paris to represent 
their party at the Peace Conference. 

The Milner Commission.-Notwithstanding all attempts 
at conciliation, the Egyptians continued to be sullen and 
restive. In view of this, in May, 1919, a Commission /Ito 

enquire into the causes of the late disorders in Egypt,. and 
to report on the existing situation in the country and the 
form of the Constitution which, under the Protectorate, will 
be best calculated to promote its peace and prosperity, the 
progressive development of self-governing institutions, and 
the protection of foreign interests" was sent, with Lord 
Milner as Chairman, to Egypt,1 although it was not until 
December 7 that the Mission actually arrived at Cairo. 
Throughout its stay in Egypt, until the end of the first week 
of March, 1920, the Mission was confronted with an atti
tude of studied reserve on the part of the official world and 
with active opposition from the native public and the native 
press, although many educated Egyptians, even some ad
vanced Nationalists, did not approve this course. So severe 
was the pressure of intimidation exercised by the Nation
alists, however, that it overshot its mark, "for it was impos
sible not to come to the conclusion that, if the Egyptians 
were really so unanimous as we were intended to think, we 

• A full account of the Mission is contained in Egypt, No.1 (1921); cf. 
a1eo Chiro!, op. cit., pp. 260-273. 
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should have been left to find that out for ourselves by 
going about the country without let or hindrance." 6 

The Commission's Conclusions.-The views of the Com
mission as to the best course to be pursued in regard to the 
future relations of Great Britain and Egypt involved con
siderable modification of the policy hitherto adopted and 
were so momentous that they merit quotation in full.'l 

"We gradually came to the conclusion that no settlement 
could be satisfactory which was simply imposed by Great 
Britain upon Egypt, but that it would be wiser to seek a 
solution by means of a bilateral agreement---a Treaty.
between the two countries. In no other way did it appear 
possible to release Egypt from the tutelage to which 
Egyptians so vehemently object, without endangering any 
of the vital interests which we are bound to safeguard. All 
necessary safeguards, as it seemed to us, could be provided 
in the terms of a Treaty of Alliance by which Egypt, in 
return for Great Britain's undertaking to defend her integ
rity and independence, would agree to be guided by Great 
Britain in her foreign relations and would at the same time 
confer upon Great Britain certain definite tights in Egyp
tian territory. The rights we contemplated were of a two
fold character. Firstly, in order to protect her special in
terest in Egypt-the safety of her Imperial communica
tions--Great Britain was to have the right to maintain a 
military force on Egyptian soil; and secondly, for the pro
tection of all legitimate foreign interests, she was to have 
a. certain measure of control over Egyptian legislation and 
administration, as far as they affected foreigners. The 
former privilege was no more than what Egypt could 

_ honourably concede to an ally who undertook to defend her 
against all external dangers, and whose strength and 
security were therefore of vital importance to Egypt herself. 
And the latter privilege would involve no greater infringe
ment 01 Egyptian independence than that to which, by 

• Eg1lPt, No.1 (1921), p. 5. 
r Ibid., pp. 19, 20; cf. also pp. 38-39. 
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virtue of the Capitulations, Egypt has always been exposed. 
Indeed, by substituting a single Power, Great Britain, for 
the thirteen foreign Powers which have hitherto enjoyed 
capitulatory rights in Egypt, it would tend tq enlarge rather 
than to curtail that independence. Moreover, it was part 
of our scheme, as it has always been a feature of British 
policy in Egypt, to confine the special privileges enjoyed 
by foreigners under the Capitulations within more reason
able limits, and by so doing to make Egypt much more 
the mistress in her own house than she is to-day. But this 
could only be done if Egypt was prepared to recognise 
Great Britain as the protector of these foreign privileges 
when reduced to reasonable proportions. . . . These, in 
broad outline and reserving details for later explanation, 
are the main features of the settlement by which we had 
come to think that the relations between Great Britain 
and Egypt might in future be regulated. And when we, 
began to discuss them with those Egyptians, all of more 
or less advanced Nationalist· opinions, with whom we were 
in friendly contact, it was encouraging to find that our 
suggestions met with a large measure of sympathy. No 
doubt the idea of a Treaty, of a settlement arrived at 
by agreements between equals, not by dictation from above, 
appealed strongly to their sense of being a distinct people, 
to their national self-respect. For evidently that idea in
volved the recognition, in principle, of the independence 
of Egypt and was inconsistent with the theory of her being 
a British possession. And when they came to consider the 
conditions which in our proposal were att!).Ched to this recog
nition, they were ready to admit that, however unacceptable 
to extreme Nationalists, these conditions were neverthe
less such as they could themselves justify to their coun
trymen, as being compatible with their status as a nation. 
For that status could only be maintained in fact by the 
support of Great Britain and Great Britain was entitled 
to a reasonable quid pro quo for this indispensable support. 
That she should claim to control the foreign policy of Egypt 
and should have the right to maintain, for her own Imperial 
'purposes, a force on Egyptian soil, was no more than such 
a quid pro quo. As regards her domestic affairs, Egypt 
would be completely self-governing except in respect of the 
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privileges of foreigners. And the xestrictions upon the full 
exercise of Egyptian sovereignty which the maintenance of 
some of these privileges involved were no greater but less, 
and far less irksome, than the restrictions which had always 
existed. Ip. view of these practical considerations, it could 
not be denied that the proposed arrangement was conceived 
in the interests, not only of Great Britain, but of Egypt, and 
could 'be defended as a fair and reasonable basis for future 
co-operation." 

The Milner-Zaghlul Agreement.-After the Commis
sion's return to England,' its work still continued. Zaghlul 
Pasha and Seven other members of the Paris Delegation 
came to London in June and until the middle of August 
discussed with Lord Milner and his colleagues the bases 
of an Anglo-Egyptian Treaty along the lines of the con
clusions just recorde,d.8 The result was the Memorandum 
of August 18, 1920, ~mown as the "Milner-Zaghlul Agree
ment," 9 its essence being Paragraph 3 (i): 

"As between Egypt and Great Britain a Treaty will be 
entered into, under which Great Britain will recognise the 
independence of Egypt as a constitutional monarchy with 
represeritative institutions, and Egypt will confer upon 
Great Britain such rights as are necessary to safeguard her 
special interests and to enable her to furnish the guarantees 
which must be given to foreign Powers to secure the relin
quishment of their capitulatory rights." 

Furthermore, provision was made for representation of 
Egypt in foreign countries, defense of imperial communica
tions, British officials in the Egyptian service, and reserva
tions for the protection of foreigners.1o 

• For a su=ary of these conversations, see EUWt, No.1 (1921), pp. 22-23. 
• For the complete text of the Agreement (given ibid., pp. 24-26) Bee 

Annex M. 
10 See ibid., pp. 26-32 for the reasons underlying these provisions. 
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Reception. in Egypt.-On the close of the conversations 
culminating in the Milner-Zaghlul Agreement, the Egyp
tian Delegation returned to Paris, sending four of their 
number to Egypt to sound the feeling of their fellow
countrymen. The reception was, generally speaking, favor
able, so that, for instance, forty-seven of the fifty-one re
maining members of the Legislative Assembly voted for the 
proposals, two abstained from expressing their opinion, and 
only two recorded themselves as opposed.u At the same 
time, further interpretation of certain points was desired, 
and a number of modifications were requested, particularly 
"a limitation of the functions of the Financial Adviser and 
of the British official in the Ministry of Justice; the aban
donment of the provision of Article 5 of the memorandum 
-that the coming into force of the contemplated Treaty 
between Great Britain and Egypt should be dependent upon 
the previous conclusion of agreements with the Powers 
for necessary modifications in the regime of the Capitula
tions; and, above all, the formal abolition of the Protec
torate." 12 

The Present Status.-While the Commission were most 
anxious to meet all possible Egyptian desires, they were 
obviously incompetent to bind their Government. As Lord 
Milner pointed out in his closing address to the Delegation 
on November 9, 1920: 

"The memorandum never professed to do more than indi
cate the general lines on which an agreement could be ar
rived at. In any case, as we have always foreseen, the 

II Egvpt, No.1 (1921), p.25. 
• Ibid., p. 36. 
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agreement itself, if it is decided to proceed with it, will 
have to be the outcome of formal negotiations between duly 
accredited representatives of the British and Egyptian 
Governments. . . . What is far more important at the 
present stage than any further discussion of details is to 
influence opinion both here and in Egypt in a sense favour
able to a settlement on the lines which we both favour, and 
a.bove all to cultivate and strengthen by every means the 
spirit of friendship and mutual confidence which our con
versations here have helped to engender, but which must 
become general on both sides if our efforts are to lead to 
the desired result." 18 • 

On. November 10, 1921, after extended conversations, a 
draft Convention was handed by Lord Curzon to the Egyp
tian Delegation.14 In its main outlines, this followed the 
Milner-Zaghlul Agreement; but the Delegation objected 
to it on the ground that it was restrictive of Egypt's com
plete independence. In view of this attitude, Lord Allenby, 
on December 3, addressed a communication to the Sultan 15 

discussing in full the problem of Anglo-Egyptian relations; 
but this likewise failed to gain Nationalist approval. During 
the latter part of the month, agitation aroused by Zaghlul 
attained BUch proportions that he, with several of his 
adherents, was deported to Ceylon, later to the Seychelles, 
and tip.ally to Gibraltar, where he remained until his release 
in March, 1923. Meanwhile, Lord Allenby more than once 
had advised termination of the Protectorate; 18 and on 
rFebruary 28, 1922, the following Declaration was made: 17 

.. Egypt, No.1 (1921), p. 36. 
"Ibid., No.4 (1921), pp. 3-6; reprinted 88 Annex O. 
II Ibid., pp. 10-14. 
"Ibid., No.1 (1922), pp. 8, 19-20, 24. 
If Cf. ibid •• pp. 29-30. 
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"Whereas His Majesty's Government, in accordance with 
their declared intentions, desire forthwith to recognise 
Egypt as an independent sovereign State; and 

"Whereas the relations between His Majesty's Govern
ment and Egypt are of vital interest to the British Empire; 

"The following principles are hereby declared:-

"1. The British Protectorate over Egypt is terminated, 
and Egypt is declared to be an independent sovereign State. 

"2. So soon as the Government of his Highness shall pass 
an Act of Indemnity with application to all inhabitants of 
Egypt, martial law as proclaimed on the 2nd November, 
1914, shall be withdrawn. 

"3. The following matters are absolutely reserved to the 
discretion of His Majesty's Government until such time as 
it may be possible by free discussion and friendly accom
modation on both sides to conclude agreements in reg~rd 
thereto between His Majesty's Government and the Govern
ment of Egypt:-

"(a.) The security of the communications of the British 
Empire in Egypt; 

"(b.) The defence of Egypt against all foreign aggression 
or interference, direct or indirect; 

"(c.) The protection of foreign interests in Egypt and 
the protection of minorities; 

"(d.) The Soudan. 

"Pending the conclusion of such agreements, the status 
quo in all these matters shall remain intact." 

This was officially proclaimed at Cairo on March 16, 1922, 
and on the same day Sultan Ahmed Fuad Pasha became 
King. Some mob hostility was manifested by irreconcilable 
elements on this occasion; but, on the whole, the country 
remained quiet, and on April 19, 1923, King Fuad signed the 
new Egyptian Constitution. The future of Egypt, it would 
seem, now depends upon the Egyptians themselves.] 
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THE FUTURE OF MESOPOTAMIA 

Stra.tegic Importa.nce 01 Mesopotamia and the Persian 
Gull.-It was not due to mere military expediency, to a 
desire to strike a fresh enemy in a weak spot, that, shortly 
after Turkey's entrance into the war in the autumn of 
1914, a force was thrown from British India into the region 
at the head of the Persian Gulf and a campaign was inaugu
rated against the Turks in Mesopotamia.1 For not only is 
Mesopotamia potentially one of the richest of the world's 
undeveloped regions, but the head of the Persian Gulf com
mands a very valuable trade route and is one of the world's 
chief strategic points. As the outlet for a rich hinterland, 
it is destined to have some of the importance of a Trieste 
or an Odessa and, because of its situation upon a potentially 
great world route, it may in the distant future rank with a 
Panama and a Suez. But even under conditions existing 
before the war, its value was great. In 1902, Admiral 
Mahan wrote that "the control of the Persian Gulf by a 
foreign state of considerable naval potentiality, a 'fleet in 
being' there based upon a strong military port . . . would 
flank all the routes to the Farther East, to India, and to 
Australia." :I 

• All DOtes in this Part are by the Editor. 
For accounts of this campaign, eee c. Stienon, "Lee Campagnee d'Orient 

et lee Intents de l'Entente," pp. 61-153, Paris, 1916; "The Times [London] 
History of the War," III, pp. 91-98; X, pp. 201-240; XII, pp. 391-416: 
XIII, pp. 253-288; XVU, pp. 253-288. 

• A. T. Mahan, "The Persian Gulf and International Relations," in 
The N4tioMI Review, XL (1902), pp. 27-45, reprinted in his "Retrospect 

- 413 
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British Policy and German Methods.-British statesmen 
fully realized this and, while establishing no naval base 
of their own in the Persian Gulf, they steadfastly refused 
to permit any other Power to do so. The English had first 
begun the task of policing these waters and of suppressing 
piracy on them some three hundred years ago, consider
ably before the 'Turkish wave of conquest had reached the 
Persian Gulf; and this work is being continued at the 
present day with great advantage to all the world. While 
British policy put no obstacles whatsoever in the way of 
purely economic developments on the part of other nations, 
it resolutely opposed the. establishment of naval stations 
connected with transcontinental railroads under foreign, 
and possibly hostile, control. As a result,there was at one 
period considerable friction with Russia, whose expansion
ists aimed to reach these warm waters; and, later, there was 
even more trouble with Germany over the projected Bag
dad Railway and the German attempts to gain a footing in 
the Persian Gulf. For a number of years, Germany per
sistently tried to establish herself in these waters and, as in 
Morocco, her method was to employ what were apparently 
business men whos~.varied' activities were in some way or 
other to furnish t4e pretext for official intervention and the 
hoisting of the German flag.s The process was not that of 

and Prospect," pp. 209-251, Boston, 1902. See also Rouire, "La Question 
du Golfe Persique," in Revue des DeU3J Mondes, V, xvi (1903), pp. 889-
917; xvii (1903), pp. 349-375; L. Fraser, "Some Problems of the Persian 
Gulf," London, 1908. , . 
,. Cf. E. Lewin, "The German Road to the East," ch. iv, London [1916]; 

G. Demorgny, "La Question Persane et la Guerre," pp. 229-284, Paris, 1916; 
R. Machray, "The Germans in Persia," in The Fortnightly Review, CV 
(1916), pp. 342-353. 
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"capitalistic imperialism," in which the business man is sup
posed to drag his country's standard into paths of territorial 
aggression, but its very opposite. 

Germany', Fundamental Purpose.-This British policy 
was based upon valid reasons and in no way interfered with 
the development of Germany's legitimate economic inter
ests in Turkey. But Germany's most cherished aims were 
not fundamentally economic. They were distinctly political 
and imperialistic. In ultimate analysis, they were aimed at 
the predominant position that English-speaking peoples 
have acquired by centuries of laborious pioneer work 
throughout the world, and, as a means to this end, they 
determined to establish themselves through Turkey on the 
flanks of the British Commonwealth and to imperil its con
tinued existence. As Professor Kurt Wiedenfeld of Halle 

! 
wrote: "All economic measures we may take in Turkey are 
only a means to an end, not an end in themselves." Simi
larly, Paul Rohrbach, the chief exponent of the Bagdad 
Railway and of German expansion in general, but especially 
in China and Africa, wrote on May 25, 1916, in Die Hille: 

"Unless we make ourselves a strong colonial people, the 
world will end by becoming Anglo-Saxon. III this way even 
our policy in the Near East is. only the preliminary of Ger
man colonial policy in the sense of a policy with a world
wide outlook. Nothing is more wrong than to represent the 
Near East Idea and the Colonial Idea as rivals; it is a ques
tion of both." 

In addition to their economic aims, German railroad en
terprises in .Turkey had the fundamental and imperialistic 
purpose of imperiling British communications with India 
and Australia. by a. constant threat to Suez and by the es-
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tablishment of a naval base at the terminus of the other 
branch of the railway in the Persian Gulf. Thus Rohrbach 
wrote in his widely read book on this project, published 
some years before the war: 

"England can be attacked and mortally wounded by land 
from Europe only in one place-Egypt. The loss of Egypt 
would mean for England not only the end of her dominion 
over the Suez Canal and of her connections with India and 
the Far East, but would probably entail also the loss of her 
possessions in Central and East Africa." 4 0 

The 1914 Agreement about the Bagdad Rat"lway.-Eng
land haa no legitimate means of checking the construction 
oof the Hedjaz Railway, close to the Egyptian frontier, but 
she was able to prevent the extension under German con
trol of the railway to the Persian Gulf and the establish
ment of a German naval station there. After protracted 
negotiations, this matter was finally settled by an agreement 
in the summer of 1914, just before. the outbreak of the 
war.5 

While this treaty recognized Britain's predominant posi
tion in the Persian Gulf, it permitted Germany to prolong 
the Bagdad Railway to Basra, a deep-water port some sixty 
miles from the head of the P~rsian Gulf proper. No further 
extension- was to be undertaken except by future agreement. 
Furthermore, Germany was to share fully in the economic 

'''Die Bagdadbahn," OBerlin, 1902, quoted in "Conquest and Kultur," 
p. 66, Washington, 1918. See also M. Jastrow, "The War and the Bagdad 
Railway," ch. iii, New York, 1917. 

"The Lichnowsky Memorandum, ed. and tr. Munroe Smith, in Inter
national Conciliation, No. 127, June, 1918, p. 71 i the terms of this agree
ment are given ibid., pp. 174-175, following S. S. McClure, "Obstacles to 

. Peace," pp. 41-42, New York [1917]. 
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development of Mesopotamia which had hitherto been pre
dominantly in British hands. 

The War Has Created a Clean Sheet.-With many other 
things, this agreement of 1914 has been nuUlfied by the 
war. The British conquest has erased it and established a 
clean sheet. The quesfion has been raised anew and must 
be reconsidered in the fresh light derived from the conclu
sive demonstration of the aggressive nature of Germany's 
policy. In general, the chief interests to be considered are, 
first, those of tl).e natives and, secondly, those of British 
India, whose real concern in this region outweighs that of 
the European peoples. British policy in the entire Middle 
East has largely been dictated by India, not by London. 
Under the circumstances, this is but natural and is in har
mony with the general spirit of the British Commonwealth 

I 

of Nations, which insists that the local opinion of the con-
stituent peoples should be carefully regarded, in so far as 
it is consistent with the larger interests of the political 
entity as a whole. 

Turkish Rule and the Arabs.-The regj.on which is popu
larly known as Mesopotamia 8 and which has in great part 
been conquered by the British Indian Army is a very COD

siderable area of approximately t:la,OOO square miles with 

• For a comprehell8ive outline of the physical and. political geography, 
political history, Bocial and political conditions, and economic condi
tions, see "Mesopotamia" (No. 63 of the Handbooks published under 
the Directiou of the HietOl-ical Sectiou of the Foreigu Office, in "Peace 
Handbooks issued by the Historical Section· of the Foreigu Office," XI, 
London, 1920). See also I. Bowman, "The New World: Problems in 
Political Geography,"· pp. 7Z.76, Yonkers, 1921. A large amount of 
valuable information ill contained in Review of the Civil Administration 
of Meaopotamia (1920) (Cd. 1061), prepared by Mias Gertrude L. Bell. 
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an estimated population of roughly two millions.T The 
inhabitants are of various races, but the predominant 
element, especially in the south, is Arab.s In general, the 
Turk is only the ruling and official class. Despite the 
fact that this region was once a garden spot, its popula
tion is now very sparse, especially in Lower Mesopotamia 
and Irak.9 This has been the result of permitting the irri
gatioIi system of the past to fall into decay. Added to this, 
there have been constant misrule and extortion on the part 
of the Turkish officials. In some sections brigandage is 
rampant and, generally, extreme poverty prevails. What
ever economic development has taken place south of Bag
dad has been due to British enterprise, which shortly be
fore the war completed an important irrigation project and 
which furnished adequate steamship facilities on the Tigris 
and the Euphrates. The Arabs cherished bitter feelings 
towards their Turkish overlords on account of their oppres
sive misrule, and these sentiments were aggravated by the 
Turkish nationalist movement's hostility towards Arabic 
civilization. In general, the Arabs ,welcomed the British 
conquest as a relief from grievous oppression. If considera
tions of justice alone were to enter into the settlement of 

'By the Census of 1920, the figures are: 
Saniak Square M ilea 
MOsul • • • • • • .. • • • • . • • • • • • • .. 35,130 
'Bagdad' ..................... 54,540 
Basra ................ ....... 53,580 

PopUlation 
703,378 

1,360,304 
785,600 

•. Total ................................ 143,250 2,849,282 
The State81Tlan's Year-Book, 1921, p. 1350. 
• See especially "The Arab of Mesopotamia," Basra, 1918. 
• By the Census of 1920, the population per square mile in Mosul 

was 20, in Bagdad, 25; in Basra, 14; in all Mesopotamia, 20. This figure 
is lower than for any other Vilayet or Sanjak of the former Ottoman 
Empire except Zor (3) and Yemen (10). 
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this problem, absolutely no valid argument could be ad
vanced for the return of this region to the blasting tyranny 
of the Turk. If compelling forces were to permit of no 
other course, it would be a. grievous tragedy. 

Economic Possibilities from Irrigation.-It is generally 
admitted by engineers and by geographers who have care
fully investigated the question that it is quite feasible 
to reclaim this land for civilization and to restore its former 
prosperity by an effective system of irrigation. The soil 
itself is most fertile and is suited to the production" ~f 
wheat and cotton. In addition, the region is believed to be 
rich in petroleum which has as yet not been developed.iO 

How large a population it could support is a subject of de
bate among experts. But even if only the least sanguine 
estimates were realized, this region, and especially the south
ern portion, Lower Mesopotamia. or Irak, could sustain in 
civilized conditions a far greater number of inhabitants 
than at present exists there in penury. European settlers 
are out of the question, as the climate bars them definitely. 
It would be folly to spend a large sum of money on an irri
gation project-that elaborated by Sir William Willcocks in 
1910 involved the expenditure of 26 million pounds-if 
there were not labor sufficient to till the soil. The present 
population is manifestly inadequate and not enough immi
grants can be obtained from the neighboring Arab com
munities. All plans for reclaiming Mesopotamia have con-

"The Anglo-Pel'llian Oil Company, which supplies fuel on a large scale 
to the British Navy, operates in adjoining Persian territory. Cf. also 
Correepondence between HiB Majesty's Government and the United States 
Ambassador respecting Economic Rights in Mandated Territories. Mi~ 
cellaneoua, No. 10 (1921) (Cd. 1226). 
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templated the necessity of securing settlers from either 
Egypt or India, preferably from the latter. 

The Problem of Over-Population in India.-The great 
problem of the future will be to meet the demands of the 
Asiatic .peoples for more land. Their numbers are gaining 
rapidly. This is markedly true of British India, whose popu
lation increased in the ten years between 1901 and 1911 
from 2"94 to 315 millions. Indian opinion demands some 
satisfaction for its vital economic needs in return for its sac
rifices during the war, and hopes to find an outlet for its 
surplus people in East Mrica and Mesopotamia where the 
native populations are sparse. The Moslems in India could 
furnish many valuable settlers who should be able to live 
in harmony with the native Arabs of Mesopotamia. More
over for centuries close commercial relations have been 
established between India and the countries bordering on 
the Persian Gulf. 

The Disposition of Mesopotamia: the Possibility of a 
New Arabia.-WhiIe it would be unfortunate in the extreme 
were this maltreated country to b~ restored to Turkish 
misrule, the question ·illevitably arises as to what shall be 
its future political fate. It has been suggested by some that 
it should form part of an independent New Arabia whkh 
should include the bulk of the four to seven million Arabs 
wit~in:ihe Turkish Empire or on its borders.ll Althou~h of 

t. By Article 27 of the Sevres Treaty, Turkey no longer has sovereignty 
over any portion of Arabia and by Article 98 the Hedjaz is recognized 
as "a free and independent Sta.te." No New Arabia as a. whole has yet 
been formed and the peninsula is at present divided into the Kingdom of 
Hedjaz, the Emirate of Nejd and Hasa, the Emirate of Jebel Shammar, 
the Principate of Asir, the Imamate of Yemen, the British Protectorate 
of Aden,· the Sultanate of Oman, the Sultanate of Koweit, and the 
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a distinctly virile and able stock, the Arabs are apparently 
still too uneducated politically for so extensive a project. 
If left to themselves, they would continue to live in dread 
of a reimposition of the Turkish yoke and this possibility 
would become a certainty were the Russian Empire to 
disintegrate and its sixteen millions of Turkish-speaking 
peoples to join a political union with their fellows in the 
Ottoman Empire.12 Moreover, it is most doubtful if, under 
the unstable conditions that would exist even without this 
latter possibility, the capital would be forthcoming from 
Europe and America for the reclamation of Mesopotamia. 

An International Protectorate in the Light of Past Ex
perience.-Another suggestion that has found wide favor, 
primarily because it apparently seems to diminish the risks 
of war by eliminating rivalry among the Great Powers, is 
that this region should be placed under an international 
protectorate. What is intended by this project is that its 
political administration and also its economic development 
should be under direct international control. Former ex
periments of this natur~, such as those in Samoa, in the 
New Hebrides, and in Egypt, do nothold out much promise 

Emirate of Kerak. For the difficulties-both external and intemal
in the way of creation of a unified Arabia, see Bowman, op. cit., pp. 
68-70. 

"On the poesibilities and aima of a Pan-Turanian movement, see 
"A Manual on the Turaniaus. and Pan-Turanianism," London, 1921; 
"Turkey, RUlIIia, and Islam," in The Round Table, VIII (1918), pp. 
100-138; Tekin Alp (nom de plume of M. Cohen>, "Tiirkismus und 
Pantiirkismua," Weimar, 1915 (English translation, "The Turkish and 
Pan-Turkish Ideal," London, 1916); Mary Czaplicka, "The Turks of 
Central IWa," pp. 9-18, 118-120, Oxford, 1918. The course of events Bince 
the RUlIIian debacle and' the defeat of Turkey has not as yet led to a 
Pan-Turanian union and the likelihood of such an event seems to grow 
increasingly remote. 
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of success.13 They have always fostered intrigues and rival
ries among the governors, who have never been able to for
get the special interests of their own states. Among the 
governed, this system fomented faction and led to disorder 
and even to anarchy. During the Anglo-French condomin
ium in Egypt, from 1879 to 1882, the French and British 
Consuls-General interpreted an impor~ant instruction from 
Europe differently and the knowledge of this divergence of 
views encouraged the nationalistic party in its projects and 
led to the outbreak that caused the British occupation.14 
In connection with the tripartite protectorate over Samoa, 
Cleveland said in 1894: "The present Government has 
failed to correct, if indeed it has not aggravated, the very 
evils it was intended to prevent." Five years later, owing 
to the anarchic conditions, a Joint High Commission repre
senting the United States, Great Britain, and Germany was 
sent to Samoa to investigate and report. They concluded 
that no wholly satisfactory arrangement was possible so 
long as the tripartite control continued and they insisted 
that the only. natural plan of government, and the only 
system that could ensure tranquillity.and prosperity,. was 
rule by a single power . 

.. For the Samoan condominium (terminated by the Anglo-German
American Treaty of December 2, 1899), see the Anglo-German-American 
Treaty of June 14,. 1889, in Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 1576-1589; J. B. 
Henderson" "American Diplomatic Questions," pp. 205-286, New York, 
1901. Regarding the New Hebrides, see the Franco-British Convention 
of October 20, 1906 (text in American Journal 0/ International Law, I, 
Supplement, pp. 179-200); "France and England in the New Hebrides: 
The Anglo-French Condominium," Melbourne, 1914; and the Anglo-French 
Protocol Respecting the New Hebrides of August 6, 1914 (Treaty Series, 
1922, No.7). 

,. A. Debidour. "Histoire Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1878-1904," pp. 
56-59. 
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Lord Cromer on Admini8trative Internationali8m.-On 
this point there is no more valuable testimony than that of 
Lord Cromer, whose success as a ruler of backward peoples 
is unsurpassed and who has had ample opportunity to esti
mate the value of international administrative agencies. 
The following pregnant and somewhat sarcastic words from 
his pen merit the most careful consideration: 

"Semi-civilized countries, in which the rulers are some
times only possessed of incomplete sovereign rights, open 
up a wide field for development of internationalism. . . . 
But alas! however much exclusiveness may in appearance 
be expelled by the cosmopolitan pitchfork, it but too often 
comes back again to its natural resting-place. The experi
ment of administrative internationalism has probably been 
tried in the No Man's Land [Egypt] of which this history 
treats to a greater extent than in any other country. The 
result cannot be said to be encouraging to those who be
lieve in the efficacy of international action in administrative 
matters. What has been proved is that international insti
tutions possess admirable negative qualities. They are 
formidable checks to all action, and the reason why they are 
so is that, when any action is proposed, objections of one 
sort or another generally occur to some member of the inter
national body. Any action often involves a presumed ad
vantage accorded to some rival nation, and it is a prin
ciple of internationalism, which is scornfully rejected in 
theory and but too often recognized aa a guide for prac
tical action, that it is better to do nothing, even though evil 
may ensue, than to allow good to be done at the expense 
of furthering the interests, or of exalting the reputation of 
an international rival." 

Reasons for Attachment to the Briti8h Commonwealth of 
N ati0118;-One of the most unfortunate results of the war 
has been a great intensification of national feelings and it 
would be hazardous to risk the fate of any people on the 
assumption that in any future collaboration by the present 
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belligerents there will be less rivalry than there was in the 
past. The suspicions, jealousies, antipathies, and hatreds 
engendered by this war cannot be dispelled quickly. An 
international protectorate over Mesopotamia would not 
solve the question. It would probably lead to renewed fric
tion if the work of regeneration were seriously attempted or 
it might paralyze all action. What is required in such cases 
is concentration of responsibility. Under modern political 
conditions, apparently the only way to determine the prob
lem of politically backward peoples, who require not only 
outside political control but also foreign capital to reor
ganize their stagnant economic systems, is to entrust the 
task of government to that state whose interests are most 
directly involved. In the case of Mesopotamia, this state 
would inevitably be the British Commonwealth on account 
of, first, the predominant commercial interests of British 
India and of the United Kingdom in the Persian Gulf and 
in Lower Mesopotamia; second, the part that British offi
cials have for centuries taken in suppressing piracy in the 
Persian Gulf; third, the facts that British capital had 
already before the war been employed in irrigating Mesopo
tamia and in providing transportation; on the Tigris and 
Euphrates and that since the war very considerable ;work 
has been done,iil*~aining, in building embankments, and 
wharfs, and in constructing railroads; fourth, the fact that 
British' India needs an outlet for its swarming millions and 
has in its surplus Moslem peoples a suitable source of 
settlers. 

Provision to Safeguard the Open Door.-If, however, such 
backward regipns are entrusted by international mandate 
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. to one state, there should be embodied in the deed of trust 
most rigid safeguards both to protect the native population 
from exploitation and also to ensure that the interests of 
other foreign states are not injured· either positively or 
negatively. Provision should be made for the full open 
door, so that not only should all merchandise enter upon the 
same terms and that railroad rates should be equal, but also 
that complete opportunity should be given to all nations 
to participate on an equal basis in the economic develop
ment of the country. The latter desideratum can prob
ably never be fully attained, but some more or less close 
approximation to it can be reached by an arrangement 
like that of the Six-Powers Group in China and that of the • 
Algeciras Act of 1906. In order to render this fully effec
tive, it would presumably be necessary for the parties to the 
agreement to bind themselves to submit to arbitration any 
disputes connected with it and to agree to abide by the 
decision. 

The·N ecesBitll of Protecting the Natives from Exploita
tion.-But far more important than any arrangement of this 
character to secure the interests of the European and 
American states in such backward countries is the neces
sity of clearly defined provisions to protect the natives 
from exploitation. If foreign capital is to reap the bulk 
of the benefits from the reclamation. of Mesopotamia, the 
project is not an alluring one. It was this that Colonel Sir 
Mark Sykes had hi mind when recently, in connection with 
Zionism, he said: 

"What did the Arab fear? He feared financial corpora
tions pivoted on Palestine controlling Syria and Mesopo-
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tamia. He feared the soil of Palestine would be bought by 
companies and that he would become the proletariat work-
ing on the soil." , 

There is. grave danger of such a development if, in the 
impatience for quick results, foreign capital is allowed to 
secure a great part of the soil and then to sell it or to rent 
it to the natives and immigrants after irrigation has greatly 
enhanced its value. Such an unfortunate outcome can and 
should be prevented. The native must be protected from 
his own Ignorance and cupidity by strict land laws. The 
capitalistic penetration must be rigidly supervised and con
trolled, so that the result of Mesopotamia's reclamation may 
not be merely a vastly large population scarcely elevated 
from its former state of penury and a considerable accession 
of wealth to London, N ew York, Paris, and Berlin. 

[Gre.at Britain Made Mandatory for Mesopotamia.-By 
the Treaty of Sevres, signed August 10, 1920, Turkey "re
nounces in favour of the Principal Allied Powers all rights 
and title which she could claim on any ground over Or con
cerning" Mesopotamia and other regions "outside her fron
tiers as fixed by the present Treaty," binding herself, more
over, "to recognise and conform to the measures which may 
be taken now or in the future by the Principal Allied Pow
ers, in agreement where necessary with third Powers, in 
order to carry the above stipulatio~ into eiIect.,,'15 This 
document defines the northern boundary of Mesopotamia: 16 

... Article 132. 
11 Article 27, II (3). By the last paragraph of ArtiCle 64, this boundary 

may be modified in case of creation of a Kurdish State by "the vol
untary adhesion to such an independent Kurdish State of the Kurds 
inhabiting that part of Kurdistan which has hitherto been included 
in the Mosul· Vilayet.n 
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the eastern frontier presumably marches with Persia, but 
the western and southern limits are still to be drawn by the 
Principal Allied Powers.17 By Article 94, Mesopotamia is 
provisionally recognized as an independent State, subject to 
the rendering of administrative advice and assistance by a 
Mandatory until such time as it may be able to stand alone. 
This Mandatory is to be chosen by the Principal Allied 
Powers, who will also formulate the terms of the Mandate, 
which must be submitted to the Council of the League of 
Nations for approval.18 In accordance with these provi
sions, the Mandate for Mesopotamia has been given to Great 
Britain; 19 and on October 10, 1922, a treaty was signed 
between Great Britain and Irak whereby the latter King
dom ceases to be a mandated territory and becomes a 
sovereign state, though still, in considerable degree, under 
the guidance of Great Britain.~O] 

• Article M. 
II ArticleeM, 96. For provisions of option for Meeopotamian nationality, 

see Article 125. 
• For the text of this document, see Annex H. 
• For the text of this Treaty, see Annex Q. 
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THE COLONIAL QUESTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the settlement of the colonial questions,! the primary 
consideration must be tlie welfare of the native populations. 
In second place only come the interests of the outside world. 
These demand preeminently equality of economic oppor
tunity. In order to carry these principles into effect, the 
administration of the derelict territories and peoples freed 
from German and Turkish rule must, in general, be en
trusted to different states acting as mandatories of the 
League of Nations. These mandates cannot, however, be 
uniform, but must vary with the circumstances of the dif-

I By Article 119 of the Versailles Treaty, "Germany renounces in favour 
of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers all her right. and titlea over 
ber oversea pOlllle8llions." On May 7, 1919, the Supreme Council of the 
Peace Conference allotted the ex-German territories in Africa to be maD
dated are&I 88 follows: German Eaat Africa (now Tanganyika Territory), 
about one-quarter of Togoland, and a smaU portion of the Cameroons to 
Great Britain; the remainder of Togoland and of the Cameroons to 
France. Belgium and Portugal subsequently received parts of German 
Eaat Africa. By Articles 94-96 of the Bevres Treaty, the High Contracting 
Partie-. agree that Syria, Mesopotamia, and Palestine be placed under 
Mandatories to be selected by the Principal Allied Powers. Great Britain 
baa been chosen for Mesopotamia and Palestine, and France for Syria. 
The Mandatee, in conformity with Article 22, paragraphs 403, of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations, fall into three cl88BeB, termed "A," 
"B," and "C" respectively (see Annexes H, I, and L). Cf. infra, An
nex B, and see, for some account of the history and theory of the Mandate
Concept, "The League of Nations StaN," pp. 101-120, London, 1920; 
R. B. Baker, "Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement," I, pp. 261 fl., 
Garden City, N. Y., 1922. For adverse views, see R. Lansing, "The Peace 
Negotiations," pp. 149-161, Boston, 1921; Antonelli, "L'Afrique et la Paix 
de Vel1lailles," pp. ~235. 
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ferent cases. Since the factors of national power and pres
tige, as well as those of national economic advantage, can
not be wholly eliminated by such arrangements, the selec
tion or mandatories in one region cannot be separated from 
the choice made in other areas. In fact, all the territorial 
problems are interwoven and must be viewed as a whole. 
Thus the solution in Africa must depend upon that in 
Asiatic Turkey and vice versa. There are also other con
siderations that at the moment ma~e impossible a final deci
sion as to the colonial settlement. Not only the form, but 
the satisfactory nature, of the territorial arrangements in 
Africa and Asiatic Turkey are largely dependent upon 
whether or no the United States is willing to assume any 
mandates of administration in these regions. Furthermore, 
in case events in Liberia and Abyssinia render international 
control essential there, the mandatory stipulations in other 
areas might advantageously be altered to meet these con
tingencies. 



CHAPTER I 

TROPICAL AFRICA! 

1. Territorial 

A. Togoland 
It is recommended: 

That this area be divided along ethnic lines and trans
ferred to France and Great Britain on condition that the 
Anglo-French agreements of 1898 and 1899 2 providing for 
reciprocal equality in import duties, 

a. should include in their scope export duties also and 
should embrace this transferred area as well; 

b. should extend indefinitely beyond their present time 
limit, 1929; and that 

c. the benefit of this equality of commercial treatment 
should accrue directly to all states and not indirectly, 
as is now the case in consequence of the most-favored
nation clause. 

Di8cussion 

This recommendation is made because the popUlation be
longs ethnically, in about the proportion of two to one, to 
the adjacent colonies of French Dahomey and the British 
Gold Coast.· The mandatory system, in so far as it im-

• All note. in this Part are by the Editor. 
'''Trattati ..• relativi aU' Africa," pp. 694-599, 613-614. 
• See inaert map between pages 66 and 67, where the final partition of 

1'Ogolnnd between France and Great Britain is also indicated. 
433 
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plies the maintenance of administrative integrity, would 
hamper the development of this small area. The essential 
features of the mandatory principle would, however, be se
cured by the measures suggested in connection with the 
Anglo-French treaties of 1898 and 1899, especially as Togo
land is already within the scope of all the international 
agreements regarding Tropical Africa, except the Berlin'Act 
of 1885 establishing the Conventional Basin of the Congo.4 

Provision would also have to be made for the protection 
of personal and property rights of Germans in this area.1I 

• Both Togoland and the Cameroons are now mandated territories of 
the "B" type. For the text of the Draft Mandates for the British portion 
of these two areas, see Annex J, where the Anglo-French Declarations 
respecting the boundaries of Togoland and the Cameroons, signed at 
London, July 10, 1919, and the Joint Recommendation of the British and 
French Governments as to the future of these ex-German colonies, signed 
December 17, 1920, are also given. See further AntonelJi, "L'Afrique et 
la Paix de Versailles," p. 245; and especially G. L. Beer, in "A History of 
the Peace Conference of Paris," II, pp. 241-242, London, 1920. Consult 
also Report on the British Mandated Sphere of Togoland for 1920-1921 
(1922) (Cd. 1698). 

• By Article 122 of the Versailles Treaty, applicable to all ex-German 
colonies, "the Government exercising authority over such territories may 
make such provisions as it thinks fit with reference to the repatriation from 
them of German nationals and to the conditions upon which German 
subjects of European origin shall, or shall not, be allowed to reside, hold 
property, trade or exercise a profession in them" (cf; also Articles 121, 
123).. The original form of this Article, as proposed by the British Dele
gation 'at the first session of the Commission on African Colonies, April 24. 
1919, was: "La Puissance mandataire pourra prendre telles ,dispositions 
qu'elle jugera bonnes en ce qui regarde 180 nationalite et Ie rapatriement 
des ressortissants allemands hors de ce territoire." The French Delegation 
felt, however, that this did not cover the case of German nationals who 
had taken refuge in, neutral territory, particularly Germans of European 
birth and natives belonging to German auxiliary forces who had fled 
from "the Cameroons to the Spanish colonies of Fernando Po and Rio 
Muni.' They accordingly presented the sixth Article of their draft, with 
two slight amendments: "Des la mise en vigueur du present Traite. Ie 
Gouvernement allemand rapatriera A ses frais ceux de ses ressortissants 
europeens qui se sont refugies dans les colonies espagnoles du Golfe de 
Guinee. Dememe, les indigenes des colonies allemandes refugies dans 
lesdites colonies espagnoles seront libres de regagner leur pays d'origine 
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B. The CameroOfUl 

It is recommended: 

435 

1. That the areas added to this colony in 1911 at the 
expense of French Equatorial Africa be returned to France.' 

Discussion 
The restoration of the regions that France was forced to 

cede in 1911 under threat of war is partly a point of honor 

_ et.re IOUmie, ~ cet egard, a aucun empechement ou entrave de la 
pan des autoritee allemandes." To this, Mr. Beer objected that repatria
tion from neutral territory could scarcely be required, particularly l1li 
80me refugees might intend to settle permanently in their new homesj 
and Mr. Payne, of the British Delegation, also called attention to poe
sible derogation to the sovereign rights of Spain. The French Delegate, 
M. de Peretti de la Rocca, who Willi President of the CoIllIllillsion, main
tained hie Government's point of view, holding that this repatriation Willi 

in harmony with the interests of Spain herself, but he expressed willing
ness to withdraw the Article since negotiations looking towards repatria
tion had already been opened at Madrid by Great Britain and France. 
At the second session of the CoIllIllillsion (April 25), the present Article 
122 Wall presented in the following form: "Le Gouvernement exlll1lant 
I"autorite peut prendre telles dispositions qu'j] juge necessaires relative
ment ~ la nationalite, au rapatriement des nationam: allemands se trouvant 
dans les territoires en question et am: conditions dans lesquelles les sujets 
.Uemanda d'origine europeenne Beront autori8es a pOfllHider, resider, f&ire 
Ie commerce ou exercer une profession dans Ie territoire en question." 
Here the mention of nationality gave rise to discussion by the French 
Delegation. M. Duchene feared that this might imply the right of "the 
Government exercising authority" to deny German nationality to a Gel'
man established in the ceded territory, to which Sir Herbert Read an
swered that the Government could not retain German nationals in ceded 
&erritories. M. Merlin felt that all proper freedom of action would be 
ensured by dropping reference to nationality and inserting "ou non" after 
"Beront." The Article thua I188Umed its final form. The French Draft 
Article Willi then presented anew, but although different phraaings were 
proposed, the danger of infringing Spanish rights of sovereignty Willi felt 
to be 80 great that the entire Article Willi finally dropped. "Proces
Verbaull et Rapport de la Commission des Colonies Allemandes," pp. 12-
14,23-27. 

oSee 1UprG, pp. 65-M and insert maps between pages 66 and 67. For an 
outline of the controversy resulting in· this cession, see A. Debidour 
"Histoire Diplomatique de l'Europe, 1~1916," pp. 147-151, 159-161: 
166-172. For the ten of the FroUlccH;erman Convention of November 4 
1911, regarding Equatorial Africa, !lee ibid., pp. 336-340. ' 
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which should be recognized, while, in addition, the present 
boundaries of French Equatorial Africa are in the extreme 
unnatural and inconvenient. 

2. That. some territory also be transferred to British 
Nigeria in order to make the boundary conform in a gen
eral way to ethnic and tribal facts.7 

Discussion 
The present boundary between Nigeria and the Cam

eroons is purely diplomatic and arbitrarily cuts into vital 
native institutions, social and political. 

3. That the remainder of the Cameroons be transferred 
to a mandatory of the League of Nations, under stringent 
and explicit conditions securing native rights and ensuring 
equality of economicopportunity to the outside world.8 

Discussion 

For many reasons, the United States would be the most 
satisfactory mandatory. Hitherto, the efforts of Great 
Britain to secure the open door in Tropical Africa, to obtain 
adequate international agreements about the liquor traffic, 
and; in general, to promote essential international coopera
tion, have· been hampered by opposition from one or more 
ofthe other colonizing Powers.D The exercise by the United 

, See insert map between pages 66 and 67, where the partition of the Cam
eroons between France and Great Britain as mandatories is also indicated. 

• For the final decision regarding the division of the Cameroons, see supra, 
lntroduction, Note 1; and cf., for the Cameroons and Togoland, the Draft 
Mandates for their British portions, given in Annex J. See also Le Temps, 
January 30, May 12, July 2, 1919. The French took formal possession of 
Togoland on October 1, 1920 (ibid., September 21, October 6, 9, 1920), 
and of the Cameroons on October 30, 1920 (ibid., November 4, 1920). 

• This opposition,. it may be hoped, will be eliminated by the provisions 
of the "B".type of Mandates and, for the portion of the Cameroons 
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States of a mandate in the Cameroons would be a powerful 
factor in gaining adequate protection for native rights. In 
case this solution is impossible, either from unwillingness on 
the part of the United States to accept such a mandate or 
on that of France to offer it, France should be selected as 
the mandatory. 

4. That, if France is chosen as the mandatory, one of the 
conditions of the mandate should, if possible, be that all 
existing and future international agreements about equality 
of economic opportunity and the freedom of navigation of 
rivers should apply not only to all the Cameroons, but also 
to all French Equatorial and West Africa. 

Discussion 
In large sections of French Tropical Africa, French· im

ports are favored by differential duties. To the extent that 
it is possible, this system should be abolished and the issu
ance of a mandate to France for the adniinistration of the 
Cameroons should be used to secure equality of economic 
opportunity not only in this area but also elsewhere.lo 

5. That, in case France is selected as the mandatory, the 
retention of the administrative integrity of the Cameroons 
be made optional, but that all such changes must have the 
approval of the League of Nations.ll 

withiD the Conventional Basin of the Congo, by the Conventions of Sep
tember 10, 1919, relating to the liquor traffic in Africa and revising the 
General Acta of Berlin and Brussels (see Annexes F and G) . 

.. 80 far as Togoland and the Cameroons are concerned, by Article 6 
of the Draft Mandate, "the mandatory will ensure to all nationals or 
States, Members of the League of Nations, on the same footing as to his 
own nationals, freedom of transit and navigation, and complete economic, 
eommercial and industrial equality." . 

.. This matter is covered by Articles 9-11 of the Draft Mandates. 
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Di8cussion 

In view of the fact that the Cameroons and French Equa
torial Africa are adjacent, an administrative reorganization 
of the entire region would probably be found to. be advan
tageous now or in the future. The development of the area 
should not be hampered by rigid restrictions. 

6. That the personal and property rights of Germans 
in the Cameroons be duly safeguarded.12 

"See supra, Note 5. By Article 124 of the Versailles Treaty, "Germany 
hereby undertakes to pay, in accordance with the estimate to be presented 
by the French Government and approved by the Reparation Commis
sion, reparation for damage suffered by French nationals in the Cam
eroons or the frontier zone by reason of the acts of the German civil and 
military authorities and of German private individuals during the period 
from January 1, 1900, to August 1, 1914." This Article had its origin in 
the eighth article of the French Draft: "Le Gouvernement allemand 
prend a sa charge, suivant l'evaluation qui sera presentee par Ie Gouv
emement franliais, la reparation des dommages subis par les ressortissants 
franliais dans la colonie du Cameroun ou dans les contrees limitrophes 
du fait desactes des autorites civiles et' militaires allemandes et des 
particuliers allemands, tantavant la delimitation de la frontiere franco
allemande par Ie Traite du 18 avril 1908 que pendant la periode pos
terieure et pendant celle des hostilites." In presenting this text, M. de 
Peretti de la Rocca stated that certain damages caused French. nationals 
by German nationals in consequence of cessions in virtu~ of the Franco
German Treaty of 1911 were still pending,and since, when signing 
that Treaty, France had not asked of Germany reparation for such 
damages, his Government was charged with them. He expreSsed the 
conviction that the time had come for settlement of the question, that 
pre-war damages were not within the domain of the Reparation Com
mission, that the best place for the stipulation was in the Colonial 
Clauses, and that this matter was not in the same category as other 
controversies pending between France and Germany at the outbreak 
of the war. Taken up anew at the second session of the Commission, 
M. Merlin, for France, presented details and estimated the damages, 
in 1910, at about three million francs, although he felt it unnecessary 
to insert any specific amount in the Treaty text. He further proposed 
1900 as the terminus a quo, and Mr. Beer suggested insertion of the 
words "and approved by the Reparation Commission." Thus the Article 
reached its final form. "Proces-Verbaux et Rapport de Is Commission 
des Colonies Allemandes," pp. 15-16, 28-30. 
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C. German East A/rica 

It is recommended: 

439 

1. That this area be entrusted by mandate to the British 
Empire as a plaee of settlement for British East India.18 

DisC'U88ion 

There is a widespread demand in India for a country in 
which the rapidly increasing population may freely settle. W 

The relations between India and East Africa have long been 
very close and there is a real need of such a colony for immi
gration. Whether this region [now called the Tanganyika 
Territory] should be administered by the Indian or by the 
British Government is predominantly a question that con
cerns the British Empire domestically.15 The essential 
thing is that India's neea of a country for unrestricted 
settlement be met. 

2. That, in the event of this recommendation being 
adopted, 

4. the northeastern section of German East Africa, 
which contains a number of white settlements, be ex
cluded from the mandate and be attached to British 
East Africa; 18 

• For the ten of the Draft Mandate for this territory, see Annex I. 
There is nothing in its tenD8 to prevent Indian immigration on any 
deairable -'e. Ou this latter problem, see John B. Barris, "Africa: 
Slave or Free?", pp. 100-110. See further wpm, pp. 61~, and especially 
Correspondence Regarding the Position of IndiaDB in East Africa (Kenya 
and Uganda), 1921 (Cd. 1311), and Report by Sir Benjamin Robertson, 
Dated 4th August, 1920, Regarding the Proposed Settlement of Indian 
AgriculturistAI in Tanganyika Territory, etc., 1921 (Cd. 1312l. 

.. See wpm, pp. tnoM, 420, 424. 
• The Mandate is actually given to Great Britain. 
.. This failed of adoption. For the final settlement, see wpra, Introduc

tion, Note 1. 
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b. the northwestern section, containing the densely 
populated native areas of Ruanda and Urundi, be 
similarly excluded and attached to British U ganda.17 

Discussion 

The effect of these exclusions would be largely to elimi
nate the racial difficulties and would leave a large, compact, 
and very sparsely populated country for Indian settlement. 

3. That the personal and property rights of Germans be 
safeguarded.18 

2. International Control 

It is recommended that there be established, as a part 
of the organization of the League of Nations, 

a. a special international conference for Tropical Africa, 
meeting periodically at fixed intervals not exceeding 
three years; 

U This region was placed under Belgian Mandate (supra, p. 23; see 
also Le Temp8, May 9, 12, July 19, 1919; Antonelli, op. cit., pp. 247-248). 
By an Agreement of June, 1920, Belgium obtained, in consideration of 
British retention of small portions on the eastern boundary to have 
a practicable route for a Tanganyika-Uganda railroad, "(1) A free out
let for the produce of the east-central portion of the Belgian Congo 
by way of Lake Tanganyika to Dar es &laam on the Indian Ocean. 
(2) Concession areas at Kigoma (on Lake Tanganyika) and Dar es 
&!aam on the eastern coast for the storage of goods. (3) The right 
to transport merchandise from Lake Tanganyika to the Indian Ocean in 
Belgian freight cars." I. Bowman, "The New World: Problems in 
Political Geography," pp. 125, 126, Yonkers, 1921; d. Le Temps, June 
23, 1920. The textB of these agreements have not yet been published. 
On this Belgian Mandate Mr. Beer has exp~d the judgment that 
"Belgium was not entrusted with the care of these populous districts, 
solely with a view to native intere.."ts. Other considerations were also 
allowed to enter. For instance, no one wanted to refuse the insistent 
claim of a state which had suffered so seriously from Germany's aggres
sion in Europe, and had done so much to break Germany's power in 
East Africa." "A History of the Peace Conference of Paris," II, p. 243. 
London, 1920 . 

.. See supra, Note 5. 
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b. a special African court, having jurisdiction over all 
cases involving the interpretation of international acts 
regarding Tropical Africa and violations thereof; 

c. a permanent central bureau for the collection, cor
relation, and study of all the data upon which these 
international agreements must be based.19 

Discussion 

The international agreements regarding Africa, as the 
Berlin Act of 1885 and the Brussels Act of 1890, covering 
such questions as equality of trade, freedom of navigation, 
the arms traffic, and the liquor trade, admittedly need revi
sion and amplification, both as to content and as to area 
covered.20 Additional arrangements are necessary for the 
protection of native rights to land for the elimination of all 
fonns of compulsory labor except on essential administra
tive works.21 The question of tropical diseases and that of 
the preservation of wild animals must be handled intern a-

• Special Central International Offices under the control of the League 
of NatioDi are to be established "for the purpose of collecting and preserv
ing document. of all kinde. exchanged by the High Contracting Parties" 
with reference to the tr&flic in liquor and arms (Convention relating to 
the Liquor Traffic in Africa, Article 7; Convention for the Control of 
the Trade in Arms and Ammunition, Article 5). The special Inter
national Conference, the African Court, and the Permanent Central Bureau 
are still to be created. These mould obviously be placed under the 
juriadiction of the League of NatioDi by Article 24 of the Covenant. 

-Theile matters have been regulated by the Peace Conference in the 
ConventioDl, signed September 10, 1919, for revilion of the Berlin 
and BI'U8l!eIa Act., control of the trade in arms and ammunition, and 
regulation of the liquor traffic. For the texts of these documents, see 
Annexee G, E, and F, and for the are88 concerned, see map facing page 
198. 

• These problems are covered by the provilioDi of the several Mandates. 
See Articlee 5-6 of the Draft Mandate for Britiah East Africa, Articles 
t-5 of the Draft Mandatee for British Togoland and the CamerooDl, and 
Article 3 of the Mandate for German Southwest Africa (Annexes I, J, L). 
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tionally.22 There is an urgent immediate need for fresh 
agreements. But, as new conditions are constantly arising, 
continuous international cooperation is essential and pro
vision must. be made so that international legislation can 
automatically cope with the changing situation. 

• See 8Upra, pp. 238-248, and cf. Article 23 (J) of the Covenant: "Sub
ject to and in accordance with the provisions of international conventions 
existing or hereafter to be agreed upon, the Members of the League . . . 
will endeavour to take steps in matters of international concern for the 
prevention and control of disease." See further "Public Health, the 
League, and the Red Cross," in "The League of Nations Starts," pp. 
155-169, and cf. Article 9 of the Draft Mandate for British East Africa 
(Annex I). 



CHAPTER II 

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA 

It is recommended: 
1. That this region be transferred to the British Em

pire for incorporation in the self-governing Dominion of 
South Africa. 

2. That the personal and property rights of Germans be 
protected.1 

Discussion 
For various valid reasons, the mandatory principle is in

advisable and really inapplicable in this case. In other 
areas, we are concerned mainly with derelict peoples, here 
essentially with land. This vast, inhospitable region of 
322,450 square miles had in 1913 only a native population 
variously estimated at from 231,000 to 281,000 and a white 
population of no more than 14,830, including the relatively 
large German military and administrative staffs. Deducting 
the latter and also the foreign elements, there were in the 
colony only 9,597 Germans.1 The development of this ter
ritory would be gravely handicapped if it were administered 

I See "'JII"CI, Ch. I, II. 6. 
I In 1919, despite the deportation of 6,350 Germans, the white popula

tion WILl eatimated at 16,000 or 17,000, the increase being chiefly South 
Africans in lleareh of fanna. The Btoteama.ra'. Year-Book, 1921, p. 239. 
According to the census of 1921, the white population is 19,237, of whom 
between 71JOO and 8,000 are GermaDB. Ibid., 1922, p. 246. 

443 
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entirely apart from the adjoining Union of South Africa 
with distinct native, fiscal, and railroad policies and sys
tems.a 

• Southwest Africa. now constitutes a mandated territory of the "0" 
type with the Union of South Africa as mandatory. For the text of the 
~andate. see lUlnex L. 



A. Egypt 
Itisreconunended: 

CHAPTER III 

NORTH AFRICA 

1. That the absolute political separation of Egypt from 
Turkey should be recognized, and concurrently also the 
British Protectorate.:& 

Discussion 

Turkey's rights in Egypt were merely the futile trappings 
of an outworn suzerainty and served no purpose but to ham
per Egypt's development. They should be abolished. But, 
as Egypt is not able to stand alone politically, the virtual 
protectorate exercised by Great Britain since 1882, which 
received indirect international recognition in 1904/~ should 
be formally recognized. 

2. That the Treaty-Powers should relinquish their ex
traterritorial rights under the Capitulations, upon the es-

• By Article 147 of the Versaillea Treaty, Article 102 of the Treaty of 
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Article 86 of the Trianon Treaty, and Article 101 
of the 8evres Treaty, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Turkey recognize 
the Britiah Protectorate: and Turkey renounce8, 1\8 from November 5, 
1914, "all righta and title in or over Egypt." The Protectorate has also 
been recognised by France, RUSllia, Belgium, Serbia, Greece,Portugal, and 
the United States (and, by implication, by aU Powers signatory to the 
Peace Treaties with Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Turkey). 

• Anglo-French Declaration of April 8, 1904. "Trattati," pp. 1116-1118: 
American Jou1'fllJ1 0/ International. Law, VI, Supplement, pp. 26·30 
(including the secret Articlea). 

445 
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tablishment of satisfactory safeguards for the European 
population.-

Discussion 
Under the present system, Egypt has neither legislative 

nor judicial autonomy and is unable to cope with many evils, 
social and political. In view of the stable and civilized gov
ernment now existing in the country, foreigners do not re
quire these special prerogatives. 

3. That the present treaty restrictions which render it 
impossible for Egypt to impose customs duties according 
to her wants and needs be abandoned and that full tariff 
autonomy be established. 

Discussion 
Under the existing regime, which prevents Egypt from 

levying other than moderate customs, her interests are sub
ordinated to those' of the outside manufacturing world and 
she is unable to stimulate native industries by means of pro
tective duties. The system is wholly indefensible,' 

4. That the existing obligation of Great Britain to pre
serve equality for al1 in customs, other taxes, and railway 
charges, ,which expires in 1934,6 be, extended indefinitely. 

• The Capitulations are renounced by Germany, Austria, and Hungary 
(Versailles Treaty, Article 147; Saint-Germain-en-Laye Treaty, Article 102; 
Trianon Treaty, Article 86). See also the proposals in paragraphs 4 
(v) (with alternative); 7-8 of the Milner-Zaghlul Memorandum of August 
18, 1920. regarding transfer of Capitulation rights to Great Britain, and 
~icle !)of the suggested Anglo-Egyptian Convention of November 10, 
1921. Annexes M, O. Cf. also the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of December 
9, 1920, relating to the suppression of the Capitulations in Egypt. 
Annex P. 

'This matter still remains in statu quo. 
I Anglo-French Declaration of April 8, 1904, Article 4. This question 

also is still unsettled. 
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Discussion 

A complete and formal obligation to maintain the open 
door should be made a condition of consenting to the aboli
tion of the Capitulations. 

5. That the rights of the holders of the Turkish loans 
secured by the Egyptian tribute be fully safeguarded. 

Discussion 
Probably the most equitable manner to accomplish this 

is to continue the payment of the Egyptian tribute until 
those Turkish loans are entirely paid off. But, whether this 
is done or whether Great Britain herself assumes the obli
gation is not primarily an international, but a British; con
cern.' 

B. Morocco 
It is recommended: 

1. That no obstacles be placed in the way of any French 
attempts to secure by negotiation with Spain the partial 
or entire withdrawal of that Power from the protectorate 
zone assigned to her.' 

• By Article 112 of the 8evree Treaty, "Turkey renounces all claim 
to the tribute formerly paid by Egypt. Great Britain undertakes to 
relieve Turkey of all liability in respect of the Turkish loans secured 
on the Egyptian tribute ...• Upon the extinction of these loans of 1894, 
1891 and 1855, all liability on the part of the Egyptian Government 
arising out of the tribute formerly paid by Egypt to Turkey will cease." 

'cr. the Franco-Bpanish Declaration of October 3, 1904, and the secret 
Agreementa of April 8, 1904, and September 1, 1905. Texts in Debidour, 
op. cit., p. IIi P. Albin, "I.e 'Coup' d'Agadir," pp. 371-384., Paris, 1912. 
By Article HI of the Vel'lJailles Treaty, Germany "undertakes not to 
intervene in ally way in negotiations relating to Morocco which may 
take place between France and the other Powers." The Bame stipulation 
is contained in the Tnaty of Saint-Gennain-en-Laye, Article 116, and in the 
Trianon Tnaty, Article SO. For a brief summary of the history and 
present problema of the Moroccan situation, see Bowman, "The New 
World: ProbleDII of Political Geoll'8phy," pp. 105-111, Yonkers, 1921. 
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Discussion 

The existing artificial division of Morocco into three zones 
-the International, the Spanish, and the French-is ad
mittedly unsatisfactory in all respects.8 The soundest solu
tion would be for Spain to relinquish her protectorate en
tirely or, at least, the western section thereof so as to secure 
unbroken physical connection under French control between 
the French zone and Tangier, the natural commercial inlet 
into Morocco. 

2. That the present ill-defined status of Timgier should 
be terminated and that the administration of this city to
gethet with its surrounding area be entrusted under a 
mandate of the League of Nations to France, with explicit 
provision securing both the rights of the inhabitants and 
also economic equality to all outside nations.9 

Discussion 

The existing international administration is a center of 
intrigue and has paralyzed the development of this advan
tageously situated port. 

• The French Protectorate was recognized by the Franco-Moroccan 
Treaty. of Fez, March 30, 1912 (American Journal oj International Law, 
VI, Supplement, pp. 207-209), and the delimitation of the French, Spanish, 
and International zones was regulated by the Franco-Spanish Treaty of 
Madrid, November 27, 1912 (ibid., VII, Supplement, pp. 81-99). Ger-. 
many. recognizes this Protectorate (Versailles Treaty, Article 142), as 
do also. Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey (Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
Treaty, Article 97; Trianon Treaty, Article 81; Neuilly Treaty, Article 62; 
Sh'res Treaty, Article 118). 

• The question of Tangier was not specifically considered by the Peace 
Conference, .but "Ia France a accepte que Tanger Boit soumise dans 
I'avenira un regime special." "Proces-Verbaux et Rapport de la Com
mission du Maroc," p. 15; cf. also pp. 11-12, 16. It is, however, implied 
by Article 141, paragraph 2, of the Versailles Treaty, which is identical, 
except for drafting changes, with that proposed by the French Dele
gation to the Commission on Morocco. Ibid., p. 12. 
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The great extension of French influence proposed in the 
two foregoing recommendations should be fully used to 
abate French claims which have been made elsewhere in 
Africa and in Asiatic Turkey 10 and they should, moreover, 
be contingent upon an equitable settlement of other terri
torial problems. 

3. That the foreign consular jurisdictions, together with 
the connected system of taking natives under foreign pro
tection, be abandoned.l1 

• As already observed (wpm, Introduction, Note 1), France is man
datory for Syria. Further, by Article 5 (1) of the Anglo-Franco-Italian 
Agreement of August 10, 1920, an area of large extent north of Syria is 
delimited "in which the special interests of France are recognised." 

"By the Treaties of Versailles (Articles 142, 143), Saint-Germain-en
Laye (Articles rn, 98), the Trianon (Articles 81, 82), and Neuilly (Article 
62), Germany, AUlltria, Hungary, and. Bulgaria renounce the regime of 
the capitulations in Morocco, and German, AUlltrian, and Hungarian pro
tected persons cease "to enj oy the privileges attached to their statue 
and shall be subject to the ordinary law." These same changes are 
implied in Article 118 of the Treaty of 8evrea. The Moroccan capitula
tions have alao been renounced by Belgium, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Den
mark. Greece, Haiti, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Paraguay, Portugal, Ru&
Bia, Spain, Sweden, Uruguay, and Venezuela. "Annuaire GeDllrale de 
I. France et de I'£tranger," 1920-21, p. 622. The earliest form of 
the present Versaillea Article 142 was: "Le Gouvernement allemand, 
qui a rec:onnu I'etabli.ssement du protectorat de la France sur Ie Maroc, 
declare en accepter toutes lea consequences, dont la principale est 
l'abrogation dee capitulatione." It was diecueeed at length in the open
ing _ion of the Commiaeion on Morocco <Marclt 31, 1919), as was 
the first draft of what is now Article 143, paragraph 1, which was then 
widely dilIerent. Both Articles were reserved and at the second session 
(April 3) they were again considered. M. de Peretti de la Rocca finally 
proposed what is eaeentially the present form of Article 142, and Mr. 
Beer replaced the French draft of the present Article 143, paragraph 1, 
by the f9rmula: "Le Gouvernement allemand reconnait que la France 
• une entiere liberte d'action pour regler Ie statut et lea conditions 
de l'etabliseement des Allemands au Maroc." This WB8 adopted with 
M. de Peretti de I. Rocca's BUbetitution of "Ie Gouvernement cberifien" 
for "Ia France," since the Sultan of Morocco, not France, rulea Tangier. 
Paragraph 2 of Article 143 is identical with Article 11 of the French 
Draft. "Proces-Verbaux et Rapport de la Commission du Maroc," pp. 
16012, 13-14. 21-23. 27-28. 32. 
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Discussion 

In view of the high character of the established French 
courts, the~e is no reason for the further maintenance of 
these extraterritorial rights. The United States has not 
yet consented to the proposed abolition. Nor has Great 
Britain, presumably because the matter is to be treated in 
conjunction with the abolition of the Capitulations in Egypt 
which is not yet in shape for final settlement. 

4. That the complicated series of international agree
ments about Morocco from 1904 to 1912, especially the AI
geciras Act of 1906, be revised, but that this process should 
leave fully intact, 

G. those classes 12 providing equality of economic oppor
tunity for all nations in Morocco i 

b. the agreements of 1904 prohibiting the erection of 
fortifications on the northern coast of Morocco, ex
cept in the preexisting Spanish possessions, notably 

Ceuta and Melilla.18 

Discussion 

It would be a decidedly reactionary step to permit the 
internationally established open door in Morocco to be shut 
and to allow this region to be enclosed wi~hin the French 
tariff barriers. Similarly, it would work against the peace 
of the world if France were permitted to fortify the northern 
littoral of Morocco. It would arouse great uneasiness in 

.. Anglo-French Declaration of April 8, 19M. Article 4; Franco-Spanish 
Treaties of September I, 1905, Article 3, and Novembl:!r 27, 1912, 
Article 1. . 

11 Anglo-French DecIMation of April 8, 1904, Article 7i Franco-Spanisb 
Treaty of November 27. 1912. Article 6. 
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Spain and would fundamentally alter the formally estab
lished status quo in the Western Mediterranean and the ad
jacent Atlantic. 

C. Italian Libya 

It is recommended: 
1. That an adequate hinterland be given to Libya, 80 as 

to provide access to the Sudan and its trade. 

Discussion 

The Treaty of London, April 26, 1915, recognized in prin
ciple Italy's right to compensation in Africa, in case British 
and French colonial possessions there were extended at the 
expense of Germany.u Among the many colonial claims 
advanced unofficially on behalf of Italy, this one is the most 
reasonable and 10gical.lIi It should, however, be recognized 

.. Article 13: "Dans Ie cas oil III. France et III. Grande-Bretagne 
augmenteraient leul'8 domaines coloniaux d'Afrique aux depens de 
l'A1lemagne, cel deux Puissancee reconnaissent en principe que J'Italie 
pourrait reclamer quelques compensations equitablee, notamment dans Ie 
reglement en sa faveur dee questions concernant lee frontieres dee 
colonies italiennes de l'll:rythree, de la Somalie et de la Libye et des 
coloniee voisine. de la France et de la Grande-Bretagne." 

.. For the extreme unofficial claim, see map on page 393 and Antonelli, 
op. cit" pp. 201-205. By &II exchange of notes (not yet published), Septem
ber 12, 1919, France ceded to. Italy the two reentrant anglee south of Tripoli, 
one between Gadamee and Ghat, the other between Ghat and Tummo. 
Italy received the oases of Fehut and EI-Baeka (near Ghat). This 
recti6cation doee not affect the French line of communication between 
Fort Polignac and Janet. Further, equal fiscal treatment is to be 
applied in Tunisia to ,ales of real estate without regard to nationality. 
Italian private schools will .there have the 811.me rights as French and 
the French regulations in Morocco 11.8 to labor accidents are extended 
to Italill.D8 in Tunisia. Le Te7fl]IB, February 24, 1920; cf. ibid., May 
18, 29, June 6, 1919. On September 8, 1919, an Anglo-French Agreement 
(not yet published) was reached concerning the boundary to be drawn 
between Wadai and Darfur, attaching the region of Dar Tamil. to the 
tormer &lid Dar M_lit to the latter. Ibid., February 14, 1920. This 
delimitation had remained in suspense since the Anglo-French Declaration 
of March 21, 1899 (UTrattati," pp. 613-614). An Anglo-Italian Agreement, 
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only if it is confined to limits that will not hamper the de
velopment of the French colonial domain and of the Anglo
Egyptian Sudan. 

2. That, if possible, the principle of commercial and eco
nomic equality should be established, not only in the ceded 
area, but throughout Libya. 

Discussion 

The tariff of 1914 gives very marked preferential treat
ment to Italian goods-cottons, woolens, and sugar-im
ported into Libya. 

also unpublished as yet, was reached in May, 1920, by which, according 
to the Italian press, the Gulf of Solum on the Mediterranean is left to 
Egypt, while Italy receives all the territory west of 25° with the oases 
of Jarabub and Kufra. In East Africa, Italy obtains almost all of 
Jubaland in Kenya (about 100,000 square kilometers). Antonelli, op. 
cit., pp. 246-247; cf. The Statesmcms Year-Book, 1921, pp. 1029, 1030. 
By Article 121 of the Sevres Treaty, "Turkey definitely renounces all 
rights and privileges which under the Treaty of Lausanne of October 
18, 1912, were left to the Sultan in Libya." For the text of this Lausanne 
Treaty, see American Journal oj international Law, VII, Supplement, 
pp. 58-62. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 

N ole.-As these former German islands will, in general, 
ha ve to be disposed of on the same basis as has already 
been set forth with regard to the other ex-German pos
sessions, it is highly important that the Peace Conference 
determine first the fate of those which Japan is occupying, 
because it is far more essential to establish safeguards in 
them than in those which are now occupied by Australia 
and New Zealand.1 

• By decision of the Supreme Council at Paris, May 7, 1919, Mandat.es, 
all of the "C" type, were allotted for these islands as follows: north 
of the Equator, to Japan; south of the Equator, except ex-German Samoa 
and Nauru, to the Commonwealth of Australia; ex-German Samoa, 
to New Zealand; Nauru, to the British Empire. For the Japanese 
reservation concerning this type of Mandate, see the foHowing note; for 
a type of "C" Mandate, see that for German Samoa, Annex K. By 
Article 1 of the Four-Power Treaty of December 13, 1921, it would 
appear that this allocation of Mandates is virtually recognized by the 
United States, though not yet a member of the League of Nations: 
"The High Contracting Parties [the United States, the British Empire, 
France, and Japan] agree &8 between themselves to respect their rights 
in relation to their insular possessions and insular dominions in the 
region of the Pacific Ocean." Formal recognition is, nevertheless, with
held by an American reservation of even date: "That the treaty shall 
apply to the mandated islands in the Pacific Ocean; provided, however, 
that the making of the treaty shall not be deemed to be an a88ent on 
the part' of the United States of America to the mandates and shall 
not preclude agreements between the United States of America and the 
mandatory powers respectively in relation to the mandated islands." 
According to an Associated Press diBpatch of December 12, 1921, an 
Ilgrel'ment has been reached between the United States and' Japan by 

453 
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A. The Marianne, Pelew, Caroline, and Marshall Islands 
It is recommended: 

That these islands be entrusted to Japan under a man
date of the League of Nations containing the following con-
ditions: ' 

a. the islands to remain unfortified and no naval bases 
to be established upon them; 

b. differential import and export duties to be prohibited 
and equality of economic opportunity to be assured 
in other respects; 

c. native rights to land to be safeguarded; 
d. compulsory labor, direct or indirect, to be prohibited, 

except on essential public works; 
e. freedom of a(ltivity to be allowed to Christian mis

sions; 
f. personal and property rights of Germans to be pro

tected.2 

Discussion 

These islands have been occupied by Japan since the 
autumn of 1914. They have b1;lt slight importance, except 

which the former, }:las certain definite rights, including cable privileges, 
as to the, island jO~ Yap, while the latter has control over the island 
and over the other ex-German islands llorth of the Equator, observing 
the', mandate conferred by the Supreme Coullcil. Negotiations for a 
similar agreement between the Ullited States and Great Britain are said 
to be contemplated regarding the islands allotted as mandated areas 
to the British Empire, Australia, alld New Zealalld. On the question of 
Yap see also R. S.Baker, "Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement," II, 
pp. 247, 467,470-471, 480-481; and for the Anglo-Japanese exchange of 
notes in Fe~ruary, 1917, regarding the partition of German possessions 
in! the, Pacific, see ibid., I, pp. 59-61. 

'By the terms of the "C" Mandates (cf. Allnex K), conditions a, d, 
and e are covered; condition I is governed by Article 122 of the Ver
sailles Treaty, combined with Article 22, paragraph 6, of the Covenant 
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possibly from the strategic standpoint. Their total popula
tion in 1913 was about 70,000 natives and 459 whites, of 
whom 259 were Germans.8 Their foreign trade amounted to 
only $2,500,000 annually and there is little prospect of any 
very substantial expansion since labor is wanting to in
crease the two chief exports, copra and phosphates. More
over, their aggregate area is very small. The Caroline and 
Pelew Islands contain 560 square miles, the Marianne 250. 
Their strategic value is possibly greater, but in view of 
the experiences of the present war even this is doubtful. 
In addition, this phase of the question must be considered 
in the light of the establishment of the League of Nations 
and the probable strict regulation of the future use of sub
marines. The United States has absolutely no legitimate 
right to these islands· and to advance such a claim would 
not only be considered a gratuitous affront by Japan, but 
would undermine the moral influence of the United States 
in the settlement of other questions. 

of the League of NatioD8 (see Ch. I, n. 5); condition b is intentionally 
omitted (see Covenant, loco cit.), thus giving occasion for a Japanese 
reservation; condition c is not covered, except as it may be cOD8trued to 
come under the "prohibition of abuses" required by the Covenant in 
Mandatee of the "B" and "C" typee. Cf. e.g., the Mandate for German 
Samoa, Annex K. 

I According to The Statelmlan'8 Year-Book, 1922, p. lOBO, the popula
tion ill: 

I.land Group' Native 
. Marianne.... ........ 3,638 
Caroline ............. 34,917 
Marshall ............. 8,901 

European 
Japane8e and Chine8e 

1,754 
644 30 
102 5 

Total 
5,392 

35,591 
9,008 

Total ............ 47,456 2,500 35 49,991 
"The Senate of the United Ststes strongly obiected to the inclusion 

of Yap, in the western Carolines, under Mandate to Japan, in view 
of its importance &8 a cable ststion. For the present status of the· con
troversy, .tee .upra, Note 1. 
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B. German Samoa 

I t is recommended: 
That these islands be entrusted on the same terms to the 

British Empire with the understanding that New Zealand 
is to execute the mandate.1I 

Discussion 

Without offending Japan it would be impossible to dis
criminate between her and New Zealand. Not to permit 
New Zealand to exercise the mandate would, on the other 
hand, be deeply resented by a people who have made many 
,sacrifices to win a remote war. Finally, it may confidently 
be assumed that no more trustworthy mandatory than New 
Zealand could be found. The interests involved are not 
large, as the native population is only about 35,000 and the 
trade approximately $2,500,000 a year.6 

C. The Bismarck Archipelago and the German Solomon 
Islands 

It is recommended: 
That these islands be entrusted on the same terms to the 

• As has already been observed (Note 1), the island of Nauru W8.8 
detached/rom this group and placed under a Mandate exercised by 
the British Empire, New Zealand similarly administering ex-German 
Samoa (now called Territory of Western Samoa). 

'By the census of 1917, the population was: natives, 37,223; coolies, 
2,237; whites, 1,668 i total, 41,128. The revenue collected in 1919-20 
was £95,022 (chiefly customs-£58,729) and the expenditure was £96,314. 
The excess of assets over liabilities on March 31, 1920, was £28,030. 
In 1919, imports (exclusive of supplies for the troops) amounted to 
£291,368 and exports to £532,500; total trade, £823,868.-The Statesman'. 
Year-Book, 1921, p. 439. By the census of 1921, the population was: 
natives, 32,953; other islanders, 758; coolies, 1,314; whites, 2,026; total, 
37,051. Some 7,500 natives died in consequence of an epidemio of in
fluenza in 1918. The revenue colleoted in 1921 was £149,027 (chiefly 
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British Empire with the understanding that Australia is to 
execute the mandate.T 

Discussion 

The return of these islands to Germany would be bit
terly resented by Australla where a policy akin to the Mon
roe Doctrine has become firmly rooted in the popular mind. 
A strong feeling prevails against permitting any European 
power to gain a foothold south of the Equator, and the origi
nal establishment of Germany was resented as an intrusion. 

D. German New Guinea 

It is recommended: 
1. That this area be transferred to the British Empire 

on the understanding that it is to be added to Papua, the 
Australian section of New Guinea; 

2. That this transfer be made on condition that no dif
ferential import or export duties be imposed either in the 
ceded part of the island or in that already under Australian 
rule.' 

Discussion 

While the area of this part of New Guinea is large, 70,000 
square miles, and its native population considerable, 531,000, 
the mandatory principle is not advisable on account of the 
fact that it adjoins Australian Papua. To preserve .the 

cUBto~,OO5) and the expenditure WB8 £149,327, the excess of liabilities 
being £27,329. In 1920 import8 amounted to £561,193 and exports to 
&7,780. The Statumafl." Year-Book, 1922, p. 449. 

• Thi. WB8 done. See IUpra, Note 1. 
• Thil region WB8, however, placed under Australian Mandate and 

the aecond recommendation failed of adoption because of the 8cheme 
formulated for all Ole" Mandatee (cf. Il'Upra, Note 2). 
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administrative integrity of this section would serve no 
really useful purpose, but would artificially handicap its 
development by unnecessarily multiplying governmental 
machinery .. 
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AFRICAN QUESTIONS AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE.. 

[Non. All notes in this Section are by the EditorJ 

From the geographical and cultural standpoints, Africa 
falls into three distinct classes of territory. This division 
has determined the nature and extent of modern European 
intervention in that vast continent. 

The first class is limited to Northern Africa, where, in 
countries like Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, and Egypt, there 
is a fairly dense native population with quite definite 
civilizations. Although climatic conditions in great sec
tions of this region are not opposed to European immigra
tion and settlement, the numerical strength of the natives 
and their established economic systems render it virtually 
impossible, as well as highly inadvisable, to substitute for 
the present owners of the soil a large European element. 

The second class comprises those areas in which the 
aboriginal population is both comparatively sparse and 
is also in a low state of civilization and where Europeans 
can live and rear families under conditions similar to those 
in Europe and in North America. Considerable territory 
of this nature is to be found within the tropics, but the 
suitable highlands and plateaus are there scattered like 

• Apparently written for Mr. Beer's own guidance and merely as a 
elteleton outline. 
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islands in a huge tropical lake. The great bulk of land 
suitable for white colonization forms a compact mass south 
of the Zambezi and Kunene rivers and includes Southwest 
Africa and ~e Union of South Africa, as well as parts of 
Rhodesia, and also some portions of the Portuguese terri
tories on the East and West Coasts.1 

The third class includes the tropical parts of Africa, where 
Europeans cannot thrive as manual laborers and where 
they are unable to settle for long periods and bring up 
healthy families. In "white man's" Africa, a civilization 
of the Western European type is evolving. In Northern 
Africa, the European is controlling and directing already 
established civilizations; in· Middle Africa, his prime func
tion is to found order and justice and to promote the 
rudiments of civilization among peoples who are in general 
only slightly advanced from a savage state. His secondary 
duty here is to develop the vast resources of these fertile 
regions and, subject to the rights of the natives, to obtain 
the raw materials required by the diversified needs of 
advanced and progressive peoples throughout the world. 

In accordance with these great divisions of Africa, this 
continent presents three distinct groups of problems, some 
of which will come before the Peace Conference. 

A. PROBLEMS OF NORTHERN AFRICA 

In general, the political status of this region and also 
the boundaries of the different areas under European pro
tectorates had been clearly determined before 1914 by a 
series of international agreements. Two matters will, how
ever, in all probability require further regulation. 

1 For the areas· suitable for white settlement, see map facing p. 118. 
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I. The southern boundary of Tripoli and Cyrenaica 
(Libia Italiana) has never been satisfactory to the Italians, 
as it did not give them access to the Sudan. One of the 
conditions of Italy's entrance into the war in the spring 
of 1915 was that, in case France and Great Britain retained 
any of the conquered German colonies in Africa, Italy 
should receive compensation.2 Presumably, this will be an 
extension of the southern frontiers of Tripoli and Cyrenaica 
at the expense of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and of the 
French Sudan. If any such arrangement be made, it will 
probably be concluded by the three Powers directly inter
ested and will not come before the Peace Conference for 
discussion.8 The new status of Egypt, however, requires 
international recognition. 

II. On December 18, 1914, after Turkey's entrance into 
the war, a British Protectorate over Egypt was declared 
and all political connection with Turkey was severed. As 
this new status merely expressed a condition of affairs 
that had already been in existence under full international 
recognition, there is apparently no objection to giving inter
national validity to the formal British Protectorate. But 
several other matters intimately associated with this 
changed position will probably require settlement. 

1. Under the old regime, Egypt paid an annual tribute 
to Turkey of £692,350, which, in turn, had been hypo the-

• Pact of London, April 26, i915, Article 13: "Dans Ie CBB ou la France et 
la Grande-Bretagne augmenteraient leura domaines coloniaux d'Afrique aux 
depena de I'Allemagne, ces deux puissances reconnaissent en principe que 
l'Italie pourrait reclamer quelques compensations equitables, notamment 
dana Ie reglement en 8& faveur des questions concernant les frontieres des 
colonies italiennes de l'Erythree, de la Somalie et de la Libye et des 
colonies voisines de la France et de la Grande-Bretagne." 

• For the changes actually effected, see Impra, pp. 451-452. 
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cated by Turkey as security for a loan of £T17,981,106. 
This involves some thorny ethical questions. 

2. The Capitulations, which exempt foreigners from 
the jurisdiction of the local tribunals, are by many con
sidered unnecessary in a country so well governed as is 
Egypt and for years considerable opposition to their con
tinuance has been manifest.' 

3. Egypt has inherited from Turkey the old agree
ments with the European Powers limiting the customs 
duties on imports to eight per cent ad valorem. The con
tinuance of this condition down to the year 1934 is assured 
by the Anglo-French declaration of April 8, 1904, by which 
Britain also agrees not to give preferential treatment within 
that period to British goods.6 The problem arises whether 
or no Egypt should not have full tariff autonomy and also 
whether or no the pledge of equality of tr~atment should 
not in return be extended beyond 1934, if not indefinitely. 
The answer to the latter question depends largely upon 
the nature of the peace and the situation in Central 
Europe, which will determine the necessity of holding 
economic weapons in reserve to combat Teutonic autoc
racy in the future. 

• The British Protectorate is recognized by the Treaties with Germany 
(Article 147), Austria (Article 102), Hungary (Article 86), and Turkey 
(Article 101). It has also been recognized by France, Russia, Belgium. 
Serbia., Greece, Portugal, and the United States. By Article 112 of the 
sevres Treaty. "Turkey renounces a.ll claim to the tribute formerly paid 
by Egypt. Great Britain undertakes to relieve Turkey of all liability in 
respect of the Turkish loans secured on the Egyptian tribute." The 
Capitulations are renounced by Germany (Versailles Treaty. Article 147), 
Austria. (Trea.ty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Article 102), and Hungary 
(Trianon Treaty, Article 86). 

• "Trattati ••• relativi a.ll'Africa," p. 1117. The other Egyptian prob
lems here noted have thus far remainr.d undecided. 
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4. One other matter in connection with Egypt must also 
be considered. The question arises whether or no the 
eastern frontier of Egypt should be slightly advanced so 
as to include both shores of the Gulf of Akabah. The 
establishment of a submarine base here by a hostile Power 
would very grievously imperil the communications of the 
British Commonwealth. The· real advisability of such an 
extension of Egypt's boundary will, however, largely de
pend upon the future status of Palestine and upon that of 
the new Kingdom of Hedjaz.8 

B. GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA 

In that part of Africa primarily suited for white coloni
zation, the important problem will be the deterInination 
of the future of German Southwest Africa, which was 
conquered by the forces of the Union of South Africa. 
In settling this question in accordance with justice, the 
interests of the comparatively small native population, the 
rights of the few German settlers, and the claims of the 
Anglo-Dutch Dominion, which is the paramount civilizing 
force in South Africa,. must have more weight than either 
the wishes of Germany or those of Great Britain.T 

I. Germany'. acquisition of this region. Attitude of the British Gov
ernment and of Cape Colony. 

n. Ita physical characteristiee and natural resources. 
In. The natives and the Herero War. 
IV. Ita economic development and white immigration. 
V. The discovery of diamonds and of copper. 

• The terms of the arrangements with Palestine have rendered unneces
I&ry any change in the Egyptian frontier. 

, For the text of the Mandate placing this territory under the control of 
the Union of South Africa, see Annex L. 
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VI. Its actual economic worth to Germany and its potential future 
value. 

VII. The conquest of the colony. German methods of warfare. 
VIII. Germany's desire to retain it. Economic and political reasons and 

also those of national prestige and honor. 
IX. With British statesmen, the position of the Union of South Africa 

is the most important factor. Analysis of this attitude: 
1. The desire to be free from European interference and in

trigues-an inchoate African "Monroe Doctrine"; 
2. National pride in retaining what their prowess has won. 

Compare with attitude of New England in 1748 towards 
Louisbourg and that of the American Colonies in 1761-63 
towards the retention of Canada; 

3. The aim to unite in one inclusive political system practically 
all of "white man's" Africa south of the Zambezi and Kunene. 

C. MmDL1Il AFRICA.' 

I. General physiography of tropical Africa. The river communica
tions. Natural resources. The native races. Arabic and 
Mohammedan influences. The distribution of the highlands 
suitable for white settlement. 

II. Modern European intervention. 
1. The Portuguese navigators. 
2. Rivalry of the maritime powers in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. The chief interest in Africa was that 
it formed the reservoir of slave labor for the plantations 
in the West Indies and on the American continents. At 
that time, West Africa was econoInicaily a part of America. 

3. With the abolition of the slave trade and of negro slavery, 
Europe's concern in Africa declined. Interest was, however, 
kept alive by: 
a. The constantly growing trade with Africa; 
b. The efforts of missionaries to civilize the natives; 
c. The activities of a ,series of intrepid explorers in, reveal

ing the geographical features of Africa, the barbarism of 
the indigenes, and the potential wealth of its Boil. In 
all of these activities British pioneers were most con
spiouous, but the Government avoided, as far as possible, 
the responsibilities connected with the annexations of 
vast territories. This timid policy could not be main
tained when, in the 'eighties of the past century, it became 
apparent that other European Powers were ready to 
place under their flags areas in which British commercial 

• Yor the elaboration of this scheme, see Parts II and III. 
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intererts were paramount. Reasons for this marked re
vival of interest by Europe. The economic factor and 
others. 

m. The Partition of Africa, 1884-1912. The division of this vast 
continent among the European Powers without war is the 
greatest feat of diplomacy. Rivalry between Britain. Ger
many, France, Portugal, and Belgium. All difficulties were 
eettled by negotiation and embodied in treaties. In 1914, the 
onJy independent states in Africa were Liberia and Abyssinia. 
Notes on; 
1. The relations of the United States and Liberia. 
2. The status of Abyssinia. 

IV. The British Colonies and Protectorates. 
1. Their history. 
2. British policy towards the natives. 
3. Free trade policy and the open door. 
4. Economic development. 

V. The French Colonies and Protectorates. 
1. Their history. 
2. The French preferential system of trade. 
3. Economic development. 
4. Native policy in West Africa and on the Congo. 

VI. The Belgian Congo. 
1. The old regime of Leopold. 
2. The new system. 

Vll. The German Colonies. 
1. History and economic development. 
2. Native policy. 

vm. The Portuguese Colonies. 
IX. The Italian Colonies. 
X. The Spanish Colonies. 

XI. A comparison of the policies of the European Powers towards 
the natives. 

XII. A comparison of their systems of administration. 
XIII. A comparison of the economic development of the several col

onies. 
XIV. A comparison of the different intererts of the various European 

countries in the trade with Central Africa. 
}""V. The function of tropical colonisation in the economy of Europe. 

I. Middle Africa as a market. 
2. Middle Africa as a eource of supplies. 
3. Both are intimately connected with the policy towards the 

natives. Markets and supplies can be evolved onJy by 
civiliaing the negr0e8. Necessity of developing their needs, 
om their wants, so that they wiil demand Wllre8 conducive 
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to their uplift and will be willing to work in return' for 
them. Extreme urgency of restricting traffic in spirits. 

4. Up to 1914, the total commerce of Middle Africa was very 
small and played a minor part in the foreign trade of Great 
Britain, Germany, and France. Their respective shares in it. 

XVI. The -political situation in 1914. 
Although the possessions of the European Powers were deter

Jriined by treaties, Germany did not regard the distribution as 
definitive and was distinctly dissatisfied. Germany's aim to 
secure by negotiation or otherwise the greater part of the 
Portuguese and Belgian Colonies. The argument that Portugal 
and Belgium did not have sufficient resources in men and in 
capital to develop their vast possessions. 

1. International status of the Belgian Congo. French rights 
and their waiver in 1911. 

2. Anglo-German agreement of 1S98 about the Portuguese 
colonies and Britain's subsequent guarantee· of the integrity 
of the Portuguese possessions. 

3. Negotiations between Britain and Germany about a re
distribution of Africa, 1912 to 1914. Sir Edward Grey's 
attitude. The abortive agreement of 1914, whose terms 
have not been announced. 

XVII. The political situation as altered by the war. 
1. The revelation of German .aims. 
2. The German plan to train the natives of Africa into a 

potent military force. 
3. Germany's conduct of the war, especially in East Africa. 
4. The guarantee to Belgium of her African possessions. 

XVIII. The economic situation as altered by.the war. 
The world-wide scarcity of raw materials. Hence the tem

porary enhancement of the value of· Middle Africa as a reser
voir. The ensuing danger' that. the natives may be coerced to 
work. 

XIX. The decision of the territorial questions. 
ThiS, if based solely upon considerations ,of justice, would 

have to take ,into account primarily and, predominantly the 
welfare and wishes of the negroes and only secondarily the 
needs of the European Powers. Attitude of the natives towards 
Germany. But the settlement in a fallible world will be based 
largely upon the European military situation and the fait accom
pli in Africa itself. In all probability also agreements between 
France and England will provide for some redistribution of 
their territories in West Africa as between themselves and like
wise for a partition of the German colonies there, contingent 
upon the verdict of the Peace Conference. 
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xx. France'. claima. 
The desire to retain the territories in French Equatorial Africa, 

which France WIllI obliged under threat of war to cede to Gel'
IIWI7 in 1911. Combined with this is the wish to owst an un
friendly neighbor from the Camerocma and to give to France a 
vas&, compact territorial empire from the Cougo to the Med
iterraDeall. 

XXI. Germany'. aims. 
AD analysis of the expression of opinion since 1914. Necee

sty of distinguishing between the intereaW of minor groups and 
the nation as a whole. To the nation as a whole, the German 
colonial movement has been a pecuniary loss. though it has 
benefited some merchants and ship owners. In addition. the 
restoration of the colonies involves questions of prestige and 
national honor that reach deep. No need of the nation is aatia
fied by the poseeasion of African territories. but imperative 
1I'IUlts urge their return and even their extension. 

XXII. The attitude of the British Commonwealth. 
1. In Great Britain there is no desire to retain the German 

colonies for themselves, but the opinioua of the other mem
bers of the Commonwealth must be conBidered. In addition, 
there is the negative wish to have the British Protecton.tea 
freed from the menace of an aggressive neighbor and there is 
the pmitive anxiety to retain at least BUfficient territory to 
make pOlllible the Cape-to.Cairo railroad.. This could be 
cratified by the eeaDon of a amall strip between Uganda and 
Lake Tanganyika, as had been arranged in 189t, when Ger
many and France vetoed the project. But South Africa and 
IDdia would not be satisfied with so Blight a readjustment. 

2. Attitude of the Union of South Africa. 
Statements of General Smuts. Analysis of local opinion. 

3. Attitude of British India. 
.. The problem of over-population in India, and emigration. 
b. Attitude of the ee1f-covem.iDg Dominions towards East 

indian immicration, with special refereDDe to the stua
tion in Natal and South Africa. 

c. German East Africa for India.. surplus population. 
Statement of the IDdian Government. The testament 
01 the nationalia& leader, Gokhale. Analysis of Indian 
opinion. This question is intimately connected with the 
ultimate diapoBition of Mesopotamia and Irak, which 
may also be retained for East Indian coloniation. 

XXlll. The potlIIibi1i&iea 01 international control 01 Middle Africa. 
.. Obetadea in the way 01 ~ lOTerument by a league 01 

nation&. 
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b. International agreement to seeure free trade and the open 
.door .. Failure of the General Act of the Berlin Conference 
of 1885 to effect this. Possibility of accomplishing this 
and of extending the Conventional Basin of the Congo to 
include all of tropical Africa. The advisability of this step 
dependent upon the defeat of Prusso-German military 
autocracy. 

c. International regulation of African rivers and international 
protection of game and birds. Experience on the Congo. 

d. International limitation and prohibition of the importation 
of arms and ardent spirits into Middle Africa. 

6. The question of neutralizing Middle Africa. The doubtful 
efficacy of such a step. 

XXIV. Interest of the United States in Middle Africa. 
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THE MANDATE ARTICLE OF THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE 
OF NATIONS. 

AaTICLB 22. 

To those colonies and territories which 88 a consequence of the late 
war have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly 
governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able \0 stand 
by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modem world, 
there should be applied the principle that the well-being and develop
ment of IUch peoples form a I&cred trust of civiliB&tion and that securities 
for the performance of this trust should be embodied in this Covenant. 

The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that 
the tutelage of such peoples should be. entrusted to advanced nations 
who by reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical 
position can best undertake this responsibility, and who are willing to 
accept it, and that this tutelage should be exercised by them 88 Man
datories on behalf of the League. 

The character of the mandate must differ according to the stage of 
the development of the people, the geographical eituation of the territory, 
itl economic conditions and other similar circumstances. 

Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have 
reached a stage of development where their existence 88 independent 
nations can be provisionally recognised subject to the rendering of 
administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time 
&8 they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these communities must 
be a principal consideration in the selection of the Mandatory. 

Other peoples, especially those of Central Africa, are at such a stage 
that the Mandatory must be responsible for the administration of the 
territory under conditions which will guarantee freedom of conscience 
and religion, subject only to the maintenance of public order and morals, 
the prohibition of abuaes 8uch as the five trade, the arms traffic and 
the liquor traffic, and the prevention of the establishment of fortifications 
or military and naval bases and of military training of the natives 
for other than police purpoees and the defence of territory, and will 
a1so eecure equal opportunities for the trade and commerce of other 
Members of the League. 

• AU Pa'llam~Dtal'J Pape,. are reprodueed eu"tl1 aa printed '" tbe Brltiab 
Gonromeot. 
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There are territories, such as Southwest Africa and certain of the 
South Pacific Islands, which, owing to the sparseness of their popula
tion, or their small size, or their remoteness from the centres of civilisa
tion, or their geographical contiguity to the territory of the Mandatory, 
and other circumstances, can be best administered under the laws 
of tb4!. Mandatory as integral portions of its territory, subject to the 
safeguards above mentioned in the interests 01 the indigenous population. 

In every case of mandate, the Mandatory shall render to the Council 
an annual report in reference to the territory committed to its charge. 

The degree of authority, control, or administration to be exercised 
by the Mandatory shall, if not previously agreed upon by the Members 
of the. ;League, be explicitly defined in each case by· the Council. 

A permanent Commission shall be constituted to receive and examine 
the auual ,eports of the Mandatories and to advise the Council on all 
mattei'll relating to the observance of the mandates. 
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COLONIAL AND AFRICAN ARTICLES OF THE VERSAILLES 
TREATY.· 

ABTICLII: -119. 
Germany renounces in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated 

Powers all her rightll and titles over her oversea possessions. 

ABTICLII: 120. 
All movable and immovable property in such territories belonging 

to the German Empire or to any German State shall pass to the 
Government exercising authority over such territories, on the terIDB laid 
down in Article 257 of Part IX (Financial Clauses) of the present Treaty. 
The decision of the local courtll in any dispute as to the nature of such 
property shall be final. 

• Tbe reJa tlon of tbeBe A rtlcle. to tbose In tbe Peace Treaties wltb Austria 
and HllIIgar, I •• bown by tbe followIng table: 

VerelJillee BlJim-Germam Trlatulo 

11:2~211 "a7i . . 866" 
127i.l~l~l40 9s:io9 's0..93' 

A.. regard. tbe Treaty wltb Bulgaria, Article 126 of tbe Versailles Treaty 
bere appears u Article 290 and Morocco and Egypt are covered by Article. 
62-68 : 

AaTICL. 62, 

Bulgaria declare. tbat abe recognize. tbe Freucb Protectorate In Morocco, 
and tbat Ibe will make no claim on bebalf of bereelt or ber national. to tbe 
\)Pnellta or Immunltlu derived from tbe r~glme of tbe capitulations tn Morocco, 
AD treatlea ..... eement .. arrangements and coutract. concluded by Bulgaria wltb 
lIorocco are rellarded a. abrogated a. trom October 11, 19111. 

Moroccan _d. enterln,. Bulgaria aball enjoy tbe treatment accorded to 
Frencb eoo4 .. 

AaTlC~ 63, 

. Bulgaria declare. that Ibe recogn"'e. tbe Protectorate proclaimed over ElI1pt 
by Great Britain on December 18, 1914, and that BIle will make no claim on 
bebalf of berself or ber national. to tbe benelltl or Immnnltles derlvecl from the 
rfglme of tbe capitulation. In Egypt. AD treatle.. agreements, arrangements 
and contract. concluded by Bulgaria wltb Egypt are regarded a8 abrogatod 
.. from October 11, 19111. 

Egyptian good. enterlne Buillaria .baD enjoy tbe treatment accorded to 
8rltlBll eood .. 
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ARTICLE 121. 

The proVlSlOns of Sections I and IV of Part X (Economic Clauses) 
of the present Treaty shall apply in the case of these territories whatever 
be the form of Government adopted for them. 

ARTICLE 122. 

The Government exercising authority over such territories may make 
such proVisions as it thinks fit with reference to the repatriation from them 
of German nationals and to the conditions upon which German subjects 
of European origin shall, or shall not, be allowed to reside, hold property, 
trade or exercise a profession in them. 

ARTICLE 123. 

The provisions of Article 260 of Part IX (Financial Clauses) of the 
present Treaty shall apply in the case _ of all agreements concluded with 
German nationals for the construction or exploitation of public works 
in the German oversea possessions, as well as any sub-Concessions or 
contracts resulting therefrom which may have been made to or with 
such nationals. 

ARTICLE 124. 

Germany hereby undertakes to pay, in accordance with the estimate 
to be presented by the French Government and approved by the Repara
tion Commission, reparation for damage suffered by French nationals 
in the Cameroons or the frontier zone by reason of. the acts of -the 
German civil and military authorities and of German private individuals 
during the period from January 1, 1900, to August 1, 1914. 

ARTICLE 125. 

Germany renolinces all rights under the Conventions and Agreements 
with France of November-4, 1911, and September 28, 1912, relating to 
Equatorial Africa. She undertakes to pay to the French Government, 
in accordance with the estimate to be presented by that Government 
and approved by the Reparation Commission, all the deposits, credits, 
advances,. etc., -effected by virtue of these instruments in favour of 
,Germany. 

ARTICLE 126. 

Germany undertakes to accept and observe the agreements made or 
to he made by the Allied _and Associated Powers or some of them with 
any other Power with regard to the trade in arms and spirits, and to 
the matters dealt with in the General Act of Berlin of February 26, 
1885, the General Act of Brussels of July 2, 1890, and the conventions 
completing- or modifying the same. 
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AImCUI 127. 

The native inhabitants of the former German oversea poese88iooa 
sbalJ be entitled to the diplomatic protection of the Governments exercis
ing authority over thlllle territories. 

AJma..I38. 

Germany renounCC8 all rights and privileges arising from the arrange
ments of 1911 and 1912 reprding Liberia, and particuJarlythe right 
to nominate a German Receiver of Customs in Liberia. 

She further renounces all claim to participate in any measures what
~er which may be adopted for the rehabilitation of Liberia. 

Alma.. 139. 

Germany recogniaes that all treaties and arrangements between her 
and Liberia terminated as from August t, 1917. 

Alma.. 1(0. 

The property, rights and interests of GermaDII in Liberia shall be 
dealt with in accordance with Part X (Economic Clauses) of the presen~ 
Treaty. 

AlmCUI 141. 

Germany renoUDCC8 an rights, titles and privileges conferred on her 
by the General Act of Algeciraa of April 7, 1906, and by the Franco
German Agreements of February 9, 1909, and November t, 1911. All 
treatiea, agreements, arrangements and contracts concluded by her with 
the 8herifian Empire are regarded as abrogated as from August 3, 191t. 

In no cue can Germany take advantage of these instruments and 
abe undertakes n~ to intervene in any way in negotiations relating 
to Morocco which may take place between France and the other Powers. 

AaTiCUlI42. 

Germany having recogniaed the French Protectorate in Morocco, hereby 
accepts all the eoDI!equenCC8 of its establishment, and she renoUDCC8 
the regime of the eapitulatiooa therein. 

Thia renunciation sbalJ take effect as from August 3, 191t. 

Anta.aI43. 

The 8herifian Government sbalJ have complete liberty of action in 
reculating the status of German nationals in Morocco and the con
diLiOllll in which they may establiBh the~ves there. 

German protected pen!OD8, 8e1DlllU"B and "asociEe agricolee" ehaU be con-
8idered as having eeaaed, as from August 3, 191e, to enjoy the privileges 
attached to their statU8 and llhall be IlUbject to the ordinary law. 
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ARTICLE 144. 

,All property and possessions in the Sherifian Empire of the German 
Empire and the German States pass to the Maghzen without payment. 

For this purpose, the property and possessions of the German Empire 
and States shall be deemed to include all the property of the Crown, 
the Empire or the States, and the private property of the former Ger
man Emperor ,and other Royal personages. 

All movable and, immovable property in the Sherifian Empire be
Jonging to German nationals shall be dealt with in accordance with 
Sections In and IV of Part X (Economic Clauses) of the present Treaty. 

Mining rights which may be recognised as belonging to German nationals 
by 'the Court of Arbitration set up under the Moroccan Mining Regula
tions shall form the subject of a valuation, which the arbitrators shall 
be requested to make" and these rights shall then be treated in the 
same way as property in Morocco belonging to German nationals. 

ARTICLE 145. 

The German Government shall ensure the transfer to a person nominated 
by the French Government of the shares representing Germany's portion 
of the capital of the State .Bank of Morocco. The value of these shares, 
as assessed by the Reparation Commission, shall be paid to the Repara
tion Commission for the credit of Germany on account of the sums 
due .for reparation. The German Government shall be responsible for 
indemnifying its nationals so dispossessed. 

This transfer will take place 'without prejudice to the repayment of 
debts which German nationals may have contracted towards the State 
Bank of Morocco. 

ARTICLIII 146. 

Moroccan goods entering Germany shall enjoy the treatment accorded 
to French goods. 

ARTICLE 147. 

'Germany declares that she recognises the Protectorate proclaimed over 
Egypt by Great Britain on December 18, 1914, alid that she renounces 
the regime 01 the Capitulations in Egypt. 

This renunciation shall take effect as from August 4, 1914. 

ARTICLIII 148. 

All treaties, agreements, arrangements and contracts concluded by Ger
many with Egypt are regarded as abrogated as from August 4, 1914. 

In no case can Germany avail herself of these instruments and she 
undertakes not to intervene in any way in negotiations relating to Egypt 
which, may take place between Great Britain and the other Powers. 
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AsTICLI!l 149. 

Until an Egyptian law of judicial organization establishing courts 
with universal jurilidiction comes into force, provision shall be made, by 
means of decrees issued by His Highness the Sultan, for the exercise of 
jurilidiction over German nationals and property by the British Consular 
Tribuna1s. 

AsTICLII 150. 

The Egyptian Government shall have complete liberty of action in 
regulating the status of German nationals and the conditions under 
which they may establish themselves in Egypt. 

ABTICLI!l 151. 

Germany consents to the abrogation of the decree issued by His 
Highness the Khedive on November 28, 1904, relating to the Commission 
of the Egyptian Public Debt, or to such changes as the Egyptian Gov
ernment may think it desirable to make therein. 

AsTICLI!l 152. 

Germany consents, in so far as she is concerned, to the transfer to 
His Britannic Majesty's Government of the powers conferred on His 
Imperial Majesty the Sultan by the Convention signed at Constantinople 
on October 29, 1888, relating to the free navigation of the Suez Canal. 

She renounces all participation in the Sanitary, Maritime, and Quar
antine Board of Egypt and consents, in 80 far as she is concerned, to the 
transfer to the Egyptian Authorities of the powers of that Board. 

AsTICLI'l 153. 

AU property and p088essions in Egypt of the German Empire and 
the German States pass to the Egyptian Government without payment. 

For thi. purpoae, the property and possessions of the German Empire 
end State. shall be deemed to include all the property of the Crown, 
the Empire or the States, and the private property of the former Ger
man Emperor and other Royal personages. 

All movable and immovable property in Egypt belonging to German 
nationala shall be dealt with in accordance with Sections III and IV of 
Part X (Economic Clauses) of the present Treaty. 

AsTICLI!l 1M. 

Egyptian goada entering Germany mall enjoy the treatment accorded to 
British «oada. 
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AFRICAN, MANDATE, AND HEDJAZ ARTICLES OF THE SEVRES 
TREATY.* 

ARTlCLlil 910. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that Syria and Mesopotamia shall, 

in accordance with the fourth paragraph of Article 22, Part I (Covenant 
of the League of Nations), be provisionally recognised as independent 
States subject to the rendering of administrative advice and assistance 
by a Mandatory until such time as they are able to stand alone. 

A Commission shall be constituted within fifteen days from the coming 
into force of the present Treaty to trace on the spot the frontier line 
described in Article 27, II (2) and (3). This Commission will be com
posed of three members nominated by France, Great Britain and Italy 
respectively, and one member nomiDated by Turkey; it will be assisted 
by a representative of Syria for the Syrian frontier,and by a representa
tive of Mesopotamia for the Mesopotamian frontier. 

The determination of the· other frontiers of·· the said States, and the 
selection of the Mandatories, will be made by the Principal Allied Powers. 

ARneLl!! 95.-

The High Contracting Parties agree to entrust, by application· of the 
provisions of Article 22, the administration of Palestine, within such 
boundaries as may be determined by the Principal Allied Powers, to a 
Mandatory to be selected by the said Powers. The Mandatory will 
be responsible for putting into effect the declaration originally made 
on November 2, 1917, by the British Government, and adopted by the 
other Allied.' Powers, in favour of the establishment in Palestine of a 
national home for the Jewish people, it being clearly understood that 

• The relation between the S~vres and the VersaUles Treaties is shown by 
the following table, divergencies of note being indicated by an asterisk: 

8~tIf'ea Ver8aiU68 

°i~~O ··.i47" 
10~o~05 "'i5'o'" 

l&l "'is'i" 
100-110 152-153 
11lil4 ".i4i'· 

119 146 
478 
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nothing ehaI.I be done which may prejudice the civil and religioUB rights 
of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political 
Btatua enjoyed by Jew8 in any other country. 

The Mandatory undertakes to appoint as 800n as pOssible a special 
Commission to study and regulate all questions and claims relating to 
the difterent religio\18 communitieil. In the composition of this Commie
lion the religioua interests concerned will be taken into account. The 
Chairman of the Commission will be appointed by the Council of the 
League of Nations. 

ARTlCU!l 96. 

The terms of the mandates in respect of the above territories will be 
formulated by the Principal Allied Powers and submitted to the Council 
of the League of Nations for approval. 

AaTlCLB 97. 

Turkey hereby undertakes, in accordance with the pl'Ovisions of Article 
132, to accept any decisions which may be taken in relation to the ques
tions dealt with in thi8 Section. 

AaTlCLB 98. 

Turkey, in accordance with the action already taken by· the Allied 
Powers, hereby recognises the Hedjaz as a free and independent State, 
and renounces in favour of the Hedjaz all rights and titles over the ter
ritories of the former Turkish Empire situated outside the frontiers of 
Turkey 88 laid down by the present Treaty, and comprised within the 
boundaries which may ultimately be fixed. 

AanCU!l 99. 

In view of the sacred character attributed by Moslems of all countries 
to the cities and the Holy Places of Mecca and Medina, His Majesty 
the King of the Hedju undertakes to 8l!8ure free and easy access thereto 
to Moelems of every country who desire to go there on pilgrimage 
or for any other religiO\l8 object, and to respect and ensure respect for 
the pioua foundations which are or may be established there by Moslems 
of any countries in accordance with the precepts of the law of the Koran. 

ARTICLB 100. 

Ria Majesty the King of the Hedja. undertakes that in commercial 
matte1"l the most complete equality of treatment shall be 888Ured in the 
territory of the Hedju to the pel'l!Ons, ships and goods of nationals of 
any of the Allied Powers, or of any of the. new States set up in the 
territoriell of the former Turkish Empire, 88 well 88 to the pel'l!Ons, ships 
and goods of nationals of States, Members of the League of Nations. 
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AR'l'ICLll 101. 

Turkey renounces all rights and title in or over Egypt. This renuncia
tion shall take effect as from November 5, 1914. Turkey declares that 
in conIormity with the action taken by the Allied Powers she recognises 
the Protectorate proclaimed over Egypt by Great Britain on December 
18, 1914. 

AR'l'ICLI!l 102. 

Turkish subjects habitually resident in Egypt on December 18, 1914, will 
acquire Egyptian nationality ipso facto and will lose their Turkish 
nationality, except that if at that date such persons were temporarily 
absent f~om, and have not since retu~ed to, Egypt they will not acquire 
Egyptian nationality without a special authorisation from the Egyptian 
Government. 

AR'l'ICLI!l 103. 

Turkish subjects who became resident in Egypt after December 18, 
1914, and are habitually resident there at the date of the coming into 
force of the present Treaty may, subject to the conditions prescribed in 
Article 105 for the right of option, claim Egyptian nationality, but such 
claim may in individual cases be refused by the competent Egyptian 
authority. ' 

AR'l'ICLI!l 104. 

ll'or all purposes connected with the present Treaty, Egypt and Egyptian 
nationals, their goods and vessels, shall be treated 'on the same footing, 
as from August ,1, 1914, as the Allied Powers, their nationals, goods and 
vessels, and provisions in respect of territory under Turkish sovereignty, 
or of territory detached from Turkey in accordance with the present 
Treaty, shall not apply to Egypt. 

AR'l'ICLI!l 105. 

Within' a period of one year after the coming into force of the present 
Treaty persons over eighteen years of age acquiring Egyptian nationality 
under the provisions of Article 102 will be entitled to opt for Turkish 
nationality. In'case such persons, or those who under Article 103 are 
entitled to claiJri Egyptian nationality, differ in race from the majority 
of the population of Egypt, they will within the same period be en
titled to opt for the nationality of any State in favour of which territory 
is detached from Turkey, if the majority of the population of that State 
is of the same race as the person exercising the right to opt. 

Option by a husband covers a wife and option by parents covers their 
children under eighteen years oC age. 
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Pel'8ODe who have exercised the above right to opt mlll!t, except where 
authorised to continue to reside in Egypt, transfer within the ensuing 
twelve monthB their place of residence to the State for which they have 
opted. They will be entitled to retain their immovable property in Egypt, 
and may carry with them their movable property of every description. 
No export or import duties or charges may be imposed upon them in 
connection with the removal of such property. 

ABTlCL\I 106. 

The Egyptian Government shall have complete liberty of action in 
regulating the status of Turkish Bubjects in Egypt and the conditions under 
which they may establish themselves in the territory. 

ABTICUl 107. 

Egyptian nationals shall be entitled, when abroad, to British diplomatic 
and c~ protection. 

ABTlCL\I lOS. 

Egyptian goods entering Turkey shall enjoy the treatment accorded to 
British goods. 

ABTICL\I 109. 

Turkey renounces in favour of Great Britain the powers conferred upon 
Hie Imperial Majesty the Sultan by the Convention signed at Con
stantinople on October 29, 1888, relating to the free navigation of the 
Suel Canal. 

ABTICLII 110. 

All property and pOlllle8l!iODe in Egypt belonging to the Turkish Govern
ment JI8IB to the Egyptian Government without payment. 

ABTICLII 111. 

All movable and immovable property in Egypt belonging to Turkish 
nationa1l (who do not acquire Egyptian nationality) shall be dealt with 
in accordance with the provisions of Part IX (Economic ClaU8eB) of the 
preeent Treaty. 

ABTlCL\I 112. 

Turkey renounce. all claim to the tnbute formerly paid by Egypt. 
Great Britain undertakes to relieve Turkey of all liability in respect of 

the Turkish loans ICCUred on the Egyptian tnbute. 
These loans are; 
The guaranteed loan of 1856; 
The loan of 189t representing the converted loans of 1854 and 1871' 
The loan of 1891 representing the converted loan of 1877. ' 
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The sums which'the Khedives of Egypt have from time to time under
taken to pay over to the houses by which these loans were issued will be 
applied as heretofore to the interest and the sinking funds of the loans 
of 1894 and 1891 until the final extinction of those loans. The Govern
ment of Egyp1; will also continue to apply the sum hitherto paid towards 
the interest on the guaranteed loan of 1855. 

Upon the extinction of these loans of 1894, 1891 and 1855; all liability 
on the part of the Egyptian Government arising out of the tribute formerly 
paid ~y Egypt to Turkey will Cease. 

ABl'ICLI!l 113. 

The High Contracting Parties declare and place on record that they 
have taken note of the Convention between the British Government and 
the Egyptian Government defining the status and regulating the admin
istration of the Soudan, signed on January 19, 1899, as amended by the 
supplementary Convention relating to the town of Suakin signed on 
July 10, 1899. 

ARl'ICLI!l 114. 

Soudanese shall be entitled when in foreign 'countries to British diplo
matic and consular protection. 

ABTICLI!l 118. 

Turkey recognizes the French Protectorate in Morocco, and accepts all 
the consequences, thereof. This recognition shall take effect as from 
March 30, 1912. ' 

ARTICLI!l 119. 

Moroccan goods entering Turkey shall be subject to the same treat
mentas French goods .. 

AaTICLI!l 120. 

'Turkey recognizes the French protectorate over'Tunis and accepts all 
'the consequences thereof. This recognition shall take effect as from 
May 12, 1881. 

Tunisian goods entering Turkey shall be subject to the same treatment 
as French goods; 
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[Translation.] 

CONVENTION FOR THE CONTROL OF THE TRADE IN ARMS 
AND AMMUNITION, AND PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT SAINT
GERMAIN-EN-LAYE,* SEPTEMBER 10, 1919.t 

TH& United Statea of America, Belgium, Bolivia, the British Empire, 
China, Cuba, Ecuador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, the Hedjaz, 
Italy, Japan, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State, Siam and Czecho-Slovakia; 

Wherellll the long war now ended, in which most nations have suc
ce88ively become involved, has led to the accumulation in various parts 
of the world of considerable quantities of arms and munitions of war, 
the dispel'Bai of which would constitute a danger to peace and public 
order; 

Wherellll in certain parts of the world it is neCe88ary to exercise special 
supervision over the trade in, and the posse88ion of. arms and ammunition; 

Whereas the existing treaties and conventions, and particularly the 
Brussel.e Act of July 2, 1890, regulating the traffic in arms and ammunition 
in certain regions. no longer meet present conditions. which require 
more elaborate provisions applicable to a wider area in Africa and 
the establishment of a corresponding regime in certain territories in 
Aaia; 

Wherellll a special supervision of the maritime zone adjacent to cer
tain countries is Deceesary to ensure the efficacy of the measures adopted 
by the variolla Governments both &8 regards the importation of arms 
and ammunition into those countries and the export of such arms and 
ammunition from their own territory; 

And with the reservation that, after a period of seven years, the present 
Convention .hall be .ubject to revision in the light of the experience 
gained, if the Council of the League of Nations, acting if need be by 
• majority, 80 recommends; 

• 80me of the IIpatur.. were alll:lOO In Pari. and lome at 8alnt-Germaln-
en·Laye. . 

t Trellty 8prlea, 1919, No. 12. 
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Have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 

The President of the United States of America: 
The Honourable Frank Lyon Polk, Under-Secretary of State; 
The Honourable Henry White, formerly Ambassador Extraordinary 

and Plenipotentiary of the United States at Rome and Paris; 
General Tasker H. Bliss, Military Representative of the United States 

on the Supreme War Council; 

His Majesty the King of the Belgians: 
M. Paul Hymans, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of State; 
M. Jules van den Heuvel, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Minister of 
State; 

M. Emile Vandervelde, Minister of Justice, Minister of State; 

President of the Republic of Bolivia: 
M. Ismail Montes, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of Bolivia at Paris; 

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland and of the British Dominions Beyond the Seas, Emperor of 
India: 

The Right Honourable Arthur James Balfour, O.M.,- M.P., His Sec
retary of State for Foreign Affairs; 

The Right Honourable Andrew Bonar Law, M.P., His Lord Privy 
Seal; 

The Right Honourable Viscount Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., His Se~ 
retary of State for the Colonies; 

The Right Honourable George Nicoll Barnes, M.P., Minister without 
Portfolio. 

And 

for the Dominion of Canada: 
The Honourable Sir Albert Edward Kemp, K.C.M.G., Minister of 

the Overseas Forces; 

for the Commonwealth of Australia: 
The Honourable George Foster Pearce, Minister of Defence; 

for the Union of South Africa: 
The Right Honourable Viscount Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.; 

for the Dominion of New Zealand: 
The Honourable Sir Thomas Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., High Com

missioner for New Zealand in the United Kingdom; 

for India: 
The Right Honourable Baron Sinha, K.C., Under-Secretary of State 

for India; 

The President of the Chinese Republic: 
M. Lou Tseng-Tsiang, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Chengting Thomas Wang, formerly Minister of Agriculture and 

Commerce; 
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The President of the Cuban Republic: 
M. Antonio Sanchez de Bustamante, Dean of the Faculty of Law in 

the Univereity of Havana, President of the Cuban Society of 
International Law; 

The President of the Republic of Ecuador: 
M. Dorn y de Alsua, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary of Ecuador at Paris; 

The President of the French Republic: 
M. Georges Clemenceau, President of the Council, Minister of 

War; 
M. Stephen Pichon, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Loui&-Lucien Klotz, Minister of Finance; 
M. Andre Tardieu, Commiasary-General for Franco-American Mili
. tary Affairs; 
M. Jules Cambon, Ambassador of France; 

His Majesty the King of the Hellenes: 
M. Nicolll8 Politis, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Athoe Romanoe, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten

tiary to the French Republic; 

The President of the Republic of Guatemala: 
M. Joaquim Mendez, formerly Minister of State for Public Works 

and Public Instruction, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary of Guatemala at Washington, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary on Special Mission at Paris; 

The President of the Republic of Haiti: 
M. Tertullien Guilbaud, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary of Haiti to Ecuador; 

Hill Majesty the King of the Hedjaz: 
M. Rustem Haidar; 
M. Abdul Hadi Aouni; 

His Majesty the King of Italy: 
The Honourable Tommaso Tittoni, Senator of the Kingdom, Minister 

for Foreign Affairs; 
The Honourable Vittorio Scialoja, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Maggiorino Ferraris, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Guglielmo Marconi, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Silvio Crespi, Deputy; 

Hia Majesty the Emperor of Japan: 
Viscount. Chinda, Amba88ador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

of HM. the Emperor of Japan at London; 
M. K. Matsui, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 

H.M. the Emperor of Japan at. Paris; 
M. H. Ijuin, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of H.M. 

the Emperor of Japan at Rome; 

The President of the Republic of Nicaragua: 
M. Salvador Chamorro, President of the Chamber of Deputies; 
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The President of the Republic of Panama: 
M. Antonio Burgos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of Panama at Madrid; 

The President of the Republic of Peru: 
M. Carlos G. Candamo~ .Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiarY of Peru at Madrid; 

The President of the Polish Republic: 
M. Ignace J. Paderewski, President of the Council of Ministers, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Roman Dmowski, President of the Polish National Committee; 

The President of the Portuguese Republic: 
Dr. Affonso da Costa, formerly President of the Council of Ministers; 
Dr. Augusto Luiz Vieira Soares, formerly Minister for Foreign 

Affairs; 

His Majesty the King of Roumania: 
M. Nicolas Misu, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of Roumania at London; 
Dr. Alexander Vaida-Voevod, Minister without Portfolio; 

His Majesty the King of the Serbs, the Croats, and the Slovenes: 
M. N. P. Pachitch, formerly President of the Council of Ministers; 
M. Ante Trumbic, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Ivan Zolger, Doctor at Law; 

His Majesty the King of Siam: 
His Highness Prince Charoon, Envoy ExtraordinJUY and Minister 

Plenipotentiary of H.M. the King of Siam at Paris; 
His Serene Highness Prince Traidos Prabandhu, Under-Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs; 

The President of the Czecho-Slovak Republic: 
M. Charles KramM, President of the Council of Ministers; 
M.Edouard Bene~, Minister for Foreign ~airs; 

Who, having. communicated their full powers found in good and due 
form, . > 

Have agreed as follows: 

CHAPTER I. 

Export 0/ Arms and Ammunition. 

ARTICLJII 1. 

The High' Contracting Parties undertake to prohibit the export of the 
following arms of war: artillery of all kinds, apparatus for the discharge 

. of all kinds of projectiles explosive or gas-diffusing, flame-throwers, bombs, 
grenades, machine-guns and rifled small-bore breech-loading weapons 
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of all kiDda, .. well .. the exportation of the ammunition for use with 
lIIlCb ama The prohibition of exportation shall apply to all such arms 
aud ammunitioa. whether complete or in parts. 

NevertheleI!B, notwithstanding this prohibition, the High Contracting 
Parties reserYe the right to grant, in respect of arms whose use is not 
prolubited by International Law, export licences to meet the requirements 
of their Governments or those of the Government of any of the High 
Contracting Parties, but for no other purpose. 

In the care of firearms and ammunition adapted both to warlike and 
aIao to other Purpoeel!, the High Contracting Parties reserYe to them
EVes the right to determine from the size, destination, and other eir
eulll8taD eetI of each shipment for what uses it is intended and to decide 
in each care whether the provisions of this Article are applicable to it. 

A1mCLB 2. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake to prolubit the export of 
tirearma and ammunition, whether complete or in parts, other than arms 
and munitions of war, to the areas and zone specified in Article 6. 

Nevertheless, notwithstanding this prolubition, the High Contracting 
Palties reserYe the right to grant export licences on the understanding that 
IUch liceneee ahaI1 be issued only by their own authorities. Such author-
itiea mUBt _tisfy themselves in advance that the arms or ammunition 
for which an export licence is requested are not intended for export 
to Ul7 destination, or for disposal in any way, contrary to the provisions 
of this Conventioa. 

AwncuI3. 

Shipment. to be eJfected under contracts entered into before the coming 
into force of the preeent Convention shall be governed by its provisions. 

AImCUI t. 

The High Contracting Palties undertake to grant no export licences 
to any counby which refuses to accept the tutelage under which it 
hu been placed, or which, after having been placed under the tutelage 
of lUI)' Power, may endeavour to obtain from any other Power any of the 
&r'Im or ammunition specified in Articles 1 and 2. 

AftJCUlS. 

A Central International Office, placed under the control of the League 
of NatiOll8, ahalI be establiahed for the purpose of collecting and pre
lICI'Tinc doeument. of all kinda exchanged by the High Contracting 
Pan.iea with reprd to the t.nIde in, and distribution of, the anna and 
ammunitiOD apecified ill the pn!IIeDt Convention. 
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Each of the High Contracting Parties shall publish an annual report 
showing the export licences which it may have granted, together with 
the quantities and destination of the arms and ammunition to which 
the export licences referred. A copy of this report shall be sent to 
the Central ~ternational Office and to the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations. 

Further, the High Contracting Parties agree to send to the Central 
International Office and to the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations full statistical information as to the quantities and destination 
of all arms and ammunition exported without licence. 

CBAPTERn. 

Import 0/ Arms and Ammunition. Prohibited Areas and Zone 0/ Mari
time SuperviBion. 

AimCLIII 6. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake, each as far as the territory 
under its jurisdiction is concerned, to prohibit the importation of the 
arms and ammunition specified in Articles 1 and 2 into the following 
territorial areas, and alSo to prevent their importation and transportation 
in the maritime zone defined below: 

1. The whole of the Continent of Mrica with the exception of Algeria, 
Libya and the Union of South Mrica. 

Within this area are included all islands situated, within a hundred 
nautical miles of the coast, together with Prince's I'sland, St. Thomas 
Island and the Islands of Annobon and Socotra. 

2. Transcaucasia, Persia, Gwadar, the Arabian Peninsula and lIuch 
continental parts of Asia as were included in the Turkish Empire on 
August 4, 1914. 

3. A maritime zone, including the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the 
Persian Gulf and the Sea of Oman, and bounded by a line drawn from 
Cape Guardafui, {ollowing the latitude of that i:B.pe to its intersection with 
longitude 57° east of Greenwich, and proceeding thence direct to the 
eastern frontier of Persia in the Gulf of Oman. 

,Special 'licences for the import of arms or ammunition into the areas 
defined above may be issued. In the Mrican area they shall be subject 
tG the regulations specified in Articles 7 and 8 or to any Jocal regulations 
"of a stricter nature which may be in force. In the other areas specified 
in the present Article, these licences shall be subject to similar regulatioD.II 
put intoeft'ect by the Governments exercising authority there. 
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CHAPTERm. 

BuperviMra Oft Land. 

AaTICLII 7. 

Anna and ammunition imported under special licence into the prohibited 
areas ahall be admitted only at porta designated for this purpose by 
the Authorities of the State, Colony, Protectorate or territory under 
mandate concerned. 

Such arms and ammunition must be deposited by the importer at 
hie own risk and expense in a public warehouse under the exclusive cus
tody and permanent control of the Authority and of its agents, of whom 
one at lellBt must be a civil official or a military officer. No arms or 
ammunition shall be deposited or withdrawn without the previous author
iBation of the administration of the State, Colony, Protectorate or 
territory under mandate, unless the arms and ammunition to be de
posited or withdrawn are intended for the forces of the Government 
or the defence of the national territory. 

The withdrawal of arms or ammunition deposited in these warehouses 
shall be authorised only in the following CIl8es:-

1. For despatch to placea designated by the Government where the 
inhabitants are allowed to p0BBe88 arms, under the control and responsi
bility of the local Authorities, for the purpose of defence against robbers 
or rebela. 

2. For despatch to places designated by the Government &8 warehouses 
and placed under the IlUpervieion and responsibility of the local Authorities. 

3. For individuala who can show that they require them for their 
legitimate personal use. 

AaTICLII 8. 

In the prohibited areas lIpecified in Article 6, trade in arms and am
munition shall be placed under the control of officiala of the Govern
ment and shall be tubject to the following regulatioDl!: 

1. No person may keep a warehouse for arms or ammunition without a 
licence. 

2. Any person licensed to keep a warehouse for arms or ammunition 
must reeerve for that special purpose enclosed premises having only one 
entry, provided with two loeke, one of which can be opened only by 
the officers of the Government. 

The perIIOn in charge of a warehouse shall be responsible for all arms 
or ammunition depOBited therein and must account for them on demand. 
For thia purpose all deposits or withdrawala shall be entered in a special 
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register, numbered and initialled. Each entry shall be supported by 
references to the official documents authorising such deposits or with
drawals. 

3. No transport of arms or ammunition shall take place without a 
special licence. 

4. No withdr8wal from a private warehouse shall take place except 
under licence issued by the local Authority on an application stating 
the purpose for which the arms or ammunition are required, and sup
ported by a. licence to carry arms or by a special permit for the pur
chase of ammunition. Every arm shall be registered and stamped; the 
Authority in charge of the control shall enter on the licence to carry 
arms the mark stamped on the weapon. 

S. No one shall without authority transfer to another person either 
by gift or for any consideration any weapon or ammunition which he 
is licensed to possess. 

ARTICLB 9. 

In the prohIbited areas and zone specified in Articlti 6 the manufacture 
and assembling of arms or ammunition shall be prohibited, except at 
arsenals established by the local Government or, in the case of countries 
placed under tutelage, at arsenals established by the local Government, 
under the control of the mandatory Power, for the defence of its ter
ritory or for the maintenance of public order. 

No arms shall be repaired except at arsenals or establishments licenced 
by the local Government for this purpose. No such licence shall be 
granted without guarantees for the observance of the rules of the present 
Convention. 

ARTICLlD 10 •. 

Within the prohibited arellS specified in Article 6, a State which is 
compelled to utilise the territory of a contiguous State for the importa
tion of arms or ammunition, whether complete or in parts, or of material 
or of articles intended for armament, shall be authorised on request to 
have them transported across the territory of such State. 

It shall, however, when making any such request, furnish guarantees 
that the said articles are required for the needs of its own Government, 
and will at no time be sold, transferred or delivered for private use nor 
used in any way contrary to the interests of the High Contracting 
Parties. 

Any violation of these conditions shall be formally established in the 
following manner:-

(a) If the importing State is a sovereign independent Power, the proof 
of the violation shall be advanced by one or more of the Representatives 
accredited to it of contiguous States among the High Contracting Parties. 
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A.lW &he Repreeentativea of the other contiguous States have, if n_ 
1arY, been informed. • joint enquiry into the facts by all these Repre
_tagvee will be opened. and if need be, the importing State will 
be eaIIecI UpoD to fumish expianatiODll. If the gravity of the case should 
80 require. and if the explanations of the importing State are con
aidend _tisfaetory, the Representativea will jointly notify the im
portinc State that all transit licenCES in its favour are suspended and 
thd all future requests will be refused until it shall have furnished new 
and _ti8factory JUlU'Ulteea. 

The lonna and conditiOll8 of the guaranteea provided by the present 
Article shall be agreed upon previously by the Representatives of the 
contiguOUB Statea among the High Contmcting Parties. 'These Repre
_tative. shall communicate to each other, as and when issued, the 
tnu:IIIit Iicencee IJ'IUlted by the competent authorities. 

(b) If the importing State has been placed under the mandatory II)'lI

tem established by the League of NatioDS, the proof of the violation shall 
be furnished by ODe of the High Contracting Parties or on its own 
initiative by the Mandatory Power. 'The latter shall then notify or 
demand, as the case may be, the suspension and future refusal of all 
tranait Iicencee. 

In _ where a violation has been duly proved, no further transit 
Iicenee shall be granted to the olfending State without the previous 
CODEDt of the Council of the League of Nations. 

If any p~ing8 on the part of the importing State or its disturbed 
condition should threaten the public order of one of the contiguous States 
aignatoriea of the present Convention, the importation in transit of arms, 
ammunition, material and articlea intended for armament shall be re
fll8ed to &he impoRing State by all the contiguous States until order 
has been restored. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Maritime Superviaitm. 

AaonCL8 11. 
Subjee& to any contrary provisiOll8 in eDting special agreements, or 

in future acreemenw, provided that in all _ 811m agreements comply 
with the proriaiOll8 of the present Convention, the BOVereign State or 
Mandatory Power shall carry out all BllpervWon and police measures 
withi.D tenitorial watell! in the prohibited areas and .one specified in 
Article I. 

Anla.a 12. 
Within the prohibited areas and maritime .one specified in Article 6, 

DO native YeIIIel of leal than 500 tOIlS burden shall be allowed to ship, 
diJcharse, or tranEhip arma 01' ammunition. 
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For this purpose, a vessel shall be considered as a native vessel if she 
is either owned by a native, or fitted out or commanded by a native, 
or .if more than half of the crew are natives of the countries bordering 
on the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, or the Gulf of 
Oman. 

This provision does not apply to lighters or barges, nor to vessels which, 
without going more than five miles from the shore, are .engaged ex
clusively in the coasting trade between different ports of the same State, 
Colony, Protectorate or territory under mimdate, where warehouses are 
situated. 

No cargoes of arms or ammunition shall be shipped on the vessels spe
cified in the preceding paragraph without a special licence from the ter
ritorial authority, and all arms or ammunition 80 shipped shall be subject 
to the provisions of the present Convention. 

This licence shall contain all details necessary to establish the nature 
and quantity of the items of the shipment, the vessel on which the ship
ment is to be loaded, the name of the ultimate consignee, and the 
ports of loading and discharge. It shall also be specified thereon that 
the licence has been issued in conformity with the regulations of the 
present Convention .. 

The above regulations do not apply: 

1. To arms or ammunition conveyed on behalf of the Government, 
provided that they are accompanied by a duly qualified official. 

2. To arms or ammunition in the possession of persons provided with 
a licence to carry arms, .provided such arms are for the personal use of 
the bearer and are accurately described on his . licence. 

AaTICLlil i3: 

To prevent all illicit conveyance of arms or ammunition within the 
zone of maritime supervision specified in Article 6 (3), native vessels 
of iess than 500 tons bUrden not exclusively engaged in the coasting 
trade between different ports of the same State, Colony, Protectorate 
or territory under mandate, hot going more than five .miles from the 
shore, and proc~eding to or from any point within the said zone, must 
carry a. manifest of their cargo or similar document specifying the quan
tities and nature of the goods on board, their origin,: and destination. 
This document shall remain covered by the secrecy to which it is entitled 
by the law of the State to which the vessel belongs, and must not be 
examined during the proceedings for the verification of the flag unless 
the interested party consents thereto. 

The provisions as to the above-mentioned documents shall not apply 
to vessels only partially decked, having a maximum crew of ten men, 
and exclusively employed in fishing within territorial waters. 
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A1mCLl!l 14. 

Authority to fly the 1Iag of one of the High Contracting Parties within 
the IIOne of maritime supervision specified in Article 6 (3) shall be 
granted only to such native vessels as satisfy all the three following con
ditions: 

1. The owners must be nationals of the Power whose flag they claim 
to fly. 

2. They must furnish proof that they possess real estate in the dis
trict of the authority to which their application is addressed, or must 
8Upply & solvent security as & guarantee for any fines to which they may 
become liable. 

3. Such owners, as well as the captain of the vessel, must furnish proof 
that they enjoy a good reputation, and especially that they have never 
been convicted of illicit conveyance of the articles referred to in the 
present Convention. 

The authorisation must be renewed every year. It shall contain the 
indications necessary to identify the vessel, the name, tonnage, type of 
rigging, principal dimensions, registered number, and signal letters. It 
shall bear the date on which it was granted and the status of the official 
who granted it. 

The name of the native vessel and the amount of her tonnage shall 
be incised and painted in Latin characters on the stem, and the initial 
l~iters of the name of the port of registry, as well as the registration 
number in the series of the numbers of that port, shall be painted in 
black on the sails. 

ABTICLI!l 15. 

Native v_els to which, under the provisions of the last paragraph 
of Article 13, the regulations relating to the manifest of the cargo are 
not applicable, ehall receive from the territorial or consular authorities, 
.. the case Inay be, a special licence, renewable annually and revocable 
under the conditions provided for in Article 19. 

This .pecial licence ehall show the name of the vessel, her description, 
nationality, port of registry, name of captain, name of owner and the 
waters in which ahe is allowed to sail. 

ABTICLB 16. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to apply the following rules in 
the maritime lone specified in Article 6 (3):-

1. Wben & warship belonging to one of the High Contracting Parties 
encounters outside territorial waters & native vessel of less than 500 
tons burden flying the flag of one of the High Contracting Parties, 
and the commander of the wal'8hip has good reason to believe that the 
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native vessel is flying this flag without being entitled to do 80, for 
the PI1l'pOSe of the illicit conveyance of anD8 or ammunition, he may 
proceed to verify the nationality of the vessel by examining the document 
authorising the flying of the flag, but no other papers. 

2. With this object, a boat commanded by a commissioned officer in 
uniform may. be sent to visit the suspected vessel after she has been 
hailed to give notice of such intention. The officer sent on board the 
vessel shall act with all possible consideration and moderation; before 
leaving the vessel the officer shall draw up a Foces-verbal in the form 
and language in use in his own country. This proce.verbal shaIl state 
the facts of the case and shall be dated and signed by the officer. 

Should there be on board the warship no commissioned officer other 
than the commanding officer, the above-prescribed operations may be 
carried out by the warrant, petty, or non-commissioned officer highest 
in rank. 

The captain or master of the vessel visited, 88 well 88 the witnesses, 
shall be invited to sign the proces-verbal, and shall have the right to 
add to it any explanations which they may consider expedient. 

3. If the authorisation to fly the flag cannot be produced, or if this 
document is not in proper order, the vessel shaIl be conducted to the 
nearest port in the zone where there is a competent authority of the 
Power whose flag has been flown and shall be handed over to such 
authority. 

Should the nearest competent authority representing the Power whose 
flag the vessel has flown be at SOUle port at such a distance from 
the point of arrest that the warship would have to leave her station 
or patrol to escort the captured vessel to. that port, the foregoing regu
lation need not be carried out. In stich 'a case, the vessel may be 
taken to the nearest port where there is. a competent authority of one 
of the High Contracting Parties of nationality other than that of the 
warship, and steps shall at once be taken to notify the capture to the 
competent authority representing the Power concerned. 

No proceedings shall be taken against the vessel or her crew until 
the arrival of the representative of the Power whose flag the vessel was 
flying or without instructions from him. 

4. The procedure laid down in paragraph 3 may be followed if, after 
the verification of the flag and in spite of the production of the manifest, 
the commander of the warship continues to suspect the native vessel 
of engaging in the illicit conveyance of anD8 or ammunition. 

The High Contracting Parties concerned shall appoint in the zone 
territorial 'or consular authorities or special representatives competent to 
act in the foregoing cases, and shall notify their appointment to the 
Central Office and to the other Contracting Parties. 

The suspected vessel may also be handed over to a warship of the 
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aatioa. WhC8e Sac she baa flown, if the Jatter CODSenm to take charge 
of her. 

A1mcurI7. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to communicate to the Central 
Office 8peClmen fonDll of the documents mentioned in Articles 12, 13, 14 
and 15, .. well .. a detailed list of the licences granted in BIlCOrdaill18 
with the )llVt'iajOll8 of this Chapter whenever such licences are granted. 

A1mcurI8. 

The authority before whom the suspected vessel bas been brought shaU 
institute a full enquiry in accordance with the Jaws and rules of his 
eountry in the presence of an officer of the capturing warship. 

U it ia proved at this enquiry that the flag has been illegally flown, 
the detained velllel BbaIl remain at the disposal of the captor, and 
tm-~ BbaIl be brought before the courts of his country. 

U it ahould be established that the use of the flag by the detained 
velllel .... correct. bm that the vessel .... engaged in the illicit con
veyance of anD8 or ammunition, thC8e responsible BbaIl be brought before 
the courts of the State under WhC8e flag the velllel sailed. The vessel 
henelf and hel' eargo BbaIl remain in charge of the authority directing 
the illquiry. 

AftIWlI9. 

Any illicit conveyance or attempted conveyance legally established 
apin8& the captain 01' owner of a vessel authorised to tIy the Sac of 
ODe of the Signa&ory Powers or holding the licence provided for in 
Artide 15 ahaD entail the immediate withdrawal of the aid authorisation 
or 1ic:ence. 

The High Conb'8cting Parties will take the ~ measures to 
ensure that their territorial authorities or their consula BbaIl send to the 
Central Office eertified copies of all authorisations to tIy their flag .. 
800Il .. IIUC:h authoriationa ahall have been granted, .. well as notice 
of withdrawal of any BUeb authorisation. They also undertake to com
munica&e to the aid Office copies of the licences provided for under 
Artid. 15. 

AImCUI ~. 

The eommaMing officer of a warship who may have detaiDed a vessel 
IIyinc a foreign Sac ahall ill all cases make a report thereoa. to his 
GOftI1UIleDt, atatiDc the grounds on which he acted. 

Ala utrac& from this report, together with a copy of the procU-verbal 
dra .. up by the officer, warrant officer, petty or DOD-COIIllIIiaDOned 

01licer _t on board the vessel detained ahall be _t as 800D .. pcaibJe 
\0 the Central Office and at the same time to the Government whC8e 
IIac the detained velllel .... 1Iying. 
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ARTICLIIl 21. 

If the authority entrusted with the enquiry decides that the detention 
and diversion of the vessel or the measures imposed upon her were 
irregular, he shall fix the amount of the compensation due. If the 
capturing officer, or the authorities to whom he is subject, do not accept 
the decision or contest the amount of the compensation. awarded, the 
dispute shall be submitted to a court of arbitration consisting of one 
arbitrator appointed by the Government whose flag the vessel WIlS fly
ing, one appointed by the Government of the capturing officer, and an 
umpire chosen by the two arbitrators thus appointed. The two arbitrators 
shall be chosen, as far as possible, from among the diplomatic, consular 
or judicial officers of the High Contracting Parties. These appointments 
must be made with the least possible delay, and natives in the pay 
of the High Contracting Parties shall in no case be' appointed. Any 
compensation awarded shall be paid to the person concerned within 
six months at most from the date of the award. 

The decision shall be co=unicated to the .Central Office and to the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

CHAPTERV. 

General PToviBioTl8. 

ARTICLE 22. 

The High Contracting Parties who exercise authority over territories 
within the prohibited areas and zone specified in Article 6 agree to take, 
so far as each may be concerned, the mellSures. required for the enforce
ment of the present Convention, and in particular for the prosecution 
and repression of offences against the' provisions contained therein. 

They shall communicate these measures to the Central Office and to 
the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, and shall inform them of 
the competent. authorities referred to in the preceding Articles. 

ARTICLIIl 23. 

The High Contracting Parties will use their best endeavours to secure 
the accession to the present Convention of other States Members of the 
League of Nations. 

This accession shall be notified through the diplomatic channel to the 
Government of the French Republic, and by it to all the signatory or 
adhering States. The accession will come into force from the date of 
such notification to the French Government. 
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AaTICLB 24. 
The High Contracting Parties agree that if any dispute whatever 

&bould arise between them relating to the application of the present 
Convention which cannot be settled by negotiation, this dispute shall 
be submitted to an arbitral tribunal in conformity with the provisions 
of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

AaTICLB 25. 
All the provisions of former general international Conventions, relating . 

to the mattel'8 dealt with in the present Convention, shall be considered 
118 abrogated in 80 far 118 they are binding between the Powel'8 which 
are Parties to the present Convention. 

AaTICLB 26. 
The p\'8llent Convention shall be ratified as soon as possible. 
Each Power will address its ratification to the French Government, 

who will inform all the other signatory Powel'8. 

The ratifications will remain deposited in the archives of the French 
Government. 

The present Convention shall come into force for each Signatory Power 
from the date of the deposit of its ratification, and from that moment 
that Power will be bound in respect of other Powers which have already 
deposited their ratifications. 

On the coming into force of the present Convention, the French Gov
ernment will transmit a certified copy to the Powers which under the 
Treaties of Peace have undertaken to accept and observe it, and are in 
consequence placed in the same pOBition as the Contracting Parties. The 
names of the6e Powel'8 will be notified to the States which accede. 

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
preeent Convention. 

Done at Paris, the tenth day of September, one thousand nine hundred 
and nineteen, in a aingle copy which will remain deposited in the archives 
of the Government of the French Republic, and of which authentic 
copies will be sent to each of the Signatory Powel'8. 

(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.S.) 
(L.a.) . 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 
(L.a.) 

FRANK L. POLK. 
HENRY WffiTE. 
HYMANS. 
J. VAN DEN HEUVEL. 
E. VANDERVELDE. 
ISMAIL MONTES. 
ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR. 

MILNER. 
GEO. N. BARNES. 
A. E. KEMP. 
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(LB.) G. F. PEARCE. 
(L.8.) MILNER. 
(L.8.) THOMAS MACKENZIE. 
(L.8.) SINHA OF RAIPUR. 
(L.8.) J. R. LOUTSENGTSIANG. 
(L.8.) CHENGTING THOMAS WANG. 
(L.8.) ANTONIO S. DE BUSTAMANTE. 
(L.B.) E. DORN Y DE ALSUA. 
(L.8.) G. CLEMENCEAU. 
(L.8.) S. PICHON. 
(L.8.) L. L. KLOTZ. 
(L.8.) ANDRE TARDIER 
{L.8.} JULES CAMBON. 
(L.8.) N. POLITIS. 
(L.B.) A. ROMANOS. 

(L.8.) M. RUSTEM HAIDAR. 
(L.8.) ABDUL HADI AOUNI. 
(L.8.) TOM. TITTONI. 
(L.8.) VITTORIO SCIALOJA. 
{L.8.: MAGGIORINO FERRARIS. 
(L$.j GUGLIELMO MARCONI. 

~L.a.) S. CHTh"'DA. 
(L.8.) K. MATSUI. 
(L.8.) H. IJUIN. 
(L.8.) SALVADOR CHAMORRO. 
(L.8.) ANTONIO BURGOS. 

(L.8.) I. J. PADEREWSKI. 
(L.8.) ROMAN DMOWSKI. 
(L.8.) AFFONSO COSTA. 
{L.8.} AUGUSTO SOARES. 
{L.8.} N. MISU. 

(LB.) ALEX VAlDA VOEVOD. 
(L.8.) 
(L.8.) 
(L.8.) DR; YV AN ZOLGER. 
(LB.) CHAROON. 
(L.8.) TRAIDOS PRABANDHU. 
(L.8.) D. KAREL KRAMAR. 
(L.8.) DR. EDUARD BENES. 

PROTOCOL. 

At the moment of signing the Convention of even date relating to 
the Vade in arms and ammunition, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries 
declare in the name of their respective Governments that they would 
regard it 88 contrary to the intention of the High Contracting Parties 
and to the spirit of this Convention that, pending the coming into 
force of the Convention, a Contracting Party should adopt any measure 
which is contrary to its provisions. 
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DoDe M Saint-GermaiIHn-Laye,* in a single copy, the tenth day of 
September, one thOUlllUld nine hundred and nineteen. 

FRANK L. POLK. 
HENRY WHITE. 
TASKER H. BLISS. 
HYMANS. 
J. VAN DEN HEUVEL. 
E. VANDERVELDE. 
ISMAIL MONTES. 
ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR. 
MILNER. 
GEO. N. BARNES. 
A.E.KEMP. 
G. F. PEARCE. 
MILNER. 
THOS. MACKENZIE. 
SINHA OF RAIPUR. 
J. R. WUTSENGTSIANG. 
CHENGTING THOMAS WANG. 
ANTONIO S. DE BUSTAMANTE. 
E. DORN Y DE AUmA. 
G. CLEMENCEAU. 
S. PICHON. 
L. L. KLOTZ. 
ANDRE TARDlEU. 
JULES CAMBON. 
N. POLITIS. 
A. ROMANOS. 

M. RUSTEM HAmAR. 
ABDUL HADI AOUNL 
TOM. TITTONI. 
VITTORIO SClAWJA. 
MAGGIORINO FERRARIS. 
GUGLIELMO MARCONI. 
8. CHINDA. 
K. MATSUI. 
H.IJUIN. 
SALVADOR CHAMORRO. 
ANTONIO BURGOS. 
I. J. PADEREWSKI. 
ROMAN DMOWSKI. 
AFFONSO COSTA. 
AUGUSTO SOARES. 
N. MISU. 
ALEX VAlDA VOEVOD. 
DR. YVAN ZOLGER. 
CHAROON. 
TRAIDOS PRABANDHU. 
D. KAREL KRAMAR. 
DR. EDUARD BENES • 

• 80m. '" tile .III •• t..... .ere am,..d I. Parle and 80me at Salat-Germala.. ·La,,, 
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CONVENTION RELATING TO THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN AFRICA, 
AND PROTOCOL.* 

Signed September 10, 1919. 

(Translation.) 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA, BELGIUM, THE BRITISH 
EMPIRE, FRANCE, ITALY, JAPAN AND PORTUGAL, 

Whereas it is necessary to continue in the African territories placed 
under their administration the struggle against the· dangers of alcoholism 
which they have maintained by subjecting spirits to constantly increasing 
duties; 

Whereas, further, it is necessary to prohibit the importation of dis
tilled beverages rendered more especially dangerous to the native popu
lations by. the nature of the products entering into their composition or 
by the opportunities which a low price gives for their extended use; 

Whereas, finally, the restrictions placed on the importation of spirits 
would be of no effect unless the local manuf?octure of distilled beverages 
was at the same time strictly controlled; 

Have appointed as t~eir plenipotentiaries: 

THE PRESIDENT OF :THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
The Honourable Frank Lyon Polk, Under-Secretary of State; 
The Honourable Henry White, formerly Ambassador Extraordinary 

and Plenipotentiary of the United States at Rome and Paris; 
General Tilsker H. Bliss, Military Representative of the United States 
o~the Supreme War Council; 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: 
M. Paul Hymans, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of State; 
M. Jules van den Heuvel, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Minister of 
State; 

M. Emile Vandervelde, Minister of Justice, Minister of State; 

• Tl'eaty Series, 1919, No. 19. 
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HIS M.UESTY THE KING OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND mELAND AND OF THE BRITISH 
DOMTh'"lOlSS BEYO~"D THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA: 

The Righ~ HOIlourable Arthur James Balfour, O.M .. M.P .. His Sec
retary of State for Foreign Affairs; 

The Right Honourable Andrew BoII&I' Law, M.P., His Lord Privy 
Seal; 

The Right Honourable Viscount Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G .. His Sec
retary of State for the Colonies; 

The Righ~ Honourable George Nicoll Barnes, M.P .. MiD.ister without 
portfolio; 

ADd: 

for the DOMINION of CANADA: 
The Honourable Sir Albert Edward Kemp, K.C.M.G., Minister of 

the 0Yeraeaa Forces; 

for the COMMONWEALTH of AUSTR.ALIA: 
The Honourable George Foster Pearce, Minister of Defence; 

for the UNION of SOUTH AFRICA: 
The Right Honourable Viscount Milner, G.C.B .. G.C.M.G.; 

for the DOMINION of NEW ZEALAND: 
The Honourable Sir Thomas MacketWe, K.C.M.G .. High Com

mil!sioner for New Zealand in the United Kingdom; 

for Di'DIA: 
The Right Honourable Baron Sinha, K.C.. Under-Secretary of State 

for India; 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 
M. Georges Clemenceau, President of the Council, MiD.ister of War; 
M. Stephen Pichon, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
M. Louia-Lucien Klots, Minister of Finance; 
M. Andre Tardieu, Co~-General for F'nmco-American Mili

t.ary Affairs; 
M. Jules Cambon, Ambassador of France; 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY: 
The Honourable Tommaso TittODi, Senator of the Kingdom, Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs; 
The Honourable Vit~o Scialoja, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Maggiorino F~, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Guglielmo Marcom, Senator of the Kingdom' 
The HonOU1'a.ble &lvio Crespi, Deputy; , 

HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN: 
Villeount Chinda, Ambassador Extraordinary. and Plenipotentiary of 

H.M. the Emperor of Japan at London; 
M. K. Ma&8ui. Ambasaador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of H.M. 

the Emperor of Japan at Paris; 
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC: 
Dr. Alfonso cIa Costa. formerly President of the Council of M.inL«ters; 
Dr. Augusto Luis Vicini. Soares, formerly Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

Who, having communicated their full powers found in good and due 
form. 

Have agreed as follows: 

A1mCLB 1. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake to apply the following measures 
for the restriction of the liquor traffic in the territories which are or 
may be subjected to their control throughout the whole of the continent 
of Africa. with the exception of Algiem, Tunis. Morocco, Libya. Eg)-pt 
and the Union of South Africa. 

The provisions applicable to the continent of Africa shall also apply 
to the islands lying within 100 nautical miles of the coast.. 

A1mCUt 2. 

The importation, distribution, sale and possession of trade spmts of 
every kind. and of beverages mixed with these spirits. are prohibited in the 
area referred to in Article 1. The local Governments concerned will 
decide respectively which distilled beverages will be regarded in their 
territories as falling within the category of trade spirits. They will 
endeavour, as far as possible. to establish a uniform nomenclature and 
uniform measures against fraud. 

A1mCLB 3. 

The importation, distribution, sale and possession are also forbidden 
of distilled beverages containing essential oils or chemical products which 
are recognised as injurious to health. such as thujone, star anise. benzoic 
aldehyde. salicylic ethem, hyssop and absinthe. 

The local Governments concerned will likewise endeavour to estab~ 
by common agreement . the nomenclature of those beverages whose im
portation. distribution. sale and possession according to the termlI of 
this provision should be prohibited. 

A1ma.a ~ 

An import duty of Dot less than 800 francs per hectolitre of pure alcohol 
shall be levied upon all distilled beverages, other than those indicated 
in Articles 2 and 3, which are imported into the area referred to in 
Article I, except in 90 far as the Italian colonies are concerned, where 
the duty may Dot be less than 600 francs. 

The High Contracting Parties will prohibit the importation, distribution, 
sale and possession of spirituous liquors in those regions of the area 
referred to in Article 1 where their use has not been developed. 
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The above prohibition can be suspended only in the case of limited 
quantities destined for the consumption of non-native persons, and im
ported under the BYStem and conditions determined by each Government. 

A1mCLB 5. 
The manufacture of distilled beverages of every kind is forbidden in 

the area referred to in Article 1. 
The importation, distribution, sale and possession of stills and of all 

apparatllB or portions of apparatllB IlIIitable for distillation of alcohol and 
the rectification or redistillation of spirits are forbidden in the same area, 
subject to the provisions of Article 6. 

The provisions of the two preceding paragraphs do not apply to the 
Italian colonies; the manufacture of distilled beverages, other than those 
epecified in Articles 2 and 3, will continue to be permitted therein, on con
dition that they are subject to an excise duty equal to the import duty 
established in Article 4. 

A1mCLB 6. 
The restrictions on the importation, distribution, sale, posse.asion and 

manufacture of spirituous beverages do not apply to pharmaceutical 
a1cohole required for medical, surgical or pharmaceutical establishments. 
The importation, distribution, sale and possession are also permitted of: 

1. Testing etilla, that is to say, the small apparatus in general use 
for laboratory experiments, which are employed intermittently, are not 
fitted with rectifying heads, and the capacity of whose retort does not 
exceed one liter; 

2. ApparatllB or parts of apparatus required for experiments in sci
entific institutions; 

3. Apparatus or parts of apparatus employed for definite purposes, other 
than the production of alcohol, by qualified pharmacists and by persons 
who can mow good cause for the poseession of such apparatus; 

C. ApparatllB necessary for the manufacture of alcohol for commeroial 
purposes, and employed by duly authorieed persons, such manufacture 
heine IUbject to the BYStem of control established by the local administra
tiOlllL 

The ~ permission· in the foregoing cases wiD be granted by 
the Joeal administration of the territory in which the stills, apparatus, 
or portions 01 apparatllB are to be utilised. 

A1ma.a 7. 
A Central International Oflice, placed under the control of the League 

of Nations, IIha1J be eetabliahed for the purpose of collecting and preserv
ing documentl of all kinds uc:hauied by the Righ Contracting Parties 
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with regard to the importation and manufacture of spirituous liquors 
under the conditions referred to in the present Convention. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties shall publish an annual report 
showing the quantities of spirituous beverages imported or manufactured 
and the duties levied under Articles 4 and 5. A copy of this report shall 
be sent to the Central International Office and to the Secretary-General of 
the League of Nations. 

ARTICLE 8. 

The High Contracting Parties agree that if any dispute whatever should 
arise between them relating to the application of the present Convention 
which cannot be settled by negotiation, this dispute shall be submitted 
to an arbitral tribunal in conformity with the Covenant of the League 
of Nations. 

ARTICLE 9. 

The High Contracting Parties reserve the right of introducing into the 
present Convention by common agreement after a period of five years 
such modifications as may prove to be necessary. 

ARTICLE 10. 

The High Contracting Parties will use every effort to obtain the adhe
sion to the present Convention of the other States exercising authority 
over the territories of the African Continent. 

This adhesion shall be notified through the diplomatic channel to the 
Government of the French Republic, and by it to all the signatory or 
adhering States. The adhesion will come'into effect from the date of the 
notification to the French Government. 

ARTICL\I 11: 

All the provisions of former general international Conventions relating 
to the matters dealt with in the present Convention shall be considered 
as abrogated in so far as they are binding between the Powers which are 
parties to the presef1.t Convention. 

The present 'Convention shall be ratifi~ as soon as possible. 
Each Power will address its ratification to the French Government, who 

will inform all the other signatory Powers. 

The ratifications will remain deposited in the archives of the French 
Government, 

The present Convention will come into force for each signatory Power 
from the date of the deposit of its ratification, and from that moment 
that Power will be bound in respect of other Powers which have already 
deposited their ,ratifications. 

On the coming into force of the present Convention, the French Gov
ernment will transmit a certified copy to the Powers which under the 
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Treaties of Peace have undertaken to accept and observe it, and are in 
consequence placed in the Bame position as the Contracting Parties. The 
names of these Powers will be notified to the States which adhere. 

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
pl"ellent Convention. 

Done at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, the tenth day of September, one 
thousand nine hundred and nineteen, in a single copy which will remain 
deposited in the archives of the Government of the French Republic, and 
of which authenticated copies will be sent to each of the signatory Powers. 

(L.8.) FRANK L. POLK. 
(L.8.) HENRY WffiTE. 
(LB.) TASKER H. BLISS. 
(L.8.) HYMANS. 
(LB.) VAN DEN HEUVEL. 
(L.8.) E. VANDERVELDE. 
(L.S.) ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR. 
(LB.) MILNER. 
(L.8.) GEO. N. BARNES. 
(L.8.) A. E. KEMP; 
(L.8') G. F. PEARCE. 
(L.8.) MILNER. 
(L.8') THOS. MACKENZIE. 
(L.S.) SINHA OF RAIPUR. 
(L.B.) G. CLEMENCEAU. 
(LB.) S. PICHON. 
(L.B.) L. "L. l\:LOTZ. 
(L.8.) ANDRE TARDIEU. 
(L.B.) JULES CAMBON. 
(LB.) TOM. TITTONI. 
(L.B.) VITTORIO SCIALOJA. 
(L.S.) MAGGIORINO FERRARIS. 
(L.B') GUGLIELMO MARCONI. 

(L.B.) S. CffiNDA. 
(L.8.) K. MATSUI. 
(L.S.) AFFONSO COSTA. 
CL.8.l AUGUSTO SOARES. 

PROTOCOL. 

At the moment of signing the Convention of even date relating to the 
Liquor Traffic in Africa, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries declare in the 
name of their respective Governments that they would regard it as COD

trary to the intention of the High Contracting Parties and to the spirit 
of this Convention that pending the coming into force of the Convention 
a contracting Party should adopt any measure which is contrary to its 
provwODl. 
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Done at Saint-Germain~n-Laye, in a single copy, the tenth day of 
September, one thousand nine hundred and nineteen. 

FRANK L. POLK. 
HENRY WHITE. 
TASKER B. BLISS. 
BYMANS. 
J. VAN DEN HEUVEL. 
E. VANDERVELDE. 
ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR. 
MILNER. 
GEO. N. BARNES. 
A. E. KEMP. 
G. F. PEARCE. 
MILNER. 
THOS. MACKENZIE. 
SINHA OF RAIPUR. 
G. CLEMENCEAU. 
S. PICHON. 
L. L. KLOTZ. 
ANDRE TARDIEU. 
JULES CAMBON. 
TOM. TITTONI. 
VITTORIO SCIALOJA. 
MAGGIORINO FERRARIS. 
GUGLIELMO MARCONI. 
s. CmNDA. 
K. MATSUI. 
AFFONSO COSTA. 
AUGUSTO SOARES. 
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CONVENTION REVISING THE GENERAL ACT OF BERLIN, FEB
RUARY 26, 1885, AND THE GENERAL ACT AND DECLARA
TION OF BRUSSELS, JULY 2, 1890.* 

Signed Beptembn 10, 1919. 

(Translation.) 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, BELGIUM, THE BRITISH 
EMPIRE, FRANCE, ITALY, JAPAN AND PORTUGAL; 

Whereas the General Act of the African Conference, signed at Berlin 
on February 26, 1885, WlI8 primarily intended to demonstrate the agree
ment of the Powers with regard to the general principles which should 
guide their commercial and civilising action in the little known or inade
quately organised regions of a continent where slavery and the slave trade 
still flourished; and 

Whereas by the Brussels Declaration of July 2, 1890, it WOB found neces
IW')' to modify for a provisional period of fifteen years the system· of 
free imports established for twenty yea!'!! by Article 4 of the said Act, and 
since that date no agreement hOB been entered into, notwithstanding the 
provisioIIII of the said Act and Declaration; and 

Wherelll the territories in question are now under the control of recog
nised authorities, are provided with administrative institutions suitable to 
the local conditions, and the evolution of the native populations continues 
to make progress; 

Wishing to ensure by arrangements suitable to modem requirements 
the application or the general principles of civilisation established by the 
Acts of Berlin and Brussels, 

Have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
The Honourable Frank Lyon Polk, Under-Secretary of State; 
The Honourable Henry White, formerly Ambassador Extraordinary 

and Plenipotentiary of the Uruted States at Rome and Paris; 
General Tasker H. Bl~ Military Representative of the United States 

on the Supreme War l,;ouncil; 

• T ...... tJ 1IerI.., line. ~o. 18. 
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: 
M. Paul Hymans, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of State; 
M. Jules van den Heuvel, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo

tenti&:ry of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Minister of State; 
M. Emile Vandervelde, Minister of Justice, Minister of State; 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND 
AND OF THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE· SEAS 
EMPEROR OF INDIA: . ' 

The Right Honourable Arthur James Balfour, O.M., M.P., His Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs; 

The Right Honourable Andrew Bonar Law, M.P., His Lord Privy Seal; 
The Right Honourable Viscount Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., His Secre

tary of State for the Colonies; 
The Right Honourable George Nicoll Barnes, M.P., Minister without 

Portfolio; 
And: 

for the DOMINION of CANADA: 
The Honourable Sir Albert Edward Kemp, K.C.M.G., Minister of the 

Overseas Forces; . 
for the COMMONWEALTH of AUSTRALIA: 

The Honourable George Foster Pearce, Minister of Defence; 
for the UNION of SOUTH AFRICA: 

The Right Honourable VIScount Milner, G.C.B.,. G.C.M.G.; 
for the DOMINION of NEW ZEALAND: 

The Honourable Sir Thomas Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., High Commis
sioner for New Zealand in the United Kingdom; 

for INDIA: 
The Right Honourable .Baron Sinha, K.C., Under-Secretary of State 

for India; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 

M. Georges Clemenceau, President of the Council, Minister of War; 
M. Stephen Pichon, Minister for Foreign Affairs;· . 
M. Louis-Lucien .Klotz, Minister of Finance; 
M. Andre Tardieu, Commissary-General for Franco-American Military 

Affairs' 
M. Jules'Cambon, Ambassador of France; 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY: 
The Honourabie Tommaso Tittoni, Senator of the Kingdom, Minister 

for Foreign Affairs j 
The Honourable Vittorio·Scialoja, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Maggiorino Ferraris, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Guglielmo Marconi, Senator of the Kingdom; 
The Honourable Silvio Crespi, Deputy; 

HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN: 
Viscount Chinda, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 

RM. the Emperor of Javan at London; 
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M. K. Matsui. AmbaaBador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of H.M. 
the Emperor of Japan at Paris; 

M. B. !juin, Amha.ssador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of H.M. the 
Emperor of Japan at Rome; 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC: 
Dr. Alfonao da Costa, formerly President of the Council of Ministers; 
Dr. Auguato Luia Vieira Soares, formerly Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

Who, after having communicated their full powers recognised in good 
and due form, 

Have agreed 88 followa: 

ABTICUI I. 
The Signatory Powers undertake to maintain between their respective 

nationala and those of States, Members of the League of Nations, which 
may adhere to the present Convention a complete commercial equality 
in the territories under their authority within the area defined by Article 1 
of the General Act of Berlin of February 26, 1885, set out in the Annex 
hereto, but IUbject to the reservation specified in the final paragraph of 
that article. 

Annex. 

Article I 0/ the General Act 0/ Berlin 0/ Feb1'U4r1l 26, 1885. 
The trade of all nations Bhall enjoy complete freedom: 

I. In all the regions forming the baain of the Congo and its outlets. 
Thit basin is bounded by the waterBheds (or mountain ridges) of the ad
jacent buins, namely, in particular, those of the Niari, the Ogowe, the 
Shari, and the Nile, on the north; by the eastern watershed line of the af
fiuenta of Lake Tanganyika on the eBllt; and by the watersheds of the 
buinI of the Zambeei and the Loge on the 80uth. It therefore comprises 
all the regions watered by the Congo and its afiluents, including Lake 
Tanganyika, with its eaetern tributaries. 

2. In the maritime Ilone extending along the Atlantic Ocean from the 
parallel situated in 2° 30' of BOUth latitude to the mouth of the Loge. 

The northern boundary will follow the parallel situated in 2" 30' from the 
coaat to the point where it meets the geographical baein of the Congo, 
avoiding the basin of the Ogowe, to which the provisions of the present 
Act do not apply. 

The BOuthern boundary will follow the course of the Loge to its source, 
and thence JI88I eBIItwanis till it joins the geographical basin of the 
Congo. 

3. In the sone stretching eastwards from the Congo Basin 88 above 
defined, to the Indian Ocean from 5° of north latitude to the mouth of 
the Zambesi in the BOuth, from which point the line of demarcation will 
ascend the Zambeei to 5 miles above its confluence with the Shire, and 
then follow the watershed between the affiuents of Lake Ny~a and those 
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of the Zambesi, till at last it reaches the watenilied between the waters 
of the Zambesi and the Congo. 

It is expressly recognised that in extending the principle of free trade to 
this eastern zone, the Conference Powers only undertake engagements for 
thelIlBelves, and that in the territories belonging to an independent Sovereign 
State this principle shall only be applicable in so far as it is approved by 
such State. But the Powers agree to use their good offices with the Gov
ernments established on the African shore of the Indian Ocean for the 
purpose of obtaining such approval, and in any case of securing the most 
favourable conditions to the transit (traffic) of all nations. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Merchandise belonging to the nationals of the Signatory Powers, and 
to those of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere 
to the present Convention, shall have free access to the interior of the 
regions specified in Article 1. No differential treatment shall be imposed 
upon the said merchandise on importation or exportation, the, transit 
remaining free from all duties, taxes or dues, other than those collected 
for services rendered. 

Vessels flying the flag of any of the said Powers shall also have access 
to all the coast and to all maritime ports in the territories specified in 
Article 1; they shall be subject to no' differential treatment. 

Subject to these provisions, the States concerned reserve to thelIlBelves 
complete liberty of action as to the custOlIlB, and navigation regulations 
and tarifis to be applied in their territories. 

ARTICLE 3. 

In the territories specified in Article 1 and placed under the authority 
of one of the Signatory Powers, the nationals of those Powers, or of 
States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere to the 
present Convention shall, subject only to the 'limitations necessary for 
the maintenance of public security and order, enjoy without distinction 
the same treatment and the same rights as the nationals of the Power 
exercising' authority in the territory, with regard to the protection of their 
persons and effects; With regard to the acquisition and transmission of 
their movable arid real property, and with regard to the exercise of their 
-professions. 

ARTICLil 4. 

Each State reserves the right to dispose freely of its property and to 
grant concessions for the development of the natural resources of the 
territory, but no regulations on these matters shall admit of any differen
tial treatment between the nationals of the Signatory Powers and of 
States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere to the 
present Convention. 
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MTICLB 5. 

Subject to the provisions of the present chapter, the navigation of the 
Niger, of its branches ADd outlets, and of all the rivers, and of their 
branches and outlets, within the territories specified in Article I, as well 
as of the lakes eituated within those territories, shall be entirely free for 
merchaut. veasels and for the transport. of goods and passengers. 

Craft of every kind belonging to the nationals of the Signatory Powers 
and of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere to 
the present Convention shall be treated in all respects on a footing of 
perfect equality. 

MTICL1I 6. 

The navigation Shall not be subject to any restriction or dues based on 
the mere fact of navigation. 

It shall not be exposed to any obligation in regard to landing, station, 
or depOt, or for breaking bulk or for compulsory entry into port.. 

No maritime or river toll, based on the mere fact of navigation, shall 
be levied on vessels, nor shall any trallSit duty be levied on goods on 
board. Only such taxes or duties shall be collected as may be an equiva
lent for servicee rendered to navigation itself. The tariff of these taxes 
or duties shall not admit of any differential treatment. 

MTICLB 7. 

The alBuente of the rivers and lakee .specified in Article 5 shall in all 
respecta be subject to the eame rules as the rivers or lakes of which they 
are tributariee. 

The roads, railways or lateral canals which may be constructed with the 
8pecial object of obviating the innavigability or correcting the imperfec-
tioDl of the water route on certain sections of the rivers and lakes specified 
in Article 6, their alBuents, branches and outlets, shall be considered, in 
their quality of means of communication, as dependencies of these rivers 
and lakes, and shall be equally open to the traffic of the nationals of the 
Signatory Powere and of the States, Members of the League of Nations, 
which may adhere to the present Convention. 

On these roads, railways and canals only such tolla shall be collected 
as are calculated on the cost of construction, maintenance and manage
ment, and on the profite reasonably accruing to the undertaking. As 
regards the tariJI of these tolla, the nationals of the Signatory Powers 
and of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may adhere to 
the pn!lleD& Convention, shall be treated on a footing of perfect equality. 

ABTICLB 8. 

Each of the Signatory Powers shall remain free to establish the rules 
which it may CODBider expedient. for the purpose of ensuring the ealety 
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and control of navigation, on the understanding that these rules shall 
facilitate, as far as possible, the circulation of merchant vessels. 

ARTICLII 9. 
In BUch sections of the rivers and of their a.f!Iuents, as well as on such 

lakes, as are not necessarily utilised by more than one riverain State, the 
Governments exercising authority shall remain free to establish such sys
tems as may be required for the maintenance of public safety and order, 
and for other necessities of the work of civilisation and colonisation; but 
the regulations shall not admit of any differential treatment between 
vessels or between nationals of the Signatory Powers and of States, Mem
bers of the League of Nations, ~hich may adhere to the present Conven
tion. 

ARTICLII 10. 

The Signatory Powers recognise the obligation to maintain in the 
regions subject to their jurisdiction an authority and police forces suffi
cient to ensure protection of persons and of property and, if necessary, 
freedom of trade and of transit. 

ARTICLE 11. 

The Signatory Powers exercising sovereign rights or authority in African 
territories will continue to watch over the preservation of the native 
populations and to Bupervise the improvement of the conditions of their 
moral and material well-being. They will, in particular, endeavour to 
secure the complete suppression of slavery in all its forms and of the slave 
trade by land and sea. 

They will protect and favour, without distinction of nationality or of 
religion, the religious, scientific or charitable institutions and undertakings 
created and organised by the nationals of the other Signatory Powers and 
of States, Members of the League of Nations, which may.adhere to the 
present Convention, which aim at leading the natives in the path of 
progress and' civilisation. Scientific missions, their property _and their 
collections, shall likewise be the objects of special solicitude. 

Freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of religion are 
expressly guaranteed to all nationals of the Signatory Powers and to those 
under the jurisdiction of States, Members of the League of Nations, which 
may become parties to the present Convention. Similarly, missionaries 
shall have the right to enter into, and to travel and reside in, African 
territory with a view to prosecuting their calling. 

The application of the provisions of the two preceding paragraphs shall 
be subject only to such restrictions as may be necessary for the mainte
nance of public security and order, or as may result from the enforce
ment of the constitutional law of any of the Powers exercising authority 
in African territories. 
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ARTICLIIl 12. 

The Signatory Powers agree that if any dispute whatever should arise 
between them relating to the application of the present Convention which 
cannot. be settled by negotiation, this dispute shall be submitted to an 
arbitral tribunal in conformity with the provisions of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations. 

ARTICLI!l 13. 

Escept in 80 far as the stipulations contained in Article 1 of the present 
Convention are concerned, the General Act of Berlin of 26th February, 
1885, and the General Act of Brussels of 2nd July, 1890, with the accom~ 
panying Declaration of equal date, shall be considered as abrogated, in 
10 far 88 they are binding between the Powers which are Parties to the 
present Convention. 

ARTICLI!l 14. 

States esercwng authority over African territories, and other States, 
Members of the League of Nations, which were parties either to the Act 
of Berlin or to the Act of Brussels or the Declaration annexed thereto, 
may adhere to the present Convention. The Signatory Powers will use 
their beat endeavours to obtain the adhesion of these States. 

Th.it adhesion 8hall be notified through the diplomatic chaDDel to the 
Government of the French Republic, and by it to all the Signatory or 
adhering States. The adhesion will come into force from the date of its 
notification to the French Government. 

ARTICLIIl 15. 

The Signatory Powers will reassemble at the expiration of ten years 
from the coming into force of the present Convention, in order to intro
duce into it such modifications 88 experience may have shown to be 
n_ry. 

The present Convention shall be ratified as 800n as possible. 
Each Power will address its ratification to the French Government, 

wruch will inlorm all the other Signatory Powers. 

The ratifications will remain deposited in the archives of the French 
Government. 

The present Convention will come into force lor each Signatory Power 
from the date of the deposit of its ratification, and from that moment 
that Power will be bound in respect of other Powers which have already 
deposited their ratifications. 

On the eoming into force of the predent Convention, the French Gov
ernment will transmit a certified copy to the Powers wruch, under the 
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Treaties of Peace, have undertaken to accept and observe it. The 
names of these Powers will be notified to the States which adhere. 

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Convention. 

Done at Sain~rmain-en-Laye, the 10th day of September, 1919, in a 
single copy, which will remain deposited in the archives of the Govern
ment of the French Republic, and of which authenticated copies will be 
sent to each of the Signatory Powers. 

(L.8.) FRANK L. POLK. 
(L.8.) HENRY WHITE. 
(L.8.) TASKER H. BLISS. 
(L.8.) HYMANS. 
(L.8.) J. VAN DEN HEUVEL. 
(L.8.) E. VANDERVELDE. 
(L.8.) ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR. 
(L.8.) 
(L.8.) MILNER. 
(L.8.) G. N. BARNES. 
(L.8.) A. E. KEMP. 
(L.8.) G. F. PEARCE. 
(L.8.) MILNER. 
(L.8.) THOS. MACKENZIE. 
(L.8.) SINHA OF RAIPUR. 
(L.8.) G. CLEMENCEAU. 
(L.8.) S. PICHON. 
(L.8.) L. L. KLOTZ. . 
(L.8.) ANDRE TARDIEU. 
(L.8.) JULES CAMBON. 
(L.8.) TOM. TITTONI. 
(L.8.) VITTORIO SCIALOJA.· 
(L.8.) MAGGIORINO FERRARIS. 
(L.8.) GUGLIELMO MARCONI. 
(L.8.) S. CmNDA. 
(L.8.) K. MATSUI. 
(L.8.) H. IJUIN. 
(L.8.) AFFONSO COSTA. 
(L.8.) AUGUSTO SOARES. 
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FINAL DRAFT OF THE MANDATE FOR MESOPOTAMIA FOR 
THE APPROVAL OF THE COUNCIL OF THE LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS.· 

TBB CoUNCIL 011' TBB LEAOVE 011' NATIONS. 

Whereaa by Article 132 of the Treaty of Peace signed at Sevres on the 
tenth day of August, 1920, Turkey renounced in favour of the Principal 
Allied Powers all rights and title over Mesopotamia, and whereas by 
Article 94 of the said treaty the High Contracting Parties agreed that 
Meeopotamia should, in accordance with the fourth paragraph of Article 
22 of Part I (Covenant of the League of Nationsl, be provisionally recog
nised aa an independent State, subject to the rendering of administrative 
advice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time as it is able to 
atand alone, and that the determination of the frontiers of Mesopotamia, 
other than those laid down in the said treaty, and the selection of the 
Mandatory would be made by the Principal Allied Powers; and 

Whereaa the Principal Allied Powers have selected His Britannic 
Majeety .. Mandatory for Mesopotamia; and 

Whereaa the terma of the Mandate in respect of Mesopotamia have been 
formulated in the following terms and submitted to the Council of the 
League for approval; and 

Whereaa Hie Britannic Majesty has accepted the Mandate in respect 
of the said territories and undertaken to exercise it on behalf of th e 
League of Nations in conformity with the following provisions; 

Hereby approvea the terms of the said Mandate as follows:-

ARTICLII 1. 
The Mandatory will frame within the shortest possible time, not exceed

ing three years from the date of the coming into force of this Mandate, 
an Organic Law for Mesopotamia, which shall be submitted to the Council 
of the League of Nations for approval, and shall, as soon as possible, be 
published by it. This Organic Law shall be framed in consultation with 
the native authorities, and shall take account of the rights, interests and 
wishea of all the populations inhabiting the mandated territory. It shall 
contain provisiollll designed to facilitate the progressive development of 
Mesopotamia .. an independent State. Pending the coming into effect of 

• Mandate. (1921) (Cd. 1500). 
515 
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the Organic Law, the administration of Mesopotamia shall be conducted 
in accordance with the spirit of this Mandate. 

ARTICLE 2. 

The Mandatory may maintain armed forces in the territories under his 
Mandate for the defence of these territories. Until the entry into force of 
the Organic Law and the re-establishment of public security, he may 
organise and employ local forces necessary for the maintenance of order 
and for the defence of these territories. Such local forces may only be 
recruited from the inhabitants of the territories under the Mandate. 

The said local forces shall thereafter be responsible to the local author
ities, subject always to the control to be exercised over these forces by 
the Mandatory. The Mesopotamian Government shall not employ them 
for other than the above-mentioned purposes, except with the consent of 
the Mandatory. 

Nothing in this article shall preclude the Mesopotamian Government 
from contributing to the cost of the maintenance of any forces maintained 
by the Mandatory in Mesopotamia. 

The Mandatory shall be entitled at all times to use the roads, railways, 
and ports of Mesopotamia for the movement of armed forces and the 
carriage of fuel and supplies. 

ARTICLE 3. 

The Mandatory shall be entrusted with the control of the foreign rela
tions of Mesopotamia, and the right to issue exequaturs to consuls ap
pointed by foreign Powers. It shall also be entitled to afford diplomatic 
and consular protection to citizens of Mesopotamia when outside its ter
ritorial limits. 

ARTICLE 4. 

The Mandatory shall be' responsible for seeing that no Mesopotamian 
territory shall be ceded or leased to or in any way placed u~$ler the control 
of the Government of any foreign Power. 

ARTICL!l 5. 

The immunities and . privileges of foreigners, including the benefits of 
consular jurisdiction and protection as formerly enjoyed by Capitulation 
or usage in the Ottoman Empire, are definitely abrogated in Mesopotamia. 

ARTICLE 6. 

The Mandatory shall be responsible for seeing that the judicial system 
established in Mesopotamia shall safeguard (a) the interests of foreigners; 
:b) the law, and tto the extent deemed expedient) the jurisdiction now 

existing in Mesopotamia with regard to questions arising out of the 
religious beliefs of certain communities (such as the laws of Wakf and 
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penonal 8tatua). In particular the Mandatory agrees that the control and 
adminiBtmtion of Wak1e Bhall be exercised in accordance with religious 
law and the diepootiODB of the founders. 

AaTlCLB 7. 

Pending the making of epecial extradition agreements with foreign 
PowerB relating to Mesopotamia, the extradition treaties in force between 
foreign PowerB and the Mandatory shall apply to Mesopotamia. 

AaTlCLII 8. 

The Mandatory will ensure to all complete freedom of conscience and 
the free eserci.se of all forms of worship., subject only to the maintenance 
of public order and morale. No discrimination of any kind shall be made 
between the inhabitants of Mesopotamia on the ground of race, religion 
or language. Instruction in and through the medium of the native lan
lIJlI«eI of Mesopotamia shall be promoted by the Mandatory. 

The right of each community to maintain its own echools for the educll
tion of its own members in its own language (while conforming to such 
educational requirements of a general nature as the Administration may 
Impoee) Bhall not be denied or impaired. 

AaTiCLII 9. 

Nothing in this Mandate Bhall be construed as conferring upon the 
Mandatory authority to interfere with the fabric or the management of 
the aacred mrine8, the immunities of which are guaranteed. 

ARTICUlI 10. 

The Mandatory mall be responsible for exercising such supervision over 
mieBionary enterprise in Mesopotamia as may be required for the mainte
nance of public order and good government. Subject to such supervision, 
no melolUl'N Bhall be taken in Mesopotamia to obstruct or interfere with 
IUch enterprise or to diBCriminate against any missionary on the ground 
of hiB religion or nationality. . 

ARTICUlI 11. 

The Mandatory moo see that there is no diecrimination in Mesopo
tamiB against the nationaie of any State member of the League of Nations 
(iJlc1uding compania. incorporated under the laW8 of IUch State) as com
pared with the nationale of the Mandatory or of any foreign State in 
mattere concerning tuation, commerce or navigation, the exercise of 
indOOriel or profeasione, or in the treatment of merchant vessels or civil 
aircraft. 8imilerly, there ehaU be DO diecrimiJIation in Mesopotamia 
against gooda oriaiJlating in or destined for any of the laid States, and 
there Bhall be freedom of transit UDder equitable conditione &CrOll the 
mandated area. 
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Subject as aforesaid the Mesopotamian Government may on the advice 
of the Mandatory impose such taxes and customs duties as it may con
sider necessary and take such steps as it may think best to promote the 
development of the natural resources of the country and to safeguard the . 
interests of the population. 

Nothing in this article shall prevent the Mesopotamian Government on 
the advice of the Mandatory, from concluding a special customs arrange
ment with any State, the territory of which in 1914 was wholly included 
in Asiatic Turkey or Arabia. 

AImCUl 12. 

The Mandatory will adhere on behalf of Mesopotamia to any general 
international conventions already eJcisting or that may be' concluded here
after with the approval of the League of Nations respecting the slave 
traffic, the traffic in arms and ammunition, and the traffic in drugs, or 
relating to commercial equality, freedom of transit and navigation, laws of 
aerial navigation, railways and postal, telegraphic and wireless communi
cation, or artistic, literary or industrial property. 

ARTICLII 13. 

The Mandatory will secure the cCHlperation of the Mesopotamian Gov
ernment, so far as social, 'religious and other conditions may permit, in the 
execution of any common policy adopted by the League of Nations for 
preventing and combating disease, including diseases of plant" and animals. 

AImCLl!l 14. 
The Mandatory will secure the enactment within twelve months from 

the coming into force of this Mandate,. and will ensure the execution of a 
Law of Antiquities, based on the. content" of Article 421 of Part XIll of 
the Treaty of Peace with Turkey. This law shall replace the former 
Ottoman Law of Antiquities, and shall ensure equality of treatment in the 
matter of archmological research to the nationals of all States, members 
of the League of Nat~ons. 

ARTIcr.w 15. 

Upon the coming into force of the Organic Law an arrangement shall 
be made between the Mandatory and the Mesopotamian Government for 
settling the terms on which the latter will take over Public Works and 
other services of a permanent character, the benefit of which will pass 
to the Mesopotamian Government. Such arrangement shall be com
municated to the Council of the League of Nations. 

ARTIcLIl 16. 

Nothing in this Mandate shall prevent the Mandatory from establish
ing a. system of local autonomy for predominantly Kurdish areas in 
Mesopotamia as he may consider ~table. 
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AImCUI 17. 
The Mandatory ahaIl make to the Council of the League of Nations an 

annual report 88 to the measures taken during the year to carry out the 
provisions of the Mandate. Copies of all laws and regulatiODS promul
pted or iarued during the year ahaIl be communicated with the report. 

ABTICUlI8. 

The cousent of the Council of the League of Nations is required for 
any modification of the terms of the present Mandate. provided that in 
the caae of any modification proposed by the Mandatory such consent 
may be given by a majority of the Council. 

AImCUlI9. 

If any di.epute whatever should arise between the members of the League 
of Nations relating to the interPretation or the application of these pro
visioll8 which cannot be settled by negotiation. this dispute ahaIl be sub
mitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for by 
Article It of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

ABTICUl20. 

In the event of the termination of the Mandate conferred upon the 
Mandatory by this Declaration. the Council of the League of Nations 
ahaIl make such arrangements as may be deemed necessary for securing 
under the guarantee of the League that the Mesopotamian Government 
will fully honour the financial obliptions legally incurred by the Man
datory during the period of the Mandate. including the rights of public 
servants to pensions or gratuities. 

The present copy ahaIl be deposited in the archives of the League of 
NatiOllL Certified copies ahaIl be forwarded by the Secretary-General of 
the League of Nations to all Powers Signstories of the Treaty of Peace 
with Turkey. 

Made at the day of 
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Draft Mandate for East Mrica (British) (in the form. in 
which the Council of the League of Nations will be in
vited to approve it).-

The Council of the League of Nations: 
WHEREAS by article 119 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany signed 

at Versailles on the 28th June, 1919, Germany renounced in favour of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers all her rights over her oversea 
possessions, including therein German East Africa; and whereas, in accord
ance with the treaty of the 11th June, 1891,t between Her Britannic 
Majesty and His Majesty the King of Portugal, the River Rovuma is 
recognised as forming the northern boundary of the Portuguese possessions 
in East Africa from its mouth up to the confluence of the River M'Sinje; 
and 

Whereas the Principal Allied and Associated PowerS agreed that in 
accordance with article 22, Part 1 (Covenant of the League of Nations), 
of the said treaty a mandate should be conferred upon His Britannic 
Majesty to administer part of the former colony of German East Africa, 
and have proposed that the mandate should be formulated in the follow
ingtermsjand 

Whereas ms Britannic Majesty has agreed to accept the mandate· in 
respect of the said territory, and has undertaken to exercise it on behalf 
of the LeagUe of Nations in accordance with the following provisions; 

Hereby approves the terms of the mandate as follow&:-

Aim:CLII 1. 
The territory over which a mandate is conferred upon His Britannic 

Majesty (hereinafter called the mandatory) comprises that part of the 
territory of the former colony of German East Africa situated to the east 
of the folloWing line:-

From the point where the frontier between the Uganda Protectorate 
and German East Africa cuts the River Mavumba a straight line in a 
south-easterly direction to point 1640, about 15 kilom. 8Outh~uth-west of 
Mount Gabiro; 

• Miscellaneous, No. 14 (1921) (Cd. 1284). 
t ["1'rattatl ••• relatJvi aU'Afrlca," PP. 35o.35S.J 
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Thence a Btraight line in a lIOutherly direction to the north shore of 
Lake Mohui, where jt terminates at the conBuence of a river situated 
about 2~ kilom. 11'_ of. the confiuence of the River Msilala; 

If the trod of the railway on the 11'_ of the River Kagera between 
Bugui and Uganda approaches within 16 kilom. of the line defined above, 
the boundary will be earried to the west, following a minimum distance 
of 18 kilom. from the trod, without, however, patlSing to the west of the 
atraight line joining the terminal point on Lake Mohazi and the top of 
Mount Kivill& (point 2100), situated on the Ugand&-German East Africa 
frontier about 5 kilom. BOuth-west of the point where the River Mavumba 
eutl this frontier; 

Thence a line BOuth-ea.stWaMs to meet the southern shore of Lake 
Mohui; 

Thence the watershed between the Taruka and the Mkarange and con
tinuing IIOUthwards to the north-ea.stern end of Lake M ugeeera; 

Thence the median line of this lake and contjnuing southwards across 
Lake Sake to meet the Kagera; 

Thence the COUl"IIe of the Kagera downstream to meet the western 
boundary of Bugufi; 

Thence this boundary to ita junction with the eastern boundary of 
Unmdi; 

Thence the eastern and BOuthern boundary of Urundi to· Lake Tan
PDYika. 

The line desen"bed above is shown on the attached British 1: 1,000,000 
map,- GB.GB. 2932, sheet Ruanda and Urundi. 

ArmCUl2. 
Boundary Commi.ioDer8 shall be appointed by His Britannic Maj_y 

andHis~_the~ofthe&~to~oothe~theline 
deacn"bed in article 1 above. 

In cue any dispute should arise in connection with the work of these 
Comma.ionen, the question shall be referred to the Council of the League 
of Natiollll, whOle decision shall be final. 

The final report by the Commilllrionerll shall give the definite descrip
bOD of this boundary .. jt baa been actually demarcated on the ground; 
the ~ mapa shall be annesed thereto and Bignell by the Commie
aiODeJll. The report. with ita annexes, shaD be made in triplicate; one 
eopJ IhalI be deposited in. the archlv88 of the League of Natiollll, one 
shaU be kept by the Government of His Maj_ the King of the &1-
.w-. and one by the Government of Hie Britannic Majesty. 

ArmCUl3. 
The mandatory IhalI be reepOllllible for the peace, order and good 

JOYerDID8Ilt of the territory, and shall undertake to promote to the utmoat 
• Hot nproclaeed,. 
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the material and moral well-being and the social progress of its inhabitants. 
The mandatory shall have full powers of legislation and administration. 

ARTICLI!I 4. 

The mandatory shall not establish any military or naval bases, nor erect 
any fortifications, nor organise any native military force ~ the territory 
except for local police purposes and for the defence of the territory. 

ARTICL1!I 5. 

The mandatory-
(i.) Shall provide for the eventual emancipation of all slaves, and for 

as speedy an elimination of domestic and other slavery as social 
conditions will allow; 

(ii.) Shall suppress all forms of slave trade; 
(iii.) Shall prohibit all forms of forced or compulsory labour, except for 

essential public works and services, and then only in return for 
adequate remuneration; 

(iv.) Shall protect the natives from abuse and measures of fraud and 
force by the careful supervision of labour contracts and the 
recruiting of labour; 

(v.) Shall exercise a strict control over the traffic in arms and ammu
nition and the sale of spirituous liquors. 

ARTICLI!I 6: 

The mandatory shall in the framing of laws. relating to the holding or 
transference of land take into consideration native laws and customs, 
and shall respect the rights and safeguard the interests of the native popu
lation. 

No native land may be transferred, except between natives, without the 
previous consent of the public authorities, and no real rights over native 
land in favour of non-natives may be. created except with the same 
consent. 

The mandatory will promulgate strict regulations against usury. 

ARTICLI!I 7. 

The mandatory shall secure to all nationals of States Members of the 
League of Nations the same rights as are enjoyed in the territory by his 
own nationals in respect to entry into and residence in the territory, the 
protection afforded to their person and property, the acquisition of prop
erty, movable and immovable, and the exercise of their profession or 
trade, subject only to the· requirements of public order, and on condition 
of compliance.with the local law. 

Further, the mandatory shall ensure to all nationals of States Members 
of the League of Nations, on the same footing as to his own nationals, 
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freedom of transit and navigation, and complete economic, commercial 
and indU8trial equality; provided that the mandatory shall be free to 
organise _ntial public works and services on such terms and conditions 
118 he thinks jU8t. 

ConceBSions for the development of the natural resources of the _terri
tory &hall be granted by the mandatory without distinction on grounds 
of nationality between the nationals of all States Members of the League 
of Nations, but on such conditions as will maintain intact the authority 
of the local Government. 

The rights conferred by this article extend equally to companies and 
associations organised in accordance with the law of any of the Members 
of the League of Nations, subject only to the requirements of public order, 
lind on condition of compliance with the local law. 

AsTiCLID 8. 

The mandatory &hall ensure complete freedom of conscience, and the 
free exercise of all forme of worship which are consonant with public 
order and morality. 

Missionaries of all such religions &hall be free to enter the territory, and 
to travel and reside therein, to acquire and possess property, to erect 
religious buildings, and to open schools throughout the territory. 

The mandatory ehall, however, have the right to exercise such control 
118 may be necessary for the maintenance of public order and good gov
ernment, and to take all measures required for such control. 

AsTiCLID 9. 

The mandatory ehall apply to the territory any general international 
conventioDi already existing, or which may be concluded hereafter, with 
the approval of the League of Nations respecting the slave tra.flic, the 
traffio in arm. and ammunition, the liquor tra.flic, and the tra.flic in drugs, 
or relating to commercial equality, freedom of transit and navigation, 
aerial navigation, railways, postal, telegraphic, and wireless communica
tion, and indU8trial, literary and artistic property. 

The mandatory ehall c<H>perate in the execution of any common policy 
adopted by the League of Nations for preventing and combating disease, 
including diseases of plants and animals. 

AsTiCLID 10. 

The mandatory ehall be authorised to constitute the territory into a 
cuetolDl, fiscal and administrative union or federation, with the adjacent 
territories under hia own sovereignty or control; provided always that the 
measures adopted to that end do not infringe the provisions of this 
mandate. 
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ABTICLII 11. 

The mandatory shall make to the Council of the League of Nations 
an annual report to the satisfaction of the Council, containing full in
formation concerning the measures taken to apply the provisions of this 
mandate. 

A copy of a.lI laws and regulations made in the course of the year and 
affecting property, commerce, navigation or the moral and material well
being of the natives shall be annexed to this report. 

ABTICLII 12. 

The consent of the Council of the League of Nations is required for 
any modification of the terms of this mandate; provided that in the case 
of any modification proposed by the mandatory BUoo consent may be 
given by a majority. 

ABTIcLIII 13. 

II any dispute whatever should arise between the Members of the 
League of Nations relating to the interpretation or application of the 
present mandate, which cannot be settled by negotiations, this dispute 
shall be submitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice pro
vided for by article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

States Members of the League of Nations may likewise bring any 
claims on behalf of their nationals for infractions' of their rights under this 
mandate before the said court for decision. 

The present copy shall be deposited in the archives of the League of 
Nations. Certified copies shall be forwarded by the Secretary-General of 
the League of Nations to all Powers signatories of the Treaty of Peace 
with Germany. 

Made at the day of 
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Draft Mandate. for Togoland (British) and the Cameroons (British). 
(In the form in which the Councll of the League of Natione will 
be invited to approve them.). 

No.1. 

Mr. Bal/oor to Earl Cunon. 

(Extract.) Paris, Ma1l 7, lD1D. 
Ts. following agreement was reached. this afternoon at a meeting be

tween Mr. Lloyd George, M. Clemenceau, President Wilson, and Signor 
Orlando, and will be published at once:-

It is agreed that in the case of-
Togoland and Cameroons, France and Great Britain shall make a joint 

recommendation to the League of Nations as to their future .•.. 

• • • • • • • 

No.2. 

Joint RecommeMation 0/ the Brit~h OM French Government. as to the 
Jlul.ure 01 the Pormer ColonieB 01 Togo and the CameroOfil. 

B1' the termI of the decision of the Supreme Allied Council of the 7th 
May, 1919, France and Great Britain were charged with the duty of com
in, to an agreement upon the future of Togo and the Cameroons, which 
they would recommend the League of Nations to adopt. 

With thie end in view they fixed, first of all, the limite of the areas to 
be brought within their respective spheres; this preliminary measure was 
the wbject of the declarations Bigned in London on the 10th July, 1919, 
copiea 01 which are attached. 

The two Governmente have also devoted thelIl8elv .. to the question of 
the politicel and administrative Iy8tem to be applied in Togo and the 
Cameroone. The decision of the Supreme Council stated specifically that 
all the territoriea comprised in the former German colonies other than 
Toeo and the Cameroons should be the wbject of mandates. The con
c1uBion might, therefore, be drawn that Togo and the Cameroons were not" 
to be wbjected to this regime. On the other hand, article 22 of the 

• MlaeeUaDeoDl, No. 16 (1921) (Cd. 1850). 
525 
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Treaty of Versailles, I!lf the 28th June, 1919, appeared to apply the mandate 
system to all the German possessions outside Europe. 

In view of this stipulation, the two Governments, animated with the 
desire to arrive at a mutual understanding, have come to the conclusion 
that the plan which they ought to recommend to the League of Nations 
is tliat the territories of Togo and the Cameroons should be placed under 
a mandate, but that the terms of the mandate should take into account, 
firstly, the interests of the natives, up til.! now artificially separated from 
the areas occupied by people of the same race, and, secondly, the peculiar 
features of the areas to which the mandates will apply, particularly the 
administrative difficulties which would be created by any attempt to con
stitute these areas into separate and distinct political units. 

The Government of the French Republic, and the Government of His 
Britannic Majesty have, therefore, and in accordance with the spirit of 
article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations prepared the four 
accompanying drafts,* two of which apply to the Cameroons and two to. 
Togoland. 

They venture to hope that when the Council has taken note of them it 
will consider that the drafts have been prepared in conformity with the 
principle laid down in the said article 22,and will approve them 
accordingly. 

December 17, 1920. 

No.3. 

Anglo-French Declaration respecting TOfJoland, signed at London, 
July 10. 1919; 

THE Undersigned: 
Viscount l\:Iilner, Secretary of State for the Colonies of the British 

Empire, 
M. He~ Sil!lon, Minister for the Colonies of the French Republic, 

have agreed ,tQdetermine the frontier, separating the territories of Togo
land placed respectively under the authority of their Governments, as it is 
traced on the map (Sprigade 1/200,000) annexed to the present declara.
tion,t . and defined in the description in three articles also annexed hereto. 

London, Jul1l10, 1919. 

• English texts only reproduced. 

MILNER. 
HENRY SIMON. 

t The original 1/300,000 map I. attached to the signed Declaration. 
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Ducriptitm 0/ tAe Franco-British FrORtieT _ked em Sprigatle', Map 0/ 
Togolantl. 8CGle l/tOO,OOO. 

AImCUlI. 

Tim frontier will run eastwards from the pillar erected at the point of 
junction of the three colonies of Haute Volta, Gold Coast and Togoland 
in about latitude 11° 8' 33'" to the unnamed watercourse shown on the map 
to the eut of this pillar. 

The frontier will run thence &8 follows:-
1. Along thia unnamed watercourse to its confluence with the Kula

palogo; 
2. Thence by the course of the Punokobo to its source; 
3. Thence in a south-westerly direction to meet the river Biankuri, 

whicb downstream is named the Njimoant and the Mocbole, 
whicb it follows to its confluence with the Kulugona. 

4. From the confluence of the Mocbole and the Kulugona the frontier 
will follow in a southerly direction a line to be fixed on the 
ground to point 390 near the junction of the streams Nabuleg and 
Gboroch; 

Ii. Thence a line running in a BOuth-easterly direction to the Manjo 
so &8 to leave the village of Jambule to France and that of 
Bungpurk to Great Britain; 

II. Thence downstream the course of the Manjo to its confluence with 
the Kunkumbu; 

7. Thence the course of the Kunkumbu to its confluence with the Oti; 
8. Thence the course of the Oti to its confluence with the Dakpe; 
II. Thence the Dakpe upstream to the boundary between the two old 

German districts of Mangu-Yendi and Sokode-Bassari. 
10. The frontier will foUow this admini.strative boundary south-west to 

regain the Oti; 
11. Thence the course of the Oti to its confluence with the Kakassi; 
12. Thence the course of the Kakassi upstream to its confluence with 

the Kentau; 
13. Thence the course of the Kentau to its junction with the tribal 

boundary between the Konkomba and the Bitjem; 
It. Thence BOuthwards a line following generally this tnba! boundary 

so &8 to leave the villages of Natagu, Napari, and Bobotiwe to 
Great Britain and those of Kujunle and Bisukpabe to France; 

IS. Followinc this boundary &0 a point situated about 1'% kilom. north 
of the confluence of the Kula and the Mamale i 

111. Thence the Mamale upstream &0 its junction with the road from 
Nabugem to Bpadjebe; 

17. Thence a line southwards to meet the river Bonolo so &8 to leave 
Bpadjebe &0 France: 
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18. Thence downstream the rivers Bonolo and Tankpa to the confluence 
of the latter with the Nabol; 

19. Thence the river Nabol upstream to the junction of the tribal bound
ary between the Konkomba and the Bitjem; 

20. Thence southwards a line following generally this tribal boundary 
to the. summit of Kusangnaeli; 

21. Thence a line to reach the confluence of the Tunkurma and the 
Mo, following generally the course of the Kuji and the Tun
kurma; 

22. Thence the course of the Mo (Mola) downstream, following the 
southern boundary of the Dagbon country to its junction with an 
unnamed afIluent on the left bank at a point shown on the map 
near longitude 0° 20' E; 

23. Thence a line from this confluence running generally south-east to 
the confluence of the Bassa and Kue, following as far as possible 
the course of the Mo (Moo); 

24. Thence the course of the Kue upstream to the bend formed by this 
river at a distance of about 2 kilom. south-west of Kueda; 

25. Thence a line running southwards following the watershed between 
the Bunatje, the Tschai and the Dibom on the west and the Kue 
and the Asuokoko on the east to the liill. situated about 1 kilom. 
west of the Maria Falls. leaving the village of Schiare to Great 
Britain and that of Kjirina to France and cutting the road from 
Dadiasse (which remains British) to Bismarckburg (which re
mains French) near point 760. 

26. From the hill situated to the west of the Maria Falls a line to reach 
the Asuokoko, which it follows to· its .Confluence with the river 
Balagbo; 

27. Thence a line running generally southwards to Mount Bendjabe; 
28. Thence a line following the crest which runs southwards; then 

cutting the Wawa reaches point 850 situated north of Kitschibo. 
29. From point 850 a line running approximately southwards to the 

Tomito mountain; 
30. Thence a line running south-south-westwards and cutting the river 

Onana reaches the watershed between the Odjabi and the Sassa, 
then continuing south-south-westwards, cutting the river Daji be
tween.the Odjabi and the Sassa, reaches the summit of Awed
jegbe. 

31. From this point it follows the watershed between the Ebanda or 
Wadjakli on the west and the Seblawu and Nubui on the east, 
then cuts the latter river at a point situated about 1 kilom. east 
of Apegamej 

32. Thence a line to the watershed of the Agumassato hills which it 
follows to the Akpata hills; 
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33. Thence & line running south-west to the confiuence of the Tai and 
the Edjiri; 

M. Thence & line following generally the southern tribal boundary of 
the Agome to a point situated on the watershed about 2 kilom . 
• outh of Moltke Peak; 

35. Thence a line running generally southwards following the watershed 
to the Fiamekito hills which it leaves to reach the river Damitai; 

36. Thence the river Damitsi to its confiuence with the Todschie (or 
Wuto); 

37. Thence the river Todschie to the boundary of the lands of the 
village of Botoe, which it passes on the east so as to leave it 
wholly to Great Britain; . 

38. Thence the road from Botoe to Batome to the western limit of the 
latter village; 

39. Thence the line passel! south of Batome 10 as to leave this village 
in itA entirety to France. 

40. From BOuth of Batome the boundary runs to the point of junction 
of the present boundary of the Gold Coast Colony (parallel 6° 20' 
north) and the river Magbawi; 

fl. Thence it follows, to the sea, the present frontier as laid down in 
the Anglo-German Convention of the 1st July, 1890. However, 
where the Lome-Akepe road by way of Degbokovhe Cf0BSe8 the 
present frontier south of latitude 6° 10' north and west of longi
tude 1° 14' east of Greenwich, the new frontier shall run 1 kilom. 
lOUth-west of this road, 80 as to leave it entirely in French ter
ritory. 

AImcJ.a 2. 

1. It iI understood that at the time of the local delimitation of the 
frontier, where the natural features to be followed are not indicated in the 
above description, the Commissioners of the two Governments will, &8 far 
&8 pOlllible, but without changing the attribution of the villages named in 
Article 1, lay down the frontier in accordance with natural features (rivers, 
hille, or watersheds). 

The Boundary Commissioners shall be authorised to make such minor 
modifications of the frontier line &8 may appear to them necessary in order 
to avoid separating vi11agea from their agricultural lande. Such deviations 
Ihall be clearly marked on special maps and submitted for the approval 
of the two Governments. Pending such approval, the deviations shall be 
proviIiouall,y recogniled and respected. 

2. AI regards the roads mentioned in Article 1, only thOle which are 
mown upon the annexed map 0 mall be taken into consideration in the 
df'limitation of the frontier. 

• ADDaed ODI7 to the orlelDal Declaration. 
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3. Where the frontier follows a waterway, the median line of the water
way shall be the boundary. 

4. It is understood that if the inhabitants living near the frontier should, 
within a period of six months from the completion of the local delimita
tion, express the intention to settle in the regions placed under French 
authority, or inversely, in the regions placed under British authority, no 
obstacle will be placed in the way of their so doing, and they shall be 
granted the necessary time to gather in standing crops, and generally to 
remove aU the property of which they are the legitimate owners. 

ARTICLK 3. 

1. The map to which reference is made in the description of the fron
tier is Sprigade's map of Togoland on the scale 1/200,000; of which the 
following sheets have been used:-

Sheet A 1. Sansane-Mangu; date of completion, July 1, 1907. 
Sheet B 1. Jendi; date of completion, October 1, 1907. 
Sheet C 1. Bismarckburg; date of completion, December 1, 1906. 
She.et D 1. Kete-Kratschi; date of completion, December 1, 1905. 
Sheet E 1. Misahohe; date of completion, June 1, 1905. 
Sheet E 2. Lome; date of completion, October I, 1902. 
2. A map of Togoland, scale 1/1,500,000, is attached to illustrate the 

description of the above frontier.* 

No.4. 
A.7I{Jlo-French Declaration respecting the' Cameroons, signed at London, 

Julu 10, 1919. 

THl!I Undersigned: 
Viscount Milner,Secretary of State for the Colonies of the British 

Empire, 
M. Henry Simon,· Minister for the Colonies of the French Republic, 

have agreed to determine the frontier, separating· the territories of the 
Cameroons placed respectively under the authority of their Governments, 
as it'ls traced on the map (Moisel 1/300,000) annexed to the present 
declaration t and defined in the description in three articles aIeo annexed 
hereto. 

London, lulu 10, 1919. 

MILNER. 
HENRY SIMON. 

• Annued on17 to the orlgiDal Declaration. 
-t The orlgtuall/800,OOO map III attached to the signed Declaratlon. 
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De.cnptilm 0/ the Franco-Britiah Frontier, marked on the Map oj the 
Cameroonl, Bcale 1/800,000 . 

.ARTICLE 1. 

TB. frontier will start from the meeting-point of the three old British, 
French and German frontiers situated in Lake Chad in latitude 13° OS' N. 
and in approximately longitude 14° OS' E. of Greenwich. 

Thence the frontier will be determined as follows:-

1. A strsight line to the mouth of the Ebejij 
2. Thence the course of the river Ebeji, which upstream is named the 

Lewejil, Labejed, Nga.Iarem, Lebeit and Ngada respectively, to the 
confluence of the rivers Ka.Iia and Lebaiittj 

3. Thence the course of the river Ka.Iia, or Ame, to its confluence with 
the river Dorma, or Kutelaha i 

4. Thence the course of the latter, which upstream is named the 
Amjumba, the vilIa.ge of W oma and its outskirts remaining to 
France; 

6. From the point where the river Amjumba loses itself in a swamp, 
the boundary will follow the median line of this swamp so as to 
rejoin the watercourse which appears to be the continuation of the 
Amjumba and which upstream is named Serahadja, Goluwa and 
Mudukwa respectively, the village of Uagisa remaining to Great 
Britain. 

O. Thence this watercourse to its confluence with the river Gatagule j 
7. Thence & line louth-westwards to the watershed between the basin 

of the Yedseram on the west and the basin. of the Mudukwa 
and of the Benue on the east j thence this watershed to Mount 
Mulikia; 

8. Thence a line to the source of the Tsikakiri to be fixed on the 
ground 80 &8 to leave the village of Dumo to France; 

II. Thence the course of the Tsikakiri to its confluence with the Mao 
Tiel near the group of villages of Luga; 

10. Thence the course of the Mao Tiel to its confluence with the 
river Benue i 

11. Thence the course of the Benue upstream to its confluence with 
the Faro; 

12. Thence the course of the Faro to the mouth of its arm, the Mao 
Besso, situated about 4 kilom. south of Chikito j 

13. Thence the course of the Mao Besso to boundary pillar No. 6 on 
the old British-German frontier; 

14. Thence & straight line to the old boundary pillar No.7; and thence 
a straight line to the old boundary pillar No.8; 
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15. Thence a line south-westwards reaching the watershed between the 
Benue on the north-weSt and the Faro on the south-east, which 
it follows to a point on the Hossere Banglang, about 1 kilom. 
south of the source of the Mao Kordo; 

16. Thence a line to the confluence of the Mao Ngonga and the Mao 
Deo, to be fixed on the ground so as to leave 'to France the 
village of Laro as well as the road from Bare to Fort Lamy; 

17. Thence the course of the Mao Deo to its confluence with the Twa; 
18. Thence the course of the Tiba, which is named upstream Tibsat 

and Tussa respectively, .to its confluence with a watercourse flow
ing from the west and situated about 12 kilom. south-west of 
Kontscha; 

19. Thence a line running generally south-west to reach the summit 
of the Dutschi-Djombi; 

20. Thence the watershed between the basins of the Taraba on the 
west and the Mao Deo on the east to a point on the Tchape Hills, 
about 2 kilom. north-west of the Tchape Pass (point 15(1); 

21. Thence a line to the Gorulde Hills, so as to leave the road from 
Bare to Fort Lamy about 2 kilom. to the east; . 

22. Thence successively the watershed between the Gamgam and the 
Jim, the main watershed between the basins of the Benue and 
the Sanaga, and the watershed between the Kokumbahun and the 
Ardo (Ntuli) to Hossere Jadji; 

23. Thence a line to reach the source of the river Maiu; 
24. Thence the river Mafu to its confluence with the river Mabe; 
25. -Thence the river Mabe, or Nsang, upstream to its junction with 

the tribal boundary between Bansso and Bamum; 
26. Thence a line to the confluence of the rivers Mpand and Nun, to 

be fixed 'on the ground, so as to leave the country of Bansso to 
Great Britain and that of Bamum to France; 

27. Thence the river Nun to its confluence with the 'river Tantam; 
28. Thence the ,river 'Tantam and its afIIuent, which is fed by the river 

Sefu; 
29. Thence the river Sefu to its source; 
30. Thence a line south-westwards, crossing the Kupti, to reach near its 

source east of point 1300 the unnamed watercourse which flows 
into the .Northem Man below Ba.li-Bagam; 

31. Thence this watercourse to its confluence with the Northern Mm, 
leaving to France the village of Gascho, belonging to the small 
country of Bamenjam; 

32. Thence the Northern Mm upstream to its confluence with the rivel 
Mogo, or Doshi; 

33. Thence the river Mogo to its source; 
34. Thence a line south-westwards to the crest of the Bambuto Moun-
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taw and thence following the watershed between the basw of 
the CrOl!8 River and Mungo on the west and the Sanaga and 
Wuri on the east to Mount Kupe; 

35. Thence a line to the source of the river Bubu; 
36. Thence the river Bubu, which appears from the German map to 

lose iteeU and reappear as the Ediminjo, which the frontier will 
follow to its confluence with the Mungo; 

37. Thence the course of the Mungo to the point in its mouth where 
it meets the parallel of latitude 40 2' 30" north; 

38. Thence this parallel of latitude westwards so as to reach the coast 
10Uth of Tauben I. 

39. Thence a line following the coast, passing south of Reiher I, to 
Mokola Creek, thus leaving Mowe Lake to Great Britain; 

40. Thence a line following the eastern banks of the Mokola, Mbak
wele, Njubanan-Jau and Matumal creeks, and cutting the mouths 
of the Mbossa-Bombe, Mikanje, Tende, Victoria, and other un
named creeks to the junction of the Matumal and Victoria creeks; 

41. Thence a line running 350 west of true south to the Atlantic Ocean. 

ARTICLI!I 2. 
1. It is understood that at the time of the local delimitation of the 

frontier, where the natural features to be followed are not indicated in 
the above description, the Commissioners of the two Governments will, as 
far u pOllSible, but without changing the attribution of the villages named 
in Article I, lay down the frontier in accordance with natural features 
(rivera, hille, or watersheds>. 

The Boundary Commissioners shall be authorised to make such minor 
modificatione of the frontier line as may appear to them necessary in 
order to avoid separating villages from their agricultural lands. Such 
deviatione shall be clearly marked on special maps and submitted for 
the approval of the two Governments. Pending such approval, the devia
tione ehall be provisionally recognised and respected. 

2. A. regards the roads mentioned in Article 1, only those which are 
mown upon the annexed map. ehall be taken into consideration in the 
delimitation of the frontier. 

3. Where the frontier follows a waterway, the median line of the 
waterway ehall be the boundary. 

4. It is understood that if the inhabitants living near the frontier should, 
within a period of lix months from the completion of the local delimita
tion, up,.. the intention to settle in the regions placed under French 
authority, or inveraely, in the regions placed under British authority, no 
obstacle will be placed in the way of their so doing, and they shall be 
granted the Ilecessary time to gather in stsnding crops, and generally to 
remove all the property of which they are the legitimate owners. 

• haRed oa17 to the orl&'lDal Declaratlon. 
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ARTICLE 3. 

1. The map to which reference is made in the description of the frontier 
is Moisel's map of the Cameroons on the scale 1/300,000. The following 
sheets of this map have been used:-

Sheet A4. 'Tschad; dated December I, 1912. 
Sheet B 4. Kusseri; dated August 1, 1912. 
Sheet B 3. Dikoa; dated January 1, 1913. 
Sheet C 3. Mubi'; dated December 15, 1912. 
Sheet D 3. Garua; dated May 15, 1912. 
Sheet E3. Ngaundere; dated October 15,1912. 
Sheet E 2. Banjo; dated January 1, 1913. 
Sheet F2. Fumban; dated May I, 1913. 
Sheet Fl. Ossidinge; dated January I, 1912. 
Sheet G 1. Buea; dated August I, 1911. 

2, A map of the Cameroons, scale 1/2,000,000, is attached to illustrate
the description of the above frontier.* 

No.5. 

Draft Mandate Jor Togoland (Briti8h). 
(In the form in which the Council of the League of Nations will 

be invited to approve it.) 

THE Council of the League of Nations, 
Whereas by article 119 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany signed at 

Versailles on the 28th June, 1919, Germany renounced in favour of the 
Principal Allied and Aalociated Powers. all her rights over her oversea 
pOl!Sessions, including .therein Togoland; and 

Whereas the Principal Allied and Aalociated Powers agreed that the 
Governments of Fran(lll and Great Britain should make a joint recom
mendation to the League of Nations as to the future pf the said territory; 
and 

Whereas the Governments of France and Great Britain have made a 
joint recommendation to the Council of the League of Nations that a 
mandate to administer in accordance with article 22 of the Covenant of 
the League of Nations that part of Togoland lying to the west of the line 
agreed upon in the Declaration of the 10th July, 1919, referred to in 
article 1, should be conferred upon His Britannic Majesty; and 

Whereas by the terms of the said joint recommendation the Govern
ments of France and Great Britain have proposed that the mandate should 
be formulated in the following terms; and 

• Annexed onlT to tbe original Declaration. 
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Whereu BiB Britannic Majesty baa agreed to accept the mandate in 
ret!peCt of the BBid territory, and baa undertaken to exercise it on behalf 
of the League of Nati0D8 in accordance with the following proviai0D8; 

Hereby approves the terma of the said mandate 118 follows: 

Almcta 1. 

The territory over which a mandate is conferred upon BiB Britannic 
Majesty comprises that part of the former colony of Togoland which lies 
to the west of the line Jaid down in the Declaration, signed on the 10th 
July, 1919, of which a copy is annexed hereto. 

The delimitation on the epotof this line shall be carried out in accord
ance with the provision of the said declaration. 

The final report of the Mixed Commission shall give the exact descrip
tion of the boundary line 88 traced on the spot; maps signed by the Com
missioners shall be annexed to the report. Thia report with its annexes 
shall be drawn up in triplicate, one of these shall be deposited in the 
archives of the League of Nations, one shall be kept by His Britannic 
Majesty'. Government, and one by the Government of the French Re
public. 

AlmCUl2. 

The mandatory shall be responsible for the peace, order and good gov
ernment of the territory, and for the promotion to the utmOllt of the 
material and moral well-being and the BOCial progress of its inhabitants. 

A1mct&3. 

The mandatory shall not establish in the territory any military or naval 
basel. not erec\ any fortificatiOlll, nor organise any native military force 
except for local police plIJ'pC)Ie8 and for the defence of the territory. 

AImCUI ,. 
The mandatory-

(i.> Will provide for the eventual emancipation of all slavea, and for 
u speedy an elimination of domestic and other lIavery 88 BOciai 
conditi0D8 will allow. 

eiL) WilI8Upprelll all forma of slave trade. 
(iii.) Will prohlbit all forma of forced or compulsory labour, except for 

_tiaI public worb and BerviC8ll, and then only in return for 
adequate remuneration. 

(jy.) Will protect the natives from abUBe and me&lUl'el of fraud and 
force by the careful 8Upervision of labour contracts" and the 
recruiting of labour. 

h·.) Will nercise a strict control over the traffic in IU'IDI and ammuni
tion and the sale of spirituOUl liquDrl. 
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ABTICLI!l 5. 

In the framing of laws relating to the holding or transference of land, 
the mandatory will take into consideration native laws and customs, and 
will respect the rights and' safeguard the interests of the native population. 

No native la,nd may be transferred, except between natives, without the 
previous consent of the public authorities, and no real rights over native 
land in favour of non-natives may be created except with the same consent. 

The mandatory will promulgate strict regulations against usury. 

AB'l'ICLI!l 6. 

The mandatory will secure to all nationals of States, Members of the 
League of Nations, the same rights as are enjoyed in the territory by his 
own nationals in respect to entry into and residence in the territory, the 
protection aft'orded to their person and property, and acquisition of prop
erty, movable and immovable, and the exercise of their profession or 
trade, subject only to the requirements of public order, and on condition 
of compliance with the local law. 

Further, the mandatory will ensure to all nationals of States, Members 
of the League of Nations, on the same footing as to his own nationals, 
freedom of transit and navigation, and complete economic, commercial and 
industrial equality; provided that the mandatory shall be free to organise 
essential public works and services on such terms and conditions as he 
thinks just. 

Concessions for the development of the natural resources of the terri
tory shall be granted by the mandatory without distinction on grounds of 
nationality between the nationals of all States, Members of the League of 
Nations, but on such conditions as will maintain intact'the authority of 
the local Government. 

The rights' conferred by this article'· extend equally to companies and 
associations organised in accordance with the law of any of the Members 
of the League of Nations,. subject only to the requirements of public 
order, and on condition of compliance with the local ~aw. ' 

AB'l'ICLI!l 7. 

Subject to the provisions of any local law for the maintenance of public 
order and public morals, the mandatory shall ensure in the territory free
. doni of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of worship, and shall 
allow all missionaries, nationals of any State, Member of the League of 
Nations, to enter into, travel and reside in the territory for the purpose 
of prose?uting their calling. 

ABTICLI!l 8. 

The mandatory shall apply to the territory any general international 
conventions applicable to hls contiguous territory. 
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ARTICLE 9. 

The mandatory shall have full powers of administration and legislation 
in the area trubject to the mandate. This area shall be administered in 
accordance with the Iaw8 of the mandatory as an integral part· of his 
territmy and subject to the above provisiol18 .. 

The mandatory shall therefore be at liberty to apply his laws to the 
territory subject to the mandate with such modifications as may be re
quired by local conditions, 8I1d to col18titute the territory into a customs, 
fiscal or administrative union or federation with the adjacent possessions 
under hie sovereignty or control. 

ARTICUlI 10. 

The mandatory shall make to the Council of the League of Nations an 
annual report to the satisfaction of the Council, containing full informa
tion concerning the measures taken to apply the provisions of the present 
mandate. 

ARTICUlI 11. 

The col18ent of the Council of the League of Nations is required lor 
any modification of the terms of the present mandate, provided that in 
the cue of any modification proposed by the mandatory such col18ent 
may be given by a majority of the Council. 

ARTICLII 12. 

U any dispute whatever should arise between the Members of the 
League of Nations relating to the interpretation or application of this 
mandate which cannot be 8ettled by negotiations, this dispute shall be 
submitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for 
by article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

The present copy shall be deposited in the archives of the League of 
NatiODa. Certified copies shall be forwarded by the Secretary-General of 
the League of Nations to all Members of the League. 

No.8. 

Draft MOfIdot. lor the Comeroone (Brili8h). 
(In the form in which the Council of the League of Nations will 

be invited to approve it.) 

TBa Council of the League of Nations, 
Whereu by article 119 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany Bigned at 

Versailles on the 28th June, 1919, Germany renOUl1ced in favour of the 
Principal Allied and AlIIociated Powers all her rights over her oversea 
pOSlle8llions, including therein the Cameroons; 8I1d 
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Whereas the Principal Allied and Associated Powers agreed that the 
Governments of France and Great Britain should make a joint recom
mendation to the League of Nations as to the future of the. said terri
tory; and 
Whe~ the Governments of France and Great Britain have made a 

joint recommendation to the Council of the League of Nations that a 
mandate to administer in accordance with article 22 of the Covenant of 
the League' of Nations that part of the Cameroons lying to the west of 
the line agreed upon in the Declaration of the 10th July, 1919, annexed 
hereto, should be c~nferred upon His Britannic Majesty; and 

Whereas by the terms of the said joint recommendation the Govern
ments of France and Great Britain have proposed that the mandate 
should be formulated in the following terms; and 

Whereas His Britannic Majesty has agreed to accept the mandate in 
respect of the said territory, and has undertaken to exercise it on behalf 
of the League of Nations in accordance with the following provisions; 

Hereby approves the terms of the said mandate as follows:-

ABTICLB 1. 

The territory over which a mandate is conferred upon His Britannic 
Majesty comprises that part of the former colony of the Cameroons which 
lies to the west of the line laid down in the Declaration, signed on the 10th 
July, 1919, of which a copy is annexed hereto. 

The delimitation on the spot of this line shall be carried out in accord
ance with the provision of the said declaration. 

The final report of the Mixed Commission shall give the exact descrip
tion of the boundary line as traced o~ the spot; maps signed by the Com
missioners shall be annexed to the report. This. report with its anneXeD 
shall be drawn up in triplicate, one of these shall be deposited in the 
archives of the League of Nations, one shall be kept by His Britannic 
Majesty's Government, and one .:by the Government of the French 
Republic. 

ARTICLJ!I 2. 

The mandatory shall be responsible for the peace, order and good gov
ernment 'of the territory, and for the promotion to the utmost of the 
material and moral well-being and the social progress of its inhabitants. 

ARTICUlI 3. 

The mandatory shall not establish in the territory any military or naval 
bases, not erect any fortifications, nor organise any native military force 
except for local police purposes and for the defence of the territory. 
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The ID&IIdatory-
(i.) Will provide for the eventual emancipation of all slaves, and for as 

BJl8edy an elimination of domestic and other slaverY as social 
conditioll8 will allow. 

(ii.) Will suppress all forms of slave trade. 
(iii.) Will prohibit aU forms of forced or compulsorY labour, except for 

eeeential public works and services, and then only in return for 
adequate remuneration. 

(iv.) Will protect the Il8tives from abuse and measures of fraud and 
force by the careful supervision of labour contracts and the 
recruiting of labour. 

(v.) Will exercise a strict control over the traffic in arms and ammuni
tion and the sale of spirituous liquors. 

ARTICLIII 5. 

In the framing of laws relating to the holding or transference of land, 
the mandatorY will take into consideration native laws and customs, and 
will respect the rights and safeguard the i"terests of the native popu
lation. 

No native land may be transferred, except between natives, without 
the previous consent of the public authorities, and no real rights over 
Dative land in favour of non-natives may be created except with the same 
consent. 

The mandatorY will promulgate strict regulations against usurY. 

AaTiCLIII 6. 

The mandatorY will secure to all nationals of States, Members of the 
League of Nations, the Bame rights as are enjoyed in the territorY by his 
own nationals in respect to entrY into and residence in the territorY, the 
protection aIforded to their pel'8On and property, and acquisition of prop
erty, movable and immovable, and the exercise of their profession or 
trade, IUbject. only to the requirements of public order, and on condition 
of compliance with the 10ca1law. 

Further, the mandatOrY will ensure to aU nationals of States, Members 
of the League of Nations, on the Bame footing as to his own nationals, 
freedom of transit and Davigation, and complete economic, commercial 
and indU8trial equality; provided that the mandatorY shall be free to 
organise _ntial public works and services on such terms and conditions 
.. he thinb just. 

ConClBioDB for the development of the Datuw resources of the territorY 
shall be cranted by the mandatorY without distinction on grounds of 
nationality between the nationals of all States, Membe1'8 of the League 
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of Nations. but on such conditions as will maintain intact the authority 
of the local Government. 

The rights conferred by this article extend equally to companies and 
associations organised in accordance with the law of any of the Members 
of the League of Nations. subject only to the requirements of public 
order, and on "Condition of compliance with the local law. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Subject to the provisions of any local law for the maintenance of public 
order and public morals, the mandatory shall ensure in the territory free
dom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of worship, and shall 
allow all missionaries, nationals of any State, Member of the League of 
Nations, to enter into, travel and reside in the territory for the PUIpOSC 

of prosecuting their calling. 

ARTICLE 8. 

The mandatory shall apply to the territory any general international 
conventions applicable to his contiguous territory. 

ARTICLE 9. 

The mandatory shall have full powers of administration and legislation 
in the area subject to the mandate. This area shall be administered in 
accordance with the laws of the mandatory as an integral part of his 
territory and subject to the above provisions. 

The mandatory shall therefore be at liberty to apply his laws to the 
territory under the mandate subject to the modifications required by local 
conditions. and to constitute the territory into a customs, fiscal or admin
istrative- union 01' federation with the adjacent possessions under his 
sovereignty or control. 

ARTICLE 10 • 

. The mand~tory shall make to the Council of the League of Nations an 
annual report to the satisfaction of the Council, containing full informa
.tion concerning the measures taken to apply the provisions of the presen' 
mandate. 

AlmCLII 11. 

The consent of the Council of the League of Nations is required for 
any modification of the terms of the present mandate, provided that in 
the case of any modification proposed by the mandatory such consent 
may be given by a majority of the Council. 
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ABTlCUlI2. 

U any dispute whatever mould arise between the Members of the 
League of NatioD8 relating to the interpretation or application of this 
mandate which cannot be settled by negotiatioD8, this dispute mall be 
submitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for 
by article 14 of the Covenant of the League of NatioD8. 

The present copy 8hall be deposited in the archives of the League of 
NatioD8. Certified copies mall be forwarded by the Secretary-General 
oC the League of NatioD8 to all Members of the League. 
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Mandate for German Samoa.· 

The Council of the League of Nations: 
Whereas by article 119 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany signed a~ 

Versailles on the 28th June, 1919, Germany renounced in favour of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powem all her rights over her overseas 
possessions, including therein German Samoa; and 

Whereas the Principal Allied and Associated Powem agreed that, in 
accordance with article 22, part I (Covenant of the League of Nations), 
of the said treaty, a mandate should be conferred upon His Britannic 
Majesty, to be exercised on his behalf by the Government of the Dominion 
of New Zealand, to administer German Samoa,and have propOilCd that 
the mandate should be formulated in the following tenDS; and 

Whereas His Britannic Majesty, for and on behalf of the Government of 
the Dominion of New Zealand, has agreed to accept the mandate in 
respect of the said territory and has undertaken to exercise it on behalf 
of the League of Nations in accordanCe with the following provisions; and 

Whereas, by the aforementioned article 22, paragraph 8, it is provided 
that the degree of authority, control or administration to be exercised by 
the mandatory, not having been previously agreed upon by the members 
of the League, shall be explicitly defined by the Council of the League 
of Nations: 

Confirming the said mandate, defines its terms as follows: 

AJmcurl. 

The territory over which a mandate is conferred upon His Britannic 
Majesty for and on behalf of the Government of the Dominion of New 
Zealand (hereinafter called the mandatory) is the former German colony 
of Samoa. 

AJmcur 2. 

The mandatory shall have full power of administration and legislation 
over the territory subject to the present mandate as an integral portion 
of the Dominion of New Zealand, and may apply the laws of the Dominion 
of New Zealand to the territory, subject to such local modifications as 
circumstances may require. 

• Hlseellaneous, No.7 (1921) (Cd. 1203). 

M2 
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The mandatory aball promote to the utmost the material and moral 
well·being and the social progresa of the inhabitants of the territory Bub· 
ject to the present; mandate. 

ARTICLB 3. 

The mandatory aball see that the slave trade is prohibited, and that no 
forced labour is permitted, except for essential public works and services, 
and then only for adequate remuneration. 

The mandatory shall also see that the traffic in arms and ammunition 
ill controlled in accordance with principles analogous to those laid down 
in the convention relating to the control of the arms traffic. signed on the 
10th September. 1919. or in any convention amending the same. 

The supply of intoxicating spirits and beverages to the natives aball be 
prohibited. 

ARTICLB 4. 

The military training of the natives. otherwise than for purposes of 
internal police and the local defence of the territory, aball be prohibited. 
Furthermore. no military or naval bases aball be established or fortifica
tioDS erected in the territory. 

ARTICLB 5. 

Subject to the provisions of any local law for the maintenance of public 
order and public morals, the mandatory shall ensure in the territory free
dom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of worship. and aball 
allow all misaionaries. nationals of any State member of the League of 
NatioDS. to enter into. travel and reside in the territory for the purpose 
01 prosecuting their calling. 

ARTICLB 6. 

The mandatory Bball make to the Council of the League of Nations an 
annual report to the satisfaction of the Council. containing full informa
tion with regard to the territory. and indicating the measures taken to 
carry out the obligations B88Umed under articles 2. 3. 4 and 6. 

AaTICUI 7. 

The consent of the Council of the League of Nations is required for 
an), modification of the terms of the present mandate. 

The mandatory agreell that. if any dispute whatever abould arise be
t_ the mandatory and another member of the League of Nations 
relating to the interpretation or the application 01 the provisions of the 
mandate, euch dispute. if it cannot be settled by negotiation, aball be 
IUbmitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for 
by article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 
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The present declaration shall be deposited in the archives of the League 
of Nations. Certified copies shall be forwarded by the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations to all Powers signatories of the Treaty of Peace 
with Germany. 

Made at Geneva the 17th day of December, 1920. 

Certified true copy. 
EllIe DRUMMOND, 

8ecretarv-GeMraZ. 
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Mandate for German Southwest Africa.· 

The Council of the League of Nations: 

Whereu by article 119 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany eigned at 
Vel'll8illee on the 28th June, 1919, Germany renounced in favour of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Power! all her right! over her overseu 
poeeeeeione, including therein German South-West Africa; and 

Whereu the Principal Allied and Associated Power! agreed that, in 
accordance with article 22, part I (Covenant of the League of Nations), 
of the IBid treaty, a mandate should be conferred upon His Britannic 
Majeety, to be exercised on hie behalf by the Government of the Union 
of South Africa, to administer the territory aforementioned, and have 
propoeed that the mandate should be formulated in the following terms; 
and 

Whereu His Britannic Majesty, for and on behalf of the Government 
of the Union of South Africa, hu agreed to accept the mandate in respect 
of the said territory and has undertaken to exercise it on behalf of the 
League of Nations in accordance with the following provisions; and 

Whereu, by the aforementioned article 22, paragraph 8, it is provided 
that the degree of authority, control or administration to be exercised by 
the mandatory, not having been previously agreed upon by the members 
of the League, !hall be explicitly defined by the Council of the League 
of Natiou: 

Confirming the aid mandate, definee ita terms u follows: 

AaTlCI.a 1. 

The territory over which a mandate is conferred upon His Britannia 
Majesty for and on behalf of the Government of the Union of South 
Africa (hereinafter called the mandatory) comprisee the territory which 
formerly constituted the German Protectorate of South-West Africa. 

AaTlCI.a 2. 

The mandatory eha1l have full power of admini.etration and legislation 
ewer the territory aubject to the present mandate u an integral portion 
of the Union of South Africa, and may apply the lam of the Union of 

• ¥lIeeUaDeou .. No. • (1821) (ell. 12M). 
li4S 
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South Africa ~ the terrilOl)', IUbject ~ web loea! modi6catia. u cit
eulD8taDcee may require. 

The mudatory abaU promote \0 the ulmoel the material aDd moral 
well-beiq and the IIOCial PfOI1'8I8 of the iDhabitau'" of the terrilor7 1Ub
ject \0 theprteeDt mudate. 

Aaftcu a. 
The mandatory ehall eee t.ha& the elave tnde is prolubited, and that 

DO forced labour ill permit.ted, ucept for ~t.iaJ publio worb and 
aervicee, and then 0DIy for adequate remuncntiOD. 

The manda\Ory ehall also eee thet the tra.flio in arms and ammUDitioD 
is conbolled in accordaDce with principles aualosoua ~ thoae laid dOWD iD 
the conventioD relating ~ the control of the arms tra.flie, ai&Ded on the 
10th September, 1919, or in IUIY coDvention amenwIII the eame. 

The supply of iD\Oucating spiri'" aDd beverqea \0 the Datives abaU be 
prohibited. 

Aancu ,. 

The militaly traiD.iDa of the Datives, othenriee t.h&D for pUI"JlOIIN of 
iDternal police and the loea! defence of the territory, abaU be prohibited. 
Furthermore, DO militaly or DaYal buee ehall be est.abliabed or fortifica
tiODS erected in the terriWry. 

Ama.a6. 

Subject \0 the proviaiODS of IUIY loea!la. for the maiDteDaDce of public 
order and publio morala, the mandatory ehall ensure in the terrilOl)' free
dom of COD8cienoe and the (ree uerciae of aU fOl'lDll of .orebip, aDd ebaIl 
aUo. aU mialiODaries, DatiODaJa of &D1 Slate member of the Leacue of 
NatioDll, ~ enler in\O, llavel and reside in the terrilOl)' for the purpoee 
of pn.eeuting their calliDg. 

Amcu6. 

The IIWlda&ory aha1l make ~ the CouDca of the t.cue of NatiODll an 
&DDual report ~ the alialact.ioll of the Council. c:onlaiDiDC full informa
tion with reprd \0 the territory, and iDdicatiq the IDeI.IUleI l.akea to 
cany out the obliptiODS UIIUIDed UDder articles 2, a. 4 aDd a. 

Aancu 7. 

The COIIaeIlL of the Council of the r.-cue of NatiODa is required (01' 
IUIY modification of the terme of the prteeDt mandate. 

The mudalGI)' agrees that, if &D1 dispute whatever abould an. be
tweeD the mandatOl'7 aDd anothu member of the Leecue of NaUODII 
relatiq \0 the interpretation or the application of the provisiODS of the 
mandate, sueb dispute, if it eaDDo& be eetlled by De&Qtiation, ehaIl be 
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lubmitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice provided for 
by article If of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

The present declaration shall be deposited in the archives of the League 
of Nationa. Certified copies shall be forwarded by the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nationa to all Powers signatories of the Treaty of Peace 
with Germany. 

Made at Geneva the 17th day of December, 1920. 

Certified true copy. 

EIIIo DRU1lMOND, 

8ecretartl-Gmnal. 
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The Milner-Zaghlul Memorandum. *. 

1. In order to establish the independence of Egypt on a secure and last
ing basis, it is necessary that the relations between Great Britain and 
Egypt should be precisely defined, and the privileges and immunities now 
enjoyed in Egypt by the capitulatory Powers should be modified and 
rendered less injurious to the interests of the country. 

2. These ends cannot be achieved without further negotiations between 
accredited representatives of the British and Egyptian Governments re
spectively in the one ease, and between the British Government and the 
Governments of the capitulatory Powers in the other case. Such negotia.
tions will be directed to arriving at definite agreements on the following 
lines:-

3.-(i.) As between Egypt and Great Britain a Treaty will be entered 
into, under which Great Britain will recognise the independence of 
Egypt as a. constitutional monarchy with representative institutions, 
and Egypt will confer upon Great Britain such rights as are necessary 
to safeguard her special interests and to enable her to furnish the guar
antees which must be given to foreign Powers to secure the relinquish
ment of their capitulatory rights. 

(ii.) By the'same Treaty, an alliance will be concluded between 
Great Britain and Egypt, by which Great Britain will undertake to 
support Egypt in defending the integrity of her territory, and Egypt 
will undertake, in case of war, even when the integrity of Egypt is not 
affected, to render to Great Britain all the assistance in her power, 
within her own borders, including the use of her harbours, aerodromes 
and means of communication for military purposes. 

4. This Treaty will embody stipulations to the following effect:-
(i.) Egypt will enjoy the right to representation in foreign coun

tries. In the absence of any duly-accredited Egyptian representative; 
the Egyptian Government will confide its interests to the eare of the 
British representative. Egypt will undertake not to adopt in foreign 
countries an attitude which is inconsistent with the alliance or will 
create difficulties for Great Britain, and will also undertake not to 
enter into any agreement with a foreign Power which is prejudicial to 
British interests. 

• Bn,t. No. 1 (1921), pp. 24-26. 
548 
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(ii.) Egypt will confer on Great Britain the right to maintain a 
military force on Egyptian soil for the protection of her Imperial 
communications. The Treaty will fix the place where the force shall 
be quartered and will regulate any subsidiary matters which require 
to be arranged. The presence of this force shall not constitute in any 
manner a military occupation of the country, or prejudice the rights of 
the Government of Egypt. 

(iii.) Egypt will appoint, in concurrence with His Majesty's Gov-' 
emment, a Financial Adviser, to whom shall be entrusted in due 
course the powers at present exercised by the Commissioners of the 
Debt, and who will be at the disposal of the Egyptian Government 
for all other matters on which they may desire to consult him. 

(iv.) Egypt will appoint, in concurrence with His Majesty's Govern
ment, an official in the Ministry of Justice, who shall enjoy the right 
of access to the Minister. He shall be kept fully informed on all 
matters connected with the administration of the law as affecting 
foreigners, and will also be at the disposal of the Egyptian Govern
ment for consultation on any matter connected with the efficient 
maintenance of law and order. 

(v.) In view of the contemplated transfer to His Majesty's Govern
ment of the rights hitherto exercised under the regime of the Capitula
tions by the various foreign Governments, Egypt recognises the right 
of Great Britain to intervene, through her representative in Egypt, 
to prevent the application to foreigners of any Egyptian law now 
requiring foreign consent, and Great Britain on her side undertakes 
not to elIIercise this right except in the case of laws operating inequi. 
tably against foreigners. 

Itemative:-

In view of the contemplated tra.nsfer t.o His Majesty's Government 
of the rights hitherto exercised under the regime of the Capitulations 
by the Variollll foreign Governments, Egypt recognises the right of 
Great Britain to intervene, through her representative in Egypt, to 
prevent the application to foreigners of any Egyptian law now requir
inC foreign consent, and Great Britain on her side undertakes not to 
exerci8e this richt except in the case of la we inequitably discriminat
ing against foreigners in the matter of taxation, or inconsistent with 
the principles of legislation common to all the capitulatory Powers. 

(vi.) 011 account of the special relations between Great Britain and 
Egypt. created by the Alliance, the British representative will be 
accorded an elIIceptional position in Egypt and will be entitled to 
precedence over all other representatives. 

(vii.) The encagements of British and other foreign officers and 
ad.ministrative officiala who entered into the aervice of the Egyptian 
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Government before the coming into force of the Treaty may be 
terminated, at the iDBtance of either the officials themselves or the 
Egyptian Government, at any time within two years after the coming 
into force of the Treaty. The pension or compensstion to be accorded 
to officials retiring under this provision, in addition to that provided 
by the existing law, shall be determined by the Treaty. In cases 
where no advantage is taken of this arrangement existing terms of 
service will remain unaffected. 

5. This Treaty will be submitted to the approval of a CoDBtituent 
Assembly, but it will not come into force until after the agreements with 
foreign Powers for the closing of their Consular Courts and the decrees 
for the reorganisation of the Mixed Tribunals have come into operation. 

6. This Constituent Assembly will also be charged with the duty of 
framing a new Organic Statute, in accordance with the provisions of which 
the Government of Egypt will in future be conducted. This Statute will 
embody provisions for the Ministers being responsible to the Legislature. 
It will also provide for religious toleration for all persons and for the due 
protection of the rights of foreigners. 

7. The necessary modifications in the regime of the Capitulations will 
be secured by agreements to be concluded· by Great Britain with the 
various capitulatory Powers. These agreements will provide for the clos
ing of the foreign Consular Courts, so as to render posaible the reorgan
isation and extension of the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribuna1s and the 
application to all foreigners in Egypt of the legislation (including legisla
tion imposing taxation) enacted by the Egyptian Legislature. 

S. These agreements will provide for the transfer to His Majesty's 
Government of the rights previously exercised under the regime of the 
Capitulat,ions by the various foreign Governments. They will also contain 
stipulations to the following e1iect:-

(a.) No attempt will be made to discriminate against the nationals of a 
Power which agrees to close its Consular Courts, and such nationals 
shall enjoy in Egypt the .same treatment as British subjects. 

(b.) The Egyptian Nationality Law will be founded on the iUII 8anguiniB, 
80 that the children bom in Egypt ofa foreigner will enjoy the 
nationality of their father, and will not be claimed as Egyptian sub
jects. 

(c.) Consular officers of the foreign Powers shall be accorded by Egypt 
the same status as foreign Consuls enjoy in England. 

(d.) Existing Treaties and Conventions to which Egypt iB a party on 
matters of commerce and navigation,· including postal and tele
graphic Conventions, will remain in force. Pending the conclusion 
of special agreements to which she is a party, Egypt will apply the 
Treaties in force between Great Britain and the foreign Power con

. cerned on questions affected by the closing of the Consular Courts, 
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IUch .. extradition Treaties. Treaties for the surrender of seamen 
deeerterB, etc .... also Treaties of a political nature, whether multi
latera1 or bilatera1, e.(J., arbitration Conventions and the various 
Conventions relating to the conduct of hostilities. 

(II.) The h"berty to maintain schools and to teach the language of the 
foreign country concerned will be guaranteed, provided that IlUch 
echoola are BUbjec& in all respects to the laws applicable generally 
to European schools in Egypt. 

</.) The liberty to maintain or organise religious and charitable founda
tiOIl8, IlUch .. hospitals, .lc., will also be guaranteed. 

The Treatiea will also provide for the necessary changes in the Com
miEion of the Debt and the elimination of the international element in 
the Aleundria Board of Health. 

II. The legislation rendered necessary by the aforesaid agreements be
tween Great Britain and the foreign Powers, will be effected by decrees to 
be _ed by the Egyptian Government. 

A decree Bhall be enacted at the same time validating all measures, 
IegiaJative, aclminiBtrative or judicial, taken under Martial Law. 

10. The decrees for the reorganisation of the Mixed Tnbunals will pro
ride for conferring upon these Tribunals all jurisdiction hitherto exereiaed 
by the foreign Consular Courts, while leaving the jurisdiction of the 
Native Court. untouched. 

11. After the coming iDto force of the Treaty referred to in Article 3, 
Great Britain will communicate ita terms to foreign Powers and will BUp
port an application by Egypt for admission as a member of the League of 
N.tiODL 

AugwC 18, 1910. 
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Franco-British Convention of December 23, 1920, on cer
tain points connected with the Mandates for Syria and 
the Lebanon, Palestine and Mesopotamia.· 

THE British and French Governments, respectively represented by the 
undersigned :Plenipotentiaries, wishing to settle completely the problems 
raised by the attribution to Great Britain of the mandates for Palestine 
and Mesopotamia and by the attribution to France· of the mandate over 
Syria and the Lebanon, all three conferred by the Supreme Council at 
San Remo, have agreed on the following provisions:-

ARTICLl!I 1. 

The boundaries between the territories under the French mandate of 
Syria and the Lebanon on the one hand and the British mandates of 
Mesopotamia and Palestine on the other are determined as follows:

On the east, the Tigris from Jeziret-ibn-Omar to the boundaries of the 
former vilayets of Diarbekir and Mosul. . 

On the south-east and south, the aforesaid boundary of the former 
vilayets southwards as far as Roumelan Koeui; thence a line leaving in 
the territory under the French mandate the entire basin of the western 
Kabur and passing in a straight line towards the Euphrates, which it 
crosses at Abu Kemal, thence a straight line to Imtar to the south of 
Jebul Druse, then a line to the south of Nasib on the Hedjaz Railway, then 
a line to Semakh on the Lake of Tiberias, traced to the south of the 
railway, which descends towards the lake and parallel to the railway. 
Deraa and its environs will remain in the territory under the French 
mandate; the frontier will .mprinciple leave the valley of the Yarmuk 
in the territory under thll.French mandate, but will be drawn as close as 
possible to the railway in such a manner as to allow the construction in 
the valley of the Yarmuk of a railway entirely situated in the territory 
under the British mandate. At Semakh the frontier will be fixed in such 
a manner as to allow each of the two High Contracting Parties to con
struct and establish a harbour and railway station giving free acce8S to 
the Lake of Tiberias. 

On the west, the frontier will pass from Semakh &cross the Lake of 
• Mlscenaneous, No.4 (1921) (Cd. 1195). 
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Tiberiu to the mouth of the Wadi Massadyie. It will then follow the 
eoul"lle of this river upstream, and then the Wadi Jemba to its source. 
From that point it will reach the track from El Kuneitra to Banias at the 
point marked Skek, thence it will follow the said track, which will remain 
in the territory under the French mandate as far as Banias. Thence the 
frontier will be drawn westwards as far as Metullah, which will remain in 
Palestinian territory. This portion of the. frontier will be traced in detail 
in IIIch • manner as to ensure for the territory under the French mandate 
euy communication entirely within such territory with the regions of 
Tyre and Sidon, as well 88 continuity of road communication to the west 
and to the east of Banias. 

From MetuIIah the frontier will reach the watershed of the valley of 
the Jordan and the basin of the Litani. Thence it will follow this water
shed lIouthwards. Thereafter it will follow in principle the watershed 
between the Wadis Farah-Houroun and Kerkera, which will remain in 
the territory under the Britis~ mandate, and the Wadis El Doubleh, El 
Aioun and Ee Zerka, which will remain in the territory under the French 
mandate. The frontier will reach the Mediterranean Sea at the port of 
Ru-el-Nakura, which will remain in the territory under the French 
mandate. 

AaTICLII 2. 

A commiaBion shall be estabJiahed within three monthll from the ligna
lure of the present convention to trace on the lIpot the boundary line laid 
down in article 1 between the French and British mandatory territories. 
Thie commiSllion shall be composed of four members.. Two of these mem
ben shall be nominated by the British and French Governments re
.tpeCtively, the two others shall be nominated, with the consent of the 
mandatory Power, by the local Governments concerned in the French and 
British mandatory territories respectively. 

In cue any diBpute should arise in connection with the work of the 
commilllion, the question shall be referred to the Council of the League of 
N atiOllll, whose decilion shall be final. 

The final report. by the commission shall give the definite description 
of the boundary as it baa been actually demarcated on the ground; the 
neceaaary mapa shall be annexed thereto and ligned by the commission. 
The reporta, with their annexes, shall be made in triplicate; one copy 
ahaIl be depoaited in the archives of the League of Nations, one copy 
shall be kept by the mandatory, and one by the other Government eon
eemed. 

AaTICLB 3. 

The British and French Governments shall come to an agreelJl8nt re
gardin, the nomination of • commiaBion, whOll8 duty it will be to make a 
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preliminary examination of any plan of irrigation formed by the Govern
ment of the French mandatory territory, the execution of which would be 
of a nature to diminish in any considerable degree the waters of the 
Tigris and Euphrates at the point where they enter the area. of· the British 
mandate in Mesopotamia. 

AJmCLl!l 4. 

In virtue of the geographic and strategic position of the island of Cyprus, 
off the Gulf of Alexandretta, the British Government agrees not to open 
any negotiations for the cession or alienation of the said island of Cyprus 
without the previous consent of the French Government. 

AaTICLI!l 5. 

1. The French Government agrees to facilitate by a liberal arrange
ment the joint use of the section of the existing railway between the Lake 
of Tiberias and Nasib. This arrangement shall be concluded between the 
railway administrations of the areas under the French and British man
dates respectively a.s soon a.s possible after the coming into force of the 
mandates for Palestine and Syria. In particular the agreement shall 
allow the administration in the British zone to run their own trains with 
their own traction and train crews over the above section of the railway 
in both directions for all purposes other than the local traffic of the terri
tory under the French mandate. The agreement shall determine at the 
same time the financial, administrative and technical conditions govern
ing the running of the British trains. In the event of the two adminis
trations being unable to reach an agreement within three months from the 
coming into force of the two above-mentioned mandates, an arbitrator 
shall be appointed by the Council of the League of Nations to settle the 
points a.s to which a difference of opinion exists and immediate effect 
shall be given a.s far a.s possible to those parts of the agreement on which 
aD. understanding has already been reached. 

The said agreement shall .be concluded for an indefinite period and 
shall be subject to periodical revision a.s need arises. 

2. The British Government may carry a pipe line along the existing 
railway track and shall have in perpetuity and at any moment the right 
to transport troops by the railway. 

3. The French Government consents to the nomination of a special 
commission, which, after having examined the ground, may readjust the 
above-mentioned frontier line in the valley of the Yarmuk a.s far as Nasib 
in such a manner as to render possible the construction of the British 
railway and pipe line connecting Palestine with the Hedjaz Railway and 
the valley of the Euphrates, and running entirely within the limits of the 
a.retIIJ under the British mandate. It is agreed, however, that the existing 
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railway in &he Yarmuk valley is to remain entireIy in the territory under 
the French mandate. The right provided by the present paragraph for 
the benefit of the British Government must be utilised within a maximum 
period of teD JeII!B. 

The ~mentioned commission shall be composed of a representative 
of the French Government and a representative of the British Govern
ment, to whom may be added representatives of the local Governments 
and experts lUI techniad advi.sel"8 to the extent considered necessary by 
the British and French Governments. 

4. ID the eYeDt of the track of the British railway being compelled for 
techniad reasons to enter in certain places the territory under French 
mandate, the French Government will recognise the full and complete 
em.-territoria.lty of the sections thll8 lying in the territory under the 
French mandate, and will give the British Government or its technical 
agenta fuD and easy aecess for all railway purposes. 

5. In the eYent 01 the British Government making U8e of the right 
mentioned in panlgmph 3 to construct a railway in the valley of the 
Yarmuk, the obligations lIIlBUIDed by the French Government in accord
ance with paragmpha 1 and 2 of the present article will determine 
tlm!e months after the completion of the construction of the said railway 

f. The French Government agrees to arrange that the rights provided 
for above for the benefit of the British Government shall be recognised 
by the local Governments in the territory under the French mandate. 

AImCUl6. 

n ill esprel!ldy IIti pulated that the facilities accorded to the British 
GOft'l1Iment by the preceding articles imply the maintenance for the 
benefit of France of the provisions of the Franco-British Agreement of 
Baa Bemo reprding oil. 

AlrnCUI 7. 

The French and British Governments will put DO obstacle in their 
rapedive mandatory areas in the way of the recruitment of railway etalf 
far any aeetion of the Bedju Railway. 

Every facility will be given for the Jl8SB8ge of employeee of the Hedjaz 
Rail .. y over &he British and French mandatory areas in order that the 
workintr of the said railway may be in DO way prejudiced. 

The French and British Governments agree, where necessary, and in 
eventual acreemen& with the local Governments, to conclude an arrange
ment whereby the stores and rail .. y material passing from one man
datory area to another and intended for the U8e of the Hedju Railway 
will not for this reason be BUbmitted to any additionaJ etl8toms due. and 
will be exempted 80 far lUI JICIIIIIble from CII8toma formalities. 
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ARTICLlII 8. 

Experts nominated respectively· by the Administrations of Syria and 
Palestine shall examine in common within six months after thesignatur~ 
of the present convention the employment, for the purposes of irrigation 
and the production of hydro-electric power, of the waters of the Upper 
Jordan and the Yarmuk and of their tributaries, after satisfaction of the 
needs of the territories under the French mandate. 

In connection with this examination the French Government will give 
its representatives the most liberal instructions for the employment of 
the surplus of these waters for the benefit of Palestine. 

In the event of no agreement being reached as a result of this examina
tion, these questions shall be referred to the French and British Govern
ments lor decision. 

To the extent to which the contemplated works are to benefit Palestine, 
the Administration of Palestine shall defray the expenses of the con
struction 01 all canals, weirs, dams, tunnels, pipe lines and reservoirs or 
other works of a similar nature, or measures taken with the object of 
realiorestation and the management of forests. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Subject to the prOVISIOns of Articles 15 and 16 of the mandate for 
Palestine, of Articles 8 and 10 of the mandate for Mesopotamia, and of 
Article 8 of the mandate for Syria and the Lebanon, and subject also to 
the general right of control in relation to education .and public instruction, 
of the local Administrations concerned, the British and French Govern
ments agree to allow the schools which French. and British nationals pos
sess and direct at the present moment in their respective mandatory areas 
to continue their work freely; the teaching of French and English will be 
freely permitted in these.l!chools. 

The present article does not in any way imply the right of nationals 
of either ,of the two parties to open new schools in the mandatory area of 
the .other~ '. 

The present convention has. been drawn up in English and French, each 
of the two texts having equal force. 

Done at Paris, the 23rd December, 1920, in a double copy, one of which 
'will remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the French 
Republic, and the other in those of the Government of His Britannic 
Majesty. 

HARDINGE OF PENSHURST. 
G. LEYGUES. 
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MBMOIIAJI1)VI4 or CuVSES or SVOOEBTED CONVENTION BETWDN GBBAT 

BRITAIN AND EGYPT, HANDED BY TUB MAlIQUEBS CtnlZON or KEDLEBTON 

TO ADLY YEGHEN PASHA ON NOVEMBER 10, 1921.* 

I.-Termination 0/ Protectorate. 

1. The Government of His Britannic Majesty agree, in consideration of 
the conclueion and ratification of the present treaty, to terminate the 
Protectorate declared over Egypt on the 18th December, 1914, and thence
forth to recognise Egypt as a Sovereign State under a constitutional 
monarchy. 

There ill hereby concluded, and there shall henceforth subsist, between 
the Government and people of His Britannic Majesty on the one hand, 
and the Government and people of Egypt on the other hand, iI. perpetual 
treaty and bond of peace, amity and alliance. 

n.-Foreign RelatiofuJ. 

2. The foreign alIail"8 of Egypt shall be conducted by the Egyptian 
Ministry of Foreign Mai1"8 under a Minister 80 designated. 

3. Hia Britannic Majesty's Government shall be represented in Egypt 
by Ii High Commissioner, who, in virtue of his special responsibilities, 
.hall at all times be entitled to an exceptional position, and shall take 
precedence over the representatives of other countries. 

t. The Egyptian Government shall be represented in London, and in 
any other capital in which, in the opinion of the Egyptian Government, 
Egyptian intereste may require such representation, by diplomatic repre-
88ntativee enjoying the rank and title of Minister. 

II. In view 01 the obligations which Great Britain has undertaken in 
Egypt, notably in respect of foreign countries, the closest relations shall 
exist between the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Maw and the British 
High Commilllioner, who will render all possible 8BBistanC8 to the Egyp
tian Government in respect of diplomatic transactions or negotiations. 

II. The Egyptian Government wi1l not enter into any political agree
ment with foreign Powel"8 without consultation with His Britannic Majes
ty', Government through the British High Commissioner. 

• Reprinted from Ilgwl, No. 4 (1921). pp. 3·8. 
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7. The Egyptian Government will enj oy the right of appointing such 
consular representatives abroad as their interests may require. 

8. For the general conduct of diplomatic relations, and the consular 
protection of Egyptian interests in places where no Egyptian diplomatic 
or consular representative is stationed, His Britannic Majesty's repre
sentatives will place themselves at the disposal of the Egyptian Govern
ment, and will render them every assistance in their power. 

9. His Britannic Majesty's Government will continue to conduct the 
negotiations for the abolition of the existing Capitulations with the 
various capitula.tory Powers, and a.ccept the responsibility for protecting 
the legitimate interests of foreigners in Egypt. His Majesty's Govern
ment will confer with the Egyptian Government before formally con
cluding these negotiations. 

III.-M ilitar1l Dispositions. 

10. Great Britain undertakes to support Egypt in the defence of her 
vital interests and of the integrity of her territory. 

For the discharge of these obligations and for the due protection of 
British Imperial communications, British forces shall have free passage 
through Egypt, and shall be maintained at 'such places in Egypt and 
for such periods as shall' from time to time be determined. They shall 
also at all times have facilities as at present for the acquisition and use 
of barracks, exercise grounds, aerodromes, naval yards and naval harbours. 

IV.-Emplo1lment of Foreign Officers. 

11. In view of the special responsibilities assumed by Great Britain 
and of the existing position in the Egyptian army and public services, 
the Egyptian Government undertake not to appoint any foreign officers 
or officials to any of those services without the previous concurrence of 
the British High ComlIlissioner. 

V.---Financial Admini8tration. 

12. Th~ Egyptian GoverIiment will appoint, in consultation with His 
Britannic . MajestY's Government, a Financial Commissioner, to whom 
shall be entrusted in due course the powers at present, exercised by 
the Commissioners of the Debt, and who will more especially be respon
sible' for the punctual payment of the following charges:-

(i.) The charges for the budget of the Mixed Courts. 
(ll.) All pensions' 01' other annuities payable to retired foreign offi

cials and their heirs. 
(iii.) The budgets of the Financial and Judicial Commissioners and 

their respective stall's. 
13. For the proper discharge of his duties the Financial Commissioner 

shall be kept fully informed on all matters within the purview of the 
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Ministry of Finance, and BhaI.l at all times enjoy the right of access to 
&be Preeiden& of the Council of Ministers and to the Minister of Finance. 

U. No enernal loan BhaI.l be raised nor the revenue of any public 
service be IlllBigned by the Egyptian Government without the concur
rence of the Financial ColDll1i8sioner. 

VI.-Judicial AdmiAiatrotw.. 

15. The Egyptian Government will appoint, in agreement with His 
Britannic Majesty'. Government, a Judicial Commissioner, who, in virtue 
of the obligatiOD8 8BIIIlIIled by Great Britain. BhaI.l be charged with the 
duty of watching the administration of the law in all matters affecting 
foreignerw. 

18. For the proper discharge of hill duties, the Judicial Commissioner 
sball be kept fully informed on all matters affecting foreignel1l which 
concern the Miniatries of Justice and of the Interior, and BhaI.l at all 
times enjoy the right of access to the Egyptian Miniaters of Justice and 
of the Interior. 

Vll.---8oudall. 

17. The .-ceful development of the Soudan being essential to the 
-mty of Egypt and for the maintenance of her water aupply, Egypt 
undertakes to continue to afford the Soudan Government the same 
military a.iatance as in the past, or, in lieu thereof, to provide the 
Soudan Government with financial I181Ji8tance to an extent to be agreed 
upon between the two Governmenta.. 

All Egyptian forces in the Soudan eha1l be under the orders of the 
Governor-General. 

Great Britain further undertakee to secure for Egypt her fair share of 
the waten of the Nile. and to thia end it is agreed that no new irriga
lion WOI'b OIl the Nile or ita tributaries eouth of Wadi HaIfa BhaI.l be 
undertaken without the concurrence of a Board of three COD8erVators rep
reeentina Egypt. the Soudan and Uganda respectively. 

VIU.-Tribute Loans. 

18. The IUJD8 which the Khedives of Egypt have from time to time 
undertaken to pay over to the hoUBell by which the Turkish loans aecured 
OIl the Egyptisn tribute were issued, will be applied as heretofore by the 
Egyptian Government to the in~ and Binkinc funda of the loans of 
1894 and 1891 until the final extinction of thOllC loans. 

The EQpt.ian Government will aleo continue to apply the aum hitherto 
paid towarda the interest of the I\l8fIlIIteed loan of 1855. 

Upon the eztine\ion of th_ loans of 189t, 1891 and 1855, all liability 
OIl the part of the Egyptian Government arising out of the tribute 
formerly paid by Egypt to Turkey will cease. 
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IX.-Retu-ement and CompeJl8lJtiotl 0/ O/IicVJU. 

19. The Egyptian Government shall be entitled to dispense with the 
services of British officials at any time after the coming into force of this 
treaty on condition that such officials shall receive monetary compensa
tion 118 hereafter provided, in addition to any pensiol' or indemnity to 
which their conditions of service may entitle them. 

On the like condition British officials shall be entitled to resign at any 
time after the cOOling into force of this treaty. 

The scheme shall apply to pensionable and non-pensionable officials 
118 well 118 to employees of municipalities, provincial councils or other 
local bodies. 

20. An official dismissed or retiring under the terms of the preceding 
claUBe shall receive in addition to compensation a repatriation allowance 
sufficient to cover the c<Et of transporting himself, his family and his 
household goods to London. 

21. Compensation and pensions shall be payable in Egyptian pounds 
at the fixed rate of 97~ piastres to the pound sterling. 

22. A table of compensation, (a) for permanent officials, (b) for tem
porary officials, shall be prepared by the president of the Society of 
Actuaries. 

X.-Protectiotl 0/ Minorities. 

23. Egypt undertakes that the stipulations following shall be recognised 
118 fundamental laws, and that no law, regulation or official action shall 
conflict or interfere with these stipulations, nor shall any law, regulation 
or official action prevail over them. 

24. Egypt undertakes to assure full and complete protection of life 
and liberty to all inhabitants of Egypt without distinction of birth, 
nationality, language, race or religion. 

All inhabitants of Egypt shall be entitled to the free exercise, whether 
public or private, of any creed, religion or belief, whose practices are 
not inconsistent with public order or public morals. 

25. All Egyptian nationals shall be equal before the law, and shall 
enjoy the same civil and political rights without distinction 118 to race, 
language or religion. 

Differences of religion, creed or confession shall not prejudice any 
Egyptian national in matters relating to the enjoyment of civil or political 
rights, as. for instance, admission to public employments, functions and 
honours or the exercise of professions and industries. 

No restriction shall be imposed on the free UBe by any Egyptian national 
of any language in private intercourse, in commeroe, in religion, in the 
press or in publications of any kind or at public meetings. 

26. Egyptian nationals who belong to racial, religious. or linguistic 
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minoritiea ahaIl enjoy the same treatment and security in law and in 
fae& .. the other Egyptian nationals. In particular, they shall have 
an equal right to establish, manage and control, at their own expense, 
charitable, religioua and lIOCial institutions, schools, and other educational 
establishments, with the right to use their own language and to exercise 
their religion freely therein. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND PORTUGAL 
RELATING TO THE SUPPRESSION OF THE CAPITULATIONS 
IN EGYPT.· 

Lisbon, December 9, 1geo. 

[Ratifications exchanged at Lisbon, September !9, 19t1.] 

THII Government of His Britannic Majesty and the Government of the 
Portuguese Republic, 

Considering the moment opportune to give full effect to the special 
situation of Great Britain in Egypt, 

Have decided to replace the regime at present in force there in matters 
relating to Portuguese subjects by the following arrangements:-

ABi'ICLIl1 1. 

Portugal having recognised the protectorate. in Egypt, promulgated by 
Great Britain ,on the 18th December 1914, renounces in her favour all the 
rights and privileges which she holds in Egypt under the· Capitulations. 

ABi'ICLIl1 2. 

From' the coming into force of the new judicial- system in Egypt under 
the authority of Great Britain the Portuguese Consular Courts will cease 
to sit, except to dispose of current proceedings. 

AaTICLID 3. 

Portuguese nationals shall enjoy in Egypt, in regard to public liberties, 
the administration of justice, private rights, including landed property and 
mining rights, the liberal, industrial and commercial professions, and taxes 
and duties, the same treatment as British nationals. 

Children born in Egypt of a father who is a Portuguese national enjoy
ing there, the privileges accorded to foreigners shall be entitled to Por
tuguese nationality; they shall not become Egyptian subjects. 

• Reprinted from Treat,. Series, 1921, No. 23. 
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AlmCLB 4. 

The CoIuruJa.General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and CollSUlar Agents of 
Portugal in Egypt Bhall enjoy, from the closing of the CollSUla.r Courts, 
the AIDe immunities &8 in Great Britain. 

They Bhall continue to exercise in the interests of private pel8Ons, I!O 

far II ill consistent with the laws of Egypt, all their non-judicial functions 
uDder the AIDe conditions II formerly. 

AimCLB 5. 

Peuding the conclusion of epecial agreements relating to Egypt or 
between Portugal and Egypt, the treaties in force between Great Britain 
and Portugal will apply in Egypt. 

In the execution of the treaty of the 17th October 1892 and of the 
protocol aunexed, relating to the extradition of criminals, it is agreed that 
the prohibitiOll attached by article 3 to the extradition of the nationals of 
the High Contracting Parties Bhall apply, in the caae of refugees in Egypt, 
to the IUbjects of His ffighness the Sultan &8 well &8 to all British 
nationala. 

On conditiOll of reciprocity, the regulations now applied in Portugal 
and in Egypt respectively to imports coming from the other country or 
to exports to the other country Bhall not be altered unless notice to that 
e1fec\ baa been previously given twelve months in advance. 

It it understood, however, that the present agreement Bhall not limit 
the right of the Portuguese Government and of the Egyptian Government 
to introduce into the regime in force between the two countries modifica
tioll8 which may be applicable to an other countries without distinction. 

AaTlCLB 6. 

Portugal agrees that, eubjec\ only to the unanimoll8 consent of the 
Powen concerned, all the rights and duties of the International Quaran
tine CollllllillliOll in Egypt are tl"8.llllferred to the Anglo-Egyptian 
authorities. 

Aima.a 7. 

The present agreement Bhall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof 
lIhall be exchanged at LisbOll &8 BOOn &8 practicable. 

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the present 
agreement and have affised thereto the seal of their anna. 

Done at I.iaibon, the 9th December, 1920. 

[LB.] LANCELOT D. CARNEGIE, 
Hu BriUmflic Maje8tll. Miniater. 

[LB.] DOMINGOS LEITE PEREIRA, 
Miniater lor Foreiqfa .Aflora. 
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TREATY BETWEEN HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY AND rus 
MAJESTY THE KING OF IRAQ. 

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY of the one part: and HIS MAJESTY 
THE KING OF IRAQ of the other part: 

Whereas His Britannic Majesty has recognised Feisal Ibn Hussein 8S 

constitutional King of Iraq: and 

Whereas His Majesty the King of Iraq considers that it is to the inter
ests of Irsq and will conduce to its rapid advancement that he should 
conclude & Treaty with His Britannic Majesty on the basis of alliance: 
and 

Whereas His Britannic Majesty is satisfied that the relations between 
himself and His Majesty the King of Iraq can now be better defined by 
such a Treaty of Alliance than by any other means: 

For this purpose the High Contracting Parties have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiaries: 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND AND OF THE BRITISH DOMIN
IONS BEYOND THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA: 

Sir Percy Zachariah Cox, G.C.M.G., G.C1E., KC,Sl .. High 
Commissioner and Consul-General of His Britannic Majesty in 
Iraq: 

rus MAJESTY THE KING OF IRAQ: 

His Highness Sir Saiyid 'Abd-ur-Rahman, GB.E., Prime Minis
ter and Naqib-al-Ashraf, Baghdad: 

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good and due 
order, have agreed as followe:-

ARTICLE I. 
At the request of His Majesty the King of Irsq, His Britannic Majesty 

undertakes Ilubject to the provisions of this Treaty to provide the State of 
Irsq with such advice and assistance as may be required during the period 
of the present Treaty, without prejudice to her national sovereignty. His 
Britannic Majesty shall be represented in Iraq by a High Commissioner 
and Consul-General assisted by the necessary staff • 

• 1",'1, 1922 (Cd. 1157). 
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ARTICLE n. 
m. Majesty the King of Iraq undertakes that for the period of the 

preeent Treaty no gazetted official of other than Iraq nationality shall be 
appointed in Iraq without the concurrence of His Britannic Majesty. A 
eeparate agreement shall regulate the numbers and conditions of employ
ment of British officials so appointed in the Iraq Government. 

ARTICLEm. 
His Majesty the King of Iraq agrees to frame an Organic Law for 

preeentation to the Constituent Assembly of Iraq and to give effect to 
the Mid law, which shall contain nothing contrary to the provisions of 
the present Treaty and shall take account of the rights, wishes and inter
esta of all populations inhabiting Iraq. This Organic Law shall ensure to 
all complete freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of 
worship, IUbject only to the maintenance of public order and morals. It 
shall provide that no discrimination of any kind shall be made between 
the iDhabitaDta of Iraq on the ground of race, religion or language, and 
..ball IIeCIIle that the right of each community to maintain ita own schools 
for the education of its own members in its own language, while conform
ing to IUch educational requirements of a general nature &8 the Govern
lIlent of Iraq may impose, shall not be denied or impaired. It shall 
preacribe the constitutional procedure, whether legislative or executive, by 
which decisions will be taken on all matters of importance, including those 
involving questions of fiscal, financial and military policy. 

ARTICLE IV. 
Without. prejudice to the provisions of Articles xvn and XVill of 

this Treaty, His Majesty the King of Iraq agrees to be guided by the 
advice of m. Britannic Majesty tendered through the High Commie
.ioner on all important matters affecting the international and financial 
obligationa and interesta of His Britannic Majesty for the whole period 
of this Treaty. His Majesty the King of Iraq will fully consult the High 
CoJJllllil!lii.oner on what is conducive to a BOund financial and fiscal policy 
and will eDlUre the stability and good organisation of the finances of the 
Iraq Government 80 long &8 that Government is under financial oblige
tiona to the Government. of His Britannic Majesty. 

ARTICLE V. 
His Majesty the King of Iraq shall have the right of repreeentation in 

London and in IUch other capitals and places &8 may be agreed upon by 
the High Contracting Parties. Where His Majesty the King of Iraq is 
not repreeented he agrees to entrust the protection of Iraq nationals to 
His Britannio Majesty. His Majesty the King of Iraq shall himeelf issue 
exequatur. to representatives of Foreign Powers in Iraq after His Britan
nic Majesty haa agreed to their appointment. 
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ARTICLE VI. 
His Britannic Majesty undertakes to IL..<oe his good offices to secure the 

admission of Iraq to membership of the League of Nations as soon as 
possible. 

ARTICLE Vll. 
His Britannic Majesty undertakes to provide such support and assist

ance to the armed forces of His Majesty the King of Iraq as may from 
time to time be agreed by the High Contracting Parties. A separate 
agreement regulating the extent and conditions of such support and assist
ance sheJl be concluded between the High Contracting Parties and com
municated to the Council of the· League of Nations. 

·ARTICLE mI. 
No territory in Iraq shall be ceded or leased or in any way placf'd 

under the control of any Foreign Power j this shall not prevent Hi5 
Majesty the King of Iraq from making such arrangements as may be 
necessary for the .accommodation of foreign representatives and for the 
fulfilment of the provisions of the preceding Article. 

ARTICLE IX. 
His Majesty the King of Iraq undertakes that he will accept and give 

effect to such reasonable provisions as His Britannic Majesty may con
sider necessary in judicial matters to safeguard the interests of foreigners 
in consequence of the non-application of the immunities and privileges 
enjoyed by them under capitulation or usage. These provisions shall be 
em~died in a separate agreement, which shall be communicated to the 
Council of the League of Nations. 

ARTICLE X. 
The High Contracting Parties agree to conclude separate agreements 

to secure the execution of any treaties, agreements or undertakings which 
His Britannic Majesty is under obligation to see carried out in respect of 
Iraq. His Majesty the King of Iraq undertakes to bring in any legisla
tion necessary to ensure the execution of these agreements. Such agree.. 
ments sheJl be communicated to the Council of the League of Nations. 

ARTICLE XI. 
There shall be no discrimination in Iraq against the nationa.Is ot Olny 

State, member of the League of Nations, or of any State to which His 
Britannic Majesty has agreed by treaty that the same rights should be 
ensured as it would enjoy if it were a member of the said League (includ
ing companies incorporated under the laws of such State), as compared 
with British nationals or those of any foreign State in matters c()ncemlDll 
taxation, commerce or navigation, the exercise of industries or professions, 
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or in the treatment of merchant vessels or civil aircraft. Nor shall there be 
any discrimination in Iraq against goods originating in or destined for any 
of the said States. There shall be freedom of transit under equitable con
ditions acrDIIII Iraq territory. 

ARTICLEm. 
No measure Bhall be taken in Iraq to obstruct or interfere with mis

sionary enterprise or to diBcriminate against any missionary on the ground 
of hill religious belief or nationality, provided that such enterprise ill not 
prejudicial to public order and good government. 

ARTICLE xm. 
His MajeBty the King of Iraq undertakes to co-operate, in BO far 118 

aocial, religious and other conditions may permit, in the execution of any 
common policy adopted by the League of Nations for preventing and 
combating disease, including diseases of plants and animals. 

ARTICLE XIV. 
His Majesty the King of Iraq undertakes to Becure the enactment, 

within twelve months of the coming into force of thill Treaty, and to 
enmre the execution of a Law of Antiquities based on the rules annexed 
to Article 421 of the Treaty of Peace signed at Sevres on the 10th August, 
1920. Thill Law shall replace the former Ottoman Law of Antiquities, 
and shall ensure equality of treatment in the matter of archreological, 
research to the nationals of all States membe1'8 of the League of Nations, 
and of any State to which His Britannic MajeBty has agreed by treaty 
that the same rights should be ensured 118 it would enjoy if it were a 
member of the said League. 

ARTICLE XV. 
A aeparate agreement shall regulate the financial relations' between the 

High Contracting Parties. It shall provide, on the one hand, for the 
transfer by Hill Britannic Majesty'B Government to the Government of 
Iraq of such worke of public utility 118 may be agreed upon and for the 
rendering by His Britannic Majesty's Government of such financial assist
ance .. may from time to time be considered necessary for Iraq, and, on 
the other hand, for the progressive liquidation by the Government of 
Iraq of all liabilities thus incurred. Such agreement shall be communi. 
cated to the Council of the League of Nations. 

ARTICLE XVI. 
So far .. is consistent with his international obligations Hill Britannic 

Majesty undertakes to place no obstacle in the way of the 11880ciation of 
the State of Iraq for customs or other pUrpOBeB with such neighbouring 
Arab States .. may desire it. 
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ARTICLE XVll. 

Any difference that may arise between the High Contracting Parties as 
to the interpretation of the provisions of this Treaty shall be referred to 
the Permanent Court of International Justice provided ior by Article 14 
of the Covenant of the League of Nations. In such case, should there be 
any discrepancy between the English and Arabic texts of this Treaty, the 
English shall be taken as the authoritative version. 

ARTICLE XVllI. 

This Treaty shall come into force as soon as it has been ratified by the 
High Contracting Parties after its acceptance by the Constituent Assem
bly, and shall remain in force for twenty years, at the end of which period 
the situation shall be examined, and if the High Contracting Parties are 
of opinion that the Treaty is no longer required it shall be terminated. 
Termination shall be subject to confirmation by the League of Nations 
unless before that date Article 6 of this Treaty has come into effect. in 
which case notice of termination shall be communicated to the Council 
of the League of Nations. Nothing shall prevent the High Contracting 
Parties from'reviewing from time to time the provisions of this Treaty. 
and those of the separate Agreements arising out of Articles 7, 10 and 
15, with a view to any revision which may seem desirable in the circum
stances then existing, and any modification which may be agreed upon 
by the High Contracting Parties shall be communicated to the Council 
of the League of Nations. 

The ratifications shall be exchanged at Baghdad. 
The present Treaty has been drawn up in English and Arabic. One 

copy in each language will remain deposited in the archives of, the Iraq 
Government, and one copy in each language in those of the Government 
of His Britannic Majesty. 

IN WITNESS OF WmCH the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the :wesent Treaty and have affixed thereto their seals. Done at Baghdad 
in duplicate this tenth day of October, One thousand nine hundred and 
twenty-two of the Christian Era, corresponding with the nineteenth day 
of Safar, One thousand three hundred and forty Hijrah. 

P. z. COX, 
His Britannic Majesty's High 

Commissioner in Iraq. 
'ABD-UR-RAHMAN, 

Naqib-ol-Ashra/ 0/ Baghdad and 
Prime Minister 0/ the Iraq 

Government. 
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THE SITUATION IN AFRICA AS DETERMINED BY EXISTING 
TREATIES, AGREEMENTS, ETC. 

I. ColkctioruJ 0/ Treaties, Agreements, etc., relating to A/rica. 

Hert6let, Sir Edward. "The Map of Africa by Treaty." 3d ed., revised 
and completed to the end of 1908, by R. W. Brant and H. L. Sherwood. 
3 vole. LandoD, 1909. 

··Trattati, CODvenzioni, Aooordi, Protocolli ed altri DocumeDti relativi 
all'Africa, 1825-1906." Published by the Direzione CeDtra.le degli 
Marl Coloniali for the Ministero degli Marl Eateri. 3 vole. Rome, 
1906. Supplemento, 1884-1908. Rome, 1909. 

(Further literature both OD the documeDts here meDtioDed and OD 
other treaties, etc., relating to Africa may be found in "Catalogue of 
Treatiee, 1814-1918," published by the United States Department of 
State. WaahiDgton, 1919.) 

II. Ch~/ Treatw, etc., providing lor Equalit1l 0/ Commercial Treat
ment and 0/ NatJigation, Neutralization, Arbitration, Control 0/ the 
Importation 0/ Alcoholic Liquor., Buppreaaion oj the Blave Trade and 
the Troflic in Arme, Protection oj Wild Animo13, Railroad ConBtruc
lion, etc. 

1. General Act of the Berlin Conference, February 26, 1885. Hert6let, 
pp. 468-487; "Trattati," pp. 1Ot-120; Albin, "Lee GraDds Traites Poli
tiquet," pp. 388-406; American Journal oj International Law, TIl, Sup
plemeDt, pp. 7-25. 

2. General Act of the BrIIII8els Conference, July 2, 1890. Hert6let, pp. 
f81h'i28; "Trattati," pp. 268-297; Malloy, "Treaties," pp. 1964-1992; 
American Joumal o/Inlernational Law, ill, SupplemeDt, pp. 29-60. 

3. BrIIfIIItlle International CoDveDtioDB of June 8, 1899, and November 3, 
1906. Hertslet, pp. 521h534; "Trattati," pp. 618-621, 1247-1250; Malloy, 
pp. 1993-1995, 2205-2208. 

4. Treety between the United States and the CODgO Free State, Janu
ary 24, 1891. "Trattati," Supplemento, pp. 22-28; Malloy, pp. 328-333; 
Americtm JouT'llDl 0/ International Law, m, SupplemeDt, pp. 62-88. 

5. Anglo-FreDch Treaty of JUDe 14, 1898 (Article IX), and DeclaratioD 
of March 21, 1899. Hertslet, pp. 789, 790, 796; "Trattati," pp. 594-003, 
013~lf. 

569 
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6. Anglo-French Agreement of April 8, 1904, regarding equality of com
merce in Egypt and Morocco, Hertslet, pp. 820-822; "Trattati," pp. 
1116-1118; American JouT'1l4l 0/ InterlUJtionaL Law, I, Supplement, 
pp. 6-8. 

7. Algeciras Act of April 7, 1906. Debidour, "Histoire Diplomatique de 
I'Europe, 1904-1916," pp. 293-319; "Trattati," pp. 1150-1184; Malloy, 
pp. 2157-2183; American Journal 0/ IntBT'1l4tionaL Law, I, Supple
ment, pp. 47-77. 

8. Franco-German Agreement of November 4, 1911. Debidour, pp. 
336-340; American JOUT'1I4l o/International Law, VI, Supplement, pp. 
4-9. . 

9. Treaty of May 19, 1900, between Great Britain, France, Italy, Ger
many, Spain, Congo, and Portugal for the protection of wild animals. 
"Trattati," pp. 632-638. 

10. Treaty of December 13, 1906, between Great Britain, France, and 
Italy regarding the traffic in arms in Abyssinia and Somaliland. 
"Trattati," pp. 1258-1260; Albin, pp. 412-414; American Journal 0/ 
InteT'1l4tional Law, I, Supplement, pp. 230-231. Also the Treaty of 
the same date regarding the railroad situation. Hertslet, pp. 436-444; 
"Trattati," pp. 1251-1257; Albin, pp. 408-412; American Journal 0/ 
International Law, I, Supplement, pp. 226-230. 

11. Suez Canal Convention of October 29, 1888. "Trattati," pp. 952-956; 
Albin, pp. 382-387; American J0UT'1I41 oj International Law, III, Sup
plement, pp. 123-126. 

12. Convention of April 1, 1909, between Mozambique and the Trans
vaal on recruitment of laborers. American Journal 0/ InteT'1l4tional 
Law, III, Supplement, pp. 309-321. 

13. Franco-Spanish Declaration of October 3, 1904, regarding Morocco. 
"Trattati," p. 1134; Albin, p. 331; American JouT'1l41 0/ IntBT'1l4tional 
Law, I, Supplement, pp. 8-9; VI, Supplement, p. 30. 

14. Anglo-German Agreement of August 17, 1911, on sleeping sickness. 
American JOUT'1I4l 0/ International Law, VI, Supplement, p. 10. 

15. Anglo-Liberian Agreement of Apr.il 10, 1913, regarding navigation of 
the Manoh River. American Journal 0/ InteT'1l4tional Law, VII, 
Supplement, pp. 177-179. 

16. Anglo-French Convention of April 8, 1904 (Article V regarding navi
gation of the Gambia River). "Trattati," p. 715; American JO'UT'1l4l 
0/ InteT'1l4tional Law, I, Supplement, p. 11. 

17. Anglo-Italian Agreement of January 13, 1905 (Article III on British 
right of preemption on the Benadir Coast). Hertslet, III, p. 955; 
"Trattati," pp. 742, 744. Cf. also Article V of the Treaty of October 
26, 1896, between, Italy and Abyssinia. Hertslet, II, p. 459; "Trattati," 
p.509. 

18. Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of June 11, 1891 (Article VII on mutual 
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right. of preemption to tenitories south of the Zambeai). "Trattati." 
pp. 352-353. 

19. Agreement of December 11. 1875, between Portugal and the Transvaal 
regarding Delagoa Bay. Hertslet, m, pp. 993-996; "Trattati," pp. 
901-006. 

m. Treotiu regaTdif14 the Present and Futtlle 8tat1Ul 0/ 80me AreaB. 

1. Morocco: Algecil'll8 Treaty of April 7, 1906, and Franco-German 
Treaty of November 4, 1911. Also the Anglo-French Agreement of 
April 8, 1904. Albin, pp. 326-328; American Journal oj IntllTTl4lional 
Uti), VI, Supplement, pp. 26-29; secret articles, ibid., pp. 29-30; Albin, 
"Le 'Coup' d'Agsdir," pp. 369-370. Convention of Madrid, .July 3, 
1880, and Franco-German Declaration of February 9, 1909. "Trattati," 
pp. 923-929; Albin, pp. 315-320, 374-375; Malloy, pp. 1220-1227; 
American JoumtJl oj IntllTTl4lional Uti), VI, Supplement, pp. 18, 24, 
31. Franeo-German Declaration of February 9, 1909. Albin,"Lee 
Grands TraitAis Politiques," pp. 374-375; American J01Ar"fUJl 0/ Inter
tl4tional uw, VI, Supplement, p. 31. See further the Franco
Moroccan Treaty of March 30, 1912, and the Franco-Spanish Treaties 
of October 3, 1904, September 1, 1905, November 27, 1912, and October 
3, 1914. American JoumtJl 0/ International Uti), VI, Supplement, pp. 
207-209; Albin, "Le 'Coup' d'Agadir," pp. 371-378, and American Jour
tItJl oj IntllTTl4lional Uti), VI, Supplement, pp. 116-120; Albin, pp. 378-
383; American JoumtJl oj Intenl4lional Uti), vn, Supplement, pp. 
81-99; ibid., I, Supplement, pp. 8-9. Cf. also the Franco-Italian Agree
ment. of llJOO.02 on Morocco and Tripoli. DocvmetIU Diplomatiquea, 
Paris, 1920. 

2. Egypt: Convention of October 24, 1885 (Hertslet, "The Map of 
Europe by Treaty," IV, pp. 3274-3276, London, 1891), and the Anglo
French Agreement of April 8, 1904. 

3. Abyssinia: Agreement of December 13, 1906, between Great Britain, 
France, and Italy. Hertslet, "The Map of Africa ,by Treaty," pp. 
4.'J6..444; "Trattati," pp. 1258-1260; Albin, "Lee Grands Trait&! Poli
tiques," pp. 408-412; Americcm Journal o/internationalutI), I, Supple
ment, pp. 226-230. 

4. Liberia: Agreements, etc .. defining the statU8 of the United States in 
Liberia, notsbly the Treaty of October 21, 1862. Malloy, pp. 1~1052. 

6. Portucu- Colonies: Anglo-German Agreement of 1898, Anglo
Portugueae Agreement. of 1899, and the uncompleted Anglo-German 
Agreement of 1914. Memorandum of Prince Lichnowsky, ed. and tr. 
Munroe Smith, in Intenl4lional COftCiliatima, No. 127, .June, 1918, 
pp.67-69. 

S. Belgian Congo: France', right of preemption by the Franco-Congo
Ieee Agreements of April ~24, 1884, April 22,29, 1887, and February 5, 
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1895, and by the Franco-Belgian Treaty of December 23, 1908. Hertslet, 
pp. 562, 563, 567, 570, 571,1226; "Trattati," pp. 71-72, 17()"171, 447-478; 
Albin, pp. 406-407: American Journal 0/ International Law, III, Sup
plement, pp. 293-296. Virtual waiver of the rights by the Franco
German Agreement of November 4, 1911. Anglo-Belgian Treaty of 
FebruarY 3, 1915, respecting boundaries in East Africa from Mount 
Sabinio to the Congo-Nile watershed. Treaty Series, 1920, No.2. 

7. Spanish Colonies: France's right of preemption under the Franco
Spanish Treaty of June 27, 1900. Hertslet, pp. 1165-1167; "Trattati," 
Supplemento, 'pp. 33-37. Cession of this right to Germany in the 
Notes annexed to the Franco-German Treaty of November 4, 1911. 
Debidour, pp. 345-350. 

8. Tunis: French Protectorate by Treaty of Bardo, or Casr Said, May 
12, 1881, and Convention of La Marsa, June 8, 1883. Albin, pp. 291-294. 

9. Agreement between France, Spain, and Great Britain of May 16, 1907, 
regarding the territorial 8tat'U8 quo in the West Mediterranean and the 
adjacent Atlantic. "Trattati," Supplemento, pp. 110-113; Albin, pp. 
121-123; American Journal 0/ International Law, I, Supplement, p. 
425. 

IV. Treaties, Conventions, Mandates, etc., in Consequence of Territorial 
Cha1lge8 Ari.sing ITom the WaT. 

1. Anglo-Portuguese Agreement of May 6, 1920, respecting the bound
aries in South-East Africa. Treaty Series, 1920, No. 16. 

2. Convention of September 10, 1919, revising the General Act of Berlin, 
February 26, 1885, and the General Act and Declaration of Brussels, 
July 2, 1890. Treaty Series, 1919, No. 18. Reprinted as Annex G. 

3. Convention of September 10, 1919, relating to the Liquor Traffic in 
Africa. Treaty Series, 1919, No. 19. Reprinted as Annex F. 

4. Convention of September 10, 1919, for ,the Control of the Trade in 
Arms and Ammunition. Treaty Series, 1919, No. 12. Reprinted as 
Annex E. 

5. Tripartite Agreement of August 10, 1920, between the British Empire. 
France, and Italy respecting Anatolia. Treaty Series, 1920, No. 12. 

6. Draft Mandate for East Africa (British). Miscellaneous, No. 14 
(1921) .(Cd. 1284). Reprinted as Annex 1. 

7. Draft Mandates for Togoland (British) and the Cameroons (British). 
Miscellaneous, No. 16 (1921) (Cd. 1350). Reprinted as Annex J. 

8. Mandate of December 17, 1920, for German South-West Africa. Mis
cellaneous, No.8 (1921) (Cd. 1204). Reprinted as Annex L. 

9. Final Drafts of the Mandates for Mesopotamia and Palestine. Man
dates,l921 (Cd. 1500). Mesopotamian Draft Mandate reprint.ed as 
Annex H. 
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10. Franc&-Brit.i8h Coovention of December 23, 1920, on Certain Points 
ccmneeted with the Mandates for Syria and the Lebanon, Palestine and 
Mesopot4mia. Miscellaneous, No.4 (1921) (Cd. 1195). Reprinted as 
Annel: N. 

11. Mandate of December 11, 1920, lor German Samoa. Miscellaneous, 
No.7 (1921) (Cd. 1203). Reprinted as Annex K. 

12. Mandate of December 17, 1920, for German Possessions in the Pa
cific Ocean Bituated eouth of the Equator other than German Samoa 
and Nauru. Miacellaneous, No.5 (1921) (Cd. 1201). 

13. Mandate of December 17, 1920, for Nauru. Miscellaneous, No.6 
(1921) (Cd. 1202). 

U. An~Portuguese Agreement of December 9, 1920, relating to the 
8IIppl'elll!ion of Capitulations in Egypt. Treaty Series, 1921, No. 23. 
Reprinted as Annel: P. 

15. Treaty of October 10, 1922, between Great Brit4in and Iraq. Iraq, 
1922 (Cd. 1757). Reprinted as Annex Q. 

A number of agreements arising from territorial changes due to the 
war are still unpublished, e.(J .. the Anglo-Belgian Agreement of June, 1920. 
F'ranc&-Italian Notes of September 12, 1919, Anglo-French Agreement of 
September 8, 1919, and Anglo-Italian Agreement of May, 1920. Le Temps, 
June 23, February 24, May 6, 29, June 6, 1919; February 14, 1920; Anto
nelli, ''L'Afrique et Ia Paix de Versailles," pp. 246-247. 
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berger advocates German an
nexation of, 56" 

"Westerners" 51 
Whips, negr~, 33 
Windsor Treaty; 8ee Treaty, Anglo

Portuguese of 1899. 
Wireless stations in German Africa, 

18 
Wrochem, General von, quoted, on 

division of colonies, 46 

y 

Young, George, favors international 
control, rather than internation
al government, of Middle Af
rica, 66" 

PART n: MIDDLE AFRICA: THE ECONOMIC 
ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM 

A 

Abyssinia not part of Middle Africa, 
73 

Africa as a market, 167-178 
divergent types in, 72 
German, maritime intercourse of, 

in 1912, 101 • 
Middle, more important for Ger

man agriculture .than Slavonic 
East, 127; relative unimpor
tance of most products of, 112 

of ivory and rubber, 111-119 
subdivisions to be found in three 

great divisions of, 73' 
the three divisions of, 71-73 

African civilization, development of, 
179-188 

Africa's economic development, out
side world as determining factor 
in, 76 

Agricultural supplies, Middle Africa 
as source of, 111-149 

Alcohol for pharmaceutical, scien
tific, and commercial purposes, 
rules of Liquor Convention gov
erning, 177 

Alcoholism, evil effects of" on Afri" 
can coastal tribes, 174 ' 

in Africa, 176 
Algecil'as Act of 1906, provisions of, 

governing contracts, 105-106 
Algeria, arms and ammunition may 

be imported into, 171 

Algeria, liquors may be imported 
into, 176-177 

American rule over backward 
peoples, 169 

A=unition, prohibition of). into 
Africa, quotation from ~harpe 
on, 170 

Anglo-French controversy on con
cessionary monopolies, S3-84 

'~German African agreement of 
19If, Lichnowsky' quoted on, 
109" 

-German AfricaIl . Settlement of 
1914, lOS" 

-German treaty in 1898, lOS II 
Angola, discriminatory tariffs in. 96 

maritime intercourse of, in 1913, 
101'0 

Northern; see Conventional 
Basin. 

shipping entered, 1913, 101 .. 
Anti-Slavery and Aborigines' Pro

tective Society, 135 
Conference, Brussels, 1889, 169 

Antwerp a market for ivory and 
rubber, SO 

Arbitration, modification of Berlin 
Act regarding, by Revision Con
vention,86 

on commercial rights in French 
Congo refused by France, 83 

provided for by Treaty between 
United States and Congo Free 
State, 104 II 
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Arbitration, proVl8l01J11 of Liquor 
Convention for, 177 

Arms and ammunition, Convention 
(1919) for regulation of, 85; 
prolubited areas and conditions 
of importation, manufacture, 
and IU!llembling of, 171 

B 

Bagdad Railway an imperialistic 
echeme,l07 

Bwrutoland a purely native com
munity,72 

Beer, G. 11:: modifications due to, in 
Versailles Treaty and in Arms, 
Liquor, and Revisional Conven
tions, Ifl-, xxiv-xli; principles 
of colonial government held by, 
xix-uij study of Liberian, 
Fiume, and Shantung problems, 
xli-xlii; vieWll of, on "open 
door," equal commercial oppor
tunity, and revisional confer
ences at stated intervals, xxiii 

Beira railroad, BUggested, 166· 
Belgian Congo, total exports of, in 

1910-12, 114 
Belgium, major part of trade of Bel

gian Congo with, 97 
trade of. with Congo Free State 

in 1906 80 
IJenguella ~ilWBY, 1~165; advan

ta_ of, over competing routes, 
164; Company, lOS" 

I\<"lin Act, adhered to by France in 
letter, not in spirit. 83; conven
tion (1919) for revision of, 85-
Ifl; modificatiolJll of. by Re
vilrion Convention, 104 -; of 
1885, Britain demanda of Bel
gium compliance with 8tipula
tiolJll of, 80; of 1885, free trade 
provisiolJll of, 76-78; of 1885, 
French reeponsibility under, 90 

Bt-rlin Conference, called in 1884, 
77 j ineffectiveneas of provisions 
of, 78-79; provides equality of 
navigation of Congo and Niger, 
78 

Bismarck, Prince von, quoted. on 
freedom of uade in basin of 
Congo, 78 

Bra'il; value of exports and imports 
01, in 1913, 111 

Brazzaville-Pointe Noire railroad, 
propOl!ed, 165" 

British Cotton Growing Association, 
144 

East Africa, exports of copra from, 
in 1913-14, 134 8

; Bee Conven
tional Basin and Kenya; sisal
hemp introduced into, 143 

Nyassa Consolidated Company, 
German banks secured control 
of, in 1914, lOS" 

protest against method of recruit
ing labor for Sao Thome, 136 

West Africa, ares and population 
of, Ifl; machinery for extracting 
palm products introduced into, 
129-

Brussels Act, 169; and the liquor 
t ra de, 171-173; convention 
(1919) for revision of, 85-Ifl 

Conference permits import duties 
in Congo Free State, 78 . 

Protocol of July 22, 1908, 170 

C 

Cabinda, Portuguese; Bee Conven
tional Basin. 

Cameroons, evils of plantation sys
tem of cocoa indnstry in, 
130 

maritime intercourse of, in 1912, 
101-

Bee Conventional Basin. 
trade of, in 1912, 99 

"Cape to Cairo" scheme, 162, 163 
Capital, foreign, prohlems of, in Af-

rica. 109 
Carriers. native, 156-157 
Cattle, 148 
Cedar, 148 
Ceylon, competition of rubber of, 

with African output, 114-115 
China, foreign loans, purp08e8 of, 

107 
Chinde, imports of, in 1913, 96· 
Chinese coolies. BU~gestion for im

portation of, 186 
Civilization. African. development 

of, 179-188 
Coal. 150, 151 • 
Coalfield. new, in Southern Nigeria, 

154 ' 
Cocoa, Belgian Congo 8uitable for 

growth of, 139 
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Cocoa, exports of, from Belgian 
Congo in 1912, 139"; from 
Gold Coast, 1908-13, 138· 

exports, value, and quantity of, 
from Gold Coast in 1914-17, 
1919-20, 139 II 

from French .Guinea, Dahomey, 
and Ivory Coast, duties on, 94 

German consumption of, 140; cul
tivation of, in Cameroons, 
140 

industry, 134-141; chiefly British, 
134-135; eviht of plantation sys
tem of, 130; future prospects of, 
139-141; growth of, 153 

in Gold Coast entirely native en
terprise, 137-138 

islands, 112; Portuguese, 136-137 
Middle Africa important producer 

of, 112 
output of, in Cameroons in 1913, 

140 
production of, in Sao Thome and 

Principe, 1912-16, 137· 
world's crop in 1913, 138· 

Coffee, 146 
from French West Africa, duties 

on, 94 
Middle Africa relatively unimpor

tant producer of, 112 
Cola nuts, 147 
Colonial administration, preeminent 

consideration in, 180 
policy, British, 135 
system (old French), monopolistic 

principles of, 91, 95 
Colonies, British, trade of, with 

Great Britain, 98-99 
ex-German African, dangers of ex

ploitation to be weighed in con
sidering disposal of, 130 

French, fiscal policy in,. 90 
German, trade of, with Germany, 

99 
Portuguese policy of monopoliaing 

trade of, 95-96 
restoration of German, would im

pair German investments in 
Belgian and Portuguese colo
nies,l09 

Colonizing Powem, arguments oft in 
support of partition of Afnca, 
76 

Commerce, foreign, of 1913, of Mid
dle Africa, 88-89; of French 
West Africa (1913).94-

Commerce, French view that gather
ing of natural produce is not. 83 

Commercial importance of Middle 
Africa, 111-112 

Concession held by American inter
ests in Belgian Congo, 107 

Concessionnaire system, Belgian, 80-
81 ; iIl-success of, in French 
Congo, 84; in French Congo, 82 

Concessionary companies, modifica
tion of rights of, in French 
Congo, 84; rights granted to, by 
Congo Free State in Conven
tional Basin, 79; rights of, in 
French Congo, 83; shares of, in 
special commerce of French 
Congo, 1903-11; 85"; shares of 
trade of, in Gabun and Middle 
Congo, 84-

Concessions; difficultr of providing 
equal opportunities for securing, 
110 

private, for Middle Africa, 106-110 
rubber, to revert to State in 

French· Congo, 84 18 

Congo Basin, Conference of Berlin 
of 1884 called to obviate com
mercial friction in, 76-77 

Belgian, length of waterways in, 
Jor boats of various tODmlge, 
157 '; trade of, chiefly with Bel
gium,97 

equality of navigation on, pro
vided by Berlin Conference, 78 

Free State, import duties per
mitted in, by Brussels Confer
ence, 78; trade of Belgium with, 
in 1906, 80; Treaty between 
United States and, 104" 

French, concessionnaire system in, 
82; controversy on commercial 
rights in, 83-84; possible post
ponement of railroads author
iJled in, 165; see Conventional 
Basin. 

Middle, share of trade of conces
sionary companies in, 84-

navigable sections of, 157' 
need for diversification of produc

tion in, 139-140 
route to Matadi. impossibilities 

of,l65 
Contract system, 185 
Contracts; Bee Algeciras Act and 

Franco-German M orocc 0 
Treaty. 
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Convention, Arms and Ammunition, 
17~171 

for regulation of arD18 and ammu
nition, 85; of liquor traffic, 
85 

for revision of Berlin and Brussels 
Acta,~ 

liquor, 176-178 
of general character, contents of, 
~ 

Reviaional, leaves Conventional 
Ballin unchanged, 105" 

Conventional Basin, area outside 
the, 87-96 

foreign trade outside of, in 1913, 
89 

free trade in, 89 
importance of area outside the, 

87-89 
imports in 1911, into, 93· 
of the Congo, telTitory in, 77 
unchanged by Revisional Conven-

tion, 105" 
Cooperation of European Powel'8 

necessary in colonial govern
ment, 169 

Copper, 150, 152 
Belt, Katanga, 151 
cost of production of, 153' 

Copra, 132-134 
exported from German East Af

rica, 134 
imported into Germany in 1913, 

133 
Middle Africa relatively unimpor

tant producer of, 112 
Cotton, 143-146 

cultivation of
b 

in Middle Africa, 
stimulated y European Gov
ernments, 144 

eXp8oaion of African production 
of, a failure, 144-146 

export of, from Middle Africa in 
1913,145 

Germany desires BOurce of, under 
own flag, 144 

goods broultht into British and 
French African colonies in 1913, 
value of, 16? 

indigenoU8 in parte of tropical Af
rica, 144 

Middle Africa relatively unimpor
tant producer of, 112 

percentage of, contributed by 
United Ststes, 143 

raw, lIuctuations in price of, 144 

Cotton, resources, quotation from 
Todd on, 146 II 

textiles, 167-168; changed tariff 
on, in French West Africa, 95; 
imports of, 168'; Middle Africa 
expanding market for, 167 

total crop of 1913-14 of, 144 .. 
weaving in Africa, 144 

Court, international, Berlin Confer
ence omits to create, 79 

Cuba, foreign trade of, in 1913, com
pared with that of Middle Af
rica, III 

preferential agreement between 
United States and, 105 

D 
Dahomey, custOD18 duties in, 91 

equality of trade in, 94 
imports of textiles into, 91 
maritime intercoul'8e of, in 1913, 

101" 
trade of, in 1913, 98" 

Depopulation induced by plantation 
system, 130 

Der Tropenpftanzer, editor of, cited, 
in favor of plantation system, 
141-

Diamonds, 151, 152 
Distilleries in Angola abolished Iiy 

Portuguese, 172 
Duties prohibited in Conventional 

Basin outside Mozambique, 77 
stipulation of Revisional Conven

tion on, 104· 

E 
East Africa, British, trade of, in 

1913-14, 1919-20, 99"; German, 
trade of, in 1912, 99 a • 

Indies, Dutch, competition of 
rubber of, with African output, 
114-115 

Ebony, 148 
Economic problem of tropical Af

rica, two sides of, 74-75 
Egyp~ continued BritISh occupation 

01, prompts France to policy of 
revanche, 82 

foreign trade of~ ~n 1913, compared 
with that of Middle Africa, 111 

liquol'8 may be imported into, 
176-177 

Elephant herds decimated in Mid
dle Africa, 113 
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Equality of treatment, modification 
of Berlin Act regarding, by Re
vision Convention, 85-86 

Eritrea, Italian, not part of Middle 
Africa., 73 

European rule over backward 
peoples, 169 

Exploitation, . capitalistic, dangers 
of, in case of oil palm, 128-:130; 
to be carefully controlled, 110 

natives must be protected from, 
109 

of Conventional Basin by Congo 
free State and France, 79 

F 

Fashoda incident, effect of, on 
French Congo 82 

Fats, need of, for Germany, 127 
vegetable, 119-134 

Foreigners repelled by concession
naire system in Belgian Congo, 
79 

Forests seized by Congo Free State, 
79" 

France, anti-English policy of, in 
Africa, 82 

position of, on commercial rights 
in French Congo, 83-84 

trade of, with French Equatorial 
and West Africa, 97 

Franco-German Consortium of 1909, 
106" 

Franco-German Morocco Treaty of 
1911, on contracts, 106 

Free trade area in Africa, extension 
of, to be.considered, 105; of 
1885, 76-87' . 

trade nullified by Congo Free 
State and France in Congo 
Basin, 79 

Frelinghuysen, instructions of, on 
administration of Congo Valley, 

·78' 
French Equatorial Africa, average 

exports of ivory from, in 1896-
1910, 113·; imports of liquor 
into in 1907-11 and 1918-19, 
174 :Z" trade of in 1913 97'·' 
with 'France, 97' " 

fiscal system, 90-95; assimilated 
colonies under the, 92-93; tariff 
autonomy, 92; treaty restric
tions, 90-91 

West Africa, area and population 
of, 87-88; exports of cocoa from, 
in 1915, 139"; ma·ritime inter
course of, in 1912, 101"; sisal
hemp introduced into, 143; 
tariff systems in, 93-95; trade of, 
in 1913, 97 45

; with France, 97 

G 
Gabun, French -possession, 82; see 

Conventional Basin. 
imports, 1913, 93 
maritime intercourse of, in 1913, 

101"" 
(outside Conventional Basin), 

tariff in, 92 
share of trade of concessionary 

companies in, 84" 
Gambia, trade of, in 1913, 1919-20, 

99" 
German East Africa, postponement 

of construction of railroads in, 
166; see Conventional Basin 
and Tanganyika Territory. 

West Africa, output of palm prod
ucts from, in 1912, 123" 

GermanYI importation of palm ker
nels oy, in 1912 and 1913, 123 H 

large imports of oil-yielding mate
rial by, 127-128 

palm kernels made into oil, cake, 
and meal in, 123 

trade of, with German Colonies, 
99 

value of trade of, with Middle Af
rica in 1913, 111-112 

Glycerine obtained' from oil palm, 
120 

Goats, 148 
Gold, 150, 151, 152 

Coast, rise of cocoa. industry in, 
135,137-138; source of gold sup
ply to Europe, 153-154; trade of. 
in 1913, 1919-20, 99"; value of 
rubber exported from, in 1918-
19,114 u 

exports of, from the Gold Coast, 
153-154 

mining machinery introduced int.o 
the Gold Coast, 153 

production of, in the Gold Coast, 
reached nadir in 1901, 153 

Great Britain, in 1913, -recognized 
annexation of 1908, of Indepen
dent State of the Congo, 81 
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Great Britain, inadequate facilities 
for crushing palm kernels in, 124 

refWl81 of, in 1908, to recognize 
annexation of Independent 
State of the Congo by Belgium, 
80 

trade of, with British Colonies, 
98-99 

value of trade of, with Middle 
Africa in 1913, 111 

Grey, Sir Edward, on meanin~ of 
commerce, 83; representatIOns 
made to Belgium by, 80 

Groundnuts, 130-132 
crop of. in British India, 130·; in 

China, 130 
decortization of, begun in Senegal, 

131" 
exporte and value of, from French 

West Africa. 1913. 131; from 
Gambia, 1913. 131 

exports of, from German East Af
rica, 1913. 131·; from Portu
guese Guinea. 1910-13. 131"; 
from Senegal. 1918-1! 132 "; 
from Tanganyika ".l"erritory. 
1919-20, 131· 

imported into Europe in 1913, 
130; France, 132; Germany in 
1913.132-

Middle Africa important producer 
of, 112 

output of, from French African 
colonies, 1913-16, 132-

8upply of, from French Senegal, 
131 

value of exporte oC, from Gambia, 
1918-20, 132"; from Nigeria, 
1918-20, 132" 

"Guinea" (lI:old coin), 153 
Guinea. French. custome duties in. 

94; maritime intercoU1'!!e of, in 
1913, 101·; trade of. in 1913, 
98· 

importe in 19n. into. 95 
PortUIn1_. discriminatory tariffs 

in, 95 
Gum copal, 147 
Guu-running, provisions against, 

171 
H 

Hatton and Cowon, caae of, 
ngainst concessioulll'Y companies 
in Fn-ncb Congo, 83, 84 

lliwaii, tariJf arrangements in, 105 

Hemp; aee Sisal. 
Henequen; Bee Sisal-hemp. 
Hides and skins, 148 
Highways in the oolonies, 156 
Holt. John, caae of, against conces

sionary companies in French 
Congo, 83, 84 

I 
Importe, international regulation of, 

168-171 
Independent State of the Congo an

nexed by Belgium, 80 
International control, difficulty of 

eliminating dangers of exploita
tion by, 130 

Iron ore, 150, 152 
Italy, African colonies, modification 

of Liquor Convention for, 177 
Ivory and rubber, Africa of, 111-119 

average exporte of, from French 
Equatorial Africa in 1896-1910, 
113' 

Coast, customs duties in, 91 ; 
equality of trade in, 94; exports 
of cocoa from, in 1918-20, 139"; 
imports of, in 1913, 91·; im
ports of liquors into, in 1920, 
174 "; textiles into, 91; mari
time intercourse of, in 1913, 
101 u; trade of, in 1913 98"; 
value of rubber exported from, 
in 1918-19, 114 II 

exported from Tanganyika Terri
tory and Uganda, value of, 
113" 

part played by, in Middle Africa, 
112-115 

tonna.ge exported from Belgian 
Congo 1917-20,113' 

value of, exported from Belgian 
Congo in 1910-12 and 1915-16. 
113' 

J 
Johnston, Sir H. H., 9uoted, on Brit

ish enterprises In Angola and 
Northern Mozambique, lOS" 

X 
Kament1l Po.t, May 2, 1914, quoted, 

in favor of forced labor, 140· 
Katanga Copper Belt, 108 ", 151-153 

distances from, to London, by dif
ferent routes, 164-165 

regions, general resources of, 153' 
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Kenya (British East Africa); Bee 
Conventional Basin. 

L 

Labor, basis for international agre~ 
ment on, 187 

contracts, maximum terms for, 
187; punishment for breach of; 
187 

forced, consequence of plantation 
system, 140·, 141; in Africa, of 
three kinds, 184; in French 
Congo, 82; unmixed evil, 
129 

laws, need of, to protect natives, 
109 

need of international agreements 
on 110 

problem, international element in, 
186-188 

question, 183-185 
the contract system, 185-186 

Laborers, provisions for repatriation 
of,187 

where recruited, 187 
Land, Congo Free State ruling on, 

in Conventional Basin, 79 
policy, 181-183 
practically all alienated for thirty 

years in French Congo, 82 
system, revised, in Independent 

State of the Congo, 81 
Law, Bonar, quoted, on colonial pol

icy, 135 
League of Nations, Central Interna

tional otIice established as part 
of organization of; 177 

Lever Brothers, development of oil
palm industry by, 126; satisfac
tory machinery for extracting 
palm products introduced by, 
129" 

Libya" arms and ammunition may 
be imported into, 171 

liquors may be imported into, 176-
177 

Lichnows~ Prince, quoted, on 
Anglo-uerman African a~ 
ment of 1914, 109" 

Liquor, import duties on, 172-173, 
175-176 

problem, international action nec
essary on, 175-176; in West Af
rica, 173-175 

trade; 8ee Brussels Act. 

Liquor, traffic, British measures to 
check, 175; convention (1919) 
for regulation of, 85 

value of imports of, into Africa, 
175'" 

Liquors, distilled, classes of, totally 
prohibited, 177 

imports of, into French Equatorial 
Africa in 1907-11- and 1918-19, 
174" 

prohibited areas and conditions of 
importation of, 176-177 

Lisbon center of trade with Portu
guese West Africa, 96 

Lumber, export of, 148-149 

M 

Machinery for extracting palm prod
ucts introduced into British 
West Africa, 129<0 

Madagascar, trade of, in 1913, 98" 
Mahogany, 148 
Maize, 148 
Malay States chief source of tin 

supply, 155; competition of rub
ber of, with African output, 114-
115 

Mandates, provisionS of, regarding 
liquors and arms and ammuni
tion, 177-178 

Manganese, 153' 
Manufacturers, French cotton, de

mand protection, 95 
Margarine, 120, 132, 133 

manufacture of, 123· 
palm oil used in manufacture of, 

123 
Matadi Congo route, impossibilities 

of, 165 
Mediterranean littoral, 71 
Mental development, arrest of, in 

the negro, 180' 
Merchants, alien, unwelcome in 

French, Belgian, Portuguese, 
and German colonies before 
war, 103 

Mica, 150 
Middle Africar 72-73; as an eco

nomic entity, 73-74; compara.
tive commercial importance of. 
111-112; percentage of trade of 
home countries with, 111-112; 
regulation of foreign trade withl 
76-110; source of agricultlll'al 
supplies, 111-149 
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Mineral resources of Middle Africal 
150-155; wide distribution ana 
unknown extent, 150-151 

l\Iohammedanism brought into Af
rica by the Hamitic and Semitic 
peoples, 72-73 

Morocco crisis 106 
liquors may b; imported into, 176-

177 
Mozambique, Northern, commer

cially connected with British 
colonies, 96· 

Portugal reserves freedom in fiscal 
matters in, 77 

Me Conventional Basin. 
Southern. depends upon trade 

with Union of South Africa, 73; 
economic problem in, different 
from that of tropical Africa as a 
whole, 73'1'· recruiting ground for 
labor in ran.svaal gold mines, 
73 

N 
Native carriers, 156-157 

labor, inadequacy of, in copper 
mines,152 

Natives highly educated and civi
lized in trading centers on west 
coast of Africa 72 

in Africa guarded against local ex
ploitation by Colonial Office, 
135 

indirect methods of compulsion to 
work, 184-185 

Iimitatlona and pll88ibilities of, 
179-180 

maltreatment of, in Belgian 
Congo, 82 

must be protected from exploita
tion, 109 

rights of in Congo district, Van
dervelde quoted on, 81; to land 
and forest produce recognized in 
French Congo, 84 II 

Navigation, equality of, provided on 
Congo and Niger by Berlin 
Conference, '18 

Negro, ability of, to develop native 
soil, 184 

crsnial sutures of the, 179 
limitation and pllllBibilities of, 

179-180 
Niger, equality of navigation on, 

providpd by Berlin Conference, 
78 

Nigeria chief source of supply of 
palm kernels, 122 

cocoa industry in, 139 
export duties on palm products 

from,I25" 
postponement of construction of 

railroads in, 166 
tin, 154-155; exports and value of, 

1913,154 
trade of, in 1913, 1919-20, 99" 

Nigerian Treaty of 1898, French 
bound by, 90 

Norton de Mattos, Colonel, restric
tion on religious freedom in Re
vision Convention due to, 87" 

Nyassa Chartered Company, lOS" 
Nyasaland; Bee Conventional Basin. 

trade of, in 1913-14, 1919-20, 99" 

o 
Office, Central International, estab

lished as fart of organization of 
League 0 Nations, 177 

Oil cake and meal, German trade in, 
in 1912,128· 

e d i b 1 e , manufactured from 
groundnuts, 132 

fields, 151 
palm, dangers of capitalistic ex

ploitation of, 128--130; Bee Palm 
oil. 

palm industry chiefly British~ 134-
135; developed by Lever 
Brothers, 126; future of, 126-128 

production from seeds, 119 
vegetable, German consumption 

of, in 1913, 128· 
yielding materials, G e r man y 

heavy importer of, 127-128 
Oils, Steel-Maitland quoted, on in

terchangeability of, 128 
soft, 132 

Okoume, 148 
Oleomargarine, 120 
Open door, commercial aspect of, 

103-104; financial aspect of, 
105-106; implications of, 103 i in 
dependent countries and Uruted 
States, 105; problem of, 96-102 

P 
Palm kernels, 120-123; African out

put of, 123·; British West Af
rica chief source of world-supply 
of, 122-123; exports of, in 1912 
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and 1913, 121 "; from Eritrea in 
'1917 and 1919, value of, 123'"; 
from U§anda in 1919-20, value 
of, 123' i import of, into Ger
many in 1913, 127 aT; imports of, 
into United Kingdom, 125 11

; 

possibilities of increasing output 
of, 128-129 i' proposed British ex
port duty on, 124-125 i valuation 
of total trade in, in 1913, 121 .. 

Palm kernels, oil, 119-120; exempt 
from duties in French West Af
rica, 94; exports of, from Ni
geria in 1913, 120"; value of, in 
French West Africa, in 1912, 
121" 

products from Belgian Congo, 
1917-20, 123": from Dahomey 
in 1908-12, 122"; from Da
homey in 1918-19, valuation of, 
123 II; from French West Afri
can colonies in 1913, 122"; 
from French West Africa in 
1915-18, 122" i from Nigeria, 
Gold Coast, and Ivory Coast, 
1918-20, valuation of, 123"; 
from Sierra Leone in 1917, 
1919-20, valuation of, 123"; 
Middle Africa important pro
ducer ol, 112 

Peanuts; 8ee Groundnuts, 
Penetration, economic, precautions 

necessary against, 109 
Philippines, tariff ar.ra.ngements in, 

105 
Plantation system discourages na

tive output, 140, 141; favored 
by German planters, 140; labor 
abuses arising from; 136-137 ; 
opposed to African genius, 129-
130; necessity for, 186 

Porterage in Middle Africa, 156-
157 . 

Port Harcourt railroad discontinued 
after reaching Udi, 166" 

Porto Rico, tariff arrangements in, 
105 

Portugal, foreign trade of, 112· 
policy of, monopolized colonial 

trade, 95-96 
Portuguese deficits, 112 

East Africa, economic problem 
different in, 73; trade of south
ern" chiefly transit to Transvaal, 
96 ' 

Prieska-Kalklontein railroad, 166" 

Principe, heavy discriminatory tar
iffs m, 95, 96 

Products, agricultural, experiments 
with, in Africa, 141 

miscellaneous, of Africa, 141-149 
Progressl essentials of sound, 180-181 
ProhibitIOn areas, boundaries of, 

171-172 
Pulse, 148 

R 

Railroad enterprise in Africa, 107-
108; in Middle Africa, future 
conditions governing, 166 

Railroads chiefly governmental un
dertakings in Middle Africa, 
109-110 

intercolonial, uses of, 159-160 
local, locations and uses of, 158 
mileage of, and mileage of Euro-

pean owned, in Middle Africa, 
158! 158" 

of Mlddle Africa, list of, together 
with mileage and ownership, 
160', 161 t, 162 f; three cate
gories of, 15S 

origins of, in Middle Africa, 158' 
projected, in Middle Africa, 165-

166 
8ee Transcontinental Projects, 
supplementary, locations and uses 

of ,1 58-1 59 
Red Sea, commercial outlet of 

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 73 
Reforms, Belgian, in Africa, 80-81 
Reinsch, Paul, quoted, on difference 

between negro and European, 
179-180 

Religion, free exercise of, modifica
tion of Berlin Act regarding, by 
Revision Convention, 86 

Renkin, J" cited, on freedom of 
trade in Congo, 81; on need for 
diversification of production in 
Congo, 139-140 

Reportsl annual, to be submitted on 
worKing of Liquor Convention, 
177 

Resources, mineral and agricultural, 
to be developed privately, 110 

Revision, provision for, of Arms and 
Ammunition Convention, 171; 
of Liqu_or Convention, 177 

Rhodesia--Katanga. Junction Rail
way and Mineral Company, 
lOS" 
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Rhodel!ia, Northern, part of "white 
man's Africa," 73-74 

.ee Conventional Basin. 
River navigation, 157· 
Rivera in Middle Africa, 157-158 
Royal African Company, 153 
Rubber, African, largely obtained 

from wild vines and trees, 114 
and ivory, Africa of, 111-119 
chief export of nearly all Middle 

Africa until war, 113-114 
crisis of 1912-13, 117 
eastern plantation, competition of, 

115-116 
export of, from Belgian Congo in 

1917-20, 114"; from French 
colonies, in 1913, 114 u; from 
Middle Africa in 1913, 114 

industry, future of, 117-119 
Middle Africa relatively unimpor

tant producer of,112 
output and value of plantation, 

115 
part played by, in Middle Africa, 

112-115 
plantation, competition of East

ern, 115-116; importance of, as 
British industry, 115; produced 
in Malay States and Ceylon, 
115 

plantationa of, undertaken by 
Portuguese and Germana, in 
An~ola, Cameroona. and East 
Afnca,116 

relative output of wild and plan
tation, 117· 

SOW'Cell of, in Congo region, 116" 
trees planted by order of King 

Leopold, 116 
wild, location of areas of, 116 
world production, 115 
vinea of Congo recklessly tapped, 

116 
Ru&que,l32 

S 
Sao Thome, British manufacturers' 

boycott of cocoa from, 136 
British protest againat method of 

recruiting labor for, 136 
cocoa grown on, 136 
beavy discriminatory tariffs in, 95, 

96 
labor recruited in Portuguese 

Angola and Belgian Congo for, 
136; system in, 136 

Sao Thome, maritime intercourse 
of, in 1913, 101· 

shipping entered, 1913, 101 OJ 

Schulte, Dr., quoted, in favor of 
plantation system, 140· 

Senegal, customs duties in, 94 
imports in 1911, into, 95 
maritime intercourse of,· in 1913, 

WI"' 
trade of, in 1913, 98" 

Servit;aiB in Sao Thome, 137" 
Sharpe, Sir Alfred, quoted, on pro

hibition of ammunition in Af
rica, 170; on prohibition of alco
hol, 17211 

Shea-nut, 132 
Sheep, 148 
Sierra Leone, cocoa thrives less well 

in, 139" 
export duties on palm products 

from, 125" 
important source of supply of 

palm kernels, 122 
trade of, in 1913, 1919-20, 99· 

Sisal-hemp, 141-142 
export of, from German East Af-

rical. 1901, 1905, 1910-12, 
142 

Mexican exports, 143" 
output and valuation of (1918-20), 

143" 
production of, in 1912, in Central 

America, German East Africa, 
Bahamas, Java, and Mauritius, 
143" 

production successful in German 
East Africa, 142 

SisalJ machinery for extracting fiber 
1T0m, 142 

Middle Africa relatively unimpor
tant producer of, 112 

Yucatan chief Bource of supply of, 
142 

Solf, Dr., warning of, againat foreed 
labor, 129 

Somaliland, French, trade of, in 
1913,98'" 

Italian; Bee Conventional Basin. 
not part of Middle Africa, 73 

Smuggling from open to closed 
:lones 172-176 

Societe des Huileries du Congo 
Beige, 126-

Spanish territories in Africa, com
mercial schedules in, 89" 

Stanley, discoveriea of, 76 
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Stanley Pool-Coast railroad, pos
sible postponement of construe

. tion of, 165 
Stanley Pool-Katanga railroad, 

projected, 165 
Stanleyville-Lake Albert railroad, 

projected, 165 
Steel-Maitland, Sir A. D., quoted, 

oli interchangeability of oils, 12S 
Subsidies, ship, 100-102 

shipping, granted by Portugal, 
101"" 

Sudan, Anglo-Egyptian, not part of 
, Middle Africa, 73 
French attempt to cut England off 

from lower, 82 
(French), customs duties in, 94 
imports in 1911, into, 95 

Sugar, 146 
T 

Tabora railroad, construction 0& au
thorized by Germany, 166 

Tanganyika Concessions Company, 
lOS", 151, 152 

Tanganyika TerritorY; see Conven
tional Basin; value of rubber 
exported from, in 1918-19, 114" 

Tariff, French colonial, 92 
system, Portuguese Colonial, 95 
unification advisable in Middle 

Africa, 92· 
Textiles; /lee Cotton. 
Tin, 150, 152 , 

fields of Northero Katanga, 155' 
Malay States chief source of sup-

ply of, 155 ' 
8ee Nigeria. 

Tobacco, 146 
Todd, J. A., quoted, on cotton re

sources, 146" 
Togoland, maritime intercourse of, 

in 1912, 101 "l' 
trade of, in 1912,' 99" 

Trade, colonial} Portuguese policy 
of monopohzing, 95-96 

foreign, hindered, in French Congo, 
82,85 

of Congo Free State virtually 
monopolized by Belgium, 80 

oversea, personal and national 
factors, in, 102 

spirits, prohibited areas for, 176-
177 

with natives erroneously believed 
to be civilizing influence, 168 

Traders, private, larger scope given 
to, in French Congo, 84, 85 

Transcontinental projects, 161-163 
Transportation, factor of, 100 

motor truck of increasing impor
tance in, 156 

system in Middle Africa, 156-166 
Trans-Saharan railroad, future of, 

affected by war expenditure, 165 
Transvaal, commercial connection 

of, with Portuguese East Africa, 
96'" 

Treaty between United States and 
Congo Free State 104" • 

Tribal life disrupted by plantation 
system, 130 ' 

Tunis, liquors may be imported 
into, 176-177 

u 
Uganda, British, French attempt to 

cut lower Sudan off from, 82 
Bee Conventional Basin. 
trade of, in 1913-14, 1919-20, 99" 
-Usambara link railroad, 166 
value of rubber exported from, in 

1918-19, 11411 
Union Miniere~ du, Haut Katanga, 

lOS", 152 ' 
Union 'of South Africa, arms and 

ammunition may be imported 
into, 171 

liquors may be imported into, 176-
177 ,', 

United States and open door in de
pendent countries, lOS 

Treaty between Congo Free State 
and,l04· 

Upper Senegal' and Niger, trade of, 
in 1913, 9S" 

v 
Vandervelde, E., quoted, on expro-

'priation and forced labor in 
Belgian Congo, 79·; on rights 
of natives in Congo district, 
SI 

Vessels entered and cleared in Brit
ish East and West Africa in 
1913,100· 

ocean, tonnage of, entering Bel
gian Congo in 1912, ,1913, 100" 
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w 
White man's Mrica, 71-72 
Williams, Robert, difficulties of, to 

obtaIn funds to start railroads 
in Mrica, 107, lOS" 

quoted, on German banke' offer to 
finance Benguella R a i I way, 
lOS" 

secured concession for railroad in 
1902, 107-108 

Wines, importation of, into French 
Equatorial Mrica in 1886-1900 

. and 1907-11, 174 II 
Wood exempt from duties in French 

West Africa, 94 

Woods oftropical Mrica, 148 

Y 
Yucatan chief source of world sup

ply of sisal, 142 

Z 
Zambezia Exploring Com pan y , 

lOS" 
Zanzibar, copra industry in, 134 
Zimmermann, E., exploitational 

project of, involves forced labor, 
129 

on fate as economic argument for 
German M ittelaJrika, 127 

PART W: MIDDLE AFRICA: PROBLEMS OF INTERNATIONAL 

COOPERATION AND CONTROL 

A 

AbY88inia, traffic of, in arms and 
ammunition, 236 

tran.~it rulinl!S in, 211-212 
Addo River 209" 
Advisory Committee for Tropical 

Research Fund, 245· 
Africa, natural resources of, exagger

ated, 195 
periodIC conferences necessary for 

changing conditions in, 281-282 
p088ible future readj ustments of 

territory in, 266 
tropical, an international concern, 

193; elltlentially an international 
trust, 279; lack of effective 
natural barriers in, 193 

Agadir crisis settlement, lease of 
land under, 210 

AlIr""mentl F r 8 nco - Portuguese
Congo eee, of 1892 on duties in 
,..estern zone of· Conventional 
&ain, 197 

international, question of, on 
militarizatIOn of Mrica after 
war, 276-277 

of London, December 13, 1906, 
provisiona of 235-236 

of 1910 regarding import duties 
on arme and ammunition in 
Conventional Buin, 231 

Ahy La~oOll, 209· 
AjBrrB River, 209 D 

Algecil'M Act of 1906, on contl"Rcte 
in Morocco, 217 

Algeria, native recruitment from, 
273-

Anglo-French arrangements of 1898 
and 1899, 203-204; Treaty, 
August 10, 1889, 209-; Treaty 
of 1898, 209 

-German AgreementeoC 1908 and 
1911, 247-248; Treaty establish
ing customs union between 
Togoland and Gold Coast, 
202"; Treaty of 1913, 209" 

-Liberian Treaty of 1913, 209-
-Portuguese Convention of June 

11, 1891, 211; Treaties of 1890 
and 1891, 208 

Animals, wild, difficulties in opera.
tion of protection of, 240-242; 
elaborate systems established 
for protection of, 241; extinc
tion of, demanded, to combat 
sleeping sickness, 242; interna
tional cooperation necessary for 
preeervation of, 238, 245; pres
ervation of, 192, 238-242; regu
lations for protection of, 240; 
!lones in which, protected. 239 

Arbitration, obligatory, 283-285 
Argentina, treaties of Great Britain, 

France, and United States with. 
regarding navi,:ation of Parana 
and Uruguay, 206' 

Arms and ammunition, control over 
traffic in, 192, 230-237; import 
duties on, 234 

Arnvo Convention, on arbitration, 
2841& 
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Arms, prohibition of sale of, to 
natives, 230 

regulation of traffic in, 230-237 
system of regulation of, generally 

satisfactory, 235 
traffic, proposals of different 

Powers on, 232-234 

B 

Bakwiri deprived of lands, 256 
Belgium, attitude of, towards neu

trality of Belgian Congo, 262, 
263 

refuses arbitration on conditions 
in Belgian Congo, 283-284 

trade of, with Belgian Congo in 
1912 200 

Benue brought under system of 
Berlin Act, 208 

Franco-German Agreements of 
1894 and 1908 regarding com
mercial equality in basin of, 
202-203 

Berlin Act, defects in neutrality 
articles of, 265; in practice, 198-
200; neutrality articles of, abro
gated by Revision Convention, 
268; of 1885, on neutrality, 260-
261; of 1885, provisions of, 195-
197; official report on Article V 
of, quoted, on equality of com
merce in Conventional Basin, 
198; on monopoly, 219; pro
visions of, abortive in Congo 
Basin, 201; railroad provisions 
of, 212 

Agreement of August 17, 1911, 
248- . 

Conference, attitude of United 
States towards, 264 "'; General 
Act of, 206-207; native interests 
at, 221-222; of l884, one of ob
jects for convening of, 206 

Beverages, Belgian law on, 227" 
Bismarck's speech on opening day 

of Berlin Conference, 195 
Boundary lines, political, 193 
Brandy, trade, statistics on impor

tation of, 225" 
British-Congolese agreement of 

1906, on freedom of navigation, 
208-209 

East Africa (Tanganyika), British 
Togoland, . and British Cam
eroons, Draft Mandates for, 251 • 

West Africa, area and population 
of, 201 

Brussels Act and the slave trade, 
249; of 1890, 197, 222, 230-231 

Conference of 1906, 224-225; of 
1908-09 abortive, 231-234; of 
1908-09, purposes of, 232; of 
1912 abortive, 225-227 

Convention of 1899, 223-224 
Bureau, central, suggested, as ad

junct to African Conference, 
285 

c 
Cameroons, defensive measures di

rected to be taken against fron
tiers of, 262 

laws to protect natives in, disre
garded, 252 

neutralization of Conventional 
Basin would enable Germany 
to retain part of, 265 

Campo River, 209 '" 
Cape Colony not bound by treaty 

in domestic problems, 240 
Corps, 272 8 

Carriers recruited in Africa, 271 
Cavally River, 209" 
Central International Offices estab

lished by Arms and Liquor 
Conventions, 285" 

Chad, French, Franco-G e r man 
Agreements of 1894 and 1908 
regarding commercial equality 
in part of area of, 202-203 

Citizenship, French ruling on, for 
subjects in west Africa, 276 

Cleveland, President, attitude of, 
towards Berlin Conference, 
264" 

Cocoa islands, Portuguese, forced 
labor characteristic of, 252 

Colonial administration, two pillars 
. of, 255 

Colonies, British, foreign trade of, 
in 1913, 201-202 

duties on liquor in various, 224-
225 

free trade in British, 202; in Ger
man, 202 

outside of Conventional Basin, 
201 

West African, Sl1lisbury-Hanotaux 
negotiations for an identical 
tariff in, 203 
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Colonizing Powers, aims of agree
ments between, 191 

Commerce, freedom of 191, 196 
total foreign, of Middle Africa, 

1913,201 
Commercial equality, inadequacy of 

regulations for, in Middle Af
rica, 204; regulations of Re
vision Convention for, 205 

privileges, rivalry of Powers for, 
195 

relations between Britain and 
Germany, discussion of, in 
Reichstag, 202· 

Commission appointed (1911) to 
study animals in relation to 
sleeping sickness, 242-243 

for Revision of Berlin and Brus
sels Acts, 251· 

Companies, commercial, operating 
in the Congo, 198" 

Conce88ionary companies, rig h t s 
~anted to by Congo Free 
State in Conventional Basin, 
198 

Conce88ions, diplomatic controversy 
between Great Britain and 
France on, 200 

private, 21S-220 
Sir Edward Grey cited on, 199 

Conference of 1908 abortive, 231-
234,247 

Conferences, periodic, nece888ry for 
changing conditions in Africa, 
281-282 

Congo and Niger, DBvigation of, 
206-207, 262' 

Congo, Belgian, Belgium refuses 
arbitration on conditions in, 
283-284; Berlin Act in practice 
in, 19S-200; Germany violates 
nelltralitl of, 263; neutral 
status 0 , 262; preempted from 
Conventional conditions on tel'
ritorial readjustments, 267"; 
refonna effected in, 199; trade 
of, with Belgium in 1912, 
200 

freedom of navigation on, 191, 
195 

Free State financially embarrassed 
without import duties, 197; po
sition of, regRrding interference 
bV Signatories to Berlin Act, 
283 '; signs Agreement with 
France and Portugal on duties 

in western zone of Conventional 
Basin, 197 

Congo, French, abuses in, owing to 
concessions, 200; Berlin Act in 
practice in, 200; concessionary 
system introduced into, 200 

international commission to exe
cute stipulations concerning, 
207 

Leopoldian, forced labor charac
teristic of 252 

sleeping sic~ess epidemic in, 244 
Contract system in Middle Africa, 

253; necessity of international 
regulation of, 253-255 

Contracts, labor, in German East 
Africa and Cameroons, 253 ; 
maximum tenna of, 255 

Conventional Basin, area outside of, 
201; colonies in, 196-197; hos
tilities in, 263; import duties in, 
197; pre-war conditions govern
ing territorial readjustments in, 
267 .. ; tariff policies outside of, 
201-202 

Convention for revision of Berlin 
and Brussels Acts, 205 

(London) of 1900, 239-240 
of September 10, 1919, for Re

vision of Berlin and Brussels 
Acts, 21S-219 

revising Berlin and Brussels Acts, 
on Arbitration, 284 11 

Revision, abrogates neutrality ar
ticles of Berlin Act, 268 

signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 
1919, for regulation of anna and 
ammunition, 236-237 

Court, international, should be cre
ated for affairs of Middle Af-
rica, 284-285 . 

Cromer, Lord, quoted, on system of 
public tenders, 218 

Cross River, 209" 
Curator for Portuguese natives in 

the Transvaal, 254 
Customs dues, differential, prohib

ited by Berlin Act, 197 

D 
Danube, 206 
Dhows, France refuses permission 

to search, 236 
Diplomacy, European, success of, in 

relation to Africa, 193 . 
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Diplomatic history leading up to 
Berlin Conference, 195 I 

Distilleries in Angola transformed 
into sugar factories, 225" 

Drunkenness in Middle Africa, dif
fering opinions on, 228 

Duties and prohibition zones, Brit
ish, German, and French views 
on, in 1912, 226-227 

import, on liquor in West Africa, 
at high level, 228 

levied on liquor, 222-227 

E 

East Africa, German, native atti
tude on return of, to Germany, 
266 II; neutralization' of Con
ventional Basin would enable 
Germany to retain, 265 

Egypt, Mixed Tribunals in, 284 10 

Elephant tusks, minimum weight 
for trade in, 242 

Entente CordiaJe of 1904 between 
Great Britain and France, 208 

Equality, commercial, Franco-Ger
man Agreements of 1894 and 
1908 regarding, 202-203 

Erzberger criticizes dual civil and 
mil~tary control in German Af-
rica 270' . 

Exploi~tion of Conventional Basin 
by France and Congo Free 
State, 198 

Export duties in western zone of 
Conventional Basin, 197 

F 

Flag, 'freedom of, in Africa, 196 
Force Publique, 269 
France, attitude of, regarding neu

trality of C!)nventional Basin, 
262 

denounces in 1911 Agreement of 
1892, 197 

probable objections of, to neutral
ization of Africa, 267 

regarded African colonies as 
source of man power in case of 
war, 270 

secures preemption of Belgian 
Congo from Conventional con
ditions on territorial readjust
ments, 267" 

France, signs Agreement with Por
tugal and Congo Free State 
in 1892 on duties in western 
zone of Conventional Basin, 
197 

trade of, with Belgian Congo in· 
1911-12, 200" 

use of African man power by, 
during war, 272-273 

Franco-German Agreement of No
vember 4, 1911, 208", 212; 
Agreements of 1894 and 1908, 
202-203; Consortium of 1909, 
217 2l; Conventions of 1894 and 
1908, 208; Morocco Treaty of 
1911, 217; Treaty, December 
24, 1885, 209 

-Liberian Agreement of Septem
ber 18,1907,209"; Treaty, De
cember 8, 1892, 209" 

Free trade almost nullified by 
France and Congo Free State in 
Conventional Basin, 198-199 

French commercial system, 202 
Equatorial Africa, forced labor in, 

252; native recruitment from, 
273 11 

West Africa, area and population 
of, 201; native recruitment 
from, 272,' 273 11 

Fula,28~!· 

G 

G~mbia, France gains freedom of 
navigation on, 208 

General Act of Berlin Conference, 
February 26, 1885, 260'; of the 
Brussels. Conference, July 2, 
1890,249 1

, 

German capital, colonial investment 
of, after war, 220 

colonies, militaristic system pre
vailed in, 270 

Delegates protest against Articles 
119 ff. of Treaty, 274" 

East Africa, defensive measures 
directed to be taken against 
frontiers of, 262; laws to protect 
natives in, disregarded, 252; 
Line subsidized, 214 

forces in German East Africa in 
1915, 271 T 

Germany attempts, in 1914, to con
trol railroad from Lobito Bay 
to Katanga, 219 
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Germany, requesU! United Stabe8 to 
l!ecure neutralization of Con
ventional Basin, 263-265 

ligna Protocol with Italy and 
Great Britain, December 22, 
1890..1. on duties in eastern zone 
of U)nventional Basi~ 197 

trade of, with Belgian \.iongo in 
1911-12, 200 II 

Germany's intended claims at Peace 
Conference, 274-275 

Glosnna mOl"Bitarll, 244 
palpalu, 243 

Granville, Lord, quoted, on welfare 
of natives, 221 

Great Britain, attitude of, regard
ing neutrality of Conventional 
Basin, 263 

protests against nullification of 
commercial equality in Con
ventional Basin, 199 

signa Protocol with Italy and 
Germany, December 22, 1890, 
on duties in eastern zone of 
Conventional Basin, 197 

trade of, with Belgian Congo in 
1911-12, 200 II 

Grey, Sir Edward, quoted, on con
ceesiODl, 199 

Gun-running from Abyssinia, 235-
237 

B 
Hanotaull-Salisbury negotiations for 

aD identical tariff in Weat Afri
can colonies, 203 

Hardinge, Sir Arthur, states British 
propoeai for duties on liquor, 
224-225 

HererOl a landlees people, 2M 

I 
Import duties in Conventional 

Basin, 197; permitted by Brus
sew Act, 197 

Indian Ocean, ellteD8ion of free 
lone to, 196 < 

Inspection
lr 

supernational, of inter
nal a aire of State, time not 
come for, 255 

International regulation, need for 
enlarged, 279-280 

Italian dreft at Brussels, 1908-09, 
contents of. regulating arms 
traffic, 233-234 

Italo-Franco-British Agreement of 
September 13, 1906, < 211 

Italy signs Protocol with Germany 
and Great Britain, December 
22, 1890, on duties in eastern 
zone of Conventional Basin,197 

Jibuti, arms imported into Abys
sinia by way of, 236 

K 
Kasson, J. A., on neutralization, 259, 

261 
proposed extension of free zone to 

Indian Ocean, 196 
quoted, on restrictions of liquor 

traffic, 221-222 
Keith, A. B., quoted, on prohibition 

of monopoly by Berlin Act, 
216" 

King's African Rifles, 270, 271 
Kitchener, Lord, quotation from re

port of, on Sudan, 1913, 236 

L 

Labor, forced, for private profit, to 
be abolisned, 255; in Africa, of 
three kinds 252-253 

provisions to be included in inter
national convention concerning, 
254-255 

recruited outside colony's fron
tiere,254 

Land, Congo Free State ruling on, 
in Conventional Basin, 198 

grants of, by colonizing Powel'8, 
256 

native, confiscated in German 
< colonies 256 
on rivel'8 leased by Governments, 

209-210 
policy, 255-257; reforms of, 256-

257 
problem before Peace Conference, 

257-258 
tenure of, in West Africa, 255-256 

Language, difference of, barrier to 
trade, 214-215 

Lansdowne, Lord, quoted, on sys
tem of trade In Independent 
State, 199" 
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League of Nations in relation to 
neutralization of Mrica, 266-268 

Liquor Convention, on arbitration, 
284 u 

distillation of, prohibited in West 
Mrica after 1912, 228 

duties levied on, in open zones, 
222 

imports of, into British West Ai
rica, Cameroons, and Togo in"' 
creasing, 225" 

problem, international coOpera
tion essential to solve, 228-229 

trade, regulation of, 221-229 
Liquors, distilled, in West Airica, 

2Zl 
prohibition zones, 222 
~estrictions on importation and 

distillation of, 192, 221-229 
Logone brought under system of 

Berlin Act, 208 
Franco-German Agreements of 

1894 and 1908 regarding com
mercial equality in basin of, 
202-203 

London Agreement and Protocol of 
October <J:l, 1908, 247"' 

Conference of 1900, 238-239 
Luiruga attacked by German forces, 

263 . 

M 

Madagascar, native recruitment 
from, <J:l3 u 

Malet, Sir Edward, quoted, on neu
tralization, 261-262;. on reserva
tions of sovereign rights, 196' 

Mandate for German Southwest Af
rica, 252 "', <J:l8" 

Mandates, provisions of, ~egarding 
military matters in ex-German 
colonies, <J:l7-<J:l8 

Manoh EUver 209" 
Mayo-Kebbi brought under system 

of Berlin Act, 208 
Middle Mrica: problems of interna

tional cooperation and control, 
explanatory note on, 191-192; 
introduction to, 193-194 

Militarization, 269-278 
of Africa, 192, 269-<J:l8 
Solf's views on, 273-274 
Smuts's views on, <J:l4-<J:l6 

Military duty, natives recruited for, 
before war, 269, <J:l0 

Mittela/rika, German demand for, 
<J:l3 

Mixed Tribunals in Egypt, 284" 
Morocco, award of contracts in, 217 

French, native recruitment from, 
<J:l3 11 

Mozambique outside free lone, 196 

N 

Natal not bound by treaty in do
mestic problems, 240 

Native Mrican in European field, 
272-273; possibilities of, in war, 
271 

attitude on return of German 
East Africa to Germany, 266" 

interests at Berlin Conference, 
221-222 

rights, protection of, 192, 249-258 
troops in Airica, 270-<J:l2 

Natives, African, in relation to neu
tralization of Mrica, 266 

in Cameroons punished by fines, 
253 

Portuguese, regulation of methods 
of securing, for Rand gold 
mines and Rhodesia, 254 

recruited for military and police 
duty before war, 269 

welfare of, quotation from Lord 
Granville on, 221 

Navigation, freedom of, on Congo 
and Niger, 191 

on boundary rivers, agreements 
concerning, 209 

on rivers, freedom of, 206-212 
possible future extension of, 210-

211 
principle of free, adapted to local 

needs,208 
Neutrality in Middle Mrica, joint 

guaranty necessary for future, 
265 

of Independent State of the 
Congo, . 260-261 

provisions during the war, 262-265 
vagueness of treaty obligations to 

prevent violations of, 265 '" 
Neutralization, 192, 259-268 

provisions of the Berlin Act of 
1885,259 

question of future, 265-267 
well-founded objections to, 265-

268 
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Xeutral status, optional, 261-262 
Niger and Congo, navigation of, 

206-207,262' 
freedom of navigation on, 191 

Nigeria, British, best method of 
building railroads in, 218 

Nile, Upper, arrangements regulat
ing naV1gation on, 209 

Nuer country, unrest in 236 
Nyasa.land, increase of Jeeping sick

ness in, in 1910-11, 242 
sleeping sickness of virulent char

acter in, 244 

o 
Open door, commercial aspect of, 

215-217; crux of problem of, 
220; financial aspect of, 217-218; 
meaning of, 215-216, 217-218; 
problem of, 213-220 

p 

Pan-African Congress, Paris, Febru
ary, 19-21, 1919, resolutions of, 
285" 

Parana, treaties concerning naviga
tion on 206 

Peace Conference, membership of, 
for consideration of Africa, 280-
281 

Plantations in German East Africa 
and Cameroons, mortality on, 
253 

Plunkett, Sir F. R., quoted, on 
minimum rates of duty on 
liquor, 224 

Police duty, nat.ives recruited for, 
before war, 269, 270 

maritime, proposed by Italians, at 
Brussels, 1908-09, 233 

Portel'B recruited in Africa, 271 
Portugal and Transvaal, treaty of 

December 11, 187~1 between, 211 
.igns Agreement witll France and 

Congo Free State in 1892 on 
duties in western lone of Con
ventional Baain, 197 

Portuguese commercial system, 202 
reservation to Convention of 

1900, 241 
ProhibitlOD absolute in 80me colo

nies, 225'" 
lones

b 
areas of. 227; nature of 

pro lem of, 227-228 

Protocol, Anglo-Italo-German, of 
December 22, 1890, on duties in 
eastern zone of Conventional 
Basin, 197 

of Brussels, 1908, prohibiting im
portation of arms for natives, 
230-231 

of Lisbon, 197' 

R 

Raidel'B on commerce, German East 
Africa as a base for, 265 

Railroad rates, 211-212 
Railroads, best method of building, 

in British Nigeria, 218 
Reforms effected in Belgian Congo, 

199 
"Remarques sur les Conditions de 

Paix" 274'" 
Repatriation of recruited labor, 

stipulations to be made for, 255 
Reservations of sovereign rights! 

quotation from Malet on, 196 
Rhodesia, sleeping sickness of viru

lent character in, 244 
trade of, with Belgian Congo in 

1911-12, 200 18 

RiveI'!!, freedom of navigation on, 
206-212 

international, free navigatipn of, 
not recognized, 210 

land on, leased by Governments, 
209-210 

S 

Salisbury-Hanotaux negotiations for 
aD identical ta.riff in West Afri
can colonies, 203 

Banga. brought under system of 
Berlin Act, 208 

8chutztruppen, 270, 272' 
Senegal, Great Brita.in desires free~ 

dom of navigation on, 207 
Sha.ri brought under system of Ber

lin Act, 208 
Franco-German Agreements of 

1894 and 1908 regarding com
mercial equality in basin of, 
202-203 

Sharpe, Sir Alfred, quoted, on regu
lation of arms, 235 

Ship subsidies, 214, 216 to 

Shire. freedom of navigation on, 
207-208 
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Simon, Henry, statement of, in 
French Senate, on recruitment 
of natives; 272-273 

Slave trade, 221; and the Brussels 
Act, 249; Brussels conference of 
1890, called to regulate, 230; 
under international action, 192 

Slavery appalling in German East 
Africa and Cameroons, 252-253 

domestic, in German East Africa, 
250-251 

Erzberger's statement on 250 
gradually abolished in Zanzibar, 

250 
native rules governing, 249' 
outlines of Mohammedan prin

ciples concerning, 249·, 250 
prohibitions of law of 1901 con

cerning, 250 
Reichstag resolution to abolish, 

virtually ignored, 250-251 
Slaves, domestic, children born of, 

after 1905, to be free, 250 
in Tabora, 250 

Sleeping sickness, cause of, discov
ered in 1903, 243; central and 
national bureaus established for 
tabulation of material concern
ing, 246; Conference of 1907, 
245; of 1907, Fitzmaurice's pro
posals to, 245-246; control of, 
243-248; epidemic in Uganda in 
1901, 243; local cooperation for 
prevention of, 246; natives suf
fering from, quarantined by 
British and Germans, 247; plan 
of bureaus to disseminate mate
rial on, wrecked, 247; report of 
1914 on, .243-245; theories con
cerning,.242; two types of, 244; 
under international action, 192, 
242-248 

Smuggling, uniform rule necessary 
to prevent, 229 

Smuts, ,General,. quoted, on mili
tarization in Africa, and non
return of colonies to Germany, 
275, 276 

Solf suggests reapportionment of 
Africa, 274 

views of, on militarization, 273-
274 

Somaliland, French, native recruit
ment from, 273 11 

South Africa, trade of, with Belgian 
Congo in 1911-12, 200 u 

Spanton, Rev. E. F., quoted, on na
tive attitude on return of Ger-. 
man East Africa to Germany, 
267 11 

T 
Tabora, slaves in, 250 
Tariff, independent, established for 

French Equatorial Africa, 197 
policies outside Conventional 

Basin,201-202 
Tender, public, rigid system of, im

practicable, 218 
Tenders, public, quotation from 

Cromer on, 218 
Tendo Lagoon, 209 11

; River, 209· 
Territory, possible future readjust

ments of, in Africa, 266 
pre-war conditions governing re

adjustments of, in Conventional 
Basin,267" 

Tirailleurs, 272, 273" 
Trade and the flag, 213-214 

colonial, tends to center III 
Mother Country, 213-214 

foreign,regulation of, 195-205 
freedom of, 194,195-196 
of Congo Free State centered in 

Belgium, 198 
personal and national factors in, 

214-215 
system of, in Independent State, 

quotation from Lansdowne on, 
1991< 

Transit dues, 211-212, 216 8 

Transportation, factor of, 214 
Transvaal, transit dues to and from, 

211 
Treaties, Aliglo-Portuguese, of 1890 

and 1891, 208 8 

between colonizing Powers, 191, 
195-220 

navigation, between Argentina 
and Great Britain, France and 
the United States, 206· 

Treaty, Anglo-French, of 1889, 
209 "; of 1898, 209 

Anglo-German of 1913, 209 JI 

Anglo-Liberian of 1913, 209" 
(1875), between Portugal and 

Transvaal, 211 
Franco-German, December 24, 

1885, 209 18
; Morocco of 1911, 

217; November 4,1911, on terri
torial readjustments in Con
ventional Basin, 267" 
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Treaty, Franco-Liberian, December 
8, 1892, 209 u 

of Parie, 206 I 
of Vienna, 206 I 

Troope, Afncan, losses of, 273" 
combatant and non-combatant, 

recruited in Africa during war, 
272-273 

native, before the war, 269-270; 
in Africa, 270-272 

Trllpano.oma Ilambieme, 244 
1'hodelliense, 244 

Trypanosomes, 242, 243 
Tsetse By, 242, 243, 244 
Tunis, native recruitment from, 

273" 
Tusks; Bee Elephant. 

u 
United States, attitude of, towards 

Berlin Conference, 264" 
declines German request to secure 

neutralization of Conventional 
Basin, 263--265 

8UPPOrts reforme in Belgian 
Congo,l99 

Uruguay, treaties concerning navi
gation on, 206 I 

V 

Vandervelde, Emile, cited, on re
forms effected in Belgian Congo, 
199 

Vienna Congress, 206 

War, lessons of, 270-273 
West African Frontier Force, 269 
Williams, Robert, concesslOn to, 

for construction of railroad, 219 
Wingate, Sir Reginald, "Memoran

dum on the Sudan, 1914," 
236 

Works, public, colonial authorities 
must be free to choose best 
mode of execution of, and must 
control, 217 

Z 

Zambezi, freedom of navigation on, 
207-208 

Zanzibar, slavery gradually abol
isheQ in, 250 

Zones in which wild animals were 
to be protected, 239-240 

PART IV: EGYPTIAN PROBLEMS 

A 

Abba. Hilmi deposed, 372; financial 
ineptitude of, 341·; rebuked 
for unadvised dismissal of 
Prime Minister, 336 

Aboukir Bay, destruction of French 
fleet at, 290 

AbYl!llinia, Bome Italians desire con
trol of,398 

Act of Ceesion, Italo-Egyptian .. of 
1897 of lort of Ka88ala, 396 

Adamovitch, Alexander, arrested on 
application of Rusaian Coneul, 
360 . 

Aden, provisioning of, requires poe
seMion of Britien Somaliland, 
398 

Administration, criticism 01 whole 
system of, 341 • 

A,lmlDistrative independence from 
Turkey eeeured by Powera in 
1841, 343 

"Advice," meaning of, in relations 
of British with Egyptisn Gov
ernment, 335-336 

Adviser, British financial, 337 
Advisers, British, placed in chief 

Egyptian departments, 337 
Agreement, Anglo-French, of 1904, 

question of possible modifica
tion' of, 388-389; of 1919, 
390" 

Anglo-Italian, of 1912, on reforms 
in Egypt, 379 . 

Turco-Egyptian, of 1890, 368· 
Ahmed Fuad Pasha, Sultan, became 

king March 16~)922, 409; suc
ceeds Hussein Aamel, 372· 

Abba, question of Gulf of, 390-
391 

Alexandria, fortifications at, reduced 
by British fleet, 301 

municipality oi, 334 
outbreak at, in 1882, 300 
port of, under mixed control, 296 
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AlIenby, Lord, addressed communi
cation to Sultan on Anglo
Egyptian relations,' December 
3,1921; 408 

High Commissioner of Egypt 
since 1919, 373' 

sent to Egypt, 402 
Allied and Associated Powers, 

ethnic and political factions 
from, not heard by Peace Con
ference, 402 

Anglo-Egyptian Oilfields, Ltd., 322-
323; interest of Egyptian Gov
ernment in, 323-324 

Sudan, 344-347 
Treaty of 1899, 345 
-French condominium, 298 
difficulties settled after establish-

ment of Entente Cordiale, 344 
Dual Control of 1879 abandoned, 

304 
Treaty of 1904, on equal com

mercial rights! 388; with an
nexed Khedivlal Decree, 366" 

Annexation of Egypt, British Gov
ernment deliberately avoids, 
372· 

Arabi, Colonel Ahmed, virtual ruler 
of Egypt, 299 

Arabist army shattered at Tel-el
Kebir,302-303 

rebellion, 299-302, 330 
Arizona, Egyptian type of cotton 

produced in, 321 •• 
Armed intervention in Egypt, ques

tion of, 300-302 
Army, Egyptian, 353; British offi

cials serve in, 340"; composi
tion of, in 1913, 353"· consti
tutiOll.of, in 1916, 340 "j Sirdar 
of, British, 340'"j theoretically 
part of Ottoman Army, 350 

mutiny of, in Egypt, 299 -
right to detennine size of, gained 
. by Ismail Pasha, but withdrawn 
by Porte, 352 J.I 

Arrest and search, evils of immunity 
from, 361 j method of, 358-359 

Assize Court (Greek), in Egypt, 
360" 

Atbara River with reference to Ital
ian colonial claiIns, 396 

Austria-Hungary, Egyptian action 
against, at outbreak of war, 371 

Egyptian imports from, in 1912-
13,389 48 

Authoritative advice, 336-338; char
acter of, varied tinder successive 
Agents and Consuls-Generals, 
338; not meddlesome in char
acter, 337 

Autonomy, Egyptian, few traces of 
thought of, in 1909, 305; goal 
according to Lord Cromer, 
383"; hindered by diminution 
of British guidance, 338 If; ren
dered impossible by Capitula
tions, 364, 370 

Firmans of Investiture might en
croach on Egyptian, 352 

increased Egyptian, regarding 
Turkey,350 . 

restrictions on Egyptian, 348-370 
sense in which E~pt may enjoy, 

according to Lord Cromer, 
382" 

B 

Bagdad Railway settlement of 1913-
14, abortive, permitted increase 
of Turkish customs, 368" 

Balkan Wars of 1912-13, Egypt 
maintains neutrality in, 350 

Baring, Captain Evelyn, appointed 
Commissioner by British bond
holders, 295 

Bear Island, attribution of, to Nor
way apparent exception to 
functions -of Peace Conference, 
401" . 

Bismarck desired freedom from for
eign complications to complete 
German unification, 302 

quoted, on German indifference 
towards suppression of Arabist 
rebellion, 302; on importance to 
Britain of Egypt and Suez 

. Canal, 291-292 
Borku, Italians desire transfer of, 

from France, 394 
Boundary; British Uganda-Sudan, 

rectification of, proposed, 391 
problems in 1914 concerning 

Egypt and Sudan 390-391 
British Agent and Consul-General, 

dual status of, 335 
Agent in Egypt, authority of, 334-

336 
and French officials given super

vision over administrative ma
chinery' in Egypt, 298 
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British Government, official state
ment of, on Capitulations in 
Egypt, 371) ; real power be
hind throne, 335; regard them
selves sa trustees of Egypt, 
373 

Occupation of Egypt, 1882, 302-
306 

policy in Egypt defined by Gorst, 
306 

Protectorate, 371-378; significance 
of,373-374 

staff kept to minimum by Cromer, 
341 

subjects employed by Egyptian 
Government where technical 
skill necessary, 338 

War Trade Board, rulings of, on 
export of Egyptian cotton, 
321 ,. 

Brown, P. M., quoted, on Turkish 
limitations in changing customs 
tariffs, 367 . 

Brunyate, Sir William, memoran
dum of,361-

C 

Caisse de 111. Dette, expenses of 
(1913-22), 367· 

Caliph, appointment of Grand Cadi 
by, 354 

spiritual head of orthodox Ldam, 
354 

Cupital abundant at moderate rates 
for private enterprise in Egypt, 
312 

investeo in E~pt largely British 
and French, 312-313 

CapitlllutioJl8, 339 II 
Rritish desire to avoid, in Sudan, 

345; government preparing to 
abolish, 379 

COmmiSl!IOn for etudy of reforms 
required by abolition of, 379-
380 

ElO'ptian, validity of, under Pro
tectorate, 378-380 

foreip:ners free from arrest by 
local authorities under, 357; 
only subject to laws of own 
land under, 359 

governments enjoying benefits of, 
356-

in Egypt, 355-356 

Capitulations official statement of 
British Government on, in 
Egypt, 379 

post-war problem of, 378-383 . 
render difficult introduction of re-

forms,364 . 
rights to, in Egy,pt, renounced by 

Portugal, 385 
solution of, proposed by Milner 

CommissIOn, 384-385 
Cave, Stephen, quoted, on financial 

condition of Egypt, 292', 293 
Censorship necessary in Egypt dur

ing war, 399 
Census of Egypt for 1882, 1897, 1907, 

1917,308 
Ceylon, Egypt cannot become a sec

ond, 381, 382" 
Chad, Lake, Italians desire Libyan 

hinterland extended to, 394 
Chamber of Notables 330 
China, economic freedom of, should 

not be restricted in interests of 
foreign commerce, 390 

Christians, Arabist rebels hope to 
expel,300 

Cigarette industry, 314-316 
Cigarettes, decline of shipments of, 

to Germany, 316 
Egyptian, made from imported 

leaf, 314-315; manufactured in 
United States, 316 

exports of Egyptian, adversely af
fected by foreign government 
monopolies and import duties, 
316 

Civilization, Western, roots of, 289-
290 

Civil Service, Egyptian, Europeans 
must continue in, 383 

Clarendon, Earl of, quoted, on Brit
ish attitude towards territorial. 
aggrandizement, 290' 

Clemenceau demands that France 
reserve freedom of action in 
Europe, 301 

Code, new Egyptian Penal, drafted 
by Commission of 1917, 380 II 

Codes, Egyptian, classes of, and 
changes advocated in, 380" 

Coins, Egyptian, bear Turkish in
signia, 354; cease to bear Turk
ish insignia, 374 

Colonial ambitions, Italian, 391-393 
claims, French criticism of, 395"; 
claims, unofficial Italian, 392-398 
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Colonial ideals, quotation . f(om 
Cromer on, 340-341 

Colony, British, distinction of, from 
·Protectorate, 374 

Colvin, Sir A., quoted, on nature of 
Arabist rebellion, 299 

Commerce, British, proportional de
crease of, 386-387 

Commission of Commerce and In
dustry, 328" 

of the Debt 366-367 
of the Public Debt instituted by 

Khedive, 295 
Concert of Europe established 

Turco-Egyptian relations, 375; 
fixes amount of Egyptian 
tribute, 376; supervision of, 
over Egypt, 349-350 

Conference, International, at Con
stantinople, shirks ~uppreBBion 
of Arabist rebellion, 301-302 

Congo, . delimitation of Sudanese 
boundary of, postponed, 391 

Constitutional development, 332-
334 

Constitution, Egyptian, signed April 
19, 1923, 409 

Consular Courts, 361 
jurisdiction, 359-360; Cromer ob

jects to transfer of, to Mixed 
Tribunals, 383 .; evils of system 
of, 361; results of system of, 
36~1 

Consuls, European, received exequa,
turll from Constantinople, 354 

functions of, in· arrests of fellow 
nationals, 358-359 

Convention, Aerial Navigation, ap
parent exception to functions of 
Peace Conference, 401· 

Conventions, African, apparent ex
ceptions to functions of Peace 
Conference, 401 • 

right to conclude commercial, 
gained by Ismail Pasha, 352" 

Copper in Arabian Desert, 313 
in Sinai Peninsula, 313 

Cosmopolitanism, necessity of, in 
Egyptian future, 381, 382" 

Cotton, .4Iomparison of prices of 
American and Egyptian, 319-320 

crop, 1917-18, bought by Egyptian 
and British Governments, 
321" 

. difficulty of marketing, owing to 
submarine campaign, 321 

Cotton, dominant position of, 316-
319 • 

Egyptian, exported to Germany in 
1913, 389"; German dependence 
on, 320"; needed by Germany, 
389; type of, 319-320; type 
of, produced in Arizona, 
321 "; type sought after, 
319 

exports of, 320" 
exports, table of, 38781. 
imported into Russia from Egypt 

in 1913, 389" 
in bales of 500 pounds, 321 " 
industry, growth of, since Ameri

can Civil War, 319 
Kassala region well adapted for, 

396 
main source of riches of Egypt, 

318 
more profitable to raise than to 

spin, in li:gypt, 328 
raw, exported from Egypt, 317 
rulings of British War Trade 

Board on, 321 .. 
Russian crop, 389" 
seed, exports of, from Egypt, 

387 11 

spinning, 314 
supply of West Indian and Sea 

Island long-stapie, smail, 
319 

supremacy of England in manu
factureof, 387 

textiles Egypt's chief import, 387-
388 . 

tissues, value of importations of, 
into Egypt in 1913, 388 

value and prices of, 320" •• 
Court of appeal begins to function 

in 1876,362 
Courts, Consular, Cromer insisted 

on abolition of jurisdiction of, 
382"; in Egypt, jurisdiction of, 
in report of Commission in 1917, 
380" 

Egyptian, composition of. and 
changes advocated in, 380 II 

native, foreigners in Egypt must 
be protected against possible in
justice in, 382 

three, of first instance, begin to 
function in 1876, 362 

Credit Foncier; see Suez Canal. 
Crimean War, Egyptian contingents 

in, 350 
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Cromer, cited, on autonomy made 
imp088ible by Capitulations, 
364 

comment of, on Nubar Pasha's 
statement that Egypt was not a 
real government, 348· 

kept British stall down to mini
mum,341 

on transfer to Great Britain of 
collective legislative functions 
of Powers in Egypt and creation 
of European legislature, 382" 

proposals of, in 1904-05 361" 
quoted, on arrest of Adamovitch, 

360-361; on Egyptian autono
my, cosmopolitanism, and na
tionalism, 382"; on Egyptian 
debt, 294 .... ; on Egyptian 
tribute, 353 II; on employment 
of natives, 341"; on English 
Colonial ideals, 340-341; on ill 
ellects of diminishing British 
~dance in Egypt, 338"; on 
mternationalism in E gyp t , 
383 .; on trial of Europeans in 
Egypt, 382· 

Crops, Egyptian, increased by irri
gation,308 

Cuba and Egypt, similarity of eco
nomic situation between, 316-
317 

export of sugar from, 317 
financial control of, by United 

States 294-295 
Customs duties, increase of Turkish, 

368· • 
Egyptian, treaty stipulations on, 

367-370 
Turco-Egyptian treaty restrictions 

on changing, 367-368 
Cyrenaica held by Senussi against 

Italians, 395 II 
Italian desire for hinterland for, 

393 

D 

Darfur, administration of, conferred 
on Mehemet Ali, 343" 

Anglo-French question of fron
tier of, 390 

Dar Ma88alit attached to Darfur, 
390-

Tama attached to Wadai, 390" 
Debt

j 
after pa_ge of Law of Liqui

dation, 298 

Debt, Commission of the, 366-367 
Ergyptian, 292, 293-295; quotations 

from Cromer on, 294 U u; re
duction of interest on, 295-296 

National, Arabist rebels hope to 
cancel, 300 

public; reduced £10,000,000 since 
1880, 311-312 

state of, 1913, 313" 
Declaration, Anglo-French of 1904, 

on appointment of foreign offi
cials in Egyptian service, 383"; 
on reforms in Egypt and Mo
rocco, 379" 

(British) of April 8, 1904, on po
litical status of Egypt, and 
French reply 344 

Declarations of 1904 regarding 
status of Great Britain in· 
Egypt, 343-344 

Delta (Lower Egypt), 307 
Departments, governmental, 329 
Derby, Lord, refused to accept re-

sponsibility for Egyptian ap
pointees, 296-297 

Deserts, Egyptian, 307" 
Development, handicaps to, in 

Egypt, 326-328 
Diplomacy, legislation by, 363-366 
Dispatch of December, 1919; on 

Anglo-Egyptian relations, 372-
373 

Dive-keepers protected by Capitu
lations, 361 

Domiciliar visits, 358-359 
Draft Convention handed by Cur

zon to Egyptian Delegation, 
November 10, 1921, 408 

Druggists, control over, nullified by 
Capitulations, 361 

Dullerin's Mission, 330 

E 

Economic systems, British and 
Egyptian largely complemen
tary 387 

ties ciose between Britain and 
Egypt, 385 ~ 

Education, administrative posts in 
E~t, necessity of, ior higher, 
340 

problems of, in Egypt, 327 
techni~1.. increasing expenditure 

on, In .t;gypt, 328 
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Educational estimates for 1915-19, 
327" . 

policy, in Egypt, 327" 
Egypt, administration of, left pre

dominantly in Egyptian hands, 
337 

allowed right to conclude non
political treaties, 350 

and Cuba, similarity of economic 
situation between, 316-317; and 
Europe, 290-292; and Great 
Britain, 289, 306 

Anglo-French Declaration of 1904 
on reforms in, and Morocco, 
379· 

area of,307 
attitude of, towards two groups of 

belligerents, 399 
at war with Turkey after procla

mation of Protectorate, 399 
average total of imports and ex

ports of, 309-310 
boundary problems in ~914 con

cerning, and Sudan, 390-391 
bound by Turkish treaties in 

changing customs tariffs, 367, 
368 

Britain refuses to assume control 
over, 290; alive to strategic po
sition of, 290 

British control in, 334-341 
comparison of foreign commerce 

of, with Cuba and Middle Af
rica, 310 

crops of, increased by irrigation; 
308 

density of population in, 308-309 
development of, 1882-1914, 306-

328 
difficulty of, to meet liabilities in 

1877-78, 296 
during and after the war, 399-409 
economic freedom of, should not 

be restricted in interests of for
eign commerce, 390 

financial condition of, investi
gated· by Commission of ex
perts, 297-298; quotation from 
Stephen Cave on, 292·, 293 

foreigners in, pay customs duties 
and .taxes on houses and land, 
356 

government of, 329-347 
importations of, from Turkey, 

Austria-Hungary, and Germany 
in 1912-13, 389" 

Egypt, international status of. 350; 
at outbreak of war, 371-372 

legal status of. 34S-349 
local self-government in, 334 
Lower, 307 
Malthusian Law still true for, 

326 
not subject for consideration by 

Peace Conference, 401-402 
practical importance· of, 289 
present status of, 407-409 
public debt charges and total rev

enue, 310" 
represented by Turkey with but 

one exception, 350 
Senussi friendly to] till 1915, 395" 
special position ot Great Britain 

in, recognized by Peace Trea
ties,384 

treaty proposed to give Great 
Britain influence over foreigners 
in, and foreign relations of, 384-
385 

Upper, 307 
urgent need for reorganization of, 

304-305 
within range of international poli

tics in 1798, 290 
Egyptian army, 353 

Civil Service, British officials in 
(1896,1906),339; Egyptians and 
foreigners employed in, 339 .... 

Constitution signed April 19, 
1923, 409 

credit enhanced by British Occu
pation, 312 

Government handicapped by in
ability to broaden scope of tax
ation, 356; internal system of, 
329-334 

higher classes, discontent of, 339-
400 

ports, British shipping in, in 1913, 
385 

problems: historical and economic 
background, 289-328 

questions at Peace Conference, 
371-398 

relations with Porte, 346-355 
Egyptians Sultan's legal subjects, 

353 
Emeralds in Arabian Desert, 313 
Entente, Anglo-Italian, of 1916, on 

Capitulations and Mixed Tri
bunals, 379 II 

Cordiale, establishment of, 344 
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Environment, geographical, domi
Dance of, in Nile Valley, 306 

Eritrea, Italian colonial party de
eire extell8ion of boundaries of, 
395-396 

European control over backward 
countries, 295 

Europeane employed by Mehemet 
Ali and his successors, 339-340 

employment of, not due to Occu
pation,339 

Evacuation, postponement of, 343 
provided for in Anglo-Turkish 

Treaties of 1885 and 1887, 342, 
343 

Expenditures, Egyptian, British and 
French Controllers-General ap
pointed to supervisel 295-296 

ExportB, percentage of, In 1913, be
tween Egypt and United King
dom, 385-386 

value of Egyptian, 1917, 317 

F 
Factioll8, ethnic and political, from 

Allied and Associated Powers 
not heard by Peace Conference, 
402 

Fakhry Pasha, appointment of, as 
Prime Minister, uD88nctioned 
by British Government, 336 

Favored-Dation clauses, 353; give 
all Western foreigners Capitula
tion privileges, 355-356 ; re
guired low import duty into 
Egypt, 367-368 

Fayoum District, 3CY1 
/i'eUah, condition of, 325, 326-328 
Fellahin join Arabist rebellion, 300 

re8.f!OD8 for dissatisfaction among, 
400-401 

Finances, Egyptian, fresh crisis in, 
297; table of, 3ll-

radical improvement in, 310-313 
BOund, towards 1900, 311 

Firmane of 1841 regarding Turco
Egyptian relatione, 343·, 349 

of 1867. 1873, 350 
of investiture cOI¥!titute agree

menta between Turkey and 
Powers, 351; might encroach on 

. Egyptian autonomy, 352 
"Five Feddan Law," 326 
Flag, Egyptian, displaces Turkish in 

Egypt, 374 

Flag, Turkish, over Egypt, 354 
Flags, British and Egyptian, used 

together in Sudan, 345 
Foodstuffs, importation of, 318 
Foreigners imprisoned in 1912-13 by 

their Consuls, 360 II 
in Egypt, must be tried before 

Europeans according to Cromer, 
382 "; need of protecting, 
against possible injustice of na
tive courts, 382; protection of, 
in report of Commission of 
1917, 380" 

numbers and rights of, in Egypt, 
382-383 

places of imprisonment of, 1912-
13,360· 

France induces Turkey to withhold 
signature of Anglo - Turkish 
Treaty of 1887, 342 

occupation of Tunis by, causes 
resentment in Egypt, 300 . 

seeks to hamper British action in 
Egypt till 19M, 343-344 

Freedom, economic, not to be re
stricted in interesta of foreign 
commerce, 390 

French Treaty of 1740, quoted, on 
fundamental principle of in
violability of domicile, 358 

Freycinet favored action by Euro
pean Concert, 301 

Fuad, King, signed Egyptian Con
stitution April 19, 1923, 409 

Fuel, liquid, use of, by Egyptian 
public utilities companies, 323 

G 

Gambetta urged Anglo-French oc
cupation for Egypt, 301 

Gambling dene protected by Capit
ulations, 361 

Garstin, Sir William, report of, on 
Basin of Upper Nile, 307-

Gemsa, oil found at, 322. 
General Assembly and Legislative 

Council, 329-331 
Assembly composition of, 331 

Germany, Egyptian action against, 
at outbreak of war, 371 

Egyptian imports from, in 1912-
13,389-

indifferent to lIuppression ofAra
bist rebellion, 302 

needs Egyptian O9tton, 389 
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Gladstone averse to use of force, 
300-301 ' 

Gold in Arabian Desert, 313 
Gorst, Sir Eldon, defines British 

policy in Egypt, 305 
on development of local institu

tions,357· 
quoted, on gaining assent of Sig

natory Powers to alteration in 
Mixed Codes, 364; on political 
consciousness in Egypt, 333 

views of, on legislative reforms 
needed in Egypt, 383· 

Government, Eastern world de
manding more popular, 332-333 

Grain, Egyptian Government adopts 
measures to increase output of, 
321 ,. 

Grand Cadi, 354-355; head of re-
ligious courts, 354 . 

Mufti, close relations of Caliph 
with,354 . 

Granville, Lord, objection of, to all 
modes of intervention, 301 

quoted, on advisory functions of 
British Government in Egypt, 
335, 336; on difference between 
Arrangements of 1876 and Dual 
Control of 1879, 298" 

Great Britain assumed task of re
form in Egypt, 304 

in control of Egypt against own 
volition, 303 

not prepared to sever ties binding 
Egypt to Turkey, 344 

predominant trade of, with Egypt, 
385 

special position of, in Egypt, rec
ognized by Peace Treaties, 384 

thwarts Turkish attempt to di
minish Egyptian territory, 352 

treaty proposed to give to, influ
ence over foreigners in, and for
eign relations of, Egypt, 384-385 

Grey, Sir E., quoted, on Egyptian 
reforms and Capitulations, 378 .. 

Guidance, British, ill effects of dimi
nution of, in Egypt, 338 u 

H 

Hedjaz, permanency of Kingdom of, 
renders change of Egyptian 
frontier unnecessary, 391 

Hinterland, Libyan, proposed boun
daries of, 394 

Hogarth, D. G., description of 
Egyptian Plain by, 307-

Hurghada, oil found at, in 1914, 322-
323 

Hussein Kamel Pasha made Sultan 
of Egypt, 372 

I 

Immunities, foreign: freedom from 
arrest, 357, 361; from taxation, 
356-357; inviolability of domi
cile, 358, 361 

Imports into Egypt, 389· 
percentage of, in 1913, between 

Egypt and United Kingdom, 
385-386 

India, British, nationalism in, tends 
to assume economic aspect, 
390 

Egypt cannot become a second, 
381,382" 

Malthusian Law still true for, 326 
Indian Constitutional Ref 0 r m B, 

3M'" 
Industrial Revolution, 385 
Industries for local needs, 314 

native, Capitulations pre v e n t 
stimulation of, by protective 
tariff,370 

time not ripe for, in Egypt, 328 
Inspectors, British, attached to Min

istries of Finance and the In
terior, 338 

Interest on debt paid from revenue 
from railways, etc., 296 

rate on Egyptian debt, 293, 310 
reduction . of, on Egyptian debt, 

295-296, 298 
International financial control, 295-

297 
restrictions, 355-370 
status of E!O'Pt at outbreak of 

war, 371-372 
Internationalism, Cromer's views on, 

in Egypt, 383·· 
Intervention, armed, in Egypt, ques

tion of, 300-302 
Intrigue, German, in Egypt, 371 
Investiture, Turkish Firman Ofl 

necessary for legal succession 01 
Khedive, 351 

Iron in Sinai Peninsula, 313 
Irrigation, 307-308 
Islam, Sacred Law of, 354 

Sultan spiritual head of, 354 
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Ismail Pasha deposed in 1879, 298; 
obtains eoncessions from Sultan 
in 1873, 352"; spendthrift ca.
reer of, 292-293, 294; swindled 
in expenditure of loans (quota.
tion from Milner), 293 11

; 

thwarted work of reform, 298 
Italian Colonial ambitions, 391-393 
Italy controls Kassala, 1894-97, 396 

declines to aid in 8Uppressing Ara.
bist rebellion, 301 

defeated by SenU88i in Cyrenaica, 
395 M 

rights of, to Oasis of Kufra recog
nized by Great Britain, 394· 

J 
Johnston, Sir B. B., Libyan hinter

land proposed by, 395" 
quoted, on stratelOc importance 

of Sheikh Said, 392· 
Juba River, Anglo-Italian quesiiOb 

of control of, 396-397 
Judges in courts of appeal and first 

instance, numbers of, 362 

K 
Kassala, demand of Italian colonial 

party for, 395-396 
Khedive, position of, in Govern

ment, 329 
right of, to bestow orders and 

make civil appointments, lim
ited,354 

BUspended payment on Treasury 
Billa in 1876, and started nego
tiations with foreign creditors, 
293 

title of, conferred on El!YPtian 
rulers by Firman of 1867, 351 

Khedivial Decree annexed to AnJlo
French Treaty (1904), 366 

Kisma:vu, Anglo-Italian status of, 
397 , 

Kitchener, LoN, quoted! on abuse 
of eonsular jurisdictIOn, 360 

strong personal government un
der, in Egypt, 338 H 

took management of Wok!. from 
Khedive, 341 • 

views of, on legislative reforms 
needed in ElO'Pt, 383· 

KordofaD, admini.,tration of, con
ff'rred on Mehemet Ali, 343· 

Kufra, Great Britain recognizes Ital
ian riihts to Oasis of, 394" 

L 

Labor, forced, abolished, 310 
Land, mortgaged or sold, Arabist 

rebels hope to regain, 300 
ownership 324-326 
small holders of, protected by 

Government, 326 
Law, international, basis of British 

Occupation of Egypt in, 342-347 
of 1911, 365 
of Liquidation promulgated in 

1880,298 
Lead in Arabian Desert, 313 
LegisIation, Capitulatory Powers 

must agree to new, 363 
collective, of Powers in Egypt 

should be transferred to Great 
Britain according to Cromer, 
382-

concerning Europeans, E gyp t 
without, 365 

Legislative Assembly established in 
1911,365; new, composition and 
duties of, 332; new, on fresh 
electoral basis, 331-332 

Council and General Assembly, 
329-331; composition of, 331 

"Legislative impotence" in Egypt, 
364 

Legislature, European, should be 
created for Europeans in Egypt 
according to Cromer, 382· 

Libya, hinterland for, 393 
Liquidation of 1880, 297-299, 310 
Liquor dealers, control over, nulli-

fied by Capitulations, 361 
Loan of 1873, yield of, to Treasury, 

293 
of 1885, 312 

Loans, Egyptian, dubious in char
acter, 293; relative prices of, 
377 

fresh, Egyptian, 312" 
right to contract foreign, gained 

by Ismail Pasha, but withdrawn 
by Porte, 352 u 

Turkish, amount of, 376; sevres 
Treaty settlement of question 
of, 377-378; time of payment all 
of, 377; unsecured, relative 
prices of, 377 
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London Agreement of 1885, 312" 
Egyptian tribute paid in, 376 

M 

McDwraith, Sir M., formulates 
document attaching Sudan 60th 
to British Empire and to 
Egypt, 345 

quoted, ;on British Protectorate 
in Egypt 374"°; on views of 
Gorst and Kitchener ·on legisla
tive reforms needed in Egypt, 
383· 

McMahon, Sir Henry, first High 
Commissioner of Egypt, 373' 

Mahdi, rebellion of, in Sudan im
perils Egypt, 304-305 

Malthus, Law of, still true for India 
and Egypt, 326 

Manganese in Sinai Peninsula, 313 
Mehemet Ali, European Powers 

force settlement on, in 1840, 
349; Firman of 1841 confers on, 
hereditary g over n men t of 
Egypt, 343-,349,350; Firmans 
of 1841 confer on, administra
tion of Nubia, Darfur.!. Kordo
fan, and Sennar, 343 

Mekhkemeh Sher'ieh, rei i g i 0 us. 
courts, 354 

Mercerizing, revival of, 319 
Mesopotamia, need of drastic re

generation of, 289 
practical importance of, 289 

Military constraint necessary in 
Egypt during war, 399 

Milner Commission, 403-404; con
clusions of, 346-347; quoted in 
full, 404-406; solution of Capit
ulation problem proposed by, 
384-385 

Lord, quotation from closing ad
dress of, to Egyptian delega
tion, 407-408; quoted, on Egypt, 
307 .. ; on open door, 388; on 
swindling of Ismail Pasha, 
293" 

-Zaghlul Agreement, 406; Egyp
tian reception of, 407 

Mineral resources and industry, 313-
314; location of, shown on Map 
opposite p. 314. 

Minister of War, dismissal of, in 
1881, 299 . 

Ministers, Egyptian, British Gov
ernment to be consulted in 
change of, 336 

position of, in Government, 329 
Misgovernment, Arabist rebellion 

revolt against, 300 
fellah freed from, 326 
revolt against, 299-300 

Mixed Codes, 363; alteration in, 
quotation from Gorst on, 364 

Courts, 293; and the United 
States, 363 .. ; Great Britain, 
France, and Italy have four rep
resentatives on the, 363" 

Tribunals, 361-363; criminal, civil 
and commercial jurisdiction of, 
363; Cromer objects to trans
fer of consular jurisdiction to, 
383·, to be. transformed in 
Egypt, 379" 

Mohammedans under jUTisdiction 
of religious courts, 354 

Morley, Lord, statement of, on 
Gladstone and his Cabinet, 303 

Morocco, Anglo-French Declaration 
of 1904 on reforms in, and 
Egypt, 379" 

N 

Napoleon I, plans of, against Brit
ish .Empire, frustrated by Nel
son, 290 

suggestion of, to partition North 
Africa, 291 

Napoleon's Egyptian expedition, in
structions for, 290 

Nationalism, Egyptian, 333' 
in the East, 390 
narrow, impossible for Egypt ac

cording to Cromer, 382" 
Nationalists, delegation of, British 

Government declines to re
ceive, at London, 402 

Egyptian, erroneous conception of 
Peace Conference by, 401 

Nelson's destruction of French fleet 
at Aboukir Bay, 290 

Nile country, 306-307 
imperative need of Egypt for, 

346; of Sudan for, 346-347 
synonymous with Egypt, 306 

Non-belligerents, claims of, outside 
compctence of Peace Confer
ence,402 
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X orth ACric",/ general partition of, 
8UggesteQ by Napoleon III, 291 

American control over backward 
countries, 295 

Nubar Pasha, cited, on Anglo-Turk
ish Treaty of 1885,343 

scheme of, for Mixed Tribunals, 
361 .. ; Bee Cromer'. comment, 
etc, 

Nubia, administration of, conferred 
on Mehemet Ali, 343" 

o 
Occupation, Army of, size and cost 

of, 306 
b8l!is of, in International Law, 

342-347 
British, Egyptian reforms deJlen

dent on, 378"; in Egypt, legal 
basis of, 342; intention of termi
nating, when conditions in 
ElO'Pt permitted, 335 

of Egypt, duration of, 304-306 
negatively recognized in 1904 by 

RU88ia, Italy, Germany, and 
AUBtria-Hungary, 344 

summary of history of, 305· 
Officials, British, number of, in 

Egypt, 339 . 
Egyptian, evils of rights of Treaty 

Powel'll to appoint, 383{' propor
tions and salaries 0 native, 
British, and other, in 1920,340" 

Oil, 321-324 
annual consumption of, in Egypt, 

324 
facilities for Btoring, in Egyptian 

ports, 324· 
OmdehB, unscrupulous conduct of, 

400-401 
Open door, 385-390; principle of, 

scrupulolIsly regarded by Brit
ish Empire under control of 
London Parliament, 388 

Opiat.es, vendel'll of, protected by 
Capitulations, 361 

Organic Law of 1883, 334 u ; of 1913, 
331 . 

Outbreak, Egyptian, of March, 1919, 
402-403 

p 
Palmeraton, Lord, quoted, on Brit

ish views aglWlBt attachment of 
Egypt, 291; on loans to foreign 
governments, 296" 

Peace Conference, Egyptian ques
tions at the, 371-398; purpose 
and competence of, 401-402 

Persian Gulf, 289 
Petroleum, existence of, along west

ern coast of Suez Canal, 
321 

in Arabian Desert, 313, 314 
in Egyptian deserts, 307" 
refining of, 314 

Phosphates in Arabian Desert, 313" 
314 

in Sinai Peninsula, 313 
Policemen, number of, in all Egypt, 

340" 
Population, density of, 308-309 
. foreign, of Egypt, in 1907,381" 
increase in, 308-309 
rapid increase of, handicap to de

velopment, 326 
Portugal renounces Capitulation' 

rights in Egypt, 385· 
Potash in Egyptian deserts, 307" 
Powers, Egypt victim of rivalries of, 

364 
should transfer collective legisla

tive functions in Egypt to 
Great Britain, ri.ccording to 
Cromer, 382" 

Primogeniture adopted as law of 
succession in Egypt, 352" 

Egyptian succession to throne ac
cording to 372' 

Privileged Debt, interest rate on, 
reduced, 312 

"Profligate debt," a fearful burden 
on peasantry, 292-293 

Protectorate, British, declaration of, 
372; demand of Egyptian Leg
islative Assembly for formal 
abolition of, 407; distinction of, 
from Colony, 374; in Egypt not 
avowed but effective, 342; in
ternational recognition of, 374-
375; legal effect of declaration 
of, 374; proclamation of, severs 
Egypt from Turkey, 401; recog
nized by Versailles, St.-Ger
main, Trianon, and Sevres 
Treaties, 375"; termination of, 
proclaimed at Cairo, March 16, 
1922, 409 i validity of Capitula
tions under, 378-380 

foreign affairs of, under Prot.ecting 
State, 373 . 

Provincial Councils, 331 
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R 

Railroad system, Egyptian, 311 
Railways under mixed control, 296 
Red Sea, 290 
Reforms, difficulty of executing, be

cause of Capitulations, 364 
Egyptian, dependent on British 

Occupation, 378 1
.; general prin

ciples of, 381-384 
Revenue, expansion of, due to eco

nomIC growth, 310 
Revenues, Egyptian, British and 

French Controllers-General' ap
pointed to supervise, 295-
296 

Rosebery, Lord, quoted .... on require
ment of consulting .tIritish Gov
ernment in change of Egyptian 
Ministers, 336 

Rushdi Pasha, British Government 
declines to receive at London, 
402 

Russia does not produce 10ng-stapJe 
cotton, 389 

induces Turkey to withhold signa
ture to Anglo-Turkish Treaty 
of 1887, 342 

Russo-Turkish War, 296; Egyptian 
contingents in, 350 

s 

Sevres Treat.y recognizes Great 
Britain's special position in 
Egypt, 384 .. ; settlement of 
questions of Egyptian tribute 
and Turkish loans by, 377-378 

Seymour, Sir G. H., quoted, on Rus
sian attitude to British occupa
tion of Egypt, 290 a 

Shariyeh, 339 18 

Sheikh Said, strategic importance 
of 392" 

Sheiks: Council of Village, 330 
Shell Group, 322, 323 n 
Shipping of all nationalities in 

Egyptian ports in 1913, 385" 
shortage of, during war, 321 

Sidi Ahmed, Senussi leader, 395" 
Sidky Pasha, 328" 
Signatory Powers entitled to repre

sentation in courts of appeal 
and first instance, 362 

Sinai Peninsula, estimated popula
tion of, 313 

Sirdar British subject, 340 aa 
Smugglers protected by Capitula

tions, 361 
Somaliland, British, some Italians 

desire cession of, 397, 398 
French, some Italians desire ces

sion of, 397, 398 
Italian, Italian desire for better 

access to, 397 
Spitzbergen, attribution of, to Nor

way apparent exception to func-
Sacred Law of Islam, 354 tions of Peace Conference, 
Salisbu~1 Lord, accepts McIl- 401 a 

wraitn's scheme attaching Su- St.-Germain T rea t y recognizes 
dan both to British Empire and Great Britain's special position 
to Egypt, 345 ' , in Egypt, 384 ao 

quoted, on Capitulations system, Submarine base,. Gulf of Akaba as 
364-365 possible, 391 

statement of, that England could campaign, 321 
not abandon Egypt, 304 Succession, Egyptian, law of, 372' 

supported French policy of pres- in Egypt, Moha=edan law. of, 
sure, 297 superseded by primogeniture, 

Schools in Egypt, 327 . 352 18 

Search and arrest"evils of immunity Sudan, and Egypt, some political 
from, 358-359, 361; method of, nexus desirable between, 
358-359 347 

Self-government, Egyptian, pre- Anglo-Egyptian, 344-347; impos-
pared for by British officjalS, sible to define exact, status of, 
305-306, 345-346; Italian .colonial desire 

training for future, 333-334 for modification' of . boundaries 
Sennar, administration of, conferred of, 395-396 

on Mehemet Ali, 343" attached jointly to Britain and 
Sf'nussi, Libya center. of, 395 Egypt., 345 
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Sudan, British and Egyptian used 
together in, 34.5 

espable of, and entitled to, inde
pendenl development, 347 

Central, extension of French in, 
opposed by Sidi Ahm~ 395· 

coa of reconquest of, 34& 
divided ethnically between Arabs 

and Negroids, 346 
Egyptian Government should be 

relieved of financial responsibil
ity for, 347 

freed from Dervish barbarism, 34& 
future lltatus of, had to be de-

termined, 344-:34.5. . . 
Mahdi'. rebellIon m, Imperils 

MEgypilner t,Co304-3l!5·, cl· mll1lll81on 8 con U8lon 
on, 346-347 

question of boundaries of, with 
British Ugande and Congo, 391 

reconquest of, strengthens British 
poIIition in Egypt, 34&, 346 

8Upreme militBry and civil com
mand in, entrusted to Governor 
General, 34.5 

Sudanese, approval of British gov
ernment of Sudan by, 346 

SUeB Canai
l 

289; anticipated pros
perity rom, did not accrue to 
Egypt, 292; becomes property 
of Egypt in 1969, 292'; British 
v_Is predominate on, 385; 
Egypt derives no income from, 
at present time, 292'; French 
refuse exPedition for protection 
of, 301; Khedive's shares in, sold 
in 1875, 292', 304; necessity of 
protectmg, in Araoist rebellion, 
300; negotiations of 1910 con
cerning, abortive, 292'; not al
lowed by Britain to come under 
eontrol of any Great Power, 
291; opening of, makes outside 
interference in Egypt impera
tive, 292; eafety of, imperiled 
by anarcny in Egypt, 3()3..304; 
the fifteen per cent net yrofits 
of, disposed of to Credit Foncier 
in 1880, 292'; Turkey plana op
erations against, 372 

Isthmus, 290 
oil refinery at, 322, 323 

Sugar cane, export of, in kImtare, 
31S - ; production of, in tons, 
31S-

Sugar eane, crushing and refining 
of, 314 

exported from Cuba, 317; from 
Egypt, 317 

output in sacks of 100 kilos, 318· 
production declining in Egypt, 318 

Sulphur in Arabian Desert, 313 
Suzerainty, Turkish, 349-350; effect 

on Egypt of mere abolition of, 
372"; forms of, 353-3M 

T 
Tank ears, Egyptian, property of 

State Railways, 324 
T~, attempt to frame new .Egyp

tllln, 368 
autonomy, 389-390 
protective, Capitulations prevent 

stimulation of native industries 
by, 370 

restrictions, 367-370 
Taxation, fellah freed from onerous 

and uncertain, 326 
freedom from, in Egypt, 356-357 

Taxes levied on Egyptians by Sul
tan, 354 

reduced, 310 
Telegraphs under mixed control, 296 
Tel-el-Kebir, Arabist army shat

tered at, 302-303 
Territorial changes, p088ible, 390-393 
Territory, Egyptian, T u r key 

attempts to diminish in 1892, 
352 

Tewfik 8Ucceeds Ismail, 298 
Tibesti, Italians desire transfer of, 

from France, 394 
Tobacco ... cultivation of, forbidden 

in .r,gypt by decrees of 1890, 
1892, 315 

duties, part of Egyptian custOlD8 
revenue derived from, 315 

special Egyptian duty on, till 
1914 370" 

Trade, Egypt's foreign, 321"; ex
panaion of 309-310 

percentage ot. with United King
dom, 1885-1909, 387· 

predominant British, with Egypt, 
not due to Occupation, 386 

statistics (Egypt and United 
Kingdom), 1910-1921, 386 

Treasury Billa; lIee Khedive. 
small yield of loan of 1873 to, 

293 
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Treaties, Anglo-Italian, of 1891 and 
1905, regarding Kismayu, 
397 " 

Franco-Turkish, of 1535 and 1740, 
355; of 1861, regarding import 
duties, 368 

Treaty,abortive Anglo-Turkish, of 
1887, providing for British 
evacuation of Egypt, 342 

Anglo-Egyptian, of 1889, on cus
toms tariffs, 369; proposed, re
garding foreigners in, and for
eign relations of, Egypt, 384-
385 

Anglo-Franco-Italian, of 1906, re
. gaming Abyssinia, 398 
Anglo-Italian, of 1891, regarding 

Kassala, 395-396 
Anglo-Turkish, of 1675, 355, 367; 

of 1885 regarding Egypt, 342, 
343 

Egypto-American, of 1885, 369" 
Franco-Egyptian, of 1902, on cus

toms tariffs, 369-370 
Greco-Turkish, of 1884, on import 

duties in Egypt, 368'" 
of 1830, between United States 

and Turkey, qUotation from, 
357 

of London, Article XIII, quoted, 
391-392 

Powers, rights of, not diminished 
" by severance of Egypt from 

Turkey, 378 
Russo-Egyptian, of 1909, on cus

toms tariffs, 370 
Turco-Venetian, of 1454,355, 367 

Trianon Treaty recognizes Great 
Britain's special position in 
Egypt, 384" 

Tribute, amounts of, 352 
Egyptian, post-war problem of, 

375-377; reasons for, 376; Sevres 
Treaty settlement of question 
of, 377-378; to Turkey fixed by 
Firman of 1841, 343", 349 

modem history of, 352 
of Egypt to Ottoman Empire, 
35~3 • 

origin of, 352 
securities, Turco-Egyptian, rela

tive prices of, 377 
Tripoli, Italian desire for hinter

land for, 393 
Tunis, French occupation of, causes 

resentment in Egypt, 300 

Turco-Greek war (1897) , Egypt 
severed diplomatic relatioDB 
"with Greece in, 350 

Turco-Italian war of 1911, Egypt 
maintains neutrality in, 350 

Turkey attempts to diminish 
Egypt's territorial limits in 
1892,352 

attitude of, in Arabist rebellion, 
301 

Egypt automatically involved in 
wars of, 350; largely indepen
dent administratively of, after 
1841, 350; severed from, by 
proclamation of Protectorate, 
401 

Egyptian imports from, in 1912-
13,389" . 

in 1885, indirectly recognizes Brit
ish Occupation of Egypt, 342 

limited by treaties in changing 
customs tariffs, 367 

pledges Egyptian tribute as secur
ity for foreign loans, 376 

represents Egypt, 350 
seeks to cause trouble in Egypt, 

371-372 
treaties guaranteeing integrity of, 

375 
Turkish Conquest of 1517, 352 

suzerainty over Egypt meant less 
under British Occupation, 351 

U 

Uganda, British, rectification of 
Sudanese boundary of, pro
posed,391 

United States representatives on 
Egyptian courts, 363 *' 

V 

Versailles Treaty on Egyptian debt. 
367 "; recognizes Great Britain's 
special position in Egypt, 384" 

W 

Wadai, AnglO-French question of 
frontier of, 390 

Italians willing to leave, to 
France, 394 
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w okl!,. irre~ularity in management 
OJ,341 

War, effect of Turkey's ent'rance 
into, 371-372 

Egypt'. international status at 
outbreak of, 371-372 

Willcocks, Sir William, quoted, on 
abuse of Capitulations, 358"; 
on Egypt, 306 

Wingate, Sir Reginald, advises re-' 
ceptlon of Egyptian National
ist Delegation at London, 402' 

second High Commil!e.ioner of 
Egypt, 373' 

Wolff, Sir H. D., quoted, on Anglo
Turkish Treaty of 1885, 342-343 

y 

Yemen, coast of, claimed by Istituto 
Orientale, 392" 

Z 

Zaghlul Pasha, deportations of, 402, 
408; release of, 403 

Zinc in Arabian Desert, 313 

PART V: 

A 

TIlE FUTURE OF MESOPOTAMIA 

C 
Aden, British Protectorate of, 420 u 
Agreement of 1914 nullified by war, 

417 
A1geciraa Act of 1906, 425 
America, difficulty of attracting 

capital from, for Meeopotamia, 
421 

Anglo-RUB8ian and -German friction 
over Persian Gulf 414 

Arabia independent of Turkey, 420" 
new, p088ibility of, 4:»-421 

Arabic civilization, Turkish Na
tionalist Movement hostile to, 
418 

Arabs bitter towards Turkish over
lords, 418 

political· outlook for 421 
predominant in southern Mesopo

tamia, 418 
welcomed British conquest, 418 

Asiatic peoples' demand for more 
. land problem of future, 420 

Allir, Principate of, 420" 

B 
Bagdad Railway, 1914 agreement 

about, 416; nullified by war, 
417 

England yrevents exterision of, 
under German control, 416 

Germany permitted to extend, to 
Basra, 416 

Brigandage, 418 
British India, force thrown from, 

into region at head of Persian 
Gulf in 1914, 413; increase of 
population in, 420 

Capital, diffieulty of attracting, 
from Europe and America for 
Mesopotamia, 421 

Capitalistic penetration must be 
rigidly supervised, 426 

Census of 1920 of Mesopotamia, 
4181 • 

Cleveland, President, quoted, on iII
success of Samoan condomin
ium, 422 

Climate bars European settlers, 419 
Condominium, unsuccessful history 

of, 421-422 
Cotton, Mesopotamia suitable for 

production of, 419 
Cromer, Lord, quoted, on admin

istrative internationalism, 423 

E 

Economic development lIouth of 
Bagdad due to British, 418 

Egypt, condominium unsuccessful 
in, 421,422 

1088 of, to England, quotation 
from Rohrbach on, 416 

Europe, difficulty of attracting 
capital· from, for Mesopotamia, 
421 

Exploitation, protection of natives 
from, 425-426 

G 

Germany, economie aims of, 415 
fundamental purpose of, 415-416 
political and imperialistie aims 

of, 415 
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Great Britain Mandatory for Meso
. potamia, 427 

opposes establishment of naval 
bases on Persian Gulf, 414, 416 

H 

Hedjaz free and independent, 420 11 

Railway, England had no legiti
mate means of checking con
struction of, 416 

I 

India, British, interest of, in Meso
potamian question, 417 

commercial relations of, with 
countries on Persian Gulf, 420 

hopes for outlet in East Africa 
and Mesopotamia for surplus 
population, 420 

problem of over-population in, 
420 

Internationalism, administrative, 
.quotation from Cromer on, 423 

Irak, 418, 419 
sovereignty and status of, 427 

Irrigation, economic possibilities 
from, 419-420 

system completed by British 
shortly before war, 418 

too costly to be profitable, 419 

J 

Jebel Shammar, Emirate of, 420 11 

K 

Kerak, Emirate of, 421" 
Koweit, Sultanate of, 420 11 

Kurdistan, provisions of Sevres 
Treaty for creation of, 426" 

L 

Land laws necessary to protect 
native, 426 

I,eague of Nations, Council of, must 
approve. Mesopotamian Man
date, 427 

Lower Mesopotamia, 418, 419 

M 

Mahan, Admiral, quoted, on control 
of Persian Gulf, 413 

Mandate for Mesopotamia formu
lated by Principal Allied Pow
ers,427 

Mandatory, Great Britain made, 
for Mesopotamia, 426-427 

of Mesopotamia chosen by Prin
cipal Allied Powers, 427 

Mesopotamia, area of, 417 
believed to be rich in petroleum, 

419 
boundaries of, 426-427 
census of 1920 of, 418'· 
disposition of, 420-421 
future of, 413-427 
Germany to share in economic 

development of, 416-417 
in great part conquered by Brit-

ish Indian Army, 417 
interests to be considered in, 417 
mandated status of, 427 
no valid reason for return of, to 

Turk; 418-419, 420 
population of, 418 
potentially one of world's richest 

undeveloped regions, 413 
question of, to be considered 

anew, 417 
reasons for attachment of, to 

British Commonwealth of Na
tions, 423-424 

strategic importance of Persian 
Gulf and, 413 

suggested as part of New Arabia, 
420 

suitable for production of wheat 
and cotton, 419 

Methods, German, in Persian.Gulf, 
414 

Morocco, German methods in, 414 
Moslems of India could furnish 

settlers for Mesopotamia, 420 

N 

Nationalism, Egyptian1. encouraged 
by Anglo-French aivergence of 
interpretation of instructions, 
422 

Nationality, provisions of option for 
Mesopotamian, 427 11 

Naval bases on Persian Gulf op
posed by British, 414, 416 
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Nejd and Haaa, Emirate of, 420"" 
New Hebrides, condominium un

SUCCft8ful in, 421, 422 u 

o 
Occupation, Britisht,. indirectly 

cauaed by Anglo-l'rench diver
gence of interpretation of in-
lltnJetions, 422 . 

Oman, Sultanate of, 420 u 
Open door, provisions to aafeguard, 

424-426 
Option, provisions of, for Mesopo

tamian nationality, 427 u 

p 

Pan-Turanian movement, 421'" 
Persian Gulf, British and German 

policy concerning, 414-415 
Great Britain refUSe/l to permit 

any Power to establish naval 
bB8e on, 414, 416 

head of, commands valuable trade 
route, 413 

policed by English for three hun
dred years, 414 

p08ilible commercial importance 
of, 413 

strategic importance of, 413 
Petroleum, Mesopotamia believed 

to be rich in, 419 
Policy, British, in Middle East, 

largely dictated by India, 417 
Population Mesopotamia capable of 

supporting estimates of 419 
8CAJ'City of, due to decay ~i irriga

tion 8yBtem and misrule, 418 
Principal Allied Powers choose 

Mandatory and formulate Man
date for Mesopotamia, 427 

Protectorate, international, in light 
of past experience, 421-422; see 
Condominium. 

R 

Railroad enterprises, German, in 
Turkey, jlurpoae of, 416 

Reclamation, difficulty of attracting 
capital from Europe and Amer-. 
iea for, of Mesopotamia, 421 

Rohrbach, Paul, quoted, on German 
policy in Near East, 415; on 
108iI of Egypt to England, 416 

Russia, possible effeet of disintegra
tion of, on Arab independence, 
421 

s 
Samoa, condominium unsuccessful 

in,422 
Sevres Treaty concerning Mesopo

tamia, 427 ; on Arabia and 
Redjaz, 420 "; on Turkish re
nunciation of Mesopotamia and 
certain other regions, 426 

Six-Powers Group in China, 425 
Steamship facilities on Tigris and 

Euphrates, 418 
Sykes, Sir Mark, quoted, on Arab 

fears of Zionism, 425-426 

T 

Treaty, Anglo-Irakian, of 1922, re
garding status of Irak, 427 

Turkey dangerous to Arabia if 
joined by Turkish-speaking 
peoples of Russia, 421 

no longer sovereign of Arabia, 
420 11 

Turk in Mesopotamia ruling and 
official class, 418 

Turkish Nationalist Movement, 
hostility of, towards Arabic 
civilization, 418 

rule and the Arabs, 417-419 
Turks, campaign against, in Meso

potamia, 413 

w 
Wheat, Mesopotamia suitable for 

production of, 419 
Wiedenfeld, Kurt, quoted, on eco

nomic measures in Turkey, 415 

y 

Yemen, Imamate of, 420 u 

Z 

Zionism, Arab fear of, Sir Mark 
Sykes quoted on, 425-426 
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PART VI: THE COLONIAL' QUESTIONS 

A 
Abyssinia, possible modification of 

mandate stipulations for, 432 
Africa, tropical, discussion of 

recommendat!ons on, 440-442; 
recommendatIOns on interna
tional control, 440-442; terri
torial problems of, 433-440 

Agreement, Anglo-Belgian, of 1920, 
on transfer of African territory 

• to Belgium, 440 17 

Anglo-Franco-Italian, of August 
10, 1920, on French interests 
north of Syria, 449 ,. 

Anglo-French, of 1919, reglltIding 
boundary between Wadai" and 
Darfur, 451" 

Anglo-Italian, of 1919, on western 
boundary of Sudan, 451"; of 
1920, regarding territorial trans
fers in Libya and Kenya, 452" 

Animals, wild, question of preserva
tion of, must be handled inter
nationally, 441 

Arms traffic, regulation of, 441 
Australia Mandatory of "C" type 

for islands (except ex-German 
Samoa and Nauru) south of 
Equator, 453 " 457· 

B 
Bases, naval, not to be established 

in Pacific islands, 454 
Beer, G. L., modifications of Ver

sailles Treaty due to, 435', 
438 18,449" 

quoted, on attribution of Ruanda 
and Urundi to Belgium, 440 iT 

Belgium, African territory allotted 
to, 431', 440" , 

Berlin Act, need of ,revision of, 441 
Bismarck' Archipelago, discussion 'Of 

'recommendation on, 456-457 ; 
recommendation on, 456-457 ' 

Bowman,!., quoted, on African 
areas transferred to Belgium in 
1920, 440 iT 

Brussels Act, need of revision of, 
441 

c 
Cameroons, discussions 'of recom

mendations on, 435-438 

Cameroons, final decision for divi
sion of, 436· 

French took possession of Octo-
ber 30, 1920, 436' ' 

mandated territory of "B" type 
434' ' 

,partition of, 436' 
recommendations 0Ii., 435-438 

Capitulations renounced in Egypt 
by Germany, Austria, and Hun
gary, 446'; in Morocco, 449" 

Caroline Islands; see Pacific Islands. 
Colonial questions, 431-458; con

sideration in settlement of, 
431 

Commission on African Colonies 
discussions of present Articl~ 
122 of Versailles Treaty by. 
434 '; on Morocco, framing of 
present Articles 142-143 by 
449" . , 

Conference, International, to be cre
ated for Africa, 441 18 

Convention, Franco-German, of 
1911, regarding Equatorial 
Africa, 435' 

suggested Anglo-Egyptian, of No
vember 10, 1920, on Capitula
tions, 446' 

Court, African, to be created, 
441'· 

D 

DaTfllr, Dar Massalit attached to, 
451 ,. 

Declaration, Anglo-French, of 
March 21, 1889, on Wadai-Dar
fur boundary, 451 16

; of April 8, 
1904, regarding Egypt and Mo
rocco, 445', 446', 450 ,,,. 

Declarations of 1919 respecting 
boundaries of Togoland and 
Cameroons, 434' 

Diseases, tropical, question of, must 
be handled internationally, 441, 
442" 

Draft Mandate .for German East 
Africa, 439 18

; for the Cam-
eroons, 437 lO 11 , 

Mandates for British part of To
goland and Cameroons, 434' 

Duties, prohibition of differential, 
in Pacific islands, 454, 457 
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E 

Economic opportunity, equality of, 
DeCe8IIal'Y in settlement of co
lonial questions, 431 

Egypt, diacU8l!ions of recommenda
tiolUl on, 445-447 

recommendations on, 445-447 
El-Baeka, France cedes OBl!is of, 

to Italy, 451 8 

F 

Fehut, France cedes Oasie of, to 
Italy, 451 u 

Fortifications not to be erected in 
Pacific ielands, 454 

Four-Power Treaty of December 
13, 1921, on ineular Pacific pOll
_ions, 453' 

France, Mandatee allotted to, 431', 
449-

Franco-Moroccan Treaty of Fez, 
1912, recognizes French Protec
torate, 448' 

-Spanish Declaration of October 
3, 1904, regarding Morocco, 
447 ' ; secret Agreements, of 
1904 and 1905 regarding Mo
rocco, 447'; Treaty of Madrid, 
1912, delimitation of French, 
Spanish, and International 
zones of Morocco regulated by, 
448 " 450 II; treaty of Septem
ber I, 1905, regarding Morocco, 
450-

Free trade, regulatic;lD of, 441 

G 

German East Africa, discU8l!ioD8 of 
recommendations on, 439-440; 
reeommendatioll1l on, 43~O 

80uthweet Africa, discu.sl!ion of 
recommendations on, 443-444; 
recommendatioD8 on, 443-444 ; 
white population of, 443' 

Germans, personal and property 
rights of, to be protected, 454 

Great Britain, Mandatee allotted to, 
431', 439 D

, 453', 456' 

I 
ImmijEYation, Indian, to East Africa, 

439 

Italian Libya, discussions of recom
mendations on, 450-451; recom
mendations on, 450-451 

Italy, African territory received by, 
451'" 

J 

Japan mandatory of "C" type for 
Pacific islands north of Equa
tor, 453' 

reservation of, concerning "C" 
type of Mandate, 453" 454' • 

Jarabub, Ow of, ceded to Italy, 
452'" 

Joint Recommendation of British 
~d French as to future of To
goland and Cameroons, 434' 

Jubaland, almost all, ceded to Italy, 
452 16 

K 

Kenya, part of, ceded to Italy, 452 16 

Kufra, Oasis of, ceded to Italy, 452" 

L 

Labor, necessity of eliminating 
forced, 441, 454 

Land, native rights to, protection 
of,441 454 

Lausanne Treaty on Turkish rights 
in Libya renounced, 452" 

League of Nations, Covenant of, re
garding mandatee, 431; j urisdic
tion of, over African interna
tional bureaus, 441'"; to confer 
mandate, 454 

Liberia, poeeible modification of 
mandate stipulations for, 432 

Libya, Italian; Bee It~lian Libya. 
Liquor traffic, regulation of, 441 

M 

Mandate concept, 431' 
Japanese reservation concerning 

"C" type of, 453', 454' 
Mandated areBl! (ex-German terri

tories), 431' 
Mandatee, clasees of, 431' 

Pacific, United States attitude to
wards, 453' 
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Mandates, possible modification of, 
for Liberia and Abyssinia, 432 

to be conferred by League of 
Nations, 454 

Mandatories, 431-432 
Marianne Islands; Bee Pacific 

islands. 
Marshall Islands; Bee Pacific islands. 
Mesopotamia, Great Britain Man

datory for, 431 1 

Milner-Zaghlul Memorandum, re
garding transfer of Capitulation 

, rigbts, 446' 
Missions, Christian, to enjoy free

dom of activity in Pacific 
islands, 454 

Moroccan situation, summary of 
history and present problems 
of, 447' 

Morocco, Capitulations renounced 
in, 449 11 

discussions of recommendations 
on, 447-451 

recommendations on, 447-451 

N 

Nauru, British Empire Mandatory 
of "c" type for 453 1 456' 

Navigation, freedou:. of, ~gulation 
of, 441 

Neuilly Treaty on Bulgarian re
nunciation of Capitulations in 
Morocco, 449 11

; on recognition 
of French Protectorate in Mo
rocco, 448 8 

New Guinea, German, discussion of 
recommendations on, 457-458; 
recommendations on, 457-458 

New Zealand, Mandate allotted to, 
453 1 456" 

North Africa, 445-452 
Notes, Franco-Italian, of 1919, on 

ceSljion to Italy of areas south 
of Tripoli, 451" 

o 
Offices, Central International, to be 

established for African data, 
441 10 

p 

Pacific island groups, population of, 
455" 

Pacific islands; discussions of 
recommendations on, 453-458; 
recommendations on, 453-
458 

. Palestine, Great Britain Mandatory 
for, 431 1 

Pelew Islands; see Pacific islands. 
Portugal, African territory allotted 

to, 431 1 

renounces Capitulations in Egypt, 
446" 

Powers, Colonizing, hampering op
position of, in Africa, 436 

Protectorate, British, over Egypt 
recognized, 445 1 

French, over Morocco recognized, 
448' 

R 
Reparations, Germany to pay, in 

Cameroons, 438 ill 
Ruanda, disposition of, 440 

S 
Saint-Germain Treaty on Austrian 

renunciation of Capitulations in 
Morocco, 449 11

; on British Pro
tectorate and Austrian renunci
ation of Capitulations in Egypt, 
445 I, 446'; on future negotia
tions concerning M 0 roc co, 
447 '; on recognition of French 
Protectorate in Morocco, 448' 

Samoa, ex-German, New Zealand 
Mandatory of "c" type for, 
453 1 456· 
Ge~, discussion of recommen

dation on, 456; excess· of assets 
over liabilities, 192()"'21 , 456'; 
expenditures of, in 1919-21, 
456 8

; population of,1917, 1921, 
456'; recommendation on, 456; 
revenue of, in 1919-21, 456'; 
value of exports of, 1919-20, 
456'; value of imports of, 1919-
20, 456'; value of total trade 
of, 1919, 456' 

Bevres Treaty, on mandated areas 
of ex-Turkish possessions, 431 1

; 

on recognition of French Pro
tectorate in Morocco, 448 8

; on 
renunciation of Turkish rights 
in Libya, 452"; on Turkish re
nunciation of Egypt and British 
Protectorate. 445 1; on Turkish 
tribute, 447' 
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Solomon lsIan~, (.~~ f rec-
ommendatIon 01 " ~ 

recommendation J'I:II:I-457 . 
Southwest Africa ~nandated tem

tory of "C" typ~ 444' 
Syria, France Mandall ry for, 431', 

449» , 

Tangier, questiO: of, ~. 
Terri~rial problems m\rwoven, 

Territory of Western Sa~~ new 

TOg~::, :~:~~a:com~mo:~ 
dations on, 433-434 

French took pOSllession of, 0 
tober I, 1920, 436 r 

mandated territory of "B" type, 
434' 

partition of, 433' 
recommendations on, 433-434 

Treaty Anglo-Portuguese, of 1920, 
on' Capitulations in Egypt, 446 

of London, 1915, ~n ~~tribut!on 
of colonial temtones In Afnca, 
451 11 

Trianon Treaty,-on B~itish Pro~c
torate and J:1unganan renuncIa
tion of Capitulations in ElO1't, 
445", 446'; o~ future negotia
tions concemmg M 0 roc co, 
447'; on Hungarian renuncia
tion of Capitulations in Mo
rocco, 449 u; on recognition of 
French Protectorate in Mo-
rocco, 448' . 

Tunisia rip:hts accorded to Italians 
in,401" . 

U 

Union of South Africa Mandatory 
for Southwest Africa, 444' 

United States, attitude of, towards 
Pacific mandates, 453 1 

colonial settlements in Asiatic 
Turkey and Africa, dependent 
upon attitude of, 432 

views of, regarding status of Yap, 
454 1 455' 

Urundi, disposition of, 440 

V 

Versailles Treaty, Articles 122, 124, 
142, 143, original form of, and 
changes in, 434 ", 438 H, 449"; 
on future negotiations concern
ing Morocco, 447';. on qerm~n 

"--~nunciation of CapItulatIOns m 
Morocco 449"; of oversea pos
sessions, 431 1

; on recognition of 
ritish Protectorate and Ger

tne.n renunciation of Capitula
tions in Egypt, 445 1

, 446 '; of 
French Protectorate in Mo
rocco, 448"; on reparations.in 
Cameroons, 438 II; on repatna
tion of Germans from. and 
their residence in, former colo
nies, 434' 

W 

Wadai, Dar Tama attached to, 451 11 

y 

Yap, status of; 454 1
, 455' 

ANNEXES 

A 
Africa, triple geographical lind cul

tural division of, 461-462 
Ahbah, question of extending 

Egyptian frontiers to, 465 

C 
Capitulations, Egyptian, problem 

of,464 
Customs, Egyptian, problem of, 464 

E 

Egypt questions concerning, 463-465 
Euro~ns, areas ~abita~lc for, and 

functions of, In Africa, 461-462 

F 

Frontiers question of Egyptian, 
465; ~f Libya-Sudanese, 463 
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I 

Italy, claims of,in North Africa, 463 

L 

Libya, Italian, ·questi~n of extension 
of frontiers of, 463 

N 

Neuilly·Treaty, African Articles of, 
473* 

North Africa, character of, 461; 
problems of, 462-465 

p 

Protectorate, British, in Egypt, 
should be recognized, 463 

s 
Saint-Germain Treaty, relatkll of 

Colonial and African Articles of, 
to those of Versailles Treaty, 
473* 

South Africa~. ,~cter of, 461-462 
Southwest AS,;. German, outline 

for study o· 465-470 
Sudan" question ;Jf extending Italian 

Libya at eX'pense of, 463 
... 

T 

Treaty, AT.gIo-portuguese, of 1891, 
refei"l",d to in Draft Mandate 
for '';ast Africa (British), 520 

of Lc ndon, 1915, on redistribution 
of f. "olonial territories in Africa, 
4C!:J • 

Trianon Treaty, relation of Colonial 
and African Articles of, to those 
of Versailles Treaty, 473 * 

Tribute, Egyptian, problem of, 463-
, 464 

Tropical Africa, character of, 462 

V 

VersailleS Treaty, relation of Afri
can Articles of/.. to those of 
Sevres Treaty, 4"18 * 
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